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Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open 
Access Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by Sri M.Venugopal Rao, Senior Journalist & Convener, Centre for Power Studies, H.No.1-100mp/101 

Monarch Prestige, Journalist's Colony, Serilingampally Mandal, Hyderabad -500032(set-1) 

S.No. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 

1 The abnormal hike in tariffs proposed for the year 2022-23 by the two TS 
Discoms, obviously, at the behest or permission of the Government of the 
Telangana State, for imposing an additional burden of Rs.6831 crore on the 
consumers of power is unprecedented in terms of the percentage and 
magnitude of hike in the history of the Telangana State and even of Andhra 
Pradesh. The proposed hike works out to 18 percent over the estimated 
revenue under the current tariffs of Rs.36124.51 crore. It is a dubious 
distinction. In the present circumstances when persistent slump in the 
economy is compounded by the impact of Covid virus and its variants and 
measures taken by the Governments in that connection, severely affecting 
opportunities for work and employment, incomes and living standards of the 
common people, the proposed tariff hikes have come as the last straw on 
camel’s back. The tariff hikes proposed for industrial and commercial 
consumers also will have cascading effect, leading to increase in prices of 
their commodities and services, thereby affecting the interests of the people 
at large. 

 

 

 

  

TS Discoms agree that COVID-19 has significantly impacted the 
economy and wellbeing of our state and nation. Having 
recognized that, TS Discoms had taken various steps to provide 
relief to its consumers, some of which are mentioned below - 
● Meter reading were suspended with enforcement of 

national level lockdown in March 2020. Meter readings 
remained suspended till May and normal meter reading 
commenced from June 2020 

● Controlling cost: Project work were reduced to minimum 
possible only in emergency cases 

● Provisional Billing to LT consumers for April 2020 
● Fixed Charges for Industries deferred till 31.05.2020 

without any penalty and interest 
● 1% Rebate for HT Industries for payment within Due date 

(till 31.05.2020) 
● Deration of Contracted Load: A consumer can avail deration 

of the contracted load irrespective of the criteria of 
completion of minimum period of the agreement as 
stipulated in GTCS. Existing 3 months’ notice period 
reduced to 30 days. 

Having said that, the last tariff hike in the state was approved by 
the the Hon’ble Commission in FY 2016-17. While, it has been five 
years now since the last tariff hike, but in the said duration, all the 
costs incurred by TS Discoms in terms of Power purchase cost, 
Transmission and Network cost etc. have increased significantly, 
leading to a constantly increasing revenue gap.  
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Hence, TS Discoms believe that the proposed tariff hike is 
inevitable and justified to improve its financial condition and 
better customer service and accordingly request the Hon’ble 
Commission to approve the same after due regulatory 
proceedings. 

2 The Discoms have shown ARR requirement of Rs.53053 crore   - Rs.34870 
crore for SPDCL and Rs.18183 crore for NPDCL – for the year 2022-23. The 
revenue at current tariffs is shown as Rs.25422 crore for SPDCL and Rs.10732 
crore for NPDCL. They have shown non-tariff income of Rs.33.10 crore for  
SPDCL and Rs.29.41 for NPDCL.  They have shown revenue deficits of 
Rs.9128.57 crore  for SPDCL and Rs.7451.21 crore for NPDCL. Revenue 
through proposed tariff hike is shown as Rs.5044.27 crore for SPDCL and 
Rs.1786.63 crore for NPDCL. Subsidy from the Government is shown as 
Rs.1397.50 crore for SPDCL and Rs.4254.15 crore.  Still the Discoms have 
shown net deficits of Rs.2686.79 crore for SPDCL and Rs.1410.44 crore for 
NPDCL. 

TS Discoms agree with the figures mentioned around the ARR, 
Revenue @ current tariff, NTI, Gap @ current tariff, additional 
Revenue @ proposed tariff, Subsidy, Gap @ proposed tariff by the 
objector for TSSPDCL & TSNPDCL. TS Discoms propose that the 
remaining revenue gap of Rs. 2686.79 crore for TSSPDCL and 
Rs.1410.44 crore for TSNPDCL will be met by improving the 
current operational efficiencies of Discoms. Increase in Cross-
subsidizing sales and power purchase cost at optimized rates, will 
lead to further reduction in the gap. 
TS Discoms shall also improve its revenue by the following 
measures  

 Conversion of remaining 20% non-IRDA services to IRDA 
services, leading to increase in Billing Efficiency 

 TS Discoms are preparing a scheme for installation of 
smart meters in a phased manner. 

3 The Discoms have proposed tariff hikes to LT consumers @ Re.0.50 per unit 
and to HT consumers @ Re.1/- per unit, and increased fixed charges, 
consumer charges and minimum charges. For some categories like LT 
agriculture no hike is proposed. On the face of it, it is irrational. Taking 
paying capacity of the consumers, different rates of tariffs to consumers 
under different slabs under the same category and to different categories of 
consumers have been proposed and determined, after providing cross 

TS Discoms are committed to provide 24/7 free power to 
agriculture consumers, in line with the Govt. of Telangana 
directives. However, TS Discoms are expecting that the sales of 
agriculture category will decrease with upcoming LIS Loads. TS 
Discoms receive a subsidy from TS Government to the tune of Rs. 
4,415 Crs. with respect to the power supply to agriculture 
consumers. Thus, no hike is necessary for some categories like LT 
agriculture. 
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subsidy and Government’s subsidy also to subsidized categories of 
consumers over the years. In the proposed tariff hikes for LT and HT 
categories of consumers, the principles for such standard and justifiable 
differentiation in tariff fixation are given a go-by by making the lump sum 
hike applicable uniformly to all categories of consumers under LT and under 
HT. Obviously, this kind of disproportionate hike leads to higher burden in 
terms of percentage to majority of the consumers, especially of subsidized 
categories, that, too, at lower slabs. For example, the hike of tariff for 50 
units under LT-1(A) from Rs.1.45 to Rs.1.95 per units works out to 34 per 
cent. Under LT-1 (B)(i) for a consumption of 100 units the hike in tariff from 
Rs.3.30 to Rs.3.80 per unit works out to 13 per cent.  

TS Discoms have proposed the tariff hikes for different consumer 
categories and their respective sub-slabs. The objection made in 
terms of disproportionate hike for some slabs of categories, and 
hikes for other consumer categories, can be addressed through 
following points - 

● The tariff for 0-50 unit’s domestic category has been 
constant for last 20 years. Over these years the purchase 
parity of the consumers has increased multi fold times, 
similarly the cost per unit for producing one unit of power 
has also increased. Thus, the proposed hike is justifiable. 

● For LT Domestic, the proposed tariffs are still significantly 
lower than the Cost of Service for FY 2022-23. 

●  TS Discoms have carried out the Tariff Comparison analysis 
of all the major consumer categories across various states. It 
was found that the tariffs for the lower domestic slabs, HT 
C&I categories for TS are significantly lower when compared 
with the other major states like Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, 
Haryana, Rajasthan, Punjab, West Bengal etc. Thus, the 
proposed hike is justifiable.  

4 The Discoms have also failed to explain justification, if any, in imposing or 
increasing consumer charges and minimum charges, except the implied 
intention to get additional revenue. For imposing fixed charges for domestic 
categories and hiking fixed charges for other relevant categories, the 
Discoms have argued that, based on FY 2022-23 existing tariff, total fixed 
cost as a percentage of total ARR for 2022-23 is 56%, but the revenue 
recovered in terms of fixed charges from consumers as a percentage of total 
revenue is only 13 percent. With the proposed fixed charges for 2022-23, 
the revenue thereon is expected to increase to 15.7 per cent, in the case of 
SPDCL. In the case of NPDCL, it increases from 9 percent to 11.7 percent. 

TS Discoms would like to state that the last tariff hike approved by 
the the Hon’ble commission was in FY 2016-17, While, it has been 
five years now since the last tariff hike, but in the said duration, 
all the costs incurred by TS Discoms in terms of Power purchase 
cost, Transmission and Network cost etc. have increased 
significantly, leading to a constantly increasing revenue gap.  
In view of the above, Discoms have proposed the hike in Fixed 
Charges, Consumer charges & minimum charges.  
TS Discoms believe that there is a significant gap between the 
fixed costs incurred (FC paid to Genco, Transmission (STU, PGCIL) 
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& SLDC charges, and Distribution Fixed Cost) and the fixed charges 
recovered from the consumers. 
Hence, TS Discom have tried to rationalize the tariff structure and 
reduce the cross subsidy as per National Tariff Policy, 2016 and 
thus introduced the fixed charges for Domestic category. 

5 If imposing or enhancing fixed charges is intended to provide relief to the 
Discoms incurring financial losses, as argued by them, the Discoms have not 
explained as to why they have not applied the same logic for LT agriculture. 
As per the retail supply tariff order for the year 2018-19, the cost of service 
for LT agriculture was Rs.5.05 per unit for SPDCL and Rs.5.57 per unit for 
NPDCL. The tariff per unit was Rs. which was subsidized by the Government. 
Now, for the year 2022-23, the Discoms have shown cost of service for LT 
agriculture as Rs.9.20 per unit for SPDCL and Rs.8.96 per unit for NPDCL, but 
tariff is not proposed to be revised. Why? If tariff for LT agriculture is revised 
as per cost of service after adjusting cross subsidy, the Government has to 
provide substantial additional subsidy. In the subsidy of the Government 
shown in the subject filings, what is the estimated requirement of subsidy 
for LT agriculture? The Hon’ble Commission has to work out full cost tariff 
as per cost of service for LT agriculture, as is the case with other categories 
of consumers, minus cross subsidy decided by it. Since the Government is 
implementing the policy of free supply of power to agriculture for 24 hours 
a day, it has to provide the subsidy as per cost of service minus cross subsidy 
determined by the Commission. We request the Hon’ble Commission to 
determine full cost tariff for LT agriculture accordingly. 

TS Discoms are committed to provide 24/7 free power to 
agriculture consumers, in line with the Govt. of Telangana 
directives. However, TS Discoms are expecting that the sales of 
agriculture category will decrease with upcoming LIS Loads. TS 
Discoms receive a subsidy from TS Government to the tune of Rs. 
4415 Crs. with respect to the power supply to agriculture 
consumers. Thus, no hike is necessary for some categories like LT 
agriculture. 
As per the current ambit of the TSERC regulations in place, the 
Hon’ble Commission computes the Full cost recovery tariff 
schedule and Retails Supply tariff schedule for all consumer 
categories after considering the subsidy commitment by the GoTS 
and cross subsidies across various consumer categories.  
TS Discoms shall abide by the directions given by the Hon’ble 
Commission, and the subsidy commitments by the Govt. of 
Telangana.  
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6 The State Government provided yearly subsidy (In Rs. crores) as under: 

Discom   2018-19    2019-20 2020-21      2021-22   2022-23 

SPDCL  1149.18      1172.56 1397.50     1397.50 1397.50 

NPDCL  3500.57       3569.00 4254.15     4254.15 4254.15 

Total  4650.55       4741.56 5651.65     5651.65 5651.65 

For the year 2018-19, against the subsidy requirement of Rs.5940.47 crore, 
the Government informed the Commission that an amount of Rs.4984.30 
crore was provisioned in the budget for agriculture and allied subsidy and 
that the balance amount “will be examined at appropriate time. ”Neither 
the “appropriate” time  has come, nor has the KCR Government “examined” 
the issue of providing the balance amount towards subsidy, going by the 
information furnished by the Discoms. In the tariff order for 2018-19, the 
Hon’ble Commission maintained that “in case of non-commitment of GoTS 
for the release of the said differential amount by 30.09.2018, the DISCOMs 
shall file Petition(s) before the Commission seeking appropriate relief. The 
Commission shall take an appropriate view based on the scrutiny of the said 
Petition(s) of the DISCOMs” (page 110). Obviously, nothing has happened so 
far on the issue. While revenue requirement of the Discoms and increase in 
supply of power to various categories of consumers have been increasing 
over the years, for three consecutive years from 2020-21, the Government 
has not increased the subsidy amount, at least, proportionately. While the 
Government of Andhra Pradesh is providing  a hefty subsidy, exceeding 
Rs.10,000 crore for the year 2021-22, the rulers in the “rich State” of 
Telangana continue to be parsimonious. It is obvious that the intention of 

TS Discoms would like to state that it is unfair on the part of the 
objector to question the intentions of the GoTS. 
Govt. of Telangana has been adopting the following steps to 
improve Discom financial position, in addition to the subsidy 
disbursements for LT Agriculture and LT Domestic consumers - 

● GoTS has started releasing LIS CC charges by providing 
budgetary support from 2021. This will improve collection 
efficiency and eventually reduce AT&C losses 

● GoTS has instructed Panchayat Raj and Municipal 
administration to pay CC charges as per vide Lr. No. 768, dt. 
14.08.2020. 

● GoTS is releasing the subsidy regulary in the same month.  
● GoTS has already infused the equity of INR 9,161 Cr., in 

addition to the subsidy, which is improving the cash flows of 
Discoms 

● Telangana is having one of the lowest tariffs, compared to 
other states in India 

● Further benefits to SC & ST consumers for domestic use, 
Haircutting salons, Dobhighats, Laundry shops, powerlooms, 
poultry farms and spinning mills 

TS Discoms shall abide by the directions given by the Hon’ble 
Commission, and the subsidy commitments by the Govt. of 
Telangana.  
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the KCR Government is to impose more burdens on the consumers in the 
form of increasing tariffs by not increasing the subsidy amount.  

7 The Government of India, GoTS and the Discoms entered into a tripartite 
MoU on 4.1.2017  (UDAY scheme)  under which the GoTS has to take over 
75 percent of the outstanding debt of the Discoms as on 30.9.2015 by the 
end of 2016-17. The Commission did not find merit in the submissions of the 
Discoms that “savings” due to UDAY scheme might be considered at the end 
of the control period, but adjusted a sum of Rs.1116.42 crore under UDAY 
for reducing the ARR of the Discoms for the year 2018-19 (page 86 of the 
tariff order). What is the latest position relating to taking over of the 
outstanding debt of the Discoms by the GoTS under UDAY? 

UDAY status of Telangana Discoms (Debt Takeover) 
 
● Total debt to be taken over (75% of the total debt as on 

30.09.2015 i.e. Rs.11,897 Crs.) = Rs. 8,923 Cr. 
● Transfer to TS Discoms in the form of equity = Rs. 7,723 Crs. 
● Balance to be taken over by the State Government as per 

UDAY MoU = Rs. 1,200 Crs. 
GoTS has already infused the equity of INR 9,161 Cr., in addition 
to the subsidy, which is improving the cash flows of Discoms. 

8 The following yearly revenue deficits (in Rs. crore) are shown by the Discoms 
in  the subject filings: 

Discom    2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 

SPDCL     6354.87 5604.01 6296.97 7007.86 

NPDCL    3877.87 1712.28 2369.79 3615.98 

Total  10232.74 7317.29 8666.76 10624.84 

For these four years the total accumulated revenue deficit of the two 
Discoms works out to Rs.36841.63 crore.  Even after taking into account 
impact of proposed tariff hikes and subsidy from the Govt., for the year 
2022-23, too, the Discoms have shown a substantial deficit – Rs.2686.79 
crore by SPDCL and Rs.1410.44 crore by NPDCL.  But in the main text of 

TS Discoms would like to state that they have been filing the ARR 
petitions, on an annual basis, before the Hon’ble Commission 
(TSERC) until FY 2018-19. From FY 2019-20 onwards, the Discoms 
have not filed the ARR petitions before the Hon’ble TSERC, due to 
the following reasons –  
● Enforcement of Model Code of Conduct in the State of 

Telangana in view of elections for Telangana Assembly. 
● Hon’ble TSERC was not operational from 9th Jan 2019, after 

the Chairman of Hon’ble TSERC demitted office after attaining 
the age of 65 years.  

● Enforcement of Model Code of Conduct in the State of 
Telangana from 10.03.2019 till 23.05.2019 (Lok Sabha 
election).  
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their filings, the Discoms have not shown such additional revenue gap for 
2022-23. If the additional revenue gap shown is correct, what do the 
Discoms propose to fill it? Moreover, the Discoms have to claim true-up for 
their retail supply business for the years from 2015-16 to 2020-21 and true-
up for their distribution business for the first three control periods also. The 
accumulated true-up claims of the Discoms are turning out to be 
astronomical and unbearable to the consumers at large.  Needless to say, 
such accumulated burdens are getting intensified by increasing the need for 
more working capital for the Discoms and the avoidable interest thereon. If 
all these accumulated burdens are allowed by TSERC even to the extent 
permissible as per applicable regulations and imposed on the consumers, 
what would be the reaction of the people of the State is anybody’s guess. 
For all these burdens, policies, decisions and actions of the Central and State 
Governments are responsible. The power utilities of the Government have 
their share for this precarious situation in terms of deficiencies and 
inefficiencies in their performance.  But, it is the reckless failure of the KCR 
Government that is squarely responsible for accumulation of the burdens to 
the abnormal level. When such a financial crisis has been engulfing its power 
utilities over the years, what has the KCR Government been doing to avert 
the crisis and take remedial measures? What corrective steps and prudent 
alternative measures do the Discoms propose? Did they make any proposals 
to the GoTS and GoI in order to improve their position and strengthen them 
and protect larger consumer interest? 

 

 

● Pending information from ICAD department on Lift Irrigation 
(LI) schemes.  

● Issuance of model code of conduct for the Municipal elections 
from 23.12.2019 to 25.01.2020  

● Further extension in view of preparation of tariff proposals in 
accordance to the MoP recommendations on Tariff 
Rationalisation process. 

● Due to imposition of Lockdown in the State by GoTS due to 
spread of pandemic COVID-19, which impacted the 
consumption of electricity by various sectors, the licensees 
intended to file ARR duly including the impact of lockdown due 
to COVID-19 pandemic. 

● Enforcement of Model Code of Conduct from 17th Nov 2020 
to 4th Dec 2020 in view of GHMC elections.  

● Certain unavoidable circumstances viz; uncertainty in 
commissioning of the LI pumps and delay in receipt of 
information of power availability and cost there on from 
Central Generating Stations, which have significant impact on 
the demand projections and overall ARR respectively. 

However, ARR for 2019-20, 2020-21, 2021-22 was submitted 
before TSERC on March 31, 2021, which was not admitted by the 
Hon’ble Commission due to non-submission of tariff proposals by 
the TS Discoms.  
TS Discoms shall also improve its revenue by the following 
measures  
● Conversion of remaining 20% non-IRDA services to IRDA 

services, leading to increase in Billing Efficiency 
TS Discoms are preparing a scheme for installation of smart 
meters in a phased manner 
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9 After failing to file in time and in the form required under the applicable 
regulations their annual revenue requirement (ARR) and tariff revision 
proposals for the years 2019-20, 2020-21 and 2021-22 before the Hon’ble 
Commission, the two Distribution Companies have filed their ARR and tariff 
revision proposals for the year 2022-23. Only after the Hon’ble Commission 
rightly insisted on the Discoms to file their tariff revision proposals, they did 
so. Another reason is that, filing of ARR and tariff revision proposals by the 
Discoms has been considered one of the factors for ratings given in the 
reports of the GoI and such non-submission affects credit ratings of the 
power utilities of the State Government for getting loans.  

TS Discoms have already submitted the Distribution true up claims 
for 1st, 2nd and 3rd control period along with the APR filing for 
FY2019-20. TS Discoms have also filed the APR for 2020-21 on 31 
December 2021. 
TS Discoms have already finalized the true up claim for RSB for 
2016-17 to 2018-19 and currently drafting the same for 2019-20 
& 2020-21. TS Discoms would be submitting all their RSB true up 
claims shortly to the Hon’ble Commission. 
TS Discoms would like to state that it is unfair on the part of the 
objector to question the intentions of the GoTS. 
Govt. of Telangana has been adopting the following steps to 
improve Discom financial position, in addition to the subsidy 
disbursements for LT Agriculture and LT Domestic consumers - 
● GoTS has started releasing LIS CC charges by providing 

budgetary support from 2021. This will improve collection 
efficiency and eventually reduce AT&C losses 

● GoTS has instructed Panchayat Raj and Municipal 
administration to pay CC charges as per vide Lr. No. 768, dt. 
14.08.2020. 

● GoTS is releasing the subsidy regulary in the same month.  
● GoTS has already infused the equity of INR 9,161 Cr., in 

addition to the subsidy, which is improving the cash flows of 
Discoms 

● Telangana is having one of the lowest tariffs, compared to 
other states in India 

Further benefits to SC & ST consumers for domestic use, 
Haircutting salons, Dobhighats, Laundry shops, powerlooms, 
poultry farms and spinning mills. 

10 The TRS Government in Telangana violated the Electricity Act, 2003 by not 
initiating the process in due course for appointment of members and 
Chairman of the TSERC in time. As per Section 85(2) of the Electricity Act, 

Regarding the delay in ARR proposals, TS Discoms would like to 
state that they have been filing the ARR petitions, on an annual 
basis, before the Hon’ble Commission (TSERC) until FY 2018-19. 
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2003, “The State Government shall, within one month from the date of 
occurrence of any vacancy by reason of death, resignation or removal of the 
Chairperson or Member and six months before the superannuation or end 
of tenure of the Chairperson or Member, make a reference to the Selection 
Committee for filling up of the vacancy.” Section 85(3) says: “The Selection 
Committee shall finalise the selection of the Chairperson and Members 
within three months from the date on which the reference is made to it.”  
As a result, TSERC acted as a one-man Commission for nearly ten months up 
to 9th January, 2019 and became defunct for nearly ten months up to 29th 
October, 2019.  Even after the present Chairman and members were 
appointed, GoTS continued to fail to get ARR and tariff proposals filed before 
the Commission in time and in the form required.  

From FY 2019-20 onwards, the Discoms have not filed the ARR 
petitions before the Hon’ble TSERC, due to the reasons submitted 
in its abovementioned response to queries 8 and 9. 

11 Due to intransigence of the Government of Telangana, the Discoms could 
not file their ARR and tariff revision proposals for the three consecutive 
financial years from 2019-20 to 2021-22. The Discoms have been forced to 
violate law by collecting tariffs as per the tariffs determined in the retail 
supply tariff order for the year 2018-19 for a part of the subsequent year till 
the present Commission gave its orders allowing them to collect tariffs for 
that period with retrospective effect and for subsequent years. While 
revenue requirements and revenue gaps of the Discoms kept on increasing, 
rates of tariffs collected remained the same and yearly subsidies have been 
provided by the Government, with marginal increase only. The end result is 
accumulation of the abnormal revenue gap and the resultant burdens. There 
has been no sense of accountability, responsibility and transparency on the 
part of the Government of Telangana and its power utilities in meeting the 
legal and regulatory requirements relating to the Hon’ble Commission. 

TS Discoms had taken due permission from the Hon’ble 
Commission, for the continuation of tariffs as per FY 2018-19 Tariff 
Order, for FY 2019-20, FY 2020-21 and 2021-22, as mentioned in 
the following Orders - 
● TSERC letter dated 28.03.2019 (letter No.: TSERC/ Secy/ F: L-

63/ D.No.8119), had concurred with the GoTS letter dated 
26.03.2019 which allowed the continuation of existing tariffs 
till the tariff determination by TSERC. 

● TSERC order dated 20.03.2020: I.A.No.8 of 2020 in O.P.Nos. 21 
& 22 of 2017, has allowed the continuation of the retail supply 
tariffs as per order dated 27.03.2018, with such tariffs shall be 
made applicable and levied from 01.04.2020 

● TSERC order dated 27.03.2021: I.A.No.4 of 2021 in O.P.Nos. 21 
& 22 of 2017, has allowed the continuation of the retail supply 
tariffs as per order dated 27.03.2018, with such tariffs shall be 
made applicable and levied from 01.04.2021 

Regarding the delay in ARR proposals, TS Discoms would like to 
state that they have been filing the ARR petitions, on an annual 
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basis, before the Hon’ble Commission (TSERC) until FY 2018-19. 
From FY 2019-20 onwards, the Discoms have not filed the ARR 
petitions before the Hon’ble TSERC, due to the reasons submitted 
in its abovementioned response to queries 8 and 9. 

12 This is not for the first time that the TS Discoms are flouting directions and 
regulations of of the Hon’ble Commission. In my submissions dated 
21.6.2017 on ARR and true up claims of the TS Discoms, I pointed out, inter 
alia, that “The Discoms have not submitted details of their projected 
revenue gap for the year 2017-18 even in their replies to our submissions in 
which we have specifically asked for the same.  They have not also provided 
information and data relating to true up claims for the first and second 
control periods and for the last two financial years.  The Hon’ble Commission 
has also not exercised its legitimate authority to direct the Discoms to 
submit the information relating to revenue requirement, revenue at current 
tariffs, non-tariff income, likely subsidy to be provided by the Government 
and the remaining revenue gap and how they propose to bridge the 
remaining revenue gap for 2017-18.  This information is very much 
necessary for the Hon’ble Commission to determine permissible revenue 
requirement and revenue gap and ask the State Government for providing 
subsidy, if tariffs should not be hiked as proposed by the Discoms. Similarly, 
this information is very much necessary for the interested public also to 
make submissions.  Since the inception of APERC in the undivided A.P. and 
formation of TSERC after bifurcation of the State, there has been no occasion 
when Discoms have submitted ARR and tariff proposals in this manner, 
without giving information relating to their projected revenue gap, and the 
Commission taking up the same for public hearing in this manner.  

To meet the political expediency of the party-in-power in the State, at the 
behest of the Government, the Discoms have concealed this vital 

TS Discoms during the ARR filing for 2022-23 have submitted all 
relevant information in their ARR write-ups and RSF formats, 
before the Hon’ble Commission on 30.11.2021. the TS Discoms 
have also submitted their tariff proposals to the TSERC on 
27.12.2021, along with the details of projected revenue and gap 
at proposed tariff. This information can also be found in the 
schedule I submitted by Discoms as directed by TSERC. 
 
TS Discoms understand that the information related to Revenue 
at current and proposed tariff, Revenue Gap and Subsidy is crucial 
for TSERC, public and thus have provided all the required 
information in the prescribed formats. 
 
TS Discoms shall also improve its revenue by the following 
measures – 

 Conversion of remaining 20% non-IRDA services to IRDA 
services, leading to increase in Billing Efficiency 

 TS Discoms are preparing a scheme for installation of 
smart meters in a phased manner. 

TS Discoms have already submitted the Distribution true up claims 
for 1st, 2nd and 3rd control period along with the APR filing for 
FY2019-20. TS Discoms have also filed the APR for 2020-21 on 31 
December 2021. 
TS Discoms have already finalized the true up claim for RSB for 
2016-17 to 2018-19 and currently drafting the same for 2019-20 
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information with a view to hoodwinking the people that there are no 
burdens of tariff hike, even while continuing to keep revenue gap and huge 
amounts to be claimed under true up accumulated and concealed till the 
next general elections are held.  Barring that, there is no purpose in 
concealing this vital information and making a mockery of the regulatory 
process and public hearings. The Discoms could not give any explanation as 
to why they are concealing this information. Being entities subordinate to 
the powers-that-be in the Government, the Discoms are compelled to adopt 
this questionable approach much to the detriment of their interests and of 
their consumers of power at the behest of the Government. One can 
understand their predicament. This concealment is a part and parcel of the 
political necromancy of the Government to subserve pre-election political 
expediency of the party-in-power.  For the year 2018-19 also, the 
Government in all likelihood would force the Discoms to adopt similar 
questionable approach of concealing such vital information to hoodwink the 
people during the pre-election period.  The proposal of the Discoms at the 
behest of the Government not to hike tariffs to bridge their revenue gap is 
really not a no-hike, but postponement of tariff hikes for a future period. 
The Discoms are naturally expected to try to collect what is due to them in 
time; they do not prefer postponement of the same. Being an independent 
and quasi-judicial body, why is the Hon’ble Commission reluctant to exercise 
its legitimate authority to direct the Discoms to submit and make public the 
said vital information which is very much necessary for its regulatory process 
and public hearings? What is the purpose in allowing the Discoms to conceal 
such information? It is the responsibility of the Hon’ble Commission to 
ensure that the principles of transparency and accountability are observed 
by the Discoms.” There was no convincing response from the Commission 
then.  

&2020-21. TS Discoms would be submitting all their RSB true up 
claims shortly to the Hon’ble Commission. 
TS Discoms shall abide by the instructions provided by the 
Government of Telangana and TSERC. 
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In the retail supply tariff order for the year 2017-18, the Hon’ble Commission 
pointed out that “The Licensees are expected to file the ARR and Tariff 
proposals for retail supply business for the ensuing year by the end of 
November of current year as per the Act and regulations. The Licensees have 
requested multiple extensions of time for filing petitions. Owing to the 
reasons laid down for the delays in their ARR filings, the Commission while 
expressing displeasure in this regard, directs the DISCOMs to adhere to the 
timelines as laid down in the Act, regulations and UDAY” (page 11). The 
Commission further noted that “In accordance with APERC Regulation No.1 
of 2014 adopted by the Commission, the DISCOMs are required to file true 
up of retail supply business giving details of the variation in power purchase 
cost of previous year along with the ARR for the next year. The DISCOMs 
have not filed true up proposals in accordance with the APERC Regulation 
No.1 of 2014” (page 12).  

13 In our submissions dated 17.1.2018 on ARR and tariff proposals of the TS 
Discoms for the year 2018-19, we pointed out, among others, that “the 
proposal of the Discoms not to hike tariffs for the year 2018-19 and their 
failure to explain how they propose to bridge the projected revenue gaps for 
the same year and for various other factors not taken into consideration by 
them for the year 2018-19, it can be asserted that they will come up with 
true-up claims for 2016-17, 2017-18 and the year 2018-19 also later in the 
post-election period. Therefore, the proposal of the Discoms not to hike 
tariffs for the year 2018-19 is a futile attempt to hoodwink the people of the 
State that there are no additional burdens of tariff hikes in the pre-election 
period to meet political expediency of the party-in-power. In all probability, 
the Discoms may be forced by the powers-that-be to postpone submission 
of true up claims for the year 2016-17 and the current financial year to post-
poll period. It is for the Hon’ble Commission to exercise its legitimate 

The submitted query no. 13 pertains to the ARR proceedings 
during FY 2018-19. TS Discoms have timely submitted the ARR 
filings for FY 2018-19 before the Hon’ble Commission.  
 
TS Discoms shall also improve its revenue by the following 
measures – 

 Conversion of remaining 20% non-IRDA services to IRDA 
services, leading to increase in Billing Efficiency 

TS Discoms are preparing a scheme for installation of smart 
meters in a phased manner 
 
TS Discoms have already finalized the true up claim for RSB for 
2016-17 to 2018-19 and currently drafting the same for 2019-20 
& 2020-21. TS Discoms would be submitting all their RSB true up 
claims shortly to the Hon’ble Commission. 
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authority to direct the Discoms to submit the same in time and issue orders 
after holding public hearings promptly.”  

Further we submitted that “Since the Discoms have not made it clear as to 
how they would propose to bridge the projected revenue gaps for the year 
2018-19, we request the Hon’ble Commission to make it clear that no true 
up claim would be permitted later for the revenue gap, if any, that is going 
to be determined by it after taking into account the subsidy amount the 
GoTS is willing to provide.  We also request the Hon’ble Commission to make 
it clear to the Discoms that the remaining revenue gap, if any, to be 
determined for the year 2018-19 will not be treated as regulatory asset.  It 
is to be noted here that regulatory asset can be considered only when hefty 
tariff hike is required and only a part of it is permitted by the Commission to 
avoid tariff shock to the consumers and that such revenue gap treated as 
regulatory asset can be permitted to be collected from the consumers in 
later years.  Here, in the subject proposals of the Discoms, as they have not 
even proposed any tariff hike for the year 2018-19, the question of 
considering regulatory asset does not arise.” In the tariff order for 2018-19, 
the Hon’ble Commission pointed out that, “Upon scrutiny of the ARR filings 
and tariff proposals submitted by the licensees, the Commission identified 
certain data gaps and directed the licensees to furnish additional 
information. As directed by the Commission, the licensees furnished 
additional information and placed the same on their respective websites” 
(page 3).  

 
TS Discoms shall abide by the instructions provided by the Hon’ble 
Commission. 

14 Whether the Discoms sought extension of time for filing their ARR and tariff 
proposals for the years 2019-20, 2020-21, 2021-22 and the reasons given, if 
any, for the same, and notices or directions given by the Hon’ble 
Commission to the Discoms in this regard are not in public domain. The 
Discoms continued to flout law and regulations and directions of the 

Regarding the delay in ARR proposals, TS Discoms would like to 
state that they have been filing the ARR petitions, on an annual 
basis, before the Hon’ble Commission (TSERC) until FY 2018-19. 
From FY 2019-20 onwards, the TS Discoms have not filed the ARR 
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Commission in this regard. Why have the Discoms failed to submit their ARR 
and tariff revision proposals in time and as per applicable regulations of the 
Hon’ble Commission for all the three years? 

petitions before the Hon’ble TSERC, due to the reasons 
submitted in its abovementioned response to queries 8 and 9. 
TS Discoms had taken due permission from the Hon’ble 
Commission, for the continuation of tariffs as per FY 2018-19 
Tariff Order, for FY 2019-20, FY 2020-21 and 2021-22, as 
elaborated in its response to query 11. 
The abovementioned reasons were submitted before the 
Hon’ble Commission on March 31, 2021 during its ARR filing for 
2019-20, 2020-21, 2021-22, on March 31, 2021, which was not 
admitted by the Hon’ble Commission due to delay in the 
submission of tariff proposals. 

15 Secretary of TSERC, through the circular Lr. No. TSERC/Secy/F-No.ARR2017-
18/5/D.No.879/17,dated 17.02.2107, intimated the TS Discoms that, “For 
the above said reasons, I am directed by the Commission to require you to 
file tariff proposals on or before 23.02.2017 and in default, the Commission 
will act suo moto for determination of the tariff for FY 2017-18 in accordance 
with the directions of the Hon’ble Appellate Tribunal for Electricity in O.P. 
No.1 of 2011 based on information available with the Commission in the 
form of ARR/FPTs for FY 2015-16 and FY 2016-17 and ARR for FY 2017-18. 
The Commission will reckon the information filed by licensees after 
commencement of the suo moto proceedings for determination of the retail 
supply tariff for FY 2017-18.” However, experience has confirmed that the 
Hon’ble Commission has not taken any initiative suo motu to initiate its 
regulatory process for determination of ARR and tariffs for the financial 
years from 2019-20 to 2021-22 as per law and its own decision, in view of 
non-submission of ARR and tariff proposals by the Discoms. There is no 
evidence in public domain that the Hon’ble Commission made it clear to the 
Discoms that, unless they file their ARR and tariff revision proposals in time, 
it would not permit them to collect tariffs from consumers based on old 
tariffs of 2018-19 and that their true-up claims will not be entertained for 

This query falls under the purview of the Hon’ble Commission. 
TS Discoms had taken due permission from the Hon’ble 
Commission, for the continuation of tariffs as per FY 2018-19 
Tariff Order, for FY 2019-20, FY 2020-21 and 2021-22, as 
elaborated in its response to query 11. 
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the years ARR and tariff proposals have not been filed as per applicable 
regulations. 

16 In its order dated 27.3.2021, the Hon’ble Commission held that “the retail 
supply tariffs, cross subsidy surcharge and additional surcharge as applicable 
on 31.03.2019 as per order dated 27.03.2018 are continued and made 
applicable and can be levied from 01.04.2021 pending disposal of this 
application finally subject to the communication of the State Government 
conveying the commitment of subsidy as stated in paragraph 5 above. The 
tariff determined in respect of electric vehicle charging stations/battery 
swap as also in respect of concessional tariff to HMWSSB shall also stand 
continue from 01.04.2021 till the TSDISCOMs file their regular proposals. The 
TSDISCOMs are directed to file the regular petition for determination of fresh 
retail supply tariffs, cross subsidy surcharge and additional surcharge for FY 
2021-22 immediately.”  

The Hon’ble Commission has issued a notice to the TS Discoms and held a 
hearing on 20.12.2021 on maintainability of their ARR proposals in the 
deficient form submitted by them without giving their proposals for bridging 
the projected revenue gap for the years 2019-20, 2020-21 and 2021-22 and 
tariff revision proposals. The Hon’ble Commission has rightly decided in its 
order dated 22.12.2021 to “decline from entertaining the ARR Petitions 
mainly for the reason that the time period for which they were sought was 
already lapsed. Hence, they are refused.”  

Under Section 64 (4) (b) of EA, 2003, the appropriate Commission shall, inter 
alia, “reject the (tariff) application for reasons to be recorded in writing if 
such application is not in accordance with the provisions of this Act or the 
rules and regulations made thereunder or the provisions of any other law 
for the time being in force:” In view of the decision of the Hon’ble 

Regarding the delay in ARR proposals, TS Discoms would like to 
state that they have been filing the ARR petitions, on an annual 
basis, before the Hon’ble Commission (TSERC) until FY 2018-19. 
From FY 2019-20 onwards, the TS Discoms have not filed the ARR 
petitions before the Hon’ble TSERC, due to the reasons 
submitted in its abovementioned response to queries 8 and 9. 
TS Discoms had taken due permission from the Hon’ble 
Commission, for the continuation of tariffs as per FY 2018-19 
Tariff Order, for FY 2019-20, FY 2020-21 and 2021-22, as 
elaborated in its response to query 11. 
 
The abovementioned reasons were submitted before the 
Hon’ble Commission on March 31, 2021 during its ARR filing for 
2019-20, 2020-21, 2021-22, on March 31, 2021, which was not 
admitted by the Hon’ble Commission due to delay in the 
submission of tariff proposals. 

TS Discoms have already finalized the true up claim for RSB for 
2016-17 to 2018-19 and currently drafting the same for 2019-20 
& 2020-21. TS Discoms would be submitting all their RSB true up 
claims shortly to the Hon’ble Commission. 
 
TS Discoms shall abide by the further instructions provided by the 
Hon’ble Commission. 

TS Discoms shall also improve its revenue by the following 
measures – 

 Conversion of remaining 20% non-IRDA services to IRDA 
services, leading to increase in Billing Efficiency 
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Commission not to entertain the ARR petitions for the said three years 
“mainly for the reason that the time period for which they were sought was 
already lapsed,” a pertinent question would arise - whether the Hon’ble 
Commission would give further time to the Discoms to file their ARR and 
tariff applications for the said three years, if the Discoms seek it again.  

Since the financial years 2019-20 and 2020-21 had already run out and the 
first nine months of 2021-22 also lapsed, filing of ARR and tariff proposals 
for the three years by the Discoms would become superfluous. Retail supply 
tariff orders the Hon’ble Commission issues should come into effect from 
the 1st April of the financial year for which such orders are issued, not with 
retrospective effect.  As such, non-submission of ARR and tariff proposals by 
the Discoms for the said three financial years in time and as required under 
applicable regulations is, and should be treated as, a closed chapter. 

TS Discoms are preparing a scheme for installation of smart 
meters in a phased manner. 

17 With tariffs determined by TSERC for the year 2018-19 continuing for the 
subsequent three years, with whatever yearly subsidy being provided by the 
Government, and with increasing expenditure and widening revenue gap, 
the accumulated revenue gap of the Discoms has been turned out to be 
abnormal                 . The TS Discoms have been in financial doldrums. Under 
normal circumstances, the Discoms would or should have claimed variations 
in their annual revenue requirement from what was determined by the 
Hon’ble Commission in the annual retail supply orders as per the applicable 
regulations and directions of the Commission. First, they should claim 
provisional true-up of such variations in ARR for a financial year in the ARR 
and tariff proposals of the next financial year and later final true-up after 
accounts for the financial year concerned were audited. Now the question 
that arises is this: Can or will the Hon’ble Commission entertain true-up 
claims of the Discoms for the said three years for which they did not file ARR 
and tariff proposals in time and the Commission did not entertain them and 

Response to query 17 (a) - 
Regarding the delay in ARR proposals, TS Discoms would like to 
state that they have been filing the ARR petitions, on an annual 
basis, before the Hon’ble Commission (TSERC) until FY 2018-19. 
From FY 2019-20 onwards, the TS Discoms have not filed the ARR 
petitions before the Hon’ble TSERC, due to the reasons 
submitted in its abovementioned response to queries 8 and 9. 
TS Discoms had taken due permission from the Hon’ble 
Commission, for the continuation of tariffs as per FY 2018-19 
Tariff Order, for FY 2019-20, FY 2020-21 and 2021-22, as 
elaborated in its response to query 11. 
The abovementioned reasons were submitted before the 
Hon’ble Commission on March 31, 2021 during its ARR filing for 
2019-20, 2020-21, 2021-22, on March 31, 2021, which was not 
admitted by the Hon’ble Commission due to delay in the 
submission of tariff proposals. 
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issue annual retail supply tariff orders? If the Discoms file their true-up 
claims for the said three years and if the Hon’ble Commission entertains 
them and issues its orders thereon, it would become incongruous for the 
following reasons, among others: 

a) It will set a bad precedent. It would be tantamount to permitting the 
Discoms not to file their ARR and tariff proposals, but simply seek 
continuance of the existing tariffs for the next year and later submit 
true-up claims as and when they like for the year/s for which they 
have not submitted ARR and tariff  proposals. It will make a mockery 
of the regulatory process. 

b)  True-up claims do not provide for cross-subsidy and Government’s 
subsidy to subsidized categories of non-agricultural consumers 
under the present arrangement. When Government is expected to 
bear the additional expenditure incurred by the Discoms for 
supplying power to agriculture free of cost as per its policy, the same 
principle should apply to other subsidized consumers in non-
agricultural categories also. Free supply of power to agriculture 
means hundred percent subsidy, whereas supply of power to other 
subsidized consumers is part-subsidized or partly free; it is a 
difference in degree between these two arrangements.  

c) Subsidised consumers under non-agricultural categories are being 
deprived of the benefit of subsidy and cross-subsidy under true-up 
claims of the Discoms. On the other hand, amounts claimed under 
true-up by the Discoms are being imposed on per-kwh basis equally 
on all non-agricultural categories of consumers. In other words, 
subsidized consumers under non-agricultural categories are being 
treated on par with subsidizing consumers, thereby depriving the 
former partly or fully of the benefit of subsidy and cross-subsidy they 
are getting under retail supply tariffs determined by the Hon’ble 

TS Discoms have already finalized the true up claim for RSB for 
2016-17 to 2018-19 and currently drafting the same for 2019-20 
& 2020-21. TS Discoms would be submitting all their RSB true up 
claims shortly to the Hon’ble Commission. 
TS Discoms shall abide by the further instructions provided by the 
Hon’ble Commission. 

Response to query 17 (b) & (c) - 
TS Discoms shall abide by the instructions provided by the 
Hon’be Commission 
TS Discoms would like to state that as per National tariff policy 
2016, cross subsidy has to be restricted to a limit of +/- 20%. TS 
Discoms are trying their level best to reduce their cross subsidy.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Response to query 17 (d), (e), (f), (g) & (h) - 
TS Discoms have already submitted the Distribution true up 
claims for 1st, 2nd and 3rd control period along with the APR 
filing for FY2019-20. TS Discoms have also filed the APR for 2020-
21 on 31 December 2021. 
TS Discoms have already finalized the true up claim for RSB for 
2015-16 to 2018-19 and currently drafting the same for 2019-20 
& 2020-21. TS Discoms would be submitting all their RSB true up 
claims shortly to the Hon’ble Commission 
 
TS Discoms view that this current situation where the burden of 
true-up due to power consumed by the consumers in preceding 
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Commission in its annual retail supply tariff orders. Irrespective of 
the period of true-up claims, these anomalies continue under the 
present arrangement.  

d) Whenever delayed claims under true-up are made by the Discoms, 
several valid objections have been raised on various grounds from 
the side of non-agricultural consumers on allowing such claims that 
have been affecting their financial interests and leading to conflicts 
on who should bear the burden of true-up claims – whether the 
consumers who consumed power during the period of true-up claims 
or other consumers presently consuming power in the same 
dwelling/establishment under the same service connection.  
Similarly, objections are being raised as to why a consumer who has 
taken a service connection newly should be subjected to paying true-
up charges proportionately on the basis of his monthly consumption 
during the period of permitted recovery of the same for power 
consumed by other consumers during the past period for which true-
up claims are permitted.  

e) Under the present system of true-up, allowing collection of the 
permitted amounts on per-kwh basis equally from all non-
agricultural consumers is leading to giving up of the principles or 
parameters being applied by the Hon’ble Commission for working 
out cost of service to each category of consumers for the purpose of  
determining retail supply tariffs.  

f) By allowing  the Discoms to include their claims for recovering 
additional revenue deficit exceeding the level of 
expenditure/revenue permitted by the Hon’ble Commission for the 
present financial year in their claims of annual revenue requirement 
and tariff revisions they submit for the next financial year, various 
anomalies, as pointed out above, can be avoided and equity ensured. 

year (or at a different dwelling), being charged on the consumers 
in succeeding years, would always arise.  
This is a continuous process and in any year for any consumer a 
small part of his payment could consist of the true up claims of 
the preceding year. 
TS Discoms shall abide by the instructions provided by the 
Hon’be Commission. 

Response to query 17 (i), (j), (k), (l) & (m) - 
As per the current ambit of the TSERC regulations in place the 
Hon’ble commission computes the Full cost recovery tariff 
schedule and Retails Supply tariff schedule for all consumer 
categories after considering the subsidy commitment by the 
GoTS and cross subsidies across various consumer categories. 
TS Discoms shall abide by the instructions provided by the 
Hon’ble Commission. 
TS Discoms have already finalized the true up claim for RSB for 
2016-17 to 2018-19 and currently drafting the same for 2019-20 
& 2020-21. TS Discoms would be submitting all their RSB true up 
claims shortly to the Hon’ble Commission. 
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g) By permitting the permissible additional revenue deficit for current 
financial year to be recovered in the retail supply tariffs to be 
determined for next financial year, the principles or parameters 
being adopted by the Hon’ble Commission for determination of cost 
of service to each category of consumers can be applied to the 
additional claims made by the Discoms. Variations in such additional 
claims that may arise after completion of the current financial year 
and auditing of accounts may be permitted in the claims of ARR and 
tariff revision for the third financial year. 

h) A consumer of power is not paying true-up charges for the power 
he/she consumed earlier at a different dwelling as a tenant when he 
shifted to a new dwelling as a tenant or owner. Just as a new 
consumer is paying true-up charges for power consumed at a 
dwelling by another consumer earlier when the former is staying 
now, the consumer who shifted to a new dwelling from the earlier 
dwelling is paying true-up charges for power consumed by another 
consumed who stayed in the dwelling earlier. This, in principle, 
ensures equity, though resultant variations and conflicting claims 
depending on the level of consumption of power by such consumers 
in the past elsewhere and at present at a new dwelling may persist. 
For limitations in practice, it may be difficult to resolve the same. 
Nevertheless, all those will be adjusted in, and subsumed under, 
annual retail supply tariffs to be determined by the Hon’ble 
Commission.   

i) Since the Hon’ble Commission has been permitting interest on 
working capital, the same will provide cushion to the Discoms for 
their additional claims also. As such, the financial interests of the 
Discoms can be taken care of much faster than what is being allowed 
under the MYT system. 
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j) The suggested procedure would ensure timely submission of claims 
by the Discoms for additional revenue in a financial year, without 
giving any scope for Government of the day to force them not to 
submit true-up claims in time, especially during pre-election period 
to hoodwink the people, leading to submission of such accumulated 
claims in the post-poll period, with the kind of difficulties both to the 
Discoms and their consumers of power that are being experienced 
repeatedly. 
 

k) Under the said suggested system, when the Hon’ble Commission 
works out cost of service to each category of consumers, showing 
the tariffs to be fixed to them accordingly, and asking the 
Government to convey its willingness to provide the subsidy it wants 
to provide to categories of consumers of its choice, the Government 
can take a decision as it deems fit. The Government may be 
constrained to provide adequate subsidy to avoid hefty hike in retail 
tariffs. Since it is for the Government to take a decision on providing 
subsidy, the people will judge the fairness or otherwise of its 
decision. In other words, the onus of decision rests with the 
Government, not with the Hon’ble Commission. 

l) The suggested system also avoids the dichotomy of applying 
different principles or parameters for working out cost of service to 
each category of consumers for determination of retail supply tariffs, 
on the one hand, and not applying the same under the present 
system of true-up claims, on the other. It further ensures provision 
for subsidy and cross subsidy also while determining tariffs for 
recovery of the entire permissible revenue claimed by the Discoms. 

m) It will also avoid need for repetitive public hearings that have been 
taking place under true-up claims, thereby saving the time and 
energy of the Hon’ble Commission and of those objectors who have 
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been participating in the public hearings. It will also avoid scope for 
litigations and other difficulties that may arise on account of delayed 
submissions of true up claims and resultant orders of the Hon’ble 
Commission. 

18 Since the inaction or non-permission of the GoTS has been the cause for the 
Discoms not filing the ARR and tariff proposals for the said three years, as 
well as true-up claims, the Government should provide the amounts 
permissible under true-up claims of the Discoms for the said period. It has 
been widely reported repeatedly that the Discoms have been waiting for 
green signal of the Chief Minister for finalizing their proposals of tariff 
revision and submitting ARR and tariff proposals to the Commission. If 
Doubting Thomases have any doubts about it, the way in which the ARR and 
tariff proposals submitted by the Discoms for the year 2022-23 dispels such 
doubts. In their proposals, that the Discoms have shown the subsidy amount 
the Government has agreed to provide for the year 2022-23 makes it 
abundantly clear that with the permission or direction of the Government 
the Discoms have submitted the subject proposals. Needless to say, non-
submission of ARR and tariff proposals and true-up claims is not in the 
interests of the Discoms. 

Response to query 18, 19 - 
TS Discoms have already finalized the true up claim for RSB for 
2016-17 to 2018-19 and currently drafting the same for 2019-20 
& 2020-21. TS Discoms would be submitting all their RSB true up 
claims shortly to the Hon’ble Commission. 

19 For the reasons explained above,  among others, I request the Hon’ble 
Commission  to consider the above points, among others, take appropriate 
decisions and issue orders or bring about necessary regulations with 
prospective effect to dispense with the system of true-up. 

20 As a result of the pro-corporate and anti-people measures and policies being 
and sought to be imposed on the States under the guise of reforms by the 

The comments are against the policies of GoI 
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BJP Government at the Centre, the burdens on consumers are getting 
multiplied. The following points, among others, confirm this position: 

 
a) Nearly 85 per cent of the total expenditure of the Discoms pertains to 

power purchase cost. The cost of generation of power by coal–based 
thermal stations has been increasing due to imposition of various taxes by 
the Government of India and increasing transportation costs. On coal 
currently 14% royalty on basic price, 5% GST, Rs 400 per tonne towards 
green energy cess, National Mining Exploration Tax at 2% of royalty 
and District Mineral Foundation charge at 30% of royalty are being 
imposed. Then there are the Paryavaran and Vikas Upkar levy of Rs 23 per 
tonne and Seema Kar/Terminal Tax of Rs 2 per tonne. In addition to these 
taxes, huge amounts are being transferred to the GoI by public sector coal 
companies towards dividend. States have their share in royalty. Then, 
costs of transportation of coal by the railways have been increasing 
repeatedly. According to the estimation made in a report of the Forum for 
Regulators (FoR) released in May this year, the largest contribution to the 
cost is of the freight cost levied by the Railways on transport of coal. In the 
power purchase cost, the contribution of coal price has been in the range 
of 25 per cent, rail freight at 41 per cent, road transportation charges at 
11 per cent, clean energy cess at 11 per cent and others at 12 per cent. 
Railway freight has increased by more than 40 per cent in the last four 
years. Though the GoI has been garnering astronomical sums in the form 
of such taxes and dividends, it has not been providing any relief in the form 
of subsidy or otherwise to the Discoms which in turn means to their 
consumers of power to lessen the burden of power tariffs. 
  

b) Under the guise of financial restructuring scheme earlier and UDAY later, 
GoI has been compelling the States to bear the burdens of accumulated 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TS Discoms are obligated to comply with the RPPO targets 
determined by the Hon’ble Commission. 
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losses and dues of loans of the Discoms. But GoI has not been providing 
any financial relief to the Discoms. 
 

c) In the name of encouraging renewable energy, GoI has been imposing 
the obligations on the Discoms for purchase of a minimum percentage of 
RE through RPPO orders of the SERCs. This has been leading to purchase 
of high-cost and unwarranted RE by the Discoms, imposing avoidable 
multiple burdens on the consumers. However, the GoI is not providing 
any financial assistance to the Discoms to lessen the burdens of RE.  

d) From the year 2008-09 to 2020-21, provisions have been made to the 
tune of Rs.14.42 lakh crore for writing off bad loans, non-performing 
assets, etc., by Banks in the country. Against the total operating profits 
of the Banks for the last 13 years of Rs.15.974 lakh crore, the amounts 
written off work out to 90.30%, according to the information made public 
by All India Bank Employees Association. But the Modi Government has 
not been inclined to see that accumulated dues of loans of the public 
sector Discoms and TS Genco are written off. 

e) For relaxing limits of loans that can be taken by the State Government 
and loans from REC and PFC sanctioned to the power utilities of the State 
Government, GoI has been imposing various conditionalities. Write off of 
bad loans sanctioned to the corporate sector and threats to Discoms and 
Gencos of the State Governments  - this is one of the integral 
components of the class character of the Modi Government. 

f) In the four private gas-based power stations located in Andhra Pradesh, 
i.e., GVK extension, Gauthami, Konaseema and Vemagiri, with a total 
installed capacity of 1498 MW, the TS Discoms have a share of generation 
capacity of 53.89%. These power stations have been stranded since 2013 
for want of supply of natural gas from KG D 6 fields of Reliance Industries 
Limited as allocated by the Government of India and power has not been 
available to the Discoms to that extent. As a result, the Discoms have to 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TS Discoms are purchasing the power from the short term market 
whenever the prices are reasonable, and providing continuous 
supply to the consumers. 
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purchase power from the market sources and exchanges, subject to 
fluctuations in availability and prices. 

g) The earlier irrational system of price fixation for natural gas and linked to 
the US $ and defective production sharing agreements imposed heavy 
burdens on consumers of power. To the stranded four gas-based stations 
in AP, natural gas was allocated from the D 6 blocks in the KG basin and 
Reliance Industries Ltd. failed to supply natural gas to them from March, 
2013. In the same KG basin, ONGC was not allowed to increase 
production of natural gas from its wells. DGH confirmed that RIL had 
indulged in illegal drawing of natural gas from the wells of ONGC worth 
about Rs.30,000 crore. Even after RIL started production of natural gas 
this year from wells in KG basin, the GoI has not directed it to supply 
natural gas to the power stations in AP as per allocations made. On the 
other hand, a new contrived system of allowing producers of natural gas 
to sell it through open auctions has been allowed by the GoI. It is nothing 
but legalized black marketing. RIL itself is auctioning and purchasing the 
natural gas produced from wells in the KG basin. The price of natural gas 
through this legalized black marketing is prohibitive. 

h) As in the case of coal, in the case of natural gas also taxes being collected 
by the GoI and dividend from the central public sector utilities like ONGC, 
constitute a substantial part. But no relief is being provided by the GoI to 
the State for reducing the burden of tariffs to be paid for purchasing 
power from the gas-based power stations. Nor is there any move on the 
part of the GoI to rationalize the pricing system for natural gas by 
regulating its price based on prudent capital costs and operation and 
maintenance costs for production of natural gas and reasonable profit.  
 

i) GoI has been failing to ensure supply of coal to thermal power stations 
as per allocations made by it. The recent artificial shortage created for 
coal has led to shortage for power to the Discoms, forcing them to 

The comments are against the policies of GoI 
 
 
 
 
 
Govt. of Telangana, has been rigorously pursuing this matter with 
the Govt. of India. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Govt. of Telangana, has been rigorously pursuing this matter with 
the Govt. of India. 
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purchase in the open market and exchanges where the price for power 
went up to Rs.15-20 per unit. 

j) As a part of its anti-people reforms, GoI has been auctioning of coal 
blocks even for commercial purposes and inviting foreign direct 
investment into mining of coal in the country. The fact of the matter is 
that there has been abundant deposits of coal available in the country 
and the same can be excavated by the public sector coal companies, with 
necessary support and directions from the GoI, but that is anathema to 
the Modi Government embarking as it has been on a spree of 
privatization of public sector utilities both directly and indirectly. 

k) The Modi Government has been refusing to allocate new coal blocks to 
the public sector utility, Singareni Collieries Company Limited. At the 
same time, it is moving in the direction of auctioning four coal blocks of 
SCCL. Despite the CM of Telangana, Sri K Chandrasekhara Rao, writing to 
the Prime Minister to stop auctioning the blocks and allocate the same 
to SCCL and almost all the trade unions of workers of SCCL went on strike 
for three days against the move of the GoI, the Modi Government 
continues to be intransigent. 

l)  SCCL requested the Ministry of coal for allocation of coal from its own 
mines, instead of from Naini coal block in Odisha, to its stage I Singareni 
Thermal Power Project (1200 MW). SCCL made it clear, in its letter dated 
6.7.2015, to the Ministry of Coal that it would be able to supply the coal 
to its own thermal plant without affecting the existing FSA/linkage 
quantity to other allottees. It is strange that the Ministry of Coal allocated 
coal from Odisha to the power project of SCCL, in which the Government 
of Telangana has ownership share of 51 per cent, while GoI has 49 per 
cent, instead of allocating coal from the mines of SCCL which is available. 
Despite repeated requests of the GoTS, seeking allocation of coal from 
SCCL to its project, there has been no positive response from the GoI 
even after six years. As a result, consumers of power in the State continue 

 
TS Govt. has submitted its views on the EA amendment bill, to 
the GoI, opposing certain amendments 
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to pay higher variable costs for power being purchased from this project 
due to avoidable higher costs for transportation of coal from the Naini 
coal block in Odisha. 

m) The amendments to EA being proposed by the GoI, if come into force, 
even in the face of stronger opposition from many States, engineers and 
workers in the power sector, public spirited experts and several political 
parties, will lead to disastrous consequences. “Animal spirits” have been 
arisen and predatory instincts of the private corporate houses have been 
in full play as a result of the neo-liberal policies and crony capitalism of 
the GoI.  For the failures of commission and omission of the GoI, it is the 
States which are being penalized with the burdens being passed on to 
the consumers in the power sector, in particular, and to the public at 
large in general. Taking undue advantage of power being in the 
concurrent list of the Constitution,  GoI has been exercising its authority 
arbitrarily, without any responsibility and accountability for the adverse 
consequences and avoidable burdens being imposed on the States and 
consumers that have been arising as a result of implementation of its 
policies, directions and actions. 

21 
Forum for Regulators, in its report, made several meaningful and prudent 
suggestions. To reduce the financial burden on the Discoms, the Forum 
suggested that the Centre should share the cost of stranded power with the 
states. It said central funding should cover the fixed cost being paid by the 
states for the power generation assets that are no longer functional. States 
across the country have been bearing the cost of stranded power generation 
assets to the tune of Rs 17,442 crore. The report said 12 states have been 
paying the fixed cost for the units which are no longer functional but the 
states continue to have power purchase agreements (PPAs) with them. The 
surplus energy from these units stands at 129,251 MUs for which the 

TS Discoms shall look into this matter in detail and take necessary 
action in line with the directions given by the Hon’ble 
Commission. 
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consumer is paying but not getting the electricity. The fixed cost of stranded 
generation assets is being paid for by the consumers without getting any 
benefit. Surplus energy of this magnitude and resultant costs (in the range 
of Rs 1.34 per unit) are a matter of great concern," said the FoR report. Most 
of the stranded units are gas-based power generation units which are not 
functioning for lack of domestic gas supply. Under the PPAs, 
power Discoms  continue to pay fixed cost even if there is no supply. The 
Forum recommended that the burden of the stranded generation assets 
should be shared by the Central Government and the State Government 
respectively in the ratio of 60:40, in line with central plan funding. The report 
has identified major cost factors that impact the price of electricity in the 
country. It suggested that "Railways should be brought under an 
independent regulatory body as they enjoy monopoly position and are still 
unregulated at present." Coal sector also be bought under independent 
regulator "at the earliest." It said, "Coal pricing needs to be regulated as in 
other sectors, since it is virtually a monopoly." It said the Centre should also 
consider subsidising railway freight for coal for a distance beyond 750 km. 
Among other suggestions to reduce power cost, the FoR recommended 
transmission planning based on accurate demand forecasts. It said 
mismatch in generation and transmission planning leads to stranded 
transmission assets and additional cost is being borne by the states. It has 
said the renewable energy projects with storage should be encouraged so 
that surplus transmission capacity can be utilised. Other recommendations 
made by the FoR include  -  Clean Energy Cess should be ploughed back to 
electricity sector. Clean Energy Cess (CES) of Rs 400 per tonne, levied on coal 
should be given to the electricity sector for meeting the cost of environment 
norms. (In 2018, it was subsumed under the Goods & Services Tax). "With 
due regard to the increasing investment in renewables, the rationale for 
continuation of this cess needs review. There is a strong case for reduction 
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in clean energy cess. Proceeds from this cess be ploughed back to the 
electricity sector to mitigate incremental cost on account of new 
environmental norms as per contribution made by each State." In 2019-20, 
the CEC collection stood at Rs 24,883 crore.  

22 In his letter dated 5.12.2021, addressed to the Chief Ministers of Telangana 
and Andhra Pradesh, Dr E A S Sarma garu, former secretary, Ministry of 
Power, GoI, said, inter alia, that “governments in some States like AP have 
been trying to renegotiate PPAs entered into by their predecessors, in view 
of the exorbitant tariffs that such agreements will give rise to, adversely 
affecting the interests of the consumers. The previous governments had 
indiscriminately signed one-sided agreements with the private promoters of 
solar electricity generating plants, knowing well that solar technology is an 
evolving one with a declining trend in the unit costs. Surprisingly, instead of 
lending support to the States and protecting the consumers' interests, the 
Union Power Ministry took sides with the private promoters and asked the 
States to put a stop to such renegotiation. While there is always the question 
of the sanctity of a contract and the legal implications of renegotiating 
contracts, it is for a State to decide on the course of action in the interest of 
the consumers. The States are well equipped in dealing with such contracts 
and finding legally acceptable ways to protect the interests of the 
consumers. In the spirit of upholding the federal balance between the 
Centre and the States, the Centre should allow the States to act on 
their own, without interfering with their authority. 
“A similar issue arises in the case of PPAs signed in the past by some States 
with the private promoters of thermal power plants with a highly 
regressive provision in the name of "deemed generation clause": which 
mandated the State utilities compensating the private promoters for 100% 
of the fixed costs, irrespective of whether the plant has supplied electricity 
or not. It is the electricity consumer who pays for such malfeasance on the 

TS Discoms understand that due to Telangana state being the 
first movers in Renewable Energy purchases and owing to its 
obligation towards the RPO compliance, TS DISCOMs had 
entered into RE PPAs from 2012 (legacy contracts).  
TS Discoms have been proactively exploring the cheaper solar 
options and as a result have entered into Power Supply 
Agreement (PSA) with 1,692 MW NTPC solar plants located in 
Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu and Gujarat, under the CPSU Scheme, at 
a rate of less than INR 3 per kWh. Telangana Discoms would 
continue to optimise its overall power procurement in the future. 
TS Discoms are liable for a penalty for non-compliance of RPOs 
for FY 2020-21 (Min: INR 148 Cr, Max: INR 296 Cr.), in order to 
comply with the RPO trajectories laid down by MNRE. 
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part of the State administration, which by any logic cannot be justified. In a 
way, the new Bill before the Parliament will also prevent the State from 
renegotiating such PPAs to safeguard the interests of the consumers. 

“The Punjab Government has faced public criticism in the matter of high 
tariffs resulting from such PPAs signed in the past. In order to protect the 
consumers' interests, the Punjab government has since circulated a White 
Paper justifying the need for renegotiating the PPAs and introduced a Bill for 
that purpose (Punjab Renewable Energy Security, Reform Termination and 
Rederimination of Power Tariff Bill) in the Punjab Assembly. I have enclosed 
here copies of the White Paper and the Bill for your ready reference. It is an 
excellent initiative taken by the Punjab Government which inspires 
confidence among the people of the State. 

“I wish the Centre had emulated the example of Punjab and displayed the 
same sense of public accountability in dealing with electricity. 

“Perhaps, as Punjab has done, the States should similarly assert their 
authority under the Constitution and enact laws that preserve their 
autonomy in order to safeguard the electricity consumers' interests. Such 
laws need to be State-specific. In those States where the consumers are 
unduly burdened by the "deemed generation clause" of the PPAs signed in 
the past with thermal power plants, the new law could extend to such PPAs 
also.” 

23 In the face of the onslaught of the Modi Government on the interests of 
public at large, public sector utilities, the working class, rights and interests 
of the States in the power sector, as in other sectors, the TRS Government 
in the State has not been fighting against such onslaughts firmly. It is failing 

TS Govt. has been pursuing with the GoI, on the parameters 
adversely affecting the TS Discoms. 
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to take cognizance of saner alternatives suggested by the FoR, public spirited 
experts, and associations of engineers and workers working in the power 
sector, etc. It is failing utterly to articulate alternatives and put forth 
meaningful and justifiable demands and in taking initiative to move in the 
right direction. 

24 With factual situation in the power sector in the State continuing to be 
shrouded in secrecy for the last three years, there has been no scope for 
studying the impact of policies and decisions of the Government and 
suggesting corrective measures. As per the presentation made by the 
Discoms on 30.6.2021 before TSERC, the installed capacity in the State 
would reach 25,760 MW by 2022-23. Since this generation capacity is very 
huge, need for justifying the same vis a vis growing demand and examining 
the same, before giving consent to new projects, is very much imperative.  
TS Discoms informed that there has been no load relief from 20.11.2014 and 
that, as on 1.6.2021, against a maximum demand of 13,688 MW, the 
contracted capacity is 16,603 MW. With this capacity, when the Discoms are 
in a position to meet maximum demand during 2021-22, the transmission 
contracted capacity approved by the Commission for the same year to the 
tune of 21,370.12 MW is, obviously, very high. Then, what is the basis for 
additional requirement of an additional installed capacity of  9,157 MW 
(25,760 – 16,603 = 9,157) by 2022-23, i.e., an increase of  55.15%, within a 
span of less than two years?  Despite repeated demands from those who 
have been participating in the public hearings being conducted by TSERC, no 
long-term load forecast, resource plan, procurement plan, etc., have been 
submitted by the Discoms and other power utilities so far or made public, 
leave aside holding public hearings on the same. The submissions of the 
Discoms on need for additional generation capacities are general in nature 

Telangana Discoms have a dedicated wing (Telangana State 
Power Coordination Committee) to focus on all the power 
purchase related matters of the Discoms. TSPCC explores all the 
options of power purchase cost optimisation, while designing its 
power procurement planning strategies.  Under the purview of 
TSPCC, Telangana Discoms have been procuring power via an 
adequate mix of Long term, Medium term and Short term 
arrangements, depending on the factors like ensuring 
satisfactory planning (for meeting demand), sourcing options 
availability, cost competitiveness etc. 
TS Discoms would like to clarify that the load generation balance 
has to be assessed based on the available contracted capacities 
to TS Discoms, which include the State Genco capacities, and % 
share of the allocated CGS capacities to TS Discoms, and not link 
the same with the state installed capacity. As the entire installed 
capacity in the state may not cater to the demand of TS Discoms, 
as some of them might sell power outside the state or to the 
Open Access consumers within the state. 
"TS Discoms would like to clarify that out of the total installed 
capacity in the state, the capacities of Hydro energy sources 
operate only for a few months of the year & capacities of Non-
Conventional energy sources operate only for a few hours of a 
day and not round the clock. Hence, it is not appropriate to 
consider the installed capacities for hydro and NCES, while 
evaluating the demand supply scenario of the state." 
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and do not give specific requirement of additional power year-wise and 
major source-wise.  

The contracted capacity approved by the Hon’ble Commission in 
its transmission MYT order was predominantly due to the 
expected surge in LIS loads. The peak demand of the TS Discoms 
is expected to increase from 13,688 MW in the upcoming future, 
as a result of the LIS loads. TS Discoms are obligated to supply 
24x7 power supply to its consumers (including agriculture), and 
are bound to contract with additional capacities to ensure no 
power interruptions in state. 
 
TS Discoms have submitted the Resource Plan for the 4th Control 
Period (FY 2019-20 to FY 2023-24), on 31st October 2018, before 
the Hon’ble Commission, which contains the long term sales and 
load forecast. TS Discoms are in the process of filing the power 
procurement plan for the aforesaid period. 

25 For the year 2022-23, the Discoms have shown availability of total 
generation capacity of 19987.95 MW plus 550 MW from PTC India Ltd. under 
medium-term for a few months in the year. They have shown availability of 
power to the tune of 87288 MU and requirement of 84222 MU  -  55299 MU 
for SPDCL and 28923 MU for NPDCL -   with a surplus of 3066 MU. When 
such is the position, where is the need for 25,760 MW as projected by the 
Discoms by 2022-23?  The availability of power is estimated after taking 76% 
PLF for thermal stations of TS Genco and reduction of availability of hydro 
power from 4921 MU for 2021-22 to 4000 MU for 2022-23. The Discoms 
have informed that the  expected CoD of the 4th unit of BTPS (270 MW) is 1st 
January, 2022, that YTPS first unit (800 MW) is expected to be commissioned 
on 1st March 2023 and that the expected CoDs of Telangana STPP (2x680 
MW) are 1st October, 2022 (Unit I) and 1st January, 2023 (Unit II). In other 
words, availability of power would increase substantially for the year 2023-
24. 

Telangana Discoms have a dedicated wing (Telangana State 
Power Coordination Committee) to focus on all the power 
purchase related matters of the Discoms. TSPCC explores all the 
options of power purchase cost optimisation, while designing its 
power procurement planning strategies.  Under the purview of 
TSPCC, Telangana Discoms have been procuring power via an 
adequate mix of Long term, Medium term and Short term 
arrangements, depending on the factors like ensuring 
satisfactory planning (for meeting demand), sourcing options 
availability, cost competitiveness etc. 
TS Discoms have considered the energy availabilities for FY 2022-
23, as per the projections shared by the respective generating 
station and energy requirement as per the estimated sales 
projections, and loss levels. While, it has led to an energy surplus 
of 3,066 MU, on an annual basis, the same may not be true for 
all months of the year i.e. in some months of FY 2022-23, TS 
Discoms may have an energy deficit situation.  
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"TS Discoms would like to clarify that out of the total installed 
capacity in the state, the capacities of Hydro energy sources 
operate only for a few months of the year & capacities of Non-
Conventional energy sources operate only for a few hours of a 
day and not round the clock. Hence, it is not appropriate to 
consider the installed capacities for hydro and NCES, while 
evaluating the demand supply scenario of the state." 
TS Discoms are obligated to supply 24x7 power supply to its 
consumers (including agriculture), and are bound to contract 
with additional capacities to ensure no power interruptions in 
the state. Having said that, in case, there is an energy surplus 
scenario in some time block durations, TS Discoms shall engage 
in the sale of such surplus power, based on the cost 
competitiveness. 
Also, it is to be clarified that the hydro availability of 4,921 MU in 
FY 2021-22, is predominantly due to a record high hydro 
generation of 3,074 MU in H1 FY 2021-22, which can be 
attributed to a good monsoon season in H1 FY 2021-22.  
It is to be noted that the Hydro generation was 3,424 MU only in 
the FY 2020-21 and such seasonal conditions in FY 2021-22 can’t 
be considered as a norm and used for the estimates for FY 2022-
23. Hence, a moderated reduction over FY 2021-22, has been 
considered for Hydro availability in FY 2022-23. 

26 For the year 2022-23, SPDCL has projected total sales of 48823 MU and 
transmission and distribution losses of 6476 MU (11.71 per cent). NPDCL has 
projected total sales of 25905 MU and transmission and distribution losses 
of 3018 MU (10.43 per cent). For the year 2018-19,  the Hon’ble Commission 
approved T&D losses of SPDCL as 13.77 percent and 13.62 percent for 
NPDCL. In their presentation made before the Hon’ble Commission on 
30.6.2021, the Discoms claimed that, after formation of the Telangana State, 

TS Discoms would like to clarify that the T&D losses for FY 2022-
23, have been computed based on the voltage-wise distribution 
loss targets and TS Transco loss targets prescribed by the Hon’ble 
Commission in its Wheeling Tariff Order for the 4th Control Period 
and the Transco MYT Order for the 4th Control Period, 
respectively. Hence, the loss reduction mentioned in the said 
duration, is as per the loss targets set by the Hon’ble 
Commission. 
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a sum of Rs.31,968 crore has been invested for transmission and distribution 
networks. Despite such investments, SPDCL has projected a reduction of 
T&D losses by 2.06 percent for 2022-23 compared to those approved by the 
Commission for the year 2018.19 and NPDCL has projected the same by 3.19 
percent.  On average, for a period of four years, the reduction works out to 
about 0.5 per cent for SPDCL and 0.80 per cent for NPDCL. Compared to the 
higher T&D losses that have been continuing year after year, the proposed 
reduction is meager. Moreover, that the Discoms have been claiming 
implementation of free supply of power to agriculture for 24 hours a day as 
per the policy of the Government, it is obvious that a percentage of theft 
and pilferage of power can be shown as agricultural consumption.  For 
agriculture, power is not required throughout the day and throughout the 
year. It is required during agricultural seasons only. The projections of 
agricultural consumption of power being made by the Discoms and the 
methodology they are adopting for the same under the arrangement of free 
supply are questionable. In other works, there is scope for reducing T&D 
losses substantially than what is being projected by the Discoms. Have 
Transco and the Discoms achieved the targets of reduction of T&D losses 
(AT&C losses) as agreed to under UDAY? 

TS Discoms would like to state that the assessment of agricultural 
consumption is done every month, as per the ISI methodology, 
approved by the Hon’ble Commission and the same are 
submitted to the Hon’ble TSERC. For this purpose, the sample for 
each capacity (i.e., kVA rating) is chosen using random sampling 
procedure. The consumption of each of these sample DTRs are 
measured each month. The average consumption per DTR is then 
estimated from the total consumption of all the sample DTRs in 
each circle. The average DTR consumption of each capacity of 
DTR population is the basis for extrapolation of the agricultural 
consumption. Since the metering is done on the LV side of the 
agricultural DTRs, the assessed consumption as per the 
procedure includes the consumption of any unauthorized 
agricultural services, if present. 
Though, the TS Discoms, like many other states in the country, 
have not achieved the UDAY AT&C loss level targets yet, but have 
shown a significant reduction in its actual distribution loss levels 
from FY 2017-18 to FY 2020-21 (from 11.35% to 9.81% for 
TSSPDCL, from 11.01% to 9.03% for TSNPDCL). This reduction 
was possible due to the various loss reduction measures and 
strategic investments undertaken by the TS Discoms.  

27 The Discoms have maintained that the “main reasons” for their “losses” are 
the policies of the Government of India  -  increase in clean energy cess on 
coal from Rs 50 per tonne to Rs.400 per tonne; increase in cost of coal by 
about 6 percent to 10 percent every year; increase in railway freight by 40 
percent in the last four years; and increase in per unit cost of thermal power 
plants due to their backing down to enable must-run status of renewables.  
When increases in variable costs are being projected by the Discoms and 
factored into their annual power purchase cost by the Hon’ble Commission 
or allowed as pass through under their true-up claims, it naturally leads to 

TS Discoms would like to state that the last tariff hike in the state 
was approved by the Hon’ble Commission in FY 2016-17.  
 
While, it has been five years now since the last tariff hike, but in 
the said duration, all the costs incurred by TS Discoms in terms of 
Power purchase cost, Transmission and Network cost etc. have 
increased significantly, leading to a constantly increasing revenue 
gap. 
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increase in cost of service and revenue requirement of the Discoms, but they 
cannot be the reasons for “losses” of the Discoms. The Discoms have not 
explained the other reasons for the revenue deficits they have projected in 
the subject filings. 

28 The Discoms have not explained the reasons and components that have 
contributed to their projected revenue deficits. What are the latest 
accumulated dues the Discoms have to collect from different categories of 
consumers, especially from the departments of the Governments, both the 
Central and State, and local bodies?   What are the dues from the 
Government in terms of subsidy and schemes like UDAY? What are the dues 
the Discoms have to pay to generators/suppliers of power, including TS 
Genco? What are the dues the Discoms have to clear to Banks and financial 
institutions from whom they borrowed loans and the interest thereon? 

                     Category wise Pending arrears as on 31.12.2021 

Consumer Category Amount 
(in Crs.) 

LT:   
Category - I - Domestic supply  469.30 
Category - II - Commercial  106.37 
Category - III - Industrial supply  15.23 
Category - IV - Cottage Industries   0.50 
Category - V - Irrigation & Agriculture   77.29 
Category - VI - Public Lighting  & PWS 1594.86 
Category - VII - General Purpose  37.43 
Category - VIII - Temporary Supply 0.41 
Sub - total (a) 2301.39 
HT:   
Category - I - Industrial  898.21 
Category - II - Others  28.27 
Category - III - Aviation activities at Air Ports   1.70 
Category - IV - Irrigation & Agriculture  4744.94 
Category - V - Railway Traction    3.74 
Category - VI - Colony Lighting  0.47 
Category - VII - Temporary Supply 14.68 
Category - VIII - Electricity Co -op.societies 495.84 
Sub-total (b) 6187.86 
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Total (a+b) 8489.25 
Further, the said information is already available in the TS 
Discoms’ annual reports, which are available in the Discom 
websites. 

29 For the year 2022-23, the Discoms have projected a total sales of 74727 MU.  
They have projected availability of NCE/RE to the extent of  8953 MU. The 
Discoms have projected availability of  hydel power of 4000 MU for 2022-23 
against 4921 MU for 2021-22. After reducing hydel availability of 4000 MU, 
the projected sales for 2022-23 work out to 70727 MU. The percentage of 
RE out of total sales minus hydel power works out to 12. As per the order 
given by the Hon’ble Commission on renewable power purchase obligation 
dated 30.4.2018, the Discoms have to purchase a minimum of 8 percent RE 
out of total consumption for the year 2021-22. Out of that minimum 
purchase, solar power should be 7.10 per cent and non-solar power 0.90 per 
cent.  Out of the projected non-hydel power sales of 70727 MU, solar power 
purchase of 8394 MU works out to 11 percent. Knowing full well that for 
purchasing power from must-run RE/NCE stations, why did the Discoms 
enter into long-term PPAs to purchase RE exceeding the minimum of 8 per 
cent, i.e., more by  4 percent, by the year 2022-23?  When the Hon’ble 
Commission held public hearing in 2018 on the proposals of RPPO, the 
Discoms then represented by the then CMD  of the erstwhile TSCPDCL, Sri G 
Raghuma Reddy garu, strongly pleaded before the Commission not to 
enhance the minimum percentage under RPPO from the then prevailing 5 
percent. Then, who forced the Discoms to enter into PPAs with RE units on 
long-term basis and at higher costs exceeding their minimum obligation 
under RPPO by fifty percent? 

TS Discoms would like to clarify that the RPO computations have 
to be done on the Energy Input and not Energy sales.  
TS Discoms would like to state that while entering the PPAs for 
purchase of RE power, TS Discoms are also examining the RPPO 
targets in vogue both at State level & National level. Ministry of 
Power notified Long term growth trajectory of Renewable 
Purchase Obligations (RPOs) for Solar as well as Non-Solar for 
three years’ period from 2019-20 to 2012-22, which are as under 
– 
 

Year/RPPO 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 

Non-Solar 10.25% 10.25% 10.50% 

Solar 7.25% 8.75% 10.50% 

Total 17.50% 19.00% 21.00% 

Currently TS Discoms are exceeding the RPO targets as notified 
by TSERC, however going further these targets are further likely 
to be enhanced as the targeted RE capacity addition at India level 
has been revised to 450 GW by 2030 (350 GW Solar and 100 GW 
Non-Solar). Also, due to the generation from the Rooftop solar 
and the future participation in KUSUM scheme, the TS Discoms 
are likely to exceed the targets set by the Hon’ble Commission. 
Though at present, it is not mandatory for the State DISCOMs to 
comply with the MoP notified RPPO trajectory, it is likely that the 
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State RPPOs may be directed to align with the MoP RPPO, in 
terms of National Tariff Policy. And particularly in view of the 
proposed Amendment to the section 142 of the Electricity Act 
2003, which proposes for imposing penalties (ranging from 
Rs.0.25/kWh to Rs. 2.00/kWh) for non-compliance of RPPO 
targets, it is required that the TS Discoms shall be prepared to 
meet the larger RPPO targets in phased manner, that may be 
imposed in future by MOP, GoI on all the states, including the 
state of Telangana. 
TS Discoms are liable for a penalty for non-compliance of RPOs 
for FY 2020-21 (Min: INR 148 Cr, Max: INR 296 Cr.), in order to 
comply with the RPO trajectories laid down by MNRE. 

30 The Discoms have requested the Commission to consider any deviation in 
actual sales vs approved for the category of lift irrigation schemes due to 
high impact of such deviations in the upcoming lift irrigation projects will 
cause on the overall sales and projected revenue. They have requested the 
true up of actual sales and revenue for this category be allowed as an 
exception in the coming year, as this is the year where commissioning of 
majority of the new pumps have been projected and any delay in the same 
will impact the financial positions of the Discoms very severely. They 
requested the Commission to make necessary additional provisions to the 
existing clauses in Regulation No.4 of 2005 of APERC, considering the 
exceptional scenario involving a subsidizing category. In other words, the 
projected sales for LIS projects may vary, depending on the stage of their 
commissioning. For that the responsibility rests on the department of 
irrigation. True-up/true-down arises only after the variations take place 
actually. There should be necessary coordination between the department 
of irrigation and the Discoms to achieve synchronization of commissioning 
of the LIS projects and necessary arrangements for supply of required power 
to them, with obligations on both sides to stick to their respective schedules 

TS Discoms would like to state that currently there is no provision 
of revenue true-up in the existing state regulations in place. 
Many other states in India have such provisions that take care of 
the variation in sales mix and hence the resultant revenue 
variation, along with the variation in the actual costs vis-à-vis the 
approved costs, are trued-up on a regular basis.  
Such variation in the actual revenue vis-à-vis the approved 
revenue severely affects the financial condition of TS Discoms. TS 
Discoms are in the process of filing a petition, requesting 
amendments in the existing regulations, in this regard. 
TS Discoms would like to clarify that the LIS sales projections have 
been considered based on the inputs received from the 
department of Irrigation, from various LIS schemes/ projects. 
Having said that any variation in the actuals vs approved sales, 
has to be passed on to the consumers and not borne by Discoms, 
as the scope of variation in sales is beyond the scope of the TS 
Discoms. TS Discoms have adopted two-part tariff for LIS 
consumers, to enable recovery of fixed costs. 
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and to bear the burdens of deviations that may arise in practice as a result 
of their failures of commission and omission. Such burdens should not be 
imposed on the consumers of power. There is no scope for an exception. 
Therefore, we request the Hon’ble Commission not to make any additional 
provisions to the existing clauses in the Regulation which the Discoms have 
not explained specifically to permit true-up as an exception. 

Due to the significantly higher quantum of LIS sales projections 
in FY 2022-23 (~19% of total sales), TS Discoms requested the 
Hon’ble Commission for an exception in FY 2022-23, in this 
regard. 
 

31 Though the Discoms have projected an availability of surplus power to the 
tune of 3066 MU, they have not shown month-wise requirement and 
availability of surplus or deficit during the year 2022-23. They have not 
considered any sale of surplus power, as the cost of such additional purchase 
is expected to be higher than the revenue from sale of surplus energy. The 
estimated energy deficit, which is not quantified, is proposed to be bought 
from the short-term market at a projected cost of Rs.3.85 per unit. The 
Discoms have not explained the basis for this price, even while showing that 
price for 2021-22 as Rs.3.59 per unit. Though the Discoms have mentioned 
increase in per unit cost of thermal power plants due to their backing down 
to purchase must-run renewable energy, they have not projected the 
quantum of thermal power to be backed down and fixed charges to be paid 
therefor. They have not given data relating to backing down of thermal 
power during 2019-20, 2020-21 and 2021-22 and fixed charges paid 
therefor. For availability of power, the Discoms have taken overall PLF of 
thermal stations of TS Genco as 76 percent for the year 2022-23 against 70 
percent for 2021-22. The threshold level of PLF has to be taken into account 
as considered in the respective PPAs. 

TS Discoms have considered the energy availabilities for FY 2022-
23, as per the projections shared by the respective generating 
station and energy requirement as per the estimated sales 
projections, and loss levels. While, it has led to an energy surplus 
of 3,066 MU, on an annual basis, the same may not be true for 
all months of the year. TS Discoms also clarify that the installed 
capacity of hydro stations, is applicable only for a few months of 
the year. 
TS Discoms have shown the month-wise energy availability, 
month-wise sales and voltage-wise losses, as per the prescribed 
RSF formats. The month-wise energy deficit/ surplus can be 
arrived based on the abovementioned parameters.  
TS Discoms have not estimated any sale of surplus power in FY 
2022-23 due to the cost competitiveness i.e. TS Discoms have 
considered the energy dispatch in line with the energy 
requirement only. For showing sale of surplus power, TS Discoms 
have to purchase power at a higher rate and sell such power at a 
cheaper rate, which is not feasible.  
Though, on a real time basis, if the market conditions are 
favorable, TS Discoms shall engage in the sale of surplus power 
in various time blocks, as done in the recent years. The details of 
quantum of surplus sale and revenue earned, from FY 2015-16 to 
FY 2021-22, have already been submitted to the Hon’ble 
Commission, as part of the Additional information requested.  
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The basis for short-term purchase rate has been mentioned in 
the ARR filing petition under the Bilateral purchase section –  
“Rates for such purchase for H2 FY 2021-22 and FY 2022-23, have 
been considered in line with actuals for FY 2020-21”. 
The Short-term purchase rate for FY 2020-21 was INR 3.85/kWh. 
While, for H1 FY 2021-22, the same was INR 3.23/kWh. Hence, 
the arrived rate is INR 3.59/kWh for FY 2021-22 and INR 
3.85/kWh for FY 2022-23. 
TS Discoms are not obligated to submit the information on 
backing down of generation, as per the prescribed filing formats 
and write-ups. TS Discoms shall abide by the instructions of the 
Hon’ble Commission for submission of any additional 
information, as required. 

32 The Discoms have rightly pointed out that meeting the irrigation needs is of 
primary importance and generation of power is subject to meeting the 
irrigation needs. They have explained that a high quantum of 3094 MU of 
hydel generation during the first half of 2021-22 can be attributed to a good 
monsoon and that a similar trend may continue in 2022-23. In that case, the 
Discoms have not explained the basis for reducing availability of hydel power 
to 4000 MU for the year 2022-23 from 4921 MU for 2021-22. The Discoms 
have also not explained as to why no availabilities of hydel power from 
Machkund and Tungabhadra projects have not been considered.    

TS Discoms would like to clarify that the hydro availability of 
4,921 MU in FY 2021-22, is predominantly due to a record high 
hydro generation in H1 FY 2021-22, which can be attributed to a 
good monsoon season in H1 FY 2021-22.  
It is to be noted that the Hydro generation was 3,424 MU only in 
the FY 2020-21 and such seasonal conditions in FY 2021-22 can’t 
be considered as a norm and used for the estimates for FY 2022-
23. Hence, a moderated reduction over FY 2021-22, has been 
considered for Hydro availability in FY 2022-23. 
The detailed reasons for considering no availabilities of hydel 
power from Machkund and Tungabhadra projects, have already 
been submitted to the Hon’ble Commission, as part of the 
Additional information requested. The objector is kindly 
requested to refer to the same. 

33 The capital costs of thermal power projects taken up by TS Genco tended to 
be very high.  Execution of the projects also delayed for long periods, leading 
to escalation in capital cost and interest during construction. As per the 

TS Discoms would like to state that the Hon’ble Commission will 
determine the Capital Cost and tariff after Prudence Check based 
on the bench mark norms specified from time to time.  
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latest estimates shown during public hearings conducted by the Hon’ble 
Commission in the month of June, 2021, the capital costs of some of the 
projects per MW in Crore Rupees are given below: 

 
a) Bhadradri TPS       Rs.7.90  cr  
b) Yadadri TPS                             Rs.7.49  cr  
c) Kakatiya TPP stage I              Rs.5.92 cr 
d) KTPP stage II     Rs.7.233 cr 
e) KTPS stage VII     Rs.6.935 cr 

These capital costs are likely to be revised upwards again. This is another 
dubious distinction under the KCR regime. Such inflated capital costs, if 
permitted by the Commission, would lead to higher fixed charges for 
purchasing power from them and impose avoidable additional burdens on 
the consumers. The earlier Hon’ble Commission had disallowed huge 
amounts from capital costs shown for some of the thermal power projects 
by TS Genco and SCCL.  

While determining the Capital cost or tariff of the project, the 
Hon’ble Commission will scrutiny the reasonableness of the 
capital expenditure, financing plan, interest during construction, 
use of efficient technology, cost overrun due to delay in 
execution of the project, time overrun and such other matters 
considered appropriate. 

34 There have been manipulations in power purchase agreements as a result 
of which avoidable hefty additional burdens are being imposed on the 
consumers of power. The following are some of the points, among others, 
which confirm this: 

a) The then TSERC had given its consent to the PPA the TS Discoms had with 
Thermal Powertech Corporation India Limited for purchasing 570 MW 
thermal power for a period of 8 years. The terms and conditions of the 
bidding were manipulated to facilitate TPCIL becoming the sole bidder. 
The fixed cost allowed is higher by Rs.0.82 per kwh, compared to the 
fixed cost of Rs.1.82 per kwh at which the same TPCIL is supplying power 

The earlier PPA was signed for 500 MW (Net) by all four DISCOMs 
under Case-I bidding route for supply of power from Unit-I (660 
MW) of the TPCIL. This procurement was initiated in the year 
2010 and the financial bid was submitted in 2011. The rates 
submitted in 2011 cannot be compared with the prices in 2016. 
TPCIL is not the sole bidder as claimed, number of bids are 
received in response to the tender. 

The earlier PPA was signed for 25 years whereas the PPA for 570 
MW was signed in 2016, that too for a period of 8 years only. 
Hence the rates in the both bids are not comparable. Tariff quoted 
in shorter period are slightly higher than tariffs committed for 25 
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from a plant its same project under the existing PPA with the four 
Discoms of TS and AP.  As a result, an additional and avoidable burden of 
Rs.2784 crore is being imposed on the consumers during the period of 
the PPA. With detailed analysis of the order, I wrote a letter dated 
25.2.2016 to the TSERC, the contents of which were published in the 
media, but there was no response to it from the Commission and the 
parties to the PPA. 
 
 
 
 

b) The MoU and PPA signed with Chattisgarh Power Distribution Company 
Limited on long-term basis has been questionable and detrimental to the 
interest of consumers of the TS Discoms. Objectors filed elaborate 
submissions questioning that deal before TSERC during public hearing. 
The tariff is projected to be Rs.3.90 per kwh for 2022-23, as it was for the 
last two years. 

 
c) When TSERC ac ted as a one-man Commission, several petitions filed by 

private developers, who had PPAs with TS Discoms for supply of solar 
power on long-term basis, seeking extension of time for completing their 
units, extensions were granted by the Commission, with Discoms failing 
to object to such extension sought by the private developers. Due to 
delay in execution of their units and extension of time given, the 
developers got the benefit of reduction in prices of solar panels, etc., 
without reducing the old higher tariffs. Moreover, no public hearings 
were held on those petitions.  Had the Discoms cancelled those PPAs and 
gone in for fresh biddings or insisted on reduction of the old higher tariffs 
in tune with the then market trends, it would have benefited the 

years period. Considering TSGENCO Capacity additions, 
TSDISCOMs limited the PSA (570 MW) for eight years only. 

Fixed charges in earlier PPA under Case-I bidding was increasing 
year-on-year (Escalation component present) whereas the Fixed 
Charge in this PPA under DBFOO would be decreasing by 2% year-
on-year, which would be advantageous to TSDISCOMs. Therefore, 
Tariffs in the both PPAs are not comparable. 

 
i) At the time of formation of the Telangana State, there 

had been severe power crisis with load relief given to all 
categories of consumers including industries, which led to 
entering into an MoU between the State of Telangana 
and State of Chhattisgarh during the year 2014 wherein, 
Marwa (2x500 MW) capacity has been identified as 
dedicated source of supply to Telangana. Accordingly, a 
Power Purchase Agreement was entered by TSDISCOMs 
with CSPDCL on 22.09.2015 with the tariff to be 
determined by CSERC under Section-62 of the Electricity 
Act 2003. 

 As per the National Tariff Policy, “all future requirement of 
power should continue to be procured competitively by 
Distribution Licensees except in cases of expansion of existing 
projects or where there is a company owned or controlled by 
the State Government as an identified developer……….” 

As per the provisions stated above, the PPA was entered with 
Chhattisgarh Power Distribution Company Ltd by 
TSDISCOMs.  
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consumers substantially. Extension of time was given to the private 
developers even considering delay in acquisition of land by them as a 
condition of force majeure! As a result, thousands of Crores of avoidable 
and additional burdens are being imposed on the consumers during the 
period of the PPAs of those units.  
 

d) The power supply agreements the TS Discoms had with NTPC for supply 
of 400 MW solar power, partly combined with bundled thermal power, 
had come up for public hearing before the Commissin in the middle of 
2021. The solar power is being purchased by NTPC Vidyut Vyapar Nigam 
Ltd., the trading wing of NTPC, from private developers and supplied to 
the Discoms @ Rs.4.66 per unit. Here, too, the Discoms did not try to 
negotiate reduction of price with NTPC in tune with the market trends, 
though there has been abnormal delay in commencing supply of power 
under the said PPAs or cancelling the PSAs. The terms and conditions in 
the PSAs with NTPC and SECI (for supply of solar power) are detrimental 
to the interests of the Discoms. As a result, hefty avoidable and additional 
burdens are being imposed on the consumers. We submitted elaborate 
objections and suggestions to the Commission but to no avail. 

e) Despite our detailed objections and suggestions on terms and conditions 
in the PPA the Discoms had with NTPC for purchase of power from 
Telangana STPP phase I, and the directions given by the earlier TSERC to 
the Discoms to negotiate with NTPC and modify several terms and 
conditions in the PPA, the Discoms failed to bring round NTPC and 
protect interests of the consumers. 
 
 

f) The TS Discoms have entered into a medium-term agreement with PTC 
India Ltd. for procurement of 550 MW for 6 months in a year, under the 

Moreover, the appropriate State Regulatory Commission 
determines the tariff for the project as mandated by the 
Electricity Act, 2003. 

ii) CSERC has determined the tariff of Marwa vide order 
dated 07.07.2018, aggrieved by this order TSDISCOMs 
filed appeal No.391/2018 before APTEL, which is pending 
for adjudication. TSDISCOMs are paying provisional tariff 
of Rs.3.90/kWh for the supply of power from CSDISCOMs 
as per TSERC interim order dt.31.03.2017. 

Considering the various factors like delay in TS i-pass approvals, 
land acquisition and conversion issues, connectivity issues etc., 
Govt. of Telangana granted extension of time for completion of 
the Solar power. 
The Hon’ble TSERC after careful examination, considering the 
requirement of encouraging renewable sources of energy, 
accorded approval for extending the SCOD up to 30.06.2017. 
Further directed to file individual petitions for amending the PPAs 
in respect of penalties and re-fixation of tariff. 
As such, the revised SCOD for the individual projects were 
finalized by the Commission orders duly hearing the arguments of 
both parties (viz., DISCOMs & Solar Power Developers).            It is 
pertinent to mention that penalties were also levied for delay in 
achieving the COD and BGs were en-cashed in certain cases 
penalizing for delay in SCOD. 
It may be noted that Power Sale Agreements for procurement of 
400 MW Solar power bundled with 200 MW Thermal power under 
JNNSM Phase-II State Specific Bundled Scheme were signed in 
2016. In view of the delay in adoption of tariffs (discovered 
through competitive bidding by NTPC) by CERC, the issue 
pertaining to according consent to the PSAs entered with NTPC 
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MoP notified pilot scheme for aggregation of 2500 MW for three years 
through competitive bidding. The tariff has been Rs.4.29 per unit for the 
years 2020-21, 2021-22 and 2022-23. Under the same scheme, PTC is 
supply power to Kerala from this month @ Rs.3.26 per unit. I request the 
Hon’ble Commission to direct the Discoms to cancel their agreement 
with PTC for the year 2022-23. Surplus power is projected to be available 
for 2022-23 by the Discoms and additional power, if required, can be 
purchased from the market and through exchanges at a lesser price.    

 

came up for public hearing during 2021. The power from these 
projects has been scheduled to TSDISCOMs from respective CODs 
of the plants from the year 2017. As such, the tariff from these 
projects cannot be compared with the latest tariffs.  Also, before 
signing the Power Sale Agreements for the said procurement. 
TSDISCOMs, held series of discussions/ deliberations/negotiations 
with NTPC/SECI and were successful in modifying certain 
provisions of the PSA, safeguarding the interests of the end 
consumers. However, it may be noted that the majority provisions 
of PSA are in line with the guidelines issued by Govt. of India and 
are non-negotiable which cannot be modified as the Solar tariff 
was discovered through competitive bidding in the year 2016. 

Pursuant to the directions given by the Commission in the Interim 
Order, TSDISCOMsheld discussions with NTPC several times for 
incorporating the modifications in the Clauses of PPA of TSTPP. In 
reply, NTPC vide letter dated 14.10.2016 &18.01.2019 have 
furnished their views. TSDISCOMs have communicated NTPC 
comments to the Commission. The Commission also addressed 
TSDISCOMs to take legal opinion on jurisdiction of appropriate 
commission for determination of tariff.  

In response, TSDISCOMs submitted the   legal opinion to TSERC, 
wherein the counsel opined that the appropriate Commission to 
determine the tariff of NTPC’s TnSTPS in question is the Central 
Commission under Section 79 of the Electricity Act, 2003 

And as per the direction of TSERC on 02.02.2021, Supplementary 
Agreement was entered between NTPC and TSDISCOMs on. 
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09.04.2021 to the extent of terms mutually agreed and submitted 
to Hon’ble TSERC.  

By taking into consideration all the stake holders objections, 
Discoms and NTPC Replies, Hon’ble TSERC has issued consent to 
the PPA of Tn STPP Ph-I on 25.08.2021. 

Pilot Scheme-1 

In Pilot Scheme-I the tariff of Rs.4.24/Kwh (excluding Trading 
Margin of Rs.0.05/Kwh) and was discovered through Competitive 
Bidding conducted in the year 2018, Whereas, the supply of 
power from PTC to Kerala is under Pilot Scheme-II the tariff of 
Rs.3.26/Kwh excluding Trading Margin and was discovered 
through Competitive Bidding conducted in the year 2020.  

Further, in Pilot Scheme-I, the Generator had agreed to supply 
power in a staggered manner of 6 months in a year as requested 
by TSDISCOMs i.e., for Rabi & Khariff seasons, whereas in Pilot 
Scheme-II minimum off-take is 85%, which is mandatory through-
out the year continuously. 

If power off-take is less than 85%, then penalty would be levied, 
whereas, in the pilot Scheme –I, the minimum power off take is 
55% and if power off take is more than 55%, then utility would get 
1% discount in tariff for every 5% incremental off-take beyond 
55%. 
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The Terms & conditions of Pilot Scheme-I & II are different and 
detailed below: 

Sl. 
No 

Parameter Pilot-I Pilot –II 

1 
Minimum off take to 

avoid penalty 
55%/month for six 

months 
85%/Month 

2 Tariff 
Fixed for                  
3 years 

Consists of base fixed and 
variable charges. Fixed remains 

constant, while escalation on 
variable charges will reflect 

50% of variation in Whole Price 
Index (WPI). 

 

35 If PPAs are entered into indiscriminately to purchase unwarranted and high-
cost power on long-term basis, unrelated to growing demand, giving a go-by 
to ideal power mix to the extent possible to suit fluctuating demand curve 
and consents given to the same by the SERC,  it would lead to availability of 
substantial surplus power on a large scale, with resultant disastrous 
consequences, and imposing avoidable burdens on consumers of power on 
a large scale over the years, as experience in Andhra Pradesh has confirmed 
conclusively. Thousands of crores of Rupees are being claimed by AP 
Discoms under true-up every year as a result of entering into long-term PPAs 
for purchasing unwarranted and high-cost power, especially from solar and 
wind units and some private projects and consents given to the same by the 
then APERC, among other factors, during the regime of the Chandrababu 
Naidu Government. Despite having an abnormal surplus ranging from 8000 
MU to 10,000 MU per annum and backing down the same, AP Discoms have 
been resorting to purchase of thousands of MU in the open market and 
through power exchanges every year, because the must-run renewable 

Telangana Discoms have a dedicated wing (Telangana State 
Power Coordination Committee) to focus on all the power 
purchase related matters of the Discoms. TSPCC explores all the 
options of power purchase cost optimisation, while designing its 
power procurement planning strategies.  Under the purview of 
TSPCC, Telangana Discoms have been procuring power via an 
adequate mix of Long term, Medium term and Short term 
arrangements, depending on the factors like ensuring 
satisfactory planning (for meeting demand), sourcing options 
availability, cost competitiveness etc. 
TS Discoms would reiterate that they are obligated to supply 
24x7 power supply to its consumers (including agriculture), and 
are bound to contract with additional capacities to ensure no 
power interruptions in the state. All the PPAs entered by the 
Discoms are approved by the Hon’ble Commission. 
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energy they have been forced to purchase cannot meet peak demand, 
thereby increasing avoidable burdens on the consumers! This is in addition 
to tariff hikes and hefty subsidy being provided by the Government. Similar 
situation, with a difference in degree, is getting unfolded in Telangana also. 

36 In the annual retail supply tariff orders, TSERC used to include cost of power 
purchase based on the quantum required to be purchased for meeting 
demand in the financial year concerned. As such, costs of backing down 
surplus power and variations in additional purchases are not being covered 
in the annual revenue requirement of the Discoms as determined by the 
Commission.  As a result, claims under true-up are being made by the 
Discoms for huge amounts. With the kind of deficiencies in the system of 
true-up, consumers are being burdened additionally, and Discoms are 
suffering financial losses to the extent their claims for true-up are not 
allowed by the Commission.  

37 When questionable decisions taken by the Discoms and proposals or 
petitions submitted to the Commission for its approval, may be at the behest 
of the GoTS, it is for the Commission to regulate them in a rational way and 
within the limitations of law and its regulations to prevent imposition of 
avoidable burdens on the consumers to the extent practicable. Unless the 
Commission regulates in a rational way, taking a holistic view, the tendency 
of the powers-that-be and the Discoms entering into long-term PPAs for 
purchase of unwarranted and high-cost power, etc., with questionable 
terms and conditions detrimental to larger consumer interest, regulations 
alone cannot undo the damage being done in the form of various problems 
that are arising. When regulatory diagnosis of the issues and problems is 
sound, first and foremost, preventive steps need to be taken during the 
regulatory process itself to avoid undesirable consequences that can and 
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should be avoided. It is in the interest of the Discoms and their consumers 
of power. Otherwise, it will not be possible to take curative steps in legal 
terms and the damage to larger consumer interest being done cannot be 
undone for several years. 

38 Aware as we are of the constraints and limitations of the Hon’ble 
Commission under the law, we request it to examine the above submissions, 
among others, and undo the damage being and will be caused to larger 
consumer interest to the extent possible within the limitations of its powers 
by disallowing what is impermissible and reduce the burdens proposed to 
be imposed on the consumers.  In view of the limitations of the Commission, 
it is for the people at large to protect their interests by opposing the 
proposed hefty burdens and bringing pressure on the Governments at the 
Centre and in the State through concerted action. 

This is under the purview of the Hon’ble Commission. 
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Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open 
Access Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by Sri M.Venugopal Rao, Senior Journalist & Convener, Centre for Power Studies, H.No.1-100mp/101 

Monarch Prestige, Journalist's Colony, Serilingampally Mandal, Hyderabad -500032(set-2) 

S.No. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 
1 The Discoms have requested the Hon’ble Commission to bring about an 

amendment to Regulation 4 of 2005 to put a mechanism for automatic pass 
through of power purchase cost adjustment in view of the enforcement of 
Electricity (Timely Recovery of Costs due to change in Law) Rules, 2021 by the 
Central Government dated 22.10.2021. They have submitted that the 
implementation of the rules by generating company or transmission licensee 
on monthly basis without provision for the distribution licensee to recover 
the same on monthly basis from the consumers shall have adverse impact on 
the financials of the Discoms leading to huge working capital costs and also 
affect the entire value chain of the power sector. Such an automatic pass 
through of impact in cost due to change in law by a formula is unwarranted. 
Terms and conditions in the PPA govern various aspects, as far as costs of 
purchase of power from the generators by the Discoms are concerned. Terms 
and conditions in the PPAs also contain a clause providing for applicability of 
change in law. Working out a formula for automatic pass through of the 
impact of change in law in terms of cost of power purchase may lead to 
divergent interpretations and disputes and bypasses regulatory examination 
of the veracity and permissibility of such impact. True-up claims under 
various uncontrollable factors can be made by the Discoms (and State 
transmission utility also) and the Hon’ble Commission considers the same 
after holding public hearings as per regulations applicable, that, too, with 
permissible carrying cost.  Variations in costs of power purchase are also 
included under true-up claims. Moreover, the Discoms have every right to 
examine the impact of change in law as and when generators or transmission 
utility show the same in their monthly bills and contest its veracity and 
permissibility, if they consider it questionable. Therefore, we request the 
Hon’ble Commission to reject the proposals of the Discoms for amending the 
said Regulation. 

The MOP order dated 09.11.2021, states the following - 
 
“5. Distribution companies face revenue constraints as the 
corresponding pass through of cost is not done regularly and 
timely in the retail tariff. Timely collection of revenue from 
consumer would ensure timely payment by the distribution 
company to the generating stations and coal companies.  

6. Section 62(4) of the Electricity Act provides that tariff or part 
of any tariff can be amended more frequently than once in any 
financial year in respect of any changes expressly permitted 
under the terms of any fuel surcharge formulae as may be 
specified. 

7……The present mechanism leads to delays. It may be changed 
to provide for automatic pass through in tariff change in costs on 
account of change in law/ power purchase costs in accordance 
with a formula laid down by the State Regulatory Commissions.  

The Discoms will pass through the change in costs according to 
the said formula whenever the change in costs due to change in 
law/power purchase costs occur.  

Till a suitable formula is prescribed by the State Commissions the 
formula given in the Electricity (Timely Recovery of Costs due to 
Change in Law) Rules, 2021 may be adopted. 

9. The State Commissions are requested to place the above 
mechanism in operation with immediate effect.” 
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The Discoms have proposed that persons operating captive power plants 
(CPPs) in parallel with T.S. grid have to pay grid support charges for FY 2022-
23 on the difference between the capacity of CPP in kVA and the contracted 
maximum demand in kVA with licensee and all other sources of supply, at a 
rate equal to 50% of the prevailing demand charge for HT consumers. The 
proposal is justified, following the judgment of the Hon’ble Supreme Court in 
C.A.No.4569 of 2003 and batch passed on 29.11.2019, after a prolonged 
pendency for over 16 years, setting aside the orders of the High Court of 
Andhra Pradesh and upholding the order of APERC for levy of grid supporting 
charges from 2002-23 to 2008-09. I request the Hon’ble Commission that co-
generation plants also be brought within the ambit of definition of plants 
operating parallel with TS grid by modifying the definition accordingly to 
avoid misinterpretation of certain co-generation plants that they are not a 
CPP. The cogeneration plant, though different from CPP so far as the 
operation is concerned, is not different on the aspect of operation in parallel 
with the grid. The levy of grid support charges needs to be reckoned from the 
financial year 2014-15 onwards, pursuant to the judgements of APTEL and 
the Supreme Court. When disputes pertaining to past period are settled, 
making applicability of the order with retrospective effect is common 
practice. 

The definition of the captive power plant as mentioned at 
clause 3 in the Electricity Rules, 2005 issued by Ministry of 
Power, Government of India is reproduced as below: 
“No power plant shall qualify as a  „captive  
generating plant‟  under 
section 9 read with clause (8) of section 2 of 

the Act unless- (a) in case of a power plant 
– 

(i) not less than twenty six percent of the ownership is 
held by the captive user(s), and 
 

(ii) not less than fifty one  percent  of  the  aggregate  
electricity 

generated in such plant, determined on an annual basis, is 
consumed for the captive use. 
(b) in case of a generating station owned by a company 
formed as 
special purpose vehicle for such generating station, a unit 
or units of  such  generating  station  identified  for  captive  
use  and  not  the entire generating station satisfy (s) the 
conditions contained in paragraphs (i) and (ii) of sub-
clause (a) above.” 

 
As read from the above the definition to consider a plant 
as captive there is no discrimination made based on the 
type of the fuel used and the processes involved. As such all 
the plants which satisfy the above conditions are  treated  as  
Captive power  plants  and charges will   be   levied 
accordingly as  directed  by   the  Honb’le Regulatory 
commission.  Co-generation plants are also considered  as  
captive power plants. Further modification of the 
term ―Cap ve Power Plant (CPP)  as ―Cap ve Power 
Plant (CPP)  and Co-generation plant‖  with respect  to  
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levy  of  grid  support  charges  is  at  the  discretion  of  the 
Hon’ble Regulatory Commission. 

3.  How much amount is reimbursed to the Discoms by TS Transco and TSLDC 
from the transmission and SLDC charges that are received/being received 
from the power exchanges in view of the short-term power purchases made 
by the Discoms either to meet the shortage/save overall power purchase 
costs, as long as the actual demand and capacity did not exceed the demand 
and capacity approved in the MYT order for transmission and SLDC cost, 
respectively, during the year 2021-22 so far? In light of the Discoms showing 
need for purchases from the market and short-term sources for the year 
2022-23 also, the said amount to be reimbursed by Transco and SLDC to the 
Discoms would be substantial. We request the Hon’ble Commission to 
consider such amount to be reimbursed to the Discoms and adjust the same 
in their revenue requirement and revenue gap. 

There are no Open Access charges (Transmission and SLDC 
charges) in respect of Short term purchases made by 
TSDISCOMs as it is covered under the total contracted capacity. 
Hence TSDISCOMs have not paid any Transmission and SLDC 
charges to TSTransco for power purchases made through Power 
Exchanges for the FY 2021-22. Hence, reimbursement to 
TSDISCOMs by TSTRANSCO/TSSLDC doesn’t arise. 

4 Imposition of demand/fixed charges on consumers as a part of the power 
bills they have to pay is irrational. Fixed charges are being covered in power 
purchase cost as far as generation is concerned. Fixed costs of transmission 
and distribution networks are being covered under the multi-year tariff 
orders being issued by the Commission and under true-up claims of the 
utilities. In view of the same, there is no justification in imposing 
demand/fixed charges separately on the consumers of power under the LT 
categories proposed by the Discoms.  We request the Hon’ble Commission 
to reject the proposal of the Discoms for imposition of such fixed charges. 
 

 
 

Levy of fixed/demand charges in the consumer tariffs is allowed 
as per the state’s tariff regulations. The relevant extract is 
mentioned below –  
“Proposal for retail sale of electricity to the consumers pertaining 
to its retail supply business and the details may include tariffs for 
each consumer category, slab-wise and voltage-wise. The tariffs 
proposed may also include energy charges, fixed/demand 
charges and minimum charges.” 
With respect to the introduction of fixed charges for LT Domestic 
consumers, TS Discoms have carried out the Tariff Comparison 
analysis across various states. It was found that most of the 
states are having fixed charges for LT Domestic category.  
Also, the Hon’ble Commission in the CSS Order for FY 2018-19 
had directed the DISCOMs to submit the tariff proposals, giving 
due consideration to the guiding principles and 
recommendations of the MoP regarding tariff simplification and 
rationalisation. 
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By way of introducing fixed charges for LT Domestic, TS Discoms 
have tried to rationalize the tariff structure.  

5 The Discoms have proposed to introduce the “facilitation charges of 
Rs.20,000/- per month or part thereof (at a rate of 5% increment every year) 
for providing open access facility under the head “other charges in HT” in 
order to meet the cost being incurred in providing the facility to open access 
users. The Discoms are already charging cross subsidy surcharge and 
additional surcharge from open access users, and additional surcharge is for 
meeting the costs of capacities of network stranded on account of open 
access. Therefore, there is no justification in introducing the proposed 
facilitation charges for open access users.   
However, the Discoms have a real problem when the open access consumers 
opt for supply of power under real time market (RTM), i.e., shifting from the 
Discoms to other suppliers of power to meet their requirement as and when 
they want, without giving any notice to the Discoms well in advance. Even 
while continuing to be the consumers of the Discoms, they can access RTM 
to optimize their power purchase cost. But the Discoms have an obligation to 
supply power to such consumers and make arrangements for the same. If 
there is no similar obligation on the part of such consumers to get supply of 
power from the Discoms as contracted, with freedom to opt for RTM as and 
when they want, without any intimation to the Discoms well in advance, it 
results in an iniquitous arrangement much to the disadvantage of the 
Discoms, with resultant avoidable additional burdens which will be imposed 
on their consumers of power under true-up later. If bulk consumers opt for 
RTM, by the time the time market obligations sheets on RTM are notified, 
the Discoms lose the opportunity to change their drawl schedules and they 
could be forced to under draw from ISTS during the periods of procurement 
of power by bulk consumers in RTM, with resultant burdens.  It is a lopsided 
arrangement of freedom and benefits to bulk consumers and obligations and 
burdens to the Discoms.  It needs to be remedied and a balance has to be 
maintained. The RTM is being availed by the Discoms for meeting any 
intraday shortfall that may arise on account of deviations from scheduled 

TS Discoms have already mentioned the intention behind the 
introduction of the Facilitation Charges in their tariff proposal for 
FY 2022-23.  
TS Discoms would like to state that the consumer is getting 
benefit from the Open Access facility by getting cheaper power 
whereas the Discom is incurring excessive burden by rendering 
additional services in the form of O&M cost i.e., exclusive team 
of employees cost, additional infrastructure cost, etc. Further, 
the Open Access users are paying Rs.5000/- per application as 
operating charges to SLDC only for monitoring their schedules of 
drawl/injection whereas the Discoms are not collecting any 
charges from the Open Access users even though lot of man 
hours are involved in granting Open Access, installation, testing 
of additional meters, MRI dumps collection, monitoring the 
injections/drawls of energy and working out the deviation 
settlements at various stages to avail Open access facility by the 
Open Access users. 
 
TS Discoms make a note of the suggestions made by the objector 
with regards to an alternative mechanism for enabling the 
Discoms to recover the avoidable additional burdens they have 
to bear on account of bulk consumers accessing power in the 
RTM, without giving any advance notice to the Discoms in a 
sufficient time frame. 
TS Discoms would abide by the instructions given by the Hon’ble 
Commission in this regard. 
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sources, renewable energy intermittencies, weather changes affecting wind 
generation, real time load variations, etc. For the bulk consumers ensured as 
they are of supply of required power by the Discoms, there are no such 
problems or obligations. If there is shortage for power and Discoms impose 
power cuts, drawing of power by bulk consumers under RTM or other sources 
can be understood. Cross subsidy surcharge and additional surcharge cannot 
compensate the Discoms for the losses they incur due to sudden shifting of 
bulk consumers to RTM, when the Discoms are making necessary 
arrangements to ensure supply of power to them. Therefore, an alternative 
mechanism needs to be worked out and implemented enabling the Discoms 
to recover the avoidable additional burdens they have to bear on account of 
bulk consumers accessing power in the RTM, without any notice to the 
Discoms sufficiently in advance about their drawing power in the RTM. 

6 For purchasing power from the thermal power project (2x600 MW) of 
Singareni Collieries Company Ltd. as per the PPA dated 18.1.2016, the 
Discoms have shown substantial increase in variable costs from Rs.2.55 per 
unit in 2020-21 to Rs.2.99 per unit for 2022-23 as per the estimates of the 
project. What are the reasons for such increased estimates? At the same 
time, variable costs of CGSs are projected for 2022-23 as they were estimated 
for 2021-22 and the same are projected for thermal stations of TS Genco at 
reduced rates.  

In the absence of VC estimates from CGS stations, TS Discoms 
have considered the VC projections for H2 FY 2021-22 and FY 
2022-23, in line with the actual VC for H1 FY 2021-22. 

STPP is getting coal under Bridge linkage MoU with SCCL, 
whereas other projects are having linkage coal.From, October 
2021 onwards, the Coal prices in India has increased, thus, the 
same has been projected by STPP for the FY 2022-23. 

7 The fixed costs paid to the CGS thermal stations increased from Rs.1646 crore 
for 2021-22 to Rs.1862 crore for 2021-22 and are further revised to Rs.2652 
crore for 2022-23 (with the addition of Telangana STPP phase I). The Discoms 
have submitted that, in the absence of CERC tariff order for the CGS stations, 
they have projected the fixed costs for 2022-23 in line with the arrived 
projections for 2021-22. What is the basis for increase in fixed costs by Rs.215 
crore from 2020-21 to 2021-22 and justification for projecting the same rates 
for 2022-23? 

TS Discoms have considered the FC projections for H2 FY 2021-
22 in line with the actual FC for H1 FY 2021-22, for CGS thermal 
stations. The increase in FC in FY 2021-22 is predominantly due 
to increase in FC in H1 FY 22 over H1 FY 21. 

NNTPP has commissioned 500 MW unit on 10.02.2021, out of 
which Telangana State has been 31 MW allocated. Similarly, the 
Ministry of Power, government of India has allocated 50 MW of 
thermal Power to Telangana State with effect from 
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18.12.2021.Total 81 MW has been increased in the installed 
capacity for FY 2021-22. 

8 While entering into PPA with Chattisgarh State Power Distribution Company 
Ltd. for supply of 1000 MW, the Discoms booked an additional transmission 
capacity for another 1000 MW. What has happened to the additional 
transmission capacity booked and what are the consequences thereof, in the 
absence of not getting additional 1000 MW capacity? 
 

The additional 1000 MW LTA capacity was relinquished, in view 
of significant RE capacity addition in Telangana State and 
commissioning of other state owned thermal projects.  

As there is adequate power due to significant RE capacity 
addition to fulfill RPPO and also due to commissioning of other 
state owned thermal projects in the state, No adverse effect i.e., 
shortage of power has been noticed due to absence of the 
additional 1000 MW power. 

9 For Thermal Power Tech Corporation of India Ltd. I and II, energy availability 
is shown with a PLF of 95 percent. The tariffs to be paid for purchasing power 
from the two units are shown as Rs.4.30 and Rs.4.73 per unit, respectively. 
As per the PPA the Discoms had with both the units, what are their threshold 
level PLFs? Is it obligatory on the part of the Discoms to take power exceeding 
the threshold levels of PLF and at such higher tariffs from these two units? 
 

TS Discoms would like to clarify that the energy availability for 
TPCIL have been considered at 95%, as per the estimates shared 
by TPCIL. The tariffs (VC, FC) for TPCIL-I and TPCIL-II have been 
considered based on the H1 actuals of FY 2021-22. 

The threshold limit for 269.45 MW PPA is 85% and for 570 MW 
PPA is 90%. 
Every month, TSDiscoms will Schedule/off-take power based on 
Merit Order of the total contracted power. Hence scheduling of 
power from these two units cannot be decided simply 
considering the individual PPA Tariff. 

10 The Discoms have proposed fixing of prepaid meters for all Government 
services existing under various categories. Instead of Government services, it 
should be service connections given to departments, undertakings and 
bodies of the Government. In principle, fixing of prepaid meters is 
objectionable.  Since huge amounts are due from the departments of the 
Government and the Discoms are unable to collect such dues or disconnect 
such services, it seems that the Discoms have made this proposal. If Discoms 
are unable to disconnect services to the departments of the Government for 

Prepaid meters are being installed to various Government  
Offices/Departments including local bodies as per G.O. Ms 
No.1, ENERGY (BUDGET  )  DEPARTMENT,  Dated.03.01.2016.  
Further, the Ministry of Power, GoI had notified the timelines 
for replacement of existing meters with smart meters with 
prepayment feature, via the Gazette notification   dated   17th   
August   2021, of   which   the   following consumers (other than 
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delay in payment of monthly bills within permissible period, obviously, under 
pressure from the authorities concerned, can the Discoms withstand such 
pressure even under the proposed system of prepaid meters? Or, it may be 
an attempt to introduce the system of prepaid meters with the Government 
as a prelude and later extend the same to other categories of consumers. It 
should be treated as an exception and not extended to other categories of 
consumers.  
As a better alternative, the Hon’ble Commission may direct the Discoms to 
disconnect service connections given to various wings of the Government, if 
they fail to pay dues of their monthly power consumption bills in time as is 
permissible under applicable terms of supply and as has been the standard 
practice in the case of other categories of consumers. There is no justification 
in seeking payment in advance for power to be supplied to, and consumed 
by, the consumers. For payment of power purchase under PPAs in force, the 
Discoms are getting sufficient grace period and discount, if such payments 
are made before the due date. If there is delay in paying monthly power bills 
by the consumers, the Discoms are collecting applicable penalties. 

agriculture) are to be deployed with smart meters in 
prepayment mode by December 2023 –  
● Electrical divisions having > 50% consumers in urban areas 

with AT&C losses > 15% in FY 2019-20 
● Other electrical divisions with AT&C losses > 25% in FY 

2019-20  
● All Government offices at Block level and above  
● All Commercial, Industrial consumers 

 
TS Discoms have already installed 26,732 prepaid meters at the 
Govt. services. TS Discoms have proposed the fixing of prepaid 
meters for all the remaining Govt. services, in adherence to the 
abovementioned MOP notification. 
TS Discoms shall adhere to the further instructions given by the 
Hon’ble Commission 
 

11 In response to the directive of the Hon’ble Commission that the Discoms shall 
replace 10% of existing agricultural pump sets with energy efficient pump 
sets as stipulated in UDAY MoU and submit a quarterly progress report on 
the same, SPDCL has maintained that there is no scheme for replacement of 
existing agricultural pump sets with star rated energy efficiency pump sets. 
NPDCL has maintained that, as this scheme involves requirement of capital 
expenditure, it is yet to initiate the scheme.  However, NPDCL is insisting on 
installing of BEE, 5-star rated pumps for all new connections.  
The implication in the stance of the Discoms is that who should bear the 
expenditure for such measures and other energy efficiency and saving 
measures. Whenever any initiative is taken by the Discoms, at the behest of 
the GoI and GoTS, for implementation of energy efficiency and saving 
measures, it should be with the concurrence and willingness of the 
beneficiary consumers that they would bear the balance cost, after adjusting 
the financial assistance provided by the Governments. We request the 

During the release of new agriculture connections, TS Discoms 
are ensuring the energy efficient pump sets. For the 
replacement of the existing pumps, it shall be done in a phased 
manner in coordination with the consumer. 
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Hon’ble Commission to issue such specific directions to the Discoms, making 
it abundantly clear that such expenditure, fully or partly, should not be 
imposed on other consumers for whom no such schemes are implemented.  

12 The Discoms have shown arrears of consumers over Rs.50,000/- pending for 
over six months as on 30.9.2021 30.9.202 – Rs. 4893.16 crore by NPDCL and 
Rs.1645133785 lakhs (?) by SPDCL. SPDCL has to clarify whether the figure 
shown by it is a typographical error or correct. The lion’s share of the 
accumulated dues is from HT consumers only. The number of HT consumers 
who have dues to the Discoms is 407 and amount due is Rs.4817.7 crore in 
the case of TSNPDCL.  In the case of TSSPDCL, the number of HT consumers 
is 1319 and the amount due from them is Rs.6921.69 crore. What actions the 
Discoms have been taking to avert accumulation of arrears to such levels and 
collecting the arrears? SPDCL has shown that a sum of Rs.82.4066 crore is 
written off during 2020-21 and Rs.92.0854 crore during the first half of 2021-
22  under bad debts. How much amount was written off by NPDCL under bad 
debts? Who is bearing the loss caused due to writing off of bad debts? 
Provision for bad debts should not be imposed on the consumers. It is 
nothing but penalising the consumers for the failures of commission and 
omission of the personnel of the Discoms, may be, due to unwarranted 
interference of the powers-that-be forcing the Discoms not to take necessary 
action to recover dues from the consumers, especially from influential HT 
consumers. The Discoms might be filing cases against defaulting consumers. 
But, lack of timely action leads to accumulation of dues. The reasons for such 
accumulation of dues need to be analysed and necessary plan of action be 
worked out and implemented by the Discoms to avert such accumulation.  
The Hon’ble Commission also may give directions, if required, to the Discoms 
on the course of action they should pursue to remove legal hurdles, if any. 
Accountability of the personnel also should be fixed for failure in taking 
timely action for recovery of dues from the consumers concerned and to 
avert accumulation of dues. 

Most of the above Rs.50,000/- arrears outstanding on Govt. LIS 
and in respect of private services, Discom is taking timely action 
(such as disconnection of services) to avoid accumulation of 
arrears. Further, responsibility of timely disconnection of HT 
services was already fixed on the designated officers. And 
necessary action being initiated on the defaulting officers for 
their inaction. 
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13 TSNPDCL has shown that ex-gratia to the tune of Rs.17.63 crore is paid in 351 
fatal accidents of human beings against 460 such accidents during the year 
2020-21. In case of such accidents involving animals a sum of Rs.3.5559 crore 
was paid in 726 accidents against 974 accidents during the same period. 
Under 59 non-fatal accidents, no ex-gratia is paid. During the first half of 
2021-22 also against 222 fatal accidents involving human beings, ex-gratia is 
paid in 123 cases only (Rs.6.26 crore) and in the case of animals, ex-gratia is 
paid in 314 cases (Rs.1.4444 crore) against 705 accidents. SPDCL has shown 
payment in 230, 225 and 178 human cases and in 546, 395 and 347 animal 
cases during 2018-19, 2019-20 and 2020-21, respectively, without showing 
the total number of accidents, both human and animal, that had taken place 
during the three years. Paying ex-gratia to victims of electrical accidents and 
collecting the same from consumers of power as a part and parcel of annual 
revenue requirement of the Discoms leaves no scope for fixing responsibility 
for the deficiencies and negligence which give rise such accidents.  Causes of 
the electrical accidents need to be analysed, deficiencies in the network be 
identified and accountability of the personnel at various level be fixed for 
dereliction and human failure, if any, in taking safety measures, and 
preventive steps be taken promptly to prevent recurrence of such accidents. 
Reports submitted, if any, by the Discoms to the Hon’ble Commission should 
be made public.  

Majority of the accidents are being taken place at the consumer 
fault. 

The details of human accidents for the last 4 years are as below 
Majority of the accidents are being taken place at the consumer 
fault. 

The details of human accidents for the last 4 years are as below: 

Year 

No. of 
Human 

fatal 
accident

s 

No. of 
accident

s with 
consume

r fault 

% of 
accidents 

with 
consumer 

fault 

No. of 
accident

s with 
Dept. 
fault 

% of 
accidents 

with Dept. 
fault 

2018-19 415 337 81.2% 78 18.8% 

2019-20 500 419 83.8% 81 16.2% 

2020-21 449 395 88.0% 54 12.0% 

2021-22 247 213 86.2% 34 13.8% 

Total 1611 1364 84.66% 247 15.33% 

From the above, it is to submit that 84.66% of the accidents are 
taken place at the consumer side faults only and in even 
remaining 15.33% of cases also the majority of cases are due to 
natural calamities such as heavy gale and wind. The no. of cases 
in which the departmental staff responsible for the accidents 
and the action taken for the last 3 years is 37 no’s. Rectification 
works of defective infrastructure as a part of safety measures, 
taken up in TSNPDCL under various schemes like DNRD, Palle 
Pragathi, Pattana Pragathi to prevent such recurrence of 
accidents are as follows: 
Defectiveness Unit Qty rectified 
Intermediate poles Nos. 181352 
Bent/Leaned poles Nos. 71502 
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Damaged poles Nos. 68283 
Rusted poles Nos. 7706 
Damaged stay wire/stud poles Nos. 23419 
Damaged Conductors Rectified 
(KM) KMs 2512 

Loose Spans Rectified (Nos.) Nos. 133918.9 
Renovation of Defective 
Earthing of DTRs (Nos) Nos. 19403 

 DTR Plinth Raising (Nos.) 
(If Alarmingly Low Level) 

Nos. 7735 

Low level Road Crossings 
Rectified (Nos) Nos. 11498 

 

14 The Discoms have saddled themselves, as well as their consumers, with high 
cost bundled power under JNNSM phase I  -  Rs.10.69 per unit of solar power 
and Rs.4.62 per unit of thermal power, as projected for the year 2022-23. 
Under NTPC bundled power also, the Discoms have saddled themselves with 
high cost power  -  Rs.4.73 per unit for solar power and Rs.3.95 per unit for 
thermal power, as projected for the year 2022-23. They have shown the 
weighted average rate for solar power as Rs.5.69 per unit.  Compared to 
Rs.2.83 per unit under NTPC CPSU 1692 MW and Rs.2.78 per unit under SECI 
400 MW, which are also higher compared to the tariffs discovered through 
competitive biddings elsewhere in the country. For what purpose the 
Discoms have entered into purchase of so-called bundled power under which 
high cost solar, as well as thermal, power will have to be purchased by them 
on long-term basis? The cost of thermal power under bundled power 
arrangement is more than the variable cost of the thermal power units of TS 
Genco. Though supplied by NTPC or its trading wing and SECI, the solar power 
is being purchased by them from private developers. The imprudent 
decisions of the powers-that-be in forcing the Discoms to enter into PPAs to 
purchase such high-cost solar and thermal power continue to impose 
avoidable hefty burdens on consumers of the Discoms for a long period. In 
the name of bundled power, the Discoms have been tricked by NTPC to bear 
the overburden of both solar and thermal power on long-term basis and 
consents given to such tricky PPAs by the ERC concerned facilitated the same. 

The Government with a view to encourage generation of 
electricity from renewable sources of energy issued various solar 
policies and schemes to have achieved the targeted capacity of 
450GW by 2030 and to increase the share of installed capacity 
from RE sources to 40% by 2030. Accordingly, all procurements 
made from renewable sources   so   far   under   Long   term   basis   
were   made   under   a transparent and competitive manner in 
the interest of consumers of Discoms and fulfillment of power 
purchase obligations fixed by state ERC and MoP. Further,  
TSDiscoms  have  made  its   best  efforts  at  the  time  of 
execution  of  PPAs  with  Generators  to  purchase  power  at  the  
best price, i.e., most competitive price available, that is, least 
price discovered under the competitive bidding for procurement 
of power from RE Generators in the bidding Due to advancement 
of technology and efficiency, the capital cost of solar  PV  and  
connected  equipment  were  reduced  year  on  year thereby  the  
tariff  discovered  through  competitive  bidding  are  in down 
trend. The tariff discovered in 2010 cannot be compared with the 
tariff discovered in the  year 2020.The  projects  awarded in  the 
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Can the powers-that-be, the Discoms and ERC undo the injustice being done 
to the consumers on account of such questionable transactions by cancelling 
the high-cost PPAs? 

year  2020  have  time  till  2022  to  complete  the  project  at  
reduced capital cost. It is not appropriate to compare the rates 
arrived in Telangana in 2010 to the rates obtained in 2020. Had 
the DISCOMs not entered PPAs on long term, the Discom should 
have procured the power at higher cost. 

As per the doctrine of contracts, the sanctity of the PPAs should 
be preserved, it was also noted that the terms of PPAs did not 
permit unilateral alteration or alteration at behest of other party. 
Finally, capacity addition decisions involving renewable power 
purchases (solar,  wind,  etc.,)  can  be  made    well  in  advance  
when such   capacity   is   needed,   as   power   generation   from   
renewable sources  will  take  more  gestation  periods  for  
generation  of  energy from renewable resources. 

15 While SPDCL has projected overall growth of sales from 42,915.95 MU in 
2021-22 to 48,822.08 MU for 2022-23, NPDCL has projected the growth from 
19949.46 MU in 2021-22 to 25904.66 MU for 2022-23. While for LT 
agriculture sales are projected to come down marginally, for HT agriculture 
and irrigation, mainly lift irrigation schemes, NPDCL has projected sales of 
9014.17 MU which is more by 6073.31 MU than the sales during 2021-22 and 
SPDCL has projected 5248.49 MU which is more by 3485.81 MU. In other 
words, for HT agriculture and irrigation alone, an additional sale of 9559.12 
MU, i.e., a growth rate of about 204 per cent over the sales during 2021-22. 
Going by the record and general trend of the department of irrigation in 
implementation of projects, with longer delays and abnormal increases in 
capital costs and interest during construction, the projected increases in sales 
to HT agriculture and irrigation by the Discoms for the year 2022-23 may turn 
out to be unrealistic and inflated. Needless to say, in such a situation, 
capacities of transmission and distribution networks created for meeting the 
projected requirements of the HT agriculture and irrigation would remain 

TS Discoms are expecting that the sales of agriculture category 
will decrease with upcoming LIS Loads as these two are 
complementary things, i.e. Increase in LIS consumption would 
provide easy accessibility for water and help agriculture 
consumers to pump the water by consuming lesser amount of 
energy.  
Projecting LIS sales consist of high amount of unpredictability, 
availability of water is an important factor. However, LIS sales 
are projected by considering the current pumping stations loads 
on Krishna & Godavari river and any upcoming additional loads. 
These loads are further considered to be operating only at a 60% 
load factor. Thus, if all conditions work fine LIS loads would 
generate the projected LIS Sales consumption and would also 
affect the agriculture sales causing it to decrease marginally. 
Thus, TS Discoms have considered a past reference i.e. CAGR 
while projecting sales for LT Agriculture, however for HT LIS 
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stranded and availability of surplus power would increase, with attendant 
avoidable burdens.   The Discoms have not given details of which LIS would 
be commissioned and how much power is required for its pumps to be 
operated during 2022-23. Needless less to say, operation of LIS pumps 
depends on availability of water. Therefore, I request the Hon’ble 
Commission to provide the details of LIS that would be commissioned and 
operated during 2022-23 and power required LIS-wise and make a realistic 
assessment of requirement and sales of power.  

projections taking past sales as a reference could cause under 
projection of LIS sales. Hence, TS Discoms view that taking 
current LIS loads and additional LIS load at relevant load factors, 
could be a better approach for predicting HT LIS sales. TS 
Discoms have considered the HT LIS sales as per the inputs 
provided by the LIS ICAD department.  
As part of the Additional Information, TS Discoms have 
submitted detailed information about LIS in terms of scheme-
wise and voltage- wise consumption for FY2022-23. The 
objector may refer to the abovementioned information. 

16 The Hon’ble Commission rightly directed the Discoms to furnish the subsidy 
amount borne by the State Government, in the consumer bills of the 
applicable LT 1 domestic category consumers. It made it clear that the per 
unit subsidy amount to be furnished in the consumer bills should be the 
difference of the Cos (in Rs./kwh) determined by the Commission for LT 1 
category and the average tariff (in Rs./kwh) paid by the respective consumer. 
We request the Hon’ble Commission to show in the retail supply tariff order 
for 2022-23 how much cross subsidy from which categories of consumers and 
Government’s subsidy is being provided to which categories of consumers.  
For the year 2022-23, while TSSPDCL has projected a requirement of 1181.74 
MU with a cost of service of Rs.9.20 per unit for LT agriculture, TSNPDCL has 
projected a requirement of 7525.14 MU with a cost of service of Rs.8.96 per 
unit. With the policy of the GoAP of free supply of power to LT agriculture 
throughout the day, after adjusting cross subsidy as decided by the 
Commission, the Government has to provide required subsidy to LT 
agriculture and other categories of consumers of its choice. I request the 
Hon’ble Commission to get a commitment of GoTS to provide subsidy it 
agrees to provide to categories of consumers of its choice in a legally binding 
manner. I request the Hon’ble Commission not to consider any assurance of 
the Government that it would consider at appropriate time to provide any 
balance of the subsidy required, but to determine tariffs after adjusting the 
actual amount the Government agrees to provide to categories of consumers 

As per the current ambit of the TSERC regulations in place the 
Hon’ble commission computes the Full cost recovery tariff 
schedule and Retails Supply tariff schedule for all consumer 
categories after considering the subsidy commitment by the 
GoTS and cross subsidies across various consumer categories. 
TS Discoms shall abide by the directions given by the Hon’ble 
Commission. 
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of its choice. The stand that the Discoms can approach the Commission, if the 
GoTS does not provide the subsidy amount it agreed to, for appropriate 
consideration or that, in such an eventuality, the Discoms should collect the 
tariffs at full cost worked out by the Commission from the subsidized 
consumers concerned is unwarranted. It would be tantamount to indicating 
to or encouraging the GoTS to flout with impunity its commitment on 
providing subsidy as it conveys in its written communication to the 
Commission. 

17 The Discoms and other power utilities of the GoTS have been developing and 
maintaining vast systems of network, etc., to improve their performance and 
service to the consumers in the State, with the efforts of the engineers and 
workers. As a matter of principle and commitment, we want the public sector 
utilities to be strengthened and necessary support be extended to them by 
the Governments to enable them to provide better services to the 
consumers. Our constructive criticism and positive suggestions are made 
with this approach only.   

TS Discoms make a note of this suggestion made by the 
objector. 
 

18 With adequate time given by the Hon’ble Commission to the Discoms to send 
their responses to objections and suggestions, we hope that they would send 
their responses to our submissions, with relevant information and data, well 
in time to enable us to study the same and make further submissions during 
the public hearings scheduled to be commenced from 21.2.2022.   
I request the Hon’ble Commission to consider the above-mentioned 
submissions and my earlier submissions, among others, and take appropriate 
decisions before issuing the retail supply tariff order for the year 2022-23.   

TS Discoms make a note of this suggestion made by the 
objector, and will reply to the objections in a timely manner. 
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Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open 
Access Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by Telangana Ferro Alloys Producers Association, #6-2-913/914,3rd Floor, Progressive Towers, 

Khiratabad,Hyderabad-500004 (set-1) 

S.No Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 

1 

At the outset, we wish to bring to your kind notice that the Government 
of Telangana has devised a Sick Industry Revival Scheme for the Ferro 
Alloy industry in the year 2018 and caused for the re-commencing of 
Ferro Alloys manufacturing operations. 

No comments 

2 

There are 7 Ferro Alloy manufacturing units in the State of Telangana 
are high power intensive in nature. These units contributing huge GST 
contribution @ 18% in addition to generation of wealth and providing 
huge employment potential in the rural areas. Earlier, the Discoms have 
imposed R&C measures in the years 2012 to 2014, and most of the 
Ferro Alloy units were closed especially in Telangana due to power 
shortage in the erstwhile State of united Andhra Pradesh. 

TS Discoms wants to mention that at the time of formation of Telangana 
state consumers were facing the problem of Power deficit (~7%, 2014). 
However due to continuous efforts of TS Govt & TS Discoms to provide 
quality & reliable supply to the consumers currently our state has moved 
to power sufficient state where do not have any power deficit (0%, Dec 
2021). 

3 

The Ferro Alloy Industry is highly power intensive and Electricity 
constitutes about 60% of the manufacturing cost. Keeping in view of 
the background, the Electricity Board has introduced a new category in 
the year 2002 viz., HT for power intensive industry. Currently the tariffs 
are having a basic price of Rs.5 per unit excluding electricity duty of 6 
paisa per unit for the Financial Year 2021-22. 

TS Discoms have carried out rigorous analysis on tariffs for various 
categories across states in India. It was found that tariff for HT Ind category 
across voltage levels in all other major states in India like Gujarat, Uttar 
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajashtan, Punjab, Maharashtra, Delhi, West 
Bengal etc. are higher as compared to HT Ind. Tariff in Telanagana. 
In addition to that it is found that there was no separate bifurfication of 
ferro alloys as a separate category. Infact all the industries are billed under 
same HT Ind. Tariff. 
Thus, TS Discoms have proposed ferro alloys tariff in line with the HT Ind. 
Tariff. 
TS Discoms have also carried out analysis to understand the other power 
intensive industries like Steel Industries, Cement Industries etc. These 
industries are also billed under same HT Ind. Tariff in all states across India. 

4 

With great difficulty the Ferro Alloy companies are surviving and 
running hand to mouth due to abundant imports from China. The 
companies are also facing severe competitions from the low power cost 
states in India and in addition there are also supplies from Bhutan and 
from other countries where power is available at cheaper cost. We 
would like to mention here that the proposed new tariff proposals for 
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the year 2022-23 for Ferro Alloy industry which is highly power 
intensive in nature, the proposed tariff is abnormally high and making 
the industry not competitive and hence unviable. 

TS Discom believe that issues like imports from China, Bhutan are the 
internal matters of the particular industry and can be solved by improving 
operational efficiencies. 
As already explain above TS Dicoms are providing power at relatively 
cheaper rate to ferro alloys category if compared to other states. However, 
even after increasing the proposed tariff for ferro alloys categories (in line 
with HT Ind.) the said tariff is less than other major states across India as 
explained above. 

5 

The kind of increase in tariffs proposed and introduction of Demand 
Charges unilaterally, will only result in paving way for the permanent 
closure and extinguishing of Ferro Alloy industry from our Telangana 
State which is contributing huge employment opportunity in addition 
to generation of wealth. 

TS Discoms have also carried out analysis to understand the other power 
intensive industries like Steel Industries, Cement Industries etc. These 
industries are also billed under same HT Ind. Tariff in all states across India.  
Thus billing ferro alloys industries in line with other HT Industries is 
justifiable. 

6 

In the past, with lot of representations and deliberations with the 
Discoms, the category called HT1B was introduced in order to facilitate 
the survival of Ferro Alloys manufacturing units and making these units 
competitive with the neighboring states. This category was introduced 
after the Ferro Alloys manufacturing units have agreed to sacrifice the 
power allocations from NTPC directly. In the proposed new tariffs for 
the year 2022-23 surprisingly the HT1B category is removed and the 
very purpose for which this power intensive category was introduced 
for their survival and will be defeated. 

TS Discoms have carried out rigorous analysis on tariffs for various 
categories across states in India. It was found that tariff for HT Ind. category 
across voltage levels in all other major states in India like Gujarat, Uttar 
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Punjab, Maharashtra, Delhi, West 
Bengal etc. are higher as compared to HT Ind. Tariff in Telanagana. 
 
In addition to that it is found that there was no separate bifurcation of Ferro 
alloys as a separate category. In fact, all the industries are billed under same 
HT Ind. Tariff. 
Thus, TS Discoms have proposed Ferro alloys tariff in line with the HT Ind. 
Tariff. 
 
TS Discoms have also carried out analysis to understand the other power 
intensive industries like Steel Industries, Cement Industries etc. These 
industries are also billed under same HT Ind. Tariff in all states across India. 
As already explain above TS Dicoms are providing power at relatively 
cheaper rate to Ferro alloys category if compared to other states. However, 
even after increasing the proposed tariff for Ferro alloys categories (in line 

7 

For your immediate reference, we are submitting the prevailing tariffs 
of Andhra Pradesh along with the proposed HT1B tariff schedules for 
the year 2022-23 with comparison to Telangana State Discoms 
proposals. 

S.No. State - 132 KV 
Power Supply 

Prevailing tariff in 
Rs. /unit 

Proposed tariff for 
2022-23 Variance Rs. /Unit 
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1. Andhra Pradesh 4.95 4.95 0.00 

2. Telangana 
5.00* Plus Demand 
Charges.* 6.65 +1.65 

*Introduction of Demand Charges @ Rs.475 per KVA 
 

with HT Ind.) the said tariff is less than other major states across India as 
explained above. 
 

8 

It may be seen from the above table that apart from the above 
phenomenal increase of 33% in unit price, we are also surprised to note 
for the first time Discoms have newly introduced Demand Charges for 
HT1B category. The Discoms have treated power intensive category on 
par with other general industries for introduction of the Demand 
Charges of Rs.475 per KVA, costing about Rs. 1.00 per unit additionally 
burdening on account of introducing Demand Charges for HT1B 
category. This is totally irrational move and totally unwarranted in 
comparison with the State of Andhra Pradesh and other neighboring 
States. 

TS Discoms have carried out rigorous analysis on tariffs for various 
categories across states in India. It was found that tariff for HT Ind.  category 
across voltage levels in all other major states in India like Gujarat, Uttar 
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Punjab, Maharashtra, Delhi, West 
Bengal etc. are higher as compared to HT Ind. Tariff in Telangana. 
In addition to that it is found that there was no separate bifurcation of Ferro 
alloys as a separate category. In fact, all the industries are billed under same 
HT Ind. Tariff. 
TS Discoms have considered Ferro alloys category in line with the HT Ind. 
Category, thus the tariff applicable for Ferro alloys Category is same as 
applicable for HT Ind. 

9 

We would like to highlight that the Ferro Alloy industry provides 
continuous 24 hour standard load to the network which helps system 
integration. We consume minimum 610 units and above per KVA with 
the plant unity power factor is 99% and above. No industry other than 
Ferro Alloy industry can achieve this load factor. This is the reason, the 
Discoms have earlier incorporated power intensive category viz., HT1B. 

No comments 

10 

It can be observed from the above, with additional increase in cost per 
unit of Rs.1.65 paise coupled with introduction of Rs.0.75 paise on 
account of Demand Charges, the proposed increase will amount to 
Rs.2.40 paise per unit which is a very high order for a power intensive 
category.  

As already explained TS Discoms have made Ferro alloys category tariff in 
line with HT Ind. All power intensive industries in all other major states in 
India are billed under HT Ind. Category. Tariff for HT Ind. category across 
voltage levels in all other major states in India like Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, 
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Punjab, Maharashtra, Delhi, West Bengal etc. 
are higher as compared to HT Ind. Tariff in Telanagana.  
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There will be no level playing field for the Ferro Alloy industry of 
Telangana with neighboring States and dumping imports from China to 
continue manufacturing operations. 

TS Dicoms are providing power at relatively cheaper rate to Ferro alloys 
category if compared to other states. However, even after increasing the 
proposed tariff for Ferro alloys categories (in line with HT Ind.) the said 
tariff is less than other major states across India as explained above. 

11 

The proposed tariff increase is irrational in nature and introduction of 
Demand Charges for HT is totally un-justifiable for power intensive 
category which will lead to disastrous affect leading to permanent 
closure of the industry. While on the subject, the Government of 
Telangana has caused for reopening the Ferro Alloy Industry by 
providing certain incentives including payment of dues in instalments 
in 2018. 

12 

Earlier there was no Demand Charges for high power intensive units as 
because these industries consume power without any transmission 
loss, whereas the other industries the transmission losses are very high 
and which is not good to the Discoms. The advantage of no transmission 
loss has not been considered while submitting the revised proposals 
both for increase for tariff and as well as additional Demand Charges. 

TS Discoms have duely considered the effect of saving due to transmission 
losses. This is the reason Energy charges for Ferro alloy and HT Ind. are 
categorized according to their voltage levels, where tariffs gets cheaper 
when drawn at higher voltage levels. 

13 

The industries have not at all recovered from the Covid-19 pandemic 
and the various mutants of Covid-19 viz., Delta and Omicron is 
disturbing the economic portfolio of the State as well as the Centre. In 
these circumstances, the State Government with the objective of 
promoting industries for the purpose of revenue generation for 
themselves and also to augment the employment opportunities for the 
rural people. 

TS Discoms agree that COVID-19 has significantly impacted the economy 
and wellbeing of our state and nation. Having recognized that, TS Discoms 
had taken various steps to provide relief to its consumers, some of which 
are mentioned below – 
● Meter reading were suspended with enforcement of national level 
lockdown in March 2020. Meter readings remained suspended till May and 
normal meter reading commenced from June 2020 
● Controlling cost: Project work were reduced to minimum possible 
only in emergency cases 
● Provisional Billing to LT consumers for April 2020 
● Fixed Charges for Industries deferred till 31.05.2020 without any 
penalty and interest 
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● 1% Rebate for HT Industries for payment within Due date (till 
31.05.2020) 
● Deration of Contracted Load: A consumer can avail deration of the 
contracted load irrespective of the criteria of completion of minimum 
period of the agreement as stipulated in GTCS. Existing 3 months’ notice 
period reduced to 30 days. 
Having said that, the last tariff hike in the state was approved by the 
Hon’ble Commission in FY 2016-17. While, it has been five years now since 
the last tariff hike, but in the said duration, all the costs incurred by TS 
Discoms in terms of Power purchase cost, Transmission and Network cost 
etc. have increased significantly, leading to a constantly increasing revenue 
gap.  
Hence, TS Discoms believe that the proposed tariff hike is inevitable and 
justified to improve its financial condition and better customer service and 
accordingly request the Hon’ble Commission to approve the same after due 
regulatory proceedings. 

14 

It is Government's responsibility to protect the promoters of core 
industry & entrepreneurs who have invested huge amount of capital & 
time for setting up of these power intensive units viz., Ferro Alloys in 
Telangana. Since we have to come up with the competition of global 
market in supplying Ferro Silicon, the cost of the power supplied by 
Discoms should be at a reasonable price. 

TS Discoms shall abide by the directions given by the Hon’ble Commission, 
and the Govt. of Telangana. 

15 

For development of industries and encourage industries, as a matter of 
fact and core object Govt. of TS / TS Transco / Discoms should provide 
adequate, reliable and cost-effective power supply. The new tariff 
proposals should not have done away with the existing HT category and 
introduce the additional burden to the consumer with Demand 
Charges. TSERC should consider our request to encourage industries 
growth in the interest of our State /Country.  
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Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open 
Access Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by Telangana Ferro Alloys Producers Association, #6-2-913/914,3rd Floor, Progressive Towers, Khiratabad, 

Hyderabad-500004 (set-2) 

S.No Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 

1 As narrated earlier, this category is high power intensive units and 
substantial part, nearer to 65% of Manufacture cost is power 
charges. Most of the units in general were closed for quite long 
time unable to bear with power costs, besides competition from 
other states, where power charges are less. 

TS Discoms believe that issues like competitions from other state 
can be overcome by improving the operational efficiency. 

It is pertinent to mention that the Discoms in India are also 
struggling to improve their financial health. Having said that, the 
last tariff hike in the state was approved by the Hon’ble 
Commission in FY 2016-17. While, it has been five years now since 
the last tariff hike, but in the said duration, all the costs incurred 
by TS Discoms in terms of Power purchase cost, Transmission and 
Network cost etc. have increased significantly, leading to a 
constantly increasing revenue gap.  

Hence, TS Discoms believe that the proposed tariff hike is 
inevitable and justified to improve its financial condition and 
better customer service and accordingly request the Hon’ble 
Commission to approve the same after due regulatory 
proceedings. 

TS Dicoms are providing power at relatively cheaper rate to Ferro 
alloys category if compared to other states. However, even after 
increasing the proposed tariff for Ferro alloys categories (in line 
with HT Ind.) the said tariff is less than other major states across 
India. 

2 It is submitted after getting few decisions of the Government of 
Telangana to this category of power intensive projects, allowing 
them to pay dues in instalments without interest has given hope 
for recommencement of operations of Ferro Alloys industry. This 
power intensive category Ferro Alloy industry is now revived. 
However, the main grievance to exempt power intensive these 

category (Ferro alloys industry) from the liability of minimum 
demand charges is still pending before the Hon’ble Commission, 
while in AP State such liability is omitted considering the fact that 
financial viability of these projects are not permissible unlike 
others category of industries. 

3 It is submitted that still there are six units of this power intensive 
category which could not pay the pending dues even after 
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granting instalments, because of unfavorable market conditions 
for Ferro Alloys industry projects. This objection is submitted 
keeping in view of two separate orders of TSSPDCL, concerned to 
all six Ferro Alloy units (power intensive) category in one order 
dated 17 .09 .2018 and the other order dated O4.1O.2O21 in 
respect of M/s VBC Ferro alloys Limited for repayment of all 
existing liabilities shown in the above order are for substantial 
amount of money, is in the process of Clearing old FSA dues. 
Copies of these two orders are enclosed for kind reference of 
Regulatory Commission. 

   

  

TS Discoms have carried out rigorous analysis on tariffs for various 
categories across states in India. It was found that tariff for HT Ind. 
category across voltage levels in all other major states in India like 
Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Punjab, 
Maharashtra, Delhi, West Bengal etc. are higher as compared to 
HT Ind. Tariff in Telangana. 

  

In addition to that it is found that there was no separate 
bifurcation of Ferro alloys as a separate category. In fact, all the 
industries are billed under same HT Ind. Tariff. 

 

Thus, TS Discoms have proposed Ferro alloys tariff in line with the 
HT Ind. Tariff. 

 

TS Discoms have also carried out analysis to understand the other 
power intensive industries like Steel Industries, Cement Industries 
etc. These industries are also billed under same HT Ind. Tariff in all 
states across India. 

 

4 The following aspects and additional objections are highlighted as 
most of the Ferro Alloy units are only connected to 132 KV, the 
same is submitted in respect of such class of 132 KV out of Ferro 
Alloys Manufacturing Industries category 

5 Earlier this Honble Commission, considering the fact of high 
power intensive, this category was specifically carved out of HT 
1(A) general industry as HT- 1(B) and specific tariff was 
determined comparatively lesser than general industrial category 

6 In respect of the Ferro Alloys Category of L32 KV class, it was 
Rs.4.80 per unit towards energz charges for the financial year 
2015-16 and revised the same to Rs.5.00 per unit subsequently 
but without any demand charges. Whereas the per unit charges 
for general industry was fixed at Rs.5.60 besides Rs.3.90 ps 
towards demand charges 

7 Now, in the New ARR proposals it is contemplated to increase by 
Rs.1.00 to general industries to make it Rs.6.60, but for Ferro 
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Alloys, it is proposed to increase by Rs.1.60 per unit to make it Rs. 
6.60 pS, besides imposing Rs.4.5O for KVA per month towards 
demand charges. Thus, increase of unit charges in the New 
proposal is arbitrary, phenomenal and without any justification of 
what so ever 

TS Discoms believe that issues like imports from China, Bhutan are 
the internal matters of the particular industry and can be solved 
by improving operational efficiencies. 

 

As already explain above TS Dicoms are providing power at 
relatively cheaper rate to Ferro alloys category if compared to 
other states. However, even after increasing the proposed tariff 
for Ferro alloys categories (in line with HT Ind.) the said tariff is 
less than other major states across India as explained above. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

TS Discoms shall abide by the order of Hon’ble TSERC 

8 Further, as per the A.R.R submitted now, at page 227 and 228 of 
A.R.R, the cost to service Model is given. As per the same cost to 
service for this category is shown as Rs.4.57, and categorically 
stated there are no commercial losses for this category of 
industries. Whereas, the general industries of same voltage 132 
KV, the cost to service is Rs.5.29. Although, there is difference of 
Rs.O.72 paisa, in cost to service, the demand charges & energz 
charges to Ferro Alloys is same as that of general industry 
category. As such, proposal is arbitrary without any rational basis. 

9 Further, without any justification, the Discom has proposed to 
delete the earlier carved out as category HT- 1(B) to this Ferro 
Alloys Units being high power intensive and now merged with H.T 
1-A general industry. Therefore, the said proposal is arbitrary and 
on the face of it, and deserves to be rejected 

10 With regard to new proposed demand charges for the Ferro Alloys 
category is Rs.475 per I(V per month although hitherto there was 
no such demand charges at all to this category. Whereas in 
respect of General industly, it was only Rs.0.85 increase in the 
component of demand charges. The said demand charges of 
Rs.475 per I(V per month would translate to Rs.O.75 per unit of 
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power consumed by these units which is very high and only will 
increase cost of power to Ferro alloys industry 

11 For A11 the above mentioned reasons, it is prayed not to impose 
new component of demand charges and also to maintain earlier 
tariff Rs. 5 per unit in order to enable the Industry to repay the 
existing installments and also to sunrive and compete with 
neighboring states. 

No comments 
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Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open Access 
Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by Sri M.Thimma Reddy, Convenor, People’s Monitoring Group on Electricity Regulation, H.No. 3-4-107/1, (Plot 

No.39), Radha Krishna Nagar, Attapur, Hyderabad-500048 & Sri B.Ayodhya Reddy, Convenor, Spokes Person & Co Ordinator,  Telangana 
Pradesh Congress CommitteeFlat-301,(Plot No.71),Krushi Enclave, Aditya Nagar, Near Vijaya School, Kapra,ECIL Post, Hyderabad-500062 

S.No. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 
1 TSDISCOMs estimated power requirement during the ensuing FY 2022-23 to 

be 84, 222 MU. This is 16.69% higher than power requirement during the 
current FY 2021-22.  TSSPDCL in its filing projected electricity consumption 
to increase by 13.76% during the ensuing FY while it is expected to increase 
by 8.59% during the current FY. In the absence of ARR and tariff proposal 
filings during the last three years it is difficult to assess consumption 
projections made by TSDISCOMs for the ensuing year. The high electricity 
consumption growth rates projected for the ensuing year do not appear to 
be supported by historical experience and need to be moderated.   

TS Discoms would like to state that the historical sales have been 
specified in the Form 3 of the RSF formats. This includes the category-
wise actual sales for FY 19, FY 20, FY 21, estimated sales for FY 22 (H1 
actuals, H2 projections) and projected sales for FY 23.  
The detailed category-wise justifications have also been elaborated in 
the write-ups.  
As mentioned in the write-up submitted, the major reason for such a 
significant increase in the energy requirement of FY 23 over FY 22, is 
due to the expected additional loads of LIS. 

2 According to TSDISCOMs’ estimates LT domestic consumers will be using 
14,143 MU during the ensuing year. LT domestic consumers will account for 
16.79% of electricity requirement during the ensuing year. Both the 
DISCOMs assumed that electricity consumption by LT domestic consumers 
would increase by 7% during ensuing year while electricity consumption by 
this consumer category increased by less than 5% during the current year.  

During FYs 2020-21 and 2021-22 electricity consumption by domestic 
consumers increased in the background of COVID-19 restrictions, closure of 
offices and schools and spread of work from home and online classes – 
people spent more time in their houses. As COVID-19 restrictions are being 
brought down step by step with some of the offices opening and physical 
classes for senior students starting the same level of consumption by 
domestic consumers as during the last two years cannot be expected. In this 
background assumption of 7% growth rate in electricity consumption by LT 

TS Discoms would like to state that sales projections for FY 2022-23 
have been made by calculating the CAGR for the respective Discoms 
for over a period from 1 year CAGR to 5 year CAGR. Further an 
appropriate CAGR is considered for predicting sales for FY2022-23.  
Projecting sales only on the basis of last year's sales growth would not 
give a perfect picture. Thus CAGR methodology is followed which 
takes care of the historical trend. 
 
TS Discoms agree that due to covid -19 restrictions more people were 
spending their time in their houses, and thus have considered the 
growth rate for FY 2022-23 based on the CAGR methodology. In fact 
the 5 year CAGR (2016-17 to 2021-22) for TS Discoms is ~ 6% for 
Domestic category thus the projections made by TS Discoms for FY 
2022-23 is justifiable. 
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domestic consumers appears to be on the higher side and the same need to 
be brought down. 

3 TSDISCOMs estimated that agriculture pump sets would be consuming 
18,707 MU of electricity during the ensuing year accounting for 22.21% of 
electricity requirement in the state. In the absence of meters to the 
agriculture services estimation of electricity consumption by agriculture 
pump sets has become contentious issue. While NPDCL in its filing claimed 
to have used ISI Methodology approved by the Commission SPDCL did not 
make clear on what basis it has arrived at the electricity consumption by 
agriculture pump sets. Both the DISCOMs indicated release of new services 
as one of the reasons for increased electricity consumption by these 
services. But the following information provided by NPDCL (pp. 26-27) raises 
doubts on this explanation: Table 1: Agriculture consumption  

Particulars  2016-17  2017-18  2018-19  
% increase in No. of agriculture connections  1.23  3.06  3.11  

% of growth in agriculture sales  19.99  23.48  18.46  
 

TS Discoms would like to state that the assessment of agricultural 
consumption is done every month, as per the ISI methodology, 
approved by the Hon’ble Commission and the same are submitted 
to the Hon’ble TSERC. For this purpose, the sample for each capacity 
(i.e., kVA rating) is chosen using random sampling procedure. The 
consumption of each of these sample DTRs are measured each 
month. The average consumption per DTR is then estimated from 
the total consumption of all the sample DTRs in each circle. The 
average DTR consumption of each capacity of DTR population is the 
basis for extrapolation of the agricultural consumption. 
 It is further to submit that, agriculture consumption varies on year 
to year based on different factor such as   rainfall in season, period 
of rain fall, cultivation area, types of crops, ground Water availability 
and in addition to releasing of new services during the year will also 
effect on agriculture consumption.  

The sudden growth in agriculture consumption is mainly due to the 
TS Govt. efforts to provide reliable and quality supply to the 
consumers. TS Discoms have always strived to provide connections to 
the consumers and supply power with minimum breakdown/ power 
cuts. At the time of formation of state TS Discoms were facing 
challenges to supply power to all consumers leading to power deficits. 
Over the years TS Discoms have overcome the challenges and are now 
able to supply the required amount of power to the consumers. 
Licensees had started supplying 24hrs power to all agricultural 
consumers w.e.f. date January 1, 2018. This has resulted in significant 
increase in agricultural sales over the previous years. 

4 From January 2018 agriculture connections in Telangana are being given 24 
hour supply and it is mentioned as one of the reasons for increased 
electricity consumption in agriculture sector. But the above table leads to 
doubts on this count also. In FY 2016-17, a year before the initiation of 24 
hour electricity supply to agriculture, consumption was reported to have 
increased by 19.99% while number of connections increased by 1.23% only. 
During FY 2018-19, after initiation of 24 hour electricity supply consumption 
increased by 18.46% while number of connections increased by 3.11%.  Such 
data raises further doubts on TSDISCOMs’ claims regarding electricity 
consumption by agriculture services.   

5 What is more, both the DISCOMs project that consumption by agriculture 
services during the ensuing year will be less than during the current year. 
According to TSNPDCL filing LT agriculture consumption will be 7,525 MU 

TS Discoms are expecting that the sales of agriculture category will 
decrease with upcoming LIS Loads as these two are complementary 
things, i.e. Increase in LIS consumption would provide easy 
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during FY 202-23 compared to 7,839 MU during FY 2021-22. In the case of 
TSPDCL the LT agriculture consumption is expected to be 11,647 MU for 
2021-22 and 11,182 MU for 2022-23. Increasing irrigation under lift 
irrigation schemes is expected to bring down electricity consumption by 
agriculture pump sets.  Newspaper reports also indicate that electricity 
consumption in agriculture sector in the state is coming down due to spread 
of surface irrigation and decline in area under paddy, particularly during rabi 
season.(https://www.thehansindia.com/telangana/nizamabad-
irrigationfacilities-lead-to-less-power-consumption-in-northern-districts-
724003) Impact of increasing cultivation under lift irrigation/surface 
irrigation on electricity consumption by agriculture pump sets needs to be 
carefully analysed.    

accessibility for water and help agriculture consumers to pump the 
water by consuming a lesser amount of energy.  
 
Projecting LIS sales consist of a high amount of unpredictability, 
availability of water is an important factor. However, LIS sales are 
projected by considering the current pumping stations loads on 
Krishna & Godavari river and any upcoming additional loads. These 
loads are further considered to be operating only at a 60% load factor. 
Thus, if all conditions work fine LIS loads would generate the 
projected LIS Sales consumption and would also affect the agriculture 
sales causing it to decrease marginally. 
Thus, TS Discoms have considered a past reference i.e. CAGR while 
projecting sales for LT Agriculture 
Consumption of LIS is carefully determined as explained above; a 
separate team dedicatedly works on LIS sales projections. 

6 Lift irrigation schemes in Telangana have emerged as one of the major 
electricity consumers. During the ensuing year these lift irrigation schemes 
along with Composite Public Water Supply Schemes (CPWS) are projected 
to consume 14,962 MU accounting for 17.76% of electricity requirement in 
the state. Both the DISCOMs have adopted very high consumption growth 
rates in the case of lift irrigation schemes. TSNPDCL projected that during 
the FY 2022-23 power consumption by lift irrigation schemes would be three 
times higher than in FY 2021-22. TSNPDCL also included 1,128 MU towards 
pumping of additional TMC of water. But works related to additional TMC 
are caught up in controversy and operationalisation of it during the ensuing 
year is doubtful. As such power requirement of this component may not be 
included.  

NPDCL projected total connected load of lift irrigation schemes in FY 2022-
23 to be 3,714 MW. According to SPDCL’s filing highest expected load in a 
month will be 617 MW in November 2022. According to a newspaper report 

The methodology followed for determining LIS Sales is slightly 
different than for what is used for projecting other categories. 
 
LIS category has been recently introduced thus historical data is not 
available. The rest all categories are projected based on historical 
figures i.e. CAGR basis. 
 
LIS sales are projected by considering the current pumping stations 
loads on Krishna & Godavari river and any upcoming additional loads. 
These loads are further considered to be operating only at a 60% load 
factor. Thus, if all conditions work fine LIS loads would generate the 
projected LIS Sales consumption 
 
As per LIS data total current connected Load (60% of installed load) 
for NPDCL is 10209 MW and for SPDCL is 3232 MW. 
 
Conservation of Energy is one of the prime aims of Disocms. TS 
Discoms always try to use energy effectively, in line with the same TS 
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the irrigation department had given an indent for 2,500 MW demand per 
day. (Velugu, 11 November, 2021) This is far less than the total loads 
indicated by TSDISCOMs. Another newspaper report indicated that the State 
Government of Telangana had initiated an exercise to bring down electricity 
cost of lift irrigation schemes by regulating the use of lift irrigation pumps 
according to water needs. This was expected to save electricity as well as 
water. A command control centre is reported to have been set up in 
Hyderabad to operate and manage lift irrigation systems in the state. 
(Andhra Jyothi, 28 October, 2021) These interventions are expected to bring 
down electricity consumption by lift irrigation systems in the state.   

Discoms always try to save energy for their major consumer 
categories. 
 
 

7 During the ensuing year T&D losses will account for 11.27% of the electricity 
requirement in the state. While it will be 10.43% in the case of NPDCL it will 
be 11.71% in the case of SPDCL. For the FY 2018-19 the Tripartite MoU under 
UDAY set the AT&C losses of TSNPDCL at 10.00% and TSSPDCL at 9.90%. The 
T&D losses projected by TSDISCOMs in the ARR for FY 2022-23 are higher 
than the levels stipulated for the FY 2018-19 under the Tripartite UDAY - 
MoU. The TSDISCOMs have claimed that, after formation of the Telangana 
State, Rs.31,968 crore has been spent on transmission and distribution 
networks. Despite such huge investments on T&D network in the state 
TSDISCOMs have failed to achieve the target set by UDAY on AT&C losses. 
AT&C losses include collection efficiency along with T&D losses. T&D loss 
levels should have been much less than AT&C losses. This shows that there 
is scope to bring down T&D losses from the levels projected in the ARRs. 
When the estimated T&D losses are brought down to the previous or even 
to lower levels the quantum of power to be procured will also come down.   

Table 2: T&D and AT&C losses in Hyderabad  
Circle Division T&D Losses 

(%) 
AT&C 

Losses (%) 
Hyd - Central  Mehdipatnam  22  19.28  

TSDISCOMS are strictly adhering to the loss targets as stipulated in 

the wheeling Tariff Order for the Distribution Business for 4th  

control period (FY19-20 to FY23-24) Dated:29.04.2020 issued 
by  the  Hon’ble Commission in  the projections of energy 
requirement for the ensuing year i.e., FY22-23.  
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Hyd - South  Asmangadh  39  35.01  
Begumbazar  35  34.01  
Charminar  38  35.73  

 

8 TSSPDCL’s Energy Audit Report for the period 01-07-2021 to 30-09-2021 
brought out the disturbing information contained in the above Table. In the 
case of four divisions listed in the above table T&D losses were above 20% 
of the electricity in put in to the network. These four divisions are not 
located in any for away, remote corner of the DISCOM area, posing 
problems in terms of billing due to inaccessibility. These divisions are 
located in the heart of the City of Hyderabad and these divisions are at a 
stone’s throw away from the corporate office of the TSSPDCL and Office of 
the Commission. Even more striking information is that AT&C losses are 
lower than T&D losses. In these divisions collection efficiency if more than 
100%. In these divisions 20 to 40% of the electricity input is not metered. If 
we assume technical losses of 5% remaining 15 to 35% of the electricity is 
being stolen under the very nose of the powers that be. This issue of high 
T&D losses in these areas was raised in the past also but to no avail. We 
request the Commission not to allow T&D losses above 5% and direct the 
DISCOM to take the responsibility of the remaining losses from its own 
resources. It is not fair to burden the sincere consumers with the losses due 
to theft/ illegal activity of other consumers.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pertains to TSSPDCL 
 
 

9 We request the Commission to direct TSNPDCL to make Energy Audit 
Reports public.      

TSNPDCL Energy Audit Report 2nd Quarter of FY 2021-22 was 
uploaded in TSNPDCL website.  

10 Past experiences show that actual power procurement by the TSDISCOMs 
was much less than their ARR proposals. The power procurement estimates 
prepared as a part of ARR proposals related to the FY 2022-23 also appears 
to be overestimated. These estimates need to be subjected to detailed 
scrutiny. 

TS Discoms would like to state that the projected energy requirement 
(and power procurement) are significantly higher in FY 2022-23, due 
to the expected additions of LIS loads.  
The detailed category-wise justifications for the sales projections, 
have also been elaborated in the write-ups. 

11 According to TSDISCOMs’ ARR and Tariff filings for FY 2022-23 electricity 
availability will be 87, 288 MU dispatch will be 84,222 MU leaving a surplus 
of 3,066 MU. But this surplus figure is an underestimate and misleading. 

TS Discoms have considered the month-wise energy availabilities for 
FY 2022-23, as per the projections shared by the respective 
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Actual surplus electricity available according to their submissions should 
have been 5,458.50 MU.   

Table 3: Power availability, dispatch and surplus (MU)  
Generating Station  Availability  Dispatch  Surplus  

TSGENCO – Thermal  27,434.98 27,206.10 228.88 

CGS  21,611.51 17,960.27 3,651.24 
Singareni  9.044.38 7,466.00 1,578.38 
Total  58,090.87 52,632.37 5,458.50 

 

generating station and energy requirement as per the estimated sales 
projections, and loss levels.  
TS Discoms would like to clarify that the annual energy surplus shown 
of 3,066 MU, is after netting off the energy shortfall of 2,393 MU from 
the energy surplus of 5,459 MU.  
Month-wise energy surplus/ shortfall can be arrived at by considering 
the month-wise energy availability and energy requirement.  
TS Discoms would state that because of the month-wise variations in 
the energy availability, there will be cases of surplus in few months 
and shortfall in few, which is an unavoidable case. The energy 
shortfall in certain months of the year, is expected to be procured 
from the short-term market. The summation of shortfall in such 
months’ amounts to 2,393 MU. While, in other months, where there 
is an energy surplus, the summation will amount to 5,459 MU. These 
two nos. can’t be compared, as they are occurring at different months 
of the year. 
It is further clarified that the short-term power can’t be considered 
under availability. The energy dispatch has to match with the energy 
requirement, hence the short-term has been shown under the same.  
TS Discoms haven’t considered the sale of surplus power, as the 
revenue from sale of such surplus power will be lower than the cost 
of the power procured from the marginal station, during that 
particular month i.e. procuring such excess power for the purpose of 
sale, shall be costlier and further burden the end consumer. 

12 While 58,090.87 MU will be available from TSGENCO – thermal units, CGS 
units and Singareni power plant 52,632.37 MU will be dispatched leaving a 
surplus of 5,458.50 MU. TSDISCOMs show a surplus of 3,066 MU only as 
short-term purchases of 2,393 units appear under dispatch but do not figure 
under availability leading to higher quantum of dispatch and lower surplus. 
Even if 2,393 MU of short-term power is procured surplus electricity 
available will be 5,458.50 MU, as long as more power is not procured from 
these public sector plants.    

The related question is – when 5,458.50 MU of surplus power is available is 
there need to go for short term purchase of 2,393 MU at a higher price?   

13 The filings show that all the TSGENCO thermal plants will be operating at 
below their threshold level PLF. This implies that actual surplus electricity 
available is much higher than 5,458.50 MU. While threshold level PLF of 
these plants is 80% to 85% PLF taken in to account in the filings is below 
75%, with the exception of Kothagudem -VII (81%) and BTPS (78%). 
Threshold level of PLF these plants is 85%. If TSGENCO thermal plants 
operate at threshold level PLF additionally 2,000 to 3,500 MU of electricity 

Availability of thermal plants are projected at normative PLF provided 
in corresponding PPA considering plant overhaul planning. The 
thermal generating plants are being operated below their threshold 
PLF due to high penetration of renewable energy at Day time and 
reduced loads during night time. The Renewable energy plants cannot 
be backed-down as they are must run stations and also TSDISCOMs 
have to fulfill RPO obligations to avoid penalty. Availability 
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will be available taking the surplus electricity available to 7,500 MU to 9,000 
MU. 

projections considering only threshold level PLF simply or highest PLF 
projected by one of the private Thermal generator (Sembcorp Energy 
India Ltd, Earlier TPCIL) would be hypothetical. 
Availability(MU) projections for all TSGENCO Thermal plants is shown 
at their Normative PLF’s as per their respective PPA’s. Hence there 
would be no additional energy available from TSGENCO plants. The 
contention that the TSGENCO Stations are operating below 75% PLF 
is not correct. 
SLDC have to issue back-down instructions to the generators for 
balancing the system Demand-Supply to ensure Grid security, based 
on descending order in the merit order despatch. 
Sembcorp Energy India Limited (Earlier Thermal Powertech) is being 
operated at more than 85% PLF as it is in the bottom in the merit 
order. 
 

14 The filings show that Thermal Power Tech Corporation will be operating its 
plants at 95% PLF. If other thermal power plants operate at this level surplus 
electricity available will be much more.   

15 TSDISCOMs in their submissions on Relinquishment of Telangana State’s 
share in CGS units of NTPC Ramagundam 1 and 2 and NLC units I and II 
claimed that the gap due to foregoing these plants could be filled by 
operating GENCO plants at higher PLFs.   

16 All these factors show that 3,066 MU of surplus electricity projected by 
TSDISCOMs is an underestimate as well as misleading figure. Given the 
scope for surplus electricity available from the generation capacities 
available to TSDISCOMs during the ensuing year 2022-23 there will be no 
need to procure short term power from market at higher price. 

Availability shown for the FY 2022-23 is based on projections shown 
from long term contracts which are tied up for meeting Base-load 
Demand. 
Everyday 15 minutes Time-Block Scheduling of power from all the 
available sources is being done based on merit order and any 
shortage of power due to sudden outages of plants, increase in 
Demand etc. is being purchased through Power exchanges 
considering the requirement in each 15 minutes Time-Block.  
Procurement of power under Short-term (Power Exchanges) 
considering power shortages in certain Time-Blocks is inevitable to 
bridge the Day to Day Demand-Supply gap. Power will be purchased 
from Power Exchanges if it is available at relatively lesser price in 
order to lower the overall power purchase cost. 

17 The information related to power procurement during the years 2020-21 
and 2021-22 leads us doubt whether merit order is being followed in power 
procurement. Variable cost of power from CSPGCL is Rs. 1.20 per unit and 
that of TPCIL is Rs. 2.26 per unit. If merit order was followed CSPGCL should 
have been preferred to TPCIL. But in fact, power at higher PLF (80 to 95%) is 

Merit Order is being followed by TSSLDC.  

It may be observed that CSPGCIL/CSPDCL is declaring its plant 
availability in the range of 37 to 52% only instead of normative PAF of 
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procured from TPCIL compared to CSPGCL (37 to 52% PLF). We request the 
Commission to see that merit order is followed in power procurement.      

76.5% due to lack of coal, whereas, TPCIL is declaring its Plant 
availability more than 90%.   

18 TSDISCOMs propose to spend Rs. 39,415.08 crore on power procurement 
during the ensuing year. This accounts for 74.29% of aggregate revenue 
requirement (ARR). Avenues shall be explored to bring down power 
procurement cost to reduce tariff burden on the consumers as well as 
budgetary support from the state government.   Table 4: Fixed costs  

Generation 
Station  

Fixed cost (Per 
unit) (Rs)  

Fixed cost (Per 
MW) (Rs. In Cr)  

Kothagudem VII  2.09  1.47  
KTPP II  2.17  1.41  
BTPS  2.82  1.92  
CSPGCL  2.70  1.71  
Singareni  1.90  1.18  
TPCIL I  1.49  1.24  
TPCIL II  2.40  1.99  

 

All efforts are being made by TSDISCOMs for Power procurement in 
most effective way taking every measure to reduce the cost burden 
on TSDISCOMs, which would indirectly lessen the burden on 
Consumers.  
 

19 TSDISCOMs in their narrative of reasons for the proposed tariff hike 
highlighted variable cost components like price of coal, transport cost of 
coal, clean energy cess, etc., While not totally denying these factors, a 
closure examination of TSDISCOMs’ ARR and Tariff filings for the FY 2022-23 
shows that fixed costs are equally a cause for the proposed tariff hike. While 
unit fixed cost increased from Rs. 1.61 in FY 2018-19 to Rs 2.01 in FY 2022-
23, unit variable cost declined from Rs. 3.08 to Rs. 2.76. In other words, 
during this period while unit fixed costs increased by 24.84%, unit variable 
costs declined by 10.39%. This statistic demands us to pay more attention 
to increasing fixed cost burden. The important reason for this higher fixed 
cost is the high capital cost of the thermal power projects that have become 
operational since formation of separate State of Telangana.   

All the Power Purchase Agreements are being entered with 
Generators/Developers by TSDISCOMs after taking Hon’ble TSERC 
approval issued after Public hearings. 

It may be observed that increase in fixed cost from FY 2018-19 to 
2022-23 is due to the commissioning of new Thermal and Hydel 
Projects of TSGENCO taken up to provide reliable and quality power 
24 hours to all categories of consumers. 
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20 Fixed costs being paid to new units of TSGENCO are very high. Even when 
compared to Singareni thermal power project, whose capital cost was 
considered to be high due to inefficient execution of the project, fixed costs 
of TSGENCO units are very high. While fixed cost of Singareni thermal power 
project is Rs. 1.18 crore per MW it is Rs. 1.41 crore in the case of KTPP II, Rs. 
1.47 crore in the case of Kothagudem VII and Rs. 1.92 crore in the case of 
BTPS. TSDISCOMs’ ARR filings show that power from CSPGCL is proving to 
be costly. Per MW fixed cost burden of this plant is Rs. 1.71 Crore compared 
to Rs. 1.18 Crore of Singareni plant. TPCIL I is a green field project while TPCIL 
II is a brown field project. Normally, capital cost of brown field project shall 
be lower than green field project. But in the case of TPCIL brown field unit’s 
fixed cost is higher than green filed unit. These anomalies demand a re-
examination of fixed costs of these thermal power plants. 

The capital cost of the projects depends on the adopted technology 
(BTG & BOP), and duration of the project (i.e., zero date to COD of the 
project) and controllable & un-controllable factors. 

The Fixed Cost of Singerani Power Project is approved by Hon’ble 
Commission & finalized, whereas, TSGENCO costs are provisional & 
yet to be approved by Commission. 
Further, the capital costs of new stations of TSGENCO are inclusive of 
FGD cost, which are subject to approval of Hon’ble Commission and 
the period of construction, capacity of the unit, GST and covid impact 
etc. are the reasons in respect of BTPS when compared to M/s SCCL. 
In case of Chhattisgarh, TSDISCOMs have filed appeal before APTEL 
aggrieved by the CSERC order dt. 07.07.2018 on determination of 
capital cost, which is pending for adjudication. 
In case of PPAs with Sembcorp Energy India Limited (Earlier TPCIL), 
the PPA for  269.45 MW was signed in 2013 for 25 years whereas the 
PPA for 570 MW was signed in 2016, that too for a period of 8 years 
only. Hence the rates in the both bids are not comparable. Fixed 
charges in 269.45 MW PPA under Case-I bidding was increasing year-
on-year (Escalation component present) whereas the Fixed Charge 
in 570 MW PPA under DBFOO would be decreasing by 2% year-on-
year, which would be advantageous to TSDISCOMs. Therefore, 
Tariffs in the both PPAs are not comparable. 

21 
Fixed cost of Ramagundam B unit was Rs. 51 crores during the FY 2020-21. 
It is estimated to increase to Rs. 101 crores during the FY 2021-22 and is 
projected further to increase to Rs. 122 crores in the FY 2022-23. Though 
there is no change in the capacity of the plant fixed are expected to more 
than double during the current and ensuing years. No explanation is 
provided for this hike in fixed cost of Ramagundam – B unit. We request the 
Commission not allow the increase in fixed cost of this unit. 

Table 5: Variable costs  

Fixed charges of Rs.54.49 Crs. for the year FY 2020-21 is provisional 
as per the Fixed Charges allowed for the year FY 2018-19 in MYT 2014-
19. The FC filed by TSGENCO for MYT 2019-24 is still higher, yet to be 
approved by Hon’ble Commission. 

For the year FY 2021-22 and 2022-23, the Fixed Charges claimed in 
the MYT filings of TSGENCO for FY2019-2024 are 128.52 Cr. and 
132.17 Cr. respectively, wherein the O&M charges claim is of average 
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Generation Station  Variable cost 
(Per unit) (Rs)  

CSPGCL  1.20  
TPCIL – I  2.26  
NTPC Ramagundam I  2.57  
KTPS – V  2.81  
KTPS – VI  2.82  
KTPS – VII  2.49  
KTPP - I  2.85  
KTPP – II  2.87  
BTPS  2.91  
YTPS  2.49  
Singareni  2.99  
Ramagundam – B  3.43  

 

actual O&M charges in the previous control period   with escalation 
as per Hon’ble TSERC Regulation 1 of 2019. 

However, TSDISCOMS will admit the Fixed Charges as per the 
approval of TSERC. 

22 Per unit variable cost of coal based thermal power plants supplying power 
to TSDISCOMs differ widely. This indicates that there is scope to bring down 
these variable costs. Per unit variable cost of CSPGCL is Rs. 1.20. Compared 
to this variable cost of all other coal based thermal plants are more than 
100% higher. One may argue that CSPGCL is a pit head plant and other plants 
are not so. Except YTPS all other TSGENCO thermal plants are located near 
coal mines and expenditure related to dedicated railway lines to transport 
coal from mines to the power plant are made part of plants’ capital cost. As 
a result, there should not be much difference between variable cost of 
CSPGCL and variable cost of TSGENCO units. Per unit variable cost of TPCIL 
is Rs. 2.26. This plant is located far away from coal mines and still its variable 
cost is less than all TSGENCO thermal power plants.   

All the Power Purchase Agreements are being entered with 
Generators/Developers by TSDISCOMs after taking Hon’ble TSERC 
approval issued after Public hearings. 

TSGENCO Stations are having the coal linkages from the M/s SCCL, 
irrespective of the coal from open cast mines or underground mines. 

The actual landed cost of fuel claimed mainly inclusive of fuel price 
corresponding to the grade/quality of fuel, royalty, taxes and duties 
as applicable, transportation cost by rail/ road/ pipeline or any other 
means, and, for the purpose of calculation of energy charges, shall 
be arrived at after considering transit losses. 
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23 One may point out that coal for CSPGCL comes from open cast mines which 
is not the case with TSGENCO units. TSGENCO thermal power plants get 
their coal supplies from SCCL coal mines located in Telangana. As of FY 2019-
20 SCCL produced 86% of coal from open cast mines. As such, cost difference 
between CSPGCL and TSGENCO thermal units shall not be much.     

The landed cost of fuel in respect of TSGENCO stations is being 
arrived on the following: 

(a) Coal is being procured from M/s SCCL, a Govt. entity, and its cost 
is being paid as per the price notifications of M/s SCCL, 

(b) Oil is being procured from central public sector undertakings viz. 
HPCL, IOCL & BPCL and the oil rates being paid prevailing on the 
date of supply. 

(c) The transportation charges of the fuel by rail are as per the rate 
circular issued by Ministry of Railways. 

Variable cost would vary depending on various factor like year of PPA 
entered with, PPA period, Plant CoD, Transmission/PoC charges, Fuel 
cost etc., Hence the variable cost of on PPA cannot be compared 
with other PPA based on only one factor. 

The variable cost of the TSGENCO stations are arrived by considering 
the norms specified by the Commission and the above fuel 
parameters. The base price of coal for the M/s SCCL is on higher side 
compared with the Coal India Limited which supplies coal to the 
TPCIL 
 

24 Variation in variable costs of the plants may also be due to the efficiency at 
which these plants are being operated.  Some of the units of TSGENCO like 
KTPS – VII, KTPP – II, BTPS have come in to operation after TPCIL and should 
have operated more efficiently.        

25 TSDISCOMs in their submissions on Relinquishment of Telangana State’s 
share in CGS units of NTPC Ramagundam 1 and 2 and NLC units I and II 
claimed that NTPC Ramagundam units are not pit head plants. Even then 
variable cost of NTPC Ramagundam units is less than TSGENCO thermal 
units. This calls for an explanation from both TSGENCO and TSDISCOMs.   

26 Per unit variable cost of Singareni thermal power project is Rs. 2.99. This 
high variable cost is also attributed to allocation of coal for this plant from 
Naini coal blocks located in Odisha. SCCL in its letter dated 6.7.2015, to the 
Ministry of Coal while requesting allocation of coal for its power plant from 
its coal mines had pointed out that it would be able to supply the coal to its 
own thermal plant without affecting the existing FSA/linkage quantity to 
other allottees. The Government of Telangana also sought from GoI 
allocation of coal from SCCL to its project. But this did not lead to any 
positive outcome.  Under Section 1.1 d) of UDAY – MoU the Government of 

TSDISCOMs have addressed Singareni to pursue with Ministry of 
Coal and SCCL is   pursuing with Ministry of Coal, GoI for swapping of 
coal linkage from Naini to SCCL for Singareni thermal power project. 
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India has obligation for ensuring rationalisation of coal linkages. This issue 
shall be actively taken up with GoI. 

27 Even more worrying is the GoI’s proposal to auction four coal blocks of SCCL 
to private players. This would further complicate allocation of coal available 
in Telangana to power plants located in Telangana. Government of 
Telangana opposed this move on the part of the central government.   All 
the trade unions of workers of SCCL went on strike for three days against 
the move of the GoI. But there is no sign that the central government is 
reexamining its policy on coal mining.   

28 TSDISCOMs propose to procure 400 MW of solar power from SECI at the 
rate of Rs. 2.78 per unit and 1692 MW of solar power from NTPC – CPSU at 
the rate of Rs. 2.82 per unit. At a time when solar power is available at rates 
below Rs. 2.50 per unit the above rates appear to be higher. Recently SECI 
offered solar power to Andhra Pradesh at Rs. 2.49 per unit without any 
interstate transmission costs. TSDISCOMs did not specify on what basis this 
solar power is being procured from SECI and NTPC-CPSU 

The competitive bidding for 400 MW of solar from SECI @ 2.78/kWh 
under ISTS Tranche-VI scheme & 1692 MW Solar power from NTPC 
under CPSU scheme at an average cost of Rs.2.82/kWh was 
concluded in the year 2019. Whereas, the competitive bidding for 
SECI offered rate of Rs.2.49/kWh to AP was concluded in the year 
2021. Also for the aforesaid schemes, the ISTS transmission charges 
and losses are granted waiver by MoP, GoI. DISCOMs have also 
signed PSAs with M/s. NTPC @ Rs.2.45/Kwh in 2021. 

It may be observed that the tariff of solar power projects cannot 
be compared, as the competitive bidding year and terms and 
conditions of specification differ. 

29 Solar power is suitable for decentralised, distributed power generation. 
Solar power can be generated at the point of consumption. This will bring 
down T&D costs as no additional network expansion is needed to utilise 
solar power. The Central Government also started promotion of 
decentralised solar power generation in agriculture sector under KUSUM 
policy. TSDISCOMs shall stop procuring solar power from MW/utility scale 
solar plants and instead procure solar power from decentralised solar power 
plants.   

Taking the advantage of waiver of ISTS transmission charges granted 
by MoP, GoI, TSDISCOMs are planning for procurement of power 
from ISTS connected projects at competitive tariffs discovered 
through bidding process conducted at national level. Whereas, 
setting up of distributed solar generation would be uneconomical 
due to high land cost. 
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30 TSDISCOMs on the one hand propose to relinquish Telangana State’s share 
in NTPC’s Ramagundam Super Thermal Power Station Units I & II and NLC 
Thermal Power Station Stage 1 & 2 with aggregate capacity of 528.91 MW 
and on the other propose to procure 500  

MW from PTC. Cost of power from NTPC’s Ramagundam units is Rs. 3.18 per 
unit, that of NLC Stage 1 is Rs. 3.47 per unit and that of NLC Stage 2 is Rs. 
3.61 per unit. Cost of power (variable rate) from PTC is Rs. 4.29 per unit. Cost 
of power from NTPC and NLC units proposed to be relinquished is much 
lower than power from PTC. Given this, we suggest to TSDISCOMs to 
withdraw the proposal to relinquish Telangana State’s share in the above 
CGS units and to withdraw the proposal to procure costly power from PTC. 

TSDSCOMs are proposing to relinquish TS share of Power from NLC 
Thermal Power Station stage- I & II only.  In the tariff petition filed by 
NLC for the control period 2019-24 before CERC, NLC are claiming for 
additional tariff based on certain factors such as for Return on Equity 
on additional capitalization, special allowance in lieu of R&M, high 
Operation & maintenance expenses and proposed Installation of Flue 
Gas Desulphurization, by these claims the fixed cost would increase. 

NTPC & NLC being long term projects, TSDISCOMs have to bear the 
fixed charge commitment throughout the year, Whereas, in Pilot 
Scheme-I, the Generator has agreed to supply power in a staggered 
manner of 6 months in a year for a period of 3 years, as requested by 
TSDISCOMs i.e., for Rabi & Khariff seasons. The agreement with M/s. 
PTC will end in September 2022. 

Moreover, in PTC, the minimum power off take is 55% and if power 
off take is more than 55%, then utility would get 1% discount in 
tariff for every 5% incremental off-take beyond 55%, whereas for 
CGS fixed cost liability is for Normative availability i.e 85%. 

31 Andhra Pradesh DISCOMs share the legacy of PPAs related to NTPC 
Ramagundam I & II and NLC TPS-II with Telangana DISCOMs. It is interesting 
to note that APDISCOMs took the stand opposite to TSDISCOMs with regard 
to continuation of PPAs with these two power plants. An extract from 
APSPDCL’s ARR for FY 2022-23 is reproduced below:    

“The PPA with NTPC Ramagundam I & II was expired on 31.10.2017 and the 
PPA with NLC TPS-II Stage-I & II is going to expire by 31.03.2021. Power 
procurement is continued from Ramagundum I & II plant owing to its low 
price. …. These two projects are old stations with pithead fuel facility, and 
are presently operating as “Base Load Stations” in AP Power System with 

In the filings before CERC, M/s NTPC  & M/s NLC are claiming 
additional tariff based on certain factors like Return on Equity on 
additional capitalization, special allowance in lieu of R&M, high 
Operation & maintenance expenses and proposed Installation of 
Flue Gas Desulphurization, by these claims the fixed cost would 
increase. 

The fixed cost of these two plants will increase in future. 
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cheaper cost…. Based on the adequacy of the “Base Load” thermal capacity 
requirement in the system to extend 24X7 reliable, secured and cost 
effective power supply to the Consumers, APDISCOMs are continuing 
procurement of power from these pithead stations viz. Ramagundam-Stage-
I&II and NLC- TPS-II.” (p. 11-12, APSPDCL ARR 2022-23)   

Average power purchase cost of APDISCOMs is Rs. 4.13 per unit. Average 
power purchase cost of TSDISCOMs is Rs. 4.78 per unit. This shows that 
TSDISCOMs are in need of these cheaper power sources compared to 
APDISCOMs. This makes TSDISCOMs’ preference to relinquish this cheaper 
power inexplicable. We again suggest to TSDISCOMs to withdraw the 
proposal to relinquish Telangana State’s share in the above CGS units.   

The average power purchase cost of TSDICOMs is Rs.4.78/Kwh as 
many new Hydel and Thermal Stations are added after the state 
formation. 

The loss of capacity that is proposed to be relinquished will be met 
from TSGENCO station running at higher PLF and at a lesser cost 
when compared to M/s. NTPC &           M/s NLC. 

The stakeholder may also compare the quality of power supply and 
power cuts imposed in both the states. Telangana is supplying 
reliable, quality power 24 hours to all categories of consumers 
without any power cuts. 

32 Even when TSDISCOMs have 5,458 MU of surplus electricity at their disposal 
according to their filings related to FY 2022-23, still want to procure2,393 
MU from short term, market sources at a cost of Rs. 3.85 per unit. The 
TSDISCOMs have not explained the basis for this price, even while showing 
that price for 2021-22 as Rs.3.59 per unit. In fact, surplus electricity available 
to TSDISCOMs is much higher than 5,458 MU as all the TSGENCO thermal 
units, Singareni units and some of the CGS units supplying power to 
Telangana will be operating at below their threshold PLF. In the background 
of substantial surplus capacity available to TSDISCOMs we request the 
Commission not to allow power procurement from short-term, market 
sources.     

Everyday 15 minutes Time-Block Scheduling of power from all the 
available sources is being done based on merit order and any 
shortage of power due to sudden outages of plants, increase in 
Demand etc. is being purchased through Power exchanges 
considering the requirement in each 15 minutes Time-Block.  

Procurement of power under Short-term (Power Exchanges) 
considering power shortages in certain Time-Blocks is inevitable to 
bridge the Day to Day Demand-Supply gap. Power will be purchased 
from Power Exchanges if it is available at relatively lesser price in 
order to lower the overall power purchase cost. 

33 TSDISCOMs have proposed increase of 50 p/Unit for all domestic 
consumers, increase of 1 Rs/Unit for all LT commercial (except haircutting 
saloons) and increase of 1 Rs/Unit for all LT industry consumers and most 
of the HY consumers. In addition, there is introduction of fixed charge for 
domestic, increase for commercial and industry and increase in customer 
charges and minimum charges. Customer charges in some cases are sought 
to be increased by more than 100%. Periodic reasonable tariff increase can 

TS Discoms would like to state that the last tariff hike approved by the 
the Hon’ble commission was in FY 2016-17, While, it has been five 
years now since the last tariff hike, but in the said duration, all the 
costs incurred by TS Discoms in terms of Power purchase cost, 
Transmission and Network cost etc. have increased significantly, 
leading to a constantly increasing revenue gap.  
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be acceptable, but this sudden increase in tariff after five years and that 
too same increase for all slabs in absolute terms is not reasonable.  

 Table 6: Tariff proposal (Rs. In Cr)  
Particulars  NPDCL  SPDCL  Total  
ARR  18,183.36  34,870.18  53,053.54  
Revenue from  
current tariffs  

10,702.75  25,708.51  36,411.26  

Non-tariff income  29.41  33.10  62.51  
Revenue deficit  7,451.21  9,128.53  16,579.78  
Revenue through 
proposed tariffs  

1,786.63  5,044.27  6,830.90  

Tariff hike %   16.69  19.62  18.76  
External subsidy  4,254.15  1,397.50  5,651.65  
Net deficit  1,410.44  2,686.79  4,097.23  

 

Covid Pandemic and also subsequent second wave has greatly 
impacted the finances of Discoms. The Policies of the Government of 
India have also led to the increase in costs due to clean cess, coal 
costs, railway freight etc. 

There has been an increase in finance cost due to strengthening the 
Transmission and Distribution Network by investing Rs. 34,087 crores 
to supply reliable power in the state to all categories of consumers 
including free supply to Agriculture. 

The per-capita consumption and the peak demand of Telangana have 
increased significantly since the formation of the state. 

In view of the above, Discoms have proposed the hike in Fixed 
Charges, Consumer charges & minimum charges. 

TS Discoms shall also improve its revenue by the following measures 
– 

Conversion of remaining 20% non IRDA services to IRDA services, 
leading to increase in Billing Efficiency. 

TS Discoms are preparing a scheme for installation of smart meters in 
a phased manner. 

TS Discoms have proposedthe tariff hikes for different consumer 
categories and their respective sub-slabs.  

The objection made in terms of disproportionate hike for some slabs 
of categories, and hikes for other consumer categories, can be 
addressed through following points – 

34 TSDISCOMs’ tariff proposals will lead to collection of Rs. 6,830.90 crore as 
additional revenue. This implies a tariff hike of 18.76%. But the tariff 
impact on different consumer categories varies. Some consumer groups 
face a tariff hike of more than 50%.    
  
Table 7: Impact of tariff increase - 1  

Slab  Existin 
g tariff   

Propose 
d tariff  

Con 
sum 
ptio 
n  

Existing 
energy 
charges   

New  
energy 
charges  

Dem 
and 
char 
ges  

Total 
new 
charges  

%  
increas 
e  

  Rs. /U  Rs. /U  Unit  Rs.  Rs  Rs.  Rs.  %  

LT-1 (A)                  

0-50  1.45  1.95  50  72.50  97.50  15  112.50  55.20  

51-100  2.60  3.10  100  202.50  252.50  30  282.50  39.50  

LT-1  
(B)(i)  
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0-100  3.50  3.80              

101-200  4.30  4.80  101  334.30  384.80  45  429.80  28.60  

      200  760.00  860.00  45  905.00  19.10  

LT-1 (B)  
(ii)  

                

0-200  5.00  5.50              

201-300  7.20  7.70  201  1007.20  1107.70  75  1182.70  17.40  

301-400  8.50  9.00  301  1728.50  1879.00  75  1954.00  13.00  

401-800  9.00  9.50  401  2579.00  2779.50  75  2854.50  10.70  

800+  9.50  10.00  801  6179.50  6580.00  150  6730.00  8.90  

  

The tariff for 0-50 units domestic category has been constant for last 
20 years. Over these years the purchase parity of the consumers has 
increased multi fold times, similarly the cost per unit for producing 
one unit of power has also increased. Thus, the proposed hike is 
justifiable. 

For LT Domestic, the proposed tariffs are still significantly lower than 
the Cost of Service for FY 2022-23. 

TS Discoms have carried out the Tariff Comparison analysis of all the 
major consumer categories across various states. It was found that 
the tariffs for the lower domestic slabs, LT Commercial and Industrial, 
HT Commercial and Industrial categories for Telangana are 
significantly lower when compared with the other major states like 
Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, Haryana, Rajasthan, Punjab, West Bengal etc. 
Thus, the proposed hike is justifiable. 

TS Discoms would abide by the instructions of Hon’ble Commission, 
in terms of percentage increase in tariffs, instead of absolute increase 
across various consumer categories, provided such approach leads to 
the same additional revenue, as proposed in the tariff filings. 

 

35 Domestic consumers in the lower slabs face higher tariff hike compared to 
consumers in the higher slabs. As the above Table shows while domestic 
consumers in the 0-50 units slab face tariff hike of 55.20%, consumers in 
the 51-100 units slab face tariff hike of 39.50%, consumers in the 401-800 
units slab face tariff hike of 10.70% and consumers in the 800 + units slab 
face tariff hike of 8.90%. This shows that poor households who consume 
less than 50 units per month face disproportionately high tariff hike. In the 
above table changes only in energy charges and demand charges are taken 
in to account. Changes in customer charges and minimum charges also 
impact tariff burden. These changes are taken in to account in the following 
table:   
Table 8: Impact of tariff increase - 2  

   Current  Propose d  %  
Increas 
e  

Rs/Unit 
Curren 
t  

Rs/Unit 
Propose d  

Average monthly consumption  46 units              

Energy charge 0-50 Rs/U  1.45  1.95           

Energy charge 51-100 Rs/U  2.60  3.10           

Demand charge Rs/month  0  15.00           

Customer charge Rs/month  30.00  70.00           

Energy charge Rs/month  67.00  90.00  34        
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Monthly Electricity bill Rs.  97.00  175.00  80  2.10  3.78  

Minimum charges single ph. < 1 kW Rs.  25.00  65.00           

Monthly No consumption bill Rs.  55.00  150.00  173        

  
 

36 In the case of domestic consumers, the tariff increase in energy charge and 
customer charge as well as the introduction of fixed charge is expected to 
increase tariff revenue by Rs 960 Cr, that is an average increase of 13%. But 
the average monthly electricity bill of a typical 0-100 slab domestic 
consumers becomes nearly double because of this tariff increase. This is 
going to impact a large number of people in Telangana, since 0-100 
domestic slab consumers are nearly two-third of the total 1.15 Crore 
domestic consumers. In the above Table the rows in bold give the impact of 
tariff increase. Monthly average consumption by domestic consumers in 
the 0-100 units’ slab is 46 units. Under the present tariff monthly electricity 
bill will be Rs. 97 and under the proposed tariff monthly electricity bill will 
be Rs. 175, which shoes a 80% increase in monthly tariff. In the last row 
impact of changes in minimum charges is examined. A consumer has to pay 
minimum charges even when there is no consumption. In this case 
consumer has to pay customer charges and minimum charges. Hence if the 
household does not consume even one unit of electricity in a month, they 
would have to pay Rs. 150/month as opposed to current Rs.55/month - that 
is nearly three times! 

37 This is quite unreasonable. A similar situation would arise for small 
commercial and small industrial consumers. The reason for this is the 
uniform increase of 50 paise or 1 rupee/unit for all slabs. For the domestic 
consumers, we propose that the tariff increase should be in percentage 
terms, not in absolute value. The % increase for low slab could be at the 
inflation rate and for higher slabs, it could be higher. This would reduce the 
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tariff impact on small consumers and would respect the very idea of slab 
wise telescopic tariff. For example, 4-5% increase in energy charge for 0-100 
Units, 5-6% for 101-200 and 15% increase for > 200 Units/month would 
result in similar additional tariff revenue. In addition, there should be no 
fixed charges (demand charges and consumer charges) for the lowest 
domestic slab of 0-100.  

38 Electrical 
accident
s Table 
9:   

  No. of 
accidents  

 Exgratia paid   

NPDCL  SPDCL  Total  NPDCL  SPDCL  Total  
2020-21  460  238  698  351  178  529  
H1 of 
202122  

222  76  298  123  133  356  

 
1. During the FY 2020-21 the number fatal accidents involving humans 

stood at 698. This is the highest number of fatal accidents in the recent 
past. The last highest number of fatal accidents were 678 in FY 2016-
17. This shows that instead of electrical accidents coming down they 
are on the rise, in spite of huge investments in men and materials to 
strengthen T&D network.    

2. In the past the DISCOMs provided causes for these fatal electrical 
accidents. This time DISCOMs did not provide such information. We 
request the Commission to direct the DISCOMs to provide causes for 
these fatal electrical accidents. 

3. The information provided by TSDISOMs on electrical accidents show 
that most of the fatal accidents took place in circles with 
predominantly rural services. These accidents are low in urban circles. 

The no. of fatal electrical accidents involving human beings are 
increased over the cases reported in 2016-17 due to the reason that 
the accident taken place in the premises of consumers at their fault 
were not used to bring into the notice of department earlier but now 
each and every case is being reported for which ex-gratia is being 
paid by NPDCL. 
 
The cause wise accidents reported for the year 2020-21 and 2021-22 
(upto 30th September) is herewith given below: 

cause_accd FY  
2020-21 

FY 2021 - 22 
(up to Sep) Total 

Electrocuted while drinking/moving in water 
of canals/ponds/lakes/river where supply is 
extended through damaged service 
wires/motor (Authorized service) 

1 5 6 

Electrocuted while fishing duly extending 
supply from nearby lines 

1 7 8 

Insulation failure to I/C service wire or 
domestic services / faulty house wiring / 
Appliances 

172 91 263 

Low height of DTR plinth ( Touching HT 
bushes or LT bushes or Fuses ) 

5 3 8 

Repairing  AGL or other  motor / starter / 
Service Wire 

84 26 110 

Supply Passing to stay wire / Iron pole / DP 
Structure 

4 5 9 

Touched the Sagged/Snapped / fallen 
conductor due to Gale & Wind 

6 5 11 
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This implies that the rural consumers are not receiving quality service. 
Every step shall be taken to correct this anomaly.   

4. The Construction, Operation& Maintenance of electrical plant & lines 
especially at distribution level by DISCOMs is in a very unsafe 
condition. DISCOMs are not following the basic statutory safety 
regulations of CEA. The state government and its CEIG are not taking 
action on DISCOMs.   

5. At many places especially in rural areas, bare live parts in DTRs and 
associated bare lines and wires are not kept inaccessible to living 
beings. Barriers, fences and enclosures and minimum clearances to 
ground are not maintained so that live parts are out of reach to 
prevent fatal shocks as required in Regulations 58,17,37(1) and 44(1)(i) 
of CEA (Measures relating to safety and electric supply) Regulation, 
2010 

6. For safety, isolating A B switch on H.V side of DTRs are to be kept in 
working condition as per Regulation 80(2)(a)(b) of CEA (Technical 
Standards for construction of electrical plants and lines) Regulations, 
2010. At many DTRs, A B switches are stuck in closed position and do 
not open 

7. As per Regulations 74(1) (2) of CEA (Measures relating to safety and 
electric supply) Regulation, 2010 and Regulation 78(1) and (2) of CEA 
(Technical Standards for construction of electrical plants and lines) 
Regulations, 2010, on all DTRs on H.V sides of transformers, surge 
diverters are to be provided to protect consumers against transient 
over voltages due to lightning and switching surges and protect 
consumers equipment getting damaged. But in almost all DTRs these 
are not in working condition and are disconnected. 

8. The statutory CEA (Safety requirements for construction, operation 
and maintenance of electrical plants and electric lines) Regulations, 
2011 give very important and elaborate policy and management 
systems for ensuring electrical safety. Regulation 4(4) requires the 

Touched the earth wire at the earth pit and 
got electrocuted 

2   2 

Touched the electric Fencing provided for 
Animal Hunting / Animal Guarding 

47 13 60 

Touching the Snapped and fallen conductor 
20 2 22 

Touching the lose lines / Low  Ground  
Clearance 

3 2 5 

Transformer Oil Related or Working on DTR / 
PTR 

1 1 2 

Victim came in to Contact with live Conductor 
( with or without any object  

101 50 151 

While replacing HG fuses or LT Fuses of DTR / 
PTR  or Touching the Fuse Box @ DTR 

6 5 11 

While working on existing line for 
maintenance / Construction of New Line 

7 7 14 

Total 
460 222 682 

 
From the above, it is clear that most of the cases such as faulty house 
wiring/appliances in domestic premises, repairing of AGL 
motors/starters/service wires and the victim accidentally coming 
into contact with the live conductor with or without any object etc., 
are with the consumer side only without fault of department. 
 
TSNPDCL is conducting  safety week in the first week of May every 
year and vide publicity is being made by conducting meeting with all 
types of consumers, distributing pamphlets pasting wall posters in 
public places and also streaming in local channels and the awareness 
is being created amount the consumers not to utilize the sub-
standard materials like house wiring, switches and service wires and 
electrical appliances apart from this the awareness among the 
consumers is also being created by the NPDCL engineers/field staff 
while visiting the distributing the villages. 
All the measures such as providing fencing to DTRs and rising plinth 
heights, rectification loose lines, by providing middle poles, shifting 
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supplier to provide physical/financial resources for safety 
management, internal and external audit of safety. Regulation 5 
requires preparation and application of detailed safety manuals/ It 
gives what matters are to be covered (Refer schedule I & II). 
Regulations 6(1)(c)(ii) requires appointment of a very senior level 
officer for safety, working directly under Chief Executive. Regulations 
6(1)(d)(e)(f)(g) gives his functions and duties like periodic inspection, 
audit, training, advising management on prevention of injuries. 
Regulation 5 of CEA (Measures relating to safety and electric supply) 
Regulations 2010 which is being revised also deals with electrical 
safety officer and authorized Chartered electrical safety engineer for 
periodical testing and to conform to Regulation 30 & 43. 

9. To the best of our knowledge TSDISCOMs are not implementing the 
above mandatory regulations. TSERC is requested to order TSDISCOMs 
to submit detailed report and evidence to show their total 
commitment to these management level Regulations.   

10. According to a newspaper report TSNPDCL is taking a loan of Rs. 1,500 
crores from REC to bring down electrical accidents. This news report 
also mentioned that already first instalment of Rs. 300 crores were 
released. We would like to know whether the Commission’s approval 
was obtained for this spending. In the recent past the Commission had 
allotted Rs. 5 crore to each DISCOM to take up works to improve 
safety. But DISCOMs did not care to spend this amount despite large 
number of electrical accidents. Since the formation of Telangana state 
more than Rs. 31,000 crore was spent on strengthening T&D network 
in the state. And this did not help to bring down electrical accidents. 
We doubt whether this spending of Rs. 1,500 crore on system 
strengthening will alter the situation on the ground, as long attitude 
of the TSDISCOMs change towards safety electrical network in the 
state. 

of lines/DTRs from middle of the road to outside and etc. are taken 
in various schemes such as DNRD, Palle pragathi/Pattana pragathi 
and system strengthening work schemes\for awarding electrical 
accidents. 
Regular maintenance of lines and DTRs is being carried out to rectify 
the system defects including repairing of faulty AB switches    
All the technical standards in construction of electrical lines and 
DTRs is being maintained and frequent inspections are also being 
carried out by quality control wing to ensure quality of works, 
lightening arrestors are being provided to all the DTRs at the time 
erection as well as at the time replacing the failed DTRs in addition 
to the above line type LAs in the line are also being provided for 
maintaining of electrical safety regular procurement of safety items 
such as rubber hand gloves, rubber gum boots, PP ropes, earth 
discharge rods, safety belts etc., is being done and expenditure 
incurred towards such procurement for the last two years is found 
to be about Rs.75 lakhs.  
As such all the statutory CEA regulations 2011 will be ensured in 
effective manner. 
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39 TSDISCOMs’ financial crisis:  

 Table 10: Deficit   (Rs. In Cr)  

Year  NPDCL  SPDCL  Total  
2018-19  3,877.87  6,354.87  10,232.74  
2019-20  1,712.28  5,604.01  7,316.29  
2020-21  2,369.79  6,296.97  8,666.76  
2021-22  3,615.98  7,007.86  10,623.84  
Total  11,575.92  25,263.71  36,839.63  

The above deficit is after taking in to account subsidy provided by the state 
government.  Table 11: Losses: (Rs. In Cr)   

Year  NPDCL  SPDCL  Total  
2014-15  1,343  1,171  2,514  
2015-16  1,010  2,369  3,379  
2016-17  1,502  4,700  6,202  
2017-18  1,561  3,925  5,486  
2018-19  3,060  4,967  8,027  
2019-20  1,116  4,940  6,056  
Total  9,592  22,072  31,664  

Source: TSDISCOMs’ Annual Reports  

TSDISCOMs are facing severe financial crisis. Total losses of TSDISCOMs from 
FY 2014-15 to FY 2019-20 are Rs. 31,664 crore. These losses are equivalent 
to 59.68% of ARR of FY 2022-23. This information on losses is gathered from 
TSDISCOMs annual reports. Annual Reports are not available for the FY 
2020-21 and 2021-22. According to ARR filings of FY 2022-23 total deficit of 
TSDISCOMs over the period FY 2018-19 to FY 2021-22 is Rs. 36, 839.63 crore. 
This is equivalent to 69.44% of ARR of 2022-23.  This mirrors the depth of 
financial crisis facing TSDISCOMs. This financial crisis raises doubts on future 
of DISCOMs. 

TS Discoms would like to state that the last tariff hike approved by the 
the Hon’ble commission was in FY 2016-17, While, it has been five 
years now since the last tariff hike, but in the said duration, all the 
costs incurred by TS Discoms in terms of Power purchase cost, 
Transmission and Network cost etc. have increased significantly, 
leading to a constantly increasing revenue gap.  

Covid Pandemic and also subsequent second wave has greatly 
impacted the finances of Discoms. The Policies of the Government of 
India have also led to the increase in costs due to clean cess, coal 
costs, railway freight etc. There has been an increase in finance cost 
due to strengthening the Transmission and Distribution Network by 
investing Rs. 34,087 crores to supply reliable power in the state to all 
categories of consumers including free supply to Agriculture. 

The per-capita consumption and the peak demand of Telangana have 
increased significantly since the formation of the state. 

In view of the above, Discoms have proposed the hike in Fixed 
Charges, Consumer charges & minimum charges 
 
TS Discoms shall also improve its revenue by the following measures 
– 

 Conversion of remaining 20% non-IRDA services to IRDA 
services, leading to increase in Billing Efficiency 

TS Discoms are preparing a scheme for installation of smart meters in 
a phased manner 

GoTS has already infused the equity of INR 9,161 Cr., in addition to 
the subsidy, which is improving the cash flows of Discoms. 
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Annual reports of FY 2020-21 are also placed in website on 
09.02.2022. 

40 This financial crisis of TSSDISCOMs is result of their inability to file ARR and 
tariff proposals for the last three years. TSDISCOMs did not have the 
approval from the State Government of Telangana to file ARR and tariff 
proposals. The same thing applies to true up filings. The existing 
regulations allow power purchase true up annually but TSDISCOMs did not 
file true up claims for the period 2018-19 to 2021-22. As a result 
TSDISCOMs have to face huge deficits between the costs incurred by them 
and the revenues received by them.  In order to run the show these 
DISCOMs have borrowed heavily. The interest burden of this further adds 
to the financial misery of DISCOMs. This interest burden constitutes the 
carrying cost of the debt and the TSDISCOMs have no way of recovering 
this interest burden through true up as normally Electricity Regulatory 
Commission allow carrying cost only from the time of filing of true up 
petitions.        

 

TTS Discoms would like to state that they have been filing the ARR 
petitions, on an annual basis, before the Hon’ble Commission 
(TSERC) until FY 2018-19. From FY 2019-20 onwards, the Discoms 
have not filed the ARR petitions before the Hon’ble TSERC, due to 
the following reasons –  
Enforcement of Model Code of Conduct in the State of Telangana in 
view of elections for Telangana Assembly. 
Hon’ble TSERC was not operational from 9th Jan 2019, after the 
Chairman of Hon’ble TSERC demitted office after attaining the age 
of 65 years.  
Enforcement of Model Code of Conduct in the State of Telangana 
from 10.03.2019 till 23.05.2019 (Lok Sabha election).  
Pending information from ICAD department on Lift Irrigation (LI) 
schemes.  
Issuance of model code of conduct for the Municipal elections from 
23.12.2019 to 25.01.2020  
Further extension in view of preparation of tariff proposals in 
accordance to the MoP recommendations on Tariff Rationalisation 
process. 
Due to imposition of Lockdown in the State by GoTS due to spread 
of pandemic COVID-19, which impacted the consumption of 
electricity by various sectors, the licensees intended to file ARR 
duly including the impact of lockdown due to COVID-19 pandemic. 
Enforcement of Model Code of Conduct from 17th Nov 2020 to 4th 
Dec 2020 in view of GHMC elections.  
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Certain unavoidable circumstances viz; uncertainty in 
commissioning of the LI pumps and delay in receipt of information 
of power availability and cost there on from Central Generating 
Stations, which have significant impact on the demand projections 
and overall ARR respectively. 
However, ARR for 2019-20, 2020-21, 2021-22 was submitted before 
TSERC on March 31, 2021, which was not admitted by the Hon’ble 
Commission due to non submission of tariff proposals by the TS 
Discoms. 
TS Discoms have already submitted the Distribution true up claims 
for 1st, 2nd and 3rd control period along with the APR filing for 
FY2019-20. TS Discoms have also filed the APR for 2020-21 on 31 
December 2021. 

TS Discoms have already finalized the true up claim for RSB for 2016-
17 to 2018-19 and currently drafting the same for 2019-20 & 2020-21 
& 2021-22 (Prov.). TS Discoms would be submitting all their RSB true 
up claims shortly to the Hon’ble Commission. 

41 Arrears:  

Table 12: Arrears of Rs. 50,000 and more pending for six months As on 30-
09-2021                                                                                        (Rs. In Cr)  

DISCOM  LT  HT  Total  
NPDCL  75.45  4,817.71  4, 893.16  
SPDCL  164.44  6,921.70  7,086.14  
Total  239.89  11,739.41  11,979.30  

 According to ARR filings of FY 2022-23 total arrears of Rs. 50,000 and more 
pending for six months As on 30-09-2021 are Rs. 11, 979.30 crore. 
Substantial portion of these arrears have to come state government 
departments. (While SPDCL mentioned the arrears due from Government 
departments NPDCL did not show these details). According to Section 1.2 i) 

 
TSNPDCL pending receivables from Government departments are 
tabulated below: 
  (Rs.in Crs) 
Receivables from Govt: (as on 31.12.2021) 
1 Central Govt 9.84 
2 State Govt 5360.79 
3 ULBs 1692.43 
  Total : 7063.06 
 

In addition, a proposal was made to mandate installation of pre-paid 
metering for Government services. This would help the licensee in 
reducing the financial burden and timely collection of bills.  
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of UDAY – MoU all outstanding dues from the government departments to 
DISCOMs for supply of electricity shall be paid by 31-03-2017. Since then 
arrears in fact increased.  There is also no information on pending subsidy 
payment from the state government. If the Government departments pay 
in time towards electricity consumed by them and the State Government 
releases subsidies according to the monthly schedule as stipulated by the 
Commission TSDISCOMs can bring down debt burden to a large extent.   

TS Discoms would like to state that it is unfair on the part of the 
objector to question the intentions of the GoTS. 
 
 

Govt. of Telangana has been adopting the following steps to improve 
Discom financial position, in addition to the subsidy disbursements 
for LT Agriculture and LT Domestic consumers - 

● GoTS has started releasing LIS CC charges by providing 
budgetary support from 2021. This will improve collection 
efficiency and eventually reduce AT&C losses 

● GoTS has instructed Panchayat Raj and Municipal 
administration to pay CC charges as per vide Lr. No. 768, dt. 
14.08.2020. 

● GoTS is releasing the subsidy regulary in the same month.  
● GoTS has already infused the equity of INR 9,161 Cr., in 

addition to the subsidy, which is improving the cash flows of 
Discoms 

● Telangana is having one of the lowest tariffs, compared to 
other states in India 

● Further benefits to SC & ST consumers for domestic use, 
Haircutting salons, Dobhighats, Laundry shops, powerlooms, 
poultry farms and spinning mills. 

Regarding the delay in ARR proposals, TS Discoms would like to state 
that theyhave been filing the ARR petitions, on an annual basis, 
before the Hon’ble Commission (TSERC) until FY 2018-19. From FY 
2019-20 onwards, the Discoms have not filed the ARR petitions 
before the Hon’ble TSERC, due to the reasons submitted in its 
abovementioned response to query no. 40. 

42 The delayed payments from the State Government to DISCOMs and 
DISCOMs’ failure to file for annual tariff revision and true ups in time, again 
due to the State Government, are the main causes behind huge debt 
burden of DISCOMs as well as the accumulated losses. According to 
Section 1.3 j) of UDAY – MoU TSDISCOMs shall strive to file tariff petitions 
in time before TSERC.   Due to lack of funds with them DISCOMs are forced 
to delay payments to GENCO and GENCO in turn has to delay payments for 
coal supply. Because of irregular payments GENCO has to face adverse 
terms in coal supply which resulted in higher variable cost. This in turn led 
to higher power purchase cost. This has become a vicious circle. The issue 
is how to break this vicious circle.   

In this whole scenario of financial crisis facing TSDISCOMs the State 
Government appears to be the main contributor. Had it disbursed the 
subsidy as promised and allowed the Government Departments to pay for 
electricity consumption in time, and also allowed the TSDISCOMs as their 
owner to file for true ups in time this financial crisis would not have 
unfolded.  As such, solution for the present financial crisis of TSDISCOMs 
lies with the State Government only.   
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43 According to Section 1.2 g) of UDAY – MoU “The Government of Telangana 
shall take over the future losses of the DISCOMs in a graded manner as 
follows:  

Year 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 
Previous 

year’s 
DISCOMs 
loss to  be 
taken over 

by the State 

0% of the 
loss of   

2015-16 

5% of the 
loss of 

2016-17 

10% of the 
loss of 

2017-18 

25% of the 
loss of  

2018-19 

 According to Section 1.2 h) of UDAY – MoU “The Government of 
Telangana shall provide Operational Funding Requirement (OFR) to the 
DISCOMs till the DISCOMs achieve turnaround.”  

The Government of Telangana has done none of these to improve financial 
condition of TSDISCOMs.  Instead, pending payments from the 
Government of Telangana towards electricity consumed by Government 
Departments and monthly subsidy release are turning the situation from 
bad to worse.    

 

 
● GoTS has already infused the equity of INR 9,161 Cr., in addition 

to the subsidy, which is improving the cash flows of Discoms 
 
Having said that, Govt. of Telangana has been adopting the 
following steps to improve Discom financial position, in addition to 
the subsidy disbursements for LT Agriculture and LT Domestic 
consumers - 

● GoTS has started releasing LIS CC charges by providing 
budgetary support from 2021. This will improve collection 
efficiency and eventually reduce AT&C losses 

● GoTS has instructed Panchayat Raj and Municipal 
administration to pay CC charges as per vide Lr. No. 768, dt. 
14.08.2020. 

● GoTS is releasing the subsidy regulary in the same month.  
● GoTS has already infused the equity of INR 9,161 Cr., in 

addition to the subsidy, which is improving the cash flows of 
Discoms 

● Telangana is having one of the lowest tariffs, compared to 
other states in India 

● Further benefits to SC & ST consumers for domestic use, 
Haircutting salons, Dobhighats, Laundry shops, powerlooms, 
poultry farms and spinning mills 

 
44 In this context we would like to draw attention of TSERC to the advice 

given by the Maharashtra Electricity Regulatory Commission (MERC) dated 
5th January, 2022 to the Government of Maharashtra under Section 86 (2) 
of the Electricity Act, 2003 as DISCOMs in Maharashtra are also facing 
similar financial crisis. The advice includes short-term measures and long-
term measures. We request the TSERC to advice the State Government of 
AP to take relevant measures to improve financial health of TSDISCOMs.   

TS Discoms are currently not in a position to comment on the case 
studies/ arguments shared by the objector on the advice shared by 
MERC to Govt. of Maharashtra, in the context of resolving financial 
crisis. 
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Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open 
Access Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by Sri Dr. Narasimha Reddy Donthi (Public Policy Expert), #201,Aarthi Residency,LN 

Colony,Saidabad,Hyderabad-500059 

S.
No Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 
1 1. Sales forecast   

For FY 2022-23, TSDISCOMs estimated power requirement to be 84, 222 MU. This 
is increase of 16.69% over the current FY 2021-22. There is no proper 
substantiation about this higher requirement. A trend analysis for atleast a period 
of 5 years can be the basis of such estimation. However, since ARR and tariff 
proposal filings were not done in the last three years it is difficult to assess 
consumption projections made by TSDISCOMs. TSERC should facilitate provision 
of such information, before the public hearing. The high electricity consumption 
growth rates projected for the ensuing year do not appear to be supported by 
historical experience and need to be moderated.   

TS Discoms would like to state that the historical sales have 
been specified in the Form 3 of the RSF formats. This includes 
the category-wise actual sales for FY 19, FY 20, FY 21, estimated 
sales for FY 22 (H1 actuals, H2 projections) and projected sales 
for FY 23.  
The detailed category-wise justifications have also been 
elaborated in the write-ups.  
As mentioned in the write-up submitted, the major reason for 
such a significant increase in the energy requirement of FY 23 
over FY 22, is due to the expected additional loads of LIS. 

2 According to TSDISCOMs’ estimates LT domestic consumers will be using 14,143 
MU during the ensuing year. LT domestic consumers will account for 16.79% 
of electricity requirement during the ensuing year. Both the DISCOMs 
assumed that electricity consumption by LT domestic consumers would 
increase by 7% during ensuing year while electricity consumption by this 
consumer category increased by less than 5% during the current year. Given 
the economic situation created by corona pandemic, projection of 7% growth 
rate in electricity consumption by LT domestic consumers is at best an 
unreliable assumption. 

TS Discoms would like to state that sales projections for FY 
2022-23 have been made by calculating the CAGR for the 
respective discoms for over a period from 1 year CAGR to 5 
year CAGR. Further an appropriate CAGR is considered for 
predicting sales for FY2022-23.  
Projecting sales only on the basis of last year's sales growth 
would not give a perfect picture. Thus CAGR methodology is 
followed which takes care of the historical trend. 
TS Discoms agree that due to covid -19 restrictions more 
people were spending their time in their houses, and thus have 
considered the growth rate for FY 2022-23 based on the CAGR 
methodology. In fact the 5 year CAGR (2016-17 to 2021-22) for 
TS Discoms is ~ 6% for Domestic category thus the projections 
made by TS Discoms for FY 2022-23 is justifiable. 

3 TSDISCOMs estimated that agriculture pump sets would be consuming 18,707 MU 
of electricity during the ensuing year accounting for 22.21% of electricity 

TS Discoms would like to state that the assessment of 
agricultural consumption are done every month, as per the ISI 
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requirement in the state. Release of new services was given as one of the reasons 
for increased electricity consumption by these services. But the following 
information provided by NPDCL (pp. 26-27) raises doubts on this explanation. 
Growth in connection and sales has to be supported by data. Table 1: Agriculture 
consumption  

Particulars  2016-17  2017-18  2018-19  

% increase in No. of agriculture connections  1.23  3.06  3.11  
% of growth in agriculture sales  19.99  23.48  18.46  

  

From January 2018 agriculture connections in Telangana are being given 24 hour 
supply. However, in FY 2016-17, a year before the initiation of 24 hour electricity 
supply to agriculture, consumption increased by 19.99% while number of 
connections increased by 1.23% only. During FY 2018-19, after initiation of 24 hour 
electricity supply consumption increased by 18.46% while number of connections 
increased by 3.11%.  Such data raises further doubts on TSDISCOMs’ claims 
regarding electricity consumption by agriculture services.   

 

methodology, approved by the Hon’ble Commission and the 
same are submitted to the Hon’ble TSERC. For this purpose, the 
sample for each capacity (i.e., kVA rating) is chosen using 
random sampling procedure. The consumption of each of 
these sample DTRs are measured each month. The average 
consumption per DTR is then estimated from the total 
consumption of all the sample DTRs in each circle. The average 
DTR consumption of each capacity of DTR population is the 
basis for extrapolation of the agricultural consumption.  
The sudden growth in agriculture consumption is mainly due 
to the TS Govt. efforts to provide reliable and quality supply to 
the consumers. TS Discoms have always strived to provide 
connections to the consumers and supply power with 
minimum breakdown/ power cuts. At the time of formation of 
state TS Discoms were facing challenges to supply power to all 
consumers leading to power deficits. Over the years TS 
Discoms have overcome the challenges and are now able to 
supply the required amount of power to the consumers. 
Licensees had started supplying 24hrs power to all agricultural 
consumers w.e.f. date January 1, 2018. This has resulted in 
significant increase in agricultural sales over the previous 
years. 

4 According to TSNPDCL filing LT agriculture consumption will be 7,525 MU during 
FY 202-23 compared to 7,839 MU during FY 2021-22. In the case of TSPDCL the LT 
agriculture consumption is expected to be 11,647 MU for 2021-22 and 11,182 MU 
for 202223. Increasing irrigation under lift irrigation schemes is expected to bring 
down electricity consumption by agriculture pump sets. 

TS Discoms are expecting that the sales of agriculture category 
will decrease with upcoming LIS Loads as these two are 
complementary things, i.e. Increase in LIS consumption would 
provide easy accessibility for water and help agriculture 
consumers to pump the water by consuming a lesser amount 
of energy.  
 Projecting LIS sales consist of a high amount of 
unpredictability, availability of water is an important factor. 
However, LIS sales are projected by considering the current 
pumping stations loads on Krishna & Godavari river and any 
upcoming additional loads. These loads are further considered 
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to be operating only at a 60% load factor. Thus, if all conditions 
work fine LIS loads would generate the projected LIS Sales 
consumption and would also affect the agriculture sales 
causing it to decrease marginally. 
  
Thus, TS Discoms have considered a past reference i.e. CAGR 
while projecting sales for LT Agriculture 
 Consumption of LIS is carefully determined as explained 
above; a separate team dedicatedly works on LIS sales 
projections. 
 

5 Lift irrigation schemes in Telangana have emerged as one of the major segment of 
electricity consumption. In the ARRs 2022-23, Composite Public Water Supply 
Schemes (CPWS) are projected to consume 14,962 MU, accounting for 17.76% of 
electricity requirement in the state. Both the DISCOMs have adopted very high 
consumption growth rates in the case of lift irrigation schemes. TSNPDCL projected 
that during the FY 2022-23 power consumption by lift irrigation schemes would be 
three times higher than in FY 2021-22. TSNPDCL also included 1,128 MU towards 
pumping of additional TMC of water. TSERC should write to Telangana Irrigation 
Department to ascertain the status of lift irrigation schemes and the progress. This 
can help in estimating power requirement realistically. 

he methodology followed for determining LIS Sales is slightly 
different than for what is used for projecting other categories. 
 LIS category has been recently introduced thus historical data 
is not available. The rest all categories are projected based on 
historical figures i.e. CAGR basis. 
LIS sales are projected by considering the current pumping 
stations loads on Krishna & Godavari river and any upcoming 
additional loads. These loads are further considered to be 
operating only at a 60% load factor. Thus, if all conditions work 
fine LIS loads would generate the projected LIS Sales 
consumption 
Consumption of LIS is carefully determined as explained in the 
above section; a separate team dedicatedly works on LIS sales 
projections. 

6 T&D Losses 

The T&D losses projected by TSDISCOMs in the ARR for FY 2022-23 are higher than 
the levels stipulated for the FY 2018-19 under the Tripartite UDAY - MoU. The 
TSDISCOMs have claimed that, after formation of the Telangana State, Rs.31,968 
crore has been spent on transmission and distribution networks. Despite such 
huge investments on T&D network in the state TSDISCOMs have failed to reduce 
AT&C losses. AT&C losses include collection efficiency along with T&D losses. T&D 

TSDISCOMS are strictly adhering to the loss targets as 
stipulated in the wheeling Tariff Order for the Distribution 
Business for 4th  control period (FY19-20 to FY23-24) 
Dated:29.04.2020 issued by  the  Hon’ble 
Commission in  the projections of energy requirement for 
the ensuing year i.e., FY22-23. 
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loss levels should have been much less than AT&C losses. TSERC needs to focus on 
this aspect.    

Table 2: T&D and AT&C losses in Hyderabad  

Circle  Division  T&D Losses (%)  AT&C Losses (%)  

Hyd - Central  Mehdipatnam  22  19.28  

Hyd – South  Asmangadh  39  35.01  

Begumbazar  35  34.01  

Charminar  38  35.73  

TSERC should direct TSNPDCL to release Energy Audit Reports into public domain. 

TSNPDCL Energy Audit Report 2nd Quarter of FY 2021-22 was 
uploaded in TSNPDCL website. 

7 According to TSDISCOMs’ ARR and Tariff filings for FY 2022-23 electricity 
availability will be 87,288 MU, while dispatch will be 84,222 MU leaving a surplus 
of 3,066 MU. However, actual surplus electricity available according to their 
submissions should have been 5,458.50 MU.   

 Table 3: Power availability, dispatch and surplus (MU)  
Generating Station  Availability  Dispatch  Surplus  

TSGENCO – Thermal  27,434.98  27,206.10  228.88  

CGS  21,611.51  17,960.27  3,651.24  
Singareni  9.044.38  7,466.00  1,578.38  

Total  58,090.87  52,632.37  5,458.50  
 

TS Discoms have considered the month-wise energy 
availabilities for FY 2022-23, as per the projections shared by 
the respective generating station and energy requirement as 
per the estimated sales projections, and loss levels.  
TS Discoms would like to clarify that the annual energy surplus 
shown of 3,066 MU, is after netting off the energy shortfall of 
2,393 MU from the energy surplus of 5,459 MU.  
TS Discoms would state that because of the month-wise 
variations in the energy availability, there will be cases of 
surplus in few months and shortfall in few, which is an 
unavoidable case. The energy shortfall in certain months of the 
year, is expected to be procured from the short-term market. 
The summation of shortfall in such months’ amounts to 2,393 
MU. While, in other months, where there is an energy surplus, 
the summation will amount to 5,459 MU. These two nos. can’t 
be compared, as they are occurring at different months of the 
year. 
 TS Discoms haven’t considered the sale of surplus power, as 
the revenue from sale of such surplus power will be lower than 
the cost of the power procured from the marginal station, 
during that particular month i.e. procuring such excess power 
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for the purpose of sale, shall be costlier and further burden the 
end consumer. 

8 TSDISCOMs in their submissions on Relinquishment of Telangana State’s share in 
CGS units of NTPC Ramagundam 1 and 2 and NLC units I and II claimed that the gap 
due to foregoing these plants could be filled by operating GENCO plants at higher 
PLFs 

Availability(MU) projections for all TSGENCO Thermal plants is 
shown at their Normative PLF’s as per their respective PPA’s. 
Hence there would be no additional energy available from 
TSGENCO plants. The contention that the TSGENCO Stations 
are operating below 75% PLF is not correct. 
SLDC have to issue back-down instructions to the generators 
for balancing the system Demand-Supply to ensure Grid 
security, based on descending order in the merit order 
despatch. 
Sembcorp Energy India Limited (Earlier Thermal Powertech) is 
being operated at more than 85% PLF as it is in the bottom in 
the merit order. 

9 All these factors show that 3,066 MU of surplus electricity projected by TSDISCOMs 
is an underestimate as well as misleading figure. Given the scope for surplus 
electricity available from the generation capacities available to TSDISCOMs during 
the ensuing year 2022-23 there will be no need to procure short term power from 
market at higher price. 

Availability shown for the FY 2022-23 is based on projections 
shown from long term contracts which are tied up for meeting 
Base-load Demand. 
Everyday 15 minutes Time-Block Scheduling of power from all 
the available sources is being done based on merit order and 
any shortage of power due to sudden outages of plants, 
increase in Demand etc. is being purchased through Power 
exchanges considering the requirement in each 15 minutes 
Time-Block.  
Procurement of power under Short-term (Power Exchanges) 
considering power shortages in certain Time-Blocks is 
inevitable to bridge the Day to Day Demand-Supply gap. Power 
will be purchased from Power Exchanges if it is available at 
relatively lesser price in order to lower the overall power 
purchase cost. 

10 The information related to power procurement during the years 2020-21 and 
2021-22 leads us doubt whether merit order is being followed in power 
procurement. Variable cost of power from CSPGCL is Rs. 1.20 per unit and that of 
TPCIL is Rs. 2.26 per unit. If merit order was followed CSPGCL should have been 

Merit Order is being followed by TSSLDC.  
It may be observed that CSPGCIL/CSPDCL is declaring its plant 
availability in the range of 37 to 52% only instead of normative 
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preferred to TPCIL. But in fact, power at higher PLF (80 to 95%) is procured from 
TPCIL compared to CSPGCL (37 to 52% PLF). We request the Commission to see 
that merit order is followed in power procurement.      

PAF of 76.5% due to lack of coal, whereas, TPCIL is declaring its 
Plant availability more than 90%. 

11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ఈ అంశమ  రవ ెలం ాణ ర  ప ల  ఉన . 

12 

 

ట  ంప  ప ాదనల , అంతరత ామర ం మ య  అదనప  పభ త  

సహ ారం  ఆ క ల ట  భ  ేయడం జర గ త ం . 
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13 

 

ంద దు  మం త  ాఖ జ  ే ిన ె ంప  క ట ా జం 

మ రదర ాలను TS స ంల  ాటసు .  దు  ను ల  

ఒప ందంల  ఉన  యం బంధనల ప ారం జన టరక  లట  ఆ   

ను అందుబ ట ల  ఉన  -ఫం  బ    ఆ రం ా జ  ేయడం 

జర గ త ం . 

14 

 

స ం ార  దు  ల  ంప  ప ాదనలను ఆ క ల ట  దృ ా  

సమ ంచడం జ ం . రవ క ష  ార  స ం ార  సమ ం న ఆ క 

వ య  సమగం ా ప లన ే  ిట  ఆర  జ  ేయడం జర గ త ం . 

15 

 

య జమ  ఎల ంట ి ా దు వ  అన ా కం  ా మ  వసూల  

ే  సంబం త ిబ ం   ౖచర ల  సుక ంట ర . 

ట  ార ర  ా ే SPM ంట ల  ఎట వంట ల ం  & అ ల ం  

ల  ె ంచక డద  సమ రం  టసు బ ర ల  SPM ంట ల  

ఏ ా ట  ేయడం జ ం . ఎవ  లబ  ల  అ  ే ా /సమ రం 

ఇవ  సంబం త AE,ADE/SPM & DE/MRT నంబ ల  పద ంచ 

బ . 
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16 

 

గ లష  ం.1 2014 ప ారం, గత APERC ార  జ  ే ిన లౖ ల , 

గ లట  ిజ , అ  గ లషను, రయ ల , ఉతర ల , ెలం ాణ 

ాష దు  యంతణ మండ  ఏ ా టౖన  నుం  ెలం ాణ ాషంల  

దు  వ వసల  గ ా మ లంద  వ సు మ ర  ేయ  వరక  ల  

త  జ  ేయ  వరక  అమల ల  ఉంట . త ా ాష యంతణ మండ  

జ  ే ిన గ లషను వ ా . 

ర మ య  పవన దు  ం ల  తప స  ం ల .  తప స  హ  

ారణం ా థర  దు  ం లను బ ం  ౌ  ేయ  ఉంట ం . RPPO 

బ ధ త ప  ేయ టక  స ంల  ాంప తర   ఇంధన వనర ల నుం  

దు  ను ను ల  ేయ  ఉంట ం . ఒక ళ ంద పభ త ం ే 

ర ం న గ ష RPPO బ ధ తను ప  ేయనట  ే  ె ం  

ఉంట ం . ౖన న  అం ాలను ప గణం  స ంల  సగట  దు  

ను ల  వ యం త ంచుటక  రంతరం కృ ి ేయడం జర గ త ం . 

17 

 

 

రవ క ష  ార  దు  ను ళ సం సుక న  ర ణ ల  ౖ వ  

ా  అనుమ ంచద   నడం జ ం . 
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18 

 

 
ం . ెలం ాణ ాషం ఏర నప డ  మ  31, 2014 వరక  దు  

వ వ ాయ స సుల    9,78,815 ఇప డ  2020-21 వరక  12,02,763. 

పభ త  ఆ ే ాను ారం వ వ ాయ రం ా  24  గంటల రంతర ఉ త 

దు  సరఫ ా ేసు మ .  లౖ  ట ి ం ల , బ ౌ ల  మ య  లౖ ల 

ర హణ ారణం ా అప డప డ  మ త  ఈ ాం క అంత ాయ ల  

ఏర డ త . లౖ ల ర హణ ే ినప డ  త లక  మ ందసు 

సమ రం ఇవ బడ త ం . లౖ  ట ి ం ల  మ య  బ ౌ ల  

త ంచ  సంస ప ే క ర హణ ార కమ ల  ఎప టకప డ  ేపటడం 

జర గ త ం . 

మ  ిబ ం  తరచూ వ వ ాయ ీడ  లను పర ంచడం జర గ త ం  

మ య  పర ణల  గం ా ా ై న ఇను లటర , ం  

ల డ త న  గల  ఉన ట  ే ాట  ఎప టకప డ  స ేయడం 

జర గ త ం . 

వ వ ాయ దు  క  ఇవ డం సం ఎట వంట సంబ ల  మ య  

దు  ప క ాల అవసరం లక  ే ంట  క  ఇవ డం జర గ త ం . 

ఒక ళ ట ర  య  స న సలం లక  ల  సంబ ల   

సమయంల  పంట ల ల  ఉండడం వలన దు  క  

ఇ లక త మ . ట ర  య  స న సలం ొ న ంట  

మ య   సంబ ల   య  పంట ల ల తల  అ న ంట   

సంస తరప న దు  క  ఇవ  అవసర న ప  ే  ి క  

ఇవ డం జర గ త ం . 
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వ వ ాయ దు  క న డ దలల  FIFO (ఫ -ఇ -ఫ -ఔ ) పద  

ాటసు మ . 

19 TSERC, Govt. and Process 

1. TSERC, to facilitate its work, should review the ARR document structure and 
content. Standardisation of ARR proposals will help in understanding the 
issues and challenges correctly. As part of this, it can consider focusing on 3-
year thumb rule, Balance sheet and establishing financial principles for ARRs 

2. The major regulatory functions of TSERC, like other ERCs, are licensing, setting 
tariffs, ensuring maintenance of service standards and promoting 
competition in the sector, and more coming from Electricity Act, 2003. 
However, TSERC is facing problems in performing its basic functions. A 
thorough review is needed. 

3. Political interference has adversely affected the quality of regulation. 
Decisions relating to tariffs and investment have been highly influenced by 
political interests. A review shows that the regulatory system in this sector 
lacks independence, accountability, transparency and stakeholder 
participation. A regulator needs independence from the government to 
discharge its functions in a free and transparent manner. This is possible, only 
when TSERC becomes more transparent, accessible and accountable, in its 
communications, processes and outputs. 

 

TS Discoms shall abide by the instructions given by the Hon’ble 
Commission. 
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4. There are no official consultative mechanisms between government and ERC 
to issue appropriate policy guidelines. Albeit, there are overlaps in the 
respective jurisdictions of the government and regulators. For example, ERCs 
are empowered to fix tariffs for end users but the government has not 
allowed them to determine tariff at their discretion. Consultative mechanisms 
should be put in place. 

5. An important aspect of regulatory independence is financial independence. 
Dependence on uncertain budgetary allocations reduces the independence 
of regulatory bodies. ERCs depend upon state exchequers for funds. The lack 
of financial independence also leads to problems relating to quality and 
capacity of personnel. As per Electricity Act, 2003, based on a verification 
process, TSERC should augment its financial resources, through other means, 
and not just depend on public exchequer. 

6. TSERC should cause deliberate actions to promote public participation in its 
regulatory functions. First and foremost is the language. Telugu language 
based documents would greatly enhance participation. All documents should 
be necessarily brought out in Telugu. 
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Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open Access 

Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by Sri Devulapalli Venkateshwar Rao, H.No.13-2-176, Devulapalli Sahithya Sadan, Warangal. 

SL. 
No. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 

1. 

Non-Tariff Income: the Licensees can explore the possibilities of increasing Non-
Tariff Income by 

(a) Collecting Royalty Payment yearly from the agencies using the distribution 
poles for their publicity and mainly from the cable agencies supplying T.V 
Channels to their consumers by giving connection erecting cables on 
electric distribution poles at all places.  

(b) The Licensees can also examine the Non-Tariff Income in the form of 
Royalty Payment from Municipalities and Corporations for using 
Distribution Poles (supports) for street-lighting purpose.  As the 
Municipalities and Corporations are collecting lighting CESS along with 
Property Tax.  

(c) Further, the Licensees can examine collecting Royalty Payment from 
Endowments Department as in the Endowment controlled temples 
exorbitant charges are being collected from devotes for every type of 
worship but the Licensees are charging CC charges under special 
concessional rate and from Wakf Board and Christian Missionaries 
maintaining Churches with Foreign Funds. 

 
a&b) Suggestion is noted. 

 

c) The subject doesnot pertain to Discom. 

2. 

Registration of applications for new connections: 
The mee-seva centers have been entrusted the work of Registration of 
applications for new connections.  The Centers are registering applications and 
collecting charges of Deposits and Development Charges basing o the load 
proposed by prospective consumer in the application.  In certain cases, the 
applications are being rejected basing on technical issues after forwarding to 
concerned distribution centers. 
The Licensees should give clear instructions to mee-seva centers not to collect 
deposits prior to approval of Technical Feasibility from concerned Distribution. 

TSNPDCL  facilitated  consumer  online  registration  of  new 
service  connetion  through  TSNPDCL  web  portal.  It has not 
tied-up with mee-seva centers for this matter. Further,  the 
reasons for rejection of   applications can be viewed   under 
L T  S e r v i c e  R e g i s t r a t i o n     “Application status" in 
the web portal and can also contact concerned field officers 
for further clarification. 

3. 
Examination of extension of power supply to Domestic Services up to two poles 
at Licenses cost: 
The Licensees should examine the aspect of extending power supply to Domestic 

Discoms  are  duly  adhering  to  the  regulations  that  are 
 

issued by the Hon’ble Commission in this regard. 
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Services up to 2 Pole extension to prospective consumer at Licensees Cost as the 
prospective consumer will become a permanent consumer of Licensee and with 
additional revenue for long period. 
If the entire cost of extension of poles and lines are being collected from 
prospective consumer (cost of poles, lines and labour for erection), the entire 
material will become the property of prospective consumer and will become 
owner and the Licensee cannot use the same lines for extending supply to any 
other than entire cost paid by prospective consumer.  If any, deviations may 
attract legal complications. 

4. 

Meter Readings: The Licensee may examine: 
Entrusting the contract of taking monthly readings to Retired Department Staff.  
Due to irregular meter readings and billing exorbitantly attracting many legal 
complications.  As the readings are being taken by uneducated personnel.  There 
is immediate necessary to revamp the billing system to avoid complications to 
consumers.   

Currently TS Discoms bills the consumers on a 30 days 

billing cycle.  

Metering     readings     are     captured     through     IRDA 
 

communication, and not entered manually 

5. 

Recording of M.D in Meters: 
There is a system created and option setup in new meters for recording M.D 
basing on consumption by consumer.  The Development Charges and ACDs are 
being calculated and intimated to consumer through monthly CC bills.  But, the 
consumers are not aware of the same and many complaints are being received.  
So consumer awareness should be created by establishing department staff 
effectively about their additional connected load than the sanctioned load. 

TS Discoms notes the suggestion given by the objector and 
would further work on creating the awareness about the 
current billing methodology to the consumers. 
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Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open Access 
Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by Sri E.Srinivasa Chary, Energy Conservation Mission, IEITSC Hyderabad. 

S.No. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 
1 Agriculture Tariff & related issues 

Agriculture in Telangana State is mostly depends on electricity run pump sets 
and lift irrigation schemes. The share of consumption by Agl sector is 38.16% 
as per actual consumption during FY 2021-21. Hence, it needs focused 
attention for betterment of discoms 

A) Estimation of agriculture consumption 

Both discoms have shown that, agricultural consumption for FY-2022-23 will 
fall on account of rise in Canal-based cultivation, owing full-fledged operations 
of the LI schemes The LI schemes consumption in TSSPDCL area rises by 190% 
(1830 to 5325 MU) and TSNPDCL area rises to 246%. (2452 to 8501 MU). Both 
discoms put together 3575 MU recorded during FY 2020-21. When we look at 
pervious consumption pattern of LI schemes with respect to their capacity, the 
figures shown are very high side, which is nothing but exaggeration. Discoms 
may obtain details like number of new LI schemes coming into operation with 
their capacities and hours of run from irrigation department and estimate the 
consumption in a scientific method instead of requesting commission for true-
up exercise later. 

In our view, owing to increase of irrigation lifts, individual motors may reduce 
along the canal for whom water flows by gravitation but, these water may not 
flow continuously in all seasons, moreover, while flowing the ground water 
table rises, hence, there is a scope for recharge of defunct bore wells and 
increase of new connections. Owing to abundant availability of water and 
motors backup farmers may prefer more area and 2 or 3 crops in a year. 
Further, history revealed that annual agricultural specific energy consumption 
of individual pump set per HP keeps increasing. Ultimately there is a scope for 
consumption rise or at the most stable but wouldn’t decrease in any case. 

TS Discoms would like to state that the assessment of agricultural 
consumption is done every month, as per the ISI methodology, 
approved by the Hon’ble Commission and the same are submitted 
to the Hon’ble TSERC. For this purpose, the sample for each 
capacity (i.e., kVA rating) is chosen using random sampling 
procedure. The consumption of each of these sample DTRs are 
measured each month. The average consumption per DTR is then 
estimated from the total consumption of all the sample DTRs in 
each circle. The average DTR consumption of each capacity of the 
DTR population is the basis for extrapolation of the agricultural 
consumption. 

TS Discoms are expecting that the sales of agriculture category 
will decrease with upcoming LIS Loads as these two are 
complementary things, i.e. Increase in LIS consumption would 
provide easy accessibility for water and help agriculture 
consumers to pump the water by consuming a lesser amount of 
energy. 

Projecting LIS sales consist of a high amount of unpredictability, 
availability of water is an important factor. However, LIS sales are 
projected by considering the current pumping stations loads on 
Krishna & Godavari river and any upcoming additional loads. 
These loads are further considered to be operating only at a 60% 
load factor. Thus, if all conditions work fine LIS loads would 
generate the projected LIS Sales consumption and would also 
affect the agriculture sales causing it to decrease marginally. 
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Hence, abnormal consumption projection on lift irrigation schemes and 
reduction of consumption on individual motors may be reviewed/ reconciled 
for factual determination of tariff and government subsidy. 

2 Replacement of energy efficient motors in agriculture sector. 

It is well known fact that, all most all motors running in agriculture sector are 
inferior, local made and inefficient causing 30 to 40% more consumption. 
Since electricity supply to agriculture is free, farmers are not interested to use 
energy efficient motors as these costs more. Any saving in energy under 
subsidized category is advantage to the discoms. As savings of energy not only 
reduces the expenditure on power purchase, but results indirect budget spent 
on distribution network, generating plants ultimately leads to reduction in 
carbon emissions. 

 Recognizing the fact, Hon’ble commission has directed to replace 10% existing 
agriculture pump sets with energy efficient every year, as stipulated in UDAY, 
MoU. But, no discom has taken up this matter on a plea that shortage of funds. 

Whereas there is opportunity for substantial savings on Agriculture pump sets, 
with ESCO companies Example: M/s. EESL as taken up such projects without 
upfront investment to discoms, 

Pilot projects were implemented at Maharastra, Karnataka, Rajasthan and 
states like AP, Uttar Pradesh have replaced 74,000 conventional pump sets 
with help of M/s EESL. 

TS Discoms are not in a position to comment on the inefficiency 
of the pumps used for agricultural purposes. However, TS 
Discoms notes the suggestion made by the objector to loop in 
ESCO companies to help improve the energy efficiency for 
agricultural pumps. 

3 INCENTIVES TO FARMERS FOR USING LESS ELECTRICITY 

Punjab State Power corporation limited (PSPCL) has introduced an innovative 
financial incentive scheme for the farmers in the name of “Paanibachao-
Paisakamao”. The concept of the scheme was, if a farmer consumes less 
energy than a particular pre-decided limit for the crop he or she will be 
incentivized. 

For example, the supply limit of a farmer is fixed at 1,000 units per month 
according to HP capacity of the pump set and if the farmer consumes 800 units 

TS  Discoms  are  already  providing  24/7  free  power  to  
agriculture consumers, in line with the Govt. of Telangana 
directives.  
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for the difference of 200 units less consumption an amount of Rs. 800 (at the 
rate of Rs 4 per unit) will be credited to farmer account. 

This scheme was taken up on pilot basis after conducting prior critical study 
and implemented to the farmers coming forward voluntarily for installation of 
meters and participation in the scheme. No charges or penalties in case of 
excess consumption. This type of schemes motivates the farmers to buy 
energy efficient pumps, avoiding of auto starters and practice or grow less 
water consuming dry crops which not only saves the energy but reduces the 
threat of depletion of groundwater levels in the area. Earlier, tariff orders Non-
DSM agriculture tariff exists. But as per policy of government supply was made 
free to all. Hence, in place of Non-DSM agriculture tariff an incentive scheme 
may be planned for the farmers following DSM measures so as to tap the 
saving potential in the sector. 

4 Implementation DSM measures and inspections 

In the above context, discoms shall strictly ensure DSM measures and meters 
for newly released services. Regular vigilance being conducted for metering 
services, but agriculture connections are neglected as the power supply is free. 
But intensive inspections are carried out on agricultural pump sets, 
unauthorized Agl connections, additional load auto starters will came to know, 
besides check on DSM measures followed by farmers, which will help to 
control consumption on Agl pump sets 

Instructions   issued   to   the   field   officers   to   release   
agriculture services  with  the  consumer  follows  DSM  measures  
such as ISI pump sets, frictionless footwall, capacitors, monoblock 
sets and HDPE/RPVC pipes. 

5 Electric vehicle charging Traiff 

 Electric vehicles are pollution free compared to IC engine based vehicles. In 
view of various advantages and the commitments at Cop-11, held at Paris, 
Electric vehicles in the country are being encouraged at Center and State level. 
EV sector is at budding stage and it is the future hope for power sector for 
betterment of their financial status. More purchases more will be the demand 
thus revenue to discoms. People need to be motivated for opting Electric 
Vehicle. 

The last tariff hike in the state was approved by the Hon’ble 
Commission in FY 2016-17. It has been five years now since the 
last tariff hike, but in the said duration, all the costs incurred by 
TS Discoms in terms of Power purchase cost, Transmission and 
Network cost etc. have increased significantly, leading to a 
constantly increasing revenue gap.  

Hence, TS Discoms believe that the proposed tariff hike is 
inevitable and justified to improve its financial condition and 
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 In the proposed tariff, rates are increased by Rs. 1 per unit. When we look at 
the previous or present financial year consumption in the EV category, 
TSNPDCL records nil and TSSPDCL records negligible i.e., about 2 MU. In the 
above context increase in tariff is absurd. 

 Hence, Hon’ble commission may examine tariff for supply of electricity to EV 
stations at average power purchase cost of Rs. 4.68 or continue present tariff 
as it is constant as an encouragement for new buyers. It is pertinent to 
mention here that companies like “Fortum” a private operator gave free of 
cost EV charging for one year to attract consumers. (Like Reliance Jio telecom 
at the beginning) 

 Installation of, EV charging stations are in slow rate to build confidence on 
availability among the new buyers abundant stations need to establish 
everywhere. 

Since, EV tariff is beneficial, discom’s may plan to establish charging stations 
at all 33/11 KV Sub-Stations, offices where assured power, place and 24/7 
manpower is available, which will boosts EV adoption in larger scale leading to 
additional income to the discoms. 

(Like petrol bunks run by IOCL, BPCL etc.,) 

Further use of EV within discom may be made mandatory so as to minimize 
the expenditures on officer travels, besides an example to public. 

In this regard Hon’ble commission may clarify provisions to run own EV 
stations by discoms. 

better customer serviceand accordingly request the Hon’ble 
Commission to approve the same after due regulatory 
proceedings. 

Under Telangana EV & ESS policy 2020-30, TS has already 
committed to to attract investments worth $ 4.0 Billion and 
create employment for 120,000 persons by year 2030; Generate 
demand for battery storage solutions by driving EV adoption 
incentives and supply side incentives for battery manufacturing; 
To proactively support creation of EV charging Infrastructure in 
the initial phase and eventually create market for commercially 
viable EV Charging business. 

In addition to above TS have provisions for huge demand side 
incentive, Charging infra. incentives and EV manufacturing 
incentives. 

Ministry of Power guidelines dated 14 Jan 2022, clause 7.1 quotes 
“ The tariff for supply of electricity to Public EV Charging Stations 
shall be a single part tariff and shall not exceed the "Average Cost 
of Supply" till 31st March, 2025”. TS Discoms want to state that 
the current proposed Energy changes for EVs category Rs. 
7.00/unit is less than the ACoS (Rs. 7.10/unit for TS Discoms).TS 
Discoms have proposed Fixed charge for this category on par with 
other categories. Also, other states in the country have also 
proposed fixed charges for EV category like Karnataka, Gujarat, 
MP, Haryana, Rajasthan, Maharashtra etc. 

Having said that, TS Discoms make note of the references shared 
by the objector on the tariffs for EV, and shall abide by the 
directions given by the Hon’ble Commission, as it deems fit. 
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6 Green power tariff for industrial and commercial consumers 

Reduction in use of fossil fuel is need of the hour to reduce the carbon 
emissions and healthy atmosphere for society. The State & Central 
government’s are striving for increasing renewable power generation to meet 
the growing demand with clean and safe green energy. 

Many states have started Green Power tariff long back and was available in 
TSDISCOMs during FY 2015-16. The reasons not known but was discontinued 
subsequent tariff orders. 

It is highly appreciable that, now few consumers are coming forward to use 
green power. Accordingly, discoms proposals for green power tariff for FY 
2022-23 is INR 2 per KWH over and above the retail supply tariff for the 
commercial and industrial, which is found to be discouraging. 

In the tariff proposal discom’s said that tariff for green power is arrived in the 
lines of MERC order dated 22.03.2021. In such case 50% of the difference 
between the cost of RE 

& Non-RE sources worked out to be INR 1.685 per unit (3.37x0.5). When we 
look at Karnataka Green tariff is Rs. 0.50 per KWH over and above existing 
tariff and in case of AP it was flat Rs. 12.25 per KWH, no demand or fixed 
charges. 

Presently, green power is available at lowest price below Rs. 3 per unit against 
earlier purchase cost of about Rs. 10 per unit Recently commission has 
ordered green power tariff for excess over generation by individual consumer 
supplying to discom at Rs.4.32 per unit whereas consumers coming forward 
for green power is charged high. However, considering the back down costs of 
thermal power, it can be increased, but may be limited to Rs. 1 to 1.685 per 
unit over and above the existing tariff. Since fixed/Demand charges 
compulsory for the consumers. 

TS Discoms have done a detailed study to capture the existing 
green tariff models in India, namely Maharashtra, Karnataka, AP 
and Gujarat, and analysed the basis of levying such charge, if 
available. 

 TS Discoms have proposed the Green Tariff for Telangana, in line 
with the methodology followed by MERC in its order dated 
22.03.2021, to arrive at the additional premimum of INR 
2.00/kWh, over and above the existing retail tariffs of the C&I 
consumers. 

  

TS Discoms would like to clarify that such charge was arrived at by 
considering only 50% of the difference of the cost of RE sources 
and the non-RE sources (variable part). 

TS Discoms are expected to face various RE integration issues, 
when they procure RE beyond their RPO targets. RE being given 
the Must-Run status, is scheduled despite leading to backing 
down of conventional generators and payment of higher fixed 
charges. Sometimes, Discoms are forced to sell power at cheaper 
rate to ensure Must Run status of RE. Also, the variability and 
unpredictability of RE generation contributes to deviations 
leading to payment of penalties for violation of operating limits, 
under the state’s Deviation Settlement Regulations. 

Also, it is pertinent to mention here that the TS Discoms are most 
suitably placed to meet the 100% RE procurement objective of the 
interested consumers and the below challenges need not be faced 
by consumers - 
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In the above context, Hon’ble commission may examine the green power tariff 
in the larger interest of the society and the Nation. 

Further, it is not specified, whether a consumer can opt any share (partial) of 
their consumption under green power tariff or not. It is also requested 
minimum period for opting or with drawing green power tariff shall be 
specified so as to motivate many consumers for this concept. 

●       Imbalance se lement charges – No additional cost of storage 
solutions which will have to make such RE procurement RTC 
power and consumable 

●       Banking and consequent charges which will impact the RE 
capacity to be sourced 

●       Easy and quick scale up of energy requirement by consumer 
when sourcing RE from Discom 

●       No development related risks and costs to the consumers 

Having said that, TS Discoms shall abide by the instructions given 
by the Hon’ble Commission, if it deems fit to revise the charge. 

7 33KV OR 11KV LINE LOSSES 

It is the most important aspect of the discoms need to concentrate. Though 
the line losses are less compared to many other states and the nation’s 
average but need to strive hard to reduce bearest worlds minimum as low as 
4 to 5% which is far away from our present status. 

Discoms are stating that, regular energy audit being done at corporate office 
level and measures like erection of new 33/11 KV substations, 33KV, 11KV 
lines and capacitor banks are installed at overloaded feeders. 

Recent 11KV feeder wise energy audit put on public domain revealed that the 
individual feeder losses are varying from 5% to 35% especially in the same area 
and consumer mix, the variations are abnormal, that means there is a specific 
problem in the area like rampant theft, metering issues etc, special task force 
with police personal shall be formed to handle problematic areas. Particularly 
colonies in rural areas, Slums, sensitive areas in towns these problems are 
much. In such areas Distribution Transformer wise energy audit shall be 
conducted to know the pit falls. However, Discoms shall come out with 
concrete plan to curb or minimize the commercial losses to same level in the 

Following steps taken for reduction of losses : 
 Energy audit is brought online and losses are being 

calculated on monthly basis. Energy audit of all EHT 
services is being done through online. Similarly, Energy 
audit is being done Jurisdiction wise for effective 
monitoring. 

 
 Identification of high loss feeders is done for attending 

exceptional, booking of theft cases, replacement of old 
Mechanical meters, segregation of overloaded 11KV 
feeders etc. 

 
 Every month intensive inspections  are  being  conducted  

by 
 operation wings and DPE wing to minimize the theft / 

Direct Tapping/ Unauthorized usage of power supply to 
reduce the losses. 
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same town.  It was noticed from the M/S CESS, tariff Appendix 3 form 3.2 that 
11 KV line loss are increased in the year 2021-22 from 9.9 to 10.8, whereas 
shown less for FY-2022 to 23. without mentioning action plans to reduce. 

 To   improve   the   billing   and   to   minimize   the   losses   
the monthly targets are fixed to replace the non IR 
port meters with  IR/IRDA  port  meters  in  this  regard  
strict  instructions are issued ot officer concerned to take 
action accordingly. 

 
 Regular  maintenance  of  feeders  and  LT  lines,  DTRs  

and RMUs etc are being carried out for minimizing of 
breakdowns and  interruptions  to  minimize  the  losses  
and  improve  the sales. 

 
 Erection of new sub stations to provide reliable and 

quality of power supply to the consumers, and reduction 
of technical losses. 

 
 

 Discount tariff or incentives for Energy efficient projects 

Many organizations, including government bodies are planning for energy 
efficient projects to reduce their power consumption thus expenses on bills. 
Energy efficient projects taken up by the Commercial and Industrial consumers 
may affect the revenue, hence Discoms may not show interest. But this type 
of projects need to be encouraged in the larger interest of nation and as for 
BEE guidelines in line with the Energy conservation act-2003. As such some 
discount in tariff or incentives are given to the consumers implemented 
proven energy efficient projects. Which, not only helps the EE projects more 
viable and also motivates the other consumers. For example, MuDSM, 
programs like energy efficient street light projects being implemented in 
Municipalities &Grama panchayats. 

Loss of revenue to Discoms due to implementation of energy efficient projects 
need to be compensated elsewhere. 

TSNPDCL shall abide by the orders of Hon’ble TSERC & Govt. of 
Telangana. 

8 TIME OF THE DAY TARIFF Suggestion is noted. 
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   Owing to non-availability of all categories of the power generation round the 
clock but demand varies abnormally in the morning and evening peak hours, 
for management of grid TOD tariff is being implemented in HT category. 
However, owing to increased penetration of renewable power like Solar, 
which is only available in the day time, grid management becoming difficulties 
are increasing. But as a policy RE power is being encouraged. 

To handle the problem ToD tariff need to be extend for LT categories also. 
From the available data the maximum demand in LT industrial and commercial 
consumer put together is in the considerable range of several 1000 MVA’s. 
Discoms shall workout on TOD tariff for high consumption industries and 
commercial consumers Hence, if TOD tariff is imposed, discoms can maintain 
peak load easily, besides getting additional revenue. 

9 AADHAR CARD LINKAGE TO CONSUMER SERVICES 

Primarly all public or private organizations are collecting Aadhar card for 
details for any service. Example: Telecom sector, LPG cylinder, Banking Income 
tax etc., 

If Discom updates consumer details by linking Aadhar card number of 
connections on single person are known, data will be most useful for 
identification of persons in case of default of bill payments which will reduce 
or the eliminate debts of consumers. 

TS Discoms notes the suggestion given by the objector to link 
Aadhar card with Consumer services. 

10 SMART METERS: 

Installation of smart meters will help discoms for effective monitoring of 
consumptions and revenue, so as to reduce the AT&C losses. Presently smart 
(prepaid) meters are being installed for government services spread over 
entire Telangana, some places communication becoming a problem and 
obligatory to disconnect government public servicing organization. Hence, for 
effective utilization, performance evaluation, the smart meters need to be 
installed at the cities and towns for high value or consumption consumers in 
particular for Industrial and commercial consumers. All new connections at 
cities may be given with prepaid meters only. Further, consumers shall be 

TS Discoms are preparing a scheme for installation of smart 
meters in a phased manner. 
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allowed to procure prepared meters from the open market at their own cost, 
later these amount can be returned on installment basis through power 
consumption bills. So, that initial expenditure burden on discoms is relived. 

11 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER AT DISCOM LEVEL. 

Research and development is a priority focus area in the power sector with 
the a mission for providing affordable quality power to each strata of the 
society as mentioned in the Ministry of power website. 

Regular researches need to be conducted to develop better systems and 
adopting worldwide latest technologies in the field of power distribution. At 
national level under Ministry of power autonomous bodies like Central power 
research institute (CPRI), NTPC energy technology research alliance(NETRA) 
are exists. Similarly, at least an in house exclusive R&D center need to be 
established at Discom level. It is needness to mention here that the 
expenditure incurred for maintenance of R&D is exempted from taxes. VIII). 
Finally we respectfully submit to the honorable commission that, our only 
intention is to encourage the renewable energy, use of energy efficient 
equipment or appliances and conservative methods to save energy, by making 
involvement of everyone in the nation’s good cause of protecting 
environment. 

Suggestion is noted. 
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Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open 
Access Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by Sri I.Gopinath, South Indian Cement Manufacturers’ Association, 3rd Floor, 36th Square, Plot no. 481, 

Road no.36, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad-500034 & Sri Anil Agarwal, Sr Vice President,FTCCI, Federation House, Federation Marg, 11-6-841, Red Hills, 
Hyderabad - 500004 

S.No. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 
1 STATEMENT OF OBJECTIONS 

The Distribution Licensees namely Southern Power Distribution Company of Telangana 
Limited and Northern Power Distribution Company of Telangana Limited (hereinafter 
referred to as the ‘Discoms’ or ‘TS Discoms’ or ‘Petitioners’ or ‘distribution companies’ or 
‘Licensees’) have filed the Petitions for the determination of the Aggregate Revenue 
Requirement (ARR) for the Retail Supply Business for the year FY 2022-23 in accordance 
with the erstwhile Andhra Pradesh Electricity Regulatory Commission (Terms and 
Conditions for Determination of Tariff for Wheeling and Retail Sale of Electricity) 
Regulation No.4 of 2005 and its First Amendment notified in 2014 namely Regulation No. 
1 of 2014 (hereinafter collectively referred to as ‘Tariff Regulations’).  
The Objector also prays that it may be permitted to make additional submissions specific 
to these Petitions, in the Public Hearings as per the Public Hearing schedule announced 
by this Hon’ble Commission.  
The brief facts, propositions, analysis, grounds and point wise objections to the Petitions 
are narrated herein below: 

 
No Comments 

2 DELAY IN FILING THE RST PROPOSAL FOR FY 2022-23  

 2  DELAY IN FILING THE RST PROPOSAL FOR FY 2022-23   

i. As per regulation 4 of 2005 (Terms and Conditions for Determination of Tariff for 
Wheeling and Retail Sale of Electricity), the distribution licensees were to file their ARR 
and tariff proposals for FY 2022-23 on or before 30.11.2021, so as to make available to the 
Commission, the statutory time of 120 days for determination of Tariff for FY 2022-23 
commencing 01.04. 2022.  

ii. The relevant extract is as follows:  

TS Discoms would like to state that they have been 
filing the ARR petitions, on an annual basis, before the 
Hon’ble Commission (TSERC) until FY 2018-19. From FY 
2019-20 onwards, the Discoms have not filed the ARR 
petitions before the Hon’ble TSERC, due to the 
following reasons –  
Enforcement of Model Code of Conduct in the State of 
Telangana in view of elections for Telangana 
Assembly. 
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“6 FILING PROCEDURE  

6.I Every Distribution Licensee shall file for each of its licensed business an application for 
approval of its Aggregate Revenue Requirement (ARR) for each year of the Control Period, 
not less than 120 days before the commencement of the first year of the Control Period. 
This filing shall be in such form and in such manner as specified and in accordance with 
the Guidelines issued by the Commission. The Distribution Licensees may file such 
applications for ARR of the first Control Period within a period not less than 90 days before 
the commencement of the Control Period.”  

iii. However, both Licensees had prayed to the Hon’ble Commission to allow the 
licensees to file Tariff Proposals at a later date.  

iv. The Hon’ble Commission vide its letter Lr. No. L-1/8 – B/Secy/JDLAW01/D.No. 
572/2021 dated 02.12.2021, has directed both licensees to file the proposed tariffs within 
a period of seven days from the date of receipt of the letter.  

v. Further, the Hon’ble Commission, through its Notice O.P. (SR) No. 79 of 2021 dated 
14.12.2021, called for hearing of admission of the Aggregate Revenue Requirement for 
Retail Supply Business for FY 2022-23. And during the course of the hearing, the Hon’ble 
Commission orally directed both Licensees to file its Retail Supply Tariff proposal for FY 
2022-23 on or before 27.12.2021.  

vi. Subsequently, the Retail Supply Tariff proposals for FY 2022-23 have been filed on 
27.12.2021 by both Licensees.  

vii. The reason submitted by the Licensees for the delay is the enforcement of Model 
Code of Conduct in view of the Biennial elections of Telangana Legislative Council Seats.  

viii. The Objector would like to bring to the notice of the Hon’ble Commission that the 
Licensees have displayed a consistent delay in filing Retail supply Petitions from the period 
2018-19 to 2020-21, subsequently seeking of extension of the previous tariff order for the 
ensuing year by the Hon’ble Commission. The Interlocutory Applications filed by the TS 
Discoms and Hon’ble Commission’s Orders regarding the application for extension of tariff 
has been summarised below in the table: 

Hon’ble TSERC was not operational from 9th Jan 2019, 
after the Chairman of Hon’ble TSERC demitted office 
after attaining the age of 65 years.  
Enforcement of Model Code of Conduct in the State of 
Telangana from 10.03.2019 till 23.05.2019 (Lok Sabha 
election).  
Pending information from ICAD department on Lift 
Irrigation (LI) schemes.  
Issuance of model code of conduct for the Municipal 
elections from 23.12.2019 to 25.01.2020  
Further extension in view of preparation of tariff 
proposals in accordance to the MoP 
recommendations on Tariff Rationalisation process. 
Due to imposition of Lockdown in the State by GoTS 
due to spread of pandemic COVID-19, which impacted 
the consumption of electricity by various sectors, the 
licensees intended to file ARR duly including the 
impact of lockdown due to COVID-19 pandemic. 
Enforcement of Model Code of Conduct from 17th Nov 
2020 to 4th Dec 2020 in view of GHMC elections.  
Certain unavoidable circumstances viz; uncertainty in 
commissioning of the LI pumps and delay in receipt of 
information of power availability and cost there on 
from Central Generating Stations, which have 
significant impact on the demand projections and 
overall ARR respectively. 
 
However, ARR for 2019-20, 2020-21, 2021-22 was 
submitted before TSERC on March 31, 2021, which 
was not admitted by the Hon’ble Commission due to 
non-submission of tariff proposals by the TS Discoms.  
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Interlocutory Applications Filed by TS DISCOMS for Extension: 

FY  O. P. Nos.  
I.A.s filed by TS Discoms  Commission Approval Order  

2019-20  
21 & 22 of 2017  

I.A. No. 8 of 2020  Dated 20.03.2020  

2020-21  
21 & 22 of 2017  

I.A. No. 8 of 2020  Dated 20.03.2021  

2021-22  
21 & 22 of 2017  

I.A. No. 4 of 2021  Dated 27.03.2021  

ix. The relevant orders have been attached herewith as Annexure-A.  

x. The Objector prays that the Hon’ble Commission may reprimand and penalise the 
Petitioners for failing at filing its Tariff Petitions on time for the past 4 years. 

 

TS Discoms have been seeking timely extension on 
tariff filing, from the Hon’ble Commission on the 
grounds mentioned above.  
Hence, TS Discoms request the Hon’ble Commission to 
allow this delay as an on-time exception, and not 
impose any penalty for the same. 
 

3 LACK OF TRUE-UP FILINGS  

xi. As per the applicable Regulation 1 of 2014 dt. 07.03. 2014, the true up variation 
over the past years should be adjusted in the final ARR of the ensuing year in order to 
reduce the burden on consumer.  

xii. The Relevant Extract has been reproduced below:  

TS Discoms have already submitted the Distribution 
true up claims for 1st, 2nd and 3rd control period 
along with the APR filing for FY2019-20. TS Discoms 
have also filed the APR for 2020-21 on 31 December 
2021. 
TS Discoms have already finalized the power purchase 
true up claim for RSB for 2016-17 to 2018-19 and 
currently drafting the same for 2019-20, 2020-21 & 
2021-22 (prov.). TS Discoms would be submitting all 
their RSB true up claims shortly to the Hon’ble 
Commission. 
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xiii. It is submitted that the Annual Audited Accounts of TSPPDCL and TSNPDCL up to 
FY 2020-21 have been issued.  

xiv. Despite this, the Petitioners have failed to file true up for the past years. It is prayed 
that the Hon’ble Commission may direct the Petitioners file such trueup petitions so that 
any refund on account of true-up may be realized by the consumers. 

4 ABSENCE OF CONSOLIDATED WORKING EXCEL MODEL 

The Licensees have not provided the consolidated working excel model along with the 
tariff Petitions and the additional information submitted, the absence of which, hinders 
the process of stakeholder commentary as well as prudence check process of the Hon’ble 
Commission. 

As part of the Additional Information requested by the 
Hon’ble Commission, TS Discoms have submitted the 
working models for the Power Purchase Cost, Sales 
and CSS computations, before the Hon’ble 
Commission.  
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As part of the abovementioned submissions, TS 
Discoms have also submitted the supported 
documents for Revenue and COS computations. 
These submissions are in addition to the detailed RSF 
formats already submitted as part of the ARR and FPT 
petitions for FY 2022-23. 

5 AVERAGE COST OF SUPPLY (2018-19 VS 2022-23) 

xvi. In the instant Petitions, Licensees have projected a significantly higher average 
cost of service than the approved in last Retail Supply order for the FY 2018-19. Using the 
same, the Objector has compiled the charts that depicts the pattern for Average Cost of 
Supply (ACoS) claimed against that approved by Hon’ble Commission in the FY 2018-19 
and also the provisional data for FY 2022-23.  

 

   

xvii. It is humbly pointed out from the charts that Licensees have projected an increase 
of around 17-21 % in the Average Cost of Supply (ACoS) for FY 2022-23 over the approved 
figure for FY 2018-19 respectively.  

xviii. Furthermore, the ACoS claimed by the Andhra Pradesh Discoms for FY 202223 in 
their Retail Tariff Petitions is 27 paise lesser than that claimed by Telangana Discoms. 

TS Discoms would like to mention that the comparison 
of ACOS between the approved figures for FY 2018-19 
and projected figures for FY 2022-23, may not be 
appropriate. 
The variations between the actual and approved 
ACOS, shall be dealt by the Hon’ble Commission, 
during the true-up exercise for the relevant year. 
 
It is to be clarified that the actual ACOS for the 
Telangana Discoms combined is INR 7.04/kWh in FY 
2018-19. This indicates that the projected ACOS for FY 
2022-23 of INR 7.09/kWh, is expected to increase only 
at a 0.2% CAGR rate, when compared to FY 2018-19. 
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6 AGGREGATE REVENUE REQUIREMENT (ARR) CLAIMED BY TELANGANA DISCOMS FOR FY 
2022-23 

The TSSPDCL and TSNPDCL has projected an Annual Revenue Requirement of Rs. 
34,870.18 Crores and Rs. 18,183.37 Crores respectively for FY 202223. The ARR along with 
its treatment proposed by the TSSPDCL and TSNPDCL is provided in the table below:  

ARR CLAIMED BY PETITIONERS FOR FY 2022-23              

                                                                                                (All figures in Rs. Crores) 

Particulars  TSSPDCL  TSNPDCL  TOTAL  

Transmission Cost  2,383.64  1,005.43  3,389.07  

SLDC Cost  31.67  13.23  44.90  

Distribution Cost  4,670.72  3,601.25  8,271.97  

PGCIL & ULDC Expenses  1,160.55  484.45  1,645.00  

Network and SLDC Cost (A)  8,246.58  5,104.36  13,350.94  

Power Purchase / Procurement Cost  26,411.20  13,003.88  39,415.08  

Interest on Consumer Security Deposits  174.75  49.09  223.84  

Supply Margin in Retail Supply Business  37.65  26.04  63.69  

Other Costs if any  -  -  -  

Supply Cost (B)  26,623.60  13,079.01  39,702.61  

Aggregate Revenue Requirement (A+B)  
34,870.18  18,183.37  53,053.55  

Non-Tariff Income  33.10  29.41  62.51  

Net Revenue Requirement  34,837.08  18,153.96  52,991.04  

Total Revenue        

Revenue at Existing Tariffs (without considering 
the Government subsidy u/s 65 of the Electricity 
Act, 2003)  25,708.48  10,702.76  36,411.24  

Revenue Deficit(-)/Surplus(+) at Current Tariffs  
-9,128.60  -7,451.20  -16,579.80  

 
No Comments 
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Government Subsidy u/s 65 of the Electricity Act, 
2003  1,397.50  4,254.15  5,651.65  

Net gap – Deficit(-)/Surplus(+)  -7,731.10  -3,197.05  -10,928.15 

 
xx. The Objections in respect of the ARR projected by the Petitioners for FY 2022-23 are 
summarised below: 

                

 
7 POWER PURCHASE COST 

A. TSGENCO Thermal Power Stations:  

xxi. From Annexure – XX of TSSPDCL’s Reply to Additional Information on Aggregate 
Revenue Requirement & Tariff Proposals for FY 2022-23, it can be observed that the actual 
Plant Availability Factor (PAF) of TSGENCO Stations have mostly been above 80% in the last 
five years. However, the generation in FY 2022-23 has been projected at or less than 80% in 
respect of KTPS D and RTS B Stations (Average PAF was 90.40% for KTPS D and 84.17% for 
RTS B in previous five years):  

 

 

   

Availability (MU) projections for all TSGENCO Thermal 
plants are shown at their Normative PLF’s as per their 
respective PPA’s considering plant overhaul planning. 
Projections of TSGENCO plants at 85% PLF as per CERC 
Tariff Regulation 2019 is not correct as TSDISCOMs 
would schedule power and make payments as per 
respective PPA Terms & conditions and TSERC 
Regulation 1 of 2019.  

As per TSERC Regulation 1 of 2019, Normative PLF for 
KTPS –V & RTS B Stations is 80% and 75 % 
respectively. 
The Fixed Charges for TSGENCO stations are 
determined by Hon’ble TSERC in consideration of the 
Depreciation on Capital cost, Interest on loan, Return 
on equity, O&M expenses which changes year on year. 
TSGENCO has filed Multi Year Tariff (MYT) for 2019- 
2024 for determination of Generation Tariff for which 
Order is yet to be issued by Hon’ble TSERC. Hence 
Fixed charges projections made by TSDISCOMs are 
provisional. However, TSDISCOMs will pay Fixed 
charges as per Order of TSERC only. 
TSDISCOMS will admit the Fixed Charges as per the 
approval of TSERC only. 
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xxii. In light of the same, the projected PAF in FY 2022-23 ought to considered at 85% 
instead of 80% for the TSGENCO plants, which is the norm set by the CERC Tariff Regulations, 
2019.  

xxiii. TSSPDCL in the Sheet titled PP Assumptions in Annexure XI to its Reply to Additional 
Information on Aggregate Revenue Requirement & Tariff Proposals for FY 2022-23, has 
submitted that it has considered Fixed Cost as per AprAug (as per actuals), Sept-Mar (as per 
TSGENCO projections) for KTPS D, KTPS Stage VI, RTS B, Kakatiya TPP Stage II Stations and 
KTPS VII.  

 

 

 

 

xxiv. It is submitted that the Fixed Charges ought to be limited, considering the Fixed 
Charges as approved by the Hon’ble Commission in its latest TSGENCO Tariff Order instead 
of the escalations/projections made by the Petitioner. The latest TSGENCO Tariff Order was 
issued on 05.06.2017 and the Fixed Charges approved for FY 2018-19 ought to be considered 
in the absence of any GENCO Order approved for FY 2022-23. This approach is upheld by the 
CERC Generation Tariff Regulations, 2019. The relevant extract is reproduced below:  

“10. Determination of tariff  

(4) In case of the existing projects, the generating company or the transmission licensee, as 
the case may be, shall continue to bill the beneficiaries or the long term customers at the 
capacity charges or the transmission charges respectively as approved by the Commission 
and applicable as on 31.3.2019 for the period starting from 1.4.2019 till approval of final 
capacity charges or transmission charges by the Commission in accordance with these 
regulations:  

Provided that the billing for energy charges w.e.f. 1.4.2019 shall be as per the operational 
norms specified in these regulations.”  

All the Power Purchase Agreements are being 
entered with Generators/Developers by TSDISCOMs 
after taking Hon’ble TSERC approval issued after 
Public hearings. 

The landed cost of fuel in respect of TSGENCO 
stations is being arrived on the following: 

(a) Coal is being procured from M/s SCCL, a Govt. 
entity, and its cost is being paid as per the price 
notifications of M/s SCCL. 

(b) Oil is being procured from central public sector 
undertakings viz. HPCL, IOCL & BPCL and the oil rates 
being paid prevailing on the date of supply. 

(c) The transportation charges of the fuel by rail are 
as per the rate circular issued by Ministry of Railways. 

From, October 2021 onwards, the Coal prices in India 
have increased, the same has been considered in ARR 
Filings. 

In respect of BTPS, the period of construction of plant, 
FGD cost, Capacity of the unit, GST and Covid impact 
etc led to increase in the cost of the plant. 
 
Other costs are inclusive of Cost of water, IT initiatives, 
Hydel secondary charges, Thermal incentives and 
Medical & Welfare Expenses etc. 
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xxv. It can be observed from the following table that the Petitioners have deviated from 
this approach:  

Station  

Fixed Cost approved in  
TSGENCO Tariff Order 
dt. 05.06.2017 (page no. 53)  

Fixed Cost as per claimed by  
Petitioner  

INR Crore  INR Crore  

TSGENCO Thermal      

KTPS D  286.27  392.05  

KTPS Stage VI  514.04  518.11  

RTS B  54.49  122.09  

Kakatiya Thermal Power  
Plant Stage II  757.70  847.17  

KTPS VII  622.22*  1,178.66  

 
*Note: The Hon’ble TSERC had approved AFC for KTPS VII as Rs. 311.11 Crores for FY 2018-
19 at page 75 of the TS Discoms Retail Supply Order dated 27.03.2018 for FY 2018-19. It is 
submitted that the Hon’ble Commission had approved this number considering 6 months’ 
availability for KTPS VII. Since the instant filings consider an availability of one year, the 
Objector has taken AFC for KTPS VII as twice of Rs. 311.11 Crores, which is Rs. 622.22 Crores.  

xxvi. Further, in the case of BTPS Unit 1-4 (7361.10 MU), it can be observed that the 
Petitioners have claimed an arbitrary increase of more than 10% in the variable charges as 
per actuals of FY 2020-21 and Fixed Charges considered for the months of operation after 
CoD. In this regard, it is pointed out that the Petitioners have not provided any data as to 
why such hike has been claimed in variable charges. Furthermore, last coal price hike for 
domestic coal, by Coal India Ltd. was in 2018. In view of the same, the escalation considered 
by them is not tenable and ought to be disallowed.  

xxvii. The Petitioner has claimed Rs. 40 Crores towards Other Costs without any 
justification or supporting documentation. The same ought to be disallowed.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
TS Discoms request the objector to refer only to the 
active sheets in the Annexure XI file. The sheet titled 
“PP assumptions” in the aforementioned file, is a 
hidden inactive sheet and doesn’t carry any 
significance to the present context.  
TS Discoms have elaborated in detail, the basis of 
projections for power purchase quantum and cost, in 
the RSB ARR write-ups submitted to the Hon’ble 
Commission for FY 2022-23. The objector is requested 
to refer to the same for the assumptions considered 
for power purchase related projections. 
 
 
TS Discoms have gone through the computations done 
by the objector in the Annexure B. 

TS Discoms are unclear on why the objector has 
considered the same energy dispatch, as projected by 
the TS Discoms, even after considering the revised 
energy availability. 

TS Discoms have already responded to the rationale 
behind considering the energy availability and FC, VC 
projections for FY 2022-23, in the above sections.  

TS Discoms would request the Hon’ble Commission to 
consider the projections shared by Discoms, 
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xxviii. In accordance to the above objections, the Objector has proposed a cumulative 
disallowance of Rs. 1156.64 Crores pertaining to power procured from TSGENCO Thermal 
Stations.  

xxix. The detailed computations have been attached herewith as Annexure-B. 

considering the justifications shared on the same. 
 

B) B. TSGENCO Hydel Power Stations:  

xxx. From the Sheet titled PPC act in Annexure XI to its Reply to Additional Information 
on Aggregate Revenue Requirement & Tariff Proposals for FY  

2022-23, TSSPDCL has recorded that the Estimated Energy Availability and Energy Despatch 
from Hydel Power Stations is 4921 MUs for FY 2021-22, while for FY 2022-23, the same has 
been projected as 4000 MUs. There is no rationale provided by the Petitioner for estimating 
a fall in the energy despatch by 921 MUs for FY 2022-23.  

xxxi. Further, it is observed that despite projecting a fall in the energy despatch of the 
Hydel Stations, the Petitioners have proposed an increase in Fixed Charges by Rs. 170.83 
Crores. There is no Tariff Order that mandates such increase in Fixed Cost as projected by 
the Petitioner.  

xxxii. The availability from hydro stations has been estimated at 4921 MUs in the 
Objector’s assessment scenario. Such increase of 921 MUs would offset expensive power 
procurement (explained later).  

xxxiii. In accordance to the above objections, the Objector has proposed a cumulative 
disallowance of Rs. 170.83 Crores pertaining to power procured from TSGENCO Hydel 
Stations.  

xxxiv. The detailed computations have been attached herewith as Annexure-C. 

Reply to xxx & xxxii 
TS Discoms have considered the energy availabilities 
for FY 2022-23, as per the projections shared by the 
respective generating stations.  
TS Discoms would like to state that the hydro 
availability of 4,921 MU in FY 2021-22, is 
predominantly due to a record high hydro generation 
of 3,074 MU in H1 FY 2021-22, which can be attributed 
to a good monsoon season in H1 FY 2021-22.  
It is to be noted that the Hydro generation was 3,424 
MU only in the FY 2020-21 and such seasonal 
conditions in FY 2021-22 can’t be considered as a norm 
and used for the estimates for FY 2022-23. Hence, a 
moderated reduction over FY 2021-22, has been 
considered for Hydro availability in FY 2022-23. 
Reply to xxxi 
Fixed charges are payable to Hydel Stations irrespective of 
Energy.  
However, TSDISCOMs will pay Fixed Charges to 
TSGENCO as per TSERC Order only.  
Reply to xxxiii & xxxiv 
TS Discoms have gone through the computations done 
by the objector in the Annexure C. 
TS Discoms have already responded to the rationale 
behind considering the energy availability and FC 
projections for FY 2022-23, in the above sections.  
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TS Discoms would request the Hon’ble Commission to 
consider the projections shared by Discoms, 
considering the justifications shared on the same. 

C) Central Generation Stations:  

xxxv. TSSPDCL, in the Sheet titled PP Assumptions in Annexure XI to its Reply to Additional 
Information on Aggregate Revenue Requirement & Tariff Proposals for FY 2022-23, has 
submitted that it has considered Fixed Cost as follows:  

NTPC (SR) - I & II, NTPC (SR) Stage III, Talcher Stage 2 and NPTC Simhadri Stage I: Apr-Aug (as 
per actuals), Sept-Mar - FY 19 FC (as per  

CERC Tariff Order) escalated by growth rate (FY 19 vs FY 18)   

xxxvi. It is submitted that the Fixed Charges ought to be limited, considering the Fixed 
Charges as approved by the Hon’ble CERC in its latest Tariff Orders instead of the escalations 
made by the Petitioner. It is to be noted that the Fixed Charges approved for FY 2018-19 
ought to be considered in the absence of any CERC Order approved for FY 2022-23. This 
approach is upheld by the CERC Generation Tariff Regulations, 2019. The relevant extract is 
reproduced below:  

“10. Determination of tariff  

(4) In case of the existing projects, the generating company or the transmission licensee, as 
the case may be, shall continue to bill the beneficiaries or the long term customers at the 
capacity charges or the transmission charges respectively as approved by the Commission 
and applicable as on 31.3.2019 for the period starting from 1.4.2019 till approval of final 
capacity charges or transmission charges by the Commission in accordance with these 
regulations:  

Provided that the billing for energy charges w.e.f. 1.4.2019 shall be as per the operational 
norms specified in these regulations.”  

xxxvii. It can be observed from the following tables that the Petitioners have deviated from 
this approach: 

Station  Fixed Cost approved in 
Tariff Order  Source  

Reply to xxxv, xxxvi & xxxvii 
TS Discoms request the objector to refer only to the 
active sheets in the Annexure XI file. The sheet titled 
“PP assumptions” in the aforementioned file, is a 
hidden inactive sheet and doesn’t carry any 
significance to the present context.  
TS Discoms have elaborated in detail, the basis of 
projections for power purchase quantum and cost, in 
the RSB ARR write-ups submitted to the Hon’ble 
Commission for FY 2022-23. The objector is requested 
to refer to the same for the assumptions considered 
for power purchase related projections. 
 
As mentioned in the RSB write-up, in the absence of 
CERC Tariff Orders for the CGS stations for H2 FY 2021-
22 and FY 2022-23, the licensee has considered the 
actual fixed costs paid in H1 FY 2021-22 to arrive at the 
fixed costs for H2 FY 2021-22. The projections for FY 
2022-23, have been considered in line with the arrived 
projections for FY 2021-22. 
 
TS Discoms would request the Hon’ble Commission to 
consider the projections shared by Discoms, 
considering the justifications shared on the same. 
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(INR Crore)  

NTPC (SR) - I & II  1,061.23  Page No. 36 of CERC Order dated 24.01.2017 in Petition 
No. 92/GT/2014  

NTPC (SR) Stage III  290.82  

Page No. 41 of CERC Order dated 17.11.2021 in 
Petition No. PetitionNo:  

444/GT/2020  

Talcher Stage 2  1,007.23  Page No. 44 of CERC Order dated 16.02.2017 in Petition 
No. 93/GT/2014  

NTPC Simhadri Stage I  661.99  Page No. 25 of CERC Order dated 27.06.2016 in Petition 
No.270/GT/2014  

*The relevant Orders have been attached herewith as Annexure-D. 

Station  

Fixed Cost 
approved in  
Tariff Order  

Telangana 
Share  

Net  
Availability as 
projected by 
Petitioner  

Normative Plant  
Availability  

Factor as 
per CERC  

Fixed Cost as 
per  

Petitioner  

Fixed Cost 
as per  

Objector’s  
Assessment  

INR Crore  %  %  %  INR Crore  INR Crore  

A  B  C  D  E  

F:  
if 

C>=D, 
F=A*B 
if C<D,  

F=A*B*(C/D)
  

NTPC (SR) – I & II  1,061.23  16.45%  95.38%  85.00%  188.60  174.57  

NTPC (SR) Stage 
III  

290.82  17.34%  101.32%  85.00%  57.15  50.43  

Talcher Stage 2  1,007.23  10.72%  93.08%  85.00%  117.79  107.98  

NTPC Simhadri 
Stage I  

661.99  53.89%  93.73%  85.00%  478.57  356.75  

 
xxxviii. Further, the Petitioners have considered Power Purchase of 3,499.63 MUs for Rs. 
1,585.33 Crores (Rs. 4.53/kWh) from Telangana STPP (Phase I). The Petitioner has not 
submitted any details with respect to the project construction progress pertaining to the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reply to xxxviii 
As per AP Re-organisation Act 2014,  
NTPC shall establish a 4000 MW (5 X 800 MW) power 
facility in the successor State of Telangana after 
establishing necessary coal linkages. 
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Telangana STPP (Phase I) to back up its claims towards such high-power purchase quantum 
and rate. It is not clear whether the Hon’ble Central Commission has approved the fixed 
charge claimed by the Petitioner or not.   

xxxix. The Objector has not considered any power purchase from Telangana STPP (Phase I) 
and has instead offset such power purchase quantum from TSGENCO Hydel (921 MUs) and 
Additional Short Term Power Purchase of 2,578.56 MUs at average DAM market price (FY 
2020-21) of Rs. 2.82/kWh. The detailed computations have been attached herewith as 
Annexure-E.  

xl. In accordance to the above objections, the Objector has proposed a cumulative 
disallowance of Rs. 1,760.29 Crores pertaining to power procured from Central Generating 
Thermal Stations. The detailed computations have been attached herewith as Annexure-F. 

Accordingly, TSDISCOMs entered PPA for 2X800 MW 
(Phase-1) 
 
3499.63 MU has been arrived considering CODs of unit 
-1&2 as 30th September 2022 & 31st December 2022 
respectively. 
 
NTPC has not yet filed Petition at CERC for 
determination of tariff. 
Reply to xxxix, xl 
TS Discoms have gone through the computations done 
by the objector in the Annexure E. 
TS Discoms have already responded to the rationale 
behind considering the energy availability and FC, VC 
projections for FY 2022-23, for Telangana STPP (phase 
I) and TSGENCO Hydel, in the above sections.  
 
Regarding the rate of short-term power purchase, TS 
Discoms state that the objector has considered the 
average DAM market price for FY 2020-21 of INR 
2.82/kWh, while, the power procured by Discoms is 
done through other routes too viz., TAM, RTM etc.  
 
Also, the short-term procurement is very dynamic in 
nature, where the rates for that particular instant may 
go higher than the average rate, in real time scenario. 
Hence, TS Discoms have considered the ST purchase 
rate for H2 FY 22 and FY 23, in line with the actual ST 
purchase rate for FY 21, which will factor in all the 
above mentioned factors.  
TS Discoms would further state that the average DAM 
market price of INR 2.82/kWh for FY 2020-21, is an 
exceptional case, owing to the demand supply 
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scenario in COVID-19. The average IEX DAM price for 
FY 2021-22 (till date) is INR 4.00/kWh. Considering 
this, TS Discoms have taken a conservative approach 
by projecting ST purchase at INR 3.85/kWh. 
TS Discoms would request the Hon’ble Commission to 
consider the projections shared by Discoms, 
considering the justifications shared on the same. 

D) Other Stations:  

xli. In the case of Singareni CCL I TPS, the Petitioners have projected an increase in 
Variable Charge Rate by 14% for FY 2022-23 over the actuals of FY 2020-21. It is pointed out 
that the Petitioners have not submitted any data to justify such arbitrary escalation. In view 
of the same, the escalation considered by them is not tenable and ought to be disallowed.  

xlii. The Petitioners have also claimed Rs. 2.20 Crores and Rs. 62.37 Crores towards Other 
Costs for Power Purchase from Singareni CCL I TPS and Thermal Power Tech TPS respectively, 
without any justification or supporting documentation. The same ought to be disallowed. 

STPP is getting coal under Bridge linkage MoU with 
SCCL, whereas other projects are having linkage coal. 

From, October 2021 onwards, the Coal prices in India 
have increased, thus, the same has been projected by 
STPP for the FY 2022-23. 

STPP claimed Water charges of Rs. 2.20 Crs based on 
past actual values as per the regulation. 

Rs.62.37 Crs towards other costs for the power 
purchases from M/s Sembcorp Energy India Ltd 
(Formerly Thermal powertech) is considered based on 
the Supplementary Charges approved by Hon’ble 
CERC under Change-in-Law under “Any changes (or) 
introduction of Taxes/Levies (duties/charges)”. 
 

E) Short Term Power Purchase and D-D Sales:  

xliii. The Petitioner has considered procurement of 2393 MU at an average rate of Rs. 
3.85/kWh to meet seasonal shortages. Most of the shortages projected by the Discoms are 
in the months of August, December, January, February and March, which are the lean 
demand seasons where prices at power exchanges are typically lower.   

 

Reply to xliii & xliv 
Procurement of power under short term (Power 
Exchanges) considering power shortages in certain Time-
Blocks is inevitable to bridge the Day to Day Demand-
Supply gap. Actual payment for this power purchase is 
based on the actual price discovered in the Exchange for 
respective Time Blocks. 
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xliv. The projected surplus months of Telangana are typically the shortage months for NR 
(Northern) States and the projected shortage months of Telangana are typically the surplus 
months of NR States. Discoms should enter into banking contracts with NR States to avoid 
burden on the consumers.   

xlv. Notwithstanding the above, the average rate of Rs. 3.85/kWh considered by the Discoms 
is significantly on the upper side. As has been mentioned earlier, the actual average rate of 
power in power exchange for DAM Market in FY 2020-21 was Rs. 2.82/kWh. The Objector 
has used the actual monthly DAM MCP for FY 2020-21 and actual monthly RTM MCP for FY 
2020-21 (whichever was lower) for arriving at the Short Term Power Purchase Cost 
allowable. The effect of the same is reflected in the D-D purchase cost as well. The detailed 
computations have been attached herewith as Annexure-E as has been mentioned earlier. 
This has resulted in a cumulative disallowance of Rs. 312.95 Crores.   

 Efforts are also being made by TSDISCOMs for Banking 
arrangements with other State Utilities. 

Reply to xlv 
Regarding the rationale behind choosing the rate of 
short-term power purchase for FY 2022-23, TS 
Discoms have already responded in the 
abovementioned section. 
TS Discoms would request the Hon’ble Commission to 
consider the projections shared by Discoms, 
considering the justifications shared on the same. 

F) Surplus Power:  

xlvi. The Petitioners have estimated 5459 MUs as surplus power which is estimated to be 
sold at an average price of Rs. 2.90/kWh. Revenue from such surplus power (Rs. 1581 Crores) 
has not been subtracted from the Power Purchase Cost. 

TS Discoms haven’t considered the sale of surplus 
power, as the revenue from sale of such surplus power 
will be lower than the cost of the power procured from 
the marginal station, during that particular month i.e. 
procuring such excess power for the purpose of sale, 
shall be costlier and further burden the end consumer. 

 xlvii. The Summary of Disallowances in Power Purchase Cost as per the Objector’s 
Assessment is summarized below: 

 Power Purchase Cost as per Petitioner's Submission  

Particulars  

State  TSSPDCL  TSNPDCL  

2022-23 (projections)  2022-23 (projections)  2022-23 (projections)  

PP MU  

PP 
Cost  (INR 

Cr.)  

PP 
Cost 
(INR/
kWh)  

PP MU  

PP 
Cost  (INR 

Cr.)  

PP 
Cost 
(INR/
kWh)  

PP MU  

PP 
Cost  (INR 

Cr.)  

PP Cost 
(INR/kWh)   

TSGENCO 
Thermal  27,206.10  13,288.99

  
4.88  19,193.90

  
9,375.38  4.88  8,012.20

  
3,913.61  4.88   

TSGENCO  
Hydel  4,000.00  1,351.98  3.38  2,822.00  953.82  3.38  1,178.00

  
398.16  3.38   

CGS 
stations  

19,499.53  8,113.45  4.16  13,756.92
  

5,724.04  4.16  5,742.61
  

2,389.41  4.16   

APGPCL  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -   

TS Discoms have gone through the detailed 
computations done by the objector in the Annexures 
A to F. 
While, TS Discoms appreciate the intention and efforts 
put in by the objector, behind the analysis undertaken 
for the Power purchase cost projections for FY 2022-
23, TS Discoms feel that those assumptions are very 
optimistic and intended only towards the reduction of 
the costs, without considering the practicality of the 
same. 
TS Discoms have already responded to the rationale 
behind considering the energy availability and FC, VC 
projections for FY 2022-23, for the respective 
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NCES  8,953.18  4,485.57  5.01  6,271.16  3,161.69  5.04  2,682.02
  

1,323.87  4.94  
 

IPPs 
(Thermal 

Power Tech)  
6,985.90  3,146.20  4.50  4,928.55  2,219.65  4.50  2,057.35

  
926.56  4.50   

Singareni  7,466.00  3,650.10  4.89  5,267.26  2,575.14  4.89  2,198.74
  

1,074.95  4.89   

CSPGCL  6,349.58  2,476.33  3.90  4,479.63  1,747.05  3.90  1,869.95
  

729.28  3.90  
 

Inter-Discom 
purchase  

    
-  -4,074.07  -1,393.26  3.42  4,074.07

  
1,393.26  3.42   

Short-term 
power 

purchase  
2,392.65  920.39  3.85  1,688.01  649.33  3.85  704.64  271.05  3.85   

Additional  
Short Term  
Purchase to 

offset  
Telangana 

STPP-1  

                  

 

PTC  1,368.84  587.23  4.29  965.72  414.29  4.29  403.12  172.94  4.29   
Interest on 

pension 
bonds  

  
1,394.83  -  

  
984.05  -  

  
410.78  -   

Other 
Costs  

  -  -    -  -    -  -  
 

Total  84,221.77  39,415.08  4.68  55,299.08  26,411.20  4.78  28,922.6
9  

13,003.88  4.50   

 
  Power Purchase Cost as per Objector's Assessment     

Particulars  

 State  TSSPDCL   TSNPDC
L  

 

 2022-23  2022-23   2022-23   

PP MU  

PP 
Cost  (INR 

Cr.)  

PP 
Cost 

(INR/k
Wh)  

PP MU  

PP 
Cost  (INR 

Cr.)  

PP Cost 
(INR/kW

h)  PP MU  

PP 
Cost  (INR 

Cr.)  

PP Cost 
(INR/kWh

)  

TSGENCO 
Thermal  

27,206.10
  

12,132.35
  4.46  19,193.90  8,559.37  4.46  8,012.20  3,572.98  4.46  

TSGENCO  
Hydel  4,921.07  1,181.16  2.40  3,471.82  833.30  2.40  1,449.26  347.85  2.40  

CGS stations  15,999.90
  

6,353.16  3.97  11,287.93  4,482.16  3.97  4,711.97  1,871.01  3.97  

generating station and short-term sources, in the 
abovementioned sections.  
TS Discoms would request the Hon’ble Commission to 
consider the projections shared by Discoms, 
considering the justifications shared on the same.  
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APGPCL  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  

NCES  8,953.18  4,485.57  5.01  6,271.16  3,161.69  5.04  2,682.02  1,323.87  4.94  

IPPs (Thermal 
Power Tech)  6,985.90  3,083.84  4.41  4,928.55  2,175.65  4.41  2,057.35  908.19  4.41  

Singareni  7,466.00  3,373.04  4.52  5,267.26  2,379.68  4.52  2,198.74  993.36  4.52  

CSPGCL  6,349.58  2,476.33  3.90  4,479.63  1,747.05  3.90  1,869.95  729.28  3.90  

Inter-Discom 
purchase  

    
-  -4,074.07  -1,202.63  2.95  4,074.07  1,202.63  2.95  

Short-term 
power 

purchase  
2,392.65  607.43  2.54  1,688.01  428.54  2.54  704.64  178.89  2.54  

Additional  
Short Term  
Purchase to 

offset  
Telangana 

STPP-1  

2,578.56  727.26  2.82  1,819.17  513.08  2.82  759.38  214.18  2.82  

PTC  1,368.84  587.23  4.29  965.72  414.29  4.29  403.12  172.94  4.29  

Interest on 
pension bonds  

  
1,394.83  -  

  
984.05  -  

  
410.78  -  

Other Costs    -  -    -  -    -  -  

Total  84,221.77  36,402.20  4.32  55,299.08  24,476.25  4.43  28,922.6
9  

11,925.9
5  

4.12  

 

Particulars  

Disallowances in Power Purchase Cost claimed by the Petitioners as per 
Objector’s Assessment (INR Crores)  

State  TSSPDCL  TSNPDCL  

TSGENCO Thermal  1,156.64  816.01  340.63  

TSGENCO Hydel  170.83  120.52  50.31  

CGS stations  1,760.29  1,241.89  518.41  

APGPCL  -  -  -  

NCES  -  -  -  

IPPs (Thermal Power Tech)  62.37  44.00  18.37  

Singareni  277.06  195.47  81.59  

CSPGCL  -  -  -  
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Inter-Discom purchase  -  -190.63  190.63  

Short-term power purchase  312.95  220.79  92.16  

Additional Short Term Purchase to offset 
Telangana STPP-1  -727.26  -513.08  -214.18  

PTC  -  -  -  

Interest on pension bonds  -  -  -  

Other Costs  -  -  -  

Total  3,012.88  1,934.95  1,077.93  
 

 

8 DISTRIBUTION COST 
xlviii. The following directives were given in the Distribution MYT order dt. 29.04.2020 by 
Hon’ble Commission:   
“2. Annual Performance Review  
The Commission directs the DISCOMs to file the Performance Review (trueup) for each year 
of 4th Control Period before 31st December of the following year. As a first step, the 
DISCOMs shall file the Annual Performance Review for FY 2019-20 by 31.12.2020.   
3. True-up for 1st, 2nd and 3rd Control Periods  
The Commission directs the DISCOMs to submit their true-up claims along complete details 
sought regarding the capitalisation claimed for each year of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Control 
Periods in the Petitions to be filed for Annual Performance Review for FY 2019-20. The 
DISCOMs are also directed to submit the requisite supporting documents such as Physical 
Completion Certificates (PCCs), Financial Completion Certificates (FCCs) etc. as mandated in 
the investment approval guidelines.  
The Commission directs the DISCOMs to make a detailed submission regarding the 
differential treatment of GoTS under the UDAY scheme and likely consequences of the same 
in in the Petitions to be filed for Annual Performance Review for FY 2019-20  
The Commission directs the DISCOMs to submit the details of long-term loans viz., loans 
availed for capital expenditure, taken over by GoTS under UDAY scheme in the Petitions to 
be filed for Annual Performance Review for FY 2019-20.   
4. Computation of depreciation in accordance with CERC (Terms and Conditions of Tariff) 
Regulations, 2019  

 
Discom filed Annual Perfomance Review for FY 2019-
20 and FY 2020-21 before Honble Commission in 
accordance to the compliance of Directive No.2. 
 
 
Discom filed True-up for 1st , 2nd and 3rd control 
periods before Honble Commission along with APR 
filing for FY 2019-20. 
 
DISCOM also submitted Physical Completion 
Certificates (PCCs), Financial Completion Certificates 
(FCCs) etc. as mandated in the investment approval 
guidelines.  
 
The DISCOM submitted the information on UDAY 
scheme along with APR filing for FY 2019-20. 
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The Commission directs the DISCOMs to submit the computations of depreciation for each 
year of 4th Control Period in accordance with the provisions of the CERC Tariff Regulations, 
2019 in Annual Performance Review for each year of 4th Control Period.  
5. Capital Investments  
The DISCOMs shall seek approval for individual schemes at least 90 days undertaking the 
investment in accordance with the Guidelines for Investment Approval. The individual 
schemes/ projects submitted by the DISCOMs for Commission’s approval must provide 
complete details including those relating to the cost and capitalisation for each year of 4th 
Control Period.  
Considering the importance of capitalisation of works, the Commission lays down the 
following requirements to be fulfilled before accepting inclusion of the value of capitalised 
work in the Original Cost of Fixed Assets (OCFA):  

a. On completion of a capital work, a physical completion certificate (PCC) to 
the effect that the work has been fully executed, physically, and the assets created 
are put in use, to be issued by the concerned engineer not below the rank of 
Superintendent Engineer.  
b. The PCC shall be accompanied or followed by a financial completion 
certificate (FCC) to the effect that the assets created have been duly entered in the 
fixed assets register by transfer from the Capital Works in Progress (CWIP) register 
to OCFA. The FCC shall have to be issued by the concerned finance officer not below 
the rank of Senior Accounts Officer.  
c. The above-mentioned certificates have to be submitted to the Commission 
within 60 days of completion of work, at the latest.  

The Commission may also inspect or arrange to inspect, at random, a few of the capitalised 
works included in the OCFA to confirm that the assets created are actually being used and 
are useful for the business.”  
xlix. None of the above directives have been complied with, by the Discoms.  
l. In light of above, the Objector submits that the Hon’ble Commission may reprimand 
the Discoms and issue a directive of disallowance or withholding of 30% of its Distribution 
cost on the account of non-adherence to MYT Regulations and non-compliance with 
Directives.  
li. In this regard, it is pertinent to mention that in its Order dated 31.05.2013, in Suo - 
Motu Case No. 01 of 2013 & Petition Nos.: 849/2012 & 883/2013, pertaining to 

 
TSNPDCL have already adopted the CERC depreciation 
rates as per CERC (Terms and Conditions of Tariff) 
Regulations, 2019 from FY 2020-21 onwards. 
 
 
The DISCOM submitted the PCC and FCC for the fourth 
control period for FY 2019-20, FY 2020-21, 1st and 2nd 
quarter of FY 2021-22 to the Honble Commission in 
accordance to the directives. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The directives issued by the Honble Commission are 
being complied with by the DISCOM and hence the 
question of disallowance or withholding of 
distribution cost doesn’t arises. 
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‘Determination Of Annual Revenue Requirement (ARR) And Tariff for FY 2013-14 Along With 
True Up for FY 2008-09, 2009-10 And 2010-11 Of Uttar Pradesh Power Transmission 
Corporation Limited (UPPTCL)’, the Hon’ble Uttar Pradesh Electricity Regulatory 
Commission (Hon’ble UPERC) had withheld 20% of Depreciation  for non-compliance of 
directive by UPPTCL. The relevant extract is reproduced below:  
“C) The Commission’s views:  
3.2.41 The Commission has already expressed its displeasure on the non maintenance of 
fixed asset registers. However, the Commission has initiated suo-motu proceedings for tariff 
determination based on its best judgment of the actual capital investments and 
capitalisation in the transmission segment based on audited accounts.  
3.2.42 As a first step towards reprimanding the Licensee over the issue of non-preparation 
of fixed asset registers, the Commission has withheld 20% of the allowable depreciation for 
FY 2013-14. The same would be released for recovery through tariff, upon submission of 
fixed asset registers up to the current year i.e., FY 2012-13.”  
(Emphasis supplied)  
 lii. Also, in its Tariff Order of FY 2019-20 dated 27.08.2019 for UPPTCL, the Hon’ble UPERC 
had disallowed 50% of RoE on account of UPPTCL deviating from the UPERC MYT 
Regulations. The relevant extract is reproduced below:  
“7.11.6 The Return on Equity computed by the Commission for FY 2019-20 comes out to be 
Rs. 176.26 Crore, however as UPPTCL has not followed the UPERC (Multi Year Transmission 
Tariff) Regulation 19 A and the Commission showing its displeasure has allowed only 70% of 
Capital Investment & 70% of O&M expenses and further the Commission allows only 50% 
of the Return on Equity claimed by the Petitioner i.e. 1% which comes out to be as Rs. 86.13 
Crore.”  
(Emphasis supplied)  
 The relevant Orders are attached herewith as Annexure-G. 

9 PGCIL & ULDC CHARGES 
liii. As per the PGCIL charges computation provided by TSSPDCL & TSNPDCL in their 
Annexures – IX & XVIII respectively, the applicable capacity considered for the calculation of 
POC charges is cumulatively 4669 MW for FY 2022-23 for the State of Telangana. It is 
observed from the SRPC RTA & RTDA account for the billing month of January, 2022 that the 
current actual allocated capacity is to the tune of 4304.91 MW. The Objector has computed 

 
Reply to liii & lv 
TS Discoms state that the computations submitted for 
PGCIL charges for FY 2022-23, were based on the 
allocation capacity, as per the TS share % prevalent at 
the time of filing of the RSB ARR petition, which was 
till Oct-2021. 
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the transmission charges considering the current actual capacity of 4304.91 MW instead of 
4669 MW considered by the Discom.  
liv. The Petitioners have claimed Rs. 12 Crores under the head of STOA charges as per 
the Annexures IX & XVIII submitted as part of their Additional Information responses. It is 
submitted that as per the Hon’ble CERC’s “Sharing of InterState Transmission Charges and 
Losses Regulations, 2020 in STOA Collective and Bilateral Transactions”, no transmission 
charges for Short Term Open Access for inter-State transmission system, shall be payable by 
a distribution licensee which has Long Term Access or Medium Term Open Access or both, 
or by a trading licensee acting on behalf of such distribution licensee. Pursuant to the said 
Regulations, it is prayed that the Hon’ble Commission may disallow claim of Rs. 12 Crores 
made by the Petitioners.   

SRPC Website - Transmission Charges for Telangana  

Month  MW  
Transmission Charges (INR)  

INR/MW/month  

Jan-21  4159  1207502778  290347  

Feb-21  4191  1210948173  288950  

Mar-21  4239  1324378279  312401  

Apr-21  4251  1213158171  285368  

May-21  4257  1302220364  305896  

Jun-21  4248  1251447377  294583  

Jul-21  4250  1229223335  289235  

Aug-21  4241  1153781639  272030  

Sep-21  4258  1169008077  274523  

Oct-21  4264  1082824108  253947  

Average (A)         290370  

Objector’s Assessment of PGCIL Charges for FY 2022-23 

Particulars     

Petitioner       as per  
Annexure IX  & XVIII  

Objector  
Assessment as per SRPC 

RTDA  
Accounts  

  Units  Value  Jan-22  

Also, as elaborated in the Annexure IX of its Additional 
Information submissions, it is to be clarified that the 
applicable capacity for PGCIL charges, shall also 
include the PTC capacity, which won’t be specified in 
the SRPC statements.  
 
Reply to liv 
TS Discoms would like to clarify that they have been 
paying STOA charges for H1 FY 2021-22, on account of 
power procurement from power exchanges.  
Hence, TS Discoms have claimed the STOA charges for 
FY 2022-23, in line with the per-unit STOA charges paid 
for H1 FY 2021-22. 
TS Discoms would request the Hon’ble Commission to 
consider the projections shared by Discoms, 
considering the justifications shared on the same. 
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Capacity applicable for POC charges (TS share) (B)  
MW  4669  4305  

PGCIL (Non-POC) Charges for H1 FY 22  INR Cr.  0.4  0.4  

SRLDC Fees & Charges for H1 FY 22  INR Cr.  3  3  

STOA Charges for H1 FY 22  INR Cr.  10  10  

Short-term quantum for H1 FY 22 (excl. PTC)  
MU  1985  1985  

Per-unit STOA charge for H1 FY 22  INR/kWh  0.05  0.05  

Expected Short-term purchase quantum for FY 23 
(excl. PTC)  MU  2393  2393  

 

PGCIL Charges for FY 2022-23  

Petitioner  
Submission as per  

Annexure IX  & XVIII  Objector’s Assessment as per SRPC RTDA 
Accounts  

Particulars  Value               Value                  

PGCIL (POC) charges for FY 23 (C)           
(C = A*B*12/10^7)  1,627  1500  

PGCIL (Non-POC) Charges for FY 23  1  1  

SRLDC Fees & Charges for FY 23  6  6  

STOA Charges for FY 23  12  -  

Total PGCIL Charges for FY 23  1,645  1,507  

TSSPDCL PGCIL Charges for FY 23  1,160.55  1,062.96  

TSNPDCL PGCIL Charges for FY 23  484.45  443.72  

 

FY 2022-23  
Petitioner         

Submission  (A)  

Allowable as per 
Objector’s          
Assessment  (B)  

Proposed  
Disallowance  

 (A-B)  

TSSPDCL  1,160.55  1,062.96  97.59  

TSNPDCL  484.45  443.72  40.73  

Total                
PGCIL charges  1,645.00  1,506.67  138.33  
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The relevant extract of the SRPC RTDA Accounts for January, 2022, are attached herewith 
as Annexure-H.  
lv. It is respectfully submitted that the Hon’ble Commission may consider the 
Objector’s proposed disallowance and allow the same after due prudence check. 

10 NON-TARIFF INCOME 
lvi. The Discoms have claimed NTI towards Retail Supply Business to the tune of Rs. 
65.60 Crores and Rs. 62.51 Crores for FY 2020-21 and FY 2022-23, respectively. It is the 
observation of the Objector that the Discoms have understated Non-Tariff Incomes in 
comparison to the figures recorded in the Audited Accounts of the Discoms. As per the 
Audited Accounts of FY 2020-21, the NTI booked for Retail and Distribution Business is Rs. 
2089.13 Crores while the NTI for Distribution Business as approved in the Distribution MYT 
Order dated 01.03.2021, is Rs. 608.79 Crores – which indicates that the balance amount of 
1480.34 Crores is attributable to the Retail Supply Business.   
lvii. Assuming the overall NTI on the basis of the Audited Accounts of FY 2020-21 and the 
Distribution NTI on the basis of Distribution MYT Order, the Objector has estimated Rs. 
1,377.20 Crores as NTI for both Discoms for FY 2022-23 for Retail Supply Business. 

Objector Assessment of Non-Tariff Income for FY 2022-23  
(All Figures in Rs. Crores) 

   TSSPDCL  TSNPDCL  Total   

Non-Tariff Income  
Actuals  

Objector’s 
Assessment  Actuals  

Objector’s 
Assessment  Actuals  

Objector’s 
Assessment  

Particulars  2020-21  2022-23  2020-21  2022-23  2020-21  2022-23  

As per accounts (A)  1346.49  1346.49  742.64  742.64  2089.13  2089.13  

Approved in  
Distribution Order (B)  456.87  536.47  151.92  175.46  608.79  711.93  

Balance understated  
allowable for Retail Supply  

Business         (A-B)  859.63  810.02  555.11  567.18  1414.74  1377.20  

 
lviii. It is respectfully submitted that the Hon’ble Commission may align the Non Tariff 

incomes strictly in line with the audited accounts and reduce it from the ARR being 
approved. 

The details of Non-tariff income as per audited 
accounts and the segregation of accounts between 
distribution and retail supply business for FY 2020-21 
along with other income which is not considered for 
the reasons mentioned in the “Remarks” column of 
the table and the basis of projections for FY 2021-22 
and FY 2022-23 is clearly mentioned under para no. 
6.2 of Chapter - 6 at page no. 61- 62 in the ARR & Tariff 
Proposals of the DISCOM. 
 
Further to mention that other income that is not 
considered in the Non-tariff income mainly comprises 
of Delayed Payment surcharge income which is 
essentially for the additional Credit extended by the 
Licensee to its customers to meet the interest on 
working capital borrowings. 
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11 SALES PROJECTIONS 
lix. Arbitrary escalation has been considered by the Discoms for projecting the sales for 
FY 2021-22 (H2) and FY 2022-23. For categories, such as LT I –Domestic, HT 33 kV, the 
growth is taken equal to or more than 7% while the 1-year, 2year, 3-year, 4-year and 5-
year CAGR is not more than 5%. Even as per the CEA , the Electrical Energy Requirement is 
projected to increase at a CAGR of 4.42% for the period FY 2021-22 to FY 2026-27 for 
Telangana under the Optimistic scenario. Hence, we humbly submit that the Hon’ble 
TSERC may consider the escalation as per the actual 5-year CAGR for the respective 
categories.  
lx. The connected load for LT V – Agricultural consumers is increasing Y-o-Y, as shown 
in table below; however, the energy sales are decreasing.  The Objector submits that the 
rationale and contentions of the Petitioner towards projection of agricultural sales defies 
logic and the sales projections ought to be re-worked by this Hon'ble Commission. Correct 
and prudent estimation of the agricultural consumption is vital as subsidy support from 
State Government hinges on this aspect.   

FY  

TSSPDCL  TSNPDCL  

Connected Load 
(HP)  Sales (MU)  

Connected Load (HP)  
Sales (MU)  

2018-19  5522130  12637.78  5733821  8200  

2019-20  5668800  10818.39  5906250  7138  

2020-21  5898650  11744.84  6095822  7903  

2021-22  6198700  11647.65  6416837  7837  

2022-23  6448700  11181.74  6737852  7524  

 
lxi.  It is prayed that the Hon’ble Commission may examine this aspect. 

TS Discoms would like to state that sales projections 
for FY 2021-22 H2 and FY 2022-23 have been made by 
calculating the CAGR for the respective discoms for 
over a period from 1 year CAGR to 5 year CAGR. 
Further an appropriate CAGR is considered for 
predicting sales for respective years.  
Projecting sales only on the basis of last year's sales 
growth would not give a perfect picture. Thus CAGR 
methodology is followed which takes care of the 
historical trend. Also load additions in the coming 
years have also been considered, this is the reason we 
are able to see higher sales projections. 
 
Following table shows the CAGR for the past 5 years 
for FY 2022-23 for LT Dom. category 
 

FY23 1Y CAGR 2Y CAGR 3Y CAGR 4Y CAGR 5Y CAGR 

TSSPDCL 5.45% 5.14% 4.47% 2.98% 3.65%  

TSNPDCL 6.73% 6.88% 7.44% 5.72% 5.17%  

 
Considering the above rates TSSPDCL have adopted a 
nominal growth rate of 7% & TSNPDCL have adopted 
a 3Y CAGR of 7.44% for projecting LT Dom. Sales 
 
Regarding HT 33 kV sales -  The total sales for TSSPDCL 
for FY2022-23 is 7156 MUs out of which 487 MUs are 
due to additional loads coming up, similarly for 
TSNPDCL Total 33 kV sales is 649 MUs which is derived 
after considering Singareni Load reductions. Thus TS 
Discoms have tried the best approach to predict the 
sales for FY 2021-22 H2 and 2022-23, additional 
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upcoming loads have also been considered due to 
which we are able to see higher sales projections. 
 
TS Discoms would like to state that the assessment of 
agricultural consumption is done every month, as per 
the ISI methodology, approved by the Hon’ble 
Commission and the same are submitted to the 
Hon’ble TSERC. For this purpose, the sample for each 
capacity (i.e., kVA rating) is chosen using a random 
sampling procedure. The consumption of each of 
these sample DTRs are measured each month. The 
average consumption per DTR is then estimated from 
the total consumption of all the sample DTRs in each 
circle. The average DTR consumption of each capacity 
of DTR population is the basis for extrapolation of the 
agricultural consumption.  
TS Discoms are expecting that the sales of agriculture 
category will decrease with upcoming LIS Loads as 
these two are complementary things, i.e. Increase in 
LIS consumption would provide easy accessibility for 
water and help agriculture consumers to pump the 
water by consuming a lesser amount of energy.  
  
Projecting LIS sales consist of a high amount of 
unpredictability, availability of water is an important 
factor. However, LIS sales are projected by 
considering the current pumping stations loads on 
Krishna & Godavari river and any upcoming 
additional loads. These loads are further considered 
to be operating only at a 60% load factor. Thus, if all 
conditions work fine LIS loads would generate the 
projected LIS Sales consumption and would also 
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affect the agriculture sales causing it to decrease 
marginally. 
 Thus, TS Discoms have considered a past reference 
i.e. CAGR while projecting sales for LT Agriculture. 

12 GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA SUBSIDY 

lxii. As per the Retail Supply Tariff (RST) Order for FY 2018-19, the Hon’ble Commission 
has approved the subsidy requirement as shown below: 

lxiii. It is pertinent to mention that the Hon’ble Commission in the Retail Supply Tariff 
(RST) Order for FY 2018-19 had stated that in case of non-commitment by GoTS for the 
release of the said differential amount by 30.09.2018, the DISCOMs shall file Petition(s) 
before the Commission seeking appropriate relief. The relevant paragraphs of the Retail 
supply order for FY 2018-19 towards administration of subsidy are reproduced below:  

“6.9.3 As against the subsidy requirement of Rs. 5940.47 crore computed by the 
Commission for FY 2018-19, GoTS has informed that an amount of Rs. 4984.30 crore has 
been provisioned in the Budget, for reimbursement towards agriculture and allied subsidy 
for FY 2018-19 and the balance amount will be examined at appropriate time. Taking 
cognizance of the communication of GoTS, the Commission determines the Retail Supply 

 
Reply to lxii to lxvi 
 
GoTS has already infused the equity of INR 9,161 Cr., 
in addition to the subsidy, which is improving the cash 
flows of Discoms. 
TS Discoms would like to clarify that GoTS is also 
infusing the equity  which  is  improving  the  cash flows 
of Discoms. 
This equity infusion has compensated the subsidy 
shortfall in FY 2018-19, FY 2019-20. 
From FY 2020-21 onwards, TS Discoms have been 
timely receiving the GoTS subsidy (as per FY 2018-19 
Tariff Order), without any shortfall. 
 
TS Discoms disagree with the assumption considered 
by the objector for subsidy shortfall in FY 2021-22, due 
to the lack of sufficient information, and using the 
same to making an incorrect statement on subsidy 
shortfall, just to build their argument. 
The quarterly audited accounts are available on the 
Discoms’ website. 
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Tariffs to be applicable for FY 2018-19, the same as per the Reference Tariff Schedule 
indicated above.   

6.9.4 The DISCOMs should positively pursue for the release of the differential amount 
between the subsidy requirement communicated by the Commission vide its letter dated 
28.02.2018 and the provisional subsidy amount communicated by GoTS vide its letter dated 
24.03.2018. In case of non-commitment by GoTS for the release of the said differential 
amount by 30.09.2018, the DISCOMs shall file Petition(s) before the Commission seeking 
appropriate relief. The Commission shall take an appropriate view based on the scrutiny of 
the said Petition(s) of the DISCOMs”  

(Emphasis supplied)  

lxiv. It is observed from the Audited Accounts of TSSPDCL and TSNPDCL for FY 2018-19 
that there has been a shortfall in the subsidy amount received from the Government of 
Telangana. Observably, this has been repeated for FY 2019-20 as well.  

lxv. To the best of the Objector’s knowledge, despite the clear direction of the Hon’ble 
Commission to file a Petition seeking appropriate relief in case of non commitment by GoTS 
for the release of the said differential amount towards subsidy, the Petitioners have 
apparently not filed any such Petition. It is prayed that the Hon’ble Commission may take 
cognizance of such neglect of the Petitioners and reprimand them. 

lxvi. The Objector has computed the shortfall in subsidy receivable from the GoTS for FY 
2018-19 to FY 2021-22, as shown below: 

FY  

Subsidy claimed by Petitioner  
Subsidy received from GoTS as per Audited 

Accounts  
 

Shortfall  
 

TSSPDCL  TSNPDCL  Total  TSSPDCL  TSNPDCL  Total  TSSPDCL  TSNPDCL  Total  

FY19  1,397.50  4,254.15  5,651.65  1,172.56  3,569.40  4,741.96  224.94  684.75  909.69  

FY20  1,397.50  4,254.15  5,651.65  1,172.00  3,569.40  4,741.40  225.50  684.75  910.25  

FY21  1,397.50  4,254.15  5,651.65  1,397.50  4,254.15  5,651.65  -  -  -  

FY22*  1,397.50  4,254.15  5,651.65  -  -  -  1,397.50  4,254.15  5,651.65  

Total  5,590.00  17,016.60  22,606.60  3,742.06  11,392.95  15,135.01  1,847.94  5,623.65  7,471.59  
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*Note: Due to lack of Audited Accounts for FY 2021-22, the subsidy received from GoTS 
has been taken as nil 

lxvii. Notwithstanding the above, since the actual ACoS and Sales have changed from that 
approved for the Retail Supply Order for FY 2018-19, it is submitted that the actual subsidy 
requirement for FY 2018-19, FY 2019-20, FY 2020-21 and FY 202122 is also different from 
that approved as per Retail Supply Order for FY 2018-19. Accordingly, the Objector has 
assessed the indicative subsidy requirement based on the sales (actual for FY 2018-19, FY 
2019-20, FY 2020-21, FY 2021-22 (H1) & projected for FY 2021-22 (H2)) of respective 
categories, the Average cost of supply and the revenue at the retail supply tariff: 

    TSSPDCL    

FY  
Sales (LT-I & 
LT-V)  

ACoS as per 
Petitioner  

Revenue realized(LT-I 
& LTV)  

Subsidy  
Requirement as per 

actual ACoS and 
Sales  

Subsidy Claimed by 
Petitioner  

MU  Rs./kWh  Rs. Crore  Rs. Crore  Rs. Crore  

2018-19  20739.14  5.91  3,818.92  8,437.91  1,397.50  

2019-20  19528.04  6.91  4,208.10  9,285.78  1,397.50  

2020-21  20656.69  7.17  4,257.00  10,553.84  1,397.50  

2021-22  20884.59  7.12  4,382.00  10,487.83  1,397.50  

 
    TSNPDCL    

FY  
Sales (LT-I & 
LT-V)  

ACoS as per 
Petitioner  

Revenue realized(LT-I 
& LTV)  

Subsidy  
Requirement as per 

actual ACoS and 
Sales  

Subsidy Claimed by 
Petitioner  

MU  Rs./kWh  Rs. Crore  Rs. Crore  Rs. Crore  

2018-19  11396.86  6.31  1,179.81  6,011.61  4,254.15  

2019-20  10685.12  7.07  1,351.60  6,202.78  4,252.15  

2020-21  11672.05  7.20  1,536.00  6,867.88  4,254.15  

2021-22  11801.44  7.56  1,588.00  7,333.89  4,254.15  

 
lxviii. The Objector submits that the subsidy requirement for LT I and LT V categories 
ought to be based on the projected sales of respective categories and the Average cost of 

 

 

 

 

Reply to lxvii, lxviii & lxix 
  
While, TS Discoms understand the intention of the 
objector for computing the subsidy requirement, 
though, they haven’t considered the positive cross-
subsidy element that may be generated by the 
consumer categories with ABR more than the ACoS. 
Such cross-subsidy shall reduce the subsidy 
requirement to a certain extent. 
  
As per the existing practice, the Hon’ble Commission 
computes the ACoS-ABR level for each consumer 
category, and after adjusting the positive and negative 
cross-subsidy throughout, arrives at the revenue gap 
and tries to balance the same with the GoTS subsidy 
commitment.  
  
TS Discoms shall abide by the directions given by the 
Hon’ble Commission, and the subsidy commitments 
by the Govt. of Telangana, in this regard.  
 
TS Discoms shall also improve its revenue by the 
following measures – 
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supply. As per the Objector, the subsidy receivable from Govt. of Telangana for FY 2022-23 
is of the tune of Rs. 8,523.91 Crores for TSSPDCL and Rs. 5,319.30 Crores for TSNPDCL. 

Subsidy requirement for TSSPDCL for FY 2022-23 

Consumer 
Categories  

Energy Sales  
ACoS 

computed    by 
Objector*  

Cost to Serve  
Projected   Rev

enue  
Assessment  

Subsidy 
Requirement  

MU  Rs./kWh  Rs. Crore  Rs. Crore  Rs. Crore  

A  B  C = A x B / 10  D  E = C – D  

LT (Domestic)   9,883.53  6.27  6,199.91  4,632.45  1,567.46  
LT Agriculture  11,181.74  6.27  7,014.28  57.82  6,956.45  
Total  21,065.27    13,214.18  4,690.27  8,523.91  

Subsidy requirement for TSNPDCL for FY 2022-23 

Consumer  
Categories  

Energy 
Sales  

ACoS 
computed    

by Objector*  

Cost to 
Serve  

Projected   Re
venue  

Assessment  
Subsidy Requirement  

MU  Rs./kWh  Rs. Crore  Rs. Crore  Rs. Crore  

A  B  
C = A x B / 

10  D  E = C – D  

LT (Domestic)   4,258.99  5.95  2,534.74  1,637.35  897.39  
LT Agriculture  7,523.81  5.95  4,477.79  55.88  4,421.91  
Total  
 

11,782.80
  

  7,012.53  1,693.23  5,319.30  

*Note: The ACoS as computed by the Objector has been provided in the forthcoming 
sections.  

lxix. The Objector humbly submits that the Hon’ble Commission may consider the 
shortfall of subsidy receivable from the State of Telangana for FY 2018-19 till FY 2021-22 
and the Subsidy Requirement for FY 2022-23 as assessed by the Objector (at paragraphs lxvi 
and lxvii respectively of the instant Objections) for the Telangana Discoms and allow the 
same in the instant proceedings towards the ARR for FY 2022-23 in line with the Section 65 
of the Electricity Act, 2003. 

 Conversion of remaining 20% non-IRDA 
services to IRDA services, leading to increase in 
Billing Efficiency 

TS Discoms are preparing a scheme for installation of 
smart meters in a phased manner.  
 

13 PROPOSED TARIFF HIKE AND CROSS SUBSIDY 

lxx. The Telangana Discoms have proposed a significant hike in the tariff of all categories 
(except agriculture). The Objector submits that the State Government is free to provide 

TS Discoms would like to state that the last tariff hike 
approved by the the Hon’ble commission was in FY 
2016-17, While, it has been five years now since the 
last tariff hike, but in the said duration, all the costs 
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subsidised or free power to any class of consumers. However, it should provide full and 
commensurate subsidy in such cases and there is no occasion to subsidise the cost of 
supplying free power / subsidised power by imposing the burden on the industrial 
consumers through cross subsidy. The Objector submits that the proposed tariff hike 
increases the Cross-subsidy % beyond the permissible range of ± 20% as per the Tariff Policy, 
2016. 

 

Category  

 As per TSSPDCL Claim  

Cross subsidy level @Existing 
tariff w.r.t. ACoS  

Cross subsidy level @Proposed 
tariff w.r.t. ACoS  

Cross subsidy level  
@Proposed tariff  

w.r.t. Voltage-wise CoS  

HT I -11 kV  13%  34%  41%  

HT I – 33kV  4%  29%  59%  

HT I – 132 kV  -15%  9%  48%  

   As per TSNPDCL Claim  

HT I -11 kV  17%  38%  64%  

HT I – 33kV  10%  31%  56%  

HT I – 132 kV  -14%  5%  26%  

lxxi. The Objector opposes the tariff hike proposed by the Telangana Discoms as the same 
is violative of the Electricity Act, 2003 and Tariff Policy, 2016.  

lxxii. Accordingly, ‘Revenue changed through proposed tariff (incl. Cross Subsidy 
Surcharge & Additional Surcharge)’ as claimed by Petitioners in their instant Petitions, 
amounting to Rs. 5,044.27 Crores for TSSPDCL and Rs. 1,786.63 Crores ought to be 
disallowed. 

 

incurred by TS Discoms in terms of Power purchase 
cost, Transmission and Network cost etc. have 
increased significantly, leading to a constantly 
increasing revenue gap.  

Covid Pandemic and also subsequent second wave has 
greatly impacted the finances of Discoms. The Policies 
of the Government of India have also led to the 
increase in costs due to clean cess, coal costs, railway 
freight etc. 

In order to meet the revenue gap, Discoms have tried 
various methods including improving own operational 
efficiencies. The said revenue gap could be met by 
increasing the variable charges, fixed charges, 
customer charges etc.  

TS Discoms shall also improve its revenue by the 
following measures – 

• Conversion of remaining 20% non-IRDA 
services to IRDA services, leading to increase in Billing 
Efficiency 

• TS Discoms are preparing a scheme for 
installation of smart meters in a phased 
mannerPrepaid metering of its services, as per the 
timelines for replacement of existing meter with smart 
meters with prepayment feature, in accordance with 
the GoI notification. 

 

TS Discoms have proposeddone deliberate 
considerations, while proposing the tariff hikes for 
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different consumer categories and their respective 
sub-slabs. TS Discoms have carried out rigorous 
analysis on tariffs for various categories across states 
in India. It was found that the tariff for major LT and 
HT categories across voltage levels in all other major 
states in India like Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya 
Pradesh, Rajasthan, Punjab, Maharashtra, Delhi, West 
Bengal etc. are higher as compared to Tariffs in 
Telangana. 

Hence, TS Discoms believe that the proposed tariff 
hike is inevitable and justified to improve its financial 
condition and better customer serviceand accordingly 
request the Hon’ble Commission to approve the same 
after due regulatory proceedings. 

14 ADDITIONAL SURCHARGE 

lxxiii. The Petitioner has stated that it has filed Petition before Hon’ble Commission for 
determination of Additional Surcharge for first Half (H1) of 2022-23 on 29.11.2021 in 
accordance to the TSERC order in OP No. 23 of 2020 dated 18.09.2020.  

lxxiv. Accordingly, the Petitioner has estimated revenue from Additional Surcharge 
considering the proposals filed for H1 of FY22-23 at Rs. 4.06/kWh & the proposals filed for 
H2 of FY21-22 at Rs. 2.34/kWh for H1 & H2 of FY22-23 respectively.  

lxxv. The Objector submits that these rates are not tenable and nowhere in line with the 
Additional Surcharge rates approved by the Hon’ble Commission for FY 2021-22 H2 which 
was Rs. 0.96/kWh and for previous years, which was Rs. 0.52/kWh. It is submitted that the 
Hon’ble Commission may disallow any arbitrary revenue increase on account of such 
exaggerated Additional Surcharge rates claimed by the Petitioner.   

lxxvi. Furthermore, the Objector hereby brings to the notice of  the Hon’ble Commission 
that there were several inadvertent errors apparent in the TSERC Order dated 24.12.2021 
in O.P. No. 48-51 and IA No. 21-24 pertaining to computation of Additional Surcharge (AS) 

The Hon’ble Commission in its order in OP No.23 of 
2020 (pg 12) opined that the methodology of AS 
computation was approved in the Order dated 
13.12.2017 in I.A.Nos.22&23 of 2017 in 
O.P.Nos.22&23 of 2016 respectively (AS Order for 
FY17-18) and the same have attained finality.  
 
The Discoms have duly adhered to the Commission's 
order in OP No.23 of 2020 for determining the 
Additional Surcharge for H1 & H2 of FY21-22 and 
hence, proposed AS of Rs.2.01/unit and Rs.2.34/unit 
for H1 & H2 of FY21-22. Hon’ble commission after 
considering the rebatte of 60% have allowed the AS of 
Rs. 0.96/unit for 2021-22 H2.  
 
Similarly, for determining AS for H1 & H2 of 2022-23, 
TS Discoms have followed the same methodology as 
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for H1 and H2 for TSSPDCL and TSNPDCL respectively. The same are described in brief as 
follows:  

• Fixed charges for stranded capacity: Strict prudence check of fixed charges for 
stranded capacity in terms of the regulatory process had to be carried out, but instead the 
amount recorded in the Audited Accounts has been taken at face value.  

• Inter-State Transmission Charges and SLDC Charges and  

Distribution Charges: In the case of transmission charges, only intrastate transmission 
charge ought to have been considered for the determination of Additional Surcharge. 
Despite this, it is observed that inter-state transmission charges and SLDC charges, have 
been considered.  

Further, the Distribution Cost at 11 kV, computed approximately as Rs. 0.69/unit, ought to 
be considered for the computation of Additional Surcharge, but instead the Hon’ble 
Commission has used Rs. 0.87/kWh. 

 

approved by the commission in its order OP No.23 of 
2020 for determining the Additional Surcharge 
lxxvi. 
Fixed charges: The Discoms had paid the fixed charges 
for the respective period as per the terms and 
conditions of PPAs and TSERC Regulation Terms and 
Conditions of Generation Tariff i.e., Reg. No. 1 of 2019 
 
Inter-State Transmission Charges and SLDC Charges 
and Distribution Charges: 
Hon’ble Commission in its order OP No.23 of 2020 (pg 
12) opined that the methodology of AS computation 
was approved in the Order dated 13.12.2017 (which 
considers both intra & inter state transmission 
charges) 
Hon’ble Commission also considered the same for 
determination of AS for FY 2018-19. 
There is no rationality in considering intra state 
transmission charges alone, as the Discoms have long 
term power purchase commitments with both intra 
and interstate generators thereby utilizing the intra 
and interstate transmission corridors. And, further the 
backing down of generation is not limited to intrastate 
generators alone. Hence, the transmission charges 
that are considered in totality are justified in arriving 
at per unit transmission charge 
The licensee computes the per unit Distribution cost in 
consonance with the commission's order in OP No.23 
of 2020 dated 18.09.2020 and order for AS for FY17-
18 dated 13.12.2017. It is also pertinent to mention 
that, the Hon’ble Commission considered the 
approved Distribution cost of FY16-17 i.e., Rs. 3,658.15 
Cr. in arriving at the per unit distribution cost of 
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Rs.0.71 per unit in the order for AS for FY17-18. In a 
similar way, the licensee has considered the approved 
distribution cost by the Hon’ble Commission in arriving 
the per unit distribution cost for 2021-22 and 2022-23 
AS computation. 

15 SUMMARY OF OBJECTOR’S ASSESSMENT OF ALLOWABLE ARR FOR FY 2022-23   

lxxvii. The ARR as per Objector’s assessment vs Petitioner’s submission are provided 
below:  

Summary of ARR for TSSPDCL for FY 2022-23  

(All figures in Rs. Crores) 

Particulars  
Petitioner's Claim  Objector's 

Assessment  Disallowance  

Transmission Cost  2,383.64  2,383.64  -  

SLDC Cost  31.67  31.67  -  

Distribution Cost  4,670.72  3,269.50  1,401.22  

PGCIL & ULDC Expenses  1,160.55  1,062.96  97.59  

Network and SLDC Cost (A)  8,246.58  6,747.77  1,498.81  

Power Purchase / Procurement Cost  26,411.20  24,476.25  1,934.95  

Interest on Consumer Security Deposits  174.75  174.75  -  

Supply Margin in Retail Supply Business  37.65  37.65  -  

Other Costs if any  -  -  -  

Supply Cost (B)  26,623.60  24,688.65  1,934.95  

Aggregate Revenue Requirement (A+B)  34,870.18  31,436.42  3,433.76  

Non-Tariff Income  33.10  810.02  -776.92  

Net Revenue Requirement  34,837.08  30,626.40  4,210.68  

Sales (MU)  48,822.80  48,822.80  -  

ACoS (Rs./kWh)  7.14  6.27  0.86  

Total Revenue        

TS Discoms have responded to the item-wise 
disallowances proposed by the objector, in the 
abovementioned sections, and would request the 
Hon’ble Commission to consider the projections 
shared by Discoms, considering the justifications 
shared on the same. 
TS Discoms believe that there would be a revenue gap 
at the existing tariffs and the same has to be met by 
proposing revenue hike.  
The last tariff hike was done five years ago and hence, 
TS Discoms believe that the proposed tariff hike is 
inevitable and justified to improve its financial 
condition and better customer serviceand accordingly 
request the Hon’ble Commission to approve the same 
after due regulatory proceedings.  
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Revenue at Existing Tariffs (without considering the 
Government subsidy u/s 65 of the Electricity Act, 
2003)  

25,708.48  25,708.48  -  

Revenue Deficit(-)/Surplus(+) at Current Tariffs  
-9,128.60  -4,917.92  -4,210.68  

Government Subsidy u/s 65 of the Electricity Act, 
2003  1,397.50  8,523.91  -7,126.41  

Net gap – Deficit(-)/Surplus(+)  -7,731.10  3,605.99  -11,337.09  

Revenue changed through proposed tariff  
(incl. Cross Subsidy Surcharge & Additional 
Surcharge)  

5,044.27  -  5,044.27  

Shortfall in Government Subsidy u/s 65 of the 
Electricity Act, 2003 for FY 2018-19  -  224.94  -224.94  

Shortfall in Government Subsidy u/s 65 of the 
Electricity Act, 2003 for FY 2019-20  -  225.50  -225.50  

Shortfall in Government Subsidy u/s 65 of the 
Electricity Act, 2003 for FY 2020-21  -  -  -  

Shortfall in Government Subsidy u/s 65 of the 
Electricity Act, 2003 for FY 2021-22  -  1,397.50  -1,397.50  

Net gap – Deficit(-)/Surplus(+) after  
Tariff Hike  -2,686.83   5,453.93   -8,140.76   

Summary of ARR for TSNPDCL for FY 2022-23 

Particulars  
Petitioner's 

Claim  
Objector's 

Assessment  Disallowance  

Transmission Cost  1,005.43  1,005.43  -  

SLDC Cost  13.23  13.23  -  

Distribution Cost  3,601.25  2,520.88  1,080.38  

PGCIL & ULDC Expenses  484.45  443.72  40.73  

Network and SLDC Cost (A)  5,104.36  3,983.25  1,121.11  

Power Purchase / Procurement Cost  13,003.88  11,925.95  1,077.93  

Interest on Consumer Security Deposits  49.09  49.09  -  

Supply Margin in Retail Supply Business  26.04  26.04  -  

Other Costs if any  -  -  -  
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Supply Cost (B)  13,079.01  12,001.08  1,077.93  

Aggregate Revenue Requirement (A+B)  
18,183.37  15,984.33  2,199.04  

Non-Tariff Income  29.41  567.18  -537.77  

Net Revenue Requirement  18,153.96  15,417.15  2,736.81  

Sales (MU)  25,904.66  25,904.66  -  

ACoS (Rs./kWh)  7.01  5.95  1.06  

Total Revenue        

Revenue at Existing Tariffs (without considering the 
Government subsidy u/s 65 of the Electricity Act, 
2003)  

10,702.76  10,702.76  -  

Revenue Deficit(-)/Surplus(+) at Current Tariffs  
-7,451.20  -4,714.39  -2,736.81  

Government Subsidy u/s 65 of the Electricity Act, 2003  
4,254.15  5,319.30  -1,065.15  

Net gap – Deficit(-)/Surplus(+)  -3,197.05  604.91  -3,801.96  

Revenue changed through proposed tariff  (incl. Cross 
Subsidy Surcharge & Additional Surcharge)  1,786.63  -  1,786.63  

Shortfall in Government Subsidy u/s 65 of the 
Electricity Act, 2003 for FY 2018-19  -  684.75  -684.75  

Shortfall in Government Subsidy u/s 65 of the 
Electricity Act, 2003 for FY 2019-20  -  684.75  -684.75  

Shortfall in Government Subsidy u/s 65 of the 
Electricity Act, 2003 for FY 2020-21  -  -  -  

Shortfall in Government Subsidy u/s 65 of the 
Electricity Act, 2003 for FY 2021-22  -  4,254.15  -4,254.15  

Net gap – Deficit(-)/Surplus(+) after Tariff Hike  
-1,410.42  6,228.56  -7,638.98  

Summary of ARR for Telangana State for FY 2022-23  

(All figures in Rs. Crores) 
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Particulars  
Petitioner's 

Claim  
Objector's 

Assessment  Disallowance  

Transmission Cost  3,389.07  3,389.07  -  

SLDC Cost  44.90  44.90  -  

Distribution Cost  8,271.97  5,790.38  2,481.59  

PGCIL & ULDC Expenses  1,645.00  1,506.67  138.33  

Network and SLDC Cost (A)  13,350.94  10,731.02  2,619.92  

Power Purchase / Procurement Cost  39,415.08  36,402.20  3,012.88  

Interest on Consumer Security Deposits  223.84    -  

Supply Margin in Retail Supply Business  63.69    -  

Other Costs if any  -    -  

Supply Cost (B)  39,702.61  36,402.20  3,012.88  

Aggregate Revenue Requirement (A+B)  
53,053.55  47,133.22  5,632.80  

Non-Tariff Income  62.51  1,377.20  -1,314.69  

Net Revenue Requirement  52,991.04  45,756.02  6,947.49  

Sales (MU)  74,727.46  74,727.46    

ACoS (Rs./kWh)  7.09  6.12  0.97  

Total Revenue        

Revenue at Existing Tariffs (without considering the 
Government subsidy u/s 65 of the Electricity Act, 
2003)  

36,411.24  36,411.24  -  

Revenue Deficit(-)/Surplus(+) at Current Tariffs  
-16,579.80  -9,632.32  -6,947.49  

Government Subsidy u/s 65 of the Electricity Act, 2003  
5,651.65  13,843.21  -8,191.56  

Net gap – Deficit(-)/Surplus(+)  -10,928.15  4,210.89  -15,139.05  

Revenue changed through proposed tariff  
(incl. Cross Subsidy Surcharge &  
Additional Surcharge)  

6,830.90  -  6,830.90  
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Shortfall in Government Subsidy u/s 65 of the 
Electricity Act, 2003 for FY 2018-19  -  909.69  -909.69  

Shortfall in Government Subsidy u/s 65 of the 
Electricity Act, 2003 for FY 2019-20  -  910.25  -910.25  

Shortfall in Government Subsidy u/s 65 of the 
Electricity Act, 2003 for FY 2020-21  -  -  -  

Shortfall in Government Subsidy u/s 65 of the 
Electricity Act, 2003 for FY 2021-22  -  5,651.65  -5,651.65  

Net gap – Deficit(-)/Surplus(+) after Tariff Hike  
-4,097.25  11,682.48  -15,779.74  

lxxviii. From the above analysis, it is observed that instead of an ARR deficit, rather, there is 
an ARR Surplus. On account of the same, there arises ought to be a tariff reduction instead 
of the tariff hike as proposed by the discoms. It is prayed that the Hon’ble Commission may 
allow tariff reduction accordingly. 

 
16 PROPOSED TIME OF DAY TARIFF 

lxxix. The Petitioner has proposed to reduce the ToD incentive for off-peak hours (10 PM 
to 6 AM) from Rs.1/unit to Rs.0.50/unit for the applicable categories viz.,  

HT-I Industrial, HT-II Others, HT-III Railways, Bus Stations & Airports and HTIX EV Charging 
Stations.  However, the Peak hours’ charges are the same i.e. Rs. 1/unit. This translates into 
29% hike in off-peak energy charges for HT consumers along with the proposed Tariff hike.  

lxxx. Furthermore, the Petitioners have failed to provide the load demand curves, 
scenario analysis, etc. for the proposed ToD Tariff mechanism.  

lxxxi. ToD cannot be a mechanism for the tariff hike. ToD is meant for Demand side 
management. Thus, it is prayed that the ToD Tariff proposed by the Petitioners may be 
disallowed.   

In Telangana ToD (time of day tariff) was introduced as 
a demand management tool to address the issue of 
expensive power purchases made to cater to the 
demand during the peak hours.  
Later in 2016-17 tariff order the commission 
introduced the TOD Off peak incentive (Rs. -1/unit) for 
the consumers Time of Day tariff to aid in flattening of 
the day load curve while incentivizing off-peak hour 
consumption. 
 
TS Discoms have carried out an analysis on TOD Sales 
for HT Ind. & HT Other categories for Peak, off Peak 
and Normal timings. 
 
It is observed that since the introduction of off-peak 
incentives there has been a shift of consumption from 
normal timings to the off-peak hours. In 2016-17 
consumption during normal timings was 54%, which 
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has been reduced to 34% for 2020-21. In line with the 
same consumption in off peak hours during 2016-17 
was 21%, which has increased to 33% for 2020-21. 
Considering the above scenario TS Discoms are losing 
on the revenue.  
 
Further, Sales during peak hours didn’t shift to the off-
peak hours as much as expected since major industries 
are continuous loads operated during the peak hours 
which are not feasible being operated during off peak 
hours. 
 
Keeping demand side management & Revenue 
requirements in mind TS Discoms have proposed to 
reduce the off peak incentive from Rs. 1/unit to Rs. 
0.5/unit. 
Further, TS Discoms shall abide by the directions given 
by the Hon’ble Commission. 

17 PROPOSED CROSS SUBSIDY SURCHARGE 

lxxxii. The Petitioners have proposed the following Cross Subsidy Surcharge for  FY 2022-
23: 

HT - Industry  

Cross Subsidy Surcharge    (Rs./kWh)  

TSSPDCL  TSNPDCL  

11 kV  1.91  1.03  

33 kV  1.70  1.84  

132 kV  1.55  1.47  

lxxxiii. As can be inferred from the table above, the Petitioner has proposed the CSS for HT 
consumers (esp. HT Industry- 33kV and 132 kV) above the maximum allowable limit as per 
the Tariff policy, as shown below:  

(All figures in Rs./kWh) 

As per the Section 8.3 of the Tariff Policy 2016, “the 
Appropriate Commission would notify a roadmap such 
that tariffs are brought within ±20% of the average 
cost of supply”. It is to be clarified that as per the 
above mentioned clause, the tariffs are to be brought 
within 20% of the ACoS and not within the Category 
based CoS. 
Further the TS Discoms while determining the CSS for 
all categories have taken minimum of  
20% of category ABR and, 

● CSS calculated as per the methodology stated 
in the amended National Tariff Policy notified 
by the Ministry of Power on 28th January 2016 
for determination of the cross-subsidy 
surcharge. 
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Discom  

ACoS as per 
Objector's  

Assessment  

Max Tariff as per  

NTP 2016 (±20%)  

Max  

CSS allowable  

(20% of Max  

Tariff)  

TSSPDCL  6.27  7.53  1.51  

TSNPDCL  5.95  7.14  1.43  

 
lxxxiv. The Objector prays that the Hon’ble Commission may rationalize the tariffs for 
industrial consumers and consequently, the cross-subsidy surcharge in adherence to the 
mandate of the National Tariff Policy, 2016. The relevant extract of the National Tariff Policy, 
2016 is reproduced below:  

“8.3 Tariff design: Linkage of tariffs to cost of service  

…  

2. For achieving the objective that the tariff progressively reflects the cost of supply of 
electricity, the Appropriate Commission would notify a roadmap such that tariffs are 
brought within ±20% of the average cost of supply. The road map would also have 
intermediate milestones, based on the approach of a gradual reduction in cross subsidy.  

…  

Surcharge formula:  

…  

Provided that the surcharge shall not exceed 20% of the tariff applicable to the category of 
the consumers seeking open access.”  

(Emphasis supplied) 

 
18 PARALLEL OPERATION CHARGES/GRID SUPPORT CHARGES The Captive Power Plants continue to get connected 

to the licensee network system and operate their plant  
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lxxxv. The Petitioners in their instant Petitions have sought the introduction of Parallel 
Operation Charges/Grid Support Charges (GSC). The relevant extract of the Petition is 
reproduced below:  

“Proposal for Determination of Grid Support Charges for Telangana – FY 2022-23  

Based on the above submissions, the licensee feels that there is a need to levy Grid support 
charges on the Captive consumers in its area, for the benefits they are availing during its 
parallel operation with the licensee grid network. For the time being, the licensee humbly 
requests to the Hon’ble Commission to consider the methodology adopted in the APERC 
order  

08.02.2002 and subsequently upheld by Supreme Court via judgment dated 29.11.2019 as 
below “Persons operating Captive Power Plants (CPPs) in parallel with T.S. Grid have to pay 
‘Grid Support Charges’ for FY 2022-23 on the difference between the capacity of CPP in kVA 
and the contracted Maximum Demand in kVA with Licensee and all other sources of supply, 
at a rate equal to 50% of the prevailing demand charge for HT Consumers. In case of CPPs 
exporting firm power to TSTRANSCO, the capacity, which is dedicated to such export, will 
also be additionally subtracted from the CPP capacity.”  

lxxxvi. The Hon’ble APERC, vide its Order dt. 08.02.2002, had approved the levy of GSC @ 
50% of the applicable Demand Charges on the differential between the CPP capacity in KVA 
and the aggregate of the Contracted Minimum Demand (CMD) of the Captive Power Plant 
(CPP), quantum of power from other sources and also committed export quantum to the 
Grid, if any. The prevalent Demand Charges at the time were Rs. 170/kVA/Month.  

lxxxvii. Aggrieved, the matter was taken to the High Court and consequently to the  

Supreme Court. The Hon’ble Supreme Court, vide its Judgement dated  

29.11.2019, upheld the right of the then Hon’ble APERC to approve the levy of GSC. During 
the pendency of the matter before the Supreme Court, Hon’ble APERC considered the 
matter of GSC while approving ARRs filed by DISCOMS/TRANSCO however without 
recognizing any revenue from GSC in the ARRs till FY 2008-09. No orders were issued in this 
matter.  

in synchronism with the grid due to certain benefits 
which cannot be physically measurable. Thus the grid 
acts as the supporting system for the CPPs for its 
successful operation in terms of electrical 
performances. However, the grid support being an 
ancillary service extended by the licensee to the 
consumers, it has to be charged to the consumers who 
utilize the grid support. 
 
 
 
 
 
The grid support charges methodology which was 
approved in Tariff Orders up to FY 2008-09 is adopted 
and proposed for the FY 2022-23. 
As per the proposed grid charges conditions, the grid 
support charges will not be levied the entire capacity 
of CPP and it will be levied only on differential capacity 
between CPP capacity and CMD with Distribution 
Licensee. However, if the Captive Plant Capacity is less 
than or equal to contracted maximum demand with 
licensee, such captive power plant capacity will not 
attract grid support charges. 
 
Grid Support charges computation example:  
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kVA ……[a] 
CMD with Distribution licensee = 90 MVA = 90,000 
kVA……[b] 
 
Differential capacity = [a-b] = 10 MVA = 10,000 kVA 
….[c] 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = c * 50% of Demand charges 
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lxxxviii. The Petitioners, in their instant ARR Petitions for FY 2022-23, have proposed hiked 
up Demand Charges of Rs. 475/kVA/Month. The Petitioners, have also proposed that GSC 
should be levied @ 50% of the Demand Charges by the CPPs availing parallel operations. 
The levy is proposed on the differential between CPP capacity in KVA and the aggregate of 
CMD of CPP, drawl of power from other sources and committed export quantum. At the 
outset, Objector submits that the method of computation of GSC proposed by the 
Petitioners is itself baseless and arbitrary, and the consequent rate is exorbitantly high.  

lxxxix. It is submitted that the GSC of other states such as Chhattisgarh, Gujarat and Madhya 
Pradesh, are in the range of Rs. 20-26.50/kVA/Month and the same have been approved 
only after due prudence check through third party analysis whether the Grid suffers any 
forbearance in providing parallel operations of CPPs.  

xc. The Objector submits that the original proposal for GSC was proposed by the Hon’ble 
APERC during the 1999-2002, when the Electricity Act was not in force. The Electricity Act 
came into force from 2003 and Section 9 of Electricity Act does not differentiate between 
CGP and IPP as far as grid connectivity is concerned and hence both ought to be treated 
equitably from the viewpoint of grid connectivity and support. Furthermore, during the time 
of original proposal for GSC, the generation shortfall was prevailing and the TSDISCOMS 
were going through occasional R&C periods and frequency fluctuations, etc. However, the 
Telangana Grid has since improved in Grid size, availability of power and attained stability 
and is one of the few Grids in the country engaged in export of power on a steady basis.  

xci. The Grid situation therefore needs to be thoroughly reviewed with reference to the 
fact whether the Grid suffers any forbearance in providing parallel operations of CPPs. Such 
a review/study ought to be conducted on an armslength basis by an independent third 
party, taking into account the actual power harmonics, fault currents or load throwbacks as 
claimed by TSDISCOMS and also to arrive at a justifiable and reasonable charge based on 
actual cost / damage suffered by the Grid, if any, in providing such parallel operations to 
CPPs.  

xcii. In light of the same, it is prayed that the Hon’ble Commission may appoint an 
independent third party for conducting a thorough study of the grid for the necessity, 
evaluation and derivation of a reasonable rate towards Grid Support Charges. Till such 

                     = 10000 * (50% of say Rs. 475) / 10^7 
                     = Rs. 0.2375 Cr./ month 
 
Comparison of GSC with other states like Madhya 
Pradesh, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu, Chhattisgarh 
 
Consider GSC @ Rs. 25 / kVA / month 
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kVA 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = 25 * 100000 / 10^7 
= Rs. 0.25 Cr.  / month 
 
Thus GSC determined by TS Discoms is very much 
justifiable. 
 
After enactment of Electricity Act 2003 also, the 
Hon’ble erstwhile APERC has approved grid support 
charges in respective Tariff Orders up to FY 2008-09.  
 
In view of the additional benefits than the normal 
other consumers, the CPPs who intended to use and 
benefit from parallel operation need to compensate 
through Grid Support charges. 
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independent study is conducted and results discussed with stakeholders through a 
consultation process, the GSC may not be imposed. 

19 FACILITATION CHARGES FOR OPEN ACCESS CONSUMERS 

xciii. The Petitioners have also proposed ‘Facilitation Charges for Open Access Consumers’ 
under their ‘Other Tariff proposals’:  

“Further, the cost implications on the Discom for facilitating Open Access to the 
Consumer/Generator are presented below:  

➢ More no. of skilled officials are involved at each stage of processing of open access 
facility to the Consumer/Generator like processing of application, study of network to 
provide feasibility, installation and commissioning of 3no.s ABT meters and metering 
equipments, its NABL and Periodical testing and an exclusive team of Engineers for analysis 
of ABT Meter dumps and Deviation settlements of energy of Open Access 
consumers/Generators. This will cause additional man hours involved in granting open 
access facility which in turn imposes the additional cost to the DISCOM.  

➢ Along with the additional cost on employee, it also imposes material cost like ABT 
meters special testing kits, MRIs and Laptops to collect the data from ABT meters, Computer 
systems at various stages of work, necessary infrastructure for the working of employees 
etc and its maintenance which impose O&M cost to the DISCOM.  

➢ Cost implication on providing of dedicated Server, development of software 
applications for deviation settlements of energy and demand of the open access 
consumers/Generators as per the CERC Deviation settlement mechanism Regulations 2019 
and its subsequent amendments, GPRS communication charges for collecting data from the 
meters, meter dump conversion tools of various makes like L&T, Secure and Elster to 
convert raw dump data from meters for processing of deviation settlements and for 
analyzing of meters, etc,.  

From the above it is clear that, the consumer is getting benefit from the Open Access facility 
by getting cheaper power whereas the Discom is incurring excessive burden in the form of 
O&M cost i.e., exclusive team of employees cost, additional infrastructure cost, etc,. 
Further, the Open Access users are paying Rs.5000/- per application as operating charges to 

TS Discoms have already mentioned the intention 
behind the introduction of the Facilitation Charges in 
their tariff proposal for FY 2022-23.  
TS Discoms would like to state that the consumer is 
getting benefit from the Open Access facility by getting 
cheaper power whereas the Discom is incurring 
excessive burden by rendering additional services in 
the form of O&M cost i.e., exclusive team of 
employees cost, additional infrastructure cost, etc. 
Further, the Open Access users are paying Rs.5000/- 
per application as operating charges to SLDC only for 
monitoring their schedules of drawl/injection whereas 
the Discoms are not collecting any charges from the 
Open Access users even though lot of man hours are 
involved in granting Open Access, installation, testing 
of additional meters, MRI dumps collection, 
monitoring the injections/drawls of energy and 
working out the deviation settlements at various 
stages to avail Open access facility by the Open Access 
users. 
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SLDC only for monitoring their schedules of drawl/injection where as the Discoms are not 
collecting any charges from the Open Access users even though lot of man hours are 
involved in granting Open Access, monitoring the injections/drawls of energy and working 
out the deviation settlements at various stages to avail Open access facility by the Open 
Access users.  

In view of the above, the licensee proposes to introduce the “Facilitation Charges” of Rs. 
20,000/- per month or part thereof (at a rate of 5% increment every year) for providing open 
access facility under the head “Other Charges in HT” in order to meet the cost being incurred 
in providing the Open Access facility to the Open Access users.”  

 xciv. The Objector submits that the proposal for levy of any charges ought to be in 
accordance to the cost causation principle. The Objector provides the following comments 
on the apparent cost implications claimed by the Petitioners for levy of Open Access 
Facilitation Charges: 

S. 
No.  

Cost Implication as per Petitioner  
Objector Comment  

1.  Increase in Employee Cost  1. Employee cost forms a part of the O&M expenses for the Distribution 
Business.  

2. Any increase in the employee  
  

2.  Additional O&M Cost (Material 
Cost)  

cost/additional O&M cost has to be claimed as a part of the ARR of 
Distribution Business and cannot be claimed in the form of separate 
charges directly in the Retail Supply Business Tariff Petition.  
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3.  

Cost implication on providing of dedicated 
Server, development of software applications 
for deviation settlements of energy and 
demand of the open access 
consumers/Generators as per the CERC 
Deviation settlement  
mechanism Regulations 2019  

Such cost implication claimed by the Petitioner is apparently covered 
entirely under SAMAST (Scheduling, Metering, Accounting and Settlement 
of Transactions in Electricity) through the Power System Development 
Fund. The relevant document has been attached as Annexure-I. Point No. 
8 on Page 12 of this document may be referred to in this regard.  

xcv. In light of the same, the Objector prays that the Hon’ble Commission may disallow 
the levy of ‘Facilitation Charges on Open Access Consumers’. 

20 PRAYERS 

The Objector most respectfully prays that this Hon’ble Commission may be pleased to:  

A. Consider the above Objection Statement filed by the Objector;  

B. Disallow the power purchase cost as per the Objector’s Assessment and in cases 
where the purchase has been projected at exorbitantly high price not relatable to the 
incumbent market situations;  

C. Reprimand the AP Discoms and issue a directive of disallowance or withholding of 
30% of Distribution Cost claimed by the Petitioners on account of non-adherence to MYT 
Regulations and past directives of the Hon’ble Commission;  

D. Allow PGCIL and UDLC Charges as per Objector’s Assessment;  

E. Align the Non-Tariff incomes strictly in line with the Audited Accounts and reduce it 
from the ARR being approved;  

F. Adjust the subsidy shortfall from the Govt. of Telangana as per Objector’s 
Assessment for FY 2018-19 to FY 2021-22;  

G. Adjust the subsidy required from the Govt. of Telangana based on estimated 
consumption levels of subsidised categories such that the cost of supplying subsidised 

TS Discoms have responded to the item-wise 
disallowances proposed by the objector, in the 
abovementioned sections, and would request the 
Hon’ble Commission to consider the projections 
shared by Discoms, considering the justifications 
shared on the same. 
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power to select consumer categories is not borne by the other non-subsidised consumers 
in terms of adjustment of the revenue gap of FY 2022-23;   

H. Approve the ARR by considering the total subsidy as prayed and assessed by the 
Objector in the detailed Objections Statement;  

I. Rationalize the Tariff and Cross Subsidy to reflect a tariff reduction instead of a tariff 
hike as per the Cost of Supply, as proposed in the Objections Statement;  

J. Disallow the proposed revenue from proposed tariffs and proposed additional 
surcharge as claimed by the Petitioner;  

K. It is requested that the Hon’ble Commission may disallow any proposed modification 
in TOD;  

L. Allow Cross Subsidy Surcharge as per the mandates of the National Tariff Policy 
2016;  

M. It is prayed that the Hon’ble Commission may appoint an independent third party 
for conducting a thorough study of the grid for the necessity, evaluation and derivation of a 
reasonable rate towards Parallel Operation Charges/Grid Support Charges (GSC). Till such 
independent study is conducted and results discussed with stakeholders through a 
consultation process, the GSC may not be imposed;  

N. Objector prays that the Hon’ble Commission may disallow the levy of ‘Facilitation 
Charges on Open Access Consumers’;  

O. Pass necessary orders as may be deemed appropriate in the facts and  

circumstances of the case in the interest of justice;  

P. Permit the Objector to participate and make additional submission and produce 
additional details and documentations during the course of the online Public Hearings in the 
interest of justice and equity. 
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Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open 
Access Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by Sri Saurabh Srivastava-Regulatory Affairs (Indain Energy Exchange Limited), CorporateOffice;9th Floor, 

Max Towers, Sectro 16B, Noida, Uttar Pradesh-201301. 

S.No. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 
1 I. Computation of CSS 

A. Computation of ABR  

i. TSSPDCL has computed CSS as the difference between the tariff (ABR) 
applicable to the relevant category of consumers and the cost of the 
distribution licensee to supply electricity to the applicable class of 
consumers.  

ii. On working out the category wise ABR based on category wise sales and 
revenue as provided by TSSPDCL, it is observed that a higher ABR has 
been considered in the Petition for HT industry- 132 KV category for the 
computation of CSS. The table below provides comparison of ABR 
proposed by TSSPDCL for FY 2022-23 against ABR worked out based on 
the details provided in the Petition.   
Table: 1- Comparison of ABR and Energy Sales  

HT-I 
Industrial 
Category  

ABR 
proposed in 
the Petition 

(Rs./unit)  

Revenue  
(Rs. Cr)  

[a]  

Sales 
(MUs)  

[b]  

Computed  
ABR (Rs./unit)  

[a/b*10]  

11 KV  9.54  4207.27  4409  9.54  
33 KV  8.51  4869.04  5721  8.51  
132 KV  7.74  2480.19  3535  7.02  

  
iii. A higher ABR would result in disproportionately higher burden of CSS on 

the industries. Thus, the Hon’ble Commission is requested to assess the 
ABR while computing the CSS.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

_ 
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S.No. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 
  

2 B. Non-Consideration of Transmission Charges and Losses  

i. The Petitioner in the present proposal has intended to compute Cross 
subsidy Surcharge (CSS) as per the methodology stated in the National 
Tariff Policy, 2016. The Petitioner has submitted the following in respect 
of computation of CSS:   

  
“3 Cross Subsidy Surcharge Proposals  
3.1 Legal and Policy position– Cross Subsidy Surcharge  
…..  

The licensee has computed the Cross Subsidy Surcharge as per 
clause 8.5 of the National Tariff Policy notified on 28th January 
2016.  

CSS is computed as the difference between the tariff applicable to 
the relevant category of consumers and the cost of the distribution 
licensee to supply electricity to the consumers of the applicable 
class.  

In case of a consumer opting for open access, the distribution 
licensee needs to be compensated on introduction of competition 
through open access. Accordingly, the cost of supply to the 
consumer for this purpose may be computed as the aggregate of  

a) Per unit weighted average cost of power purchase including 
meeting the  

Renewable Purchase Obligation;  

b) Transmission and distribution losses applicable to the relevant 
voltage level;  

TS Discoms wants to state that they have considered the 
transmission charges and losses while computing the cost of 
supply of the consumer as per the described methodology in 
National Tariff Policy 2016. 
 
Ex. Transmission & Distribution charges for 11 kV level (Rs. 
1.95 /kWh) = 11 kV Distribution charges (Rs. 1.72/unit) + 132 
kV Transmission charges (Rs. 0.22/unit) 
 
Likewise the calculations are also done for Transmission and 
Distribution losses. 
 
Backup calculation for all categories and voltages levels are 
also computed by discoms and have already been submitted 
before the Hon’ble Commission as a part of additional 
information. 
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S.No. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 
c) Transmission, distribution and wheeling charges up to the 

relevant voltage  
level;  

d) Per unit cost of carrying regulatory assets, if applicable.  
Surcharge formula (as per NTP, 2016):  

Where,  

 - is the surcharge  
T - is the tariff payable by the relevant category of 

consumers including reflecting the Renewable Purchase 
Obligation;  

C - is the per unit weighted average cost of power purchase 
of by the Licensee, including meeting the Renewable 
Purchase Obligation;  

D - is the aggregate of transmission, distribution and 
wheeling charge applicable to the relevant voltage level;  

L           - is the aggregate of transmission, distribution and 
commercial losses, expressed as a percentage applicable 
to the relevant voltage level; R - is per unit cost of 
carrying regulatory assets.  

….  

The licensee would like to file a proposal for determination of cross-
subsidy surcharge for Open Access transactions along with this tariff 
filing duly adopting the methodology stated in the National Tariff 
Policy, 2016 for determination of the cross-subsidy surcharge.”  

(Emphasis Added)  
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S.No. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 
ii. Though the Petitioner has intended to follow the methodology defined 

in the National Tariff Policy, 2016, it has not considered the transmission 
charges and losses while computing the cost of supply of the consumer 
as mentioned in the Petition (highlighted above).  

iii. In view of the above, the Hon’ble Commission is requested to assess the 
claim of the Petitioner w.r.t the computation of CSS, so as to determine 
CSS in line the National Tariff Policy, 2016.  
 

3 II. Short term procurement/sale through IEX   

A. Introduction of long duration contracts at the IEX  

i. The Government of India alluded to the imminent growth of short term 
market in the draft National Electricity Policy document issued in 2021. Several 
measures have been taken to achieve such objectives and a key among them is 
the resolution on introduction of long duration contracts at the power 
exchanges.    

ii. While hitherto, the short term procurement beyond 11 days of contract 
could be done by the Discoms through the trader/DEEP only, we submit that IEX 
is in the process of introducing longer duration contacts for delivery of power 
beyond 11 days at the exchange platform. These contracts will ensure delivery 
of nonconventional and conventional power beyond 11 days of trade for upto 1 
year.  

As on date, the approval is pending before the Hon’ble CERC.  

iii. In view of the above, we request the Hon’ble Commission to consider 
and approve all the available options in the short term market for optimising 
power purchase costs as well as to meet the deficit requirements of the 
Discoms. 

TS Discoms make note of the suggestions provided by the 
objector in the context of long duration contracts in the IEX. 

Telangana Discoms have a dedicated wing (Telangana State 
Power Coordination Committee) to focus on all the power 
purchase related matters of the Discoms. 

Under the purview of TSPCC, TS Discoms will explore the 
option of such long duration contracts in the IEX, post its 
approval by the CERC and subject to the directions provided 
by the Hon’ble Commission. 
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S.No. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 
4 B. Renewable Energy from Power Exchange  

i. The Distribution Licensees now have the option to either fulfil their RPO 
obligations by procuring RE power or sell surplus RE power in the short term 
market through Green-DAM and Green-TAM products available at IEX platform.  

ii. Green Day Ahead Market (GDAM) was introduced during FY 22 at IEX 
platform w.e.f. 26.10.2021 wherein Solar and Non-Solar renewable energy is 
being transacted. The buyers of this market will get Solar and Non-Solar RPO 
credit on the basis of proportion of the solar and non-solar bids of the sellers 
cleared in the total volume of the RE market. GTAM market was introduced in 
August 2020, wherein Solar and Non-Solar renewable energy is being transacted 
in intra-day, Day Ahead contingency, Daily and Weekly Contracts.  

iii. Presently GDAM segment has around 26 sellers and 40+ buyers 
participating in this market segment. GDAM and GTAM provide alternate 
market-based route to the RE generators to sell their green power and for the 
buyers to fulfil their RPO at competitive price with flexibility of entry and exit in 
the market.   

iv. The Discoms can make use of these market segments either to dispose 
their surplus RE or fulfil its RPPO target.   

 
TS Discoms make note of the suggestions provided by the 
objector in the context of purchase/sale of RE in power 
exchange. 
 
Telangana Discoms have a dedicated wing (Telangana State 
Power Coordination Committee) to focus on all the power 
purchase related matters of the Discoms. Under the purview 
of TSPCC, TS Discoms have been utilizing the GDAM and 
GTAM products of IEX, for sale or purchase of green power. 

5 III. Facilitation Charges for Open Access Charges  

A. The Petitioner has proposed to introduce “Facilitation Charges” of Rs. 
20,000/- per month or part thereof (at a rate of 5% increment every year) for 
providing open access and to meet the cost being incurred by the Licensee in 
providing the Open Access facility to the Open Access users.  

B. As per the Electricity Act 2003 and the open access regulations of the 
Hon’ble Commission, the distribution licensee is mandated to provide non-
discriminatory open access to its network to the consumers on payment of the 

TS Discoms have already mentioned the intention behind the 
introduction of the Facilitation Charges in their tariff proposal 
for FY 2022-23.  
TS Discoms would like to state that the consumer is getting 
benefit from the Open Access facility by getting cheaper 
power whereas the Discom is incurring excessive burden by 
rendering additional services in the form of O&M cost i.e., 
exclusive team of employees cost, additional infrastructure 
cost, etc. Further, the Open Access users are paying Rs.5000/- 
per application as operating charges to SLDC only for 
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S.No. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 
prescribed charges to the distribution licensee. The licensee is also ensured with 
the recovery of its entire wheeling cost in the ARR approved by the Hon’ble 
Commission, that includes the employee, administrative expenses etc., incurred 
towards providing the wheeling services to consumers.   

C. Further, the embedded open access consumers of the Licensee pay 
monthly fixed charges as per their contract demand and in accordance with the 
Hon’ble Commission’s Tariff Order.  

D. Thus, the existing charges for granting open access, levied as per the 
open access regulations of the state, clearly take into account the efforts put in 
by the area Distribution licensee and may not need to be supplemented with 
additional charges as claimed by the Petitioner.   

We accordingly request the claim to be rejected by the Hon’ble Commission.   

monitoring their schedules of drawl/injection whereas the 
Discoms are not collecting any charges from the Open Access 
users even though lot of man hours are involved in granting 
Open Access, installation, testing of additional meters, MRI 
dumps collection, monitoring the injections/drawls of energy 
and working out the deviation settlements at various stages 
to avail Open access facility by the Open Access users. 
 
 
TS Discoms would like to state that they are not able to 
recover the abovementioned additional costs incurred, 
throught the levy of monthly fixed charges. Hence, TS 
Discoms request the Hon’ble Commission to allow the levy of 
facilitation charges in this regard. 
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 Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open 
Access Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by M/s. Distributed Solar Power Association, Reg. Office:A-57, DDA Sheds, Okhla Industrial, Phase-II, New 

Delhi-110020 

S.No Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 

1 While providing context for Parallel Operation with the Grid, 
the state Utilities have cited Chattisgarh State Electricity 
Regulatory Commission (CSERC) Discussion Paper on 
Determination of Parallel Operating Charges dtd. 01.06.2008 
and Andhra Pradesh Electricity Regulatory Commission 
(APERC) order dtd 08.02.2002 on Determination of Grid 
Support Charges. The relevant Clause 2.1.2 (Other Tariff 
Proposals) for FY 2022-23 is reproduced hereinbelow:   

“Persons Operating Captive Power Plants (CPPs) in parallel 
with the T.S. Grid have to pay ‘Grid Support Charges’ for FY 
2022-23 on the difference between the capacity of CPP in KVA 
and the contracted maximum demand in kVA with licensee 
and all other sources of supply, at a rate equal to 50% of the 
prevailing demand charge for HT consumers. In case of CPPS 
exporting firm power to TSTRANSCO, the capacity, which is 
dedicated to such export, will also be additionally subtracted 
from the CPP capacity.”       

It is our submission that both these papers/ orders were 
drafted in the context of Captive Power Plants (CPP’s) – 
specifically from conventional sources of power i.e. coal, gas, 
bagasse, biomass etc which are firm in nature. Applying such 
principles to power plants operating on renewable sources – 
solar and wind, is fundamentally not justified given the infirm 
nature of renewable sources, which is a well-known and 
accepted fact.   

 
 
The Captive Power Plants continue to get connected to the licensee network 
system and operate their plant in synchronism with the grid due to certain 
benefits which cannot be physically measurable. Thus the grid acts as the 
supporting system for the CPPs for its successful operation in terms of electrical 
performances. However, the grid support being an ancillary service extended by 
the licensee to the consumers, it has to be charged to the consumers who utilize 
the grid support.       
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2 The APERC order referred in this matter was drafted in 2002 
and mainly applicable in the context of Captive Power Plants 
from conventional sources of energy – Coal, gas, bagasse etc. 
The formula suggested in this Order is relevant for instances 
where the capacity of Captive Power Plant may also be higher 
than the Contract Demand taken by the consumers from the 
grid. In case of Captive Power Plants from renewable sources, 
the consumers pays Demand Charges for the Contract Demand 
in the electricity bill. The utilities are adequately compensated 
by way of Demand Charges in such cases and so the Grid 
Support Charges over and above this would be an additional 
burden on the consumers.   

The advantages of parallel operation with the grid are benefited by the CPPs in 
addition to other facilities of other industries. In view of the additional benefits 
than the normal other industries or others, the CPPs who intend to use and 
benefit from parallel operation need to compensate through Grid Support 
charges 
 
Hon’ble Supreme court in its order on Determination of Grid support charges 
dated 29.11.2019 upheld the Hon’ble APERC’s order quoted above concerning 
Grid support charges. The licensee has proposed the same grid support charges 
methodology approved in APERC order dated 08.02.2002 which is upheld by the 
Hon’ble Supreme court of India. 
 
The proposed grid support charges are 50% of prevailing demand charges for HT 
consumers on the differential capacity. 
 
If the Captive Plant Capacity is less than or equal to contracted maximum demand 
with licensee, such captive power plant capacity will not attract grid support 
charges. 
However, the proposed grid support charges will not applicable to solar rooftop 
services as its solar plant capacity is less than or equal to contracted maximum 
demand with licensee. 
 
TS Discoms want to state that they have never intended to obstruct the 
development and growth of Renewable Energy in the state by application of Grid 
Support charges. However, application of such charges is equally important to 
manage the grid stability. Which is the ultimate aim to get good quality reliable 
power. 
 

3 The consumers who have already installed and are operating 
solar Captive Power Plants in the state of Telangana have done 
so under the guidelines/ regulations issued by the Hon’ble 
Commission in the state from time to time and with due 
approval of the state utilities. Any project which is operational 
under prevailing regulations with necessary approvals should 
not attract any new charges retrospectively. This would not be 
fair on consumers who have taken a progressive step towards 
installing renewable energy sources promoted by the various 
state and Central policies.   

It is also pertinent to note that other states like Maharashtra 
(vide MERC Order dtd. 30th March 2020 regarding Case No 322 
of 2019) has decided not to levy Grid Support Charges on 
Consumers until solar installations in the state do not reach the 
target capacity set by the government. Rajasthan and 
Chhattisgarh have exempted renewable sources from the 
ambit of such Grid Support Charges.   
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TS Discoms understands the environmental benefits of promoting the RE and 
have always actively participated in promoting green energy. 

4 With respect to methodology of calculation of Cross Subsidy 
Surcharge (CSS), the computation provided under Clause 3.2 of 
the ARR ensures that the CSS keeps increasing when the 
installation base increases irrespective of the cost of power. 
Relevant portion of the Clause is referred hereinbelow:-  

“The Tariff Policy 2016 mandates SERCs to determine roadmap 
for reduction of cross subsidy and bring tariff at +/- 20% 
Average Cost of Supply, however it restricts Cross Subsidy 
Surcharge at 20% of the consumer tariff. In case the consumer 
tariff is more than 120% of Average Cost of Supply, DISCOM will 
not be able to recover losses through cross subsidy surcharge 
in case consumer opts for open access. It is essential for SERCs 
to implement both Para 8.3 -2 and First proviso to para 8.5.1 of 
the Tariff Policy 2016 simultaneously. If one of the provision 
could not be implemented due to some reason, the second 
provision should also not be implanted to that extent”  

Notably, the aforesaid methodology will disincentivize 
consumers to opt for OA as the savings will keep declining year 
after year and may turn negative after a certain period.  

In view of the aforesaid submission, we humbly request the 
Hon’ble Commission to consider the following:   

a) Reject the imposition of Grid Support Charges to 
consumers operating Captive Power Plants from renewable 
sources.   

b) Reject the restriction of the Cross Subsidy Surcharge at 
20% of tariff payable by the consumer as the tariffs are not 
within +/-20% Average Cost of Supply. This will enable the 

TS Discoms have been trying their level best to reduce their cross subsidy levels 
and abide by the provisions of the Tariff Policy 2016. 
 
As part of the Additional information submitted before the Hon’ble Commission, 
TS Discoms have requested the Hon’ble Commission to allow the DISCOMs to 
submit the action plan along with timelines for tariff simplification and 
rationalisation giving due consideration to the guiding principles and 
recommendations of Ministry of Power, Government of India in the ensuing ARR 
& Tariff Filings. 
 
TS Discoms would like to state that the last tariff hike approved by the the Hon’ble 
commission was in FY 2016-17, While, it has been five years now since the last 
tariff hike, but in the said duration, all the costs incurred by TS Discoms in terms of 
Power purchase cost, Transmission and Network cost etc. have increased 
significantly, leading to a constantly increasing revenue gap.  
Covid Pandemic and also subsequent second wave has greatly impacted the 
finances of Discoms. The Policies of the Government of India have also led to the 
increase in costs due to clean cess, coal costs, railway freight etc. 
In order to meet the revenue gap, Discoms have tried various methods including 
improving their own operational efficiencies. The said revenue gap could be met 
by increasing the variable charges, fixed charges, customer charges etc.  
TS Discoms shall also improve its revenue by the following measures – 
• Conversion of remaining 20% non-IRDA services to IRDA services, leading 
to increase in Billing Efficiency 
• TS Discoms are preparing a scheme for installation of smart meters in a 
phased manner. 
 
TS Discoms have made deliberate considerations, while proposing tariff hikes for 
different consumer categories and their respective sub-slabs. TS Discoms have 
carried out rigorous analysis on tariffs for various categories across states in India. 
It was found that the tariff for major LT and HT categories across voltage levels in 
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licensee in fixing up cross subsidy surcharge without any under 
recovery.” 

all other major states in India like Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, 
Rajasthan, Punjab, Maharashtra, Delhi, West Bengal etc. are higher as compared 
to Tariffs in Telangana. 
Hence, TS Discoms believe that the proposed tariff hike is inevitable and justified 
to improve its financial condition and better customer service and accordingly 
request the Hon’ble Commission to approve the same after due regulatory 
proceedings. 
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Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open Access 
Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by M/s. AMP Energy Private Ltd, Reg. Office:309, 3rd Floor, Rectangle One, Behind Sheraton Hotel,Saket, New Delhi-

110017 

S.No Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 

1 While providing context for Parallel Operation with the Grid, the state 
distribution companies (utilities) have referred to CSERC discussion paper 
on PoC determination dt. 01.06.2008, drafted in the context of CPP’s 
based on firm sources of power (coal, gas, biomass etc) having surplus 
capacity over and above their own requirement and for Process industries 
having CPP’s which run parallel to grid to avail continuous power supply in 
the event of CPP’s failure to generate. Infirm sources of energy like solar 
and wind should not be brought under the ambit of such a regulation.  

The Captive Power Plants continue to get connected to the licensee 
network system and operate their plant in synchronism with the grid 
due to certain benefits which cannot be physically measurable. Thus 
the grid acts as the supporting system for the CPPs for its successful 
operation in terms of electrical performances. However, the grid 
support c being an ancillary service extended by the licensee to the 
consumers, it has to be charged to the consumers who utilize the grid 
support.       

2 It is important to note that, consumers operating Captive Power Plants 
based on solar are governed by Contract Demand limit. consumer’s 
availing solar CPP are not allowed to reduce Contract Demand 
corresponding to the installed capacity of the solar CPP. On the contrary, 
consumers continue to pay Demand Charges for the Contract Demand 
even after availing solar power from Captive Power Plant. The Utilities are 
already compensated for this through the Demand Charges levied in the 
consumer’s bill. 

This is unlike the consumer’s referred in CSERC paper (dtd. 01.06.2008) 
whose Captive Power Plants were not governed by Contract Demand 
limits or consumers would avail Contract Demand from grid only to cater 
to demand over and above their load. 

The advantages of parallel operation with the grid are benefited by the 
CPPs in addition to other facilities of other industries. In view of the 
additional benefits than the normal other industries or others, the 
CPPs who intend to use and benefit from parallel operation need to 
compensate through Grid Support charges 
 
 
 
If the Captive Plant Capacity is less than or equal to contracted 
maximum demand with licensee, such captive power plant capacity 
will not attract grid support charges. Hence, the proposed grid support 
charges in the ARR for FY 2022-23 will not applicable to solar rooftop 
services as its solar plant capacity is less than or equal to contracted 
maximum demand with licensee.  
 
 
 
TS Discoms want to state that they have never intended to obstruct 
the development and growth of Renewable Energy in the state by 

3 The Utilities also refer to APERC Order (dtd 08.02.2002) on Determination 
of Grid Support Charges in this ARR filing. It is important to note that this 
APERC order was issued before Electricity Act 2003 and was issued in the 
context of Captive Power Plants from firm source of power. The formula 
suggested in the APERC order also reflects the fact that Captive Power 
Plant capacity could be higher than the consumer’s Contract Demand, 
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which was possible in case of coal, gas, biomass, bagasse based Captive 
Power Plants. The same formula is not suitable to be applied to solar 
Captive power plants wherein the solar plant capacity would be lower 
than the Contract Demand in most cases. 

While Hon’ble Supreme Court has upheld the APERC order, however, 
applying such an order on renewable sources of power like wind and solar, 
which are infirm, is not justified and applying this retrospectively on 
operational solar Captive Power Plants is against economic principles.   

application of Grid Support charges. However, application of such 
charges is equally important to manage the grid stability which is the 
ultimate aim to get good quality and reliable power. 
 
TS Discoms understands the environmental benefits of promoting the 
RE and have always actively participated in promoting green energy. 
 
 
It is very clear that the Captive Plant’s Capacity is less than or equal to 
contracted maximum demand with licensee, such captive power plant 
will not attract grid support charges. In case CPP capacity is more than 
the CMD with Discom, the proposed grid support charge will 
applicable.  
 
However, the proposed grid support charges will not applicable to 
solar rooftop services as its solar plant capacity is less than or equal to 
contracted maximum demand with licensee. 
 

4 As per TSREDCO records, around 3,953 MW of solar power projects have 
been commissioned in Telangana as of 30.09.2021 which includes ground 
mounted, net metered and off-grid solar capacity. 

While Telangana Solar Policy 2015 envisages 2,000 MW of Rooftop solar 
power capacity to be installed in the state by 2021-22, it is important to 
note that only around 210 MW rooftop solar capacity has been 
cumulatively installed up to December 2021 in the state. This clearly 
shows there is potential for growth in the segment and the state is far from 
reaching its target. Levy of grid support charges at such juncture would be 
detrimental to the growth of the segment in the state 

5 The Commission may also note that, in states like Maharashtra, MERC vide 
its Order dtd 30th March 2020 regarding Case No 322 of 2019, has clearly 
ruled against imposition of such Grid Support Charges until the target for 
rooftop solar power capacity set under the state government’s solar policy 
is achieved in the state. States like Chhattisgarh and Rajasthan have 
exempted Grid Support Charges from being applicable on Captive Power 
Plants from Renewable sources. This is a step in the right direction and 
allow consumers to adopt renewable sources in the future.   
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Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open Access 
Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by M/s. Mega Engineering & Infrastruters Ltd, S-2, Technocrat, Indl. Estate Balanagar, Hyderabad-500037 

S.No. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 

 Megha, Engineering was established in the year 1989 headquartered at 
Hyderabad. Subsequently, in the year 2006, Megha Engineering & 
Infrastructures Limited ("MEIL") was registered under the Companies 
Act, 1956. At present MEIL is executing many critical irrigation and 
water supply projects including Kaleshwaram, PRLIS, and JCR DLIS in 
the State of Telangana. 

The above mentioned projects, being executed by MEIL and its sub-
contractors, are regularly consuming large quantities of power. By way 
of illustration, MEIL consumes, on an average, over 12,30,000 kWH per 
month for the works being done for the PRLIS Project. According to the 
current categorisation, all the power-supplied to the above-mentioned 
projects is being provided under HT-VII temporary category. 

However, the Objector's projects, which can be defined as 'large 
construction', are not in any manner similar to the kind of 
constructions defined at Clause 7.113. The construction activities 
defined at Clause 7.113 such as buildings, bridges, flyovers, roads etc. 
neither consume the kind of power that is consumed by the Objector 
nor is the consumption for a long period of time, unlike the Objector 
whose Projects, particularly, PRLIS and JCR DLIS have been running for 
over 5 years from 2015-16 onwards, and are continuing as on date. The 
objector would like to bring to the note of this Hon-ble Commission 
that such large-scale projects act more as an 'Industry' in terms of 
higher demand and the consistency of usage. 

It is submitted that this Hon'ble Commission had considered 

In accordance with the Tariff Order issued by the Hon’ble 

Commission, the activity of construction is being categorized under 

HT-VII Temporary Supply and the relevant clause is presented below: 

“7.37/7.113 Construction activities like construction of all types of 

structures/ infrastructure such as residential /commercial buildings 

(height of 10 meters and above), bridges, fly-overs, dams, power 

stations, roads, aerodromes, tunnels for laying of pipelines, etc. The 

relevant tariff for temporary supply shall be applicable during the 

phase of construction. Construction activities of structures of height 

less than 10 meters will fall under LT-II and HT-II, as relevant.” 

Further, it is pertinent to mention that in most of the States viz; 

Gujarat, Delhi, Karnataka, Tamilnadu, West Bengal & Madhya 

Pradesh, the activity of construction is categorized under Temporary 

Supply category only. 
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S.No. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 

construction to be in the nature of a temporary business for a period of 
around one or two years. While the same is apt for construction of 
buildings, bridges, roads, tunnels for laying pipelines etc., it would not 
hold true for large construction activities which take over 3-7 years to 
complete. 

It is submitted that similar large construction projects being 
undertaken by the Objector in the State of Andhra Pradesh for the 
Polavaram Irrigation Project is being treated under the HT-II(A) 
category and not under temporary supply. 

For the facts and circumstances stated above, the Objector humbly 
requests that large scale construction activities may be treated under 
the HT-I 'Industry' category of power consumption, or carve out a 
separate category as this Hon'ble Commission deems fit 
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 Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open 
Access Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by M/s. Penna Cement Industries Ltd Lakshmi Nivas 705, Road#3,Banjara Hills,Hyderabad-500034 

S.No. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 
1 Proposed New Tariff for HT Consumers 

The Telangana Discoms have proposed a significant hike in the tariff of all 
categories (except agriculture). We, object that the State Government is 
free to provide subsidised or free power to any class of consumers. 
However, it should provide full and commensurate subsidy in such cases 
and there is no occasion to subsidise the cost of supplying free power / 
subsidised power by imposing the burden on the industrial consumers 
through cross subsidy. The Objector submits that the proposed tariff hike 
increases the Cross-subsidy % beyond the permissible range of ± 20% as 
per the Tariff Policy, 2016.  

The Discoms have proposed an average hike of 20% for the HT consumers 
which will have drastic impact on the industrial activities in the state and 
also due to covid-19 pandemic situation all the industries are in difficult 
condition. Hence, we request to Hon’ble Commission not to hike the 
Tariff.   

The last tariff hike in the state was approved by the the Hon’ble 
Commission in FY 2016-17. While, it has been five years now since the 
last tariff hike, but in the said duration, all the costs incurred by TS 
Discoms in terms of Power purchase cost, Transmission and Network 
cost etc. have increased significantly, leading to a constantly 
increasing revenue gap.  
Hence, TS Discoms believe that the proposed tariff hike is inevitable 
and justified to improve its financial condition and better customer 
service and accordingly request the Hon’ble Commission to approve 
the same after due regulatory proceedings. 
 
TS Discoms have carried out rigorous analysis on tariffs for various 
categories across states in India. It was found that the tariff for major 
HT categories across voltage levels in all other major states in India 
like Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Punjab, 
Maharashtra, Delhi, West Bengal etc. are higher as compared to HT 
Tariff in Telangana. 
 
TS Discoms agree that COVID-19 has significantly impacted the 
economy and wellbeing of our state and nation. Having recognized 
that, TS Discoms had taken various steps to provide relief to its 
consumers, some of which are mentioned below - 
Meter reading were suspended with enforcement of national level 
lockdown in March 2020. Meter readings remained suspended till 
May and normal meter reading commenced from June 2020 
Controlling cost: Project work were reduced to minimum possible 
only in emergency cases 
Provisional Billing to LT consumers for April 2020 
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Fixed Charges for Industries deferred till 31.05.2020 without any 
penalty and interest 
1% Rebate for HT Industries for payment within Due date (till 
31.05.2020) 
 Deration of Contracted Load: A consumer can avail deration of 

the contracted load irrespective of the criteria of completion of 
minimum period of the agreement as stipulated in GTCS. 
Existing 3 months’ notice period reduced to 30 days. 

2 Computation of depreciation in accordance with CERC (Terms and 
Conditions of Tariff) Regulations, 2019. 

We request to Hon’ble Commission, ensure the DISCOM’s to follow the 
computations Depreciation for each year of 4th control period in 
accordance with the CREC Tariff Regulations, 2019. 

TS Discoms state that TSNPDCL have already adopted the CERC 
depreciation rates as per CERC (Terms and Conditions of Tariff) 
Regulations, 2019. TSNPDCL had recently filed their APR filing for 
2020-21 on 31st Dec 2021, where Depreciation has been calculated 
as per CERC rates. 
TSSPDCL is in the process of adopting the CERC Depreciation rates. 

3 New Time of Day (ToD) Tariff 

The Petitioner has proposed to reduce the ToD incentive for off-peak hours 
(10 PM to 6 AM) from Rs.1/unit to Rs.0.50/unit for the applicable 
categories viz., HT-I Industrial, HT-II Others, HT-III Railways, Bus Stations & 
Airports and HT-IX EV Charging Stations. However, the Peak hours’ charges 
are the same i.e. Rs. 1/unit. This translates into additional 5% hike in off-
peak energy charges for HT consumers besides the proposed Tariff hike.  

ToD mechanism shall be on demand side management and not to consider 
as Tariff hike. We request to Hon’ble commission not change the ToD Tariff 
structure.  

In Telangana ToD (time of day tariff) was introduced as a demand 
management tool to address the issue of expensive power purchases 
made to cater to the demand during the peak hours.  
Later in 2016-17 tariff order the commission introduced the TOD Off 
peak incentive (Rs. -1/unit) for the consumers Time of Day tariff to 
aid in flattening of the day load curve while incentivizing off-peak 
hour consumption. 
TS Discoms have carried out an analysis on TOD Sales for HT Ind. & HT 
Other categories for Peak, off Peak and Normal timings. 
It is observed that since the introduction of off-peak incentives there 
has been a shift of consumption from normal timings to the off-peak 
hours. In 2016-17 consumption during normal timings was 54%, 
which has been reduced to 34% for 2020-21. In line with the same 
consumption in off peak hours during 2016-17 was 21%, which has 
increased to 33% for 2020-21. Considering the above scenario TS 
Discoms are losing on the revenue.  
Further, Sales during peak hours didn’t shift to the off-peak hours as 
much as expected since major industries are continuous loads 
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operated during the peak hours which are not feasible being 
operated during off peak hours. 
Keeping demand side management & Revenue requirements in mind 
TS Discoms have proposed to reduce the off peak incentive from Rs. 
1/unit to Rs. 0.5/unit. 
Further, TS Discoms shall abide by the directions given by the Hon’ble 
Commission. 

4 Submission of Objections in the matter of TS DISCOM’s proposal for 
determination of grid support charges for parallel operation of CPPs for FY 
2022-23.  

 We, Penna Cement Industries Limited, owning Captive Power Plant 
located at Ganeshpahad, Damarcherla, Nalgonda dist. is submitting our 
objections concern about the proposal of levy of Grid Support Charges by 
TS DISCOMS.   

Before going to the discussion of objections, it may please be noted that, 
before determination of GSC, The Hon’ble Chhattisgarh State Electricity 
Regulatory Commission (CSERC) has assigned this responsibility to an 
independent third party M/s. Electrical Research & Development 
Association (ERDA) to study various system data and system parameters of 
representative selected CPPs. Accordingly ERDA has measured various 
system parameters like harmonics, unbalance current, plant load factor, 
load cycle, fault level calculations etc by measurement on selected CPPs 
and relevant substation and finally ERDA has suggested working out the 
parallel operation charges on sound technical basis taking into 
consideration advantages and disadvantages to both CPPs & CSEB and 
submitted its recommendation to CSERC. Accordingly CSERC has 
determined Grid support charges Rs.21/KVA/Month vide Order dated 
31.12.2008. 

We request the Hon’ble Commission to engage a similar independent 
reputed third party to conduct a thorough analysis of system study and 
technical issues concerning power load throwbacks by CPPS/consuming 
industries, power harmonics in parallel operation of CPPs, size of the CPPs 

TS Discoms have followed the methodology adopted by APERC in its 
order dated 08.02.2002 for calculating Grid support charges. The 
same methodology was upheld by Supreme Court via judgment dated 
29.11.2019 as below 
“Persons operating Captive Power Plants (CPPs) in parallel with T.S. 
Grid have to pay ‘Grid Support Charges’ for FY 2022-23 on the 
difference between the capacity of CPP in kVA and the contracted 
Maximum Demand in kVA with Licensee and all other sources of 
supply, at a rate equal to 50% of the prevailing demand charge for HT 
Consumers. In case of CPPs exporting firm power to TSTRANSCO, the 
capacity, which is dedicated to such export, will also be additionally 
subtracted from the CPP capacity.” 
For the time being, the licensee humbly requests to the Hon’ble 
Commission to consider the above methodology. 
 
Further, TS Discoms shall abide by the directions given by the Hon’ble 
Commission. 
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and judiciously arrive at a reasonable charge as has been followed by other 
state utilities to arrive of the grid support charges/parallel operation 
charges. TS DISCOMS also should pursue this best practice to obtain an 
arm’s length analysis and fair rates for all constituents.     

 
 
1 

Objections on Proposed Grid Support Charges:The proposed gird support 
charges are not only arbitrary but also suffer from legal infirmity. There is 
no provision in Electricity Act, 2003 or in any Regulation of TSERC to 
determine Grid Support Charges or Parallel Operation Charges. The 
provision in Para 5.2.26 of National Electricity Policy 2005 notified by Govt 
of India which lay emphasis on grid connectivity of captive generators 
which is reproduced below:”  

“Under the Act, captive generators have access to licensees and would get 
access to consumers who are allowed open access. Grid inter-connection 
for captive generators shall be facilitated as per Section 30 of the Act. This 
should be done on priority basis to enable captive generation to become 
available as distributed generation along with the grid.”     

Supreme Court order dt. 29.11.2019, has empowered the State 
Regulatory Commissions, to levy the Grid Support charges. The same 
is also supported by various APTEL judgments (dt. 29.09.2015-
Renuka Sugars v/s. GERC, PGVCL, Gujarat TRANSCO; dt. 18.02.2012-
Chhattisgarh State Power Distribution v/s. Godawari Power &Ispat 
Ltd) and SERC orders. 
Research paper on “Grid Support charges on Captive power plant”, 
by K. Balaraman, Ananthapadmanabha, R. Nagraja, K. Parthasarthy; 
presented at IIT Madras – National Power System Conference 2004 
also supports Technically the application of Grid Support Charges on 
Captive Power Plants. 
In view of the additional benefits than the normal other consumers, 
the CPPs who intended to use and benefit from parallel operation 
need to compensate through Grid Support charges. The said Grid 
Support charges are also one of the components in Retail Supply 
Tariffs and these charges are proposed to levy on the CPPs who 
intended to use and benefit from parallel operation. Hence the 
proposal of Grid Support charges for FY 2022-23 are well within the 
provisions of Act. 

The licensee has not denied CPPs access to the network, the captive 
generators who intended to use and benefit from parallel operation 
need to compensate through Grid Support charges. 

2 It is further submitted that as per the Electricity Act 2003, the usage or grid 
support of the transmission or distribution network is possible only by way 
of open access as provided under Sections 39 and 42 of the above Act. As 
per the said provisions, the transmission and distribution licensee is only 
mandated to levy transmission/wheeling charges upon the Captive users, 
or any other open access consumers. It is further submitted that in the 
event of the CPPs sources power for their captive user industries by laying 
down their own dedicated transmission lines, as per mitted under Section 
9 of Electricity Act 2003, then even the aforesaid charges con not be 
levied.    

3 The Transmission system of the Transco/Discom should be so designed that 
it should take care of fluctuating load of the consumer as it is the duty of 
the transmission licensee under Section 40 of Electricity Act, 2003. 

As per the proposed grid charges conditions, the grid support 
charges will not be levied on the entire capacity of CPP and  it will be 
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Moreover variation of load of a consumer having CPP is much less than a 
consumer without CPP.  

levied only on differential capacity between CPP capacity and CMD 
with Distribution Licensee.   
 
Grid Support charges computation example: 
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kVA ……[a] 
CMD with Distribution licensee = 90 MVA = 90,000 kVA……[b] 
 
Differential capacity = [a-b] = 10 MVA = 10,000 kVA ….[c] 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = c * 50% of Demand charges 
                     = 10000 * (50% of say Rs. 475) / 10^7 
                     = Rs. 0.2375 Cr./ month 
 
Comparison of GSC with other states like Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, 
Tamil Nadu Chattisgarh 
 
Consider GSC @ Rs. 25 / kVA / month 
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kVA 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = 25 * 100000 / 10^7 
= Rs. 0.25 Cr.  / month 
 
Thus GSC determined by TS Discoms is very much justifiable. 
 
The grid support charges are not for drawl of power from the 
Distribution Licensee, but for utilization of parallel operation 
benefits by captive generators. 
However, if the Captive Plant Capacity is less than or equal to 
contracted maximum demand with licensee, such captive power 
plant capacity will not attract grid support charges. 
The licensee has not denied CPPs access to the network; the captive 
generators who intended to use and benefit from parallel operation 
need to compensate through Grid Support charges.  

The advantages of parallel operation with the grid are benefited by 
the CPPs in addition to other facilities of other consumers. In view of 

4 The unbalanced voltage of the grid is a source of negative phase sequence 
current which is absorbed by the generators of CPP. 

5 Fault level depends upon the generation capacity connected to the grid. 
Since the CPPs constitute 50% of the generation capacity connected to the 
grid they are supposed to contribute to the increase fault level of the grid. 
The parallel operation of CPPs with the grid is highly beneficial otherwise 
during a fault the grid voltage would have collapsed. 

6 As per Regulations of Supply Code, Industries having CPPs can draw 
emergency power up to the capacity of largest generating unit by paying 
required tariff. Therefore, it is not a support of the grid as claimed by the 
Petitioner. CPP’s drawl of power is limited to “start-up power” when there 
is total loss of generation of the CPP.  The drawl of power for production 
purposes, is limited to the CMD as per the Power Supply Agreement with 
the DISCOM. Otherwise penalty is attracted.  Overdrawl is prevented by 
proper setting of the relay at the Grid Sub-station. Due to injection of 
power by CPPs the load on the transformers in the grid reduces resulting 
in less transformer loss.” 

7 The CPP are acting as distributed generator at the load center for which the 
transmission and distribution loss has been reduced to great extent. 
Further since all the cost of the transmission utility is being covered by the 
Commission while approval of Annual Revenue Requirement (ARR) of the 
utility there is no scope of levying such additional charges on the 
consumers. On the contrary to the claim of DISCOMS that the CPPs which 
are connected with the grid are getting benefits, we are facing lot of 
problems due to irregularities of grid operation by TRANSCO.  

8 Transco being the State Transmission Utility (STU) has the responsibility to 
maintain the network system of the state as per Sec.39 and 40 of Electricity 
Act, 2003. As per Regulation Grid Code, all the users or prospective users 
of STU are to be treated equal. Further Section 9 of Electricity Act, 2003 
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does not difference between CPP and IPP as far as grid connectivity is 
concerned and hence both should be treated equitably from the viewpoint 
of grid connectivity and support. Moreover industries owning arc furnaces 
and rolling mills but without CPPs creates much bigger problems and create 
pollutions in the state grid as compared to an industry having a CPP. The 
fluctuation in the load, generation of odd harmonics is technically issues 
which are common for industries with CPPs and without CPPs. 

the additional benefits than the normal other consumers, the CPPs 
who intended to use and benefit from parallel operation need to 
compensate through Grid Support charges. The said Grid Support 
charges are also one of the components in Retail Supply Tariffs and 
these charges are proposed to levy on the CPPs who intended to use 
and benefit from parallel operation. Hence the proposal of Grid 
Support charges for FY 2022-23 are well within the provisions of Act. 

9 Just as in the case of APERC Original proposal when GSC was proposed at 
50% of the then applicable Demand Charge of Rs. 170 per KVA during the 
year 2002, the current proposal of 50% of the Demand Charge of Rs. 475 
per KVA per month is also not supported by any data proving that the grid 
suffered to this extent in providing parallel operations to CPPs. 

In the erstwhile APERC approved Grid Support charges in the Order is 
50% of the prevailing demand charge for HT Consumers. The demand 
charges of the HT consumers are changed from time to time as per 
Tariff Orders. The proposed grid support charges in the ARR & Tariff 
proposal of the licensee is also same as approved in erstwhile APERC 
orders i.e., 50% of the prevailing demand charge for HT Consumers. 

10 CPPs involve heavy capital investments and are necessitated to provide 
fillip to the main consumption industry utilizing captive power at 
reasonable rate as opposed to fluctuating and ever-increasing grid tariff. 

The advantages of parallel operation with the grid are benefited by 
the CPPs in addition to other facilities of other consumers. In view of 
the additional benefits than the normal other consumers, the CPPs 
who intended to use and benefit from parallel operation need to 
compensate through Grid Support charges. 11 The proposed levy of GSC aims to stifle the consuming industries by this 

arbitrary levy, which in turn erodes the viability of the principal industry to 
a point that it must perforce cease operations. 

12 The CPPs who are predominantly coal-fired, are already subjected to 
substantial increases in coal cost being supplied by the State mining 
companies and have no window to absorb such high levies such as the 
proposed GSC. 

13 CPPs have repeatedly expressed their willingness to provide additional 
protections in their facilities as desired by the grid to see that no untoward 
load throwbacks or fault currents or reactive power surges happen. 

No comments 

14 The prevailing parallel operation charge which is equivalent to 
the   proposed GSC in other States is as follows:              

Name of the 
State 

Grid Support Charges Rs/KVA/Month 

Hon’ble Supreme court in its order on Determination of Grid support 
charges dated 29.11.2019 upheld the Hon’ble APERC’s order quoted 
above concerning Grid support charges. The licensee has proposed 
the same grid support charges methodology approved in APERC 
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Madhya 
Pradesh 

Rs.20/KVA/Month 

RERC Rs.20/KvA/Month   
Gujarat Rs.26/KVA/Month 
Tamilnadu Rs.30/KVA/Month  
J&K Rs.16/- per kVA per month on the installed 

capacity of the CPP 
Odisha Nil 
West Bengal Nil 
Kerala Nil 
Karnataka Nil 

The above utilities have proposed these rates after third party analysis. 
From the above table it can be seen that the parallel operation charge or 
GSC in other States has been worked out based on clear parameters of the 
costs incurred by the Grid and so are considered reasonable as against the 
proposed levy of 50% of the Demand Charge of Rs. 475 per KVA per month, 
proposed by TS Discoms. The proposed levy has no basis and is grossly 
excessive, arbitrary, and so requires be reducing substantially and 
validating by an independent third-party analysis. What is the basis and 
methodology adopted while arriving GSC 50% of demand charges.   

order dated 08.02.2002 which is upheld by the Hon’ble Supreme 
court of India. 
Grid Support charges computation example: 
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kVA ……[a] 
CMD with Distribution licensee = 90 MVA = 90,000 kVA……[b] 
 
Differential capacity = [a-b] = 10 MVA = 10,000 kVA ….[c] 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = c * 50% of Demand charges 
                     = 10000 * (50% of say Rs. 475) / 10^7 
                     = Rs. 0.2375 Cr./ month 
Comparison of GSC with other states like Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, 
Tamil Nadu Chattisgarh 
Consider GSC @ Rs. 25 / kVA / month 
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kVA 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = 25 * 100000 / 10^7 
= Rs. 0.25 Cr.  / month 
Thus GSC determined by TS Discoms is very much justifiable. 
Research paper on “Grid Support charges on Captive power plant”, 
by K. Balaraman, Ananthapadmanabha, R. Nagraja, K. Parthasarthy; 
presented at IIT Madras – National Power System Conference 2004 
also supports Technically the application of Grid Support Charges on 
Captive Power Plants where in the Grid Support charges can be a 
certain percentage of fixed charges chargeable by the licensee to the 
consumers. 

15 Most of the CPPs installed capacities are much higher when compared to 
their captive load. When the installed capacity / operating capacity of 
captive load is much lower than installed Capacity of Power plant, it is very 
unfair to impose GSC based on the installed capacity of CPP. The proposed 
grid support charges computation as ”difference between the capacity of 
CPP in kVA and the contracted Maximum Demand in kVA with Licensee and 
all other sources of supply, at a rate equal to 50% of the prevailing demand 
charge for HT Consumers. In case of CPPs exporting firm power to 
TSTRANSCO, the capacity, which is dedicated to such export, will also be 

The proposed grid support charges are very negligible per unit in 
respect of generation of captive power plants. However, if the 
Captive Plant Capacity is less than or equal to contracted maximum 
demand with licensee, such captive power plant capacity will not 
attract grid support charges. 
 
The grid support charges methodology which was approved in Tariff 
Orders up to FY 2008-09 is adopted and proposed for the FY 2022-
23. 
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additionally subtracted from the CPP capacity”. We request to Hon’ble 
commission to consider the Captive Demand instead of difference between 
installed capacity of CPP and CMD of CPP. 

 
As per the proposed Grid Support Charges, in case of CPPs exporting 
firm power to TSTRANSCO, the capacity, which is dedicated to such 
export, will also be additionally subtracted from the CPP capacity 
while calculating grid support charges. 16 The proposed levy of GSC at such a high rate will be a death knell for large 

process industries which depend upon captive power at reasonable cost. 
The proposed GSC will hit at the core viability of the principal industry 
resulting in closure of operations and in loss of direct and indirect 
employment aside from loss of revenue to the exchequer.  

17 
 We object the proposed levy on Captive Power Plants (CPPs) inter alia 
alleging that the levy was devoid of merits, excessive; that there was no 
evidence of actual forbearance / costs /damages on the part of the grid on 
account of CPPs running parallel operation and if at all, it was only for 
export of surplus power from CPPs. We also claim that we have adequate 
protections against any power load throwback within the permitted time 
intervals under the grid code and accordingly refuted the claim of TS 
DISCOMS as being without merits.  
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Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open 
Access Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by Sri G.Sriram, Sainagar, Nagole, Hyderabad 

S.No. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 
1 In response to the tariff proposals made by the DISCOMs, I would like to make a 

suggestion to reduce the financial burden on DISCOMs and also Government (on 
account of subsidy) while making the DISCOMS viable financially. This may be 
forwarded to the Government for favourable orders. Government is giving free 
power agriculture. Such power is for the purpose of cultivation through 
motors. Government is spending so much on this account in the form of 
subsidy. On the other hand, the consumption on account of agriculture is not 
available to the DISCOMs, as the figure is a derived consumption than actual 
consumption.   Tapping the natural potential is need of the day, as it is cheap and 
abundant.  Only thing which is required is the strong will to tap such 
potential.   Installation of Solar water motors for agricultural sector will solve the 
problem of “free power” and tapping the natural potential.   

Next question that comes to mind is how to meet the capital expenditure on 
account of purchase of solar water motors.   There could be two alternatives for 
such capital expenditure.  One is to explore any Central Government funded 
schemes or the State Government schemes. I find a scheme of Government of 
Telangana in this regard.  The scheme of Rytu Bandhu.  Government is giving away 
crores of rupees to the farmers, without knowing its purpose of spending. Instead 
of sparing such crores of rupees without knowing the purpose of spending, it is 
better to give away the solor motors in one year in place of Rytu Bandhu.  Next 
year being the election year, it may not be possible to do this as Rytu Bandhu 
needs to be continued as it is. The amount spent on this account is for capital 
expenditure of purchase of solor motors.  On installation, Government can reduce 
or save the amount that is being spent on account of agriculture subsidy.  On the 
other hand, DISCOMs are not burdened on free supply as the motors run on the 
own electricity generated. I sincerely request TSERC to pursue the issue with the 
Government, enabling them to implement as the power purchase cost can be 
saved by this system. 

TS Discoms make note of the suggestions provided by the 
objector. 
 
The proposition made by the objector is in line with the 
Component C of PM KUSUM scheme of Govt. of India.  
 
TS Discoms are participating in the Component A of PM KUSUM 
scheme, with an allocation of 500 MW issued from MNRE. 
 
Component C (Part I) of PM KUSUM scheme, hasn’t picked up 
to the expected level in majority of the states, as there are 
ambiguities on the capital contribution from the state 
governments (30%) and the inability of farmers to raise the 
balance capital cost (40%). 
Regarding Component C (Part II) of the PM KUSUM scheme, TS 
Discoms had requested MNRE to exempt incentivizing the 
farmers in Telangana state, given the unique situation with 
24x7 free power supply given to agriculture consumers. The 
request by TS Discoms was not accepted by MNRE. Hence, TS 
Discoms have surrendered its allocation of 65,000 pumps to 
MNRE, for KUSUM Component C (feeder level solarisation) 
 
TS Discoms haven’t explored the GoTS Rytu Bandhu scheme for 
meeting the capex requirement of solar motors.  
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Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open 
Access Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by Sri Ankit Maheshwari, Fortum Charge and Drive India Private Limited,The Oberoi Centre,Building 

11,Level 6 , DLF Cyber City , Phase 2,Gurugram – 122002. 

S.No. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 
1 Hon commission, TSERC in 2018 had ordered single part tariff for a 

minimum period of 3 years to spur electric mobility in Telangana. 
Though the minimum period is coming to a close, we request to 
extend the single-part tariff structure (EV tariff LTIX and HTIX) to 
atleast until 2025, as the last 3 years have not spurred optimal 
demand.  

The same has been suggested by Ministry of Power guidelines dated 
14 Jan 2022, in which clause 7.1 quotes “ The tariff for supply of 
electricity to Public EV Charging Stations shall be a single part tariff 
and shall not exceed the "Average Cost of Supply" till 31st March, 
2025”. We thus request TSSPDCL and Hon Commission, TSERC to 
provide a single part tariff at ACOS (and no fixed charges) as proposed 
under this ARR. The other charges proposed by TSSPDCL like monthly 
minimum charges (single/three phase) on both LTIX and HTIX shall 
have a huge bearing on individuals and organizations wanting to 
contribute to development of EV charging infrastructure in these 
nascent time, when the demand is much lesser than anticipated. The 
covid scenario since 2020 has also dampened sentiments of EV 
adoption and we sincerely request you to extend the current EV tariff 
at LTIX and HTIX until 2025. 

The last tariff hike in the state was approved by the Hon’ble Commission in 
FY 2016-17. While, it has been five years now since the last tariff hike, but 
in the said duration, all the costs incurred by TS Discoms in terms of Power 
purchase cost, Transmission and Network cost etc. have increased 
significantly, leading to a constantly increasing revenue gap.  
Hence, TS Discoms believe that the proposed tariff hike is inevitable and 
justified to improve its financial condition and better customer serviceand 
accordingly request the Hon’ble Commission to approve the same after due 
regulatory proceedings. 
Under Telangana EV & ESS policy 2020-30, TS has already committed to to 
attract investments worth $ 4.0 Billion and create employment for 120,000 
persons by year 2030; Generate demand for battery storage solutions by 
driving EV adoption incentives and supply side incentives for battery 
manufacturing; To proactively support creation of EV charging 
Infrastructure in the initial phase and eventually create market for 
commercially viable EV Charging business. 
In addition to above TS have provisions for huge demand side incentive, 
Charging infra. incentives and EV manufacturing incentives. 
TS Discoms want to state that the current proposed Energy changes for EVs 
category Rs. 7.00/unit is less than the ACoS (Rs. 7.10/unit for TS Discoms).TS 
Discoms have proposed Fixed charge for this category on par with other 
categories. Also, other states in the country have also proposed fixed 
charges for EV category like Karnataka, Gujarat, MP, Haryana, Rajasthan, 
Maharashtra etc. 
Having said that, TS Discoms make note of the references shared by the 
objector on the tariffs for EV, and shall abide by the directions given by the 
Hon’ble Commission, as it deems fit. 

2 The above guidelines also clearly suggests supply at “average cost of 
supply until 31 March 2022”, hence we request the honorary 
commission (TSERC) and TSSPDCL to provision the input tariff at LTIX 
and HTIX at or lower than avg cost of supply. Hon Commission in 2018 
had stipulated lower than ACOS to spur demand and we sincerely 
request to extend the same principles until 2025 atleast. 
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3 We direct your kind attention to clause 2.1(i) of MOP guidelines which 
states “Public Charging Station shall be provided within time period 
not exceeding seven days in metro cities, fifteen days in other 
municipal areas and thirty days in rural areas”. We request you to 
kindly provide a defined timeline for this activity 

TS Discoms make a note of the request raised by the objector and try to 
release the connection to PCS as early as possible.  
TS Discoms shall abide by the directions given by the Hon’ble Commission. 

4 We also direct your kind attention to Clause 2.2 of MOP guidelines 
stating “ Any Public Charging Station/ Chain of Charging Stations may 
obtain electricity from any generation company through open 
access” .We sincerely request TSSPDCL and Hon commission to relax 
the open access procurement restrictions to 20kW specially for EV 
charging stations. Moreso, we request the Hon commission to 
aggregate EV charging load in the State of Telangana from single point 
of supply to multiple under aggregation mode. 

As per Regulation 2 0f 2005, Open Access Terms and Conditions dated July 
1, 2005, clause 8.1 mentions the eligibility criteria for getting open access. 
As per the said clause open access can be granted for contracted capacity 
greater than 1 MW, provided the commission may allow Open access to the 
consumers of capacity 1 MW or less in due course of time. 
 
TS Discoms shall abide by the directions given by the Hon’ble Commission.  
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Objections / Suggestions received from Sri Saurobroto Dutta, Associate Advocate, Hemanth Shah Associaes,  
(Fortum Charge & Drive India (P) Ltd., 81/1, Adchini, Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi – 110017 

 
SL. 
No. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 

1. 

We are the counsel on behalf of Fortum Charge & Drive India (P) Ltd., and 
intend to draw attention of the Hon’ble Telangana Electricity Regulatory 
Commission with reference to the public notice issued on 29.12.2021. 
As per the public notice dated 29.12.2021, it was informed that the 
Southern Power Distribution Company of Telangana Limited has invited 
objections/comments to the Aggregate Revenue REquireent (ARR) and 
Filings for Proposed Tariff (FPT) for the Retail Supply Business for the 
financial year 2022-23. That the said public notice further states that the 
objections/comments along with the relevant documents is supposed to 
be submitted with the Hon’ble TSERC on 28.01.2022 by 5:00 PM.  In this 
regard, please be informed that we have received our mandate for filing 
the objections/comments on 24.01.2022 and are facing dicciulty of time 
constraiant for filing the same by today. 
As per our discussion, it is respectfully informed that we are in the process 
of drafting the objections and the final version of the same shall be 
submitted on 31.01.2022. We hereby humbly request before this Hon’ble 
Commission to allow us an extension to file our comments/objections 
along with the relevant material by 31.01.2022 
Kindly let us know if any further assistance is equired at our end. 

The matter is in the jurisdiction  of Hon’ble Commission. 
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Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open 
Access Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by M/s. Nava Bharat Ventures Ltd, Nava Bharat Chambers, Raj Bhavan Road, Hyderabad-500082 

S.No Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 

1 While filing the Tariff Proposals (ARR) for FY 2022-23, The Distribution Licensees in 
Telangana have proposed, inter alia, a levy of Grid Support Charges on Captive 
Power Plants (CPPs) in Telangana for parallel operation with Grid as mentioned 
below. 

"Persons operating Captive Power Plants (CPPs) in parallel with T.S. Grid have to 
pay 'Grid Support Charges 'for FY 2022-23 on the difference between the capacity 
of CPP in kVA and the contracted Maximum Demand in kVA with Licensee and all 
other sources ofsupply, at a rate equal to 50% of the prevailing demand charge for 
HT Consumers. In case of CPPs exporting firm power to TSTRANSCO, the ix capacity, 
which is dedicated to such export, will also be additionally subtracted from the CPP 
capacity.  

In the ARR, The DISCOMS considered the erstwhile APERC's Order dated 08.02.2002 
referring to the para 64 of Judgement of Hon'ble Supreme Court Order dated 
29.11.19, the excerpt of which is as below, 

64. Any Government Order or Incentive Scheme does not govern the Grid Support 
Charges. Grid Code is the basis for levy of the Grid Support Charges, which came to 
be approved by the Commission on 26.5.2001. The same is also reflected in the 
impugned order.  The Grid Support Charges can be levied, and the order dated 
8.2.2002 of the Commission is, thus on the parity of the reasonings, has to be upheld 
considering the provisions of Section 21 (3) of the Reforms Act, 1998. Under section 
Il read with section 26 of the Reforms Act, 1998, all fixed charges under the 
distribution and Grid Support Charges are leviable only at the instance of a 
distribution company, and because of the discussion above, the Commission has 
the powers to determine it. In the agreements also there is a power where the 
Board could have fixed the Grid Support Charge unilaterally, but because of 
Reforms Act, 1998 came to be enacted, the application was filed in the Commission. 
After that, the Commission has passed the order in accordance with the law. We 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Supreme Court order dt. 29.11.2019, has empowered the 
State Regulatory Commissions, to levy the Grid Support 
charges. The same is also supported by various APTEL 
judgments (dt. 29.09.2015-Renuka Sugars v/s. GERC, PGVCL, 
Gujarat TRANSCO; dt. 18.02.2012-Chhattisgarh State Power 
Distribution v/s. Godawari Power &Ispat Ltd) and SERC orders. 
 
Research paper on “Grid Support charges on Captive power 
plant”, by K. Balaraman, Ananthapadmanabha, R. Nagraja, K. 
Parthasarthy; presented at IIT Madras – National Power 
System Conference 2004 also supports Technically the 
application of Grid Support Charges on Captive Power Plants. 
 
The above mentioned Supreme Court order was issued after 
the enactment of Electricity Act 2003. TS Discoms are not in a 
position to dispute the findings of the Supreme Court. 
Objectors are requested to take up the issue separately. 
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find no fault in the same. Thus, the order of the Commission concerning the Grid 
Support Charges has to be upheld...  

The Hon 'ble Supreme Court upheld the Order of APERC but the facts remain that 
there was nothing mentioned in the Grid Code on grid support charges and/or 
under the provisions of the Reforms Act, 1998. But unfortunately, there was no 
mention about the provisions of the Electricity Act 2003 (The Act). In fact, there is 
no provision in the Act for determination of Grid Support Charges. The provisions 
of the Reforms Act 1998 are applicable only till implementation of Electricity Act 
2003. 

The levy of grid support charges is also a part of recovery of 
fixed charges incurred by the Distribution licensee for 
providing benefits of the parallel operation with Grid to the 
CPPs.  
 
 
 
 

2 We, Nava Bharat Ventures Limited, own and operate 1 14 MW Captive Power 
Station comprising one 50 MW Unit and two 32 MW Units at Paloncha, in 
Kothagudem-Bhadradri District wish to submit our objections and concerns on the 
proposed levy of Grid Support Charges by TS DISCOMS as under. 

 
 
No comments 

3 While proposing the above GSC, the DISCOMs have considered the following 
advantages to CPPs relying on The Hon'ble Chhattisgarh State Electricity Regulatory 
Commission's (CSERC) discussion paper on parallel operation charges 
dated01.06.2008 and Order dated 31.12.2008, the excerpt of which is as follows: 

"10.1 Advantages to CPPs: 

(l) The fluctuations in the load are absorbed by the utility grid in the parallel 
operation mode. This will reduce the stresses on the captive generator and 
equipment’s. The bulk consumer can operate his generating units at constant 
power generation mode irrespective of his load cycle. 

(2)Fluctuating loads of the industries connected in parallel with the grid inject 
harmonics into the grid. The current harmonics absorbed by the utility grid is much 
more than that by CPP generator. These harmonics flowing in the grid system are 
harmful to the equipment’s and are also responsible for polluting the power quality 
of the system. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No comments 
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(3)Negative phase sequence current is generated by unbalance loads. The 
magnitude of negative phase sequence current is much higher at the point of 
common coupling than at generator output terminal. This unbalance current 
normally creates problem of overheating of the generators and other equipments 
of CPP, if not running in parallel with grid. When they are connected to the grid, the 
TSNPDCL Tariff & Cross Subsidy Surcharge Proposals for FY2022-23 negative phase 
sequence current flows into the grid and reduces stress on the captive generator. 

(4)Captive power plants have higher fault level support when they are running in 
parallel with the grid supply. Because of the higher fault level, the voltage drop at 
load terminal is less when connected with the grid. 

(5)On account of increase in plant load factor of captive generator, additional 
revenues can be generated by the CPPs by sale ofsurplus power to the utility. 

(6)In addition to the above, CPPs enjoy the following advantages also: (i) In case of 
fault in a CPP generating unit or other equipment, bulk consumers can draw the 
required power from the grid and can save their production loss. (ii) The grid 
provides stability to the plant to start heavy loads like HT motors. (iii) The variation 
in the voltage and frequency at the time of starting large motors and heavy loads, 
is minimized in the industry, as the grid supply acts as an infinite bus. The active and 
reactive power demand due to sudden and fluctuating load is not recorded in the 
meter. (iv) The impact created by sudden load throw off and consequent tripping 
of CPP generator on over speeding is avoided with the grid taking care of the impact. 
(v) The transient surges reduce the life of equipment of the CPP. In some cases, the 
equipment fails if transient is beyond a limit. If the system is connected to the grid, 
it absorbs the transient load. Hence, grid enhances the life of CPP equipments. 

 
 
 
 
 
No comments 

4 In the above matter, The Power Distribution Companies in Telangana and The Hon' 
ble Telangana Electricity Regulatory Commission have invited the stakeholders to 
file their comments/suggestions/objection, if any, on or before 5.0 pm on 
28.01.2022. 

 
 
No comments 
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5 HISTORY OF GRID SUPPORT CHARGES (GSC): 

1.The Grid Support Charge (GSC) was initially levied by the erstwhile Hon 'ble APERC 
vide Order in O.P.No. 1 of 1999 dated 08.02.2002 in the context of the AP Electricity 
Reform Act, 1998. The GSC order was implemented vide Tariff Order FY 2002-03 
from 01.04.2002. The same was challenged before the Hon'ble High Court for the 
erstwhile State of A.P which was decided in favour of the generators/Captive Power 
Producers (CPPs) the levy of grid support charges was set aside. An Appeal was filed 
by APTransco (Civil Appeal No. 4569 of 2003) in the Hon'ble Supreme Court. The 
Hon'ble Supreme Court, vide its judgement dated 29.11.2019 affirmed the orders 
of the erstwhile Commission. 

2.It is pertinent to note that the prevailing conditions during 2002 and the present 
are totally different. When the Act is not in existence, there was no concept of Open 
Access, Transmission and Wheeling. The same were allowed by means of mutually 
agreed agreements at that time. 

3.It is pertinent to note that the erstwhile APERC was constituted under the AP 
Electricity Reform Act, 1998, and passed the order in O.P.No.1 of 1999 in exercise 
of its powers under the said Act. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The grid support charges are approved in Tariff Orders up to 
FY 2008-09 issued by the erstwhile Hon’ble APERC. The same 
grid support charges methodology which was in Tariff Orders 
up to FY 2008-09 is adopted and proposed for the FY 2022-23.  

6 THE IMPACT OF THE ELECTRICITY ACT, 2003: 

1.In 2003, the Electricity Act, 2003 ("Act") came into force. The Act brought in 
substantial changes to the previous regime, including the establishment of State 
Commissions, delicencing of Generation, unbundling of transmission and 
distribution, specification of tariffs and charges, crystallized the scheme of Open 
Access, brought in procedures and standards to enforce discipline, etc. However, it 
left the Commissions established by States under earlier State enactments (such as 
the AP Electricity Reform Act, 1998) untouched and treated them to be 
Commissions established under the Act, essentially conferring them with powers 
under both Acts, in as much as the State enactments were not in derogation to the 
Act. 

The grid support charges are being proposed by the 
Distribution Licensee for consumers who are having parallel 
operation of Captive Power Plants with grid. The Distribution 
Licensee’s 132kV & above level HT consumers are not paying 
Transmission charges & SLDC charges to respective entities 
even though connected to 132kV & above level. These 
consumers are paying retail supply Tariffs as approved by the 
Hon’ble State Commission from time to time which is inclusive 
of all costs (Incl. SLDC & Transmission Charges).  
 
The advantages of parallel operation with the grid are 
benefited by the CPPs in addition to other facilities of other 
consumers. In view of the additional benefits than the normal 
other consumers, the CPPs who intended to use and benefit 
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2.Open Access was introduced under Section 42 of the Act, in pursuance to which 
APERC Regulation Nos.2 of 2005 and 2 of 2006 were also promulgated by the 
erstwhile Commission. 

3.Under the provisions of the Act, a separate agency by SLDC/RLDC/NLDC were 
created to take care of the Grid. SLDC/RLDC is responsible for maintaining grid 
security, Load forecasting, scheduling and dispatching and balancing of generation 
and demand (load). The ARR of SLDC was already approved in the MYT Tariff 2021-
23. The DISCOMs have no role in maintaining Grid security and have to comply with 
the directions issued by SLDC/RLDC. Hence, in the present scenario, there is no need 
to propose GSC by DISCOMs and the DISCOMs have no role in seeking GSC from 
CPPs connected at 132 KV level. 

4.TSTRANSCO and DISCOMs are responsible for Transmission and Wheeling 
business and can levy these charges only while the levy of GSC at 132 KV level is 
under the purview of SLDC only. Therefore, TSTRANSCO and DISCOMs have nothing 
to do with GSC. The ARR of Transmission and DISCOMs distribution business is 
recovered through Transmission charges and wheeling charges as approved in the 
relevant MYT orders. As the present ARR and Tariff proposal is to recover the retail 
supply business costs, the DISCOM has no role in proposing any GSC at voltage level 
132 KV. 

5.It is also pertinent to note that this Hon 'ble Commission is constituted under the 
Act, and thus the earlier AP Electricity Reform Act, 1998 under which GSC were 
earlier determined is neither applicable nor relevant in the present day. The Act, 
2003 specifically lays down the charges and tariffs to be collected, and no charges 
beyond what is prescribed can be levied. Admittedly, there is no charge such as GSC 
mentioned in the Act or the regulations, let alone under S.62 under which 
thepresent petitions are filed, and as such, any such proposal to levy GSC is without 
jurisdiction. 

6.It is thus submitted that the scope of present ARR for Retail Supply Business for 
FY 2022-23 should be strictly confined in terms of Section 62 of the Act r/w 
Regulation 4 of 2005 as adopted under Regulation 1 of 2014, and Section 42 of the 

from parallel operation need to compensate through Grid 
Support charges.  
The said Grid Support charges are also part of Retail Supply 
Tariffs and these charges are proposed to levy on the CPPs 
who intended to use and benefit from parallel operation. 
Hence the proposal of Grid Support charges for FY 2022-23 are 
well within the provisions of Act.  
However, the full Bench of Tribunal in Appeal No. 120 of 2009 
relating to Parallel Operation Charges (Grid Support Charges) 
in Chhattisgarh by Order dated 18.02.2011 stated that the 
State Commission is empowered to deal with the question as 
to whether the levy of parallel operation charges is 
permissible or not.  This aspect has been dealt with by this 
Tribunal in judgment dated 12.9.2006 in Appeal No.99 of 
2006. In the said judgment, this Tribunal upheld the levy of 
parallel operation charges by the State Commission.   Further, 
the Apex Court of India by its judgment dated 29.11.2019 in 
Civil Appeal No 8969 of 2003 (Grid Support Charges Batch 
matters) held that the State Electricity Regulatory Commission 
is vested with the power to determine the grid support 
charges.    
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Act for the purpose of determination of CSS and any proposal of the DISCOMs to 
levy GSC is itself misconceived and patently without jurisdiction. 

Without Preiudice to above submissions of the very authority and iurisdiction to 
levy GSC. the following further submissions are made. 

7 Captive Power Generation is delicensed under the Electricity Act so as to lessen the 
burden on the Grid in meeting the distributed loads. The provision in Para 5.2.26 of 
National Electricity Policy 2005 notified by Govt of India laid emphasis on grid 
connectivity of captive generators even under open access regime which is 
reproduced below:" 

"Under the Act, captive generators have access to licensees and would get access 
to consumers who are allowed open access. Grid inter-connection for captive 
generators shall be facilitated as per Section 30 of the Act. This should be done on 
priority basis to enable captive generation to become available as distributed 
generation along with the grid. 

In the spirit of this legislation and rules framed thereunder, determination of Grid 
Support or Parallel Operation Charge should follow the principles of transparency, 
actual forbearance and fair computation based on time tested methodology. The 
proposed levy does not meet any of these criteria and is arbitrary. 

 
 
 
 
The licensee has not denied CPPs access to grid or availing of 
parallel operation benefits, the captive generators who 
intended to use and benefit from parallel operation need to 
compensate through Grid Support charges.    

8 In the case of CPPs availing Open Access for transmission and wheeling of power 
from the generation point to the consumption point, Grid levies charges as 
determined by the regulator from to time. Even in these cases there is an 
established mechanism of UI charges which essentially address the so-called grid 
support or parallel operation. The proposed levy by the TSDISCOMs is therefore 
quite arbitrary, excessive and is not supported by quantifiable data. 

TS Discoms wants to state that the UI charges are levied to the 
tune up to ~12% of the deviation charges in the case where a 
Generator or a Discoms deviates from their said drawl or 
injection schedule.  
 
However, if the same generator or to be particular a captive 
power plant deviates from its said injection schedule say upto 
a quantum of more than 12% then this level of deviation is 
absorbed by the Grid. In this case Grid acts as a stabilizer. Thus 
UI charges amount for only a fraction of the quantum of 
deviation, whereas Grid support charges help to further 
develop the grid to absorb the rest of deviations. 
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9 The Transmission system of the Transco/Discom should be so designed that it 
should take care of fluctuating load of the consumer as it is the duty of the 
transmission licensee under Section 40 of Electricity Act, 2003. More over 
variation of load of a consumer having CPP is much less than a consumer without 
CPP. 

1. CPPs absorb some amount of harmonics whereas a consumer withoutCPP 
inject full quantum of harmonics generated to the grid. 

2. The unbalanced voltage of the grid is a source of negative phase sequence 
current which is absorbed by the generators of CPP. 

3. Fault level depends upon the generation capacity connected to the grid. The 
parallel operation of CPPs with the grid is infact beneficial with some degree 
of voltage support that the CPPs extend to the Grid 

4. As per Regulations of Supply Code, Industries having CPPs can draw 
emergency power up to the capacity of largest generating unit by paying 
required tariff. CPP's drawl of power is limited to "start-up power" that too 
when there is total loss of generation of the CPP. The drawl of power for 
production purposes, is limited to the CMD as per the Power Supply 
Agreement with the DISCOM. Otherwise, penalty is attracted. Overdrawl is 
prevented by proper setting of the relays at the Grid Sub-station. 

5. It is wrong to state that active and reactive power demand due to sudden 
and fluctuating load are not recorded in the meter. Billing is done for all 
consumers by integration over 15 minutes period and this is also applicable 
for CPPs and so it does not result in any undue advantage. 

6. Due to injection of power by CPPs the load on the transformers in the grid 
reduces resulting in less transformer loss." 

7. The CPP are acting as distributed generator at the load center for which the 
transmission and distribution loss has been reduced to great extent. 

8. As per Section 7 of the Electricity Act, 2003 any generating company may 
establish operate and maintain a generating station if it complies with State 
Grid Code and standards of grid connectivity as referred in Section 73 (b) of 
the Act. Both Tariff Policy and National Electricity Policy emphasizes the need 
for unhindered connectivity of CPPs to the grid. The proposed and arbitrary 

The Captive Power Plants continue to get connected to the 
licensee network system and operate their plant in 
synchronism with the grid due to the following reasons. 
 The fluctuations in the load are absorbed by the utility grid in 
the parallel operation mode. This will reduce the stresses on 
the captive generator and equipment. 
Fluctuating loads of the industries connected in parallel with 
the grid inject harmonics into the grid. The current harmonics 
absorbed by the utility grid is much more than that by the CPP 
generator. These harmonics flowing in the grid system are 
harmful to the equipment and are also responsible for 
polluting the power quality of the system. 
Negative phase sequence current is generated by unbalance 
loads. The magnitude of negative phase sequence current is 
much higher at the point of common coupling than at the 
generator output terminal. This unbalanced current normally 
creates a problem of overheating of the generators and other 
equipment of CPP, if not running in parallel with the grid. 
When they are connected to the grid, the negative phase 
sequence current flows into the grid and reduces stress on the 
captive generator. 
Captive power plants have higher fault level support when 
they are running in parallel with the grid supply. Because of 
the higher fault level, the voltage drop at the load terminal is 
less when connected with the grid. 
In case of faults in a CPP generating unit or other equipment, 
bulk consumers can draw the required power from the grid 
and can save their production loss. 
The grid provides stability to the plant to start heavy loads like 
HT motors.  
The variation in the voltage and frequency at the time of 
starting large motors and heavy loads, is minimized in the 
industry, as the grid supply acts as an infinite bus. The active 
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quantum of Grid Support Charge makes the captive power generation 
unviable and the spirit of the act and the rules framed thereunder are thus 
vitiated. 

9. There is no provision in the statute that empowers the DISCOMS to levy Grid 
Support Charges on the CPPs. They, on the other hand are benefited as CPPs 
absorbed some amount of harmonics. On the contrary consumer without 
CPPs transmit full quantum of harmonics to the grid. The DISCOMs/TRANSCO 
is not taking any step to install suitable equipment to filter the harmonics 
and injecting those pollutants to the grid for which the CPPs are forced to 
suffer. The grid voltage is always unbalanced due to various categories of 
consumers and hence is a source of negative phase sequence current which 
cause stress on the generators of CPPs. 

10. It is relevant to mention the observation and comments of The Hon 'ble 
Orissa Electricity Regulatory Commission in a similar matter, in its Order 
dated 31.03.2014 in Case No. 46/2012, the excerpt of which is as follows: 

Para- 15 of Order: 

i. 'We heard the parties at length and also perused the technical report 
submitted by OPTCL. The present installed capacity of the CGPs in the State 
as submitted by OPTCL is 5173 MW which is more than or equel to capacity 
of other generators connected to Odisha Grid including Odisha share of 
power from Central Generation Stations. We agree with the contention of 
CCPPO that the pollutants of the Grid like fluctuations in frequency and 
voltage, negative phase sequence, distortion due to harmonics etc. are the 
resultant effect of all synchronous machines like generators and motors of 
the Grid system. These pollutants are injected in to the grid not only by CGPs 
but also by other independent generators and machines like motors and arc 
furnaces of the consumers. Holding industry having CGPs only responsible 
for this is not correct  
 
Para-16 of Order: 
"After going through the submission of various stake holders of the grid 

and reactive power demand due to sudden and fluctuating 
load is not recorded in the meter. 
The impact created by sudden load throw off and consequent 
tripping of CPP generators on over speeding is avoided with 
the grid taking care of the impact. Thus the grid acts as the 
supporting system for the CPPs for its successful operation in 
terms of electrical performances. However, the grid support 
being an ancillary service extended by the licensee to the 
consumers, it has to be charged to the consumers who utilize 
the grid support. 
 
The full Bench of Tribunal in Appeal No. 120 of 2009 relating 
to Parallel Operation Charges (Grid Support Charges ) in 
Chhattisgarh by Order dated 18.02.2011 stated that the State 
Commission is empowered to deal with the question as to 
whether the levy of parallel operation charges is permissible 
or not.  This aspect has been dealt with by this Tribunal in 
judgment dated 12.9.2006 in Appeal No.99 of 2006. In the said 
judgment, this Tribunal upheld the levy of parallel operation 
charges by the State Commission.   Further, the Apex Court of 
India by its judgment dated 29.11.2019 in Civil Appeal No 8969 
of 2003 (Grid Support Charges Batch matters) held that the 
State Electricity Regulatory Commission is vested with the 
power to determine the grid support charges. Hence, the levy 
of grid support charges is well within the provisions. 
 
 
 
 
 
The grid support charges are not for drawl of power from the 
Distribution Licensee, but for utilization of parallel operation 
benefits by captive generators. 
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system we conclude that the behaviour of industries having CGPs and also 
without CGPs varies case to case basis. There are ample provisions in the 
Odisha Grid Code to regulate the behaviour of entities connected to the 
OPTCL system. Hence, a generic method of calculation of Grid Support 
Charges for all industries may not be proper. The Petitioner has failed to 
submit a State-wide study before us on which a decision could have been 
taken. One solution fits all can 't be applicable here. So implementation of a 
model of another State in our State will not be proper. 
 
Para- 17 of Order: 

"There are enough provisions in Odisha Grid Code, 2006 to maintain quality 
supply in the grid system. Regulation 4.7 of Odisha Grid Code discuss elaborately 
the ideal behaviour of constituents of the Grid. OPTCL should play the role of 
watchdog and analyze the pollutant injected by various constituents of the grid 
system. CGPs and industries injecting pollution should be directed to take up 
remedial measures like installation of capacitors, filters for harmonics, etc. so 
that grid pollution will be minimized. The non-compliance by any industry or 
industry having CGP of the Grid Code should be dealt as per Regulation 1.18 of 
OGC, 2006. Therefore, the prayer of OPTCL for levy of Grid Support Charges is 
not acceptable." 
 
11. Further, when GSC was proposed by APERC during the year 1999 and 2002, 

the Electricity Act was not in force. The Act is in force from 2003 and Section 
9 of Electricity Act does not differentiate between CPP and IPP as far as grid 
connectivity is concerned and hence both should be treated equitably from 
the viewpoint of grid connectivity and support. 

12. The proposed levy of GSC aims to stifle the consuming industries by this 
arbitrary levy, which in turn erodes the viability of the principal industry to a 
point that it must perforce cease operations. 

13. CPPs have repeatedly expressed their willingness to provide additional 
protections in their facilities as desired by the grid to see that no untoward 
load throwbacks or fault currents or reactive power surges happen. 

 
 
 
 
The licensee has not denied CPPs access to the network; the 
captive generators who intended to use and benefit from 
parallel operation need to compensate through Grid Support 
charges.  
 
 
 
The advantages of parallel operation with the grid are 
benefited by the CPPs in addition to other facilities of other 
consumers. In view of the additional benefits than the normal 
other consumers, the CPPs who intended to use and benefit 
from parallel operation need to compensate through Grid 
Support charges. The said Grid Support charges are also one 
of the components in Retail Supply Tariffs and these charges 
are proposed to levy on the CPPs who intended to use and 
benefit from parallel operation. Hence the proposal of Grid 
Support charges for FY 2022-23 are well within the provisions 
of Act.    
 
Further, the Apex Court of India by its judgment dated 
29.11.2019 in Civil Appeal No 8969 of 2003 (Grid Support 
Charges Batch matters) held that the State Electricity 
Regulatory Commission is vested with the power to determine 
the grid support charges. 
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14. The levy of GSC in 1999 was proposed when the generation shortfall was 
prevailing,and the TSDISCOMS were going through occasional R&C periods 
and frequency fluctuations, etc. when the Regulator considered that the 
proposed levy had merits. However, the TS Grid has since improved / made 
many strides in Grid size, availability of power and attained stability and is 
one of the few Grids in the country being engaged in export of power on a 
steady basis. Aggregate capacity of the CPPs now is relatively marginal 
compared to the Grid Size and no real forbearance could be possible 
warranting such huge and arbitrary levy. 

15. Grid Support Charges can not be a substitute for Demand or Capacity 
Charges which are determined on a wider basis by the regulator. So the 
proposed levy of Grid Support Charges based on applicable demand charge 
is arbitrary, excessive and results in undue enrichment of the TSDISCOMs at 
the expense of CPPs 

16. For the various reasons cited above, the Grid situation requires to be 
thoroughly reviewed with reference to the fact whether the Grid suffers any 
forbearance in providing parallel operations of CPPs. We request the Hon'ble 
Commission to procure from the Licensees that such a review be conducted 
on an arms-length basis by an independent third party, taking into account 
the actual power harmonics, fault currents or load throwbacks as claimed by 
TSDISCOMS and also to arrive at a justifiable and reasonable charge based 
on actual cost / damage suffered by the Grid, if any, in providing such parallel 
operations to CPPs 

17. The prevailing parallel operation charge which is equivalent to the proposed 
GSC in other States is as follows: 

Name of the 
State 

Grid Support Charges 
Rs/KVA/Month 

Madhya Pradesh Rs.20/KVA/Month 

Rajasthan Rs.20/KVA/Month 

Gujarat Rs.26/KVA/Month 

Tamilnadu Rs.30/KVA/Month 

 
The Hon’ble Supreme court in its order on Determination of 
Grid support charges dated 29.11.2019 upheld the Hon’ble 
APERC’s order quoted above concerning Grid support 
charges. The licensee has proposed the same grid support 
charges methodology approved in APERC order dated 
08.02.2002 which is upheld by the Hon’ble Supreme court of 
India. 
The proposed grid support charges shall be levied on 
differential capacity only i.e., difference between CPP capacity 
and CMD with Distribution Licensee. Whereas in other states, 
these grid support charges are calculated in entire capacity of 
Captive Power Plant (CPP). Moreover, if the CMD with 
licensee is more than or equal to capacity of CPP, there will 
not be levied any grid support charges to such consumer.  
Grid Support charges computation example:  
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kVA ……[a] 
CMD with Distribution licensee = 90 MVA = 90,000 kVA……[b] 
 
Differential capacity = [a-b] = 10 MVA = 10,000 kVA ….[c] 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = c * 50% of Demand charges 
                     = 10000 * (50% of say Rs. 475) / 10^7 
                     = Rs. 0.2375 Cr./ month 
 
Comparison of GSC with other states like Madhya Pradesh, 
Gujarat, Tamil Nadu, Chhattisgarh 
 
Consider GSC @ Rs. 25 / kVA / month 
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 KVA 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = 25 * 100000 / 10^7 
= Rs. 0.25 Cr.  / month 
 
Thus GSC determined by TS Discoms is very much justifiable. 
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J&K Rs.16/- per kVA per month on the installed ca acit of the CPP 
Karnataka Nil 

Kerala Nil 

Odisha Nil 

West Bengal Nil 
The above utilities have proposed these rates after third party analysis. 
From the above table it can be seen that the parallel operation charge or 
GSC in other States has either not been levied or has been worked out based 
on clear parameters of the costs incurred by the Grid and so are considered 
475per KVA per month, proposed by TSDiscoms. The proposed levy has no 
basis and is grossly excessive, arbitrary, and so requires to be rejected or 
reduced substantially as validated by an independent third-party analysis. 

18. It may please be noted that, before determination of GSC/POC, The Hon'ble 
Chhattisgarh State Electricity Regulatory Commission (CSERC) has assigned 
this responsibility to an independent third party M/s.Electrical Research & 
Development Association (ERDA) to study various system data and system 
parameters of representative selected CPPs. Accordingly, ERDA has 
measured various system parameters like harmonics, unbalance current, 
plant load factor, load cycle, fault level calculations etc by measurement on 
selected CPPs and relevant substation and finally ERDA has suggested 
working out the parallel operation charges on sound technical basis taking 
into consideration advantages and disadvantages to both CPPs & CSEB and 
submitted its recommendation to CSERC. Accordingly, CSERC determined 
Grid support charges Rs.21/KVA/Month. Similarly, The Hon 'ble OERC has 
also appointed an independent third party for system study before 
determination of GSC. 

19. We request the Hon'ble Commission to engage a similar independent 
reputed third party to conduct a thorough analysis of system study and 
technical issues concerning power load throwbacks by CPPS/consuming 

 
However, if the Captive Plant’s Capacity is less than or equal 
to contracted maximum demand with licensee, such captive 
power plant will not attract grid support charges. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Supreme Court order dt. 29.11.2019, has empowered the 
State Regulatory Commissions, to levy the Grid Support 
charges. The same is also supported by various APTEL 
judgments (dt. 29.09.2015-Renuka Sugars v/s. GERC, PGVCL, 
Gujarat TRANSCO; dt. 18.02.2012-Chhattisgarh State Power 
Distribution v/s. Godawari Power &Ispat Ltd) and SERC orders. 
 
Research paper on “Grid Support charges on Captive power 
plant”, by K. Balaraman, Ananthapadmanabha, R. Nagraja, K. 
Parthasarthy; presented at IIT Madras – National Power 
System Conference 2004 also supports Technically the 
application of Grid Support Charges on Captive Power Plants. 
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industries, power harmonics in parallel operation of CPPs, size of the CPPs 
and judiciously arrive at a reasonable charge as has been followed by other 
state utilities to arrive of the grid support charges/parallel operation charges. 
TS DISCOMS also should pursue this best practice to obtain an arm's length 
analysis and fair rates for all constituents. 

20. The proposed levy of GSC at such a high rate will be a death knell for large 
process industries which depend upon captive power at reasonable cost. The 
proposed GSC will hit at the core viability of the principal industry resulting 
in closure of operations and in loss of direct and indirect employment aside 
from loss of revenue to the exchequer. 

21. There is no mention of basis and methodology by DISCOMS for the proposed 
GSC of 50% of demand charges. If we consider the proposed GSC,  a captive 
power generating plant having installed capacity of 100 MW, is needs to pay 
GSC of Rs.2.97 Crores per month and Rs.35.63 Crores per annum, forcing 
closure of the industry in Telangana. 

22. In our case, the CPPs installed capacities are much higher when compared to 
our captive load to ensure higher availability for captive use. Since our 
installed and operating capacity of captive load is much lower than installed 
Capacity of Captive Power plant, it is required to connected with grid for 
export of surplus power through open access. 

23. Since it needs to import startup power during the occasions of blackout, the 
grid connection is required. 

24. The Grid connection is requited to import renewable energy . 

 
 
The grid support charges were approved in Tariff Orders up to 
FY 2008-09 issued by the erstwhile Hon’ble APERC.  
 
 
The proposed grid support charges are very negligible per unit 
in respect of generation of captive power plants. However, if 
the Captive Plant Capacity is less than or equal to 
contractedmaximum demand with licensee, such captive 
power plant capacity will not attract grid support charges. 
 
The grid support charges methodology which was approved in 
Tariff Orders up to FY 2008-09 is adopted and proposed for 
the FY 2022-23. 
 
As per the proposed Grid Support Charges, in case of CPPs 
exporting firm power to TSTRANSCO, the capacity, which is 
dedicated to such export, will also be additionally subtracted 
from the CPP capacity while calculating grid support charges. 
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Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open 
Access Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by Sri A.K.AGRAWAL, GM(Electrical), Orient Cement Ltd, Devapur Plant:PO Devapur Cement 

Works,District:Adilabad-504218 

S.
No 

Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 

1 While filing the Tariff Proposals (ARR) for FY 2022-23, The Distribution 
Licensees in Telangana have proposed, inter alia, a levy of Grid 
Support Charges on Captive Power Plants (CPPs) in Telangana for 
parallel operation with Grid as mentioned below. 

“Persons operating Captive Power Plants (CPPs) in parallel with T.S. 
Grid have to pay ‘Grid Support Charges’ for FY 2022-23 on the 
difference between the capacity of CPP in kVA and the contracted 
Maximum Demand in kVA with Licensee and all other sources of 
supply, at a rate equal to 50% of the prevailing demand charge for HT 
Consumers. In case of CPPs exporting firm power to TSTRANSCO, the 
ix capacity, which is dedicated to such export, will also be additionally 
subtracted from the CPP capacity.” 

 In the ARR, The DISCOMS preferred to consider the above 
term considering the erstwhile APERC’s Order dated 08.02.2002 and  
referring the para 64 of Judgement of Hon’ble Supreme Court Order 
dated 29.11.19, the excerpt of which is as below,  

64. Any Government Order or Incentive Scheme does not govern the 
Grid Support Charges. Grid Code is the basis for levy of the Grid 
Support Charges, which came to be approved by the Commission on 
26.5.2001. The same is also reflected in the impugned order. ………The 
Grid Support Charges can be levied, and the order dated 8.2.2002 of 
the Commission is, thus on the parity of the reasoning’s, has to be 
upheld considering the provisions of Section 21 (3) of the Reforms 
Act, 1998. Under section 11 read with section 26 of the Reforms Act, 

 
 
 
 
Supreme Court order dt. 29.11.2019, has empowered the State Regulatory 
Commissions, to levy the Grid Support charges. The same is also supported 
by various APTEL judgments (dt. 29.09.2015-Renuka Sugars v/s. GERC, 
PGVCL, Gujarat TRANSCO; dt. 18.02.2012-Chhattisgarh State Power 
Distribution v/s. Godawari Power &Ispat Ltd) and SERC orders. 
 
Research paper on “Grid Support charges on Captive power plant”, by K. 
Balaraman, Ananthapadmanabha, R. Nagraja, K. Parthasarthy; presented 
at IIT Madras – National Power System Conference 2004 also supports 
Technically the application of Grid Support Charges on Captive Power 
Plants. 
 
The levy of grid support charges is also a part of recovery of fixed charges 
incurred by the Distribution licensee for providing benefits of the parallel 
operation with Grid to the CPPs. 
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1998, all fixed charges under the distribution and Grid Support 
Charges are leviable only at the instance of a distribution company, 
and because of the discussion above, the Commission has the powers 
to determine it. In the agreements also there is a power where the 
Board could have fixed the Grid Support Charge unilaterally, but 
because of Reforms Act, 1998 came to be enacted, the application 
was filed in the Commission. After that, the Commission has passed 
the order in accordance with the law. We find no fault in the same. 
Thus, the order of the Commission concerning the Grid Support 
Charges has to be upheld…” 

The Hon’ble Supreme Court has upheld the Order of APERC 
considering the provisions of the Reforms Act, 1998. But 
unfortunately, there was no mention about the provisions of the 
Electricity Act 2003. In fact there is no provision in EA 2003 for 
determination of Grid Support Charges 

2 We, orient Cement Ltd.  Limited, own and operate a Captive Power 
Plant comprising Two Nos 25 MW  at Devapur, Dist: Mancherial wish 
to submit our objections and  concerns on the proposed levy of Grid 
Support Charges by TS DISCOMS as under. 

No comments 

3 While proposing the above, the DISCOMs have considered the 
following advantages to CPPs relying on The Hon’ble Chhattisgarh 
State Electricity Regulatory Commission’s (CSERC) discussion paper 
on parallel operation charges dated 01.06.2008 and Order dated 
31.12.2008, the excerpt of which is as follows: 

“10.1 Advantages to CPPs: 

 (1) The fluctuations in the load are absorbed by the utility grid in the 
parallel operation mode. This will reduce the stresses on the captive 
generator and equipment’s. The bulk consumer can operate his 

No comments 
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generating units at constant power generation mode irrespective of 
his load cycle.  

(2) Fluctuating loads of the industries connected in parallel with the 
grid inject harmonics into the grid. The current harmonics absorbed 
by the utility grid is much more than that by CPP generator. These 
harmonics flowing in the grid system are harmful to the equipments 
and are also responsible for polluting the power quality of the system.  

(3) Negative phase sequence current is generated by unbalance loads. 
The magnitude of negative phase sequence current is much higher at 
the point of common coupling than at generator output terminal. This 
unbalance current normally creates problem of overheating of the 
generators and other equipment’s of CPP, if not running in parallel 
with grid. When they are connected to the grid, the TSNPDCL Tariff & 
Cross Subsidy Surcharge Proposals for FY2022-23 33 negative phase 
sequence current flows into the grid and reduces stress on the captive 
generator.  

(4) Captive power plants have higher fault level support when they 
are running in parallel with the grid supply. Because of the higher fault 
level, the voltage drop at load terminal is less when connected with 
the grid.  

(5) On account of increase in plant load factor of captive generator, 
additional revenues can be generated by the CPPs by sale of surplus 
power to the utility. 

 (6) In addition to the above, CPPs enjoy the following advantages 
also: (i) In case of fault in a CPP generating unit or other equipment, 
bulk consumers can draw the required power from the grid and can 
save their production loss. (ii) The grid provides stability to the plant 
to start heavy loads like HT motors. (iii) The variation in the voltage 
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and frequency at the time of starting large motors and heavy loads, is 
minimized in the industry, as the grid supply acts as an infinite bus. 
The active and reactive power demand due to sudden and fluctuating 
load is not recorded in the meter. (iv) The impact created by sudden 
load throw off and consequent tripping of CPP generator on over 
speeding is avoided with the grid taking care of the impact. (v) The 
transient surges reduce the life of equipment of the CPP. In some 
cases, the equipment fails if transient is beyond a limit. If the system 
is connected to the grid, it absorbs the transient load. Hence, grid 
enhances the life of CPP equipment. 

4 In the above matter, The Power Distribution Companies in Telangana   
and The Hon’ble Telangana Electricity Regulatory Commission have 
invited the stakeholders to file their 
comments/suggestions/objection, if any, on or before 5.0 pm on 
28.01.2022. 

No comments 

5 Our objections against the proposed Grid Support Charges are set                            
out below for your kind consideration and disposal: 

The benefits extended by the licensee to the CPP consumers, it has to be 
charged to the consumers who utilize the grid support. Hence, the licensee 
has proposed the levy of grid support charges duly adopting the 
methodology approved in the APERC order 08.02.2002 and subsequently 
upheld by Supreme Court via judgment dated 29.11.2019. 

6 History of Grid Support Charges (GSC):  

The Grid Support Charge (GSC) was initially levied by the erstwhile 
Hon’ble APERC vide Order in O.P.No. 1 of 1999 dated 08.02.2002 in 
the context of the AP Electricity Reform Act, 1998. The GSC order was 
implemented vide Tariff Order FY 2002-03 from 01.04.2002. The 
same was challenged before the Hon’ble High Court for the erstwhile 
State of A.P which was decided in favour of the generators/Captive 
Power Producers (CPPs) by setting aside the levy of grid support 
charges. An Appeal was filed by APTransco  (Civil Appeal No. 4569 of 
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2003) in the Hon’ble Supreme Court. The Hon’ble Supreme Court, 
vide its judgement dated 29.11.2019 affirmed the orders of the 
erstwhile Commission.  

The prevailing conditions during 2002 and the present are totally 
different. Then the Electricity Act, 2003 had not came into existence 
and SLDC had no separate statutory identity then and SLDC revenue 
was part of APTRANSCO.  

There was lot of indiscipline in Transmission Companies. States were 
exceeding the drawl limits as there was no stringent enforcement 
mechanism. The result is that, we have witnessed failure of Northern 
grid in Jan 2, 2001 and 230 million people were affected.  

There was no concept of Open Access, and Transmission and 
Wheeling were allowed by means of mutually agreed agreements as 
per the prevailing statutes viz. The Indian Electricity Act, 1910, The 
Electricity (Supply) Act, 1948 and rules made thereunder.  

It is pertinent to note that the erstwhile APERC was constituted under 
the AP Electricity Reform Act, 1998, and has passed the order in 
O.P.No.1 of 1999 in exercise of its powers under the said Act. 

 
 
Supreme Court order dt. 29.11.2019, has empowered the State 
Regulatory Commissions, to levy the Grid Support charges. The same is 
also supported by various APTEL judgments (dt. 29.09.2015-Renuka 
Sugars v/s. GERC, PGVCL, Gujarat TRANSCO; dt. 18.02.2012-Chhattisgarh 
State Power Distribution v/s. Godawari Power &Ispat Ltd) and SERC 
orders. 
 
Research paper on “Grid Support charges on Captive power plant”, by K. 
Balaraman, Ananthapadmanabha, R. Nagraja, K. Parthasarthy; presented 
at IIT Madras – National Power System Conference 2004also supports 
Technically the application of Grid Support Charges on Captive Power 
Plants. 
 
The grid support charges are approved in Tariff Orders up to FY 2008-09 
issued by the erstwhile Hon’ble APERC. The same grid support charges 
methodology which was in Tariff Orders up to FY 2008-09 is adopted and 
proposed for the FY 2022-23.   

7 The Impact of the Electricity Act, 2003: 

In 2003, the Electricity Act, 2003 (“Act”) came into force. The Act 
brought in substantial changes to the previous regime, including the 
establishment of State Commissions, delicencing of Generation, 
unbundling of transmission and distribution, specification of tariffs 
and charges, crystallized the scheme of Open Access, brought in 
procedures and standards to enforce discipline, etc. However, it left 
the Commissions established by States under earlier State 
enactments (such as the AP Electricity Reform Act, 1998) untouched 
and treated them to be Commissions established under the Act, 
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essentially conferring them with powers under both Acts, in as much 
as the State enactments were not in derogation to the Act. 

Open Access was introduced under Section 42 of the Act, in 
pursuance to which APERC Regulation Nos.2 of 2005 and 2 of 2006 
were also promulgated by the erstwhile Commission. The Grid Code 
came into existence. In 2021, this Hon’ble Commission also notified 
Regulation No.3 of 2021 to maintain grid discipline and grid security 
as envisaged under the State Electricity Grid Code through the 
commercial mechanism for Deviation Settlement for controlling 
drawal and injection of electricity by the users of the grid. 

CPP’s are exempt from the payment of CSS as per the 4th proviso to 
S.42(2) of the Act, as the legislature intended to reduce the charges 
on CPP’s in order to encourage generation. Further, S.86(1)(e) of the 
Act also prescribes that generation from cogeneration sources be 
promoted.  

Now, as there is an established mechanism to bring discipline among 
the Generators and Consumers by levying various charges as per the 
Grid Code, Open Access (OA) Regulations. Both OA Consumers and 
OA Generators are supposed to declare Week Ahead and Day Ahead 
Schedules.  

SLDC/RLDC is the nodal agency to maintain Grid discipline and 
optimum scheduling and despatch of electricity under Sections 28 
and 32 of the Act. Every Licensee, Generating companies and other 
persons connected with the operation of power system are under 
strict obligation to comply with the directions issued by RLDC (Section 
29(1) of the Act) and SLDC (S.33(1) of the Act) as per the Regulations 
prescribed by the appropriate Commission. 
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Under the provisions of the Act, a separate agency by 
SLDC/RLDC/NLDC were created to take care of the Grid. SLDC/RLDC is 
responsible for maintaining grid security, Load forecasting, 
scheduling and despatching and balancing of generation and demand 
(load). The ARR of SLDC was already approved in the MYT Tariff 2021-
23. The DISCOMs have no role in maintaining Grid security and have 
to comply with the directions issued by SLDC/RLDC. Hence, in the 
present scenario, there is no need to propose GSC by DISCOMs and 
the DISCOMs have no role in seeking GSC. 

TSTRANSCO and DISCOMs are responsible for Transmission and 
Wheeling business and can levy these charges only while the levy of 
GSC is under the purview of SLDC only. Therefore, TSTRANSCO and 
DISCOMs have nothing to do with GSC. The ARR of Transmission and 
DISCOMs distribution business is recovered through Transmission 
charges and wheeling charges as approved in the relevant MYT 
orders. As the present ARR and Tariff proposal is to recover the retail 
supply business costs, the DISCOM has no role in proposing any GSC. 

It is also pertinent to note that this Hon’ble Commission is constituted 
under the Act, and thus the earlier AP Electricity Reform Act, 1998 
under which GSC were earlier determined is neither applicable nor 
relevant in the present day. The Act, 2003 specifically lays down the 
charges and tariffs to be collected, and no charges beyond what is 
prescribed can be levied. Admittedly, there is no charge such as GSC 
mentioned in the Act or the regulations, let alone under S.62 under 
which the present petitions are filed, and as such, any such proposal 
to levy GSC is without jurisdiction. 

It is thus submitted that the scope of present ARR for Retail Supply 
Business for FY 2022-23 should be strictly confined in terms of Section 
62 of the Act r/w Regulation 4 of 2005 as adopted under Regulation 

 
 
 
 
 
The grid support charges are being proposed by the Distribution Licensee 
for consumers who are having parallel operation of Captive Power Plants. 
The Distribution Licensee’s 132kV & above level HT consumers are not 
paying Transmission charges & SLDC charges to respective entities even 
though connected to 132kV & above level. These consumers are paying 
retail supply Tariffs as approved by the Hon’ble State Commission from 
time to time which is inclusive of all costs (Incl SLDC & Transmission 
Charges).  
 
The advantages of parallel operation with the grid are benefited by the 
CPPs in addition to other facilities of other consumers. In view of the 
additional benefits than the normal other consumers, the CPPs who 
intended to use and benefit from parallel operation need to compensate 
through Grid Support charges.  
 
 
The said Grid Support charges are also part of Retail Supply Tariffs and 
these charges are proposed to levy on the CPPs who intended to use and 
benefit from parallel operation. Hence the proposal of Grid Support 
charges for FY 2022-23 are well within the provisions of Act. 
However, the full Bench of Tribunal in Appeal No. 120 of 2009 relating to 
Parallel Operation Charges(Grid Support Charges ) in Chhattisgarh by Order 
dated 18.02.2011 stated that the State Commission is empowered to deal 
with the question as to whether the levy of parallel operation charges is 
permissible or not.  This aspect has been dealt with by this Tribunal in 
judgment dated 12.9.2006 in Appeal No.99 of 2006. In the said judgment, 
this Tribunal upheld the levy of parallel operation charges by the State 
Commission.   Further, the Apex Court of India by its judgment dated 
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1 of 2014, and Section 42 of the Act for the purpose of determination 
of CSS and any proposal of the DISCOMs to levy GSC is itself 
misconceived and patently without jurisdiction. 

29.11.2019 in Civil Appeal No 8969 of 2003 (Grid Support Charges Batch 
matters) held that the State Electricity Regulatory Commission is vested 
with the power to determine the grid support charges. 
 

 Without Prejudice to above submissions of the very power and 
jurisdiction to levy GSC, the following further submissions are 
made.5.3 Captive Power Generation is delicensed under the 
Electricity Act so as to lessen the burden on the Grid in meeting the 
distributed loads.  The provision in Para 5.2.26 of National Electricity 
Policy 2005 notified by Govt of India laid emphasis on grid 
connectivity of captive generators even under open access regime 
which is reproduced below:”  

 “Under the Act, captive generators have access to licensees 
and would get access to consumers who are allowed open access. 
Grid inter-connection for captive generators shall be facilitated as per 
Section 30 of the Act. This should be done on priority basis to enable 
captive generation to become available as distributed generation 
along with the grid.”   

  In the spirit of this legislation and rules framed 
thereunder, determination of Grid Support or Parallel Operation 
Charge should follow the principles of transparency, actual 
forbearance and fair computation based on time tested 
methodology. The proposed levy does not meet any of these criteria 
and is arbitrary. 

 
 
 
 
The licensee has not denied CPPs access to the network, the captive 
generators who intended to use and benefit from parallel operation need 
to compensate through Grid Support charges.   

8 In the case of CPPs availing Open Access for transmission and   
wheeling of power from the generation point to the consumption 
point, Grid levies charges as determined by the regulator from to 
time. Even in these cases there is an established mechanism of UI 
charges which essentially address the so-called grid support or 

TS Discoms wants to state that the UI charges are levied to the tune up to 
~12% of the deviation charges in the case where a Generator or a Discoms 
deviates from their said drawl or injection schedule.  
 
However, if the same generator or to be particular a captive power plant 
deviates from its said injection schedule say up to a quantum of more than 
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parallel operation, A similar time tested methodology should be 
devised for such CPPs that do not avail open access so that Grid is 
adequately  

 Compensated for forbearance, if any, in providing parallel operation 
to CPPs. The proposed levy by the TSDISCOMs is therefore quite 
arbitrary, excessive and is not supported by quantifiable data. 

12% then this level of deviation is absorbed by the Grid. In this case Grid 
acts as a stabilizer. Thus UI charges amount for only a fraction of the 
quantum of deviation, whereas Grid support charges help to further 
develop the grid to absorb the rest of deviations. 

9 The Transmission system of the Transco/Discom should be so 
designed that it should take care of fluctuating load of the consumer 
as it is the duty of the transmission licensee under Section 40 of 
Electricity Act, 2003. More over variation of load of a consumer 
having CGP is much less than a consumer without CGP.  

 CGPs absorb some amount of harmonics whereas a consumer 
without CGP inject full quantum of harmonics generated to the grid.  

The unbalanced voltage of the grid is a source of negative phase 
sequence current which is absorbed by the generators of CGP.  

Fault level depends upon the generation capacity connected to the 
grid. The parallel operation of CGPs with the grid is infact beneficial 
with some degree of voltage support that the CGPs extend to the Grid 

As per Regulations of Supply Code, Industries having CGPs can draw 
emergency power up to the capacity of largest generating unit by 
paying required tariff.  CPP’s drawl of power is limited to “start-up 
power” that too when there is total loss of generation of the CPP. The 
drawl of power for production purposes, is limited to the CMD as per 
the Power Supply Agreement with the DISCOM. Otherwise, penalty is 
attracted.  Overdrawl is prevented by proper setting of the relays at 
the Grid Sub-station.   

As per the proposed grid charges conditions, the grid support charges will 
not be levied on the entire capacity of CPP and  it will be levied only on 
differential capacity between CPP capacity and CMD with Distribution 
Licensee.   

 
Grid Support charges computation example:  
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kVA ……[a] 
CMD with Distribution licensee = 90 MVA = 90,000 kVA……[b] 
 
Differential capacity = [a-b] = 10 MVA = 10,000 kVA ….[c] 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = c * 50% of Demand charges 
                     = 10000 * (50% of say Rs. 475) / 10^7 
                     = Rs. 0.2375 Cr./ month  

 
Comparison of GSC with other states like Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, Tamil 
Nadu, Chhattisgarh 
 
Consider GSC @ Rs. 25 / kVA / month 
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kVA 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = 25 * 100000 / 10^7 
                     = Rs. 0.25 Cr.  / month 
 
Thus GSC determined by TS Discoms is very much justifiable. 
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It is wrong to state that active and reactive power demand due to 
sudden and fluctuating load are not recorded in the meter. Billing is 
done for all consumers by integration over 15 minutes period and this 
is also applicable for CPPs and so it does not result in any undue 
advantage.   

Due to injection of power by CGPs the load on the transformers in the 
grid reduces resulting in less transformer loss.” 

The CGP are acting as distributed generator at the load center for 
which the transmission and distribution loss has been reduced to 
great extent.  

As per Section 7 of the Electricity Act, 2003 any generating company 
may establish operate and maintain a generating station if it complies 
with State Grid Code and standards of grid connectivity as referred in 
Section  

73 (b) of the Act. Both Tariff Policy and National Electricity Policy 
emphasizes the unhindered connectivity of CGPs to the grid. The 
proposed and arbitrary quantum of Grid Support Charge makes the 
captive power generation unviable and the spirit of the act and the 
rules framed thereunder are thus vitiated.  

There is no provision in the statute empowers the DISCOMS to levy 
Grid Support Charges on the CPPs. They, on the other hand as CPPs 
absorbed some amount of harmonics. On the contrary consumer 
without CGPs transmit full quantum of harmonics to the grid. The 
DISCOMs/TRANSCO is not taking any step to install suitable 
equipment to filter the harmonics and injecting those pollutants to 
the grid for which the CPPs are forced to suffer. The grid voltage is 
always unbalanced due to various categories of consumers and hence 
is a source of negative phase sequence current which cause stress on 

The grid support charges are not for drawl of power from the Distribution 
Licensee, but for utilization of parallel operation benefits by captive 
generators. 

 

However, if the Captive Plant Capacity is less than or equal to contracted 
maximum demand with licensee, such captive power plant capacity will not 
attract grid support charges. 

 

 
  
The licensee has not denied CPPs access to the network; the captive 
generators who intended to use and benefit from parallel operation need 
to compensate through Grid Support charges. 
 
 
The advantages of parallel operation with the grid are benefited by the 
CPPs in addition to other facilities of other consumers. In view of the 
additional benefits than the normal other consumers, the CPPs who 
intended to use and benefit from parallel operation need to compensate 
through Grid Support charges. The said Grid Support charges are also one 
of the components in Retail Supply Tariffs and these charges are proposed 
to levy on the CPPs who intended to use and benefit from parallel 
operation. Hence the proposal of Grid Support charges for FY 2022-23 are 
well within the provisions of Act.   
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the generators of CPPs. Transco being the STU of Telangana should 
find some means to prevent the same 

 It is relevant to mention the observation and comments of The 
Hon’ble Orissa Electricity Regulatory Commission in the similar 
matter, in its Order dated 31.03.2014 in Case No. 46/2012, the 
excerpt of which is as follows: 

 i) Para- 15 of Order: 

  “We heard the parties at length and also perused the 
technical report submitted by OPTCL. The present installed capacity 
of the CGPs in the State as submitted by OPTCL is 5173 MW which is 
more than or equel to capacity of other generators connected to 
Odisha Grid including Odisha share of power from Central Generation 
Stations. We agree with the contention of CCPPO that the pollutants 
of the Grid like fluctuations in frequency and voltage, negative phase 
sequence, distortion due to harmonics etc. are the resultant effect of 
all synchronous machines like generators and motors of the Grid 
system. These pollutants are injected in to the grid not only by CGPs 
but also by other independent generators and machines like motors 
and arc furnaces of the consumers. Holding industry having CGPs only 
responsible for this is not correct”. 

ii) Para-16 of Order: 

  “After going through the submission of various stake 
holders of the grid system we conclude that the behaviour of 
industries having CGPs and also without CGPs varies case to case 
basis. There are ample provisions in the Odisha Grid Code to regulate 
the behaviour of entities connected to the OPTCL system. Hence, a 
generic method of calculation of Grid Support Charges for all 
industries may not be proper. The Petitioner has failed to submit a 
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State-wide study before us on which a decision could have been 
taken. One solution fits all can’t be applicable here. So 
implementation of a model of another State in our State will not be 
proper.”  

iii) Para- 17 of Order: 

  “There are enough provisions in Odisha Grid Code, 
2006 to maintain quality supply in the grid system. Regulation 4.7 of 
Odisha Grid Code discuss elaborately the ideal behaviour of 
constituents of the Grid. OPTCL should play the role of watchdog and 
analyze the pollutant injected by various constituents of the grid 
system. CGPs and industries injecting pollution should be directed to 
take up remedial measures like installation of capacitors, filters for 
harmonics, etc. so that grid pollution will be minimized. The non-
compliance by any industry or industry having CGP of the Grid Code 
should be dealt as per Regulation 1.18 of OGC, 2006. Therefore, the 
prayer of OPTCL for levy of Grid Support Charges is not acceptable.”  

Just as in the case of Original proposal when GSC was proposed at 
50% of the then applicable Demand Charge of Rs 170 per KVA during 
the year 2002, the current proposal of 50% of the Demand Charge of 
Rs 475 per KVA per month is also not supported by any data proving 
that the grid suffered to this extent in providing parallel operations to 
CPPs.  

CPPs involve heavy capital investments and are necessitated to 
provide fillip to the main consumption industry utilizing captive 
power at reasonable rate as opposed to fluctuating and ever-
increasing grid tariff.  

Further, the Original proposal when GSC was proposed by APERC 
during the year 1999 and 2002, the Electricity Act is not in force. The 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The grid support charges were approved in Tariff Orders up to FY 2008-09 
issued by the erstwhile Hon’ble APERC.  
 
 
The advantages of parallel operation with the grid are benefited by the 
CPPs in addition to other facilities of other consumers. In view of the 
additional benefits than the normal other consumers, the CPPs who 
intended to use and benefit from parallel operation need to compensate 
through Grid Support charges.  
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Act is in force from 2003 and Section 9 of Electricity Act does not 
difference between CGP and IPP as far as grid connectivity is 
concerned and hence both should be treated equitably from the 
viewpoint of grid connectivity and support. 

The proposed levy of GSC aims to stifle the consuming industries by 
this arbitrary levy, which in turn erodes the viability of the principal 
industry to a point that it must perforce cease operations. 

The CPPs who are predominantly coal-fired, are already subjected to 
substantial increases in coal cost being supplied by the State mining 
companies and have no window to absorb such high levies such as 
the proposed GSC. 

CPPs have repeatedly expressed their willingness to provide 
additional protections in their facilities as desired by the grid to see 
that no untoward load throwbacks or fault currents or reactive power 
surges happen.  

The original levy of GSC in 1999 was proposed when the generation 
shortfall was prevailing,and the TSDISCOMS were going through 
occasional R&C periods and frequency fluctuations, etc. when the 
Regulator considered that the proposed levy had merits. However, 
the TS Grid has since improved / made many strides in Grid size, 
availability of power and attained stability and is one of the few Grids 
in the country being engaged in export of power on a steady basis. 
Aggregate capacity of the CPPs now is relatively marginal compared 
to the Grid Size and no real forbearance could be possible warranting 
such huge and arbitrary levy. 

Grid Support Charges can not be a substitute for Demand or Capacity 
Charges which are determined on a wider basis by the regulator. So 
the proposed levy of Grid Support Charges based on applicable 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Research paper on “Grid Support charges on Captive power plant”, by K. 
Balaraman, Ananthapadmanabha, R. Nagraja, K. Parthasarthy; presented 
at IIT Madras – National Power System Conference 2004 also supports 
Technically the application of Grid Support Charges on Captive Power 
Plants where in the Grid Support charges can be a certain percentage of 
fixed charges chargeable by the licensee to the consumers.  
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demand charge is arbitrary, excessive and results in undue 
enrichment of the  TSDISCOMs at the expense of CPPs 

Determination of the Grid Support Charges based on CPP capacity in 
KVA lacks merits while the entire power systems in the premises of 
CPP are approved by CEIG in KW, Aside from this even the export 
contracts either bilateral or under the Exchanges are settled in MWs. 
So the quantification of the Grid Support Charge, if any, has to be in 
KW. 

The Grid situation therefore requires to be thoroughly reviewed with 
reference to the fact whether the Grid suffers any forbearance  in 
providing parallel operations of CPPs. We request the Hon’ble 
Commission to procure from the Licensees that such a review be 
conducted on an arms-length basis by an independent third party, 
taking into account the actual power harmonics, fault currents or load 
throwbacks as claimed by TSDISCOMS and also to arrive at a 
justifiable and reasonable  charge based on actual cost / damage 
suffered by the Grid, if any, in providing such parallel operations to 
CPPs. 

 The prevailing parallel operation charge which is equivalent to the   
proposed GSC in other States is as follows:              

Name of the 
State 

Grid Support Charges Rs/KVA/Month 

Madhya 
Pradesh 

 Rs.20/KVA/Month 

Rajasthan Rs.20/KVA/Month 
Gujarat  Rs.26/KVA/Month 
Tamilnadu Rs.30/KVA/Month  
J&K Rs.16/- per kVA per month on the installed 

capacity of the CPP 

 
 
 
The grid support charges methodology which was approved in Tariff Orders 
up to FY 2008-09 is adopted and proposed for the FY 2022-23.   
 
Grid Support charges computation example:  
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kVA ……[a] 
CMD with Distribution licensee = 90 MVA = 90,000 kVA……[b] 
 
Differential capacity = [a-b] = 10 MVA = 10,000 kVA ….[c] 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = c * 50% of Demand charges 
                     = 10000 * (50% of say Rs. 475) / 10^7 
                     = Rs. 0.2375 Cr./ month  
 
Comparison of GSC with other states like Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, Tamil 
Nadu, Chhattisgarh 
 
Consider GSC @ Rs. 25 / kVA / month 
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kVA 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = 25 * 100000 / 10^7 
                     = Rs. 0.25 Cr.  / month 
 
Thus GSC determined by TS Discoms is very much justifiable. 
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Karnataka Nil 
Kerala Nil 
Odisha Nil 
West Bengal Nil 

The above utilities have proposed these rates after third party 
analysis. 

From the above table it can be seen that the parallel operation charge 
or GSC in other States has been worked out based on clear 
parameters of the costs incurred by the Grid and so are considered 
reasonable as against the proposed levy of 50% of the Demand 
Charge of Rs 475per KVA per month, proposed by TSDiscoms. The 
proposed levy has no basis and is grossly excessive, arbitrary, and so 
requires to be reduced substantially and validated by an independent 
third-party analysis. 

 It may please be noted that, before determination of GSC, The 
Hon’ble Chhattisgarh State Electricity Regulatory Commission 
(CSERC) has assigned this responsibility to an independent third party 
M/s.Electrical Research & Development Association (ERDA) to study 
various system data and system parameters of representative 
selected CPPs. Accordingly ERDA has measured various system 
parameters like harmonics, unbalance current, plant load factor, load 
cycle, fault level calculations etc by measurement on selected CPPs 
and relevant substation and finally  ERDA has suggested working out 
the parallel operation charges on sound technical basis taking into 
consideration advantages and disadvantages to both CPPs & CSEB 
and submitted its recommendation to CSERC. Accordingly CSERC has 
determined Grid support charges Rs.21/KVA/Month. Similarly The 
Hon’ble OERC has also appointed an independent third party for 
system study before determination of GSC. 

Hon’ble Supreme court in its order on Determination of Grid support 
charges dated 29.11.2019 upheld the Hon’ble APERC’s order quoted above 
concerning Grid support charges. The licensee has proposed the same grid 
support charges methodology approved in APERC order dated 08.02.2002 
which is upheld by the Hon’ble Supreme court of India. 
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We request the Hon’ble Commission to engage a similar independent 
reputed third party to conduct a thorough analysis of system study 
and technical issues concerning power load throwbacks by 
CPPS/consuming industries, power harmonics in parallel operation of 
CPPs, size of the CPPs and judiciously arrive at a reasonable charge as 
has been followed by other state utilities to arrive of the grid support 
charges/parallel operation charges. TS DISCOMS also should pursue 
this best practice to obtain an arm’s length analysis and fair rates for 
all constituents.    

 The proposed levy of GSC at such a high rate will be a death knell for 
large process industries which depend upon captive power at 
reasonable cost. The proposed GSC will hit at the core viability of the 
principal industry resulting in closure of operations and in loss of 
direct and indirect employment aside from loss of revenue to the 
exchequer. 

 There is no mention of basis and methodology by DISCOMS for the  
proposed GSC of 50% of demand charges.  How the DISCOM arrived 
GSC 50% of demand charges and why can’t it 2% or 5%?. If we 
consider the proposed GSC, a captive power generating plant having 
installed capacity of 100 MW, is needed to pay GSC Rs.2.97 Crores per 
month and Rs.35.63 Crores per annum, results closure of his industry  
in Telangana.  

 Most of the CPPs installed capacities are much higher when 
compared to their captive load. When the installed capacity / 
operating capacity of captive load is much lower than installed 
Capacity of Power plant, it is very unfair to impose GSC based on the 
installed capacity of CPP.   

 
 
 
 
 
The proposed grid support charges are very negligible per unit in respect 
of generation of captive power plants. However, if the Captive Plant 
Capacity is less than or equal to contracted maximum demand with 
licensee, such captive power plant capacity will not attract grid support 
charges. 
 
The grid support charges methodology which was approved in Tariff 
Orders up to FY 2008-09 is adopted and proposed for the FY 2022-23. 
 

As per the proposed Grid Support Charges, in case of CPPs exporting firm 
power to TSTRANSCO, the capacity, which is dedicated to such export, will 
also be additionally subtracted from the CPP capacity while calculating grid 
support charges. 

10 P R A Y E R  Research paper on “Grid Support charges on Captive power plant”, by K. 
Balaraman, Ananthapadmanabha, R. Nagraja, K. Parthasarthy; presented 
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That, in view of the above, we pray that the Hon’ble Commission may 
be graciously pleased to 

reject the proposal levy of Grid Support Charges as there is no such 
provision in the Statute/Electricity Act, whereas the STU 
/Transmission and Distribution Licensees are duty bound under 
Section 39 and 40 of the Electricity Act, 2003 and the National 
Electricity Policy, 2005 to provide connectivity to the CGPs like any 
generating station; 

 Consider our foregoing objections, grant us a personal hearing and 
grant leave to adduce further evidential data in our support at the 
time of hearing; 

In the event the Hon’ble Commission holds the proposal of GSC is 
valid, within the powers and jurisdiction and are leviable, it is prayed 
to engage an independent reputed third party to conduct a thorough 
system study and technical issues concerning power load throwbacks 
by CPPS/consuming industries, power harmonics in parallel operation 
of CPPs, size of the CPPs and judiciously arrive at a reasonable charge 
as has been done by other state Commissions/governments TS 
DISCOMS also should pursue this best practice to obtain an arm’s 
length analysis and fair rates for all constituents; 

To hold the levy till the third-party analysis is completed to the 
satisfaction of the Hon’ble TSERC; 

It is also requested to permit us to submit further submission, if any, 
during the course of public hearing either by our representative or 
legal counsel 

at IIT Madras – National Power System Conference 2004 also supports 
Technically the application of Grid Support Charges on Captive Power 
Plants where in the Grid Support charges can be a certain percentage of 
fixed charges chargeable by the licensee to the consumers. 
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Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open 
Access Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by M/s. ITC Ltd, Paperboards and Speciality Papers Division, ITC Bhadrachalam House, 106, SP Road, 

Sec'bad-500003 

S.No Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 
1 It is proposed by the DISCOMs that grid support charges be levied at 

the same rates as in the APERC order for 2002-2003. Presumably the 
levy is sought only on those CPPs which are co-located and operate in 
parallel with the grid. The proposal is unreasonable both with respect 
to the levy itself and also with respect to the quantum. 

The levy of grid support charges is also a part of recovery of fixed 
charges incurred by the Distribution licensee for providing benefits of 
the parallel operation with Grid to the CPPs. 

2 There was nothing in the Grid Code which enables and/or authorises the 
levy of grid support charges. 

Supreme Court order dt. 29.11.2019, has empowered the State 
Regulatory Commissions, to levy the Grid Support charges. The same is 
also supported by various APTEL judgments (dt. 29.09.2015-Renuka 
Sugars v/s. GERC, PGVCL, Gujarat TRANSCO; dt. 18.02.2012-
Chhattisgarh State Power Distribution v/s. Godawari Power &Ispat Ltd) 
and SERC orders. 
Research paper on “Grid Support charges on Captive power plant”, by 
K. Balaraman, Ananthapadmanabha, R.Nagraja, K. Parthasarthy; 
presented at IIT Madras – National Power System Conference 2004 also 
supports Technically the application of Grid Support Charges on Captive 
Power Plants. 
The grid support charges are approved in Tariff Orders up to FY 2008-
09 issued by the erstwhile Hon’ble APERC. The same grid support 
charges methodology which was in Tariff Orders up to FY 2008-09 is 
adopted and proposed for the FY 2022-23. 

3 Other than merely reproducing the provision in the previous APERC order 
for 2002-03, there is no reasoning given in the proposal with regard to 
the justification for levying grid support charges and/or the quantum of 
such charges with due regard to the sea change subsequently with the 
coming into force of the Electricity Act 2003. 

The advantages of parallel operation with the grid are benefited by the 
CPPs in addition to other facilities of other consumers. In view of the 
additional benefits than the normal other consumers, the CPPs who 
intended to use and benefit from parallel operation need to 
compensate through Grid Support charges.  
The said Grid Support charges are also part of Retail Supply Tariffs and 
these charges are proposed to levy on the CPPs who intended to use 
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The Hon'ble Commission may consider the matter afresh having regard 
to the completely changed environment and regime after the Electricity 
Act 2003 has come into force. 

The proposed levy is of a nature that unreasonably mulct CPPs so as to 
discourage them. Such purpose or effect is contrary to the legislative 
policy and scheme of the Act which encourages captive generating plants 
and frees them from all manners of regulation. The proposal to levy grid 
support charges on captive generating plants deserves to be rejected on 
this ground alone. 

and benefit from parallel operation. Hence the proposal of Grid Support 
charges for FY 2022-23 are well within the provisions of Act.     
The licensee has not denied CPPs access to the network, the captive 
generators who intended to use and benefit from parallel operation 
need to compensate through Grid Support charges. 

4 The APERC order for 2002-2003 was made before the Electricity Act 2003 
came into force. After the Electricity Act came into force, consumers have 
the right to source energy from any generator located anywhere under 
open access irrespective of whether a consumer has any contracted 
demand with the licensee or not. Every generator supplying energy 
operates in parallel with the grid. When no grid support charges are, or 
can be, levied based on the installed generating capacity of the source, 
whether it be an IPP or remote CPP under open access, there is no reason 
for levy of such a charge on CPPs or co-generation plants. The power and 
energy are measured and accounted for only with respect to the 15 
minute time blocks. 

As per the proposed grid charges conditions, the grid support charges 
will not be levied on the entire capacity of CPP and it will be levied only 
on differential capacity between CPP capacity and CMD with 
Distribution Licensee.   

 
Grid Support charges computation example:  
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kVA ……[a] 
CMD with Distribution licensee = 90 MVA = 90,000 kVA……[b] 
 
Differential capacity = [a-b] = 10 MVA = 10,000 kVA ….[c] 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = c * 50% of Demand charges 
                     = 10000 * (50% of say Rs. 475) / 10^7 
                     = Rs. 0.2375 Cr./ month  

 
Comparison of GSC with other states like Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, 
Tamil Nadu, Chhattisgarh 
 
Consider GSC @ Rs. 25 / kVA / month 
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kVA 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = 25 * 100000 / 10^7 
                     = Rs. 0.25 Cr.  / month 
 

5 It may be that certain kinds of industries may instantaneouly draw large 
currents intermittently (e.g. in arc / induction furnaces) or produce 
harmonics which may or may not be in excess of the limits specified by 
the GTCS and/or the Grid Code. The incidence of such large intermittent 
/ instantaneous loads and/or injection of harmonics in such industries 
may occur irrespective of their having a contracted demand with the 
licensee for the whole of their demand or for a part of their demand in 
conjnction with a CPP. These industries may have to be considered as a 
separate class. It is unreasonable that the incidents in such separate class 
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taints all industries with CPPs even when no such instantaneous or 
intermittent loads or injection of harmonics are involved. 

Thus GSC determined by TS Discoms is very much justifiable. 
 
The grid support charges are not for drawl of power from the 
Distribution Licensee, but for utilization of parallel operation benefits 
by captive generators. 

 

However, if the Captive Plant Capacity is less than or equal to 
contracted maximum demand with licensee, such captive power plant 
capacity will not attract grid support charges. 

 
  
The licensee has not denied CPPs access to the network; the captive 
generators who intended to use and benefit from parallel operation 
need to compensate through Grid Support charges.  
 

6 Industries may have CPPs with a capacity in excess of the captive 
requirement, and operation in parallel with the grid may be necesitated 
by the need to export their surplus power under open access or 
otherwise. There can be no justification for levy of grid support charges 
in such cases. 

An industry with a CPP may connect to the grid for the pupose of 
importing additional power from another source under open access. 
There can be no justification for levy of grid support charges in such cases 
also. 

An industry with a CPP may also connect to the grid to avail start-up 
power for which a contracted demand is arranged and paid for by the 
consumer. There can be no justification for any grid support charges. 

7 If at all, it is the load (and more particularly, certain kinds of load) that 
may be alleged to impose instaneous / intermittent demands on the grid. 
If some loads in some type of industries are considered to cause 
instantaneous demand on the grid, then it is only such loads that could 
be relevant if at all any grid support charge is to be levied. 

The installed generation capacity is irrelevant and the levy on a charge on 
the generation capacity is irrational. 

8 Without prejudice to the above, the quantum proposed is entirely 
arbitrary, exorbitant and irrational. There is no justification or rationale 
for the quantum proposed. The licensee can be allowed a charge only if 
the licensee demonstrates actual costs related to such charge. There are 
no extra costs incurred by the licensee for the alleged or presumed 
effects of operation of CPPs in parallel with the grid. There has to be some 
cogent methodology for arriving at the quantum of the charge. It cannot 
be arbitrary and without any data or rational basis. 

As per the proposed grid charges conditions, the grid support charges 
will not be levied on the entire capacity of CPP and  it will be levied only 
on differential capacity between CPP capacity and CMD with 
Distribution Licensee.   

 
Grid Support charges computation example:  
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kVA ……[a] 
CMD with Distribution licensee = 90 MVA = 90,000 kVA……[b] 
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Capacity of the surplus being sold under open access cannot be subjected 
to any such charges. 

 
Differential capacity = [a-b] = 10 MVA = 10,000 kVA ….[c] 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = c * 50% of Demand charges 
                     = 10000 * (50% of say Rs. 475) / 10^7 
                     = Rs. 0.2375 Cr./ month  

 
Comparison of GSC with other states like Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, 
Tamil Nadu, Chhattisgarh 
 
Consider GSC @ Rs. 25 / kVA / month 
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kVA 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = 25 * 100000 / 10^7 
                     = Rs. 0.25 Cr.  / month 
 
Thus GSC determined by TS Discoms is very much justifiable. 

 
 

9 The following position in other States which have levied / considered Grid 
Support Charges may also be duly considered. 

State Parallel Operation / Grid Support Charge 

Gujarat Rs. 26.50 / kVA/ month 

Rajasthan Rs. 20.00 / kVA / month 

Madhya 
Pradesh Rs. 20.00 / kVA/ month 

Tamil Nadu Rs 30,000 /MW / month 

Chhattisgarh Rs.O.13 /kWh 

Orissa Nil — OERC rejected the proposal observing that the 
Grid Code has suffcient provisions for regulating the 
connected entity and no charges were called for. 

It is evident from the above that the charges proposed by the 
DISCOMs are exorbitant apart from being without any rational basis 
or method. 

10 It is submitted that the Hon’ble Commission may cause a detailed 
scientific study by a competent organisation to be undertaken to assess 
the issue having regard to the diverse nature of the industries with CPPs, 
and to determine the particular criteria by which grid support may be 
considered to have been availed, and to lay out a methodology by which 
the quantum of charge, where considered leviable, is to be determined. 
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Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open 
Access Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by M/s. Zuari Cement Limited, Sitapuram Cement Works, Dondapadu, Nalgonda District -508246 

S.No Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 

1 The Distribution Licensees in Telangana have proposed, inter alia, a levy of Grid 
Support Charges on Captive Power Plants (CPPs) in Telangana for parallel operation 
with Grid as mentioned below. 

"Persons operating Captive Power Plants (CPPs) in parallel with T.S. Grid have to 
pay 'Grid Support Charges 'for FY 2022-23 on the difference bemeen the capacity 
of CPP in kVA and the contracted Maximum Demand in kVA with Licensee and all 
other sources ofsupply, at a rate equal to 50% ofthe prevailing demand chargefor 
HT Consumers. In case of CPPs exporting firm power to TSTRANSCO, the ix capacity, 
which is dedicated to such export, will also be additionally subtracted from the CPP 
capacity.  

In the ARR, The DISCOMS preferred to consider the above term considering the 
erstwhile APERC's Order dated 08.02.2002 and referring the para 64 of Judgement 
of Hon'ble Supreme Court Order dated 29.11.19, the excerpt of which is as below, 

64. Any Government Order or Incentive Scheme does not govern the Grid 
Support  Charges. Grid Code is the basis for levy of the Grid Support Charges, which 
came to be approved by the Commission on 26.5.2001. The same is also reflected 
in the impugned order. The Grid Support Charges can be levied, and the order dated 
8.2.2002 of the Commission is, thus on the parity of the reasonings, has to be upheld 
considering the provisions ofSection 21 (3) of the Reforms Act, 1998. Under section 
Il read with section 26 of the Reforms 

Act, 1998, all fixed charges under the distribution and Grid Support Charges are 
leviable only at the instance of a distribution company, and because of the 
discussion above, the Commission has the powers to determine it. In the 
agreements also there is a power where the Board could have fixed the Grid 
Support Charge unilaterally, but because of Reforms Act, 1998 came to be enacted, 
the application was filed in the Commission. After that, the Commission has passed 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The levy of grid support charges is also a part of recovery of 
fixed charges incurred by the Distribution licensee for 
providing benefits of the parallel operation with Grid to the 
CPPs 
 
Hon’ble Supreme court in its order on Determination of Grid 
support charges dated 29.11.2019 upheld the Hon’ble APERC’s 
order quoted above concerning Grid support charges. The 
licensee has proposed the same grid support charges 
methodology approved in APERC order dated 08.02.2002 
which is upheld by the Hon’ble Supreme court of India. 
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the order in accordance with the law. We find no fault in the same. Thus, the order 
of the Commission concerning the Grid Support Charges has to be upheld... 

The Hon'ble Supreme Court has upheld the Order of APERC considering 
the  provisions of the Reforms Act, 1998. But unfortunately, there was no mention 
about the provisions of the Electricity Act 2003. In fact there is no provision in EA 
2003 for determination of Grid Support Charges 

2 We, Zuari Cement Limited own a group captive power plant of 43 MW at 
Dondapadu, Chintalapalem Mandal, Suryapet District , Telangana -508246 and we 
are supplying Power to M/S Zuari cement limited , Sitapuram Cement works ( SPT 
206) located in Dondapadu Telangan state through dedicated line and to M/S Zuari 
cement limited, ( CDP — 049) Located at Yeraguntla Andhra Pradesh through open 
access bilateral transaction wish to submit our objections and concerns on the 
proposed levy of Grid Support Charges by TS DISCOMS as under. 

No comments 

3 While proposing the above, the DISCOMs have considered the following advantages 
to CPPs relying on The Hon 'ble Chhattisgarh State Electricity Regulatory 
Commission's (CSERC) discussion paper on parallel operation charges dated 

01.06.2008 and Order dated 31.12,2008, the excerpt of which is as follows: 

"10.1 Advantages to CPPs: 

(1) The fluctuations in the load are absorbed by the utility grid in the parallel 
operation mode. This will reduce the stresses on the captive generator and 
equipments. The bulk consumer can operate his generating units at constant power 
generation mode irrespective ofhis load cycle. 

(2) Fluctuating loads of the industries connected in parallel with the grid inject 
harmonics into the grid. The current harmonics absorbed by the utility grid is much 
more than that by CPP generator. These harmonics flowing in the grid system are 
harmful to the equipments and are also responsible for polluting the power quality 
ofthe system. 

No comments 
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(3) Negative phase sequence current is generated by unbalance loads. The 
magnitude of negative phase sequence current is much higher at the point of 
common coupling than at generator output terminal. This unbalance current 
normally creates problem of overheating of the generators and other equipments 
of CPP, if' not running in parallel with grid. When they are connected to the grid, 
the TSNPDCL Tariff & Cross Subsidy Surcharge Proposals for FY2022-23 33 

negative phase sequence current flows into the grid and reduces stress on the 
captive generator. 

(4) Captive power plants have higher fault level support when they are running 
in parallel with the grid supply. Because of the higherfault level, the voltage drop at 
load terminal is less when connected with the grid. 

(5) On account of increase in plant load factor of captive generator, additional 
revenues can be generated by the CPPs by sale ofsurplus power to the utility. 

(6) In addition to the above, CPPs enjoy the following advantages also: (i) In case 
of fault in a CPP generating unit or other equipment, bulk consumers can draw the 
required power from the grid and can save their production loss. (ii) The grid 
provides stability to the plant to start heavy loads like HT motors. (iii) The variation 
in the voltage and frequency at the time of starting large motors and heavy loads, 
is minimized in the industry, as the grid supply acts as an infinite bus. The active and 
reactive power demand due to sudden and fluctuating load is not recorded in the 
meter. (iv) The impact created by sudden load throw off and consequent tripping 
of CPP generator on over speeding is avoided with the grid taking care of the impact. 
(v) The transient surges reduce the life of equipment of the CPP. In some cases, the 
equipment fails if transient is beyond a limit. If the system is connected to the grid, 
it absorbs the transient load. Hence, grid enhances the life of CPP equipments.. 

4 In the above matter, The Power Distribution Companies in Telangana and The 
Hon'ble Telangana Electricity Regulatory Commission have invited the stakeholders 

No comments 
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to file their comments/suggestions/objection, if any, on or before 5.0 pm on 
28.01.2022. 

5 HISTORY OF GRID SUPPORT CHARGES (GSC): 

1. The Grid Support Charge (GSC) was initially levied by the erstwhile Hon'ble 
APERC vide Order in O.P.No. 1 of 1999 dated 08.02.2002 in the context of the AP 
Electricity Reform Act, 1998. The GSC order was implemented vide Tariff Order FY 
2002-03 from 01.04.2002. The same was challenged before the Hon'ble High Court 
for the erstwhile State of A.P which was decided in favour of the generators/Captive 
Power Producers (CPPs) by setting aside the levy of grid support charges. An Appeal 
was filed by APTransco (Civil Appeal No. 4569 of 2003) in the Hon'ble Supreme 
Court. The Hon'ble Supreme Court, vide its judgement dated 29. I I .2019 affirmed 
the orders of the erstwhile Commission. 

2. The prevailing conditions during 2002 and the present are totally different. 
Then the  Electricity Act, 2003 had not came into existence and SLDC had no 
separate statutory identity then and SLDC revenue was part of APTRANSCO. 

3. There was lot of indiscipline in Transmission Companies. States were 
exceeding the drawal limits as there was no stringent enforcement mechanism. The 
result is that, we have witnessed failure of Noflhern grid in Jan 2, 2001 and 230 
million people were affected. 

4. There was no concept of Open Access, and Transmission and 'Wheeling 
were allowed by means of mutually agreed agreements as per the prevailing 
statutes viz. The Indian Electricity Act, 1910, The Electricity (Supply) Act, 1948 and 
rules made thereunder. 

5. It is pertinent to note that the erstwhile APERC was constituted under the 
AP Electricity Reform Act, 1998, and has passed the order in O.P.No.l of 1999 in 
exercise of its powers under the said Act. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Supreme Court order dt. 29.11.2019, has empowered the State 
Regulatory Commissions, to levy the Grid Support charges. The 
same is also supported by various APTEL judgments (dt. 
29.09.2015-Renuka Sugars v/s. GERC, PGVCL, Gujarat 
TRANSCO; dt. 18.02.2012-Chhattisgarh State Power 
Distribution v/s. Godawari Power &Ispat Ltd) and SERC orders. 
 
Research paper on “Grid Support charges on Captive power 
plant”, by K. Balaraman, Ananthapadmanabha, R. Nagraja, K. 
Parthasarthy; presented at IIT Madras – National Power 
System Conference 2004 also supports Technically the 
application of Grid Support Charges on Captive Power Plants. 
 
The grid support charges are approved in Tariff Orders up to FY 
2008-09 issued by the erstwhile Hon’ble APERC. The same grid 
support charges methodology which was in Tariff Orders up to 
FY 2008-09 is adopted and proposed for the FY 2022-23. 

6 THE IMPACT OF THE ELECTRICITY ACT, 2003:  
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1. In 2003, the Electricity Act, 2003 ("Act") came into force. The Act brought in 
substantial changes to the previous regime, including the establishment of State 
Commissions, delicencing of Generation, unbundling of transmission and 
distribution, specification of tariffs and charges, crystallized the scheme of Open 
Access, brought in procedures and standards to enforce discipline, etc. However, 
it  left the Commissions established by States under earlier State enactments (such 
as the AP Electricity Reform Act, 1998) untouched and treated them to be 
Commissions established under the Act, essentially conferring them with powers 
under both Acts, in as much as the State enactments were not in derogation to the 
Act. 

2. Open Access was introduced under Section 42 of the Act, in pursuance to 
which  APERC Regulation Nos.2 of 2005 and 2 of 2006 were also promulgated by 
the erstwhile Commission. The Grid Code came into existence. In 2021, this Hon'ble 
Commission also notified Regulation No.3 of 2021 to maintain grid discipline 
and  grid security as envisaged under the State Electricity Grid Code through the 
commercial mechanism for Deviation Settlement for controlling drawal and 
injection of electricity by the users of the grid. 

3. CPP's are exempt from the payment of CSS as per the 4th proviso to S.42(2) 
of the  Act, as the legislature intended to reduce the charges on CPP's in order 
to  encourage generation. Further, S.86(1)(e) of the Act also prescribes that 
generation from cogeneration sources be promoted. 

4. Now, as there is an established mechanism to bring discipline among the 
Generators and Consumers by levying various charges as per the Grid Code, Open 
Access (OX) Regulations. Both OA Consumers and OA Generators are supposed to 
declare Week Ahead and Day Ahead Schedules. 

5. SLDC/RLDC is the nodal agency to maintain Grid discipline and optimum 
scheduling and despatch of electricity under Sections 28 and 32 of the Act. Every 
Licensee, Generating companies and other persons connected with the operation 
of power system are under strict obligation to comply with the directions issued by 
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RLDC (Section 29(1) of the Act) and SLDC (S.33(1) of the Act) as per the Regulations 
prescribed by the appropriate Commission. 

6. Under the provisions of the Act, a separate agency by SLDC/RLDC/NLDC 
were created to.take care of the Grid. SLDC/RLDC is responsible for maintaining grid 
security, Load forecasting, scheduling and despatching and balancing of generation 
and demand (load). The ARR of SLDC was already approved in the MYT Tariff 2021-
23. The DISCOMs have no role in maintaining Grid security and have to comply with 
the directions issued by SLDC/RLDC. Hence, in the present scenario, there is no need 
to propose GSC by DISCOMs and the DISCOMs have no role in seeking GSC. 

7. TSTRANSCO and DISCOMs are responsible for Transmission and Wheeling 
business and can levy these charges only while the levy of GSC is under the purview 
of SLDC only. Therefore, TSTRANSCO and DISCOMs have nothing to do with GSC. 
The ARR of Transmission and DISCOMs distribution business is recovered through 
Transmission charges and wheeling charges as approved in the relevant MYT 
orders. As the present ARR and Tariff proposal is to recover the retail supply 
business costs, the DISCOM has no role in proposing any GSC. 

8. It is also pertinent to note that this Hon 'ble Commission is constituted under 
the Act, and thus the earlier AP Electricity Reform Act, 1998 under which GSC were 
earlier determined is neither applicable nor relevant in the present day. The Act, 
2003 specifically lays down the charges and tariffs to be collected, and no charges 
beyond what is prescribed can be levied. Admittedly, there is no charge such as GSC 
mentioned in the Act or the regulations, let alone under S.62 under which the 
present petitions are filed, and as such, any such proposal to levy GSC is without 
jurisdiction. 

9. It is thus submitted that the scope of present ARR for Retail Supply Business 
for FY 2022-23 should be strictly confined in terms of Section 62 of the Act r/w 
Regulation 4 of 2005 as adopted under Regulation 1 of 2014, and Section 42 of the 
Act for the purpose of determination of CSS and any proposal of the DISCOMs to 
levy GSC is itself misconceived and patently without jurisdiction. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The grid support charges are being proposed by the 
Distribution Licensee for consumers who are having parallel 
operation of Captive Power Plants. The Distribution Licensee’s 
132kV & above level HT consumers are not paying 
Transmission charges & SLDC charges to respective entities 
even though connected to 132kV & above level. These 
consumers are paying retail supply Tariffs as approved by the 
Hon’ble State Commission from time to time which is inclusive 
of all costs (Incl SLDC & Transmission Charges).  
 
The advantages of parallel operation with the grid are 
benefited by the CPPs in addition to other facilities of other 
consumers. In view of the additional benefits than the normal 
other consumers, the CPPs who intended to use and benefit 
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7 Captive Power Generation is delicensed under the Electricity Act so as to lessen the 
burden on the Grid in meeting the distributed loads. The provision 

in Para 5.226 of National Electricity Policy 2005 notified by Govt of India laid 
emphasis on grid connectivity of captive generators even under open access regime 
which is reproduced below:" 

"Under the Act, captive generators have access to licensees and would get access 
to consumers who are allowed open access. Grid inter-connection for captive 
generators shall be facilitated as per Section 30 of the Act. This should be done on 
priority basis to enable captive generation to become available as distributed 
generation along with the grid.  

In the spirit of this legislation and rules framed thereunder, determination of Grid 
Support or Parallel Operation Charge should follow the principles of transparency, 
actual forbearance and fair computation based on time tested methodology. The 
proposed levy does not meet any of these criteria and is arbitrary. 

from parallel operation need to compensate through Grid 
Support charges.  
 
The said Grid Support charges are also part of Retail Supply 
Tariffs and these charges are proposed to levy on the CPPs who 
intended to use and benefit from parallel operation. Hence the 
proposal of Grid Support charges for FY 2022-23 are well within 
the provisions of Act.  
The licensee has not denied CPPs access to the network, the 
captive generators who intended to use and benefit from 
parallel operation need to compensate through Grid Support 
charges. 

8 In the case of CPPs availing Open Access for transmission and wheeling of power 
from the generation point to the consumption point, Grid levies charges as 
determined by the regulator from to time. Even in these cases there is an 
established mechanism of UI charges which essentially address the so-called grid 
support or parallel operation, A similar time tested methodology should be devised 
for such CPPs that do not avail open access so that Grid is adequately compensated 
for forbearance, if any, in providing parallel operation to CPPs. The proposed levy 
by the TSDISCOMs is therefore quite arbitrary, excessive and is  not supported by 
quantifiable data. 

TS Discoms wants to state that the UI charges are levied to the 
tune up to ~12% of the deviation charges in the case where a 
Generator or a Discoms deviates from their said drawl or 
injection schedule.  
However, if the same generator or to be particular a captive 
power plant deviates from its said injection schedule say upto 
a quantum of more than 12% then this level of deviation is 
absorbed by the Grid. In this case Grid acts as a stabilizer. Thus 
UI charges amount for only a fraction of the quantum of 
deviation, whereas Grid support charges help to further 
develop the grid to absorb the rest of deviations. 

9 5.5 The Transmission system of the Transco/Discom should be so designed that 
it should take care of fluctuating load of the consumer as it is the duty of the 
transmission licensee under Section 40 of Electricity Act, 2003. Moreover, variation 
of load of a consumer having CGP is much less than a consumer without CGP. 

As per the proposed grid charges conditions, the grid support 
charges will not be levied on the entire capacity of CPP and it 
will be levied only on differential capacity between CPP 
capacity and CMD with Distribution Licensee.   
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1.  CGPs absorb some amount of harmonics whereas a consumer without CGP 
inject full quantum of harmonics generated to the grid. 

2. The unbalanced voltage of the grid is a source of negative phase sequence 
current which is absorbed by the generators of CGP.  

3. Fault level depends upon the generation capacity connected to the grid. The 
parallel operation of CGPs with the grid is infact beneficial with some degree of 
voltage support that the CGPs extend to the Grid  

4. As per Regulations of Supply Code, Industries having CGPs can draw 
emergency power up to the capacity of largest generating unit by paying required 
tariff. CPP's drawl of power is limited to "start-up power" that too when there is 
total loss of generation of the CPP. The drawl of power for production purposes, is 
limited to the CMD as per the Power Supply Agreement with the DISCOM. 
Otherwise, penalty is attracted. Overdrawl is prevented by proper setting of the 
relays at the Grid Sub-station. 

5. It is wrong to state that active and reactive power demand due to sudden 
and fluctuating load are not recorded in the meter. Billing is done for all consumers 
by integration over 15 minutes’ period and this is also applicable for CPPs and so it 
does not result in any undue advantage. 

6. Due to injection of power by CGPs the load on the transformers in the grid 
reduces resulting in less transformer loss." 

7. The CGP are acting as distributed generator at the load center for which the 
transmission and distribution loss has been reduced to great extent. 

8. As per Section 7 of the Electricity Act, 2003 any generating company may 
establish operate and maintain a generating station if it complies with State Grid 
Code and standards of grid connectivity as referred in Section 73 (b) of the Act. Both 
Tariff Policy and National Electricity Policy emphasizes the unhindered connectivity 
of CGPs to the grid. The proposed and arbitrary quantum of Grid Support Charge 

Grid Support charges computation example:  
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kVA ……[a] 
CMD with Distribution licensee = 90 MVA = 90,000 kVA……[b] 
 
Differential capacity = [a-b] = 10 MVA = 10,000 kVA ….[c] 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = c * 50% of Demand charges 
                     = 10000 * (50% of say Rs. 475) / 10^7 
                     = Rs. 0.2375 Cr./ month  
 
Comparison of GSC with other states like Madhya Pradesh, 
Gujarat, Tamil Nadu, Chhattisgarh 
 
Consider GSC @ Rs. 25 / kVA / month 
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kVA 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = 25 * 100000 / 10^7 
                     = Rs. 0.25 Cr.  / month 
 
Thus GSC determined by TS Discoms is very much justifiable. 
 
The grid support charges are not for drawl of power from the 
Distribution Licensee, but for utilization of parallel operation 
benefits by captive generators. 
 
However, if the Captive Plant Capacity is less than or equal to 
contracted maximum demand with licensee, such captive 
power plant capacity will not attract grid support charges. 
 
  
The licensee has not denied CPPs access to the network; the 
captive generators who intended to use and benefit from 
parallel operation need to compensate through Grid Support 
charges.  
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makes the captive power generation unviable and the spirit of the act and the rules 
framed thereunder are thus vitiated. 

9. There is no provision in the statute empowers the DISCOMS to levy Grid 
Support Charges on the CPPs. They, on the other hand as CPPs absorbed some 
amount of harmonics. On the contrary consumer without CGPs transmit full 
quantum of harmonics to the grid. The DISCOMs/TRANSCO is not taking any step to 
install suitable equipment to filter the harmonics and injecting those pollutants to 
the grid for which the CPPs are forced to suffer. The grid voltage is always 
unbalanced due to various categories of consumers and hence is a source of 
negative phase sequence current which cause stress on the generators of CPPs. 
Transco being the STU of Telangana should find some means to prevent the same 

10. It is relevant to mention the observation and comments of The Hon'ble 
Orissa Electricity Regulatory Commission in the similar matter, in its Order dated 
31.03.2014 in Case No. 46/2012, the excerpt of which is as follows: 

i) Para- 15 of Order: 

"We heard the parties at length and also perused the technical report submitted by 
OPTCL. The present installed capacity of the CGPs in the State as submitted by 
OPTCL is 5173 MW which is more than or equel to capacity of other generators 
connected to Odisha Grid including Odisha share of power from Central Generation 
Stations. We agree with the contention of CCPPO that the pollutants of the Grid like 
fluctuations in frequenby and voltage, negative phase sequence, distortion due to 
harmonics etc. are the resultant effect of all synchronous machines like generators 
and motors of the Grid system. These pollutants are injected in to the grid not only 
by CGPs but also by other independent generators and machines like motors and 
arc furnaces of the consumers. Holding industry having CGPs only responsible for 
this is not correct'  ii) Para-16 of Order: 

"After going through the submission of various stake holders of the grid system we 
conclude that the behaviour of industries having CGPs and also without CGPs varies 
case to case basis. There are ample provisions in the Odisha Grid Code to regulate 
the behaviour of entities connected to the OPTCL system. Hence, a generic method 

 
 
 
The advantages of parallel operation with the grid are 
benefited by the CPPs in addition to other facilities of other 
consumers. In view of the additional benefits than the normal 
other consumers, the CPPs who intended to use and benefit 
from parallel operation need to compensate through Grid 
Support charges. The said Grid Support charges are also one of 
the components in Retail Supply Tariffs and these charges are 
proposed to levy on the CPPs who intended to use and benefit 
from parallel operation. Hence the proposal of Grid Support 
charges for FY 2022-23 are well within the provisions of Act. 
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of calculation of Grid Support Charges for all industries may not be proper. The 
Petitioner has failed to submit a State-wide study before us on which a decision 
could have been taken. One solution fits all can't be applicable here. So 
implementation of a model of another State in our State will not be proper. 

iii) Para- 17 of Order: 

"There are enough provisions in Odisha Grid Code, 2006 to maintain quality supply 
in the grid system. Regulation 4.7 of Odisha Grid Code discuss elaborately the ideal 
behavior of constituents of the Grid. OPTCL should play the role of watchdog and 
analyze the pollutant injected by various constituents of the grid system. CGPs and 
industries injecting pollution should be directed to take up remedial measures 
like installation of capacitors, filters for harmonics, etc. so that grid pollution will be 
minimized. The non-compliance by any industry or industry having CGP of the Grid 
Code should be dealt as per Regulation 1.18 of OGC, 2006. Therefore, the prayer of 
OPTCL for levy of Grid Support Charges is not acceptable." 

11. Just as in the case of Original proposal when GSC was proposed at 50% of 
the then applicable Demand Charge of Rs 170 per KVA during the year 2002, the 
current proposal of 50% of the Demand Charge of Rs 475 per KVA per month is also 
not supported by any data proving that the grid suffered to this extent in providing 
parallel operations to CPPs. 

12. CPPs involve heavy capital investments and are necessitated to provide 
fillip  to the main consumption industry utilizing captive power at reasonable rate 
as opposed to fluctuating and ever-increasing grid tariff. 

13. Further, the Original proposal when GSC was proposed by APERC during the 
year 1999 and 2002, the Electricity Act is not in force. The Act is in force from 2003 
and Section 9 of Electricity Act does not difference between 

CGP and IPP as far as grid connectivity is concerned and hence both should be 
treated equitably from the viewpoint of grid connectivity and support. 
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14. The proposed levy of GSC aims to stifle the consuming industries by this 
arbitrary levy, which in turn erodes the viability of the principal industry to a point 
that it must perforce cease operations. 

15. The CPPs who are predominantly coal-fired, are already subjected to 
substantial increases in coal cost being supplied by the State mining companies and 
have no window to absorb such high levies such as the proposed GSC. 

16. CPPs have repeatedly expressed their willingness to provide additional 
protections in their facilities as desired by the grid to see that no untoward load 
throwbacks or fault currents or reactive power surges happen. 

17. The original levy of GSC in 1999 was proposed when the generation shortfall 
was prevailing, and the TSDISCOMS were going through occasional R&C periods and 
frequency fluctuations, etc. when the Regulator considered that the proposed levy 
had merits. However, the TS Grid has since improved / made many strides in Grid 
size, availability of power and attained stability and is one of the few Grids in the 
country being engaged in export of power on a steady basis. Aggregate capacity of 
the CPPs now is relatively marginal compared to the Grid Size and no real 
forbearance could be possible warranting such huge and arbitrary levy. 

18. Grid Support Charges can not be a substitute for Demand or Capacity 
Charges which are determined on a wider basis by the regulator. So the proposed 
levy of Grid Support Charges based on applicable demand charge is arbitrary, 
excessive and results in undue enrichment of the TSDISCOMs at the expense of CPPs 

19. Determination of the Grid Support Charges based on CPP capacity in KVA 
lacks merits while the entire power systems in the premises of CPP are approved by 
CEIG in KW, Aside from this even the export contracts either bilateral or under the 
Exchanges are settled in MWs. So the quantification of the Grid Support Charge, if 
any, has to be in KW. 

The grid support charges were approved in Tariff Orders up to 
FY 2008-09 issued by the erstwhile Hon’ble APERC.  
 
 
The advantages of parallel operation with the grid are 
benefited by the CPPs in addition to other facilities of other 
consumers. In view of the additional benefits than the normal 
other consumers, the CPPs who intended to use and benefit 
from parallel operation need to compensate through Grid 
Support charges.  
 
 
The grid support charges methodology which was approved in 
Tariff Orders up to FY 2008-09 is adopted and proposed for the 
FY 2022-23. 
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20. We request the Hon'ble Commission to allow the CPPs to delink from the 
Grid if the Grid Support Charges were to be unwieldy and unviable to the extent of 
power out of the CPP capacity that they can run in island mode. 

21. The Grid situation therefore requires to be thoroughly reviewed with 
reference to the fact whether the Grid suffers any forbearance in providing parallel 
operations of CPPs. We request the Hon'ble Commission to procure from the 
Licensees that such a review be conducted on an arms-length basisby an 
independent third party, taking into account the actual power harmonics, fault 
currents or load throwbacks as claimed by TSDISCOMS and also to arrive at a 
justifiable and reasonable charge based on actual cost / damage suffered by the 
Grid, if any, in providing such parallel operations to CPI's. 

22. The prevailing parallel operation charge which is 
equivalent to the proposed GSC in other States is as follows: 

Name of the State 

 

 

Grid Support Charges 

Rs/KVA/Month 

Madhya Pradesh Rs.20/KVA/Month 

Rajasthan Rs.20/KVA/Month 

Gujarat Rs.26/KVA/Month 

Tamilnadu Rs.30/KVA/Month 

J&K Rs.16/- per kVA per month on the installed ca aci of the CPP

Karnataka Nil 

Kerala Nil 

Odisha Nil 

Hon’ble Supreme court in its order on Determination of Grid 
support charges dated 29.11.2019 upheld the Hon’ble APERC’s 
order quoted above concerning Grid support charges. The 
licensee has proposed the same grid support charges 
methodology approved in APERC order dated 08.02.2002 
which is upheld by the Hon’ble Supreme court of India. 
 
As per the proposed grid charges conditions, the grid support 
charges will not be levied on the entire capacity of CPP and  it 
will be levied only on differential capacity between CPP 
capacity and CMD with Distribution Licensee.   
 
Grid Support charges computation example:  
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kVA ……[a] 
CMD with Distribution licensee = 90 MVA = 90,000 kVA……[b] 
 
Differential capacity = [a-b] = 10 MVA = 10,000 kVA ….[c] 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = c * 50% of Demand charges 
                     = 10000 * (50% of say Rs. 475) / 10^7 
                     = Rs. 0.2375 Cr./ month  
 
Comparison of GSC with other states like Madhya Pradesh, 
Gujarat, Tamil Nadu, Chhattisgarh 
 
Consider GSC @ Rs. 25 / kVA / month 
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kVA 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = 25 * 100000 / 10^7 
                     = Rs. 0.25 Cr.  / month 
 
Thus GSC determined by TS Discoms is very much justifiable 
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West Bengal Nil  

 

The above utilities have proposed these rates after third party analysis.From the 
above table it can be seen that the parallel operation charge or GSC in other States 
has been worked out based on clear parameters of the costs incurred by the Grid 
and so are considered reasonable as against the proposed levy of 50% of the 
Demand Charge of Rs 475per KVA per month, proposed by TSDiscoms. The 
proposed levy has no basis and is grossly excessive, arbitrary, and so requires to be 
reduced substantially and validated by an independent third-party analysis. 

10 It may please be noted that, before determination of GSC, The Hon' ble Chhattisgarh 
State Electricity Regulatory Commission (CSERC) has assigned this responsibility to 
an independent third party M/s.Electrical Research & Development Association 
(ERDA) to study various system data and system parameters of representative 
selected CPPs. Accordingly, ERDA has measured various system parameters like 
harmonics, unbalance current, plant load factor, load cycle, fault level calculations 
etc by measurement on selected CPPs and relevant substation and finally ERDA has 
suggested working out the parallel operation charges on sound technical basis 
taking into consideration advantages and disadvantages to both CPPs & CSEB and 
submitted its recommendation to CSERC. Accordingly, CSERC has determined Grid 
support charges Rs.21/KVA/Month. Similarly The Hon'ble OERO has also appointed 
an independent third party for system study before determination of GSC. 

 
 
 
 
 
Research paper on “Grid Support charges on Captive power 
plant”, by K. Balaraman, Ananthapadmanabha, R. Nagraja, K. 
Parthasarthy; presented at IIT Madras – National Power 
System Conference 2004 also supports Technically the 
application of Grid Support Charges on Captive Power Plants 
where in the Grid Support charges can be a certain percentage 
of fixed charges chargeable by the licensee to the consumers. 
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11 We request the Hon'ble Commission to engage a similar independent reputed third 
party to conduct a thorough analysis of system study and technical issues 
concerning power load throwbacks by CPPS/consuming industries, power 
harmonics in parallel operation of CPPs, size of the CPPs and judiciously arrive at a 
reasonable charge as has been followed by other state utilities to arrive of the grid 
support charges/parallel operation charges. TS DISCOMS also should pursue this 
best practice to obtain an arm's length analysis and fair rates for all constituents. 

 

12 The proposed levy of GSC at such a high rate will be a death knell for large process 
industries which depend upon captive power at reasonable cost. The proposed GSC 
will hit at the core viability of the principal industry resulting in closure of operations 
and in loss of direct and indirect employment aside from loss of revenue to the 
exchequer. 

The proposed grid support charges are very negligible per unit 
in respect of generation of captive power plants. However, if 
the Captive Plant Capacity is less than or equal to contracted 
maximum demand with licensee, such captive power plant 
capacity will not attract grid support charges. 
 
The grid support charges methodology which was approved in 
Tariff Orders up to FY 2008-09 is adopted and proposed for the 
FY 2022-23. 
 
As per the proposed Grid Support Charges, in case of CPPs 
exporting firm power to TSTRANSCO, the capacity, which is 
dedicated to such export, will also be additionally subtracted 
from the CPP capacity while calculating grid support charges. 

13 There is no mention of basis and methodology by DISCOMS for the proposed GSC 
of 50% of demand charges. How the DISCOM arrived GSC 50% of demand charges 
and why can't it 2% or 5%?. If we consider the proposed GSC, a captive power 
generating plant having installed capacity of 100 MW, is needed to pay GSC Rs.2.97 
Crores per month and Rs.35.63 Crores per annum, results closure of industry in 
Telangana. 

14 Most of the CPPs installed capacities are much higher when compared to their 
captive load. When the installed capacity / operating capacity of captive load is 
much lower than installed Capacity of Power plant, it is very unfair to impose GSC 
based on the installed capacity of CPP. 

15. PRAYER 
That, in view of the above, we pray that the Hon 'ble Commission may be graciously 
pleased to  
a) Reject the proposal levy of Grid Support Charges as there is no such 
provision in the Statute/Electricity Act, whereas the STU /Transmission and 
Distribution Licensees are duty bound under Section 39 and 40 of the Electricity Act, 

The said Grid Support charges are also part of Retail Supply 
Tariffs and these charges are proposed to levy on the CPPs who 
intended to use and benefit from parallel operation. Hence the 
proposal of Grid Support charges for FY 2022-23 are well within 
the provisions of Act. 
However, the full Bench of Tribunal in Appeal No. 120 of 2009 
relating to Parallel Operation Charges (Grid Support Charges) 
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2003 and the National Electricity Policy, 2005 to provide connectivity to the CGPs 
like any generating station; 
b) Consider our foregoing objections, grant us a personal hearing and grant 
leave to adduce further evidential data in our support at the time of hearing; 
c) In the event the Hon'ble Commission holds the proposal of GSC is valid, 
within the powers and jurisdiction and are leviable, it is prayed to engage an 
independent reputed third party to conduct a thorough system study and technical 
issues concerning power load throwbacks by CPPS/consuming industries, power 
harmonics in parallel operation of CPPs, size of the CPPs and judiciously arrive 
at a reasonable charge as has been done by other state Commissions/governments 
TS DISCOMS also should pursue this best practice to obtain an arm's length analysis 
and fair rates for all constituents; 
d) To hold the levy till the third-party analysis is completed to the satisfaction 
of the Hon'ble TSERC; 
e) It is also requested to permit us to submit further submission, if any, during 
the course of public hearing either by our representative or legal counsel 

in Chhattisgarh by Order dated 18.02.2011 stated that the 
State Commission is empowered to deal with the question as 
to whether the levy of parallel operation charges is permissible 
or not.  This aspect has been dealt with by this Tribunal in 
judgment dated 12.9.2006 in Appeal No.99 of 2006. In the said 
judgment, this Tribunal upheld the levy of parallel operation 
charges by the State Commission.   Further, the Apex Court of 
India by its judgment dated 29.11.2019 in Civil Appeal No 8969 
of 2003 (Grid Support Charges Batch matters) held that the 
State Electricity Regulatory Commission is vested with the 
power to determine the grid support charges. 
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Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open 
Access Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by Sri Luxmi Tulasi Agro Paper (P) Ltd, Main Road,Aswaraopeta,Dist:Kothagudem-507301 

S.No. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 

1 The proposed gird support charges are not only arbitrary but also 
suffers from legal infirmity. There is no provision in Electricity Act, 
2003 or in any Regulation of TSERC to determine Grid Support Charges 
or Parallel Operation Charges. The provision in Para 5.2.26 of National 
Electricity Policy 2005 notified by Govt of India which lay emphasis on 
grid connectivity of captive  generators which is reproduced below:" 

"Under the Act, captive generators have access to licensees and would 
get access to consumers who are a//owed open access. Grid inter-
connection for captive generators sha// be  facilitated as per Section 
30 of the Act. This should be done on priority basis to enable captive 
generation to become avai/ab/e as distributed generation along with 
the grid. 

 
 
Supreme Court order dt. 29.11.2019, has empowered the State Regulatory 
Commissions, to levy the Grid Support charges. The same is also supported 
by various APTEL judgments (dt. 29.09.2015-Renuka Sugars v/s. GERC, 
PGVCL, Gujarat TRANSCO; dt. 18.02.2012-Chhattisgarh State Power 
Distribution v/s. Godawari Power &Ispat Ltd) and SERC orders. 
 
Research paper on “Grid Support charges on Captive power plant”, by K. 
Balaraman, Ananthapadmanabha, R. Nagraja, K. Parthasarthy; presented 
at IIT Madras – National Power System Conference 2004 also supports 
Technically the application of Grid Support Charges on Captive Power 
Plants. 
 
 
 
 
In view of the additional benefits than the normal other consumers, the 
CPPs who intended to use and benefit from parallel operation need to 
compensate through Grid Support charges. The said Grid Support charges 
are also one of the components in Retail Supply Tariffs and these charges 
are proposed to levy on the CPPs who intended to use and benefit from 
parallel operation. Hence the proposal of Grid Support charges for FY 
2022-23 are well within the provisions of Act. 
 
The licensee has not denied CPPs access to the network, the captive 
generators who intended to use and benefit from parallel operation need 
to compensate through Grid Support charges.    

2 It is further submitted that as per the Electricity Act 2003, the usage  or 
grid support of the transmission or distribution network is possible 
only by way of open access as provided under Sections 39 and 42 of 
the above Act. As per the said provisions, the transmission and 
distribution licensee is only mandated to levy transmission/wheeling 
charges upon the Captive users, or any other open access consumers. 
It is further submitted that in the event of the CPPs sources power for 
their captive user industries by laying down their  own dedicated 
transmission lines, as per mitted under Section 9 of Electricity Act 
2003, then even the aforesaid charges con not be    levied. 

3 The Transmission system of the Transco/ Discom should be so 
designed that it should take care of fluctuating load of the consumer 
as it is the duty of the transmission licensee under Section 40 of 
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Electricity Act, 2003. Moreover variation of load of a consumer having 
CGP is much less than a consumer without CGP. 

4 CGPs absorb some amount of harmonics whereas a consumer  without 
CGP inject full quantum of harmonics generated to the   grid. 

A consumer with or without CGP could inject harmonics into the grid and 
this may affect the power quality of CGP but may never absorb the 
Harmonics as it is producing power into the system. The harmonics would 
be mostly absorbed by the loads and can pollute the power quality of the 
system 

5 The unbalanced voltage of the grid is a source of negative phase 
sequence current which G absorbed by the generators of CGP. 

The voltage of the grid is never unbalanced and is maintained balanced as 
the per IEEC standards 

6 Fault level depends upon the generation capacity connected to the 
grid. Since the CGPs constitute 50%  of capacity connected to the grid 
they are supposed to contribute  to the increase fault level of the grid, 
The parallel operation of CGPs with the grid is highly beneficial 
otherwise during a fault the grid voltage would have collapsed. 

The faults are to be isolated within a short span, to safeguard the grid and 
high level protection systems are in use and to safeguard the grid 
connected elements.  

7 As per Regulations of Supply Code, Industries having CGPs can draw 
emergency power up to the capacity of largest generating unit by 
paying required tariff. Therefore, it is not a support of the grid as 
claimed by the Petitioner. CPP's drawl of power is limited to "start-up 
power" when there is total loss of generation of the CPP. The drawl of 
power for production purposes, is   limited to the CMD as per the 
Power Supply Agreement with the DISCOM. Otherwise penalty is 
attracted. Overdraw! is prevented by proper setting of the relay at the 
Grid Sub-station. 

 

8 It is wrong to state that active and reactive power demand due to 
sudden and fluctuating load is not recorded in the meter.  Billing is 
done for all consumers by .integration over 15 minutes period and this 
also applicable for CPPs which does not result in any undue advantage. 

Such fault isolation techniques adopted by Grid are not dependent on the 
parallel operation with CGP 
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9 Due to injection of power by CGPs the load on the transformers in the 
grid reduces resulting in less transformer loss." 

 

10 The CGP are acting as distributed generator at the load center  for 
which the transmission and distribution loss has been reduced to great 
extent. Further since all the cost of the transmission utility is being 
covered by the Commission while approval of Annual Revenue 
Requirement (ARR) of the utility there is no scope of levying such 
additional charges on the  consumers. On the contrary to the claim of 
DISCOMS that the CGPs which are connected with the grid are getting 
benefits, we are facing lot of problems due to irregularities of-grid 
operation by TRANSCO. 

 

11 Transco being the State Transmission Utility (STU) has the 
responsibility to maintain the network system of the state as per Sec. 
39 and 40 of Electricity Act, 2003. As per Regulation Grid Code, all the 
users or prospective users of STU are to be treated equal. Further 
Section 9 of Electricity Act, 2003 does not difference between CGP and 
IPP as far as grid connectivity is concerned and hence both should be 
treated equitably from the viewpoint of grid connectivity and support. 
Moreover  industries owning arc furnaces and rolling millS but without 
CGPs creates much bigger problems and create pollutions in the state 
grid as compared to an industry having a CGP. The fluctuation in the 
load, generation of odd harmonics are technically issues whish are 
common for industries with CPPs and without CPPs. 

The grid support charges are not for drawl of power from the Distribution 
Licensee and for utilization of parallel operation benefits by captive 
generators. 

12 As per Section 7 of the Electricity Act, 2003 any generating company 
may establish operate and maintain a generating  station if it complies 
with State Grid Code and standards of grid connectivity as referred in 
v Section 73 (b) of the Act. Both Tariff Policy and National Electricity 
Policy emphasise the unhindered connectivity of CGPs to the grid. 
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Section 2(32) of the Electricity Act, 2003 defines Grid means the high 
voltage backbone system of interconnected  transmission lines, 
substation and generating plants. That   implies CPPs and Generator 
are part and parcel of the grid   system. Therefore it is not understood 
how one part of the grid  is asking Support Charges to other part. 
Under such condition  of dynamism all the constituency of the 
integrated Grid system are mutually benefitted as well as become 
victims of the vagaries created. Thus the very concept of levying Grid 
supéort charges to Captive Generating Plant only seems to be absurd. 

13 TSDISCOM/TSTRANSCO cannot levy Grid Support Charges to stand 
alone CPP like In the other hand TRANSCO is enjoying various 
advantages of grid support from CPPs by way of utilizing surplus power 
from CPPs in a power deficit situation, receiving VAR support and fault 
MVA support for the grid. 

High power industries with fluctuating loads are to be stabilised to 
safeguard the grid, from blackout. The demand put on the system is to be 
considered average value and the integration period of 15 mins is 
considered to avoid maximum no. of fluctuation to safeguard the grid.  

14 There is no provision in the statute empowers the DISCOMS to levy 
Grid Support Charges on the CPPs. They, on the other hand as CPPs 
absorbed some amount of harmonics. On the contrary  consumer 
without CGPs transmit full quantum of harmonics to the grid. The 
DISCOMs/TRANSCO is not taking any step to install suitable equipment 
to filter the harmonics and injectingthose pollutants to the grid for 
which the CPPs are 'forced to   suffer. Thé grid voltage is always 
unbalanced due to various categories of consumers and hence is a 
source of negative phase sequence current which cause stress on the 
generators of  CPPs. Transco being the STU of Telangana should find 
some means to prevent the same." 

However, there is a proposal for amendment from CEA to reduce the 
indication period further to 5 mins to enhance the grid stability. Whether 
it is a generator or a consumer has to comply with the grid standards. 

15 It is relevant to mention the observation and comments of 
The  Hon'ble Orissa Electricity Regulatory Commission in the 
similar  matter, in its Order dated 31.03.2014 in Case No. 46/2012, 
the  excerpt of which is as follows: 

An in-house CGP producing power will be drawn by the loads within the 
premises. In such cases if the load is more than the CGP the balance power 
would be drawn from the Utility’s grid. They would have the Contract for 
the balance load from the utility.  
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i) Para- 15 of Order:  

"We heard the parties at length and also perused the technical 
report  submitted by OPTCL. The present installed capacity of the CGPs 
in the State as submitted by OPTCL is 5173 MW which is more than or 
eque/  to capacity of other generators connected to Odisha Grid 
including Odisha share of power from Central Generation Stations. We 
agree with th.e contention of CCPPO that the pollutants of the Grid 
like fluctuations  in frequency and voltage, negative phase sequence, 
distortion due to  harmonics etc. are the resåttant effect of all 
synchronous machines like generators and motors of the Grid system. 
These pollutants are injected  in to the grid not only by CGPs but also 
by other independent generators  and machines like motors and arc 
furnaces of the consumers. Holding  industry having CGPs only 
responsible for this is not correct"   

ii) Para-16 of Order: 

"After going through the submission of various stake holders of the 
grid   system we conclude that the behaviour of industries having CGPs 
and also without CGPs varies case to case basis. There are 
ample provisions in the Odisha Grid Code to regulate the behavior of 
entities connected to the OPTCL system. Hence, a generic method of 
calculation of Grid Support Charges for al/ industries may not be 
proper. The Petitioner has failed to submit a State-wide study before 
us on which a decision could have been taken. One solution fits al/ 
can't be   applicable here. So implementation of a mode/ of another 
State in our State will not be proper."  

iii) Para- 17 of Order: 

 There are enough provisions in Odisha Grid Code, 2006 to maintain 
quality supply in the grid system. Regulation 4.7 of Odisha Grid Code 
discuss elaborately the idea/ behaviour of constituents of the Grid. 
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OPTCL should play the role of watchdog and analyze the pollutant 
injected by various constituents of the grid system. CGPs and 
industries injecting pollution should be directed to take up remedial 
measures like installation of capacitors, filters for harmonics, etc. so 
that grid pollution will be minimized. The non-compliance by any 
industry or industry having CGP of the Grid Code should be dealt as per 
Regulation 1.18 of OGC, 2006. Therefore, the prayer of OPTCL for levy 
of Grid Support Charges is not acceptable." 

16 Just as in the case of APERC Original proposal when GSC was  proposed 
at 50% of the then applicable Demand Charge of Rs 170 per KVA during 
the year 2002, the current proposal of 50% of the  Demand Charge of 
Rs 475 per KVA per month is also not supported  by any data proving 
that the grid suffered to this extent in  providing parallel operations to 
CPPs. 

 

17 Further, the Original proposal when GSC was propqsee by. 
APERC  during the Y 1999/2002/ the Electricity Act is Actis in force from 
2003 and Section 9 of Electricity Act does not difference between GGP 
and IPP as far as grid connectivity is concerned and hence both should 
be treated equitably from the viewpoint of grid connectivity and 
support. 

If it is not in house CGP, and CGP is located at some other location and 
drawal point at other end, the total power for the load would be drawn 
from the utility grid only. In such a scenario transformer losses will still be 
incurred by the utility. 

18 CPPs involve heavy capital, investments and are necessitated to 
provide fillip to the main consumption industry utilizing captive power 
at reasonable rate as opposed to fluctuating and ever increasing grid 
tariff. 

TS Discoms wants to state that the UI charges are levied to the tune up to 
~12% of the deviation charges in the case where a Generator or a Discoms 
deviates from their said drawl or injection schedule.  

However, if the same generator or to be particular a captive power plant 
deviates from its said injection schedule say up to a quantum of more than 
12% then this level of deviation is absorbed by the Grid. In this case Grid 

19 The proposed levy of GSC aims to stifle the consuming industries  by 
this arbitrary levy, which in turn erodes the viability of the principal 
industry to a point that it must perforce cease operations. 
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20 The CPPs who are predominantly coal-fired, are already subjected to 
substantial increases in coal cost being supplied by the State mining 
companies and have no window to absorb such high levies such as the 
proposed GSC. 

acts as a stabilizer. Thus UI charges amount for only a fraction of the 
quantum of deviation, whereas Grid support charges help to further 
develop the grid to absorb the rest of deviations. 

21 CPPs have repeatedly expressed their willingness to provide additional 
protections in their facilities as desired by the grid to  see that no 
untoward load throwbacks or fault currents or reactive power surges 
happen.  

A consumer with or without CGP could inject harmonics into the grid and 
this may affect the power quality of CGP but may never absorb the 
Harmonics as it is producing power into the system. The harmonics would 
be mostly absorbed by the loads and can pollute the power quality of the 
system 

22 The original levy of GSC in 1999 was when the generation shortfall was 
prevailing, the TSDISCOMS were going through occasional R&C periods 
and frequency fluctuations, etc. when the Regulator considered that 
the proposed levy had merits. However, the TS Grid has since 
improved / made many strides in Grid size,  availability of power and 
attained stability and is one of the few Grids in the country being 
engaged in export of power on a steady basis. 

TS Discoms want to state that there is a clear difference between a Captive 
power plant and the other Generators. The Captive power plants supply 
power to their own needs and balance / deficit power can be 
drawn/injected back into the grid. However other Generators can supply a 
constant required amount of power into the grid; thus support the stability 
of the Grid.  

 
23 The Grid situation therefore requires to be thoroughly reviewed with 

reference to the fact whether the Grid suffers any forbearance in 
providing parallel operations of CPPs. CPPs request that such a review 
be conducted on an arms-length basis by an  independent third party, 
taking into account the actual power harmonics, fault currents or load 
throwbacks as claimed by TSDISCOMS and also to arrive at a justifiable 
and reasonable charge based on actual cost / damage suffered by the 
Grid, if any,  in providing such parallel operations to CPPs. 

24 The prevailing parallel operation charge which is equivalent to 
the  proposed GSC in other States is as follows: 

Name of the State Grid Support Charges Rs/KVA/Month 

Madhya Pradesh Rs.20/KVA/Month 

The mutual benefit of the Grid is mostly applicable for captive power 
plants. The grid support charges are not for drawl of power from the 
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RERC Rs.20/KvA/Month 

Gujarat Rs.26/KVA/Month 

Tamilnadu Rs.30/KVA/Month 

 Rs. 16/- per kVA per month on the installed ca acit of the CPP 

Odisha Nil 

Vilest Bengal Nil 

Kerala Nil 

Karnataka Nil 

The above utilities have proposed these rates after third party 
analysis.   From the above table it can be seen that the parallel 
operation charge or GSC in other States has been worked out based 
on clear parameters of the costs incurred by the Grid and so are 
considered reasonable as against the proposed levy of 50% of the 
Demand Charge of Rs 475per KVA per month, proposed by TSDiscoms. 
The proposed levy has no basis and is grossly excessive, arbitrary, and 
so requires to be reduced substantially and validated by an 
independent third-party analysis. 

Distribution Licensee and for utilization of parallel operation benefits by 
captive generators. 

25 What is the basis and rnethodology adopted while arriving GSC 
50%   of demand charges? How the DISCOM arrived GSC 50% of 
demand charges and why can't it 2% or 5%? g In ARRI TS DISCOMs 
haven't mentioned any basis /justification while proposing the GSC. If 
we consider the proposed GSC, a captive power plant having installed 
capacity of 100 MVV, is needed to pay GSC Rss 297 Crores per 
month  and Rss 35.63 Crores per annum, results closure of Industries 
in    Telangana. 

TS Discoms wants to state that the UI charges are levied to the tune up to 
~12% of the deviation charges in the case where a Generator or a Discoms 
deviates from their said drawl or injection schedule.  

 

26 Most of the CPPs installed capacities are much higher when compared 
to their captive load, When the installed capacity / operating capacity 
of captive load is much lower than installed Capacity of Power plant, 
it  is very unfair to impose GSC based on the installed capacity of CPP* 
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27 The proposed levy of GSC at such a high rate will be a death knell for 
large process industries which depend upon captive power 
at reasonable cost. The proposed GSC will hit at the core viability of 
the  principal industry resulting in closure of operations and in loss 
of  direct and indirect employment aside from loss of revenue to 
the   exchequer. 

However, if the same generator or to be particular a captive power plant 
deviates from its said injection schedule say up to a quantum of more than 
12% then this level of deviation is absorbed by the Grid. In this case Grid 
acts as a stabilizer. Thus UI charges amount for only a fraction of the 
quantum of deviation, whereas Grid support charges help to further 
develop the grid to absorb the rest of deviations. 

28 We object the proposed levy on Captive Power Plants (CPPs) inter 
a/ia  alleging that the levy was devoid of merits, excessive; that there 
was no evidence of actual forbearance / costs /damages on the part of 
thegrid on account of CPPs running parallel operation and if at all, it 
was only for export of surplus power from CPPs. We also claim that we 
have adequate protections against any power load throwback within 
the permitted time intervals under the grid code and accordingly 
refuted the claim of TS DISCOMS as being without merits. 
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Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open 
Access Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by Sri Rajesh Garg (Plant Head, Kesoram Cement), Unit: Basanthbagar, Works Post: Basanthnagar - 

5050187, Dist: Peddapally 

S.No
. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 

1 The proposed levy of grid support charges by TSNPDCL for parallel 
operation with the grid is arbitrary and punitive in nature. Just for the 
sake of having a facility to parallel our captive power plant supply with 
grid that too used for the startup and maintenance power requirement 
of the CPP.  

The followings are benifited by the CPP in view of parallel operation with 
the grid.  

● The fluctuations in the load are absorbed by the utility grid in the 
parallel operation mode. This will reduce the stresses on the 
captive generator and equipment. 

● Fluctuating loads of the industries connected in parallel with the 
grid inject harmonics into the grid. The current harmonics 
absorbed by the utility grid is much more than that by the CPP 
generator. These harmonics flowing in the grid system are harmful 
to the equipment and are also responsible for polluting the power 
quality of the system. 

● Negative phase sequence current is generated by unbalance loads. 
The magnitude of negative phase sequence current is much higher 
at the point of common coupling than at the generator output 
terminal. This unbalanced current normally creates a problem of 
overheating of the generators and other equipment of CPP, if not 
running in parallel with the grid. When they are connected to the 
grid, the negative phase sequence current flows into the grid and 
reduces stress on the captive generator. 

● Captive power plants have higher fault level support when they are 
running in parallel with the grid supply. Because of the higher fault 
level, the voltage drop at the load terminal is less when connected 
with the grid. 

● In case of faults in a CPP generating unit or other equipment, bulk 
consumers can draw the required power from the grid and can 
save their production loss. 

● The grid provides stability to the plant to start heavy loads like HT 
motors.  
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● The variation in the voltage and frequency at the time of starting 
large motors and heavy loads, is minimized in the industry, as the 
grid supply acts as an infinite bus. The active and reactive power 
demand due to sudden and fluctuating load is not recorded in the 
meter. 

● The impact created by sudden load throw off and consequent 
tripping of CPP generators on over speeding is avoided with the 
grid taking care of the impact. 

The above benefits extended by the licensee to the CPP consumers, it has 
to be charged to the consumers who utilize the grid support. Hence, the 
licensee has  proposed the levy of grid support charges duly adopting the 
methodology approved in the APERC order 08.02.2002 and subsequently 
upheld by Supreme Court via judgment dated 29.11.2019.  
 

2 As per our case, to operate total cement plant we require total power 
around20.0 MW, we are having captive power plant capacity is 15.7 MW 
andGrid Contract Maximum Demand is 5.2 MVA. During peak cement 
market condition, we run total cement plant then we import power from 
Grid and during down market conditions we  will kept as stand by 
condition. 

As per the proposed grid charges conditions, the grid support charges will 
not be levied on the entire capacity of CPP and it will be levied only on 
differential capacity between CPP capacity and CMD with Distribution 
Licensee. 
 
 

3 We will operate parallel only during power plant shut down/break down 
i.e. during the startup and stop of Captive power plant which will be 
synchronize hardly twice or thrice per year. If we will calculate the GSC 
as per proposed tariff, we get additional burden @ 34.25 Lacks per 
month and 4.11 Cr. per annum for only parallel operation twice or thrice 
per year. 

The benefits of the parallel operation with the grid are enjoyed by the CPP 
throughout the year. However, if the parallel operation is required twice 
or thrice per year, the system is kept ready for the thought out the year to 
serve the parallel operation for their CPP capacity as and when required. 
Hence grid support charges are to be paid as per proposals made in the 
ARR & Tariff filing for FY 2022-23. 
The calculations made by the objector in respect of grid support charges 
are calculated on the entire capacity of the CPP which is not correct. The 
grid support charges shall be levied on differential capacity between CPP 
capacity and CMD with Distribution Licensee. 
 
Grid Support charges computation example: 
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Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kKVA ……[a] 
CMD with Distribution licensee = 90 MVA = 90,000 KVA……[b] 
 
Differential capacity = [a-b] = 10 MVA = 10,000 kVA ….[c] 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = c * 50% of Demand charges 
                     = 10000 * (50% of say Rs. 475) / 10^7 
                     = Rs. 0.2375 Cr./ month 
 

4 Captive generation was insisted by the APSEB to meet the power 
shortage and thus the captive power plant were a creation of the APSEB 
only. Substantive investments were made by the industry on captive 
generation, which is not a profit center for the industry. 

The industries benefited from the aforesaid advantages of parallel 
operation with the grid.  

5 Most of the industries do not resort to continuous parallel operation and 
parallel operation is resorted to when absolutely necessary. TSNPDCL 
has not incurred any additional cost to provide the parallel operation 
facility. The levy of grid support charges is not supported by any basis of 
costs incurred or pecuniary loss suffered by TSDISCOM. 

The aforesaid advantages of parallel operation with the grid are benefited 
by the CPPs in addition to other facilities of other industries. In view of the 
additional benefits than the normal other industries or others, the CPPs 
who intend to use and benefit from parallel operation need to 
compensate through Grid Support charges.    

6 Though CPPs do not contend the levy GSC in compliance with the orders 
of Hon'ble  Supreme Court, the quantum of the proposed levy of 50% of 
Demand Charge of Rs. 475 per KVA per month is grossly excessive, 
arbitrary, and abusive of the statutory authority also not supported by 
any data proving that the grid suffered to this extent in providing parallel 
operations to CPP and is not supported by actual costs or 
damages  suffered by the Grid. 

The Hon’ble Supreme court in its order on Determination of Grid support 
charges dated 29.11.2019 upheld the Hon’ble APERC’s order quoted 
above concerning Grid support charges. The licensee has proposed the 
same grid support charges methodologyapproved in APERC order dated 
08.02.2002 which is upheld by the Hon’ble Supreme court of India. 
The proposed grid support charges shall be levied on differential capacity 
only i.e., difference between CPP capacity and CMD with Distribution 
Licensee. Whereas in other states, these grid support charges are 
calculated in entire capacity of Captive Power Plant (CPP). Moreover, if the 
CMD with licensee is more than or equal to capacity of CPP, there will not 
be levied any grid support charges to such consumer.  
Grid Support charges computation example:  
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 kVA ……[a] 
CMD with Distribution licensee = 90 MVA = 90,000 kVA……[b] 

7 The prevailing parallel operation charge which is equivalent to the 
proposed GSC in other States is as follows: 

Name of the State Grid Support Charges 
Rs/KVA/Month 

Madhya Pradesh Rs.20/KVA/Month 
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Chattisgarh Rs.21/KVA/Month 

Gujarat Rs.26/KVA/Month 

Tamilnadu Rs.30/KVA/Month 

J & K Rs.16/KVA/Month on the installed capacity of the CPP 

Odisha Nil 

West Bengal Nil 

Kerala Nil 

Karnataka Nil 

 
The above utilities have proposed these rates after third party analysis.It 
is evident from the above table that the burden imposed by the 
proposed grid support charges in telangana has no basis and is unduly, 
grossly excessive high compared to what would have been payable 
above states and analysis to be done by third party. It is therefore 
submitted that the proposed grid support charges is entirely 
unreasonable and unjustified. 

 
Differential capacity = [a-b] = 10 MVA = 10,000 kVA ….[c] 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = c * 50% of Demand charges 
                     = 10000 * (50% of say Rs. 475) / 10^7 
                     = Rs. 0.2375 Cr./ month 
 
Comparison of GSC with other states like Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, Tamil 
Nadu, Chhattisgarh 
 
Consider GSC @ Rs. 25 / kVA / month 
Captive Capacity = 100 MVA = 100,000 KVA 
GSC (Rs. Cr.) = 25 * 100000 / 10^7 
= Rs. 0.25 Cr.  / month 
 
Thus GSC determined by TS Discoms is very much justifiable. 

8 From the above table it can be seen that the parallel operation charge 
or GSC in other States has been worked out based on clear parameters 
of the costs incurred by the Grid and so are considered reasonable as 
against the proposed levy of 50% of the Demand Charge of Rs 475 per 
KVA per month, proposed by TSNPDCL The proposed levy has no basis 
and is grossly excessive, arbitrary, and so requires to be reduced 
substantially and validated by an independent third-party analysis. 

9 The effect of the grid support is different to in different classes of 
consumers like industries with continuous parallel operation and 

The proposed grid support charges are 50% of prevailing demand charges 
for HT consumers on the differential capacity here the HT consumer is the 
respective consumer category only. Hence proposed grid support charges 
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standby permission. Whether uniform grid support charges are to be 
levied on all consumers is a poi nt for discussion. 

are different from one category of consumers to another category of 
consumers. 

10 The proposed levy of GSC at such a high rate will be a death knell for 
large process industries which depend upon captive power at 
reasonable cost. The proposed GSC will hit at the core viability of the 
principal industry resulting in closure of operations and in loss of direct 
and indirect employment aside from loss of revenue to the exchequer. 

The proposed grid support charges are very negligible per unit in respect 
of generation of captive power plants. However, if the Captive Plant 
Capacity is less than or equal to contractedmaximum demand with 
licensee, such captive power plant capacity will not attract grid support 
charges.  

11 For the reasons stated herein-above, may be pleased to reject the levy 
of grid support charges for parallel operation during CPP startup & Stop 
Conditions. 

The benefits extended by the licensee to the CPP consumers, it has to be 
charged to the consumers who utilize the grid support. Hence, the licensee 
has proposed the levy of grid support charges duly adopting the 
methodology approved in the APERC order 08.02.2002 and subsequently 
upheld by Supreme Court via judgment dated 29.11.2019. The licensee 
earnestly requests the Hon’ble Commission to approve the proposed Grid 
Support Charges.  
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 Replies to the Objections/Suggestions raised on ARR & Tariff Proposals for Retail Supply Business including Cross Subsidy Surcharge for Open 
Access Consumers for the FY 2022-23 by Sri S.Nagarjuna Reddy, (Commercials & Regulatory) Mytrah Energy (India) Pvt Ltd, #8001,Q-

City,S.No:109, Gachibowli, Hyderabad 

S.N
o. Summary of Objections / Suggestions Response of the Licensee 

1 Solar Generation: TS Discoms have considered the NCE generation Solar in the power 
purchase cost. NCE generation = Solar 1644.26 MUS, Tariff = Rs 5.69/kWh. 
Comment: 
o It is observed that DISCOMs has considered 21% CUF for Solar Generators in their ARR 
proposal, However DISCOMs should consider the total energy delivered at 
interconnection point and also to pay the payments towards total energy delivered as 
per PPA terms. On this premise of considering lower generation from NCE (Solar), 
DISCOMs shouldn't Curtail the power from RE generations as they have to comply the 
MUST RUN status in accordance to the IEGC GRID code 2010. 
Request to Hon'ble TSERC:  
o It is requested to issue necessary directions to TS Discoms in following the Grid Code 
and Must run status accorded to NCE projects. 

In respect of NCE projects, the historical actual 
generation data of the generators are being taken as 
basis for preparation of ARR proposals. However, 
payments for the proposed generation particulars are 
subject to terms and conditions of respective Power 
Purchase Agreements (PPAs) which are in turn governed 
by respective Commission orders determining tariff for 
such NCE Projects.  TSDISCOMs  honour  the  MUST  RUN  
status  awarded  to the   RE   generators   in   accordance   
with   the   IEGC   Grid   Code. However can proceed to 
curtail energy from these projects as per clause 5.2 (u) 
of the Grid Code in case of Grid security. 

2 Measures to Reduce Aggregate Technical Loss 
o As per the proposed ARR fillings for FY-2022-2023, Distribution losses are 
targeted to decrease from 9.13% in FY 2020-21 to 6.99% in FY 2022-23 by conducting 11 
kv feeder wise energy audits, installation of additional capacitor banks etc thereby 
decreasing the power purchase cost. 
Comment: 
o From the proposal, we understand that Discoms are making their efforts to 
improve their balance sheet and make themselves a self-reliant cash rich DISCOM. 
Request to Hon'ble TSERC: 
o Accordingly, we request TSERC to direct the DISCOMs to pass on the savings 
generated through reduction in Technical losses towards reducing the average payables 
to generators 

 
TS Discoms state that they have always tried their best 
to pay the dues to the generators in a timely manner. 
Payments timelines to the Generators would definitely 
improve if the financial conditions of the Discoms are 
improved.  
TS Discoms will continue to put its best efforts in 
improving its operational efficiency and utilise the same 
in their timely payments to its Gencos. 

 
TS  Discoms shall  abide by   the  directions  given by   
the Hon’ble 

Commission 
Further, TS  Discoms  shall  abide  by  the  directions  
given  by  the Hon’ble Commission. 
 

3 Tariff Hike 
o From the ARR filings for FY 2022-23 Discoms have proposed a tariff hike in fixed 
and energy charges including customer charges. Fixed charges increased by Rs 100/kVA 
for industrial customer and energy charges of 50 paisa for all domestic consumers and 
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1 rupee for all industrial consumers resulting in overall increase of thereby expecting an 
increase of Rs 6,830 crores for a year. 
Request to Hon'ble TSERC: 
o This is a welcome step by the DISCOMs and the revenues generated by the tariff 
hike should be effectively used in repaying the energy bills to the generators timely. 

4 Late Payment Surcharge (LPS) on Delayed payments: 
o From the proposed ARR for the FY 2022-23, it is observed that Discoms have not 
considered the cost for Late payment surcharge against the Energy bill's. 
 Comment: 
o As per the terms of PPA, in case of delayed payments beyond due date, the 
generators are entitled to interest on delayed payments at rates specified in PPA. 
The average receivable period is ranging anywhere between 6 to 12 months as seen 
from payment history by TS Discoms to wind and solar projects and Discoms are 
unilaterally waiving off the late payment surcharge which is otherwise payable to wind 
& solar projects as per PPA. Therefore, Discotns should consider the cost equivalent to 
Late payment Surcharge (LPS) for a period of 06 months on delayed payments in their 
ARR proposal for FY 202223 which enables Discoms to pay LPS as per the terms of PPA. 
By adoption of any efficiency measures, if Discoms could reduce the average payable 
period to generators, LPS amount filed/claimed under ARR could be used to set off in 
future. 
Request to Hon 'ble TSERC: 
o Non- Allocation of funds in the ARR would lead to unavailability of funds to clear 
the past due's which would have a cascading effect on the generator financial situation. 
o Therefore, we request Hon'ble TSERC to issue directions to DISCOMs to consider 
the Late payment Surcharge for a delay period of 06 months in their ARR proposal 
instead of filling True-Up petitions and considering the Time value of Money. 

 
Hon’ble TSERC does not allow  the Late 
Payment  Surcharge  (LPS) on Delayed Payments 
against the Energy Bills of the generators in ARR Filings 
for Retail Supply Tariff. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ
గ్ప్తిపాదనల గ్ీ సారంప్ల్లల మల్లల రెడ్డి, ఉపాధా క్షులు, అఖిల భారత్ కిసాన్ సభ, ఇం.నం.1-1-60/2, ఆర్జసీీ గ్ాస్ రోడ్సస , ముషీరాబాదు, 

హైదరాబాద్ – 20 గార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాదానాలు 
 
గ్కమ  
సంఖా్  

అభా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు  

1. 

టార్థఫ్ పంచడం :   
1. యాన్యూ ల్ రెవెన్యూ   రిక్వి ర్ మెంట్ కు సెంబెంధెంచిన 
వినియోగదారుల ఫై రూ.6,830.90 కోట్లు భారాలు వేయడమేగాక లోట్ల 
రూ.4,097.23 కోట్లు చూపారు.  రాష్ట్ర ప్రభుత్ి ెం రూ.5,651.65 కోట్లు 
సబ్సి డీ ఇచిి నరప టికీ లోట్లను చూరడెం, ఆ లోట్లను ఎలా భర్త ీ
చేసీ్తరో చెరప లేదు. 

డ్డసక ంలు 
గ్ప్భుత్వ  
సబ్సస డీ  

టార్థఫ్ 
పంచడం 

లోటు 

దక్షిణ  4,254.15 5,044.27 2,686.79 
ఉత్రీ 1,397.50 1,786.63 1,410.44 
మొత్తం 5,651.65 6,830.90 4,097.23 

 
ఈ లోట్లను భర్త ీ చేయడానిక్వ ఎలాెంటి టారిఫ్ పెంచడెంగానీ, 
అెంత్ర గత్ స్తమర్ూ ెం పెంచుకోవడెం దాి రా గానీ పూర్త ీచేసుకునేటట్లు 
ఎలాెంటి ప్రతిపాదన  డిసక ెంలు చేయలేదు.  అనగా ఈ లోట్లను 
కెంత్ కాలెం త్రువాత్ మళ్లు వినియోగదారుల ఫై వేసే అవకాశెం 
ఉెంది.  

గౌరవ కమీ్న్ వారు జార్త చేసిన ఆరిక్ సెంవతి్ రెం 2018-19 టారిఫ్ ఆర డర్ 
ప్రకారెం తెలెంగాణ రాష్ట్ర ప్రభుత్ి ెం వారి సబి్స డీ మరియు ధరల పెంపు 
ప్రతిపాదన దిా రా అెంచనా వేసిన అదనపు ఆదాయెం త్రువాత్ NPDCL 
లోట్ల రూ.1,410 కోట్లుగా. 2022-23 సెంవతి్ రానిక్వ అెంచనా వేయడమైనది.  
ఈ లోట్లను డిసక ెం అెంత్ర గత్ స్తమర్ూ ెం మరియు అదనపు ప్రభుత్ి  
సహాయెం దాి రా భర్త ీచేసుకోవడెం జరుగుతెంది. 
 
ఈ వి్యము పై గౌరవ కమీ్న్ వారు అెంతిమెంగా నిర ణయెం 
తీసుకుెంటారు. 

2. 

2018-19 నండ్డ 2021-22 వరకు లోటున ఎల్ల భర్జత చేసాత రు  
గత్ 4 సెంవత్ి రాలుగా డిస్తక ముు రెగుూ లేటర్త కమీ్న్ కు ఎలాెంటి 
టారిఫ్ ప్ొపోజలి్  ఇవి లేదు.  ఆ సెంవత్ి రాలలో వచిి న లోట్లను 
విడిగా చూపారు.  ఆ లోట్లను ఎలా భర్త ీచేసీ్తరో, ఎలాెంటి ప్రతిపాదన 
చేయలేదు.  టారిఫ్ లను చటర ప్రకారెం నవెంబర్ లో కమీ్న్ కు 
డిస్తక ముు ప్రతిపాదిెంచాలి  ఫిప్బవరి లో బహిరెంగ విచారణ జరిపి 
కమీ్న్ టారిఫ్ లు నిర ణయెంచాలి.  ప్రభుత్ి  ఒతిడీి దాి రా గత్ 4 
సెంవతి్ రాలుగా ఎఆర్ఆర్ లు ఇవి లేకపోవడెం చటారనిి  
దికక రిెంచినట్లు అయూ ెంది.  దీనిక్వ బాధ్యూ లు ఎవరు?  రెగుూ లేటర్త 
కమీ్న్ డిస్తక ముల ఫై ఎలాెంటి చరూ లు తీసుకుెంది.  గత్ 4 
సెంవతి్ రాల లోట్ల ఈ విధెంగా ఉెంది )(కోటులో) 

2018-19 10,232.74 
2019-20 7,317.29 
2020-21 8,666.76 
2021-22 10,624.84 
మొత్తం 36,841.63 

ఇెంట లోట్లను డిస్తక ముు పూరిెంచడానిక్వ ఎలాెంటి ప్రతిపాదనలు 

డిసక ెంలు ఆరిక్ సెంవతి్ రెం 2018-19 వరకు ప్రతి సెంవతి్ రెం సమప్గ 
ఆదాయ ఆవశూ కత్ నివేదికలను సమరి పిెంచడెం జరిగినది.  కానీ ఆరిక్ 
సెంవతి్ రెం 2019-20 నుెండి ఆరిక్ సెంవతి్ రెం 2021-22 సెంవతి్ రాలకు 
సెంబెంధెంచిన సమప్గ ఆదాయ ఆవశూ కత్ మరియు ప్రతిపాదిత్ ధరల 
నివేదికలను తెలెంగాణ అసెంబ్లు ఎనిి కలు 2018 నియమావళి, లోక సభ 
ఎనిి కలు 2019 నియమావళి, ICAD నుెండి LIS సమాచార జారూ ెం వలన, 
వారికి ఖాతాలు (Annual Accounts) సకాలెంలో పూర్త ీచేయక పోవడెం వలన, 
మునిి రల్ ఎనిి కల నియమావళి వలన, కెంప్ద విదుూ త్ మెంప్తిత్ి  శాఖ 
వారి ధరల హేతబదీక్రణ చేయడానిక్వ, కోవిద్-19  లాక్-డౌన్ వలన 
మరియు GHMC ఎనిి కల నియమావళి వలన సకాలెంలో సమప్గ ఆదాయ 
ఆవశూ కత్ నివేదికలను సమరిప ెంచ లేదు. 
ఏది ఏమైనరప టిక్వ 31.05.2021 రోజున ఆరిక్ సెంవతి్ రెం 2019-20 నుెండి 
ఆరిక్ సెంవతి్ రెం 2021-22 వరకు 3 సెంవసరాల సమప్గ ఆదాయ 
ఆవశూ కత్ నివేదికలను గొరవ కమీ్న్ వారిక్వ సమరిప ెంచడెం జరిగినది.  
కానీ ప్రతిపాదిత్ ధరల నివేదికలను సమరిప ెంచని కారణెంగా నివేదికలను 
గౌరవ కమీ్న్ వారు తిరసక రిెంచారు. 
తెలెంగాణ డిసక ెంలు రెంపిణీ సరఫరా వాూ పారెం  ప్ూ-అప్ (1వ, 2వ & 
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గ్కమ  
సంఖా్  

అభా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు  

చేయకపోవడెం ఆశి రూ కరెం.  ఇది కాకుెండా 2022-23 సెంవతి్ రానిక్వ 
కూడా లోట్ల 4,097.23 కోట్లు కూడా చూపారు.  డిస్తక ముు ఇెంత్ లోట్లతో 
ఎలా రని చేసుీనాి య.  ఈ భారాలనీి  వినియోగదారుల ఫై ఒకస్తర్త 
వేసే రరిసితిి ఎలా ఉెంట్లెందో ఊహిెంచగలమా? 

3వ)లను మరియు వారికి రనితీరు సమీక్ష (Annual Performance Review) 
ఆరిక్ సెంవతి్ రెం 2019-20 మరియు 2020-21 సెంవతి్ రాలకుగాను గౌరవ 
కమీ్న్ వారిక్వ సమరిప ెంచడెం జరిగినది మరియు రిటైల్ సరఫరా 
వాూ పారెం యొకక  ప్ూ-అప్ ఆరిక్ సెంవత్ి రెం 2016-17 నుెండి ఆరిక్ 
సెంవతి్ రెం 2018-19 వరకు త్యారు చేసినాము మరియు ఆరిక్ 
సెంవతి్ రెం 2019-20 నుెండి ఆరిక్ సెంవత్ి రెం 2020-21 వరకు త్యారు 
చేసునిీా ము దీనిని కూడా త్ి రలో గౌరవ కమీ్న్ వారిక్వ సమరిప ెంచడెం 
జరుగుతెంది. 

3. 

డ్డసాక మల  చట్ ీఉలలంఘన: 
సకాలెంలో ఎఆర్ఆర్ లు వేయకపోగా, కనీసెం లోట్లను భర్త ీ
చేయడానిక్వ కూడా ప్రతిపాదనలు చేయకపోవడెం 
వినియోగదారులను ప్భమలకు గురి చేయడెం లేదా మోసగిెంచడానిక్వ 
ప్రయతిి ెంచడమే త్రప  మరొకటి కాదు.  ఉదయ్ రథకెం అమలు 
తీరును కూడా ప్రసి్తవిెంచలేదు. దీని ఫై ప్రభుత్ి  ఒతిడీి ఏమిటి? 
విదుూ త్ శాఖ మెంప్తి ఏమి చేసుీనిా డు?  ఎఆర్ఆర్ లను ఎనిి కలకు 
ముడిపటిర వాయదా వేశారా? విదుూ త్ చటరెం ఎెందుకు అమలు 
జరగడెం లేదు?  4 సెంవతి్ రాల త్రువాత్ ఇపుప డు ఎఆర్ఆర్ 
రెగుూ లేటర్త కమీ్న్ కు ఇవిా లిి న వసరెం ఏమి వచిి ెంది? 

సకాలెంలో ARRలు సమరిప ెంచక పోవడానిక్వ మరియు మిగిలిన లోట్లను 
ఎలా భర్త ీచేయగలరు అనే వి్యాలు పైన పేరొక ని  (1) & (2) పేరాలలో 
చెరప డెం జరిగినది. 

4. 

టార్థఫ్ రేట్ల పంపుదల :  
డొమసిరక్ 1 కాూ టగిర్తక్వ రూ.1.45 పైసల నుెండి రూ.1.95 కు పెంచారు. 
పెంపుదల 30 శాత్ెం పైనా ఉెంది. 2వ కాూ టగిర్త రూ.2.60 నుెండి 
రూ.3.10 రూపాయలకు పెంచారు.  ఇది 13 శాతానిక్వ రరిమిత్ెం 
అయూ ెంది.  అనిి  ఎల్.టి కాూ టగిర్తలకు 50 పైసలు, హెచ్.టి 
కాూ టగిర్తలకు 1 రూపాయ చొపుప న గూడు గుతీాగా పెంచారు.  డొమసిరక్ 
ఎల్.టి. 1కు రడిన భారెం మిగిలిన వాటిక్వ నిర ణయెంచలేదు.  
శాష్టరయీెంగా టారిఫ్ రేటు పెంపుదల నిర ణయెం జరగలేదు.  ఎకుక వ 
విదుూ  వినియోగిెంచే వారిక్వ పరుగుదల నామమాప్త్ెంగా ఉెంది.  ఈ 
భారెం వలు చాలా మెంది విదుూ త్ వినియోగానిక్వ దూరమయ్యూ  
అవకాశెం ఉెంది. 

గృహ వినియోగెం-I విభాగెం 0-50 యూనిటుకు రూ.1-45. టారిఫ్ గత్ 20 
సెంవతి్ రాల నుెండి పెంచ లేదు మరియు గత్ 5 సెంవతి్ రాలుగా అనిి  
విభాగాలకు విదుూ త్ ధరలను పెంచలేదు మరియు సరఫరా చేయడానిక్వ 
అయ్యూ  వూ యెం యూనిట్ ఒకక ెంటిక్వ రూ.7-14.  ఈ వూ యెం రూ.1-45 నుెండి 
రూ.1-95 పైసలు పెంచినరప టికీ సరఫరా చేసే విదుూ త్ వూ యెం (27%) 
మాప్త్మే.  
టారిఫ్ విధానెం మరియు చార్తలీ ఫై తది నిర ణయెం గౌరవ కమీ్న్ వారి 
రరిధలోని అెంశెం. 
గత్ 5 సెంవతి్ రాల నుెండి అనిి  రకాల వూ యాలు పరిగినెందున విదుూ త్ 
ధరల పెంపు సమెంజసమే. 

5. 

మిగులు విదుా త్ : 
డిస్తక ములకు 20,537.95 మగావాటు విదుూ త్ అవసరమని తేలిెంది. 
కానీ డిస్తక ముు 25,760 మగావాటు అవసరమని చెపాప రు. 76 శాత్ 
పిఎల్ఎఫ్ లెక్వక ెంచి మిగులు విదుూ త్ ఉెంట్లని ది. అవసరానిక్వ 
మిెంచిన విదుూ త్ ను కెటాయెంచడెం అవసరమా?  కాెంప్టాక్ ర 
కుదురిు కుని పుప ప డు "ఫికి డ్ చార్తలీ" భారెం వినియోగదారుల ఫై 
రడుతెంది.  ఇది అవసరమా?  గత్ సెంవత్ి రెం 16,603 మగావాట్లు 
వినియోగిెంచాెం. ఒకస్తరి 9,150 మగావాటు పెంచుకోవడెం వలు 
ఉరయోగెం ఏమిటి? 

TS డిసక ెం లు 2022-23 ఆరికి సెంవతి్ రానిక్వ సెంబెంధెంచిన విదుూ త్ 
అవసరాల కరకు సెంబెంధత్ ఉతాప దక స్టసేర్ నుు సూచిెంచిన ఇెంధన 
లభూ త్లను, న్ర స్టసి్తయలను మరియు అమమ కాల అెంచనాలు  
కటాయెంపులలో  రరిగణనలోక్వ తీసుకునిా ము.    
దీని వలన పైన సూచిెంచిన విధముగా అెంచనాలు వేసినపుప డు వారికి 
ప్పాతిపాదనలో 3,066 MU విదుూ త్ మిగులుకు దారి తీసిెంది. 
సెంవతి్ రెంలోని అనిి  నెలలకు ఇది  వరిెీంచదు. అెందువలన FY 2022-
23 యొకక  కనిి  నెలలోు , TS డిసక ెం లు  విదుూ త్ లోట్ల రరిసితిిని కలిగి 
ఉెండవచిు . 
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గౌరవ కమి్న్ వారిచే ఆమోదిెంచిన MYT ఆర డర్స్టలో కాెంప్టాక్ ర స్తమర్ాూ నిక్వ 
ప్రధానెంగా ఊహిెంచని విధెంగా LIS లోడ్ ల పరుగుదలే కారణెం. LIS లోడ్ ల 
ఫలిత్ెంగా TS డిసక ెంల గరి్ర డిమాెండ్ రాబోయ్య భవి్ూ తీలో 13,688 MW 
నుెండి పరుగుతెందని అెంచనా వేయడమైనది. TS డిసక ెం దాని 
వినియోగదారులకు (వూ వస్తయెంతో సహా) 24x7 విదుూ త్ సరఫరాను 
అెందిెంచడానిక్వ బాధూ త్ వహిసుెీంది మరియు రాష్ట్రెంలో విదుూ త్ 
అెంత్రాయాలు లేకుెండా చూసేెందుకు అదనపు స్తమరిాూ లతో 
ఒరప ెందానిక్వ కట్లరబడి ఉనిా ము. 

6. 

డ్డఎస్ఎం అమలులో డ్డసాక ముల నిరలకా్ష్ ం : డిమాెండ్ సైడ్ 
మానెజ్మ ెంట్ విధానెం రూొెందిెంచి 2 దశాబాాలు గడుసునీాి య. కానీ 
డిస్తక ముు రెంపు సటుకు కెపాసిటరుు బ్సగిెంచడెంలో, కత్ ీ కనెక్షనుు 
ొెందిన రైతలకు పోలి్ , కెండక రర్ ఇవి కపోవడెం వలు సరి్త స్ వైర్ 
ఫై మోటారుు నడుసునీాి య. ఇది డిఎస్ఎెం విధానానిక్వ విరుదె్ం.  
వాసవీ వినియోగెం అెంచనా వేయుట: నష్టరలను భర్త ీ చేయటానిక్వ 
మీటరుు లేకుెండా రెంపిణి చేసుీని  వూ వస్తయ రెంగెం ఫై అదనపు 
వినియోగానిి  చూపి నష్టరలను త్కుక వ చూపుతనాి రు.  వాసవీ 

వినియోగ అెంచనా వేయడానిక్వ ప్టాని్  ఫారమ ర్ వద ావూ వస్తయ ఫీడర్ 
కు మీటరు పటిర వినియోగానిి  సేకరిెంచవచిు . కానీ ఆ రని 

చేయకుెండా ఇరప టికీ నష్టరలు 10-11 శాత్ెం ఉెంట్లని ట్లు డిస్తక ముు 

చెరప డెం జరిగిెంది.  ఈ నష్టరనిి  త్గి గెంచుకోడానిక్వ గత్ెంలో 30 వేళా 

కోట్లు ప్రభుతి్ ెం మెంజూర్త చేసి రిపేరుు చేశారు.  అయనా నష్టరలు 

పరుగుతూనే ఉనాి య.  నష్టరలు త్గి గెంచడెం స్తధూ ెం కాదా? 

TSNPDCL యొకక  DSM (డిమాెండ్ సైడ్ మేనేజ్మ ెంట్) చరూ ల అమలు 

కోసెం తేది:01.10.2021న EESLతో ఒక అవగాహన ఒరప ెందానిి  (MoU) 
కుదురుి కుెంది. MoU ప్రకారెం, TSNPDCL వినియోగదారులకు విదుూ త్ 
స్తమరిూ  ఉరకరణాలను అెందిెంచడానిక్వ అవసరమైన పట్లరబడులు 
మరియు స్తెంకతికత్ను తీసుకురావడెం దాి రా ప్రతిపాదిత్ DSM 
కారూ ప్కమెం EESL మదతా ఇసీుెంది మరియు సూరర్ సమరవిెంత్మైన 
ఎయర్ కెండి్నరుు, IE3 మోటారుు, BLDC ఫాూ నుు మొదలైన రరికరాలు.  
TSNPDCLలో రవర్ ఫాూ క రర్స్టను మరుగురరచడెం మరియు నష్టరలను 
త్గి గెంచడెం కోసెం 1,384 - 2/1 MVAR కెపాసిటర్ బాూ ెంక్స్టలను అమరి డెం 
జరిగినది. ఈ కెపాసిటర్ బాూ ెంక్స్టల రని తీరును ప్రతి రోజూ కారొప రేట్ 
కారాూ లయెం నుెండి రరూ వేక్షిెంచబడుతోెంది. 
432 - 600 KVAR కెపాసిటర్ బాూ ెంకులు గరి్ర లోడ్ ఉని  11 KV ఫీడరు 
మీద లోడ్ త్గి గెంచడానిక్వ మరియు  లైన్ నష్టరల త్గి గెంపు కోసెం ఏరాప ట్ల 
చేయబడాడయ. 
పైన పేరొక ని  వాటితో పాట్ల, విదుూ త్ చౌరూ  కసుల బుక్వెంగ్, పాత్ 

మకానికల్ మీటరును మారి డెం, మీటరుకు రల్ి  వేయడెం, అధక 
నష్టరలు ఉని  11 KV ఫీడస్టరుు మొదలైన వాటి దాి రా నష్టరలను 
త్గి గెంచడెం కోసెం ప్కమెం త్రప కుెండా చురుకైన త్నిఖీలు 
నిరి హిెంచబడుతనిా య. 
స్తెంకతిక నష్టరల త్గి గెంపు కోసెం 11 KV ఫీడర్ విభజన, కత్ ీలైను ఏరాప ట్ల 
33/11 KV సబస్టస్టసేర్ నుు, కత్ ీ DTRలు, లోడ్ సమతలూ త్ మొదలైనవి, 33  
KV మరియు 11 KV ఫీడరు పై లోడ్స్టలను రరూ వేక్షిెంచడెం ప్కమెం 
త్రప కుెండా చేసీునిా రు. 
TSNPDCLలో అవసరమైన మౌలిక సదుపాయాలు అెంట్ల LT లైనుు, 11 KV 
లైనుు మరియు డిష్టసిరబ్యూ ్న్ ప్టాని్ స్టఫారమ ర ును అెందిెంచిన త్రిా త్ 
మరియు వినియోగదారు వూ వస్తయ రెంపు సట్స్టల వద ా 2/3 KVAR 
కెపాసిటరును అమరిి న త్రువాత్ మాప్త్మే కత్ ీవూ వస్తయ సర్తి సులు 
విడుదల చేయబడుతనిా య. 
వూ వస్తయ రెంప్ సటు వద ా రియాక్వ రవ్ రవర్ సమతలూ త్ మరియు 
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వూ వస్తయ రెంపు సట్లు ప్రభావవెంత్ెంగా వినియోగిెంచడానిక్వ 2/3 

KVAR కెపాసిటరుు లేని చోట అమరి డానిక్వ ప్రతేూ క కారూ ప్కమాలు 

నిరి హిసీునిా రు. 

TSNPDCL యొకక  T&D నష్టరలు త్గుగతనిా య మరియు అటిర వివరాలు 
ఈ ప్క్వెంది విధెంగా ఉనాి య. 
 

గ్కమ 
సంఖ్ా  

ఆర్థకి 
సంవత్స రం 

% నషీ్టలు (EHTతో 
సహా) 

1 2018-19 9.90 

2 2019-20 9.04 
3 2020-21 9.02 

7. 

విదాు త్ గ్ప్మాదాంలో మరణంచిన వ్యర్థకి ప్ర్థహారాలు 
చెల్లలంచుట్ :   
విదుూ త్ శాఖ లోపాల వలన మరణిెంచిన వారిక్వ, మరణిెంచిన 
రశువులకు పూరి ీ స్టసి్తయలో రరిహారెం ఇవి డెం లేదు.  పెండిెంగ్ లో 

లేదా త్మ లోరెం కాదని ప్తోసిపుచి డెం జరుగుతని ది.  దీని ఫై 

నాూ య విచారణ జరగడెం లేదు. గౌరవ రెగుూ లేటర్త కమీ్న్ ఈ 
ప్రమాదాల ఫై ప్రతేూ కెంగా ఒక కమీ్న్ దిా రా సరేి  చేయెంచాలని 
కోరుతనిా ము. 

గౌరవనీయులైన TSERC నిబెంధనలకు లోబడి విదుూ త్ ప్రమాదాలకు 
రరిహారెం చెలిుసీునిా ము. విదుూ త్ ప్రమాదాలు అరికట్లరెందుకు 
ఎరప టికపుప డు రటి్రమైన చరూ లను చేరస్టటార డెం జరుగుతెంది. 
 

8. 

డ్డసాక ముల నిరలకా్ష్ ం వలన గ్టాన్స  ఫారమ రుల ాల్లపోవడం, ప్ంప్ 
సెటుల ాల్లపోవడం :   
సబ-స్టసేర్ న్ లలో ఉెండాలిి న 6 గురు సిబబ ెందిక్వ త్కుక వగా ఉనాి రు. 
లైన్ మన్ పోసురలు చాలా కాలెంగా ఖాళ్లగా ఉెంట్లనాి య.  
అయనరప టికీ డిస్తక ముు వారిక్వ వేత్నాలు ఇసునీి ట్లు టారిఫ్ 
పెంపుదల చేసి వినియోగదారుల ఫై భారాలు చేసునీాి రు.  నిరి ా్ ర 
నియామకెం ప్రకారెం సిబబ ెందిని నియమిెంచాలని డిస్తక ములను 
ఆదేశెంచగలరు. ప్టాన్ి  ఫారమ ర ుకు ఎబ్స సిి చ్ ల ఉెండవు.  ప్టాన్ి  
ఫారమ ర్ చుూర  గడిడ, గాఢెం పరిగి ఉెంట్లెంది.  ఎరిెీంగ్ ఉెండదు.  వీటి 
ఫలిత్ెంగా ప్టాని్  ఫారమ రుు కాలిపోవడెం వాటి ఫలిత్ెంగా రెంప్ సట్లు 
కాలిపోతనాి య.  వేల రూపాయల వూ యెం చేసి తిరిగి రెంప్ సట్ 
బాగు చేయెంచుకోవడెం చేత్కాక రెంటనే వదిలి వేసునీాి రు.  విదుూ త్ 
సరఫరా వైఫలూ ెం వలన జరుగు రెంట నష్టరలకు డిస్తక ములనే 
బాధ్యూ లను చేయాలి. 

I) ARR ప్రతిపాధనలలో ఖాళిగా ఉని  ఉదోూ గుల వూ యెం రరిగణలోక్వ 

తీసుకోబడలేదు.  
II) HVDS సిసరమస్టలో ఏరాప ట్ల చేసిన DTRలకు ప్రతేూ క AB సిి చ్స్టలు 
అెందిెంచబడవు. ఫీడర్స్టలోని వినియోగదారులకు 
అెంత్రాయాలను త్గి గెంచడానిక్వ ఈ DTRలకు AB సిి చ్స్టలు 
నియెంప్త్ణ పాయెంట్స్టలో అెందిెంచబడతాయ. 

III) అధక కెపాసిటీ ప్టాన్ి  ఫారమ ర ుకు అనిి టిక్వ AB సిి చుి లు కలిగి 
ఉనాి య.  AB సిి చిు లు ఎపుప డైన రని చేయకపోయనా వాటిని 
మరమమ తీ చేయడెం గాని మారి డెం గాని జరుగుతెంది. 

IV) సరఫరా వైఫలూ ెం కారణెంగా రెంట న్రెం జరిగిన సెంఘటనలు 
ఎకక డ నివేదిెంచబడ లేదు. 
 

9. 

గ్టాన్స  మిషన్ - కలం రతించిన కండకరీ్ ఫై విదుా త్ సరఫరా 
చేయడం వలల వస్తతనాా  నషీ్టలు :  
ప్టాని్  మి్న్ కెండక రర్ 30-35 సెంవత్ి రాల ప్క్వత్ెం వేసిన వాటితోనే 
విదుూ త్ సరఫరా చేట్లనాి రు.  ఫలిత్ెంగా సరఫరా నష్టరలు ఎకుక వగా 

మా సిబబ ెంది త్రచూ ఫీల్డ సరేి  చేసీూ పాడై/విరిగి పోయన లేదా వెంగి 
పోయన స్టసెీంభాలను మరియు పాడైపోయన తీగలను గురిెీంచి 
మారి డెం  జరుగుతెంది. అెంతే కాకుెండా మాకు విరిగిపోయన  లేదా 
పాడై/విరిగి  పోయన స్టసెీంభాలు మరియు తెగి పోయన తీగల గురిెంచి 
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గ్కమ  
సంఖా్  

అభా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు  

ఉెంట్లనాి య.  చాలా రెంప్ సటుకు 5-6 పోల్ి  దూరెం సరి్త స్ వైరుతో 
రైతలకు కనెక్షనుు ఇచాి రు. దీనివలు లో-వోలేరజ్ సమసూ  వసుీని ది. 
20 సెంవతి్ రాలు కాలెం గతిెంచిన కెండక రర్ ను మారిి డానిక్వ 
దెబబ తిని  స్టసెీంభాలను తిరిగి కత్వీి వేయడానిక్వ రెగుూ లేటర్త కమీ్న్ 
ఆదేశాలు ఇవాి లి. 

వచిి న ఫిరాూ దులను అరప టికపుప డు రరి క్ రిెంచడెం జరుగుతెంది. 
వివిధ రకాల రథకాలలో కూడా విరిగిపోయన లేదా వెంగి పోయన 
స్టసెీంభాలను మరియు పాడైపోయన తీగలను గురిెీంచి సరి చెయూ డెం 
జరిగిెంది. 
వివిధ రకాల రధకాల ప్క్వెంద ఇరప టి వరకు 31,524 క్వలో మీటరు కెండక రర్ 
మరియు 76,019 స్టసెీంభాలను మారి డెం జరిగినది. 

10. 

నిరవ హణ కమిటీలు ఏరాా టు చేయాల్ల :   
విదుూ త్ సెంసలి నిరి హణ సమీక్షకు సబ-స్టసేర్ న్ వారి కమిటీలు, 
మెండల స్టసి్తయ కమిటీని వేయాలి.  రాష్ట్ర స్టసి్తయలో అఖిల రక్ష కమిటీ 
వేయాలి.  గత్ెంలో ఈ కమిటీలు వేయడెం వలు నిరి హణ బాగా జరిగిన 
అనుభవెం ఉెంది.  ఇెందుకు ప్రభుతిా నిి  ఆదేశెంచాలని 
కోరుతనిా ను. 

గొరవ కమీ్న్ వారి ఆదేశాల ప్రకారెం త్గు చరూ లు తీసుకనబడును. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల  

గ్ీ ఎం. గ్ీధర్ రెడ్డి, హైదరాబాద్ జిల్లల   గార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాదానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL - సమాదానాలు 

 
సహేతుకమైన పెంపుదలను మేము ఆహా్వ నిస్తూ నే ... కొనిి  

సవరణలను కోరుతూ... 
 

1. 

సమరప ణ భావెంతో, నీతి, నిజాయితీతో పని చేస్తూని  అనిి  వరా్గల 

ఉదో్య గులను గుర్ూెంచి, వార్ని ప్రోత్స హెంచడానికి అవారుు/ర్వారుులు 

ఇవా వలసెందిగా కోరుచుని్న ము.  ఇస్తూ వాటి వివర్గలు 

తెలుపగలరు.  (ఉదా. TEXMO మోటారల కెంపనీ వార్ ఉదో్య గస్తూలు 

వార్ డీలరల వదద, డిస్ట్సబోి్య టర ల వదద టీ కూడా తాగరు.  గుటాా  పాన్ 

పర్గగ్ లెంటి జోలికి వెళ్ళ రు).   దురలవాట్లల లేని, కష్పిడి పని చేస్త 

ఉదో్య గస్తూలకు మేము కృత్జ్ఞతా పూరా క ధనో వాదాలు తెలుపుతూ, 

వార్ని ఆదర్ెంచి, అభినెందిెంచి, సనా్న నిెంచాలని కోరుతుని్న ెం. 

సా్వ త్ెంప్రత్ో  దినోత్స వెం మర్యు గణత్ెంప్రత్ దినోత్స వెం సెందరబ ెంగా, 

సెంబెంధిత్ స్తపర్ెంటెండిెంగ్ ఇెంజినీరుల/ఆపరేష్న్, టి.ఎస్.ఎన్.పి.డి.స.ఎల్ 

పర్ధిలో త్మ విధులను నిరా ర్ ూెంచడెంలో అెంకిత్భావెం మర్యు నిజాయితీ 

గల ఉదో్య గుల పేరలను ఉత్ూమ ఉదో్య గులుగా న్నమినేట్ చేయడానికి సెంబెంధిత్ 

జిలల  కలెకరి లకు సఫారస్త చేస్ూెంది. అెందుకు త్గటిా్లగానే ఉత్ూమ ఉదో్య గి 

అవారుుతో సతా్ ర్స్తూని్న రు. 

పైన పేరా్క ని వి కాకుెండా, నిర్దష్ ిఅెంశెంలో లేదా మానేజ్ మెంట్ నిరే దశెంచిన 

లక్ష్యో లను చేరుకోవడెంలో ఉదో్య గుల పనితీరు ఆకటి్లకునేల ఉని ట్లల 

గుర్ూెంచినపుప డలల  గౌరవనీయులైన స.ఎెం.డి/టి.ఎస్.ఎన్.పి.డి.స.ఎల్ 

సెంబెంధిత్ ఉదో్య గులకు ప్రపశెంస పప్రతాలు జారీ చేస్తూని్న రు. 

2. 

NPDCL వారు విదుో త్ ప్రపమాదాలకు గురై మరణెంచిన కారణాలు 

సవివరెంగా తెలిపారు. ప్రపమాదానికి సర్యైన కారణెం 

గుర్ూెంచినటలయితే ప్రపమాదాలను నివార్ెంచడానికి ఎకాు వ అవకాశెం 

ఉెంట్లెంది. ప్రటాన్స  ఫారా ర్ చెడిోయిన సెందరా్గ లలో డిసా ెం 

సెంత్ వాహన్నలలో రవాణా చేసన వాటి సెంఖో్  కూడా ఇచాా రు.  పై 

వివర్గలు ఇచిా నెందుకు స.ఎెం.డి. గార్తో పాట్లగా, ఇత్ర 

అధికారులు, సబబ ెంది అెందర్కీ మా కృత్జ్ఞతాపూరా క 

ధనో వాదాలు తెలుపుకుెంట్లన్ని ెం. 

— 

3. 

వో వస్వయ సరీా స్త కనెక్షనల కొరకు దరఖాస్తూ పటి్లకుని  రైతులచే 

ప్రటాన్స  ఫారా ర్ (DTR) కు గద్దద కటిెించడెం ోల్స  ప్రటానోస ప ర్ ిచేయడెం 

జ్రుగుతుెంది.  అనుభవర్గహత్ో ముతో ోల్స  రవాణా చేస్తూని  

సెందరబ ెంగా కామారెడిు జిలల , ర్గమారెడిు మెండలెం, గిద్దద ప్రగామెంలో 

ఇదదరు రైతులు మరణెంచడెం జ్ర్గిెంది.  గత్ెంలో సదిదపేట 

మర్యు వరెంగల్ జిలలలోలను జ్ర్గిెంది.  అనుభవెం లేని రైతులచే 

ోల్స  రవాణా చేయిెంచడెం, ోల్స  ఎతిూెంచడెం ప్రపమాదకరెం. 

వినియోగదారులు DDలు చెలిలెంచిన త్రువాత్ నూత్న వో వస్వయ సరాీ స్త 

కనెక్షన్ కోసెం ఏర్గప ట్ల చేయు ప్రటాన్స  ఫారా ర్ గద్దద నిరా్గ ణెం, ోల్స  మర్యు 

ఇత్ర స్వమాప్రగి ఎసమిేట్ లో చేరా డెం జ్రుగుతుెంది.  రైతులు రవాణా 

చేయాలిస న అవసరెం లేదు మర్యు ఇత్రులకు ఎలెంటి చెలిలెంపులు 

చేయాలిస న అవసరెం లేదు. 
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ఇపప టి వరకు ఇట్లవెంటి సెంఘటనలు ఎనిి  జ్ర్గాయి? డిసా మ్ 

చేయాలిస న పని రైతులచే చేయిెంచి వార్ని ప్రపమాదానికి గుర్చేస 

చెంపిన అధికారుల  పై తీస్తకుని  చరో లేమిటి? భవిషో్ త్ లో 

ఇలెంటివి జ్రకుెండా చూడవలెను. 

4. 

వో వస్వయ వినియోగదారునికి కొత్ూ కనెక్షన్ ఇచాి న సెందరా్గ లలో 

ఉని  శెంక్షన్ లో ఉని  మటీర్యల్ కు, వాడిన మటీర్యల్ 

తేడాలు ఉెంట్లని వి.  కొనిి  స్వమానులు, వినియోగదారులచే 

కొనిపిస్తూని్న రు.  దీనిపై పారదరశ కత్ అవసరెం. వాడిన 

మటీర్యల్, శెంక్షన్ అయిన మటీర్యల్ List వినియోగదారునికి 

ఒక కాపీ ఇచిా  సెంత్కెం తీస్తకోవాలి. Periodical గా మటీర్యల్ 

వినియోగెం పై 3rd పారీ ిఎెంక్వా రీ జ్ర్పిెంచాలి. 

వో వస్వయ సరీా స్త కనెక్షన్ కోసెం కావలసన ప్రపతి స్వమాప్రగి ఎసమిేట్ లో 

వేయడెం జ్రుగుతుెంది శెంక్షన్ అయిన వెెంటనే సెంబెంధిత్ అధికార్ జిలల  

స్టసి్ర్ నుెండి స్వమాప్రగిని తీస్తకోని సెంబెంధిత్ సరీా స్త పని నిమిత్ూము 

ఉపయోగిెంచడెం జ్రుగుతుెంది. ప్రడా చేసన స్వమప్రగి వివర్గలు సెంబెంధిత్ 

వినియోగదారునికి SMS దాా ర్గ తెలియపరా డెం జ్రుగుతుెంది. వో వస్వయ 

సరీా స్త పని పూరీూ అయిన త్రువాత్ ఉని తాధికారులచే త్నిఖీ నిరా హెంచడెం 

జ్రుగుతుెంది.   

NPDCLలో నిరా్ ెంచిన వివిధ పనుల న్నణో త్ ప్రపమాణాలను త్నిఖీ చేయుటకు 

ప్రపతేో క విభాగము ఏర్గప ట్ల చేయడమైనది. అటి ిపనులలో న్నణో త్ ప్రపమాణాలు 

లోపిెంచిన యెడల త్గు చరో లు తీస్తకోవడెం జ్రుగుతుెంది.  

5. 

Regulation 4 of 2013 ప్రపకారెంగా DTR నిరా్గ ణ ఖ్రుా  డిసా ెం బాధో త్ 

అని ఉెంది.  వాసూవెంగా క్షేప్రత్ స్టస్వయియిలో Agricultural వినియోగదారుల 

అెంచన్న (Estimate) లో కలిపి ORC చెలిలెంచమని అెంట్లన్ని రు. 

Regulation 4 of 2013 అమలు చేయడెం లేదు.  కారణెం 

తెలుపగలరు. 

TSNPDCL పర్ధిలో వో వస్వయ కనెక్షనల విడుదల కోసెం ఈ ప్రకిెంది విధాన్ననిి  

పాటిెంచడెం జ్రుగుతుెంది. 

1. HT లైన్, LT లైన్ మర్యు DTR అవసరమైన వో వస్వయ కనెక్షన్ కు ఎసమిేట్ 

ఖ్రుా లో రూ.70,000/- వరకు ఖ్రుా ను TSNPDCL భర్స్తూెంది. మిగిలిన మొతాూనిి  

వినియోగదారుడు చెలిలెంచాలిస  ఉెంట్లెంది. 

2. LT లైన్ మాప్రత్మే అవసరమైన వో వస్వయ కనెక్షన్ కు ఎసమిేట్ ఖ్రుా లో 

రూ.45,000/- వరకు ఖ్రుా ను TSNPDCL భర్స్తూెంది.  మిగిలిన మొతాూనిి  

నియోగదారుడు చెలిలెంచాలిస  ఉెంట్లెంది. 

తేది.26-10-2016 రోజున మర్యు అెంత్కెంటే ముెందు మెంజూరైన వో వస్వయ 

కనెక్షన్ ఎసమిేటలను పైన పేరా్క ని  విధముగా ఎసమిేట్ వేస మెంజూరు 

చేయవలసెందిగా ఆదేశెంచడెం జ్ర్గినది .కొత్ూగా వచేా  ప్రపతి వో వస్వయ 

కనెక్షన్ ఎసమిేటలను మమో నెెం.సజిఎెం(స)/జిఎెం(స)/ ఏడిఈ(స)/ 

ఏఈ(స)/డినెెం.76/16-17, తేది.01-11-2016  ప్రపకారెం విడుదల చేయ వలసెందిగా 

పేరా్క నడెం జ్ర్గినది. 

6. 

Cat-V Agriculture కు సెంబెంధిెంచిన 2020-21 సెం.ను మర్యు 2021-

22 సెం. ఇపప టి వరకు గడిచిన కాలనికి సెంబెంధిెంచిన ORC Circle 

wise వస్తలు అయినమొత్ూెం ఎెంత్?. 

వో వస్వయ సరీా స్తల నుెండి ORC రూపెంలో స్తకర్ెంచిన మొత్ూెం సర్ా ల్ వారీగా 

ప్రకిెంద పటికిలో చూపిెంచడమైనది. 
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గ్కమ 

సంఖ్ా  
సరి్థ ల్ 

ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రం 
2021-22  

(రూ. రూపాయలు) 

ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రం 
2020-21  

(రూ. రూపాయలు) 

1 హనుమకొెండ 3718680 1701427 

2 వరెంగల్ 983951 780837 

3 జ్నగామ 1955974 803072 

4 భూపాలపలిల 5469718 7345384 

5 మహబ్యబాబాద్ 9697518 375364 

6 కరీెంనగర్ 2040412 3061037 

7 జ్గితాో ల్ 802565 601161 

8 పదదపలిల 1146178 601334 

9 ఖ్మా ెం 14835401 15516437 

10 
భప్రదాప్రది 

కొత్ూగూడెం 
30514356 30743079 

11 నిజామాబాద్ 3731455 5001487 

12 కామారెడిు 7236268 5914153 

13 ఆదిలబాద్ 7776967 7631407 

14 నిరా ల్ 4908764 6608892 

15 మాెంచెర్ల్ 15636463 14477470 

16 ఆసఫాబాద్ 13430341 8310858 

టి.ఎస్.ఎన్.పి.డి.స.ఎల్ 12,38,85,011 10,94,73,399 
 

7. 

2020-21 మర్యు 2021-22 సెంవత్స రములకు సెంబెంధిెంచి Discom 

వారీగా వో వస్వయ విదోు త్ వినియోగము మిలియన్ యూనిట్స  

(MU)లలో ఎెంత్? అటి ివినియోగానికి ప్రకాస్-సబ్సస డీ ోనూ ఏ టార్ఫ్ 

ప్రపకారెంగా బ్సలుల చేస్తూని్న రు? దానిని ర్గస్ట్ష్ ి ప్రపభుత్ా ెం 

చెలిలస్తూని ది. Agricultural Category ప్రకిెంద (గృహ, గృహేత్ర 

సబ్సస డీలు ోనూ) ఇపప టి వరకు చెలిలెంచిన మొత్ూెం ఎెంత్? ఇెంకా 

డిసా ెం యొకా  వో వస్వయ విదుో త్ వినియోగము ఆ.సెం. 2020-21 కి 7,904 

ఎెం.యు మర్యు ఆ.సెం. 2021-22 (నవెంబర్ నెల వరకు) 3,829 ఎెం.యు. ఇటి ి

వినియోగానికి గౌరవ కమీష్న్ వారు ఆ.సెం. 2018-19 కొరకు జారీ చేసన టార్ఫ్ 

ఆరుర్ ప్రపకారెం బ్సలుల చేస్టస్తూని్న ము మర్యు ర్గస్ట్ష్ ి ప్రపభుత్ా ెం ఆ.సెం. 2018-19 

నుెండి ఇపప టి వరకు చెలిలెంచిన మొత్ూెం సెంవత్స ర్గల వారీగా ఈ ప్రకిెంద 

పేరా్క నడెం జ్ర్గినది.    
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బాకీ ఉని ది ఎెంత్? ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రం రూ. కోట్లలో 

2018-19 2,703 

2019-20 2,756 

2020-21 3,285 
 
 

8. 

కోరిులోల  PPA లకు సెంబెంధిెంచిన కేస్తలు ఎనిి  ఉన్ని యి? Discom 

లెకా  ప్రపకారెం అదనపు (Excess) పేమెంట్ ఇచిా నది ఎెంత్?  వాటి 

స్టసయితి ఏమిటి? వాటికి సెంబెంధిెంచిన వరకు న్నో యవాదులకు 

(Advocateలకు) ఇపప టి వరకు చెలిలెంచిన ఫీజు ఎెంత్?  అటి ికేస్తలోల  

Involve అయిన మొత్ూెం డబ్బబ  ఎెంత్?  త్పుప  జ్ర్గినది అనుకొని, 

కోరిుకు వెళ్లలన (Discom/Supplier) సెందరా్గ లకు సెంబెంధిెంచిన 

దానిలో Internal Audit లో తేలినది ఏమిటి? బాధుో లపై చరో లు 

ఏమైన్న తీస్తకున్ని ర్గ? వివర్గలు తెలుపగలరు.  ర్గస్ట్ష్ ి ప్రపభుత్ా  

విజిలెన్స  వార్కి త్గిన విచారణ కొరకు పెంపిెంచార్గ? 

తెలియజేయగలరు. 
 

వివిధ విదుో త్ కొనుగోలు ఒపప ెందాల పై (అత్ో ధిక భాగెం గాో స్ ఆధార్త్ 

విదుో త్ కొనుగోలు ఒపప ెందాలు) వివిధ కోరిులోల  104 కేస్తలు పెండిెంగ్ లో 

ఉన్ని యి. అెంత్రతా్ ఆడిట్ నివేదికలలో ఎట్లవెంటి కేస్తలు పేరా్క నబడలేదు 

కావున బాధోు లైన వో కుూలపై చరో  తీస్తకోవడమనేది త్లెత్ూదు. విచారణ కోసెం 

ర్గస్ట్ష్ ిప్రపభుత్ా  విజిలెన్స  విభాగానికి ఎలెంటి కేస్తలు పెంపబడ లేదు. 

9. 

6 నెలలు పైగా రూ.50,000/- పైగా బ్సలుల చెలిలెంచని ప్రపభుత్ా , 

ప్రపభుతేా త్ర వరా్గల (జాబ్సతా) List లు పటిని్నరు.  చిని  పర్ప్రశమలు, 

చేతి వృత్ూల వార్ని మినహ్వయిెంచి, మిగతా వార్ బాకీ వస్తళ్లకు 

మీరు చేస్తూని  ప్రపయత్ి ెం ఏమిటి? ఫారా్గ ట్-9, (ఎ), (బ్స) అెంకెలను 

పదాలలో తెలపగలరు.  ఉదా: 1535008944.52 రూ.లు లక్షలలో.  ఒక 

నెల విదుో త్ బ్సల్ చెలిలెంచని కారణెంగా Due Date అయిన మరుసటి 

రోజున కట్ చేయకూడదు.  వినియోగదారుడు వార్ వెనుక ముెందు 

త్ర్గలు కూడా వినియోగదారులే.  అత్ను డిసా ెం నుెండి విడిోడు.  

కష్ెిం వచిా న సెందరా్గ లోల  డిసా ెం వారు వినియోగ దారునికి 

మర్కొెంత్ వెస్తలుబాట్ల ఇవాా లి. 

మీరు తెలిపిన విధెంగా ప్రపభుతేా త్ర వినియోగదారుల విదుో త్ బకాయిల 

జాబ్సతా వెబ్-సైట్లల  ఉెంచబడాుయి. 

వినియోగదారుల నుెండి బకాయిల వస్తలులో భాగెంగా వివిధ రకాలుగా 

వినియోగదారులలో అవగాహన పెంపెందిస్తూ  మర్యు బ్సలుల చెలిలెంచని 

వినియోగదారుని సరీా స్తను డిస్-కనెక్ట ిచేయడెం జ్రుగుతుెంది. 

ప్రపభుత్ా  బకాయిలకు సెంబెంధిెంచి, సెపెింబర్ 2019 నుెండి ప్రపభుత్ా  శఖ్లు, 

పెంచాయతీలు మర్యు మునిస పాలిటీల CC బకాయిలను ప్రకమెం త్పప కుెండా 

చెలిలస్ూెంది.  

వినియోగదారుని విదుో త్ బకాయి గడువు తేది త్రువాత్ గౌరవ కమీష్న్ వార్ 

ధరల ఉత్ూరుా ను అనుసర్ెంచి 15 రోజుల సమయెం ఇచిా  త్దుపర్ విదుో త్ 

కనెక్షన్ ను డిస్-కనెక్ట ిచేయడెం జ్రుగుతుెంది. 

10. 

ప్రటాన్స  ఫార్గా ర్ ఫెయిల్ అయినపుప డు ప్రగామీణ కనూస మర్స  ను 

ర్పేర్ సెెంటర్ లకు తీస్తకు వస్తూ గత్ెంలో రవాణా ఛారీలీు చెలిలస్వూ ెం 

అని తెలిపిన్నరు. ఎనిి ెంటికి చెలిలెంచారు? Circle wise వివర్గలు 

ఇవా గలరు. 

ఫెయిల్ అయిన ప్రటానస ఫారా ర ల రవాణా నిమిత్ూెం SPM వెహకిల్ మర్యు సబ్ 

డివిజ్న్ వెహకిల్ అెందుబాట్లలో ఉెంచి ఎకాు వ శత్ెం త్రలిెంచడెం 

జ్రుగుచుని ది. కానీ కొనిి  సమయాలలో ప్రటానస ఫారా ర ల ఫెయిల్యో ర్స  

అధికమైనచో ఒకటి లేదా రెెండు రోజుల జాపో ెంతో  ప్రటానస ఫారా ర లను డిపారె ిా ెంట్ 
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వెహకల్స  దాా ర్గనే త్రలిెంచడెం జ్రుగుచుని ది. అతి త్కాు వ సెందరా్గ లలో 

వెహకల్ అెందుబాట్లలో లేనిచో రైతులు త్మ ఇష్పి్రపకారమే ప్రటానస ఫారా ర లను 

రవాణా చేయుచున్ని రు 

11. 

CRRF విచారణలు కోవిడ్ నిబెంధనలు పాటిస్తూ , క్షేప్రత్స్వయియిలో 

జ్ర్పిెంచాలి.  అసలు CGRF అని ఫోరమ్ ఉని దని మజార్టీ 

వినియోగదారులకు తెలియదు.  ఫోరమ్ గుర్ెంచి పలు విధాలుగా 

ప్రపచారెం చేయాలి.  అనిి  Discom ఆఫీస్తలలో ప్రపతేో కెంగా బోరుులు 

ఏర్గప ట్ల చేయాలి.  కొనిి  ఫోరమ్ లలో 4th Member కు సర్యైన 

గౌరవ స్టస్వయి నెం ఇవా డెం లేదు. TS NPDCL నిజామాబాద్ ఫోరమ్ 

సమరధవెంత్ెంగా నెలకు 8 స్వరుల విచారణ జ్రుపుతుని్న రు.  ఇది 

అభినెందనీయెం.  హైకోరిు కూడా కొనిి  రోజులు ప్రపత్ో క్ష విచారణ 

జ్ర్పారు. TS SPDCL / TS NPDCL లోని న్నలుగు ఫోరమ్ లలో గత్ 

సెంవత్స రెం ఎనిి  కేస్తలు నమోదు చేశరు.   ఫోరెంలలో ఎనిి  

పర్షా్ ర్ెంచారు?    

స్టస్వయి నిక విదుో త్ CGRFలచే ప్రకమెం త్పప కుెండా విచారణ సమావేశలు 

నిరా హెంచబడుతుని్న యి మర్యు షెడ్యో ల్ చేయబడిన తేదీలను స్టస్వయి నిక 

వార్గూ  పప్రతికలు మర్యు ఎలస్ట్కిానిక్ట మీడియా దాా ర్గ ముెందుగానే 

ప్రపచుర్ెంచడెం జ్రుగుతుెంది. 

ఆర్ధక సెంవత్స రెం 2020-21కి సెంబెంధిెంచి CGRF కేస్తల వార్ వివర్గలు ప్రకిెంది 

పటికిలో స్తచిెంచడెం జ్ర్గిెంది. 
 

 ముటి్టనవి ప్ర్థష్ి ర్థంచినవి మిగిలినవి 
CGRF-I 180 177 3 

CGRF-II 321 313 8 

మొత్తం 501 490 11 
 

12. 

CGRFలో తీరుప  వచిా న త్రువాత్ అటి ిపని సర్యైన సమయెంలో 

జ్రగడెం లేదు.  తీరుప  అమలు జ్ర్గే ఏర్గప ట్లల చేయాలి.  అమలు 

చేయకుెంటే Discom స్టస్వయియిలో వార్పై చరో లు తీస్తకోవాలి.  దీనిని 

ఒక ఉని తాధికార్కి అపప గిెంచి, ఎపప టికపుప డు పనులు 

చేయిెంచాలి. 

CGRF ఉత్ూరుా లు డిసా మ్స్టలలో సత్ా రమే అమలవుతున్ని యి. కార్కప రేట్ 

కారో్గ లయెం నుెండి చీఫ్ జ్నరల్ మేనేజ్ర్/ఆపరేష్న్ ప్రపధానెంగా CGRFచే జారీ 

చేసన ఆరుర్స్టల అమలు పై ప్రపతోే క దృష్ట ిస్వర్స్తూని్న రు. 

13. 

Toll Free No.  కు ఫోన్ చేస్తూ AE గార్కి, ADE గార్కి తెలిపార్గ?  అని 

అడిగి, వార్కి చెపప ెండి అని చెబ్బతున్ని రు.  ఫోన్ ర్గగానే ఫిరో్గ దు 

(Complaint) ప్రవాస్తకొని, Complaint నెెంబర్ వినియోగదారునికి 

ఇవాా లి. Toll Free No. లు అయిన 100కు, 108కు గానీ ఫోన్ చేస్తూ 

రెస్వప న్స  ఎల ఉెంట్లెంద్య అలగే ఉెండాలి. Toll Free No. దాా ర్గ 

Circle wise ఎనిి  ఫిరో్గ దులు స్వా కర్ెంచారు? ఎనిి  పర్షా్ ర్ెంచారు?  

SoP ప్రపకారెంగా విదుో త్ అెంత్ర్గయానిి  (DTR Failures) ఇత్ర 

స్తవలు సెంబెంధిెంచి SoP సమయెంలో పర్షా్క రెం చేయకుెంటే 

డిసా ెం స్టస్వయియిలో తీస్తకుెంట్లని  చరో లు ఏమిటి? Toll Free No. 

అజ్మాయిషీ చేస్త అధికారుల ఫోన్ నెెంబరుల ఇవా గలరు.  అనిి  

విదుో త్ (AE, ADE, DE, SE, Bill Collection Centre మర్యు సటిజెన్ 

చారరి లలో) CGRF అప్రడస్తల ట్లల్ ప్రఫీ నెెంబరలను ప్రవాయిెంచి, వాటిని 

స్వధారణెంగా కాల్ సెెంటర్ ఏజెెంట్లల ఫిరో్గ దులను నమోదు చేస్తటపుప డు 

ఫిరో్గ దు సెంబెంధిత్ క్షేప్రత్స్వయియి సబబ ెందికి తెలియజేశర్గ లేదా అని విచార్ెంచి 

ఫిరో్గ దు నమోదు చేస్తకుెంటారు. ఫిరో్గ దు నమోదు ఫై వినియోగదారుడికి SMS 

రూపెంలో ఫిరో్గ దు నమోదు ID వివర్గలు పెందుతారు.  ట్లల్-ప్రఫీ నెంబరుకు 

ఫిరో్గ దు అెందిన వెెంటనే సమసో ను సెంబెంధిత్ అధికారులు 

పర్షా్ ర్స్తూని్న రు.  

ప్రపతి విదుో త్ కారో్గ లయెం దగరా సెంబెంధిత్ అధికారుల ఫోన్ నెెంబరలను 

నోటీస్త బోరుుల ఏర్గప ట్ల చేయడెం జ్ర్గిెంది.         

వినియోగదారులకు చెలిలెంపుల గేటేా  సౌకరో్గ నిి  అెందజేస్తూని్న ము మర్యు 

చెలిలెంపుల గేటేా ని ఉపయోగిెంచడెం దాా ర్గ వినియోగదారులు ఎకా డి నుెండైన్న 

త్న బ్సలులను ఎపుప డైన్న చెలిలెంచవచాు . బ్సలులలను నగదు రూపెంలో ఎకా డి 

నుెంచైన్న చెలిలెంపుల ప్రపప్రకియ పర్శీలనలో ఉెంది. 
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ఉపయోగెంలోకి తీస్తకుర్గవాలి. డిసా ెం ప్రపాెంత్ెంలోని అనిి  బ్సల్ 

కలెక్షన్ సెెంటరలలో ఏ ప్రపాెంత్పు బ్సలులలనైన్న తీస్తకుెంనే విధెంగా 

చరో లు చేపటిాలి. 

14. 

HT Category లో కాలనీలు, పెంచాయితీలు, వాటికి సెంబెంధిెంచిన 

కాో టగిరీకి ఇెంత్కు ముెందు రూ.లు 6.30 పైగా ఉెండేది. దానిని 

పెంచడానికి ప్రపోజ్ల్ గా ARR లో ప్రపతిపాదిెంచారు. అటి ి

విభాగెంలోనే గేటడ్ కమో్య నిటీకి సెంబెంధిెంచినవి కూడా 

అెందులోనే ఉన్ని యి. గేటడ్ కమో్య నిటీ కానీ గృహ్వలు, 

అపారెిా ెంట్ లోని స్టఫాలట్లల/మధో  త్రగతి గృహ్వలకు 300 యూనిట్స  

దాటితే అత్ో ధిక టార్ఫ్ వర్ూస్తూెంది.  కానీ కోటాల ది రూ.లు విలువైన 

విలలలు, గేటడ్ కమో్య నిటీలో ఉని  కోటాల ది విలువైన స్టఫాల టలలో 

నివసెంచే వార్కి HT-6 కాో టగిరీలో ఉని  కారణెంగా త్కాు వ టార్ఫ్ 

ఉని ది.  అదే ఐకో త్ లేని ఎవర్ (ర్గజ్కీయ/వివిధ ప్రపజా సెంఘాలు) 

ఆదరణ లేని (నోరులేని) మధో త్రగతి వరా్గలు మాప్రత్మే ఎకాు వ 

టార్ఫ్ చెలిలెంచాలిస  వస్తూెంది. చిని  వోా పార్గలు ప్రగామాలోల  

ఇెంటిలోనే వోా పారెం చేస్తకునే వరా్గల వార్కి కూడా LT-II Category 

లో యూనిట్ కు 8 రూ.ల నుెండి 11 రూ.లు చెలిలెంచాలిస  వస్తూెంది. 

అదే గేటడ్ కమో్య నిటీలో ఉని  వోా పార సెంసయిలు అని, సరాీ స్ 

సెెంటరుల, స్తపర్ మారెా ట్లల మొదలగునవి త్కాు వ టార్ఫ్ 

చెలిలస్తూని్న రు.  గేటడ్ కమో్య నిటీ అనేది గత్ెంలో దాదాపు లేదు. 

కొనిి  సెం.ల నుెండి కొెంత్మేర ప్రపారెంభెం అయి ఇటీవల కాలెంలో 

వినియోగెం చాల పరుగుతుెంది.  కావున వార్కి వేరే కాో టగిరీ 

(సెంగరేణ కాలరీస్ - ఇత్ర ఇెండస్ట్సయిల్ కారాీ కుల కాలరీలు లగా 

కాకుెండా) అమలు చేయాలి.  చెలిలెంచే స్టసూమత్ ఉని  వార్ నుెండి 

సర్యైన ధర నిరణయిెంచి డిసా ెంలను బలోపేత్ెం 

చేయవలసెందిగా గౌరవ కమీష్నర్ వార్ని కోరుతుని్న ెం.  

ఆరెంత్స్తూల భవన్నల విదుో త్ వినియోగెం కన్ని , బహుళ్ 

అెంత్స్తూల భవన్నల వారు దాదాపు 6 నుెండి 10 రేట్లల ఎకాు వ 

విదుో త్ ను వినియోగిెంచి పరో్గ వరణానికి విఘాత్ెం కలిగిస్తూని్న రు. 

HT-కాో టగిర్ VI విభాగెంలో వినియోగదారుల నుెండి విదుో త్ చారీలీ ప్రకిెంద ఎనరీ ీ

చారీలీ రూపెంలో మర్యు డిమాెండ్ చారీలీ రూపెంలో వాస్తలు చేయడెం 

జ్రుగుతుెంది. 2022-23 సెంవత్స ర్గనికి విదుో త్ సెంసధ ప్రపతిపాదిెంచిన ధరలలో 

ఈ విభాగెం ప్రకిెంద ఎనరీ ీచారీలీ రూపెంలో యూనిట్ ఒకా ెంటికి రూ.7-30 పైసలు 

మర్యు డిమాెండ్ చారీలీ రూపెంలో రూ.260/KVA నెలకు వస్తలు చేయుటకు 

ప్రపతిపాదిెంచడమైనది.  

పై విభాగెం వినియోగదారులను HT విభాగెం ప్రకిెంద జారీ చేయడెం జ్రుగుతుెంది.  

ఇెందులో విదుో త్ సరఫర్గ నషి్కలు త్కాు వగా ఉెండి ఈ విభాగెం ప్రకిెంద సరఫర్గ 

చేస్త విదుో త్ సరఫర్గ వో యెం త్కాు వగా ఉెంట్లెంది.    

15. 
పరో్గ వరణెం కారణెంగా థరా ల్ విదుో త్ 2023 వరకు కొెంత్ మేరకు 

త్గిెాంచుకోవాలిస  ఉెంది.  దాని కొరకు తీస్తకుెంట్లని  చరో లు 

విదుో త్ కొనుగోలు ఒపప ెందాలు థరా ల్, స్లర్ ప్రపాజెకిులు మొదలైన వాటితో 

సహ్వ 25 సెంవత్స ర్గల కాలనికి చేయబడాుయి.  
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ఏమిటి? ప్రపతేో కెంగా స్లర్ మన ర్గస్ట్ష్ెింలో 325 రోజులు 

అెందుబాట్లలో ఉెంట్లెంది.  స్లర్ పైన గత్ెంలో ఎన్.పి.డి.స.ఎల్. 

చాల అభివృదిధ స్వధిెంచి అవారుులు కూడా పెందారు.  

పరో్గ వరణానిి  దృష్టటిలో పటి్లకొని, సెంప్రపదాయేత్ర (Renewable) 

ఇెంధన్నలతో విదుో త్ ఉత్ప తిూకి ప్రోతాస హమివాా లిస  ఉెంది. దేశ 

వోా పూెంగా ప్రగిడ్ సౌకరో ెం మరుగు పడిన, పడుచుని  అవకాశనిి  

అెందిపుచుా కొని దేశెంలో ఎకా డ త్కాు వ ధరకు లభో మవుతుెంద్య 

అకా డ కొనుగోలు చేయాలి. 

థరా ల్ విదుో త్ కేెంప్రదాలు ప్రపకటిెంచిన విదుో త్ లభో త్ను ఆధారెంగా విదుో త్ 

ను కొనుగోలు చేయవలసన భాదో త్ డిసా ెంలది. స్లర్ విదుో త్ కేెంప్రదాల 

నుెండి విదుో త్ కేవలెం ఉదయెం 10:00 గెంటల నుెండి స్వయెంప్రత్ెం 5:00 

గెంటల వరకు మాప్రత్మే అెందుబాట్లలో ఉెంట్లెంది.  ఈ స్లర్ విదుో త్ 

కేెంప్రదాలను ఇత్ర థరా ల్ విదుో త్ కేెంప్రదాల వలె బేస్ లోడును తీరా డానికి 

ఉపయోగిెంచ లేము. 

తెలెంగాణ ర్గస్ట్ష్ెింలో సౌర సెంభావో  లభో త్ను ఉపయోగిెంచుకోవడెం కోసెం, 

ోటీ బ్సడిుెంగ్స్టలు నిరా హెంచబడాుయి, ర్గస్ట్ష్ ి విభజ్న త్రా్గ త్ 2014 & 2015 

సెంవత్స ర్గలోల  PPAల ప్రకిెంద 2500 MW సౌర స్వమరయిో ెం జోడిెంచబడిెంది.  

ర్గస్ట్ష్ెిం వెలుపల ఉని ISTS ప్రపాజెక్టసి్టల దాా ర్గ సౌర విదుో త్స్టను ఇ-ర్వర్స  బ్సడిుెంగ్ 

దాా ర్గ ోటీ ధరలకు కొనుగోలు చేయడానికి SECI/NTPCతో ఒపప ెందాలు 

కుదిర్గయి.   

2022-23 ఆర్యిక సెంవత్స ర్గనికి అదనెంగా 2000 మగావాటల RE పవర్స్ట స్వమరయిో ెం 

జోడిెంచబడిెంది.  TSDISCOMలు అెంచన్న వేయబడిన డిమాెండ్స్టను తీరా డానికి 

మర్యు ఖ్రుా  భార్గనిి  త్గిెాంచడానికి అత్ో ెంత్ ఫలితాలిచేా  మారెాంలో పవర్ 

స్టపాలనిెంగ్స్టను త్యారు చేస అమలు చేస్తూని్న రు. 

16. 

బస్-స్టసి్వెండ్, రైలేా  స్టస్తషి్నల సరసన ఎయిడ్ ోర్ ిను చేరా్గ రు. బస్-

స్టసి్వెండుల, రైలేా  స్టస్తషి్నోల  టీలు, తినుబెండార్గలు, ఇత్ర వస్తూవులు 

రేట్లల మర్యు స్టస్తషి్న్ సరాీ స్ చారీలీు అతి సా లప ెం.  ఎయిర్ 

ోరిులో టీ రూ.200/- పైగా ఉెంట్లెంది. అల అనిి ెంటికీ ఎకాు వ 

ధరలే వస్తలు చేస్తూెంటారు. ఎయిర్-ోర్ ి నిరా హణ కొరకు ప్రపతీ 

ఎయిర్ టికెట్ పైన కొెంత్ చారీ ీఉెంట్లెంది.  ఎయిర్ ోరిులో పలు 

విదేశీ మదో ెం ష్కపులు, నగల ష్కపులు, ఇత్ర దేశ, విదేశీ ప్రబాెండల 

వస్తూవులు అత్ో ధిక ధరలకు అమాు డయేో  వస్తూవులు ఉెంటాయి. 

అడాా రెటజిిెంగ్ హోర్ుెంగుల ర్గస్ట్ష్ెింలో ఎకా డ ఏర్గప ట్ల చేసన్న 

యూనిట్ కు 13 రూ.లు చెలిలెంచాలి.  కానీ ఎయిర్ ోరిులో 

హోర్ుెంగులపై, వోా పార స్టసయిలలకు, ష్కపులకు, స్టసి్వర్ హోటల్ కు 

వాటికి సెంబెంధిెంచిన కోా టగిరీల ప్రకిెందనే, ఎయిర్ ోర్ ి బయట 

టార్ఫ్ ఎల ఉెందొ, వీటికి కూడా టార్ఫ్ ను అలగే నిరణయిెంచాలి.  

ఏవియేష్న్ కు సెంబెంధిెంచి స్వెంకేతిక మర్యు ప్రపయాణకులు 

వేచి ఉెండే గదులకు కూడా రైలేా  స్టస్తషి్న్, బస్-స్టస్తషి్నల టార్ఫ్ 
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కాకుెండా, కమర్యిల్ టార్ఫ్ ను వర్ూెంపజేయాలి. 

గత్ెంలో మేము అడిగిన ప్రపశి కు గౌరవ ERC వారు వాసూవ 

వినియోగానిి  విభజిెంచాలి అని ఆరదరు జారీ చేశరు.  దాని 

ప్రపకారెంగా ప్రపస్తూత్ెం ర్గజీవ్ గాెంధీ ఇెంటర్ నేష్నల్ ఎయిర్ ోర్ ి

(GMR) పర్ధిలో ఉెంట మొత్ూెం రైతుల వదద స్తకర్ెంచిన 5400 

ఎకర్గలలో ఎనిి  సరీా స్తలు ఉన్ని యి? అవి ఏ కాో టగిర్ ప్రకిెంద 

ఉన్ని యి?  వాటి వినియోగెం ఎెంత్? వాటి టార్ఫ్ మర్యు స్టసయిర 

చారీలీు (Fixed) ఎెంత్ తెలియజేయగలరని Discomలను కోరుతూ 

గౌరవ కమీష్న్ వార్ని వాసూవ వినియోగానిి  మర్యు వాటి 

ఆదాయానిి  దృష్టలిో పటి్లకొని టార్ఫ్ నిరణయిెంచి అమలు 

చేయిెంచి, డిసా మ్ ల ఆదాయానిి  పెంచే ప్రపయత్ి ెం చేయాలనీ 

విని విెంచుకుెంట్లన్ని ెం. 

17. 

ఇటీవల క్షేప్రత్స్వయియిలో పనిచేస్త తాతాా లిక చిని  ఉదో్య గులెందర్నీ 

పరా్ నెెంట్ చేయడెం జ్ర్గిెంది.  వార్ సరీా స్త సెంవత్స ర్గలను 

దృష్టలిో పటి్లకొని త్గు విధెంగా వార్ వేత్న్నలను పెంచాలి. 

కేెంప్రటా ప్రపభుత్ా  ఉదో్య గులకు పి.ఆర్.స. ప్రపతి 10 సెం.లకు, ర్గస్ట్ష్ ి

ప్రపభుత్ా  ఉదో్య గులకు 5 సెం.లకు ఒక స్వర్ అమలు చేస్వూరు.  కానీ 

అత్ో ధిక వేత్న్నలు ఉని  డిసా ెం, ప్రటాన్స  కో, జెన్ కో ఉదో్య గస్తూలకు 

మాప్రత్ెం 4 సెం.లకు ఒకస్వర్ పి.ఆర్.స. అమలు చేయడెం 

జ్రుగుతుెంది.  ర్గస్ట్ష్ ిప్రపభుత్ా  ఉదో్య గులల గా పి.ఆర్.స.ని 5 సెం.లకు 

ఒక స్వర్ అమలు చేస, వినియోగదారుల  పై భారెం పరగకుెండా 

చూడాలని గౌరవ కమీష్న్ వార్ని కోరుెంచుని్న ము. 

TSNPDCL లో పని చేస్తూని  ఔట్-స్ర్స ెంగ్ ఉదో్య గులను TSNPDCLలో ఆరీజి్నులగా 

చేరా్గ రు. లేబర్ కమీష్నర్ తో ఒపప ెందెం కుదురాు కోవడెం దాా ర్గ వార్ సరాీ స్ 

నిబెంధనలు నిరే దశెంచబడాుయి. ఇెంకా, వార్ వేత్న్నలు మర్యు ఇెంప్రకిమెంటలను 

ఎపప టి కపుప డు నిరణయిెంచడెం మర్యు విడుదల చేయడెం జ్రుగుతుెంది. 

వేత్న సవరణకు సెంబెంధిెంచి, పవర్ యుటిలిటీస్ ప్రపతోే క సెంసధలు. పవర్ 

యుటిలిటీస్ లో పని చేస్తూని  ఉదో్య గులు అత్ో వసర స్తవలో మర్యు 24x7 

కాలెం పని చేస్తూెంటారు. ఈ ప్రకమెంలో వార్ ఉదో్య గుల వేత్న సవరణ 

కేెంప్రద/ర్గస్ట్ష్ ి ప్రపభుత్ా  ఉదో్య గులతో ోలా బడదు. అెంతే కాకుెండా, 1999 లో 

APSEBని అన్-బెండలిెంగ్ చేయడానికి చాల కాలెం ముెందు నుెండి ప్రపతి 

న్నలుగు సెంవత్స ర్గలకు ఒక స్వర్ వేత్న సవరణ జ్రుగుతోెంది మర్యు వేత్న 

సవరణ యొకా  కాలనుగుణత్ను పెంచడెం వలన TS పవర్ యుటిలిటీస్ లో 

పని చేస్తూని  ఉదో్య గులలో అశెంతి ఏరప డవచుా . 

18. 

సెెంప్రటల్ విజిలెన్స  కమీష్న్ మర్యు స్టస్తటి్ విజిలెన్స  కమీష్న్ కు 

సెంబెంధిెంచిన చటిాలు/నిబెంధనలను అనుసర్ెంచి విజిలెన్స  ను 

ఏర్గప ట్ల చేస, వినియోగదారుల పైనే గాకుెండా డిసా్వ మ్, ప్రటాన్స  కో, 

జెన్ కోల అెంత్రతా్ అవకత్వకల పై కూడా నిఘా ఉెంచాలి.  

ప్రపస్తూత్ెం స.వి.స. నిబెంధనలకు విరుదదెంగా కెంపనీలోని 

ఉని తాధికారులే విజిలెన్స  కు ఆధిపత్ో ెం వహస్తూని్న రు. దీనిని 

చటబిదదెంగా చేయగలరని గౌరవ కమీష్న్ వార్కి విని విెంచు 

TSNPDCL లోని విజిలెన్స  విెంగ్ ఏ డిసా ెం అధికార్ నేత్ృత్ా ెంలో లేదు, కానీ 

జాయిెంట్ మేనేజిెంగ్ డైరెకరి్ (విజిలెన్స )/TS TRANSCO నియెంప్రత్ణలో పని 

చేస్ూెంది. జాయిెంట్ మేనేజిెంగ్ డైరెకరి్ ను ప్రపభుత్ా ెం నియమిెంచిెంది.  

ప్రపస్తూత్ెం TSNPDCL లో చీఫ్ విజిలెన్స  ఆఫీసర్ ోసి్తను ఔట్-స్ర్స ెంగ్ 

ప్రపతిపాదికన ర్టైర్ు అడిష్నల్ స్తపర్ెంటెండెంట్ ఆఫ్ ోలీస్ తో నిెంపారు 

మర్యు ప్రపభుత్ా ెం రెగోు లర్ చీఫ్ విజిలెన్స  ఆఫీసర్ ను నియమిెంచే వరకు 

కొనస్వగుతారు. 
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కుెంట్లన్ని ెం. 

 

డిసా ెం, ప్రటాన్స  కో మర్యు కేెంప్రద ప్రపభుత్ా  సెంసయిలు నూత్నెంగా 

నిరా్ స్తూని  HT Lines వేస్తటపుప డు చట ి ప్రపకారెంగా విధులు 

(Procedure) నిరా హెంచడెం లేదు.  ముెందుగా భూయజ్మానికి 

నోటీస్తలిచిా  నష్పిర్హ్వరెం నిరణయిెంచాలి.  అటి ి పర్హ్వరెంతో 

భూయజ్మాని త్ృపిూ చెెందినచో జిలల  కలెకరి్ గార్ వదద అపీప లు 

చేస్తకొని నష్పిర్హ్వరెం పెంపుదల కోరవచుా .  కలెకరి్ గారు 

నిరణయిెంచిన నష్ ి పర్హ్వరెంతో భూయజ్మాని త్ృపిూ చెెందకుెంటే 

గౌరవ తెలెంగాణ ర్గస్ట్ష్ ి నియెంప్రత్ణ మెండలి (TSERC) వార్ వదద 

పెంపుదలకు అరీ ీపటి్లకుని సర్యైన న్నశపర్హ్వరెం పెందవచుా . 

కానీ ఇటి ిహకాు లు, సౌకరో్గ ల గుర్ెంచి రైతులకు తెలియజేయడెం 

లేదు.  కనీసెం నోటీస్త కూడా ఇవా డెం లేదు.  స్తమారు 140 

సెంవత్స ర్గల పూరా ెం ప్రబ్సటిష్ వారు చేసన 1846వ సెంవత్స ర 

చెలిప్రగాఫిక్ట చితాూనిి  ఉపయోగిెంచి ఇటి ి అన్నో యానికి 

ఒడిగడుతున్ని రు. 

ఉదాహరణకు చెపులపలిల ప్రగామెం, కేశెంపేట మెండలెం, రెంగారెడిు 

జిలలలో మర్యు జ్గితోా ల జిలల  గొలలపలిల, పగడలపలిల మెండలలోల  

ప్రపస్తూత్ెం జ్రుగుచుని ది.  గత్ సెంవత్స రెం మొయిన్నబాద్ 

మెండలెం, రెంగారెడిు జిలల . ఆమదాపూర్ ప్రగామెంలో కూడా ఇలగే 

జ్ర్గిెంది.  పదదపులి జిలల  మెంథని మెండలెం, న్నగారెం ప్రగామెం, 

బెలలెంకొెండ మలల రెడిుకి చెెందిన ఒకే ఎకరెం పలెంలో 19 విదోు త్ HT 

స్టసయిెంబాలు పాతారు.  అటి ి ఫొట్లకాపీని 

జ్త్పరుచుచుని్న ము.ఫైన్ననిస యల్ డిస్ట్సకి్ట ి లో నూత్న 

స్వెంకేతికత్ను ఉపయోగిెంచి మ్యడు అడుగుల స్టసయిలెంలో HT 440 

లైనును నిరా్ ెంచి నగరెంలో ఉని  ధనవెంతులకు నష్ెిం కాకుెండా 

కాపాడుతున్ని రు.  నూత్నెంగా నిరా్ ెంచే HT లైనల ప్రపాెంతాలోల  REC 

వారు బహరెంగ విచారణ జ్ర్పి న్నో యెం హేయగలరని 

విని విెంచుకుెంట్లని్న ము. 

సమా తి లేఖ్ను సమర్ప ెంచి త్గిన చెలిలెంపులు జ్ర్పినచో ోల్స  ష్టఫిెింగ్ పని 

చేపట ిబడును.  

 గౌరవ కమీష్న్ వార్కి మా స్తచనలు, సలహ్వలను సహృదయెంతో 

పర్శీలిెంచి, మా సమసో లను పర్షా్ ర్ెంచగలరని 

విని విెంచుకుెంట్లన్ని ెం. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల పై 

గ్ీమతి భారా  లత్, కర్జంనరర్ జిల్లల , గ్ీ డబా్బ  రవి, జగిత్యా ల జిల్లల , గ్ీ జి. నగేష్, నిజామాబ్బద్, గ్ీ కే. సాయి రెడ్డి, నిజామాబ్బద్ జిల్లల , గ్ీ కే. 

అంజనన , ామారెడ్డిి జిల్లల , గ్ీ జి. ఆనంద రావు, ామారెడ్డిి జిల్లల , గ్ీ జె. గ్ీరంగా రావు, హైదరాబ్బద్, గ్ీ మాదిరెడ్డ ిరాజి రెడ్డి, రంగా రెడ్డి జిల్లల , గ్ీ 

డ్డ. రాము, హైదరాబ్బద్, గ్ీ టి. గ్ీనివ్యస రావు, ములుగు,  

గ్ీ జె. సంప్త్ కుమార్, కర్జంనరర్ జిల్లల , గ్ీ మాణిక్ రెడ్డ,ి ఆర్.ఆర్. జిల్లల , గ్ీ జి. వినోద్ కుమార్, హైదరాబ్బద్, గ్ీ బ్స. మల్లల రెడ్డి, హైదరాబ్బద్, గ్ీ 

పారాా డ అంజి రెడ్డి, సంగారెడ్డి జిల్లల  మర్థయు  

గ్ీ విజయ్ గోపాల్ రావు, హైదరాబ్బద్ గార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాదానాలు 
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సహేతుకమైన పెంపుదలను మేము ఆహా్వ నిస్తూ నే ... కొనిి  

సవరణలను కోరుతూ... 
 

1. 

సమరప ణ భావెంతో, నీతి, నిజాయితీతో పని చేస్తూని  అనిి  వరా్గల 

ఉదో్య గులను గుర్ూెంచి, వార్ని ప్రోత్స హెంచడానికి అవారుు/ర్వారుులు 

ఇవా వలసెందిగా కోరుచుని్న ము.  ఇస్తూ వాటి వివర్గలు 

తెలుపగలరు.  (ఉదా. TEXMO మోటారల కెంపనీ వార్ ఉదో్య గస్తూలు 

వార్ డీలరల వదద, డిస్ట్సబోి్య టర ల వదద టీ కూడా తాగరు.  గుటాా  పాన్ 

పర్గగ్ లెంటి జోలికి వెళ్ళ రు).   దురలవాట్లల లేని, కష్పిడి పని చేస్త 

ఉదో్య గస్తూలకు మేము కృత్జ్ఞతా పూరా క ధనో వాదాలు తెలుపుతూ, 

వార్ని ఆదర్ెంచి, అభినెందిెంచి, సనా్న నిెంచాలని కోరుతుని్న ెం. 

సా్వ త్ెంప్రత్ో  దినోత్స వెం మర్యు గణత్ెంప్రత్ దినోత్స వెం సెందరబ ెంగా, 

సెంబెంధిత్ స్తపర్ెంటెండిెంగ్ ఇెంజినీరుల/ఆపరేష్న్, టి.ఎస్.ఎన్.పి.డి.స.ఎల్ 

పర్ధిలో త్మ విధులను నిరా ర్ ూెంచడెంలో అెంకిత్భావెం మర్యు నిజాయితీ 

గల ఉదో్య గుల పేరలను ఉత్ూమ ఉదో్య గులుగా న్నమినేట్ చేయడానికి సెంబెంధిత్ 

జిలల  కలెకరి లకు సఫారస్త చేస్ూెంది. అెందుకు త్గటిా్లగానే ఉత్ూమ ఉదో్య గి 

అవారుుతో సతా్ ర్స్తూని్న రు. 

పైన పేరా్క ని వి కాకుెండా, నిర్దష్ ిఅెంశెంలో లేదా మానేజ్ మెంట్ నిరే దశెంచిన 

లక్ష్యో లను చేరుకోవడెంలో ఉదో్య గుల పనితీరు ఆకటి్లకునేల ఉని ట్లల 

గుర్ూెంచినపుప డలల  గౌరవనీయులైన స.ఎెం.డి/టి.ఎస్.ఎన్.పి.డి.స.ఎల్ 

సెంబెంధిత్ ఉదో్య గులకు ప్రపశెంస పప్రతాలు జారీ చేస్తూని్న రు. 

2. 

NPDCL వారు విదుో త్ ప్రపమాదాలకు గురై మరణెంచిన కారణాలు 

సవివరెంగా తెలిపారు. ప్రపమాదానికి సర్యైన కారణెం 

గుర్ూెంచినటలయితే ప్రపమాదాలను నివార్ెంచడానికి ఎకాు వ అవకాశెం 

ఉెంట్లెంది. ప్రటాన్స  ఫారా ర్ చెడిోయిన సెందరా్గ లలో డిసా ెం 

సెంత్ వాహన్నలలో రవాణా చేసన వాటి సెంఖో్  కూడా ఇచాా రు.  పై 

వివర్గలు ఇచిా నెందుకు స.ఎెం.డి. గార్తో పాట్లగా, ఇత్ర 

అధికారులు, సబబ ెంది అెందర్కీ మా కృత్జ్ఞతాపూరా క 

ధనో వాదాలు తెలుపుకుెంట్లన్ని ెం. 

— 

3. 
వో వస్వయ సరీా స్త కనెక్షనల కొరకు దరఖాస్తూ పటి్లకుని  రైతులచే 

ప్రటాన్స  ఫారా ర్ (DTR) కు గద్దద కటిెించడెం ోల్స  ప్రటానోస ప ర్ ిచేయడెం 

వినియోగదారులు DDలు చెలిలెంచిన త్రువాత్ నూత్న వో వస్వయ సరీా స్త 

కనెక్షన్ కోసెం ఏర్గప ట్ల చేయు ప్రటాన్స  ఫారా ర్ గద్దద నిరా్గ ణెం, ోల్స  మర్యు 
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జ్రుగుతుెంది.  అనుభవర్గహత్ో ముతో ోల్స  రవాణా చేస్తూని  

సెందరబ ెంగా కామారెడిు జిలల , ర్గమారెడిు మెండలెం, గిద్దద ప్రగామెంలో 

ఇదదరు రైతులు మరణెంచడెం జ్ర్గిెంది.  గత్ెంలో సదిదపేట 

మర్యు వరెంగల్ జిలలలోలను జ్ర్గిెంది.  అనుభవెం లేని రైతులచే 

ోల్స  రవాణా చేయిెంచడెం, ోల్స  ఎతిూెంచడెం ప్రపమాదకరెం. 

ఇపప టి వరకు ఇట్లవెంటి సెంఘటనలు ఎనిి  జ్ర్గాయి? డిసా మ్ 

చేయాలిస న పని రైతులచే చేయిెంచి వార్ని ప్రపమాదానికి గుర్చేస 

చెంపిన అధికారుల  పై తీస్తకుని  చరో లేమిటి? భవిషో్ త్ లో 

ఇలెంటివి జ్రకుెండా చూడవలెను. 

ఇత్ర స్వమాప్రగి ఎసమిేట్ లో చేరా డెం జ్రుగుతుెంది.  రైతులు రవాణా 

చేయాలిస న అవసరెం లేదు మర్యు ఇత్రులకు ఎలెంటి చెలిలెంపులు 

చేయాలిస న అవసరెం లేదు. 

4. 

వో వస్వయ వినియోగదారునికి కొత్ూ కనెక్షన్ ఇచిా న సెందరా్గ లలో 

ఉని  శెంక్షన్ లో ఉని  మటీర్యల్ కు, వాడిన మటీర్యల్ 

తేడాలు ఉెంట్లని వి.  కొనిి  స్వమానులు, వినియోగదారులచే 

కొనిపిస్తూని్న రు.  దీనిపై పారదరశ కత్ అవసరెం. వాడిన 

మటీర్యల్, శెంక్షన్ అయిన మటీర్యల్ List వినియోగదారునికి 

ఒక కాపీ ఇచాి  సెంత్కెం తీస్తకోవాలి. Periodical గా మటీర్యల్ 

వినియోగెం పై 3rd పారీ ిఎెంక్వా రీ జ్ర్పిెంచాలి. 

వో వస్వయ సరీా స్త కనెక్షన్ కోసెం కావలసన ప్రపతి స్వమాప్రగి ఎసమిేట్ లో 

వేయడెం జ్రుగుతుెంది శెంక్షన్ అయిన వెెంటనే సెంబెంధిత్ అధికార్ జిలల  

స్టసి్ర్ నుెండి స్వమాప్రగిని తీస్తకోని సెంబెంధిత్ సరీా స్త పని నిమిత్ూము 

ఉపయోగిెంచడెం జ్రుగుతుెంది. ప్రడా చేసన స్వమప్రగి వివర్గలు సెంబెంధిత్ 

వినియోగదారునికి SMS దాా ర్గ తెలియపరా డెం జ్రుగుతుెంది. వో వస్వయ 

సరీా స్త పని పూరీూ అయిన త్రువాత్ ఉని తాధికారులచే త్నిఖీ నిరా హెంచడెం 

జ్రుగుతుెంది.   

NPDCLలో నిరా్ ెంచిన వివిధ పనుల న్నణో త్ ప్రపమాణాలను త్నిఖీ చేయుటకు 

ప్రపతేో క విభాగము ఏర్గప ట్ల చేయడమైనది. అటి ిపనులలో న్నణో త్ ప్రపమాణాలు 

లోపిెంచిన యెడల త్గు చరో లు తీస్తకోవడెం జ్రుగుతుెంది.  

5. 

Regulation 4 of 2013 ప్రపకారెంగా DTR నిరా్గ ణ ఖ్రుా  డిసా ెం బాధో త్ 

అని ఉెంది.  వాసూవెంగా క్షేప్రత్ స్టస్వయియిలో Agricultural వినియోగదారుల 

అెంచన్న (Estimate) లో కలిపి ORC చెలిలెంచమని అెంట్లన్ని రు. 

Regulation 4 of 2013 అమలు చేయడెం లేదు.  కారణెం 

తెలుపగలరు. 

TSNPDCL పర్ధిలో వో వస్వయ కనెక్షనల విడుదల కోసెం ఈ ప్రకిెంది విధాన్ననిి  

పాటిెంచడెం జ్రుగుతుెంది. 

1. HT లైన్, LT లైన్ మర్యు DTR అవసరమైన వో వస్వయ కనెక్షన్ కు ఎసమిేట్ 

ఖ్రుా లో రూ.70,000/- వరకు ఖ్రుా ను TSNPDCL భర్స్తూెంది. మిగిలిన మొతాూనిి  

వినియోగదారుడు చెలిలెంచాలిస  ఉెంట్లెంది. 

2. LT లైన్ మాప్రత్మే అవసరమైన వో వస్వయ కనెక్షన్ కు ఎసమిేట్ ఖ్రుా లో 

రూ.45,000/- వరకు ఖ్రుా ను TSNPDCL భర్స్తూెంది.  మిగిలిన మొతాూనిి  

నియోగదారుడు చెలిలెంచాలిస  ఉెంట్లెంది. 

తేది.26-10-2016 రోజున మర్యు అెంత్కెంటే ముెందు మెంజూరైన వో వస్వయ 

కనెక్షన్ ఎస్టసమిేటలను పైన పేరా్క ని  విధముగా ఎసమిేట్ వేస మెంజూరు 

చేయవలసెందిగా ఆదేశెంచడెం జ్ర్గినది .కొత్ూగా వచాే  ప్రపతి వో వస్వయ 

కనెక్షన్ ఎసమిేటలను మమో నెెం.సజిఎెం(స)/జిఎెం(స)/ ఏడిఈ(స)/ 
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ఏఈ(స)/డినెెం.76/16-17, తేది.01-11-2016  ప్రపకారెం విడుదల చేయ వలసెందిగా 

పేరా్క నడెం జ్ర్గినది. 

6. 

Cat-V Agriculture కు సెంబెంధిెంచిన 2020-21 సెం.ను మర్యు 2021-

22 సెం. ఇపప టి వరకు గడిచిన కాలనికి సెంబెంధిెంచిన ORC Circle 

wise వస్తలు అయినమొత్ూెం ఎెంత్?. 

వో వస్వయ సరీా స్తల నుెండి ORC రూపెంలో స్తకర్ెంచిన మొత్ూెం సర్ా ల్ వారీగా 

ప్రకిెంద పటికిలో చూపిెంచడమైనది. 

గ్కమ 

సంఖ్ా  
సరి్థ ల్ 

ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రం 
2021-22  

(రూ. రూపాయలు) 

ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రం 
2020-21  

(రూ. రూపాయలు) 

1 హనుమకొెండ 3718680 1701427 

2 వరెంగల్ 983951 780837 

3 జ్నగామ 1955974 803072 

4 భూపాలపలిల 5469718 7345384 

5 మహబ్యబాబాద్ 9697518 375364 

6 కరీెంనగర్ 2040412 3061037 

7 జ్గితాో ల్ 802565 601161 

8 పదదపలిల 1146178 601334 

9 ఖ్మా ెం 14835401 15516437 

10 
భప్రదాప్రది 

కొత్ూగూడెం 
30514356 30743079 

11 నిజామాబాద్ 3731455 5001487 

12 కామారెడిు 7236268 5914153 

13 ఆదిలబాద్ 7776967 7631407 

14 నిరా ల్ 4908764 6608892 

15 మాెంచెర్ల్ 15636463 14477470 

16 ఆసఫాబాద్ 13430341 8310858 

టి.ఎస్.ఎన్.పి.డి.స.ఎల్ 12,38,85,011 10,94,73,399 
 

7. 
2020-21 మర్యు 2021-22 సెంవత్స రములకు సెంబెంధిెంచి Discom 

వారీగా వో వస్వయ విదోు త్ వినియోగము మిలియన్ యూనిట్స  

డిసా ెం యొకా  వో వస్వయ విదుో త్ వినియోగము ఆ.సెం. 2020-21 కి 7,904 

ఎెం.యు మర్యు ఆ.సెం. 2021-22 (నవెంబర్ నెల వరకు) 3,829 ఎెం.యు. ఇటి ి
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(MU)లలో ఎెంత్? అటి ివినియోగానికి ప్రకాస్-సబ్సస డీ ోనూ ఏ టార్ఫ్ 

ప్రపకారెంగా బ్సలుల చేస్తూని్న రు? దానిని ర్గస్ట్ష్ ి ప్రపభుత్ా ెం 

చెలిలస్తూని ది. Agricultural Category ప్రకిెంద (గృహ, గృహేత్ర 

సబ్సస డీలు ోనూ) ఇపప టి వరకు చెలిలెంచిన మొత్ూెం ఎెంత్? ఇెంకా 

బాకీ ఉని ది ఎెంత్? 

వినియోగానికి గౌరవ కమీష్న్ వారు ఆ.సెం. 2018-19 కొరకు జారీ చేసన టార్ఫ్ 

ఆరుర్ ప్రపకారెం బ్సలుల చేస్టస్తూని్న ము మర్యు ర్గస్ట్ష్ ి ప్రపభుత్ా ెం ఆ.సెం. 2018-19 

నుెండి ఇపప టి వరకు చెలిలెంచిన మొత్ూెం సెంవత్స ర్గల వారీగా ఈ ప్రకిెంద 

పేరా్క నడెం జ్ర్గినది.    

ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రం రూ. కోట్లలో 

2018-19 2,703 

2019-20 2,756 

2020-21 3,285 
 
 

8. 

కోరిులోల  PPA లకు సెంబెంధిెంచిన కేస్తలు ఎనిి  ఉన్ని యి? Discom 

లెకా  ప్రపకారెం అదనపు (Excess) పేమెంట్ ఇచాి నది ఎెంత్?  వాటి 

స్టసయితి ఏమిటి? వాటికి సెంబెంధిెంచిన వరకు న్నో యవాదులకు 

(Advocateలకు) ఇపప టి వరకు చెలిలెంచిన ఫీజు ఎెంత్?  అటి ికేస్తలోల  

Involve అయిన మొత్ూెం డబ్బబ  ఎెంత్?  త్పుప  జ్ర్గినది అనుకొని, 

కోరిుకు వెళ్లలన (Discom/Supplier) సెందరా్గ లకు సెంబెంధిెంచిన 

దానిలో Internal Audit లో తేలినది ఏమిటి? బాధుో లపై చరో లు 

ఏమైన్న తీస్తకున్ని ర్గ? వివర్గలు తెలుపగలరు.  ర్గస్ట్ష్ ి ప్రపభుత్ా  

విజిలెన్స  వార్కి త్గిన విచారణ కొరకు పెంపిెంచార్గ? 

తెలియజేయగలరు. 
 

వివిధ విదుో త్ కొనుగోలు ఒపప ెందాల పై (అత్ో ధిక భాగెం గాో స్ ఆధార్త్ 

విదుో త్ కొనుగోలు ఒపప ెందాలు) వివిధ కోరిులోల  104 కేస్తలు పెండిెంగ్ లో 

ఉన్ని యి. అెంత్రతా్ ఆడిట్ నివేదికలలో ఎట్లవెంటి కేస్తలు పేరా్క నబడలేదు 

కావున బాధుో లైన వో కుూలపై చరో  తీస్తకోవడమనేది త్లెత్ూదు. విచారణ కోసెం 

ర్గస్ట్ష్ ిప్రపభుత్ా  విజిలెన్స  విభాగానికి ఎలెంటి కేస్తలు పెంపబడ లేదు. 

9. 

6 నెలలు పైగా రూ.50,000/- పైగా బ్సలుల చెలిలెంచని ప్రపభుత్ా , 

ప్రపభుతేా త్ర వరా్గల (జాబ్సతా) List లు పటిని్నరు.  చిని  పర్ప్రశమలు, 

చేతి వృత్ూల వార్ని మినహ్వయిెంచి, మిగతా వార్ బాకీ వస్తళ్లకు 

మీరు చేస్తూని  ప్రపయత్ి ెం ఏమిటి? ఫారా్గ ట్-9, (ఎ), (బ్స) అెంకెలను 

పదాలలో తెలపగలరు.  ఉదా: 1535008944.52 రూ.లు లక్షలలో.  ఒక 

నెల విదోు త్ బ్సల్ చెలిలెంచని కారణెంగా Due Date అయిన మరుసటి 

రోజున కట్ చేయకూడదు.  వినియోగదారుడు వార్ వెనుక ముెందు 

త్ర్గలు కూడా వినియోగదారులే.  అత్ను డిసా ెం నుెండి విడిోడు.  

కష్ెిం వచాి న సెందరా్గ లోల  డిసా ెం వారు వినియోగ దారునికి 

మర్కొెంత్ వెస్తలుబాట్ల ఇవాా లి. 

మీరు తెలిపిన విధెంగా ప్రపభుతేా త్ర వినియోగదారుల విదుో త్ బకాయిల 

జాబ్సతా వెబ్-సైట్లల  ఉెంచబడాుయి. 

వినియోగదారుల నుెండి బకాయిల వస్తలులో భాగెంగా వివిధ రకాలుగా 

వినియోగదారులలో అవగాహన పెంపెందిస్తూ  మర్యు బ్సలుల చెలిలెంచని 

వినియోగదారుని సరీా స్తను డిస్-కనెక్ట ిచేయడెం జ్రుగుతుెంది. 

ప్రపభుత్ా  బకాయిలకు సెంబెంధిెంచి, సెపెింబర్ 2019 నుెండి ప్రపభుత్ా  శఖ్లు, 

పెంచాయతీలు మర్యు మునిస పాలిటీల CC బకాయిలను ప్రకమెం త్పప కుెండా 

చెలిలస్ూెంది.  

వినియోగదారుని విదుో త్ బకాయి గడువు తేది త్రువాత్ గౌరవ కమీష్న్ వార్ 

ధరల ఉత్ూరుా ను అనుసర్ెంచి 15 రోజుల సమయెం ఇచిా  త్దుపర్ విదుో త్ 

కనెక్షన్ ను డిస్-కనెక్ట ిచేయడెం జ్రుగుతుెంది. 
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10. 

ప్రటాన్స  ఫార్గా ర్ ఫెయిల్ అయినపుప డు ప్రగామీణ కనూస మర్స  ను 

ర్పేర్ సెెంటర్ లకు తీస్తకు వస్తూ గత్ెంలో రవాణా ఛారీలీు చెలిలస్వూ ెం 

అని తెలిపిన్నరు. ఎనిి ెంటికి చెలిలెంచారు? Circle wise వివర్గలు 

ఇవా గలరు. 

ఫెయిల్ అయిన ప్రటానస ఫారా ర ల రవాణా నిమిత్ూెం SPM వెహకిల్ మర్యు సబ్ 

డివిజ్న్ వెహకిల్ అెందుబాట్లలో ఉెంచి ఎకాు వ శత్ెం త్రలిెంచడెం 

జ్రుగుచుని ది. కానీ కొనిి  సమయాలలో ప్రటానస ఫారా ర ల ఫెయిల్యో ర్స  

అధికమైనచో ఒకటి లేదా రెెండు రోజుల జాపో ెంతో  ప్రటానస ఫారా ర లను డిపారె ిా ెంట్ 

వెహకల్స  దాా ర్గనే త్రలిెంచడెం జ్రుగుచుని ది. అతి త్కాు వ సెందరా్గ లలో 

వెహకల్ అెందుబాట్లలో లేనిచో రైతులు త్మ ఇష్పి్రపకారమే ప్రటానస ఫారా ర లను 

రవాణా చేయుచున్ని రు 

11. 

CRRF విచారణలు కోవిడ్ నిబెంధనలు పాటిస్తూ , క్షేప్రత్స్వయియిలో 

జ్ర్పిెంచాలి.  అసలు CGRF అని ఫోరమ్ ఉని దని మజార్టీ 

వినియోగదారులకు తెలియదు.  ఫోరమ్ గుర్ెంచి పలు విధాలుగా 

ప్రపచారెం చేయాలి.  అనిి  Discom ఆఫీస్తలలో ప్రపతేో కెంగా బోరుులు 

ఏర్గప ట్ల చేయాలి.  కొనిి  ఫోరమ్ లలో 4th Member కు సర్యైన 

గౌరవ స్టస్వయి నెం ఇవా డెం లేదు. TS NPDCL నిజామాబాద్ ఫోరమ్ 

సమరధవెంత్ెంగా నెలకు 8 స్వరుల విచారణ జ్రుపుతుని్న రు.  ఇది 

అభినెందనీయెం.  హైకోరిు కూడా కొనిి  రోజులు ప్రపత్ో క్ష విచారణ 

జ్ర్పారు. TS SPDCL / TS NPDCL లోని న్నలుగు ఫోరమ్ లలో గత్ 

సెంవత్స రెం ఎనిి  కేస్తలు నమోదు చేశరు.   ఫోరెంలలో ఎనిి  

పర్షా్ ర్ెంచారు?    

స్టస్వయి నిక విదోు త్ CGRFలచే ప్రకమెం త్పప కుెండా విచారణ సమావేశలు 

నిరా హెంచబడుతుని్న యి మర్యు షెడ్యో ల్ చేయబడిన తేదీలను స్టస్వయి నిక 

వార్గూ  పప్రతికలు మర్యు ఎలస్ట్కిానిక్ట మీడియా దాా ర్గ ముెందుగానే 

ప్రపచుర్ెంచడెం జ్రుగుతుెంది. 

ఆర్ధక సెంవత్స రెం 2020-21కి సెంబెంధిెంచి CGRF కేస్తల వార్ వివర్గలు ప్రకిెంది 

పటికిలో స్తచిెంచడెం జ్ర్గిెంది. 
 

 ముటిినవి ప్ర్థష్ి ర్థంచినవి మిగిల్లనవి 
CGRF-I 180 177 3 

CGRF-II 321 313 8 

మొత్తం 501 490 11 
 

12. 

CGRFలో తీరుప  వచిా న త్రువాత్ అటి ిపని సర్యైన సమయెంలో 

జ్రగడెం లేదు.  తీరుప  అమలు జ్ర్గే ఏర్గప ట్లల చేయాలి.  అమలు 

చేయకుెంటే Discom స్టస్వయియిలో వార్పై చరో లు తీస్తకోవాలి.  దీనిని 

ఒక ఉని తాధికార్కి అపప గిెంచి, ఎపప టికపుప డు పనులు 

చేయిెంచాలి. 

CGRF ఉత్ూరుా లు డిసా మ్స్టలలో సత్ా రమే అమలవుతున్ని యి. కార్కప రేట్ 

కారో్గ లయెం నుెండి చీఫ్ జ్నరల్ మేనేజ్ర్/ఆపరేష్న్ ప్రపధానెంగా CGRFచే జారీ 

చేసన ఆరుర్స్టల అమలు పై ప్రపతోే క దృష్ట ిస్వర్స్తూని్న రు. 

13. 

Toll Free No.  కు ఫోన్ చేస్తూ AE గార్కి, ADE గార్కి తెలిపార్గ?  అని 

అడిగి, వార్కి చెపప ెండి అని చెబ్బతుని్న రు.  ఫోన్ ర్గగానే ఫిరో్గ దు 

(Complaint) ప్రవాస్తకొని, Complaint నెెంబర్ వినియోగదారునికి 

ఇవాా లి. Toll Free No. లు అయిన 100కు, 108కు గానీ ఫోన్ చేస్తూ 

రెస్వప న్స  ఎల ఉెంట్లెంద్య అలగే ఉెండాలి. Toll Free No. దాా ర్గ 

Circle wise ఎనిి  ఫిరో్గ దులు స్వా కర్ెంచారు? ఎనిి  పర్షా్ ర్ెంచారు?  

SoP ప్రపకారెంగా విదుో త్ అెంత్ర్గయానిి  (DTR Failures) ఇత్ర 

స్తవలు సెంబెంధిెంచి SoP సమయెంలో పర్షా్క రెం చేయకుెంటే 

స్వధారణెంగా కాల్ సెెంటర్ ఏజెంట్లల ఫిరో్గ దులను నమోదు చేస్తటపుప డు 

ఫిరో్గ దు సెంబెంధిత్ క్షేప్రత్స్వయియి సబబ ెందికి తెలియజేశర్గ లేదా అని విచార్ెంచి 

ఫిరో్గ దు నమోదు చేస్తకుెంటారు. ఫిరో్గ దు నమోదు ఫై వినియోగదారుడికి SMS 

రూపెంలో ఫిరో్గ దు నమోదు ID వివర్గలు పెందుతారు.  ట్లల్-ప్రఫీ నెంబరుకు 

ఫిరో్గ దు అెందిన వెెంటనే సమసో ను సెంబెంధిత్ అధికారులు 

పర్షా్ ర్స్తూని్న రు.  

ప్రపతి విదుో త్ కారో్గ లయెం దగరా సెంబెంధిత్ అధికారుల ఫోన్ నెెంబరలను 

నోటీస్త బోరుుల ఏర్గప ట్ల చేయడెం జ్ర్గిెంది.         
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డిసా ెం స్టస్వయియిలో తీస్తకుెంట్లని  చరో లు ఏమిటి? Toll Free No. 

అజ్మాయిషీ చేస్త అధికారుల ఫోన్ నెెంబరుల ఇవా గలరు.  అనిి  

విదుో త్ (AE, ADE, DE, SE, Bill Collection Centre మర్యు సటిజన్ 

చారరి లలో) CGRF అప్రడస్తల ట్లల్ ప్రఫీ నెెంబరలను ప్రవాయిెంచి, వాటిని 

ఉపయోగెంలోకి తీస్తకుర్గవాలి. డిసా ెం ప్రపాెంత్ెంలోని అనిి  బ్సల్ 

కలెక్షన్ సెెంటరలలో ఏ ప్రపాెంత్పు బ్సలులలనైన్న తీస్తకుెంనే విధెంగా 

చరో లు చేపటిాలి. 

వినియోగదారులకు చెలిలెంపుల గేటేా  సౌకరో్గ నిి  అెందజేస్తూని్న ము మర్యు 

చెలిలెంపుల గేటేా ని ఉపయోగిెంచడెం దాా ర్గ వినియోగదారులు ఎకా డి నుెండైన్న 

త్న బ్సలులను ఎపుప డైన్న చెలిలెంచవచాు . బ్సలులలను నగదు రూపెంలో ఎకా డి 

నుెంచైన్న చెలిలెంపుల ప్రపప్రకియ పర్శీలనలో ఉెంది. 

14. 

HT Category లో కాలనీలు, పెంచాయితీలు, వాటికి సెంబెంధిెంచిన 

కాో టగిరీకి ఇెంత్కు ముెందు రూ.లు 6.30 పైగా ఉెండేది. దానిని 

పెంచడానికి ప్రపోజ్ల్ గా ARR లో ప్రపతిపాదిెంచారు. అటి ి

విభాగెంలోనే గేటడ్ కమో్య నిటీకి సెంబెంధిెంచినవి కూడా 

అెందులోనే ఉన్ని యి. గేటడ్ కమో్య నిటీ కానీ గృహ్వలు, 

అపారెిా ెంట్ లోని స్టఫాలట్లల/మధో  త్రగతి గృహ్వలకు 300 యూనిట్స  

దాటితే అత్ో ధిక టార్ఫ్ వర్ూస్తూెంది.  కానీ కోటాల ది రూ.లు విలువైన 

విలలలు, గేటడ్ కమో్య నిటీలో ఉని  కోటాల ది విలువైన స్టఫాల టలలో 

నివసెంచే వార్కి HT-6 కాో టగిరీలో ఉని  కారణెంగా త్కాు వ టార్ఫ్ 

ఉని ది.  అదే ఐకో త్ లేని ఎవర్ (ర్గజ్కీయ/వివిధ ప్రపజా సెంఘాలు) 

ఆదరణ లేని (నోరులేని) మధో త్రగతి వరా్గలు మాప్రత్మే ఎకాు వ 

టార్ఫ్ చెలిలెంచాలిస  వస్తూెంది. చిని  వోా పార్గలు ప్రగామాలోల  

ఇెంటిలోనే వోా పారెం చేస్తకునే వరా్గల వార్కి కూడా LT-II Category 

లో యూనిట్ కు 8 రూ.ల నుెండి 11 రూ.లు చెలిలెంచాలిస  వస్తూెంది. 

అదే గేటడ్ కమో్య నిటీలో ఉని  వోా పార సెంసయిలు అని, సరాీ స్ 

సెెంటరుల, స్తపర్ మారెా ట్లల మొదలగునవి త్కాు వ టార్ఫ్ 

చెలిలస్తూని్న రు.  గేటడ్ కమో్య నిటీ అనేది గత్ెంలో దాదాపు లేదు. 

కొనిి  సెం.ల నుెండి కొెంత్మేర ప్రపారెంభెం అయి ఇటీవల కాలెంలో 

వినియోగెం చాల పరుగుతుెంది.  కావున వార్కి వేరే కాో టగిరీ 

(సెంగరేణ కాలరీస్ - ఇత్ర ఇెండస్ట్సయిల్ కారాీ కుల కాలరీలు లగా 

కాకుెండా) అమలు చేయాలి.  చెలిలెంచే స్టసూమత్ ఉని  వార్ నుెండి 

సర్యైన ధర నిరణయిెంచి డిసా ెంలను బలోపేత్ెం 

చేయవలసెందిగా గౌరవ కమీష్నర్ వార్ని కోరుతుని్న ెం.  

ఆరెంత్స్తూల భవన్నల విదుో త్ వినియోగెం కన్ని , బహుళ్ 

HT-కాో టగిర్ VI విభాగెంలో వినియోగదారుల నుెండి విదుో త్ చారీలీ ప్రకిెంద ఎనరీ ీ

చారీలీ రూపెంలో మర్యు డిమాెండ్ చారీలీ రూపెంలో వాస్తలు చేయడెం 

జ్రుగుతుెంది. 2022-23 సెంవత్స ర్గనికి విదుో త్ సెంసధ ప్రపతిపాదిెంచిన ధరలలో 

ఈ విభాగెం ప్రకిెంద ఎనరీ ీచారీలీ రూపెంలో యూనిట్ ఒకా ెంటికి రూ.7-30 పైసలు 

మర్యు డిమాెండ్ చారీలీ రూపెంలో రూ.260/KVA నెలకు వస్తలు చేయుటకు 

ప్రపతిపాదిెంచడమైనది.  

పై విభాగెం వినియోగదారులను HT విభాగెం ప్రకిెంద జారీ చేయడెం జ్రుగుతుెంది.  

ఇెందులో విదుో త్ సరఫర్గ నషి్కలు త్కాు వగా ఉెండి ఈ విభాగెం ప్రకిెంద సరఫర్గ 

చేస్త విదుో త్ సరఫర్గ వో యెం త్కాు వగా ఉెంట్లెంది.    
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అెంత్స్తూల భవన్నల వారు దాదాపు 6 నుెండి 10 రేట్లల ఎకాు వ 

విదుో త్ ను వినియోగిెంచి పరో్గ వరణానికి విఘాత్ెం కలిగిస్తూని్న రు. 

15. 

పరో్గ వరణెం కారణెంగా థరా ల్ విదుో త్ 2023 వరకు కొెంత్ మేరకు 

త్గిెాంచుకోవాలిస  ఉెంది.  దాని కొరకు తీస్తకుెంట్లని  చరో లు 

ఏమిటి? ప్రపతేో కెంగా స్లర్ మన ర్గస్ట్ష్ెింలో 325 రోజులు 

అెందుబాట్లలో ఉెంట్లెంది.  స్లర్ పైన గత్ెంలో ఎన్.పి.డి.స.ఎల్. 

చాల అభివృదిధ స్వధిెంచి అవారుులు కూడా పెందారు.  

పరో్గ వరణానిి  దృష్టటిలో పటి్లకొని, సెంప్రపదాయేత్ర (Renewable) 

ఇెంధన్నలతో విదుో త్ ఉత్ప తిూకి ప్రోతాస హమివాా లిస  ఉెంది. దేశ 

వోా పూెంగా ప్రగిడ్ సౌకరో ెం మరుగు పడిన, పడుచుని  అవకాశనిి  

అెందిపుచుా కొని దేశెంలో ఎకా డ త్కాు వ ధరకు లభో మవుతుెంద్య 

అకా డ కొనుగోలు చేయాలి. 

విదుో త్ కొనుగోలు ఒపప ెందాలు థరా ల్, స్లర్ ప్రపాజకిులు మొదలైన వాటితో 

సహ్వ 25 సెంవత్స ర్గల కాలనికి చేయబడాుయి.  

థరా ల్ విదుో త్ కేెంప్రదాలు ప్రపకటిెంచిన విదుో త్ లభో త్ను ఆధారెంగా విదుో త్ 

ను కొనుగోలు చేయవలసన భాదో త్ డిసా ెంలది. స్లర్ విదోు త్ కేెంప్రదాల 

నుెండి విదుో త్ కేవలెం ఉదయెం 10:00 గెంటల నుెండి స్వయెంప్రత్ెం 5:00 

గెంటల వరకు మాప్రత్మే అెందుబాట్లలో ఉెంట్లెంది.  ఈ స్లర్ విదుో త్ 

కేెంప్రదాలను ఇత్ర థరా ల్ విదుో త్ కేెంప్రదాల వలె బేస్ లోడును తీరా డానికి 

ఉపయోగిెంచ లేము. 

తెలెంగాణ ర్గస్ట్ష్ెింలో సౌర సెంభావో  లభో త్ను ఉపయోగిెంచుకోవడెం కోసెం, 

ోటీ బ్సడిుెంగ్స్టలు నిరా హెంచబడాుయి, ర్గస్ట్ష్ ి విభజ్న త్రా్గ త్ 2014 & 2015 

సెంవత్స ర్గలోల  PPAల ప్రకిెంద 2500 MW సౌర స్వమరయిో ెం జోడిెంచబడిెంది.  

ర్గస్ట్ష్ెిం వెలుపల ఉని ISTS ప్రపాజక్టసి్టల దాా ర్గ సౌర విదుో త్స్టను ఇ-ర్వర్స  బ్సడిుెంగ్ 

దాా ర్గ ోటీ ధరలకు కొనుగోలు చేయడానికి SECI/NTPCతో ఒపప ెందాలు 

కుదిర్గయి.   

2022-23 ఆర్యిక సెంవత్స ర్గనికి అదనెంగా 2000 మగావాటల RE పవర్స్ట స్వమరయిో ెం 

జోడిెంచబడిెంది.  TSDISCOMలు అెంచన్న వేయబడిన డిమాెండ్స్టను తీరా డానికి 

మర్యు ఖ్రుా  భార్గనిి  త్గిెాంచడానికి అత్ో ెంత్ ఫలితాలిచేా  మారెాంలో పవర్ 

స్టపాలనిెంగ్స్టను త్యారు చేస అమలు చేస్తూని్న రు. 

16. 

బస్-స్టసి్వెండ్, రైలేా  స్టస్తషి్నల సరసన ఎయిడ్ ోర్ ిను చేరా్గ రు. బస్-

స్టసి్వెండుల, రైలేా  స్టస్తషి్నోల  టీలు, తినుబెండార్గలు, ఇత్ర వస్తూవులు 

రేట్లల మర్యు స్టస్తషి్న్ సరాీ స్ చారీలీు అతి సా లప ెం.  ఎయిర్ 

ోరిులో టీ రూ.200/- పైగా ఉెంట్లెంది. అల అనిి ెంటికీ ఎకాు వ 

ధరలే వస్తలు చేస్తూెంటారు. ఎయిర్-ోర్ ి నిరా హణ కొరకు ప్రపతీ 

ఎయిర్ టికెట్ పైన కొెంత్ చారీ ీఉెంట్లెంది.  ఎయిర్ ోరిులో పలు 

విదేశీ మదో ెం ష్కపులు, నగల ష్కపులు, ఇత్ర దేశ, విదేశీ ప్రబాెండల 

వస్తూవులు అత్ో ధిక ధరలకు అముా డయేో  వస్తూవులు ఉెంటాయి. 

అడాా రెటజిిెంగ్ హోర్ుెంగుల ర్గస్ట్ష్ెింలో ఎకా డ ఏర్గప ట్ల చేసన్న 

యూనిట్ కు 13 రూ.లు చెలిలెంచాలి.  కానీ ఎయిర్ ోరిులో 

హోర్ుెంగులపై, వోా పార స్టసయిలలకు, ష్కపులకు, స్టసి్వర్ హోటల్ కు 
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వాటికి సెంబెంధిెంచిన కోా టగిరీల ప్రకిెందనే, ఎయిర్ ోర్ ి బయట 

టార్ఫ్ ఎల ఉెందొ, వీటికి కూడా టార్ఫ్ ను అలగే నిరణయిెంచాలి.  

ఏవియేష్న్ కు సెంబెంధిెంచి స్వెంకేతిక మర్యు ప్రపయాణకులు 

వేచి ఉెండే గదులకు కూడా రైలేా  స్టస్తషి్న్, బస్-స్టస్తషి్నల టార్ఫ్ 

కాకుెండా, కమర్యిల్ టార్ఫ్ ను వర్ూెంపజేయాలి. 

గత్ెంలో మేము అడిగిన ప్రపశి కు గౌరవ ERC వారు వాసూవ 

వినియోగానిి  విభజిెంచాలి అని ఆరదరు జారీ చేశరు.  దాని 

ప్రపకారెంగా ప్రపస్తూత్ెం ర్గజీవ్ గాెంధీ ఇెంటర్ నేష్నల్ ఎయిర్ ోర్ ి

(GMR) పర్ధిలో ఉెంట మొత్ూెం రైతుల వదద స్తకర్ెంచిన 5400 

ఎకర్గలలో ఎనిి  సరీా స్తలు ఉన్ని యి? అవి ఏ కాో టగిర్ ప్రకిెంద 

ఉన్ని యి?  వాటి వినియోగెం ఎెంత్? వాటి టార్ఫ్ మర్యు స్టసయిర 

చారీలీు (Fixed) ఎెంత్ తెలియజేయగలరని Discomలను కోరుతూ 

గౌరవ కమీష్న్ వార్ని వాసూవ వినియోగానిి  మర్యు వాటి 

ఆదాయానిి  దృష్టలిో పటి్లకొని టార్ఫ్ నిరణయిెంచి అమలు 

చేయిెంచి, డిసా మ్ ల ఆదాయానిి  పెంచే ప్రపయత్ి ెం చేయాలనీ 

విని విెంచుకుెంట్లన్ని ెం. 

17. 

ఇటీవల క్షేప్రత్స్వయియిలో పనిచేస్త తాతాా లిక చిని  ఉదో్య గులెందర్నీ 

పరా్ నెెంట్ చేయడెం జ్ర్గిెంది.  వార్ సరీా స్త సెంవత్స ర్గలను 

దృష్టలిో పటి్లకొని త్గు విధెంగా వార్ వేత్న్నలను పెంచాలి. 

కేెంప్రటా ప్రపభుత్ా  ఉదో్య గులకు పి.ఆర్.స. ప్రపతి 10 సెం.లకు, ర్గస్ట్ష్ ి

ప్రపభుత్ా  ఉదో్య గులకు 5 సెం.లకు ఒక స్వర్ అమలు చేస్వూరు.  కానీ 

అత్ో ధిక వేత్న్నలు ఉని  డిసా ెం, ప్రటాన్స  కో, జన్ కో ఉదో్య గస్తూలకు 

మాప్రత్ెం 4 సెం.లకు ఒకస్వర్ పి.ఆర్.స. అమలు చేయడెం 

జ్రుగుతుెంది.  ర్గస్ట్ష్ ిప్రపభుత్ా  ఉదో్య గులల గా పి.ఆర్.స.ని 5 సెం.లకు 

ఒక స్వర్ అమలు చేస, వినియోగదారుల  పై భారెం పరగకుెండా 

చూడాలని గౌరవ కమీష్న్ వార్ని కోరుెంచుని్న ము. 

TSNPDCL లో పని చేస్తూని  ఔట్-స్ర్స ెంగ్ ఉదో్య గులను TSNPDCLలో ఆరీజి్నులగా 

చేరా్గ రు. లేబర్ కమీష్నర్ తో ఒపప ెందెం కుదురాు కోవడెం దాా ర్గ వార్ సరాీ స్ 

నిబెంధనలు నిరే దశెంచబడాుయి. ఇెంకా, వార్ వేత్న్నలు మర్యు ఇెంప్రకిమెంటలను 

ఎపప టి కపుప డు నిరణయిెంచడెం మర్యు విడుదల చేయడెం జ్రుగుతుెంది. 

వేత్న సవరణకు సెంబెంధిెంచి, పవర్ యుటిలిటీస్ ప్రపతేో క సెంసధలు. పవర్ 

యుటిలిటీస్ లో పని చేస్తూని  ఉదో్య గులు అత్ో వసర స్తవలో మర్యు 24x7 

కాలెం పని చేస్తూెంటారు. ఈ ప్రకమెంలో వార్ ఉదో్య గుల వేత్న సవరణ 

కేెంప్రద/ర్గస్ట్ష్ ి ప్రపభుత్ా  ఉదో్య గులతో ోలా బడదు. అెంతే కాకుెండా, 1999 లో 

APSEBని అన్-బెండలిెంగ్ చేయడానికి చాల కాలెం ముెందు నుెండి ప్రపతి 

న్నలుగు సెంవత్స ర్గలకు ఒక స్వర్ వేత్న సవరణ జ్రుగుతోెంది మర్యు వేత్న 

సవరణ యొకా  కాలనుగుణత్ను పెంచడెం వలన TS పవర్ యుటిలిటీస్ లో 

పని చేస్తూని  ఉదో్య గులలో అశెంతి ఏరప డవచుా . 

18. 

సెెంప్రటల్ విజిలెన్స  కమీష్న్ మర్యు స్టస్తటి్ విజిలెన్స  కమీష్న్ కు 

సెంబెంధిెంచిన చటిాలు/నిబెంధనలను అనుసర్ెంచి విజిలెన్స  ను 

ఏర్గప ట్ల చేస, వినియోగదారుల పైనే గాకుెండా డిసా్వ మ్, ప్రటాన్స  కో, 

TSNPDCL లోని విజిలెన్స  విెంగ్ ఏ డిసా ెం అధికార్ నేత్ృత్ా ెంలో లేదు, కానీ 

జాయిెంట్ మేనేజిెంగ్ డైరెకరి్ (విజిలెన్స )/TS TRANSCO నియెంప్రత్ణలో పని 

చేస్ూెంది. జాయిెంట్ మేనేజిెంగ్ డైరెకరి్ ను ప్రపభుత్ా ెం నియమిెంచిెంది.  
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గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL - సమాదానాలు 

జన్ కోల అెంత్రతా్ అవకత్వకల పై కూడా నిఘా ఉెంచాలి.  

ప్రపస్తూత్ెం స.వి.స. నిబెంధనలకు విరుదదెంగా కెంపనీలోని 

ఉని తాధికారులే విజిలెన్స  కు ఆధిపతో్ ెం వహస్తూని్న రు. దీనిని 

చటబిదదెంగా చేయగలరని గౌరవ కమీష్న్ వార్కి విని విెంచు 

కుెంట్లన్ని ెం. 

ప్రపస్తూత్ెం TSNPDCL లో చీఫ్ విజిలెన్స  ఆఫీసర్ ోసి్తను ఔట్-స్ర్స ెంగ్ 

ప్రపతిపాదికన ర్టైర్ు అడిష్నల్ స్తపర్ెంటెండెంట్ ఆఫ్ ోలీస్ తో నిెంపారు 

మర్యు ప్రపభుత్ా ెం రెగోు లర్ చీఫ్ విజిలెన్స  ఆఫీసర్ ను నియమిెంచే వరకు 

కొనస్వగుతారు. 

 గౌరవ కమీష్న్ వార్కి మా స్తచనలు, సలహ్వలను సహృదయెంతో 

పర్శీలిెంచి, మా సమసో లను పర్షా్ ర్ెంచగలరని 

విని విెంచుకుెంట్లన్ని ెం. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి రిటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత, ధరల ప్రతిపాదన లు మరియు గ్ాస్ 

సబి్స డీ సరాా ర్జ ీగ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై ప్ీ సతీష్ కుమార్ కాప్రగడ్డ, ప్ెసిడంట్, ములుగు డిస్ట్సికి్ట ిరైస్ మిల్లెర్స  అసోసియేషన్, ములుగు 

గార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాదానాలు 

 

ప్కమ  

సంఖ్య  
అభ్య ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాదానాలు 

1. నేను మనవి చేయునది ఏమనగా ! మా రైస్ ఇండస్ట్ర ీకూడా దాదాపుగా 

90% మేరకు మిల్లుల్ల కస్మీ్ మిల్ుంగ్ ధానయ మును ప్రాసెసంగ్ 

చేయుచునన వి, ఈ ప్రకమంలో గత కొన్నన  స్ంవతస రాల నుండి FCI వారు 

మా వద్ద నుండి ఎక్సస  పోర్ట ీ రకం బియ్య ం తీసుకుంటున్నన రు.  అట్ట ీ

ప్రకమంలో తకుు వలో తకుు వగా 80 HPన్న ాల్షంగ్ యూన్నట్ లోనే 

వాడవలస వసుతంది.  మొతతంగా చూసుకుంటే 100 HP దాట్ట పోతునన ది, 

100 HP దాట్టన్న మిల్లుల్ల అన్నన ంట్టకీ కూడా NPDCL వారు HT స్రీ్వ స్ గా 

నమోదు చేస నెలకు కనీస్ బిల్లు 50,000/- రూాయ్ల్ల 

వేయుచున్నన రు. 

ఈ పరిసతిులోు  మేము అభ్య రి ధంచేది ఏమిటంటే ఒక స్ంవతస రం 

కాలాన్నకి గాను కస్మీ్ మిల్ుంగ్ 3 నెలల కాలం మాప్రతమే నడుసుతంది, 

మిగిల్న 9 నెలల్ల నెలకి 50,000/- రూాయ్ల చొపుు న 4,50,000/- 

రూాయ్ల్ల చెల్ుంచి తీప్రవంగా నష్పీోవలస వసుతంది. మారుతునన  

పరిసతిులకు అనుగుణంగా ఎపు ట్టకపుు డు నూతన సంకేతిక 

పరిజా్ఞనంతో, కొతత య్ంప్రాలను అమరిి  న్నణయ త గల బియ్యయ న్నన  CSC 

వారికి గాన్న, FCI వారికిగాన్న అంద్జేసుతన్నన ము. ఈ స్ంవతస రం నుండి 

కేంప్రద్ ప్రపభుతీ ం ఆదేశాలతో ప్రపసుతతం FRK కెరన ల్సస  బ్ల ుడింగ్ 

చేయుటకుగాను అద్నంగా కొతత య్ంప్రాలను వాడవలస వసుతంది.  

కావున LT కేటగిరి-III 100 HP నుండి 150 HPకి పంచవలసందిగా 

అభ్య రి దసుతన్నన ము. 
 

i) అన్నన  LT కేటగిర్వ-III స్ర్వీ సుల్ల 100 HP లోడ్ వరకు టారిఫ్ ఆరడర్ట 

ష్రతుల ప్రపకారం LT టారిఫ్బ్లతో మాప్రతమే బిల్ుంగ్ 

చేయ్బడుతున్నన యి.  

ii) ఏదైన్న స్ర్వీ సు  యొకు  RMD 75 KVA/100 HPన్న మించి ఉంటే, 75 

KVA కంటే ఎకుు వ ఉనన  అద్నపు RMDన్న టారిఫ్ ష్రతుల ప్రపకారం 

HT టారిఫ్బ్లతో బిల్ుంగ్ చేయ్బడుతుంది. బ్లర ీకె. స్తీష్ కుమార్ట గారు 

అభ్య ర ధనలో సూచించిన విధంగా మొతతం బిల్లును HT టారిఫ్బ్లతో 

బిల్స చేయ్డం లేదు.  

iii) ఒక వేళ 100 HP (75 KVA) లోడ్ ఉనన   HT ారిప్రశామిక 

విన్నయోగదారుల్ల HT-I ఐచిి క కేటగిర్వన్న ఎంచుకుంటే,  

నెలవార్వ కనీస్ ఛార్వలీ్ల రూ.25,800/-కి వసుతన్నన యి. కె. స్తీష్ కుమార్ట 

గారు ఆరోపంచిన విధంగా రూ.50,000/-కి బదుల్లగా దిగువ సూచించిన 

విధంగా బిల్ుంగ్ చేయ్బడుతుంది. 

(a) డిమాండ్ ఛార్వలీ్ల (CMDలో 80%)  

     75 KVAలో 80% x రూ.80                             = రూ.4,800 

(b) కనీస్ విదుయ త్ ఛార్వలీ్ల  

     75 KVAలో 80% x 50 యూన్నటుు x రూ.7      = రూ.21,000 

                               మొత్తం                     = రూ.25,800 

iv) HT ారిప్రశామిక విన్నయోగదారుల్ల కాలానుగుణ కాయ టగిరిన్న కూడా 

ఎంచుకోవచుి  (కనీస్ రజన్ వయ వధి 4 నెలల్ల).  

v) ఒక వేళ రజనల్స కేటగిర్వన్న HT విన్నయోగదారుల్ల ఎంచుకుంటే, 

బ్లసరి ఛార్వలీ్ల & కనీస్ విదుయ త్ ఛార్వలీ్ల కాలానుగుణ కాయ టగిరి 

ప్రపకారం మాప్రతమే బిల్స చేయ్బడాయి. అన్బ్ల-రజనల్స పీరియ్డ్బ్లలో 

ఎనర్వ ీఛార్వలీ్ల లేకుండా కేవలం మారినీల్స బ్లసరి ఛార్వలీ్ల @ CMDలో 

30% మాప్రతమే బిల్స చేయ్బడాయి. 

HT-I ఐచిి క కేటగిర్వ కోస్ం 150 KVA నుండి 200 KVA వరకు లోడ్బ్లన్న 

 

 

బాయిల్సడ ఇండస్ట్ర ీ చాలా గడుడ పరిసతిులను ఎదుర్ు ంటుంది, 

ఎందుచేత అనగా మా జిలాులో దాదాపుగా ఉనన  బాయిల్సడ ఇండస్ట్ర ీ

ఆంా కూడా గడచిన్న 2 స్ంవతస రాల లోనే న్నరాా ణం చేసుకోవడం 

జరిగింది. ప్రపసుతతం FCI వారు ఈ వాన్నకాలం రజన్లు  (2021-22) నుంచి 

బాయిల్సడ బియ్యయ న్నన  ఎట్ట ీ పరిసతిులోు  తీసుకోము మా వద్ద 4 
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ప్కమ  

సంఖ్య  
అభ్య ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాదానాలు 

స్ంవస్రాలకు స్రిపడ న్నలీ ల్ల ఉనన వి అందుచేత బాయిల్సడ 

బియ్య ం మాకు అవస్రం లేద్న్న తేల్ి  చెపు న్నరు.  ప్రపసుతతం మా 

జిలాులో అభివృదిధ చెందిన ఇండస్ట్ర ీ ఆంా కూడా FCI మీద్ 

ఆధారపడి న్నరాి ంచుకునన ది.  ఈ పరిసతిులోు  తమరికి కోరుచునన ది 

HT-1(A) ఐచిి కం ప్రపసుతతం 150 KVA గా ఉనన ది దాన్నన్న 200 KVA గా 

మారి గలరన్న అభ్య రి ధసుతన్నన ము. 

పంచడం గౌరవనీయ్మైన రెగుయ లేటర్వ కమిష్న్ పరిధిలో ఉంది. 

 

ఫై రెండు విజపాుతలకు తమరు అంగీకరిస్తత ఇండస్ట్ర ీ కొంత కాలం 

మనుగడ సగించగలదు.  లేన్న పక్షంలో కనీస్ విదుయ త్ చార్వలీ్ల కటలీేక 

ఇటు బాయిల్సడ ఇండస్ట్ర ీగాన్న అటు 100 HP దాట్టన్న రా-రైస్ ఇండస్ట్ర ీ

గాన్న మూత పడే ప్రపమాద్ం ఉనన ది.  21 ఫిప్రబవరి 2022న జరిగే 

విన్నయోగదారుల మీట్టంగ్ లో మా జిలాు  తరపున మాకు మాటాు డే 

అవకాశం ఇపు ంచగలరు. 

గౌరవ కమీష్న్ వారి పరిధిలోన్న అంశం. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ 

సరాా ర్జ ీగ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీమతి పి. మమత్, గ్ామము : ప్తిిపాక నెక్క ండ మండలం, వరంరల్ జిల్లల , తెలంాణ ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖ్ా  
అభా్ ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

నేను అనగా పాల్త్యి  మమత w/o సంతోష్ గ్రగామము పత్తయపాక మండలం 

: నెక్క ండ, జిలా్ల వరంగల్ గ్రాయునది ఏమనగా నేను బోరు భావి 

సరీ్వ స్ కనెక్షన్ క్రకు ఇవీ గా 3 నెలలు గడిచినపప టికిని నాకు 

కరంటు లైన్ ఇవీ డం లేదు.  కావున ఈ విషయమును పలు సారాు 

మండల అధికారులను వినన వించుకునన పప టికీను పరిషక రించడం 

లేదు.  కావున మా యొకక  సమసి ను పరిషక రించ గలరని మనవి. 
Transaction ID No.TTNCOC22101720300. 

పత్తయపాక గ్రగామము, నెక్క ండ మండలం, వరంగల్ జిలా్లకు చందిన పాల్త్యి  

మమత గారు 16.12.2021 రోజున నెం.NCOC22101720300తో మీ-సేా లో 5 

HP లోడుతో వి వసాయ బోరు బావి సరీ్వ స్ కనెక్షన్ క్రకు దరఖాస్తయ 

చేస్తకునాన రు. సర్వీ  పూరియ చేసి ఎసిమిేట్ సిదధం చేశాము.  ఆ భూమిలో మొకక  

జొనన  పంట వేశారు. మొకక జొనన  పంట తీసిన తరీ్వ త పనులు పూరియ చేసి 

సర్వీ స్త విడుదల చేసాయము. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీమతి L. గాయగ్తి, గ్గామము : ప్తిిపాక నెక్క ండ మండలం, వరంరల్ జిల్లల , తెలంగాణ గార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

నేను అనగా గాయత్రీ లావుడ్య  w/o తిరుమల్, 

త్రగామము పతిపిాక మండ్లం నెక్క ండ్ జిలాా 

వరంగల్ వాస్విుయ రాలను నా భావికి (వయ వసాయ) క్త్ ి

స్రీ్వ స్ క్రకు డి.డి. కట్ట ి 6 నెలల పైన అవుతంది.  

కానీ ఇపప ట్ట వరకు ఎలాంట్ట పని కాలేదు.  కావున 

చరయ లు ీస్కక ని నాకు స్రీ్వ స్ ఇప్ప ంచగలరని 

మనవి.    డి.డి. కట్టనిపప ట్ట సీరియల్ 

నెం.TTNCO22101642285. 

పతిపిాక త్రగామము, నెక్క ండ్ మండ్లం, వరంగల్ జిలాాకు చందిన లావుడ్య  గాయత్రతి w/o 

తిరుమల్ గారు వయ వసాయ బావికి క్త్ ిస్ర్వీ సు క్రకు దరఖాసిు నెం. NC0-22101642285, 

తేది:21.08.2021న చేసుక్నాా రు. WBS నెం.A-2101-07-02-02-01-020 ద్వీ రా ఎస్టమిేట్ 

వేయడ్ం జరిగినది.  ఆ భూమిలో జొనా  పంట వేశారు.  ఆ పంట  ీస్టన  త్రువాత్ 

పనులు పూర్వ ిచేయబడుతాయి. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై గ్ీ ఎల్. లగ్ ప్తి, గ్ామము : ప్తిిపాక, నెక్క ండ మండలం, వరంరల్ జిల్లల , తెలంాణ ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు 

సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

మేము నెక్క ొండ మొండలొం వరొంగల్ జిలా్ల మర్రిక్ముు  రైతులము 

నమస్క ిొంచి ర్రాయునది ఏమనగా ! మర్రిక్ముు  ర్రగామము పత్తపిాక దగ గర 

పాత ర్రానస ఫారు ర్ ర్రరొంద 30 ఎకరొం మిట్ట పొంట్ల సాగు చేసి్తనా్న ము.  

కరొంటు స్రఫరాలో అాొంతరములు ఏరప డి ఫ్యూ జులు క్ట్ట టయడడొం, 

ర్రానస ఫారు ర్ కాలిపోవడొం జరుగుతుొంది.  దీనిని అధికారుల దృష్టటర 

తీస్తకుపోగా ఇొంకో ర్రానస ఫారు ర్ పె టా లని చెప్పప న్నరు.  కానీ 

ఇపప ివరకు పిటొంచుకోవడొం లేదు.  ర్రానస ఫారు ర్ కాలినప్పప డు 

రైతులకు పొంట్ నష్టొం జరుగుతుొంది.  కావున దడచేసి అధికారులతో 

మాాాడి స్మస్ూ  పిష్క ిొంచ వలసినదిగా కోరుచునా్న ము. 

మర్రిక్ము  పత్తపిాక ర్రగామొం, నెక్క ొండ మొండలొం, వరొంగల్ 

జిలా్లకు చెొందిన SS-20/100 KVA ర్రాన్సస  ఫారు ర్ మీద అధిక లోడు 

తగ్ గొంచుట్ క్రకు తేది:09.09.2021న ఎసిటమేట్ ఆమోదిొంచబడిొంది. 

అదనప్ప ర్రాన్సస  ఫారు ర్ క్రకు గదె్ద నిరాు ణ స్మడొంలో ట్టర ీక్మల ా

ట్టరనీిా్ రడి ిమియు ట్టర ీమైరా లక్ష్ు డూ  గారాు నిరాు ణానిా  ాి 

ట్టస్లలొంలో చేపిటనొందుకు ఆట్ొంకొం తెలిప్పనొందువలన పనులు 

చేపట్టలేక పోయాము. అయినపప ికీ ర్రాన్సస  ఫారు ర్ గదె్ద నిరాు ణ 

క్రకు ఇతర ట్టస్లలము ఎనాు కోవడొం జిగ్ొంది. పొంట్ తీసిన 

తరుాత పని పూి ిచేసిాము. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై గ్ీ లావుడ్ా  రామ, గ్ామము : ప్తిిపాక, నెక్క ండ్ మండ్లం, వరంరల్ జిలాల , తెలంాణ ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు 

సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

నేను లావుడ్య  రామ s/o చిన్న  వెంకటి గ్రామము పత్తపిాక, 

మెండ్లెం నెక్క ెండ్, వరెంగల్ జిలాా బావి క్రకు డి.డి. తీసి 25 

సెంవత్స రములు కావసి్తన్నన  ఇపప టి వరకు ఎలాెంటి కరెంట్ 

కనెక్షన్ ఇవవ లేదు.  పలు మారా్ల మెండ్ల అధికార్లల దృషిటికి 

తీస్తకు వళ్లనా్ ఎలాెంటి గ్రపయోజన్ెం లేదు.  కావున్ న్నకు కనెక్షన్ 

ఇప్ప ెంచ గలరని మన్వి. 

పత్తపిాక గ్రామెం, నెక్క ెండ్ మెండ్లెం, వరెంగల్ జిలాాకు చెందిన్ లావుడ్య  

రామ w/o చిన్న  వెంకటి, వయ వసాయ భావి సర్వవ స్తకు అప్పప డు ఉన్న  

నిబెంధన్ల గ్రపకారెం 01.11.1996న్ SC No.12214-00137తో విడుదల 

చేయడ్ెం జరిగెంది. లావుడ్య  రామ కసటమర్ చార్వలీ గ్రకిెంద రూ.1,920/-  

డిసెంబర్ 2021 నెలలో చల్ెాంచార్ల.  
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై గ్ీ నాయిని ఎల్లల  రెడ్డి,  

s/o కిషా్ట రెడ్డ,ి R/o శాతాపురం గ్ామము, పాలకుర్థ ిమండలం, జనామ జిల్లల   ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

నా యొక్క  ఇంటి ఆవరణలో ఇంటికి ఆనుకొని 11 KV SS-Iలో శాతాపురం 

గ్రామము, పాలకుర్త ిమండలం, జనామ జిలా్లలో లైను వెళ్ళ ంది నా ఇంటిలో 

వివిధ పండ ామొక్క లు హర్తత హారం మొక్క లు నాటియునన వి. వాటికి నా 

యొక్క  ఇంటికి చాల్ల ఇబ్బ ందిా వంది, ఇంతకు ముందు మా మొక్క  దుదె్ద 

వరణం వచ్చి నపుు డు చెట్ ాద్వా రా క్రంటు షాక్ కొటినిది.  ద్వనికి ాను మన 

క్రంటు AE ార్తకి లెట్రు పెటినిాము కానీ ఆతను షిఫ్ంిగ్ డి.డి. క్ట్మినాన రు.  

ద్వనికి నా దగ్ గర అంత డబ్బబ  లేదు క్నుక్ నా యొక్క  ఇంటిని క్రంటు 

లైనును పర్తశీలంచ్చ ఆ యొక్క  లైనును మా ఇంటి ముందు నుండి 

తీయంచగ్లరు.  అటా్ల తీసినచో మా గ్రామానికి వీధి లైటాు మెయన్ రోడ్ లో 

లేవ. లైను లేనందున అటు లైను వసి్ంది.  మా గ్రామానికి వీధి లైటాుా పని 

చేసి్తయ.  ఇంతకు ముందు AE ార్తకి ఇచ్చి న లెట్రు జత పరిు చునాన ను.  

11 KV లైన్్ను మారి డానికి మర్తయు షిఫ్ంిగ్ ఎసిమిేట్ సిదధం 

చేయడానికి ్శీ ీ నాయని ఎలా్లరడి ి ారు సమమ తి లేఖను 

సమర్తు ంచ్చ చెలంాపులు జర్తపిన తరువాత ఎసిమిేట్ వేసి 

పనులు చేపట్బి్డును. 

2. 

నాకు ఇంటి క్రంటు బిలాులు 2 నెలలకు ఒక్ స్తర్త తీసి్నాన రు ద్వనిని నెలకు 

ఒక్ స్తర్త తీయమని RTI ద్వా రా కోరడం జర్తగంది.  ద్వనికి ఇంతవరకు ర్తపెల  ా

లేదు.  అది కూడా జత పరచుచునాన ను.   నాకు క్రంటు బిలాు ఎకుక వా 

వసి్ంది. 

TSNPDCL నిబ్ంధనల గ్రపకారం, గ్రామీణ గ్రపాంత సర్వా స్లు 2 

నెలల సైకిల్కు ఒక్ స్తర్త మాగ్రతమే బిలాులు ఇవా బ్డతాయ 

మర్తయు పాలకుర్త ి మండలం శాతాపూర్ గ్రామం గ్రామీణ 

గ్రపాంతంలోకి వసి్ంది. 
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గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ నాయిని ఎల్లల  రెడ్డి, భారతీయ కిసాన్ సంఘ్ రాష్ట్ర ారా  వరగ సభ్యా లు  గార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

శాతపురం గ్రామం, పాలకుర్త ిమండలం, జనామ జిలా్లలోని రైతులు శ్ర ీచొప్ప  

ఆంజనేయులు, పెద్దపురం, తొగ్రూరు (2) శ్ర ీ చొప్ప  రమేష్, పెద్దపురం, 

తొగ్రూరు ారు 15 సంవతస రముల గ్రరంద్ శాతపురం శివారులో 132 /S .No . 4 

ఏకారముల భూమి కొని వయ వసాయ బోరు వేసుకొని సాంక్షన్ తీసుకొని గ్రప్తి 

సంవతస రం కరంటు బిలాు కటుుచునా్న రు.  వార్తర 2 పోల్సస  దూరంలో బోరు 

వంది. దానిర సరీ్వ స్ వైర్ ఫై మోటారు నడుపుకుంటున్నా రు.  వార్తకీ కగ్రరలు 

న్నటడం వలన ప్కక  రైతులు ఇబ్బ ందులు పెటుుచునా్న రు.  ాలి దుమారం 

వచ్చి నపుప డల ావార్త ఇబ్బ ందులు వరణన్నతీతంా వంది.  కనుక అట్టు పేద్ 

రైతులకు రండు కరంటు పోల్సస  వేసి వాళ్ళ  జీవితాలాో వెలుగు నింప్గలరు.  

వాళ్ళళ  ఎనిా  సారాు వినా వించుకున్నా  అధికారులు సప ందించడం లేదు.  

వాళ్నాు పోల్సస  వైరాు కొనుక్కక  మంటున్నా రు. వార్తర ఆ శ్ మమత లేదు కనుక 

వార్తర న్నయ యం చెయగలరు. 

వయ వసాయ సర్వీ సు SC నం.14121-00203 శ్రమీతి న్నయిని సునీత 

పేరు మీద్ చాల్ల కాలం గ్రరతం అప్ప ట్ట నిబ్ంధనల గ్రప్కారం 

ర్తలీజ్ అయినది. గ్రప్సిుతము కావలసిన LT పోల్సస  ని వయ వసమ 

బ్లోపేత ప్థకం (System Strengthening Network Scheme) 

దాీ రా చరయ లు తీసుక్కబ్డును.  
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గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై గ్ీ నాయిని ఎల్లల  రెడ్డి,  

భారతీయ కిసాన్ సంఘ్ రాష్ట్ర ారా  వరగ సభ్యా లు  గార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

శాతపురం గ్రామములో పాలకుర్త ి మండలం జనామ జిలా్లలో మా గ్రామ 

గ్రపారంభం దురా్గమాత గుడి నండి గ్రామ అంతం పూర్త ివరకు పోల్స్  లైన 

లేక ర్గగ్రి పూట గ్రామము అంధకారంలో ఉంది. బజారులలో లైటా్ల వండి 

గ్రామ మొదలు, చివర్త వరకు లైన లేని కారణంా లైటా్ల వేయలేక 

పోతునా్న రు. కనక అట్ట ి లైన వేసి మా గ్రామానాి  చీకట్ట నండి విముక్త ి

చేయగలరు. 

గ్రామ పంచాయతీ సరప ంచ్ ార్తనిలైన్ ఏర్గప ట్లకు చెల్ంాపు 

చేయడానిక్త సమమ ి లేఖ ఇవ్వా లని ఇపప ట్టకే అభయ ర్త థంచాము. 

అయితే గ్రామ పంచాయతీ సరప ంచ్ నండి ఎట్లవంట్ట సమమ ి 

ర్గలేదు. అయినపప ట్టకీ బడ్జటె్ లభయ తన  బట్ట ిరోడ్డు వంబడి 

లైన్్ వేయబడ్డన. 

2. 

అదే విధంా మెయిన్ రోడ్డులో ఇండ్డా ఉనా  రైతులు వ్వర్త వ్వర్త ఇండకాు 

కరంట్లన 3, 4, పోల్్స  దూరం నండి సరా్వ స్ వైర్ పై తీసుకో వలసి వసిుంది 

కనక పర్తశీల్ంచి వ్వర్తక్త ఆ ఇబబ ంది నండి విముక్త ిచేయగలరు. 

పర్తశీల్ంచి పర్తషా్క రం చేయబడ్డన. 
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గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ నాయిని ఎల్లల  రెడ్డి, భారతీయ కిసాన్ సంఘ్ రాష్ట్ర ారా  వరగ సభ్యా లు  గార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

శాతపురం గ్రామములో SC కాలనీ సంటర్ల ోఇండ్ ోమధ్య లో SS-I గ్రాన్స ఫారమ ర్ 

ఉంది.  దాని పై ఓవర్ లోడ్ కారణంా గ్రరతి సారి గ్రాన్స ఫారమ ర్ కాలటం 

మరియు ఇండ్ ో మధ్య లో ఉండ్టం వలన్ గ్రామ దళిత గ్రరజలు చాలా 

ఇబ్బ ంది రడుచున్నా రు. భయ గ్రరంతులకు గురి అవుచున్నా రు. అట్ట ి

గ్రాన్స ఫారమ ర్ ను మారచ మని ఎనిా  సారోు వినా్ వించుకున్నా  అట్ట ి

గ్రాన్స ఫారమ ర్ ను మారచ టం లేదు.  అది జన్నల మధ్య  ఉండ్టం వలన్ 

రశులు, మేకలు, జన్నలకు చాలా సార ోషాక్ కొటడి్ం జరిగంది దానిని వంటనే 

అకక డ్ నుండి షిఫ్ట ి చేసి మా యొకక  దళిత బ్ందులకు భయందోళన్ల 

నుండి విముక్త ిచేయగలరని న్న యొకక  మన్వి.  ఫోటో జతరరచుచునా్న ము. 

శాతపురం గ్రామములో SC కాలనీ సంటర్ల ోఇండ్ ోమధ్య లో SS-

I/100 KVA  గ్రాన్స ఫారమ ర్ ఉనా్ ది. SS-I/100 KVA  గ్రాన్స ఫారమ ర్ 

షిఫ్ంిగ్ కొరకు ఎసిమిేట్ WBS నం.D-2001-08-02-02-03-002 తో 

శాంక్షన్ అయిన్ది మరియు డిమాండ్ నోటీసు గ్రామా 

రంచాయితీ సరప ంచ్ ారి ఇవవ డ్ం జరిగన్ది.  చెల్ంోపులు 

జరిపిన్ పిమమ ట రనులు చేరటడి్ం జరుగుతుంది.  గ్రరమాదాల 

నివారణ చరయ లు చేరటడి్ం జరిగన్ది. 
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గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై గ్ీ E. సోమాజీ, శాత్పురం గ్ామం, పాలకుర్థ ిమండలం,  భారతీయ కిసాన్ సంఘ్, జనామ జిల్లల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు 

సమాదానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  
సంఖా్  

అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాదానాలు 

1. 

శాతపురం గ్రామం పాలకుర్త ి మండలం జనామ జిలా్లలో ఉనన  SC 
కాలనీ గ్రామం మధ్య లో SS-I గ్రాన్స్ఫ ా రమ ర్ ఉనన ది.  గత 20 
సంవతఫ రముల నం0డి తీగ్రవ ఇబ్బ ందులు పడుచున్స్న ము.  వరష 
కాలంలో ఉరుములు, మెరుపులు వచ్చి నపుు డు అక్క డ నివసిసి్తనన  
గ్రపజలు తీగ్రవ ఇబ్బ ందులకు గుర్త అవుచున్స్న రు.  స్తమారుా 20 మంది 
ాయ పడా్డరు మర్తయు గొగ్రెలు, బ్గ్రెలు, మేక్లు కూడ్డ విదుయ త్ షాక్ కు 
బ్లి అయిపోయిన్స్యి. కావున మా గ్రామం యందు దయతలచ్చ ఉర్త 
మధ్య లో ఉనన  SS KV : 100 గ్రాన్స్ఫ ా రమ ర్ న తొలగంచ్చ ఊర్త బ్యటకు 
వేయగలరని మా గ్రామా గ్రపజల మనవి.  దీని ఫోటో జత పరుసి్తన్స్న న. 

i) శాతపురం గ్రామం పాలకుర్త ిమండలం జనామ జిలా్లలోని SC కాలనీ 
గ్రామం మధ్య లో ఉనన  SS-I 100 KVA DTR షిఫ్టంగ్ ఎసిటమేట్ WBS No.D-
2001-08-02-02-03-002 దా్వ రా మంజూరు చేయబ్డింది మర్తయు గ్రామ 
పంచాయతీ సరు ంచ్కి డిమాండ్ నోటీస్త తేది:21.07.2020 జారీ 
చేయబ్డింది.   

ii) గ్రామ పంచాయతీ నండి చెలింాపులు జర్తగన తరువాత పని చేపటటడం 
జరుగుతంది. 

iii) అయినపు టికీ గ్రపమాద్వలు జరగకుండ్డ నివారణ చరయ లు 
తీస్తకున్స్న ము. 

2. 

శాతపురం గ్రామం పాలకుర్త ి మండలం జనామ జిలా్ల శాతపురం 
గ్రామంలో మెయిన్ రోడ్ అనా బి.టి రోడ్ వీధి లైట్ఫ  లేవు.  కావున 
గ్రామం వైకుంఠధామం నండి ఊర్త చ్చవర్త వరకు అనా పోచమమ  గుడి 
వరకు వీధి దీపాలు వేయించ్చ ఉర్తకి వీధి లైట్ఫ  వెలిగే విధ్ంా 
చేయగలరని మా గ్రామ గ్రపజల మనవి మర్తయు గ్రామ వీధిలో లూజు 
పోల్సఫ  అక్క డ అక్క డ వేయ వలసి వునన ది. అదే విధ్ంా అంగన్ వాడి 
కంగ్రదము II నండి ఆయితని ్ నినివా్ పశువుల కొటటము వరకు సింగల్స 
పేజ్ లైన్ మంజూరు చేయగలరు.  ద్వనికి సంబ్ంధించ్చన ఫోటో 
జతపరి నైనది. 

శాతపురం గ్రామం మెయిన్ రోడ్ అనా బి.టి రోడ్ వరకు, గ్రామం 
వైకుంఠధామం నండి ఊర్త చ్చవర్త వరకు అనా పోచమమ  గుడి వరకు వీధి 
దీపాల కొరకు మర్తయు అంగన్ వాడి కంగ్రదము-II నండి ఆయితని 
్ నినివా్ పశువుల కొటటము వరకు సింగల్స ఫెజ్ లైన్ ఎసిటమేషన్ కొరకు 
సమమ తి పగ్రానిన  సమర్తు ంచాలని గ్రామ పంచాయతీ సరు ంచ్కు 
ఇదివరక తెలియజేయడమైనది. కానీ గ్రామ పంచాయతీ సరు ంచ సమమ తి 
ఇవా డ్డనికి మర్తయు అవసరమైన మొాినిన  చెలింాచడ్డనికి 
నిరాక్ర్తంచారు. మధ్య సథ ్సథంలల ఏరాు టు కోసం శాతపురం గ్రామానిన  
పూర్తిా  తనిఖీ నిరా హంచ్చ ెండు గ్రపదేశాలు గుర్తంిచ్చ ెండు పోల్సఫ  ని 
ఏరాు టు చేశాము.   

3. 

శాతపురం గ్రామం పాలకుర్త ి మండలం జనామ జిలా్లలోని న్స్యిని 
ఎలా్లెడి ాార్త ఇంటి మధ్య లో వున్స్న  క్ెంట్ ్సథం ం లైనన తొలగంచ్చ 
మెయిన్ రోడ్ కు షిఫ్టట చేయగలరు.  అదే విధ్ంా మెయిన్ రోడ్ లైనన 
కొతిా  వేయగలరు.  కావున మా యందు దయ తలచ్చ మంజూర్త 
చేయగలరని న్స్ యొక్క  మనవి.  సంబ్ంధిత ఫోటో జత పరచనైనది. 

్ ని న్స్యిని ఎలా్లెడి ాగృహ గ్రపాంగణంలో ఉనన  ్సంిన్నిన  గ్రపధాన రహద్వర్త 
వైపుకు మారి డం కోసం షిఫ్టంగ్ ఎసిటమేషన్ తయారీ కోసం సమమ తి లేఖన 
సమర్తు ంచాలని తెలియజేయడం జర్తగంది. ్ ని న్స్యిని ఎలా్లెడి ా ారు 
సమమ తి లేఖన ఇవా డ్డనికి అంగీక్ర్తంచారు. చెలింాపులు జర్తగన తరువాత 
పని చేపటటడం జరుగుతంది. 
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గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై 

 గ్ీ ఎగ్ర మల్లలష్. ప్సరమడ్ల గ్ామం, జనామ జిల్లల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 

 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

పసరమడ్ల గ్రామ శివారులో 393 లో ఏరా్ప టు చేసిన గ్రాన్్స  ఫారమ రుకు అధిక లోడు 

కనెక్షన్లల ఇవ్వ డ్ం వ్లన బోరు మోారుల తరుచుా కాలిపోవుచునన ందున తగు చరయ లు 

తీసుకొన్లటకై తమతో విజ్ఞప్త.ి 

ఫై విషయాన్లసారంా తమరికి మనవి చేయునది ఏమనా!  

నేన్ల అనా ఎగ్రర మల్లలష్, తంగ్రి: నర్ య్య , వ్ృత్త:ి వ్య వ్సాయ్ం నివాసం గ్రామం: 

పసరమడ్ల, మండ్లం జ్నామ, జిల్లల  జ్నామ నివాసుడ్న్ల.  మా పసరమడ్ల 

గ్రామములోని సర్వవ  నెం.393లో ఏరా్ప టు చేసిన గ్రాన్్స  ఫారమ ర్ నెం.2513891, 

తేదీ:26.09.2012, జి.నెం.120048829, 25 KVA గల దాని ఫై గ్రపసిుతం 7 బోరు మోారుల 

ఉనన వి.  కేవ్లం 5 HP బోరు మోటర్రుల 5 నడువ్వ్లసి ఉండ్ా అదనంా భినన ంా 7 

మోారుల 3-5 HP నడుసిుండ్ా 4 - 7.5 మోారుల నడుసిునన వి. తదావ ర్ప లోడు ఎకుు వ్ 

అయిన మా మోటరు కాలిపోవుచునన ది. గత 2 సంవ్త్ ర్పలుా లైన్స మేన్స కు ఫిర్పయ దు 

చేసిన ఎల్లంటి చరయ లు తీసుకోకపోవ్డ్ంతో మేము మా యొకు  పంటలకు నషటం 

వాటిలులతునన ది.  

కావున దయామయులైన మీరు ఇటిట విషయ్ంలో చొరవ్ తీసుకొని తగు న్యయ య్ం 

వేడుకొంటున్యన ము. 

పసరమడ్ల గ్రామంలోని సర్వవ  నెం.393లో ఏరా్ప టు 

చేసిన 25 KVA గ్రాన్్స  ఫారమ ర్ మీద 5 అధికారిక 

సర్వవ సులు ఉన్యన యి. ఇందులో 2 సర్వవ సులు 7.5 HP 

లోడుతో నడుపుచున్యన రు. 3 సర్వవ సులు 5 HPతో 

నడుపుచున్యన రు. అదనంా 2 సర్వవ సులు 

అనధికారంా ఈ గ్రాన్్స  ఫారమ ర్ మీద 

నడువుచున్యన రు. దీనివ్లన గ్రపసిుతమునన  25 KVA 

గ్రాన్్స  ఫారమ ర్ మీద లోడు ఎకుు వ్ అయినది.  ఇటీవ్ల 

2 అనధికార సర్వవ సులకు DDలు కటటడ్ం జ్రిగినది 

మరియు గ్రాన్్స  ఫారమ ర్ కెపాసిటీ 25 KVA న్లంి 63 

KVAకు పంచడానికి ఎసిటమేట్ WBS No.T-2101-08-01-

01-02-027 వేయ్డ్ం జ్రిగింది.  గ్రాన్్స  ఫారమ ర్ 

కెపాసిటీ పంచి అనధికార సర్వవ సులు 

గ్రకమబదీకీరిసిాము. విదుయ త్ సరఫర్ప లోపం వ్లన 

ఎల్లంటి నషటం రైతులకు వాటిలలల్లదు. 
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గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ శ్శిభూషణ్ ాచే, అడ్వ కేట్, స్ట టట్ కో-ఆర్థనిేటర్, కిసాన్ ాంగ్ెస్, # 8-55, నడివీధి, మంథని జిల్లల  గార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

విద్యు త్ ప్రమాదాల నివారణకు 

రటిష్టమైన చరు లు చేరట్టట లి, 

రక్షణ వ్ు వ్స్ధను బలోపేతం 

చేసి ప్రమాదాలను 

నివారంచాలి. చేతి వ్ృత్తుల 

వారకి 250 యూనిట్ల వ్రకు 

ఉచితంగా అందంచాలి.  

(కౌరశాలలు, ఇస్త్రు షాపుల 

మాదరగా) గత మూడు 

స్ంవ్తస రాలుగా విద్యు త్ 

ప్రమాదాల వివ్రాలు రంపిణి 

స్ంస్ధల వారీగా ఇవ్వ గలరు.  

విద్యు త్ బిలులల చెలిలంపు 

సామరధు ం ఉండి దీరఘ కాలికంగా 

రంపిణి స్ంస్ధలకు మండి 

బకాయిల వ్సూళ్ల విష్యమై 

రంపిణి స్ంస్ధలు తీసుకునన  

చరు లు, నివేదక. 

మా సిబబ ంద తరచూ క్షేప్త స్థసాయియిలో తనిఖీ చేసి లూజు లైనలను గురుంచి పునరుదీకీరంచడం మరయు 

అవ్స్రమునన  చోట్ మధ్ు స్యి స్థస్ుంలలు ఏరాా టు చేయడం జరుగుత్తంద. వివిధ్ రధ్కాలలో లూజు లైనలను 

గురుంచి పునరుదీకీరంచడం జరుగుత్తంద.  విద్యు త్ ప్రమాదాల అరకట్టంద్యకు ఎరా టికపుా డు రటిష్టమైన 

చరు లను చేపాట్టట డం జరుగుత్తంద. చేతి వ్ృత్తుల వారకి 0-250 యూనిట్ల వ్రకు (క్షౌరశాలలు, ఇస్త్రు షాపుల 

మాదరగా) ఉచితంగా అందంచడమనేద ప్రభుతవ  రరధిలోని విధానరరమైన అంశము.    

ఆర్థకి 

సంవత్స రం 

గ్ప్మాదాల వలల మరణంచిన సంఖా్  చెలంచిన ఎకస -గ్ేషియా 
 

గ్పాణ 

నషటం ాని 

గ్ప్మాదాలు 
మనుషులు ప్శువులు మనుషులు 

చెలలంచిన 

ఎక్సస -

గ్ేషియా 

ప్శువులు 

చెలలంచిన 

ఎక్సస -

గ్ేషియా 
2018-19 348 1063 135 270 1181.5 760 362.925 

2019-20 476 1080 84 211 1058 580 284.925 

2020-21 460 974 59 351 1763 726 355.590 

మొత్తం 1284 3117 278 832 4002.5 2066 1003.440 

స్త్ైవేట్ స్రీవ సులకు స్ంబంధించిన విద్యు త్ బకాయిలు: డిస్క నెక్ట ట తేద ముగిసిన తరావ త సేవ్లు డిస్క నెక్ట ట 

చేయబడుత్తన్నన యి మరయు  డిస్క నెక్ట ట చేసిన తరావ త వినియోగదారుడు (3) నెలలలోపు బకాయిలు 

చెలిలంచడంలో విఫలమైతే, వినియోగదారులకు GTCS నిబంధ్నల ప్రకారం ఉరవాకు  స్ంఖ్ు : 5.9.4   అప్గిమంట్ 

రదీ్య నోటీసులు జారీ చేయబడతాయి. 

దీరఘకాలంగా పండింగ్లల ఉనన  బకాయిలకు రెవెన్యు  రకవ్రీ చట్టం యొకక  నిబంధ్నలు కూడా వ్రుంర 

చేయబడుత్తన్నన యి. 

ప్రభుతవ  శాఖ్ బకాయిలకు స్ంబంధించి, తెలంగాణ ప్రభుతవ ం సూచనల మేరకు ప్రభుతవ  శాఖ్లు అక్టటబర్ 2019 

నుండి ప్కమం తరా కుండా CC ఛారీలీను చెలిలసుున్నన రు. రాస్త్ష్ట ప్రభుతవ ం ప్రతి నెల LIS, HMWS మరయు మిష్న్ 

భగీరథ స్రీవ సుల CC బిలులలకు ట్టరఫ్ స్బిస డీతో పాటు నిధులు విడుదల చేస్ుంద. 

2. 

విద్యు త్ రంపిణి స్ంస్ధలు 

విద్యు త్ వినియోగదారుల ఫై 

చారీలీ పంపు ప్రతిపాదనల 

కారణంగా వినియోగదారులు 

ప్రతు ంన్ను య వ్ు వ్స్ధల ఫై 

ఆధారరడితే రంపిణి స్ంస్ధలు 

ఆరధక స్ంవ్తస రం 2016-17 తరువాత విద్యు త్ చారీలీను పంచలేద్య మరయు అనిన  రకాల వ్ు యాలు 

పరగినంద్యన చారీలీ పంపు అనివారు మైనద. 
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స్ంక్షోభంను ఎద్యర్కక నే 

అవ్కాశం ఉంద.  కావున చారీలీ 

పంపు ప్రతిపాదనను 

ఉరస్ంహరంచుక్టవాలి. 
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గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

బిపిఎల్ కుటుంబాలకు, షెడ్యూ ల్ ్ కులాలు, షెడ్యూ ల్ ్

తెగలకు చుందిన వారికి 200 యూనిట్ల వరకు ఉచిత విద్యూ త్ 

అుందిుంచాలి.  రాష్ట్ర ప్రభుతవ ుం సబిి డీల ప్కిుంద 

చలిలుంచాలిి న మొతా్తనిి  ప్రముం తరప కుుండా ఆరిరి 

సుంవతి రుం లోపే చలిలుంచాలి. 

ప్రసా్తతుం షెడ్యూ ల్ ్కులాలు మరియు షెడ్యూ ల్ ్తెగలకు చుందిన వారి యొరక  

గృహ వినియోగానికి సుంబుంధుంచి 0-101 యూనిట్ల వరకు ప్రభుతవ ుం రియుంబరి్స  

ముంట్ చలిలసా్తుంది. 0-200 యూనిట్ల వరకు ఉచితుంగా సరఫరా చేయడుం అనే 

అుంశుం రాష్ట్ర ప్రభుతవ  రరిధలోని విధానరరమైన నిరణయుం. 

2. 

ప్రముం తరప కుుండా గడువులోపులోగా విద్యూ త్ రుంపిణి 

సుంసలిు సమప్గ ఆదాయ ఆవశూ రత సమాచారుం (ARR) 

రమీ్న్ కు సమరిప ుంచడుంలో జాప్యూ నికి గల కారణాలు. 

డిసక ుంలు ఆరిరి సుంవతి రుం 2018-19 వరకు ప్రతి సుంవతి రుం సమప్గ ఆదాయ 

ఆవశూ రత నివేదిరలను సమరచ పిుంచడుం జరిగినది.  కానీ ఆరిరి సుంవతి రుం 

2019-20 నుుండి ఆరిరి సుంవతి రుం 2021-22 సుంవతి రాలకు సుంబుంధుంచిన 

సమప్గ ఆదాయ ఆవశూ రత మరియు ప్రతిప్యదిత ధరల నివేదిరలను తెలుంగాణ 

అసుంబ్లల ఎనిి రలు 2018 నియమావళి, లోర సభ ఎనిి రలు 2019 నియమావళి, 

ICAD నుుండి LIS సమాచార జారూ ుం వలన, వారిరి ఖాత్తలు (Annual Accounts) 

సకాలుంలో పూర్త ా చేయర పోవడుం వలన, మునిి రల్ ఎనిి రల నియమావళి 

వలన, కుంప్ద విద్యూ త్ ముంప్తితవ  శాఖ వారి ధరల హేతుబద్ధరిరణ చేయడానికి, 

కోవిద్-19  లాక్-డౌన్ వలన మరియు GHMC ఎనిి రల నియమావళి వలన 

సకాలుంలో సమప్గ ఆదాయ ఆవశూ రత నివేదిరలను సమరిప ుంచ లేద్య. 
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గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

శ్ర రాంసాగర్ ప్రాజెక్ట ్ నసాడి వచ్చే  వరద కాల్వ లో 

మోటార్లు పెట్్టకునే వారికి విద్యు త్ కనెక్షన్ ఇవవ డసా 

లేద్య.  

ప్రరభుత్వ ము కాళేశ్వ రసా లసాటి ఎనో్న  లిఫ్ట ్ఇరిగేషన్ు 

ద్వవ ాం వు వగయ రసాగానికి నీర్ల ఇస్తసాది.  రైతులు 

ప్రరభుత్వ ము ఫై ఆధార రడకుసాడా త్మ స్వ సాత్ 

ఖర్లే ల్తో మోటార్లు ఏాాం ట్ట చ్చస్కుసాట్టసాటే 

అనమతి ఇవవ కపోవడసా విచార కరసా.  రైతులు త్మ 

రసాట రక్షణ కోస్సా నీటిని ఎకక డ నసాడైనా 

తీస్కోవడానికి “ప్రకాప్ ప్రొటెక్షన్ అనే చటస్ా కూడా 

ఉసాది.  రైతు యొకక  స్వ యసా ఉాధి నిమిత్తము 

నూత్న్ విద్యు త్ కనెక్షన్ున అనమతిసాచాల్ని 

కోర్లతునోా ము. 

స్సాస్థ నిబసాధన్ల్ ప్రరకారసా రైతులు వారికి చసాదిన్ స్ర్వవ . నెసా. రల్ భూమి లో  బోర్ల లేద్వ 

బావుల్కు స్సాబసాధిసాచిన్ మోటా్  కనెక్షన్ కోస్సా మీసేవ కసాప్రదసాలో రెవెనూు  

అధికార్లలు ధృవీకరిసాచిన్ రప్రత్సా తో దరఖాస్త చ్చస్కునో్  వారికి వు వగయ విద్యు త్ 

కనెక్షన్ ఇవవ డసా జర్లగుతుసాది మరియు ప్రరభుత్వ  రథకములైన్  CI WELLS, CLDP, IJP &  

గిరివికాస్ ద్వవ ాం మసాజూరైన్ట్టవసాటి  బో్ బావుల్కు కూడా విద్యు త్ కనెక్షన్ ఇవవ డసా 

జర్లగుతుసాది. 

శ్ర రాంసాగర్ నసాడి వచే్చ  వరద కాల్వ లో మోటార్లు పెట్్టకునే వారికి విద్యు త్ కనెక్షన్ లు 

ఇవావ లి అని ఎట్టవసాటి ఆదేశాలు లేవు కావున్ విద్యు త్ కనెక్షను ఇవవ డసా లేద్య. ఒకవేళ 

భవిషు తుతలో విధాన్రరమైన్ నిరణయము తీస్కునో్ చో  విద్యు త్  కనెక్షను ఇవవ రల్సా.  

ప్రరస్తత్సా గోద్వవరి న్ది పైన్ ప్రరభుత్వ సా న్డుపుతునో్  ఎతితపోత్ల్ రథకసా కు 

స్సాబసాదిసాచిన్ స్ర్వవ స్ల్కు మాప్రత్మే విద్యు త్ కనెక్షను ఇవవ డసా జరిగిసాది. 

జగిత్యు ల్ జిలులో వరద కాలువ పైన్ ాంసాపూ్ ప్రగామసా వదద  స్ర్వవ స్ నెసా. JGL-105 హెచ్. 

టి కాు టగిర్వ-IV(A)లో 8మెగా వాటు కెాసిటీతో మరియు ాంజేశ్వ ప్రాంవుపేట్ ప్రగామసా వదద  

స్ర్వవ స్ నెసా. JGL-109 హెచ్. టి కాు టగిర్వ-IV(A)లో 8మెగా వాటు కెాసిటీతో  కాళేశ్వ రసా 

ఎతితపోత్ల్ రథకసా కిసాద      2 విద్యు త్ కనెక్షను ఇవవ డసా జరిగిసాది. 

2. 

విద్యు త్ శాఖ వార్ల ఏాాం ట్ట చ్చసిన్, చ్చస్తనో్  

శ్రస్తసాలలు, తీరల్ యొకక  (జీవిత్ కాల్సా) కాల్రరిమితి 

ఎసాత్?  వాటి యొకక  జీవిత్ కాల్సా ముగిసిన్ త్ాంవ త్ 

ాత్వి తీసివేసి కొత్తవి ఎకక డైనా ఏాాం ట్ట చ్చశాాం? వీటి 

యొకక  జీవిత్ కాల్సా ముగిసి ఈ మధు  ఈ యొకక  

తీరలు తెగిన్ కారణసాగానే మనషులు, రశువులు చాల 

చోటు చనిపోవడసా జరిగిసాది. 

గధారణసాగా సిమెసాట్ట శ్రస్తసాలల్ యొకక    కాల్ రరిమితి వాత్యవరణసా రరిసిథతుల్  పైన్ 

ఆధారరడి ఉసాట్టసాది మరియు వాడే  విద్యు త్  ప్రరవాహక  లోడున  బటి ్   ఆధారరడి 

ఉసాట్టసాది. మా సిబబ సాది త్రచూ ఫీల్డ ్ స్ర్వవ  చ్చస్తత  ాడై/విరిగి  పోయిన్ లేద్వ వసాగి 

పోయిన్ శ్రస్తసాలల్న మరియు ాడైపోయిన్ తీరల్న గురితసాచి మారే డసా  జర్లగుతుసాది. 

అసాతే కాకుసాడా మాకు విరిగిపోయిన్  లేద్వ ాడై/విరిగి  పోయిన్ శ్రస్తసాలలు మరియు తెగి 

పోయిన్ తీరల్ గురిసాచి వచిే న్ ఫిాంు ద్యల్న అరా టికపుా డు రరిషక రిసాచడసా 

జర్లగుతుసాది. వివిధ రకాల్ రథకాల్లో కూడా విరిగిపోయిన్ లేద్వ వసాగి పోయిన్ 

శ్రస్తసాలల్న మరియు ాడైపోయిన్ తీరల్న గురితసాచి స్రి చయు డసా జరిగిసాది. 

ఉద్వహరణకు రల్లు ప్రరరతి మరియు రటణ్ ప్రరరతి రథకసాలో జగిత్యు ల్ జిలులో 2,359  

విరిగిపోయిన్, 384     వసాగిపోయిన్ శ్రస్తసాలల్న స్రిచ్చయడసా జరిగిసాది. లూజు లైన్ుకు 

మధు లో 458 కొత్త శ్రస్తసాలల్న వేయడసా జరిగిసాది.  280 తుపుా  రటిన్్ శ్రస్తసాలల్న 

గురితసాచి, వాటి శ్రగథ న్సాలో కొత్త శ్రస్తసాలల్న వేయడసా జరిగిసాది.    
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గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

3. 
కిసాదికి వేలడుతునో్  తీరలు ఎరా టి కపుా డు స్రి 

చ్చస్నాో ాం?  రైతులు చ్చయాల? 

మా సిబబ సాది త్రచూ ఫీల్డ ్ స్ర్వవ  చ్చస్తత  కిసాదికి వేలడుతున్ో  తీరల్న గురితసాచి 

పున్ర్లద్దదకరిసాచడసా జర్లగుతుసాది.  రైతులు చ్చయవలిి న్ అవస్రసా లేద్య. శ్రస్తసాబాలు 

అవస్రసా ఉనో్  ప్రరదేశాల్లో మధు  శ్రస్తసాబాలు వేయడసా జర్లగుతుసాది. వివిధ రకాల్ 

రథకాల్లో కూడా వేలడుతున్ో  తీరల్న గురితసాచి పున్ర్లద్దదకరిసాచడసా జరిగిసాది. 

ఉద్వహరణకు రల్లు ప్రరరతి మరియు రటణ్ ప్రరరతి రథకసాలో   41.52 కి. మీ. కిసాదికి 

వేలడుతున్ో  తీరల్న గురితసాచి పున్ర్లద్దదకరిసాచడసా జరిగిసాది.  
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల పై గ్ీ వేముల విగ్కమ్ రెడ్డి జరన లిస్,్ ఇంటి నం.7-38, హనుమండ్లప్ల్లల గ్ామము, కోసమర్ ప్ల్లల, జైన (పోస్ ్& రెవినా్య ), ధరమ పుర్థ 

(మండ్లం), జగిత్యా ల జిల్లల  505425 ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమధానాలు 

1. 

నా మనవి ఏమనగా ! నా వ్య క్తగిత, సంబంధీకుల మరియు ప్రజా వ్య క్తగిత, 

ప్రయోజిత విద్యయ త్ సమసయ లు దృష్టకి్త తీసుక వ్చ్చే oద్యకు ఉరయుక ిసహా 

సూచనలు చ్చసంద్యకు అవ్కాశం కల్ప ంచాలని కోరుతునాన ం. 

ఈ అంశము గౌరవ్ విద్యయ త్ నియంప్తణ మండల్ రరిధిలోక్త 

వ్సిుంది.  
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై గ్ీ చెరుకూర్థ కృషా్ణ రావు,  

బండి కృషా్ణ రెడి,ి జిల్లల  ారా దరి్థ , భారతీయ కిసాన్ సంఘ్, ఖమమ ం జిల్లల  గార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

 
మేము అనగా CH. కృష్ణ రావు, B. కృష్ణణ  రెడ్డ,ి భారతీయ కిసాన్ సంఘ్ జిలా్ల కారయ దరి్శ , 

అధ్య క్షులు 
 

1. 

విష్యము – ఏమనగా ఖమమ ం జిలా్లలోని ప్రతి మండలములో రైతులెవరైనా కొత్తగా 

D.D.లు కట్టనిా, చాల్ల వరకు రనులు రైతులచే చేయిస్తతనాా రు.  Ex. ప్ానస ఫారమ ర్ 

తీస్తకోని పోవుట, దిమ్మమ లు కూడా రైతులతో కట్టంిచుట జరుగుచునా వి.  

ప్ానస ఫారమ ర్ కాలిపోయినప్పు డు మర్శయొక ప్ానాస ా రమ ర్ బిగంచుటకు 

డ్డపారిుమ్మంటు వారు ప్రైవేట్ వయ కుతలను నియమంచుకొని (కొనిా  మండల్లలలో 

రైతుల నుండ్డ 10 వేల నుండ్డ 20 వేల రూపాయలు వసూలు చేయిస్తతనాా రు.  ఇక 

ముందు ఇల్ల జరుగకుండా చూడగలరు.  కొత్త డ్డ.డ్డ.లు కట్టని రైతులలో కొందర్శకి 

కనెక్షనాు ఇచ్చి  4, 5 సంవత్స రములైనా సరీ్వ స్ నెంబర్ అల్లట్ చేయలేదు. సరీ్వ స్ 

నంబరాు ఇచ్చి న వార్శలో కొందర్శకి 3 పోల్సస  ఇవీ వలసిన దగ గర 1 పోల్స తో 

సర్శపెటిుటవలన రైతులు సరీ్వ స్ వైరనాు కప్రల ై వేస్తకొని మోారనాు 

నడ్డపంచుకొనుచునాా రు.  కొత్త కనెక్షనాు ఇచ్చి నప్పు డు కొనిా  చోట ా ప్ానాస ా రమ రర ా

కెపాసిట్టకి మంచ్చ లోడు ఉనా ప్పు డు విడ్డగా వేరే ప్ానాస ా రమ ర్ ఇవీ కుండా ఉనా  

ప్ానాస ా రమ ర్ తోనే కనెక్షనాు ఇవీ డం వలన ప్ానాస ా రమ ర్ మర్శయు మోారాు కూడా 

కాలిపోతునా వి. దీని వలన ప్రభుత్ీ మునకు, రైతులకు ఆర్శకింగా నష్మిు 

జరుగుచునా ది. 

ఖమమ ం జిలా్లలో వయ వసాయ సర్వీ స్తలకు లైన్ వేసే రనులను 

కేవలం కాంప్ాకరిే ా నిరీ హిస్తతనాా రు. ఏ రైతుచే అయినా 

ప్ాన్స రఫారమ ర్ గదె్ద నిర్శమ ంచుట, రసతం ం మర్శయు మ్మటీర్శయల్స 

రవాణా మొదలైన వాట్టని అనుమతించడం లేదు. రైతుల 

రంటలను రక్షంచడానికి అవసరమైన చోట ఇరు ట్టకే ఉనా  

ప్ాన్స రఫారమ ర్రల ై ఓవర్రలోడ్ ఉరశమనం కలిగంచడానికి 

అదనప్ప ప్ాన్స రఫారమ ర్రలను ఏరాు టు చేస్తతనాా రు.  క్షేప్త్ రసాయయి 

అవసరాలకు అనుగుణంగా ఎసిమిేటాు త్యారు చేసూత  వాట్ట 

ప్రకారం LT లైననాు ఏరాు టు చేస్తతనాా రు. ై రనులను 

చేరట్ంిదుకు ఏ ఒకక  ప్రైవేట్ వయ కుతల ద్వీ రా రైతుల నుంచ్చ 

ఎల్లంట్ట మొత్తతలు (లంచం) వసూలు చేయడం లేదు. 

2. 

ఖమమ ం జిలా్ల పెనుబలి ా మండలములోని "అడవిమలేలా" ప్గామ రైతులకు 

ప్రభుత్ీ ము లంకాసాగర్ ప్పాజెకిులో నుండ్డ లిఫ్ట ి ఏరాు టు చేసి భూములకు నీట్ట 

వసతి కలిు ంచారు. ఆ లిఫ్ట ిరని చేయకుండా పోవుట వలన కొందరు రైతులు ఆ లిఫ్ట ి

ప్ాన్స  ఫారమ ర్ నుండ్డ కనెక్షనాు ఏరాు టు చేస్తకొని సంత్ంగా ైప్పలైనాు 

ఏరాు రుచుకొని మోారాు పెటిుకొని రంటలు రండ్డంచుకొనుచునాా ను.  కొత్తగా 

కొందరు ైప్పలైనాు వేస్తకొని మోారాు పెటిుకొనుటకు ఉనా  ప్ాన్స  ఫారమ రుకు 

కెపాసిట్టకి మంచ్చ కనెక్షనాు ఉండుటవలన కొత్తగా ప్ాన్స  ఫారమ ర్ ఇవీ మని ద్వని 

కొరకు కటవిలసిన డబ్బు లు కడత్తమని డ్డపారె ిమ ంట్ వార్శని అనేక సారాు అడ్డగనా 

ఇవీ డం లేదు. 

అడవిమలెలా (లంకసాగర్) ప్గామంలో ఒక లిఫ్ట ిఇర్శగేష్న్ చాల్ల 

కాలం ప్కిత్ం నుండ్డ ఉనా ది. ప్రస్తతత్ం అడవి మ్మలెలాలో లిఫ్ట ి

ఇర్శగేష్న్ స్కక మ్ రని చేయడం లేదు, మోారాు కూడా లేవు. 

కొనిా  సీ త్ంప్త్ వయ వసాయ సర్వీ స్తలు లిఫ్ట ి ప్ాన్స రఫారమ ర్రై  

నడుస్తతనాా యి. ఈ సర్వీ స్తలు కూడా చాల్ల కాలం ప్కిత్ం 

విడుదల చేయబడిాయి. ైన పేర్కక నా  రథకానికి నీట్ట వనరు 

లంకసాగర్ అనే నీట్టపారుదల ఆధార్శత్ సరస్తస . 
 

లంకసాగర్ నీట్ట సరస్తస  దగ గర వయ వసాయ కనెక్షనాు కావాలని 

రైతులు అ య ర్శసి్తతనాా రు, ఓపెన్ బావులు లేద్వ బోరు బావులు  గత్ంలో ఈ కనెక్షన ాఫై ఖమమ ం జిలా్ల కలెకరి్ గా రని చేసిన రీ మమతి ఉష్ణరాణి గారు 
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గ్కమ  

సంఖా  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

సీ యముగా రర్శీలించ్చ మన ప్రభుత్ీ ము లిఫ్ట ి ఇర్శగేష్న్ ఇచ్చి  సప్కమముగా 

నడుప్పట లేక పోవుట వలన రైతులు సీ యముగా వార్శ ఖరుి లతో ైప్పలైనాు 

వేస్తకొని రంటలు రండ్డంచుకొనుచునాా రు. కనుక కరెంటు కనెక్షను ఆరవదనెి 

ఆదేశంచ్చయునాా రు. కనుక కొత్తగా కనెక్షను అడ్డగన రైతులకు ప్ాన్స  ఫారమ ర్ 

ఏరాు టు చేయగలరని మనవి. (దీని వలన ప్రభుత్ీ మునకు ఆర్వకిముగా ల్ల ము 

జరుగుచునా ది). 

త్వీ కుండా లంకసాగర్ నీట్ట సరస్తస  నుండ్డ నీట్టని ఎతితపోసాతరు. 

లంకసాగర్ నీట్టపారుదల ఆధార్శత్ ప్పాజెక్ట ికాబట్ట,ి ైన పేర్కక నా  

రైతుల అ య ర యన మా శాఖా విధానం ప్రకారం రర్శగణించబడదు. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ తోట రాకేష్, రామారెడ్డి, ామారెడ్డ ి గార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

అగ్కమ భూసేకరణ గూరా్థ  

నేను అనగా తోట రాకేష్, s/o లింగిం, r/o రామారెడ్డ ి గ్రగామిం, Sy. No.855 

నింబర్ లో వ్య వ్సాయ భూమిని కలగియునా్న ను, ఎలింటి నోటీసు లేకిండా 

TS TRANSCO కింపెనీ మరియు MEIL కింపెనీ వారు ఎలక్ట్రకిల్ గ్రానిమ ి షన్ లైన్ 

కోసిం అగ్రకమణింగా సరే్వ  చేశారు. MEIL Company ఉద్యయ గులు ఎలింటి 

పింటలను వేయరాదు అింటు రైతులను బెదిరిసాారు మరియు భౌతిక 

దాడులక పాలప డుతునా్న రు.  TS TRANSCO మరియు MEIL Company వారి ఫై 

తగు చర్య లను తీసుకోగలరు. 

ర్ింగారెడ్డ ిలఫ్ట ిఇరిగేషన్ స్కీ మ్ లో భాగింగా 400 KV కొత ాటవ్ర్ 

లైన్ ఎర్వక్షన్ (గ్రాన్మ ్మిషన్ కార్పప ర్వషన్) కొర్క గ్రాన్మ ్కో 

డ్డపార్్ిమింట్ డ్డచ్పల ి నుిండ్డ పాలమూరు వ్ర్క సర్వే  

చేసిన్నరు. రైతులక పరిహార్ిం గ్రాన్మ ్కో డ్డపార్్ిమింట్ వారు 

చెలిించిన్నరు. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ మగ్ర్థప్ల్లల రాజ గౌడ్, ప్రమ ల గ్ామం, ల్లంరంపేట మండలం, ామారెడ్డి జిల్లల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

ఎలా్లరెడ్డ,ి లింగింపేట నాగిరెడ్డపిేట 

మిండల్లలా్ల ప్రతి ప్ామింల్ల LT & HT 

లైనా్ల లూజుా ఉన్న వి.  వీటిని 

సరిజేయ వలసిన్ భాద్య త NPDCL పైన్ 

లేదా మరియు సానికి పైా DTRలకు 

AB సిి చ్చు లు లేక రైతులు చాల్ల 

ఇబ్బ ింది రడుతునాన రు. Toll Free 

నింబ్ర్ కు కాల్ చేస్త ేకింప్ిాంట్ (నిం) 

ఇవి కుిండా సతాయిసే్తనాన రు. 

DTRకు ఏ సమసయ  వచ్చు న్ దానికి 

సింబ్ింధించ్చన్ మెటీరియల్ 

మొతమేు రైతుల తోనే 

కొనిపిసే్తనాన రు. DTRలు కాలపోతే రైతే 

సి యింా ప్ాన్్స  పోర్ ్ చేయవలసి 

వసే్తన్న ది. కావున్ దీని ఫై నాకు 

మూడు నిమిషముల సమయిం 

ఇవి వలసిిందిా కోరుచ్చనాన న్ల. 

ఎలా్లరెడ్డ ిమిండలింల్ల 41 విద్యయ త్ రింపిణీ ప్రింతాలు మరియు 1345 DTRలు ఉనాన యి. రల్ల ా ప్రగతి 

రథకింల్ల భాగింా 60 - AB సిి చ్లు లేని DTRలు, HT లూస్ లైన్స్లు - 71, LT లూస్ లైన్స్లు - 18, 11  KV 

ఇింటరీ్మ డ్డయట్ పోల్్  - 162, LT ఇింటరీ్మ డ్డయట్ పోల్్  - 207, HT దెబ్బ తిన్న  పోల్ - 102 మరియు LT 

దెబ్బ తిన్న  పోల్ - 167 గురిిేంచ్చ వాటిని సరిచేయడిం జరిగిన్ది. 

నాగిరెడ్డపిేట్ మిండలింల్ల 1369 - DTRలు  ఉనాన యి. రల్ల ా ప్రగతి రథకింల్ల భాగింా 303 - AB సిి చ్లు 

లేని DTRలు, HT లూస్ లైన్స్లు - 209, LT లూస్ లైన్స్లు - 5, 11  KV ఇింటరీ్మ డ్డయట్ పోల్్  - 273, LT 

ఇింటరీ్మ డ్డయట్ పోల్్  - 118, HT దెబ్బ తిన్న  పోల్ - 138 మరియు LT దెబ్బ తిన్న  పోల్ - 29 గురిిేంచ్చ వాటిని 

సరిచేయడిం జరిగిన్ది. 

లింగింపేట మిండలింల్ల 19 విద్యయ త్ రింపిణీ ప్రింతాలు. రల్ల ాప్రగతి రథకింల్ల భాగింా 98 - AB సిి చ్లు 

లేని DTRలు, 11 KV  లూస్ లైన్స్లు - 90, LT లూస్ లైన్స్లు - 9, 11  KV ఇింటరీ్మ డ్డయట్ పోల్్  - 244, LT 

ఇింటరీ్మ డ్డయట్ పోల్్  - 45, 11 KV దెబ్బ తిన్న  పోల్ - 185 మరియు LT దెబ్బ తిన్న  పోల్ - 29 గురిిేంచ్చ 

వాటిని సరిచేయడిం జరిగిన్ది. 

HVDS సిసమ్్ల్ల ఏరా్ప టు చేసిన్ DTRలకు ప్రతేయ క AB సిి చ్లు అిందిించబ్డవు. ఫీడర్్ల్లని 

వినియోగదారులకు అింతర్పయాలన్ల తగి గించడానికి ఈ DTRలకు AB సిి చ్లు నియింప్తణ రయిింట్్ల్ల 

అిందిించబ్డతాయి. 

ఫెయిల్ అయిన్ ప్ాన్్ ఫారీ్ ర్ ా ర్వాణా నిమితిేం SPM వెహికిల్ మరియు సబ్ డ్డవిజన్స వెహికిల్ 

అింద్యబాటుల్ల ఉించ్చ ఎకుు వ శాతిం తర్లించడిం జరుగుతున్న ది. కానీ కొనిన  సమయాలల్ల 

ప్ాన్్ ఫారీ్ ర్ ా ఫెయిలూయ ర్్  అధకమైన్చో ఒకటి లేదా రెిండు రోజుల జారయ ింతో  ప్ాన్్ ఫారీ్ ర్నా్ల 

డ్డరరె ్ీ ింట్ వెహికల్్  దాి ర్పనే తర్లించడిం జరుగుతున్న ది. అతి తకుు వ సింద్రా్ప లల్ల వెహికల్ 

అింద్యబాటుల్ల లేనిచో రైతులు తమ ఇషప్్రకార్మే ప్ాన్్ ఫారీ్ ర్నా్ల ర్వాణా చేయుచ్చనాన రు. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థిక సంవత్సర్ానికి ర్థట ైల్ సప్లయి వ్ాాపార్ానిక ిసమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ాకత్, ధరల ప్రతిపాదన లు మర్థయు కరా స్ సబ్ససడీ సర్ాార్జీ ప్రతిపాదనల ఫ ై శ్రర ఐ. సాయిలు, ప్రమలల  గ్ార మం, 

లంగ్ంపేట మండలం, కామారె్డడి  జిల్లా  గ్ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

కరమ  

సంఖ్ా అభ్ాంత్ర్ాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

పరమలా్, మండల్ం లంగంపటే, జిల్లా  కామలరడె్డి  గ్ాామంల్ో డ్డ.టి.ఆర్. తక్కువ ఉండడం 

వలా్న కాలపో వడం జరుగుత ంది.  ల్ోడ్ క్క సరిపో వు డ్డ.టి.ఆర్.ల్క ల్ేవు పరతి నలె్క్క 

ఒక్ుసారి ఈ సమసయ గ్ాామంల్ో జరుగుత ంది.  

పరమలా్, మండల్ం లంగంపటే, జిల్లా  కామలరెడ్డి  గ్ాామంల్ో సెక్షన్ ఆఫసీర్ క్షతేర 
సాా యిల్ో DTR ల్న్నిటిన్న తన్నఖీ చసే ి ఓవర్ ల్ోడ్ DTRల్క ల్ేవన్న న్నరాా రించడం 

జరగి్ినది. 

2. 
AB సిిచచుల్క కొతత  టరర న్్ ఫారమరాక్క బిగ్ించచట ల్ే ఏమన్న అడుగుత ే సాా క్ ల్ేదచ అన్న 

అంటుననిరు. 

HVDS సిసామ్ల్ో ఏరాాటు చసేిన DTRల్క్క పరతేయక్ AB సిిచ్ల్క అందించబడవు. 

ఫీడర్్ల్ోన్న విన్నయోగదనరుల్క్క అంతరాయలల్నచ తగ్ిగ ంచడ్నన్నకి ఈ DTRల్క్క AB 

సిిచ్ల్క న్నయంతరణ పాయింట్ల్ో అందించబడతనయి. 

3. HG ఫ్యయజు సెటుా  క్ూడ్న బిగ్ించచట ల్ేదచ. DTRల్క్క LT & HT ఫ్యయజ్ సటాెనచ డ్డపారా్్మ ంట సబిబంది బిగ్ించడం జరిగ్నిది. 

4. 
విల్ేజిల్ో ఇంట ిమీటరుా  చనల్ల ఎక్కువ బిల్కా ల్క రావడం జరుగుత ంది.  ఆ యొక్ు మీటరానచ 

రీపేా స్ చేయలల. 

విన్నయోగదనరుల్క్క విదచయత్ విన్నయోగం పరకారం బిల్కా  జారీ చయేబడుత ంది. 
ల్ోపభూయిషా్/కాలపో యిన మీటరానచ మలరుడం జరగి్నిద 

5. 
పరమలా్ గ్ాామంల్ో సబ్-సేా ష్న్ దగగ ర గల్ భూమిల్ో 11 KV వెరైుా  రెండు మరియు 33 KV ల్ ైన్ 

క్ూడ్న వునిది.  ఇందచల్ో నచండ్డ 11 KV వెైరుా  రోడ్ సెడై్ వేయ గల్రు. 

విన్నయోగదనరుల్క షఫిిా ంగ్ ఛనరీీల్క చలాెంచిన పమిమట ఈ ల్ ైనచా  రోడుి  వెపైుక్క 

మలరుడం జరుగుత ంది.  

6. 
డ్డ.టి.ఆర్. నచండ్డ చనల్ల వరక్క సరీిస్ వెరై్ నచండ్డ మోటరర్ నడ్డపయిడం జరుగుత ంద.ి 

సకాల్ంల్ో  ఎక్్టరర  పో ల్ మరయిు వెైరుా  గుంజ గల్రు. 

విన్నయోగదనరుల్క ఎసిా మటే ఛనరీీల్క చెలాంచిన పమిమట పో ల్్ మరియు ల్ ైనచ 

గుంజడం జరుగుత ంది. 

7. 
డ్డ.డ్డ.ల్క క్టిా న తరాిత చనల్ల ఎక్కువ రోజుల్క్క డ్డ.టి.ఆరుా  మంజూరు కావడం ల్ేదచ 

కాంటరర కా్ర్్ చనల్ల ఆల్సయం చయేడం జరుగుత ంది. 
విన్నయోగదనరుల్క చలాెంచిన DDల్ ప రా ధననయత మరియు సెక్షన్ సీన్నయలరిట ీపరకారం 

వయవసాయ సరీిసచల్క రిలీజ్ చయేడం జరుగుత ంది. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ అంభీర్ ఆనంద్ రావు, గ్ాహ్మ ణప్ల్లల పోస్,్ తాడా్వ యి మండలం, ామారెడ్డి జిల్లల  గార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

రైతు పొలం వద్ద DTR ట్రాన్్స  ఫార్మ ర్ కాలిపోతే, DTR చెడిపోతే దాని రిపేరు 

దానికి సంబంధంచిన రిపేర్ ఎవరు చేయాలి.  NPDCL వారు మాట్రరం మా 

యొక్క  రైతుల చే చేయిస్తునా్న రు. DTR చెడిపోతే  ట్రాన్్స  పోర్ ్ ఎవరు 

చేయాలి, ఇట్ట ్ పని మొరుం రైతుల చే చేయిస్తునా్న రు. దీనికి ట్రవార 

పూర్వ క్ముగా మరియు మౌక్ముగా సమాధానము చెపప గలరు. 

విఫలమైన DTRలు డిపార్్్మంట్ (SPM లేదా సబ్డి-విజన్స) వాహన్నల 

దావ రా మాట్రరమే ర్వాణా చేయబడం జరుగుతుంది మరియు 

DTRల మర్మమ తులు డిపార్్్మంట్ సిబబ ంది మాట్రరమే 

నిర్వ హిస్తురు. 

2. 

రైతుల బోరు కొర్కు క్నెక్షన్స అడిగితె దానికి సంబంధంచిన లైను, పోల్్స , 

ట్రాన్్స  పోర్ు ఎవరు చేయాలి.  దీనికి DTR అవసర్మైతే DTR కిమమ తు ఎసిమ్ేట్ 

లో క్లుపుతారా.  దీనిని ట్రవార పూర్వ క్ముగా సమాధానము చెపప గలరు. 

ట్రాన్్స  పోర్ు రైతులు చేసిన కార్ణంగా కామారెడి ి జిలా్ల రామార్ం 

మండలంలో ఇద్దరు రైతులు నిండు ట్రపాణాలను బలిగొన్నా రు.  ద్యచేసి 

దీనికి సమాధానము చెపప గలరు. 

వినియోగదారులు DDలు చెలింాచిన రరువార డిపార్్్మంట్ 

దావ రా పోల్్స  మరియు లైనాు ఏరాప టు చేయడం జరుగుతుంది. 

DTR అవసరానిా  బట్ట ్దాని యొక్క  ధర్ ఎసిమ్ేట్ లో చేర్చ డం 

జరుగుతుంది.  
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ దెవిరెడ్డి విఠల్ రెడ్డి, ఏతం ప్హడ్ గ్ామము, తడా్వ యి మండలం, ామారెడ్డ ిజిల్లల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

రైతుల పొలములో గ్రామం ఏతంపహడ్, తడ్వా యి మండలం గ్రామ రైతుల 

చేనులలో లూజ్ లైనుు చాలా ఉన్నా యి. నేను AE ారికి చూపంచి ఒక 

సంవత్స రము అవుచునా్ ది.  కానీ ఇపప టికి స్సంంలు ఇవా  లేదు. SS-6, SS-7 

ఇప్పప డు కొత్తా  పెట్ట ె గ్రాన్సస  ఫారమ ర ుకు AB స్వా చుు ు పెట్లెేదు.  మరల 

గ్రాన్సస  ఫారమ ర్ కాలిపోతే రైతులే తీసుక వెళ్ుడం ఇది సమసయ .  కొత్తా  డి.డి.ు 

కటినె్వి ఒక సంవత్స రము ఐన్ స్సంంలు లేవు వాటిగురించి మాకు సమసయ  

చెపప గలరు.  రైతుల సమసయ ు ఇంకా చాలా ఉన్నా యి. 

ఎగ్రాపహాడ్ గ్రామంలో SS-6/100 KVA మీద AB స్వా చస్ు మరియు 

సమీపంలో 4 మధ్య సం స్సంంలల కొరకు WBS నం.T-2101-13-01-01-03-

007తో ఎస్వమెేట్ స్వదధం చేస్వ మంజూరు కోసం సమరిప ంచబడింది.  

విఫలమైన్ DTRు డిపార్సె్మంట్ వాహన్నల ద్వా ానే రవాణా 

చేయబడుతున్నా యి. వినియోగద్వరుు చెలిుంచిన్ DDల గ్రపాధాన్య త్ 

మరియు సెక్షన్స సీనియారిటీ గ్రపకారం వయ వసాయ సర్వా సుు రిలీజ్ 

చేయడం జరుగుతుంది. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ కొమిరెడ్డి చినన  ఆంజనేయులు s/o చినన  సాయనన , లంగాపురం గ్గామము, ామారెడ్డి మండలం & జిల్లల  గార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

ట్రాన్్స  ఫార్మ ర్ నెం.SS 10, S.No.577 స్తంెంలు చాలా దూర్ెంగా ఉెండడెం వలన 

కరెంటు తీగు చాలా కెందిక ఉెంటున్నా యి.  దాని వలన చెరుకు తోటు 

కాలిపోతునా్న యి. కావున స్తంెంలనిక స్తంెంలనిక నడుమ ఇెంకొక స్తంెం ెం వేయగలరు 

అని కోరుతునా్న ము. 

4-స్తంెంలు ఏరా్ప టు మరియు లైన్స తరి చేయడెం జరిగినది. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ ఏ. రాజయా , శ్త్ ప్ల్లల, సంగారెడ్డ,ి ల్లంరంపేట మండలం, ామారెడ్డి జిల్లల  గార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. ప్రతి బోరు మోటరునకు పోల్ ఇవ్వ గలరు. 
వినియోగదారులు DD ఛార్జలీు చెల్లించిన పిమ్మ ట పోల్్  మ్రియు లైను డిపార్ట్మింట్ 

దావ రా ఏరాా టు చేయడిం జరుగుతింది. 

2. ప్రతి ప్ాన్్స  ఫార్మ ర్ కు AB స్వవ చ్్చ  పెటటగలరు. 

HVDS స్వస్టమ్లో ఏరాా టు చేస్వన DTRలకు ప్రత్యే క AB స్వవ చ్చ్లు అిందిించబడవు. 

ఫీడర్్లోని వినియోగదారులకు అింతరాయాలను తగ్ గించడానికి ఈ DTRలకు AB స్వవ చ్చ్లు 

నియింప్తణ పాయింట్్లో అిందిించబడతాయ. 

3. 
ప్ాన్్స  ఫార్మ ర్ చెడిపోయన వాటికి డెల్విర్జ 

చేయగలరు. 
ప్ాన్్స  ఫార్మ ర్ చెడిపోయన వాటికి డెల్విర్జ చేసా్తము. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై 

గ్ీ పైడి విఠల్ రెడిి, చందాపూర్ గ్ామం, తాడా్వ యి మండలం, ామారెడిి జిల్లల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

ట్రాన్్స  ఫార్మ ర్ కాలిపోతే రైతులే ట్రాక్ టర్ లో తీసుకుపోయి 

రైతులే తీసికొనివచ్చి  ఫిట్ చేసుకుుంటున్నా రు. ఆన్స-ఆఫ్ 

సిి చ్చి లు లేవు అుంటున్నా రు మరియు Toll Free 

నుంబరుకు ఫోన్స చేస్త ే మీ AE కి లేదా లైన్స మెన్స కు 

చెప్ప ుండి అుంటూ ఫోన్స పెట్టటసేునా్న రు మరియు క్ుంప్ెలుంట్ 

నుంబరు ఇవి డుం లేదు. 

ఫెయిల్ అయిన ట్రాన్ ఫార్మ ర్ ల ర్వాణా నిమిత్ుేం SPM వెహికిల్ మరియు సబ్ డివిజన్స 

వెహికిల్ అుందుబాటులో ఉుంచ్చ ఎకుు వ శాత్ుం త్ర్లిుంచడుం జరుగుతునా ది. కానీ 

కొనిా  సమయాలలో ట్రాన్ ఫార్మ ర్ ల ఫెయిల్యూ ర్్  అధిక్మైనచో ఒక్టి లేదా రుండు 

రోజుల జాప్ూ ుంతో  ట్రాన్ ఫార్మ ర్ లను డిపార టమ ుంట్ వెహిక్ల్్  దాి రానే త్ర్లిుంచడుం 

జరుగుతునా ది. అతి త్కుు వ సుందరాా లలో వెహిక్ల్ అుందుబాటులో లేనిచో 

రైతులు త్మ ఇష్టట్రప్కార్మే ట్రాన్ ఫార్మ ర్ లను ర్వాణా చేయుచ్చన్నా రు 

HVDS సిసటమ్లో ఏరాప టు చేసిన DTRలకు ట్రప్తేూ క్ AB సిి చ్లు అుందిుంచబడవు. 

ఫీడర్్లోని వినియోగదారులకు అుంత్రాయాలను త్గ్ గుంచడానికి ఈ DTRలకు AB 

సిి చ్లు నియుంట్రత్ణ పాయిుంట్్లో అుందిుంచబడతాయి. 

సాధార్ణుంగా కాల్ సుంటర్ ఏజుంటుల ఫిరాూ దులను నమోదు చేస్తటప్పప డు ఫిరాూ దు 

సుంబుంధిత్ క్షేట్రత్సాాయి సిబబ ుందికి తెలియజేశారా లేదా అని విచారిుంచ్చ ఫిరాూ దు 

నమోదు చేసుకుుంారు. ఫిరాూ దు నమోదు ఫై వినియోగదారుడికి SMS రూప్ుంలో 

ఫిరాూ దు నమోదు ID వివరాలు పుందుతారు. 

2. 

D.D.లు క్టిటన 45 రోజులలో ఇవి వలసిన క్నెక్షన్స కానీ 

ట్రాన్్స  ఫార్మ ర్ ఫిట్ చేయడుం లేదు.  AE గారిని అడిగ్తె 

మీ సీరియల్ రాలేదు అని సుంవత్్ రాలు ఐన క్నెక్షన్స 

ఇవి డుం లేదు. 

వినియోగదారులు చెలిలుంచ్చన DDల ట్రపాధానూ త్ మరియు సక్షన్స సీనియారిటీ ట్రప్కార్ుం 

వూ వసాయ సర్వి సులు రిలీజ్ చేయడుం జరుగుతుుంది. 
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గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై గ్ీ ఏనుగు రాజు, మోతె గ్ామం, 

 లంరంపేట మండలం, ామారెడ్డ ిజిల్లల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

నా పేరు ఏనుగు రాజు s/o సాయి రెడ్డ ి గ్రామము మోతే, లింగింపేట 

మిండలిం, కామారెడ్డ ిజిలా్ల ారిని నా యొక్క  గ్రామము మోతెలో సుమారు 

30 నుిండ్డ 35 DTR లు క్లవు కేవలిం 3 నుిండ్డ 4 వరకు మాగ్రరమే AB 

స్వి చ్చు లు క్లవు మిగితా వాటికి అసలు లేవు.  లూజు లైనాు అల్లనే 

ఉిండ్డపోయినవి. 

HVDS స్వసటమ్లో ఏరాా టు చేస్వన DTRలకు గ్రరతేే క్ AB స్వి చ్లు 

అిందించబడవు. ఫీడర్లోని వినియోగదారులకు అింరరాయాలను 

రగి గించడానికి ఈ DTRలకు AB స్వి చ్లు నియింగ్రరణ పాయిింట్లో 

అిందించబడతాయి. 

2. 

గ్రాన్్స  ఫారమ రాు కాలపోతే రైతులు క్లస్వ మోారుకు 500 రూపాయల 

డబ్బు లు జమచేస్వ దానిని తీసుక్పోయి తీసుకువచేు  రరిస్వతిులు 

క్లగిసుునాా రు. హెలేా ర, లైన్స మెనాు రటిటించ్చకుింట లేరు. ఈ రద్ధతి 

సరియైనద కాదు. కావున దీనిని సరి చెయే గలరు. క్రెింట సమసే  ఏద 

ఉనా  NPDCL ారి టోల్-గ్రఫీ నింబరుకు చేస్వనా రని అవి డిం లేదు. ఏ 

చినా  రిపేర ఉనాా  రైతుల నుిండ్డ డబ్బు లు వసూలు చేస్వ చేసుునాా రు, 

ఇద మారాల. 

SPM సింటర్ల ా ఎటువింటి లోడ్డింగ్ & అనా్లడ్డింగ్ ఛార్జలీు 

చెలిాంచకూడద్నే సమాచారింతో న్లటీసు బోరిులు SPM సింటర్ల ా

ఏరాా టు చేయడిం జరిగిింద. ఎవరైనా లేబర ఛార్జలీు అడ్డగితే 

కాల్/సమాచారిం ఇవి డానికి సింబింధిర AE,ADE/SPM & DE/MRT 

నింబరాు గ్రరద్రిశ ించ బడిాయి. టోల్-గ్రఫీ నింబరుకు ఫిరేా దు అిందన 

వింటనే సమసే ను సింబింధిర అధికారులు రరిష్క రిసుునాా రు. 
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గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై గ్ీ కుమమ ర్థ సిది్ద రాములు,  

ప్రస లల గ్ామము, లంరంపేట్ మండలం, ామారెడ్డి జిల్లల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

SS-I ట్రాన్్స  ఫార్మ ర్ కాలిపోయి 10 రోజులు అవుతుంది దాని రిపేర్ చేయుట 

గురిుంచి అడుగుతే 20 లేక 25 ముంది సభ్యు లు వున్నా రు ఓక (6) లేదా (5) ముంది 

సభ్యు లు బిలుు కటటలేదు.  దానివలన మేము ట్రాన్్స  ఫార్మ ర్ రిపేర్ చేయమని 

అుంటున్నా రు.  నేను బిలుు కట్టటన, నేను వరి న్నటు వేసిన, కరుంటు లేక 

పోవడుంతో వరి ఎుండిపోవడుం జరుగుతుంది మరియు ట్రాన్్స  ఫార్మ ర్ మేము 

తీసుకోని పోయి SPM కు సుంత డబ్బు ల ఖరుు తోని తీసుకపోయి మరియు 

అుందులో ఆయిల్ తగ్గతిే ఆయిల్ ను డబ్బు లు తీసుకోవడుం జరుగుతుంది.  

రైతలే న్యు ట్రటల్ పైపులు మీ సుంత డబ్బు తో కొనుమని చెబ్బతనా్న రు.  

ఎఎరితుంగ్ లేక ట్రాన్్స  ఫార్మ ర్ కాలిపోవడుం జరుగుతుంది. 

మా ఊరిలో ఏ ఒకక  ట్రాన్్స  ఫార్మ ర్ కు AB సిి చ్చు లు లేవు. LT లైను ట్రరుందర 

వున్నా యి.  ట్రాక టర్ తో దునాే టపుు డు ట్రాక టర్ కు తగులుతనా్న యి. లూజ్ 

స్సతుంలలు అడిగ్గతె ఇపుు డు లేవు మీరే సుంత డబ్బు లతో కొనుకోమని 

చెబ్బతనా్న రు. LT లైను వలన కొనిా  సమయాలలో జుంతవులూ చనిపోవడుం 

జరుగుతుంది. 

ట్రాన్్స  ఫార్మ ర్ ు ఫ్యు జ్ వైరుు రైతలతో వేయిసుతనా్న రు. 

పైన వున్నా  పనులను విదుు త్ కుంపెనీ వారు చేయగలర్ని న్న యొకక  మనవి. 

SS-I/100 KVA DTR కాలిపోలేదు. తేది:28.01.2022 రోజున SS-29/100 

KVA DTR కాలిపోయినది. తేది:30.01.2022 రోజున మార్ు డుం 

జరిగ్గనది.  

SPM సుంటరోు ఎటువుంట్ట లోడిుంగ్ & అన్లుడిుంగ్ ఛార్జలీు 

చెలిుుంచకూడదనే సమాచార్ుంతో న్లటీసు బోరుులు SPM సుంటరోు 

ఏర్పు టు చేయడుం జరిగ్గుంది. ఎవరైన్న లేబర్ ఛార్జలీు అడిగ్గతే 

కాల్/సమాచార్ుం ఇవి డానిర సుంబుంధిత AE,ADE/SPM & DE/MRT 

నుంబరుు ట్రపదరిశ ుంచ బడాుయి.  

HVDS సిసటమస్లో ఏర్పు టు చేసిన DTRలకు ట్రపతేు క AB సిి చస్లు 

అుందిుంచబడవు. ఫీడర్స్లోని వినియోగదారులకు 

అుంతర్పయాలను తగ్గుించడానిర ఈ DTRలకు AB సిి చస్లు 

నియుంట్రతణ పాయిుంటస్లో అుందిుంచబడతాయి. 

LT లూజు లైను కొర్కు క్షేట్రత స్ య యి తనిఖీ నిరి్ హుంచి ఎసిటమేట 

వేయడుం జరిగ్గనది.  శుంక్షన్స అయిన వుంటనే లూజ్ లైనుు 

వీలైనుంత తి ర్గా సరిచేయబడతాయి.   

పైన పేర్కక నా  పనులనిా ట్టనీ విదుు త్ సుంసయ వారే నిరి్ హుంచడుం 

జరుగుతుంది. 
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గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ చిటా్య ల రాజేశ్వ ర్, పొనకల్ గ్ామం, మామడ మండలం, నిరమ ల్ జిల్లల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

మా యొక్క  ట్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్ లోడ్ ఎక్స్ఫ ెన్షన్ చేయించుట గురించి 

100 KVA DTR ఉన్న ది. 43 మోార్లు న్డుస్తున్న వి.  మిగిలిన్ రైతులు 

కూడా DD లు క్ట్టని్స్ర్ల. మీ సేవా ద్వా రా పింపిన్స్ము. CGRF 

క్ింప్ుింట్ కూడా ఇచిి న్స్ము.  అయన్స్ పని కాలేదు.  మాకు 

న్స్ా యిం చేయగలర్ల.  మా AE గార్ల కావాలని ఇబ్బ ింది 

పడుతున్స్న ర్ల.  ఇపప ట్టకి చాలా ఆలసా్ ిం అయన్ది.  మాకు 

న్స్ా యిం చేయగలర్ల. 

పొన్క్ల్ లోని 100 KVA ట్రాన్ఫ ఫార్మ ర్  స్మీపిం లోని రైతులు విదుా త్ 

క్నెక్షన్ు కోస్ిం అదన్పు DDలు చెలిుించిన్ిందున్ ఆ ట్రాన్ఫ ఫార్మ ర్ పై 

ఎకుక వ క్నెక్షన్లు ఇవా డిం జరగిింది. కానీ ఆ ట్రాన్ఫ ఫార్మ ర్ మీద ఉన్న  

అదన్పు లోడ్ న్ల గురుించి అదన్పు 100 KVA ట్రాన్ఫ ఫార్మ ర్ కొర్కు ఎస్టమిేట్ 

(T-2101-14-01-02-02-012) మింజూర్ల చేయడిం జరగిింది. 15 రోజులలో పని 

పూరు చేయడిం జర్లగుతుింది. 

2. 

ట్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్ తీస్తకుర్ిండి మీరే తీస్తకుపిండి అని AE గార 

స్మాధాన్ిం. మా వెహిక్ల్ అిందుబాటులో లేదు.  మీరే వెహిక్ల్ 

తీస్తక్ వచిి  DTR తీస్తకోని పిండి అని స్మాధాన్ిం.  మాకు 

వెహిక్ల్ అిందుబాటులో ఉించిండి. AE గార్ల చాలా రైతులన్ల 

బెదిరస్తున్స్న ర్ల.  పని చేయకుిండా కావాలని ఇబ్బ ింది 

పడుతున్స్న ర్ల.  కావున్ మాకు న్స్ా యిం చేయగలర్ల. 

ఫెయల్ అయన్ ట్రాన్ఫ ఫార్మ ర్ ు ర్వాణా నిమిత్ుిం SPM వెహికిల్ మరయు 

స్బ్ డివిజన్ వెహికిల్ అిందుబాటులో ఉించి ఎకుక వ శాత్ిం త్ర్లిించడిం 

జర్లగుతున్న ది. కానీ కొనిన  స్మయలలో ట్రాన్ఫ ఫార్మ ర్ ు ఫెయల్యా ర్ఫ  

అధిక్మైన్చో ఒక్ట్ట లేద్వ రిండు రోజుల జాపా ింతో  ట్రాన్ఫ ఫార్మ ర్ ున్ల 

డిపార ిమ ింట్ వెహిక్ల్ఫ  ద్వా రానే త్ర్లిించడిం జర్లగుతున్న ది. అతి 

త్కుక వ స్ిందరాా లలో వెహిక్ల్ అిందుబాటులో లేనిచో రైతులు త్మ 

ఇష్టి్రపకార్మే ట్రాన్ఫ ఫార్మ ర్ ున్ల ర్వాణా చేయుచున్స్న ర్ల 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ ారేప్ల్లల నారాయణ్ రెడ్డి, వంకటాపూర్ గ్ామము నిరమ ల్ మండలం, నిరమ ల్ జిల్లల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

మా జిలా్లలో కరెంటు సమసయ లు ట్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్ 

కాలిపోయిన సెంధర్బ ములో మీరు ట్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్ 

తీసుకొనిర్ెండి తీసుకొనిపోెండి అని AE గారు 

సమాధానెం. వెహికల్ అెందుబాటులో లేదు అని AE 

గారి సమాధానెం. ట్రాన్స్ఫ ో ర్ ్ DTR రైతులే 

చేసుకెంటున్స్ా రు.  కావున మాక వెహికల్ 

అెందుబాటులో ఉెంచెండి. 

ఫెయిల్ అయిన గ్టానస ఫారమ ర ల రవ్యణా నిమిత్తం SPM వహికిల్ మర్థయు సబ్ 

డ్డవిజన్ వహికిల్ అందుబాటులో ఉంచి ఎకుు వ శాత్ం త్రల్లంచడం 

జరుగుచునన ది. ానీ కొనిన  సమయాలలో గ్టానస ఫారమ ర ల ఫెయిల్యా ర్స  

అధికమైనచో ఒకటి లేదా రెండు రోజుల జాపా్ ంతో  గ్టానస ఫారమ ర లను డ్డపారె్మ ంట్ 

వహికల్స  దాా రానే త్రల్లంచడం జరుగుచునన ది. అతి త్కుు వ సందరాా లలో 

వహికల్ అందుబాటులో లేనిచో రైతులు త్మ ఇష్గ్్ప్ారమే గ్టానస ఫారమ ర లను 

రవ్యణా చేయుచునాన రు 

2. 

ఆన్-లైన్ లో చేసే సమయెంలో ఆలసయ ము 

జరుగుచునా ది. 10 రోజల సమయెం ట్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్ 

రీప్లసా్ చేయానికి. మా పెంటలు మొలక దశ 

వాడిపోయి నష్ె్ం వసుతెంది.  కావున మాక న్స్య యెం 

చేయగలరు. 

ఫెయిల్ అయిన గ్టానస ఫారమ రుల ర్జప్లలస్మ ంట్ పైన ఉనన తాధిారులు గ్ప్తిరోజు 

ప్రా వేక్షిస్తతనాన రు. ావున ప్ది రోజుల జాపా్ ం అనేది అనాధార్థత్ం. మాకు ఉనన  

అధిార్థక నిబంధనల ర్జతాా  గ్టానస ఫారమ రుల ర్జప్లలస్మ ంట్ కొరకు ఉనన  రడువు 48 

రంటలు మాగ్త్మే. ఇంత్కుపూరా ం ఆన్ల లన్ సమసా లు త్లెతితనచో సంబంధిత్  

ార్పొ రేట్ ఆఫీస్త అధిారులతో సంగ్ప్దించి సమసా ను ప్ర్థష్ు ర్థంచడం జర్థగేది. 

ానీ సమసా  ప్ర్థష్ు రణలో కొంత్ జాపా్ ము జరుగుతునాన  ారణంా  గ్ప్స్తతత్ం 

త్ా ర్థత్రతిన సమసా  ప్ర్థష్కు రం నిమిత్తం సర్థు ల్ ఆఫీస్త కు  పూర్థత అధిారం 

ఇవా డం జర్థగంది.   
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ సి. రవందర్ రెడ్డి, హసా్న పూర్, గ్ామం, తంసీ మండలం, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాదానాలు 

1. 

మా గ్రామములో 10 గ్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్ (DTR)లకు ఆన్-ఆఫ్ లేక కరెంటు 

అెంతరాయెం వచ్చి నప్పు డు LC తీసుకోవటెంవలన ఇతర్ కన్సఫ మర్లకు 

ఇబ్బ ెంది కర్ెంా ఉనన ది.  కావున ఈ పది గ్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్ లకు ఆన్-ఆఫ్ 

చేయెంచగలరు మరియు గ్రామెంలోని గ్రానఫ ఫార్మ ర్ లకు (ఫెనిఫ ెంగ్) కెంచె 

వేయెంచగలరు. మాకు న్స్ా యెం చేయగలరు. అధికారులకు ఎనిన  సారుల 

చెప్పు న్స్ చేయలేదు.  కావున మాకు న్స్ా యెం చేయగలరు. 

 అనిన  63  kVA & 100  kVA DTRలకు 11  kV AB స్వి చ్లు 

ఉన్స్న య. సాధార్ణెంా HVDS వా వస్థలో ఏరాు టు చేయబ్డిన 

DTRలకు విడిా AB స్వి చ్లు అెందిెంచబ్డవు. 

వినియోగదారులకు అెంతరాయాలను తగ్ గెంచడానికి HVDS 

DTRలకు సాధార్ణెంా AB స్వి చ్లు నియెంగ్రతణ పాయెంట్లో 

అెందిెంచబ్డతాయ.  గ్రపమాదానికి ఆసాా ర్ెం ఉనన  చోట  

DTRలకు ఫెనిఫ ెంగ్ ఏరాు టు చేయడెం జరుగుతెంది. గృహ 

స్ర్వి సులకుాను  స్వెంగల్ పేజ్ 15 KVA DTRలు తగ్నెంత 

ఎతుతో పోల్ మెంట చేయబ్డిన్స్య. 

2. 

జి. రామ్ రడి ిచేను నుెండి జి. పోచమమ  చేను వర్కు 11 KV లైన్ లూజూా 

వుెంది. వా వసాయ పనులకు ఆటెంకెం కలుగుతెంది.  మనుషులకు ాని 

గ్రాక టర్ లకు ాని తాకే విధముా వుెంది. కావున దీనికి స్ెంబ్ెందిెంచ్చన పోల్ఫ  ను 

నిరిమ ెంచ్చ మర్మమ తులు చేయెంచగలర్ని కోరుతన్స్న ము. 

11 KV లూజు లైన్ఫ  లో మధా స్థ ్స్థెంలలు వేయడానికి WBS 

నెంబ్ర్ T-2101-05-01-02-04-007 దాి రా అెంచన్స్ వేస్వ, 

మెంజూరు కోస్ెం స్మరిు ెంచబ్డిెంది మరియు వీలైనెంత 

తి ర్ా పని పూరిు చేయబ్డును. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై   

గ్ీ సరాస ని భూమా రెడ్డి, జందాపూర్ గ్ామం, ఆదిలాబాద్ రూరల్ మండలం, ఆదిలాబాద్ జలాల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

ఆదిలాబాద్ మండలంలోని జందాపూర్ గ్రామములో చాలా ఏళ్లుా 33 KV 

లైన్లు పోల్్స  వంగి రైతులకు చేన్లలో పంటలు వేసుకొనక ఇబ్బ ంది 

పడుతున్నా రు. ఇట్ట ిలూజ్ లైన్ సరి చేయంచగలరు. 10 పోల్స్  లైన్ కు 

అవసరము. 

లూజు లైన్ కొరకు WBS నంబ్ర్ T-2101-05-01-02-03-007 దాా రా 

ఎస్టమిేట్  మంజూరు అయనది. ఒక నెలలో పని పూర్త ీ

చేయబ్డున్ల. 

2. 

జందాపూర్ గ్రామము న్లండి 2 సైడ్ గోట్కూ రి గ్రామం వరకు LT లైన్, 11 KV 

లైన్ లూజుా ఉన్నా య. AE ారికి ఎనిా  సారుు చెపి్ప న చేయలేదు. 15 పోల్్స  

అవసరము ఎస్టమిేట్ వేయంచి పని పూరిీా  చేయగలరు.  విదుు త్ 

అధికారులకు ఎనిా  సారుు చెపి్ప న పని చేయలేదు. 4 సం.రాల న్లండి ఇలాగె 

ఉన్నా య.  గ్రామము మధ్ు లో ఉనా  గ్రాన్న్ ా రమ ర్ DTR లకు 5 DTR లకు 

ఫెని్ ంగ్, ఆన్-ఆఫ్ చేయంచగలరు. చాలా ఇబ్బ ందిా ఉనా ది చెరువుకు 

రండవ పకూ ల. 

లూజు లైన్ కొరకు WBS నంబ్ర్ T-2001-05-01-02-01-009 దాా రా 

ఎస్టమిేట్ శంక్షన్ అయనది. గ్రపసీుతం ఉనా  పంటల కారణంా 

పని వాయదా పడినది మరియు వీలైనంత తా రా పూరి ీ

చేయబ్డున్ల. 

గృహ సర్తా సులకుాన్ల  స్టంగల్స పేజ్ 15 KVA DTRలు తగినంత 

ఎతీుతో పోల్స మంట్ చేయబ్డిన్నయ.   
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ బదదం అమరందర్ రెడ్డి, జామి్డ గ్ామం, పోస్ ్కప్ప ర ల, తంసీ మండల్, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

బద్దం గంగారెడ్డ,ి  జండ్డ గ్రగామము, తంసీ మండలము, జిలా్ల ఆదిల్లబాద్ 

నాయొక్క  పశువు గ్రానాఫ ా ర్మ ర్ కు ఫెన్ఫ ంగ్ లేన్కార్ణంగా క్రెంటు షాకుతో 

పశువు చన్పోయినది.  దాన్కి సంబందించిన అన్ి  పగ్రరములు AE గారికి 

ఇచిి నాను.  నాకు ATS No., ఇంర వర్కు నాకు పశువు సంబందించిన 

ఎంటువంటి నష్ట పరిహార్ం ఇవవ లేదు.  నాకు నా పశువుకు సంబందించిన 

నష్టం అంచనా విలువ రూ.50 వేలు కావున నష్ట పరిహార్ము ఇప్ప ంచి 

నాా యం చేయగలరు.  ఇపప టికి దాదాపు సంవరఫ ర్ం అయినది. 

రూ.40,000/- ఎక్ఫ ్గ్రేషియా  ATS-008671 దావ రా మంజూరు 

చేయబడ్డంది. సంబంధిర వారికి రవ ర్లో 

అంద్జేయబడుతంది. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

 గ్ీ ాటిప్ల్లల వంకట్ రెడ్డ,ి త్లమడుగు గ్ామం, త్లమడుగు మండల్, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల   ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 
లూజు లైన్లు తలమడుగు గ్రామములో కె. వెంకట రెడ్డ ి s/o మోహన్ రెడ్డ ి

రెెండు పోల్స్  అవసరెం, ఇన్్ల లేటర్లు పలిగి పోయినవి. 
లూజు లైన్లు కొరకు WBS నెంబర్ T-2101-05-01-02-06-006 ద్వా రా 

అెంచనా వేసి, మెంజూర్ల కోసెం సమర్ప ెంచబడ్డెంది మర్యు 

వీలైనెంత తా రా పూర్ ిచేయబడున్ల. 2. 
కాటిపలిు వెంకట్ రెడ్డ ి (దుకాణెం) s/o నారాయణ్ రెడ్డ ి రెెండు పోల్స్  

అవసరెం ఇన్్ల లేటర్లు పగిలి పోయినవి. 

3. 

మా గ్రామములోని గ్రాన్ా ా రమ ర ుకు ఫెని్ ెంగ్ లు అవసరెం. 5 

గ్రాన్ా ా రమ ర ుకు ఫెని్ ెంగ్ అవసరెం.  ఇవి పశువులకు, మన్లషులకు 

ఇబబ ెంది కరెంా ఉనాా యి. 

గ్రామెంలోని 3-పేజ్ DTR గ్రాన్్ ్ఫారమ ర్్లకు ఫెన్ి ెంగ్ అెందుబాటులో 

ఉెంది మర్యు గృహ సరా్వ సులకుాన్ల  సిెంగల్స పేజ్ 15 KVA DTRలు 

తగినెంత ఎతి్తతో పోల్స మెంట్ చేయబడ్డనాయి మర్యు 3-పేజ్ DTR 

AB సిా చ్ ద్వా రా ఆన్/ఆఫ్ ఏరాప టు చేయబడ్డెంది. 

4. 

గ్రానా్ ా రమ ర్ గ్రాన్్స్ ప ర్ ్ రైత్తల న్లెండ్డ వసూలు చేసిునాా ర్ల. 

గ్రానా్ ా రమ ర్ గ్రాన్్స్ ప ర్ ్ 100 KVA లేదు అని AEల న్లెండ్డ సమాధానెం.  

మీరే తెచ్చు కోెండ్డ మా వహికల్స అెందుబాటులో లేదు అని సమాధానెం 

మర్యు గ్రానా్ ా రమ ర్ కాలిపోయిన సెంధరబ ములో ఆన్-లైన్ 

చేయానికి గ్రాన్ా ా రమ ర్ ర్వపేుస్ చేయానికి వారెం, పది రోజులు 

పడుత్తెంది.  ఈ సమయెంలో పెంటలు ఎెండ్డపోయి నష్ె్ం 

జర్లగుచ్చనా ది.  మొలక దశలో మొలకలు మొలవక పెంట ఎెండ్డపోయి 

నష్ె్ం జర్లగుచ్చనా ది. ఆన్-లైన్ చేయానికి మా జిల్లులో చాల్ల 

సమయెం తీసుకుెంటునాా ర్ల AEలు. 

2020-21 ఆర్కి సెంవత్ రెంలో ఆదిల్లబాద్ జిల్లులో 881 DTRలు 

కాలిపోయాయి వాటికి ాన్ల 617 DTRలు (70%) డ్డపార్్్మెంట్ వాహనాల 

ద్వా రా రవాణా చేయబడ్డనవి మర్యు 01.04.2021 న్లెండ్డ 31.01.2022 

వరకు   907 DTRలు కాలిపోయాయి. వాటికి ాన్ల 797 DTRలు (87.87%) 

డ్డపార్్్మెంట్ వాహనాల ద్వా రా రవాణా చేయబడి్డయి. SPM 

సెంటర్్లో ఎటువెంటి లోడ్డెంగ్ & అన్్లోడ్డెంగ్ ఛార్వలీు 

చెలిుెంచకూడదనే సమాచారెంతో న్స్టీసు బోరి్లలు SPM సెంటర్్లో 

ఏరాప టు చేయడెం జర్గిెంది. ఎవరైనా లేబర్ ఛార్వలీు అడ్డగితే 

కాల్స/సమాచారెం ఇవా డ్డనికి సెంబెంధిత AE,ADE/SPM & DE/MRT 

నెంబర్్లు గ్రపదర్శ ెంచ బడి్డయి. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ చిలుకూర్థ వంకట రెడ్డి, తంసీ గ్ామం, తంసీ మండలం, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

తాంసీ గ్రామములో లూస్ లైన్లు చాలా ఉన్నా యి.  (1) కటకాం 

గ్రరమోద్ చేన్ల (2) గోపిడి న్నరాయణ రెడి ిచేన్ల 2 బిట్లు ఉన్నా యి (3) 

చిలుక లక్ష్మి , గడ్ాిం న్నరాయణ్ రెడి ిచేన్ల (4) కె. గ్రరమీల (5) కటకాం 

సత్య న్నరాయణ (6) రాచారపు నరస యయ  S/o గాంగనా  (7) సోమ 

మహాందర్ రెడి ి (8) రెడి ిన్నరాయణ (9) సోమ గణేష్ రెడి ి (10) బాంత్ 

మోహన్ రెడి ిs/o లచిి  రెడి ి(11) తోట ఊశనా  చేన్ల (12) తోట సురేష్ 

చేన్ల s/o ఊశనా  

5 DTR లకు మా గ్రామములో ఫెన్స ాంగ్, ఆన్-ఆఫ్ లు లేవు. 

లూస్ లైన్లు సరి చేయడ్ాం కొరకు WBS నాంబర్ T-2107-05-01-02-04-005 

ద్వా రా 38 మధ్య  స్సంాంలల కోసాం ఎస్టమిేట్ వేయడ్మైనది. 

DTR ఫెన్స ాంగ్ మరియు AB స్టా చ్చి ల కొరకు ఎస్టమిేట్ WBS నాంబర్ T-

2101-05-01-02-04-015 ద్వా రా అాంచన్న వేస్ట, మాంజూరు కోసాం 

సమరిప ాంచబడిాంది. ఒక నెలలో రన్ పూర్తం చేయబడున్ల. 

2. 

గ్రాన్నస ా రి ర్ కాలిపోయినపుప డు రైతులే గ్రాన్స్స ప ర్ ి

చేసుకుాంట్లన్నా రు. 100 KV DTR కు గ్రాన్స్స ప రిు లేదు మీరే 

చేసుకోవాలన్ అాంట్లన్నా రు.  గ్రరతి సారి మా వెహికల్ 

అాందుబాట్లలో లేదు మీరే తెచ్చి కోాండి అన్ AE లు సమాధానాం 

చెపుప తునా్న రన్ అాంట్లన్నా రు.  అకక డ్ వెళ్లున త్రువాత్ SPM 

హమాలీ చార్తలీు రైతుల న్లాండి వసూలు చేసుంనా్న రు.  

గ్రాన్నస ా రి ర్ DTR కాలిపోయినపుప డు చాలా ఆలసయ ము 

జరుగుచ్చనా ది.  గ్రరతి గ్రాన్నస ా రి రుకు వారాం న్లాండి 15 రోజులు 

అవుచ్చనా ది.  ఆన్-లైన్ చేయుటకు ఆలసయ ాం జరుగుతునా ది.  

దీన్ సరి చేస్ట మాకు న్నయ యాం చేయగలరు. 

2020-21 ఆరికి సాంవత్స రాంలో ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాులో 881 DTRలు 

కాలిపోయాయి వాటికి ాన్ల 617 DTRలు (70%) డిపార్సి్మాంట్ వాహన్నల 

ద్వా రా రవాణా చేయబడినవి మరియు 01.04.2021 న్లాండి 31.01.2022 

వరకు   907 DTRలు కాలిపోయాయి. వాటికి ాన్ల 797 DTRలు (87.87%) 

డిపార్సి్మాంట్ వాహన్నల ద్వా రా రవాణా చేయబడి్డయి. SPM సాంటర్స్లో 

ఎట్లవాంటి లోడిాంగ్ & అన్స్లోడిాంగ్ ఛార్తలీు చెలిుాంచకూడ్దనే 

సమాచారాంతో న్స్టీసు బోరిులు SPM సాంటర్స్లో ఏరాప ట్ల చేయడ్ాం 

జరిగాంది. ఎవరైన్న లేబర్ ఛార్తలీు అడిగతే కాల్/సమాచారాం ఇవా డ్డన్కి 

సాంబాంధిత్ AE,ADE/SPM & DE/MRT నాంబర్స్లు గ్రరదరిశ ాంచ బడి్డయి. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థిక సంవత్సర్ానికి ర్థట ైల్ సప్లయి వ్ాాపార్ానిక ిసమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ాకత్, ధరల ప్రతిపాదన లు మర్థయు కరా స్ సబ్ససడీ సర్ాార్జీ ప్రతిపాదనల ఫ ై  
శ్రర ఆడపె్ు శ్రరనివ్ాస్, దవే్ాప్ూర్ గ్ార మం, త్లమడుగ్ు మండలం, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల  గ్ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 

 

కరమ  

-సంఖ్ా 
అభ్ాంత్ర్ాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు     

1. 

లూజ్ ల ైన్ ల గ్రామం దేవరపూర్ మండలము 

తలమడుగులో బ ైంగల నర్సిములు గ్రామము దవేరపూర్ 

మండలము త్లమడుగు చనేులో లూజ్ ల ైనుు  

మనుషులకు పశువులకు తగ్సలేవిదంగ్ర ఉన్నాయి.  

కరవున ఇట్టి  ల ైనుు  చేయించగలరు.  మా గ్రామములో 
ట్రాన్నిారమర్ కరలిపో యినపుుడు మా వెహకిల్ 

అందుబరట్ులో లేదు. మీర్ే తచెుుక ండి అని AE నుండ ి

సమాధననం.  SPM స ంట్ర్లు  ర్ ైతుల నుండి హమాలీ చనర్జీలు 
వసూలు చసేుు న్నారు. ట్రానిా ఫరరమరుకు ఫ నిింగ్ 

చేయించనలి.  10 ట్రాన్నిారమర్ లకు ఫ నిింగ్ మర్సయు ఆన్-

ఆఫ్ లు లేవు చయేించగలరు. 

లూజు ల ైనుు  కొరకు WBS నంబర్ T-2101-05-01-02-06-006 దనార్ర అంచన్న సదిధం చసేి, మంజూరు క సం 

సమర్సుంచబడింది మర్సయు వీల ైనంత తారగ్ర పూర్సు చయేబడును. 

2020-21 ఆర్సిక సంవతిరంలో ఆదలిాబరద్ జిలాు లో 881 DTRలు విఫలమయాాయి వరట్టక ిగ్రను 617 DTRలు 
(70%) డిపరరి్్మ ంట్ వరహన్నల దనార్ర రవరణన చేయబడినవి మర్సయు 01.04.2021 నుండ ి31.01.2022 వరకు   
907 DTRలు విఫలమయాాయి వరట్టక ి గ్రను 797 DTRలు (87.87%) డిపరరి్్మ ంట్ వరహన్నల దనార్ర రవరణన 
చేయబడనా యి. SPM స ంట్ర్్లో ఎట్ువంట్ట లోడింగ్ & అన్్లోడంిగ్ ఛనర్జీలు చలెిుంచకూడదన్ే సమాచనరంతో న్ోట్ీసు 
బో రుా లు SPM స ంట్ర్్లో ఏర్రుట్ు చయేడం జర్సగ్సంది. ఎవర్ నై్న లేబర్ ఛనర్జీలు అడిగ్సతే కరల్/సమాచనరం 

ఇవాడననికి సంబంధతి AE,ADE/SPM & DE/MRT నంబర్్లు పాదర్సశంచ బడనా యి. 

గృహ సర్జాసులకుగ్రను  సింగల్ పేజ్ 15 KVA DTRలు తగ్సనంత ఎతుు తో పో ల్ మ ంట్ చేయబడిన్నయి.  
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ ఎలమ  బగువ్యన్ రెడ్డి, కొత్త సంగ్వి  గ్ామము, బేలా మండల్, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల   ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు     

1. 
లూజ్ లైన్లు, ఎల్మ  బగువాన్ రెడ్డ,ి కొత్త సాంగ్వి  గ్రామము, మాండల్ బేలా, జిలాు  

ఆదిలాబాద్ రెాండు పోల్్  అవసరాం పని చేయాంచగల్రు. 
LT లూజ్ లైన్్లో 2 మధ్య  ్సతాంలు త్ి రలో ఏరా్ప టు చేసతము. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ పంగ్ు అశోక్ రెడ్డ,ి జైనథ్ గ్ామం, జైనథ్ మండల్, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు      
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు      

1. 

ట్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్ కాలిపోయినప్పు డు మా వెహికల్ అందుబాటులో 

లేదు.  మీరే తెచ్చు కండి అని AEలు సమాధానం ఇస్తునా్స్ రు. 

100 KV ట్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్ కు ట్రాన్స్ఫ ు ర్ ్లేదు అని సమాధానం 

ఇస్తునా్స్ రు. హమాలీ చార్జలీు SPM సంటర్ లో రైతుల నండి 

వసూలు రూ.500 తీస్తకుంటున్స్ా రు. 

2020-21 ఆర్థకి సంవత్ఫ ర్ంలో ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాాలో 881 DTRలు కాలిపోయాయి 

వాటికి గాన 617 DTRలు (70%) డిపార్్్మంట్ వాహన్స్ల ద్వా రా ర్వాణా 

చేయబడినవి మర్థయు 01.04.2021 నండి 31.01.2022 వర్కు   907 DTRలు 

కాలిపోయాయి. వాటికి గాన 797 DTRలు (87.87%) డిపార్్్మంట్ వాహన్స్ల 

ద్వా రా ర్వాణా చేయబడా్డయి. SPM సంటర్్లో ఎటువంటి లోడింగ్ & 

అన్లోడింగ్ ఛార్జలీు చెలింాచకూడదనే సమాచార్ంతో న్స్టీస్త బోరాులు SPM 

సంటర్్లో ఏరాు టు చేయడం జర్థగంది. ఎవరైన్స్ లేబర్ ఛార్జలీు అడిగతే 

కాల్/సమాచార్ం ఇవా డ్డనికి సంబంధిత్ AE,ADE/SPM & DE/MRT నంబర్్లు 

ట్రరదర్థశ ంచ బడా్డయి. 

2. 

ట్రానఫ ఫార్మ ర్ కు ఫెనిఫ ంగ్ లేవు. ట్రగామంలో ఉనా  

ట్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్తాో మనషులకు రశువులకు ఇబబ ంది కర్ంగా 

ఉనా ది.  10 ట్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్కాు ఫెనిఫ ంగ్ మర్థయు ఆన-ఆఫ్ 

చేయించ గలరు. 

ట్రరమాద్వలన నివార్థంచడ్డనికి 3 DTRల ఫెనిఫ ంగ్ మర్థయు 4 T/T 200A AB 

స్వా చ్ల ఏరాు టు కసం WBS నం.T-2101-05-01-02-02-016 ద్వా రా ఎస్వమ్ేట్ వేస్వ 

శంక్షన కసం సమర్థు ంచబడింది. వీలైనంత్ త్ా ర్గా రనలు పూర్థు చేయడం 

జరుగుతుంది. 
3. లూజ్ లైనా 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీగ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ గోక సుదరశ న్ రెడి్డ s/o పోత్ రెడి్డ, హసా్న పూర్ గ్ామం, తంసీ మండల్, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖ్ా  
అభా్ ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

11 kv లైన్ కుమ్మ రి అశోక్ ఇంటి పోల్ నండి కంది సుభాష్ రెడి ి చేనలో గల 

ట్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్ వర్కు 11 kv లైన్ లూజ్ ఉండటం వలన వయ వసాయ పనలకు 

ఇబ్బ ంది కలుగుతునన ది. కావున దానికి పోల్ లన నిరిమ ంచి 11 kv లైన్ న మ్ర్మ్మ తుు 

చేయంచగలరు. 

కుమ్మ రి అశోక్ చేనలో వయ వసాయ పనలకు ఇబ్బ ంది కలగకుండా 

మ్ధ్య స్థ స్స్థంలల కొర్కు WBS నం.T-2101-05-01-02-04-007 దాా రా 

ఎస్టమిేట్ వేస్ట శంక్షన్ కోస్ం స్మ్రిప ంచబ్డింది. వీలైనంత తా ర్గా 

పనలు పూరిు చేయడం జరుగుతుంది. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై 

 గ్ీ ాగ్ె నరందర్, రాంనరర్ పాలడి గ్ామం, తంసీ మండలం, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల   ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

మా చేనులో లూస్ లైన్ మనుషులకు, పశువులకు తగిలేవిధంగా 

ఉన్నా యి.  కావున చేయించి మాకు న్నా యం చేయగలరు. CGRF కంప్లంట్ 

ఇచిి న్నము పని కాలేదు. పని చేయించి న్నా యము చేయగలరు. 
CGRF CG No.650. 

కామ్రె నరందర్ కు చందిన వ్ా వ్సాయ స్థలలంలో 1 పోల్ 

వేయడమైనది మరియు తవ రలో పని పూరతవుతంది. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ కళ్ళ ం రమేష్ రెడ్డ,ి చినన ప్ల్లల గ్ామం, త్లమడుగు మండలం, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

కళ్ళ ం రమేష్ రెడ్డ,ి చిన్న పల్ల ి గ్రామం, తలమడుగు మండలం, 

ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలిా  - మా గ్రామములోని మొతతం పోల్స్  విరిగిపోయి 

సిమంట్ నండ్డ రాడ్ కనిపిస్తతన్నన యి ఎపుడు విరిగి పడుతాయో 

తెల్లయదు.  ఈ పోల్్స  మొతతం తీయించి కొతత పోల్స్  

వేయించగలరు. 15 పోల్్స  ఇలాంటి పరిసితిి ఉన్న ది. 

గ్రాన్్ ఫారమ ర్ కాస్ట ్ AGL ఎసిమ్ేట్ వేయకూడదని G.O నం.2013 

లో ఉన్న ది.  మా జిలిాలో గ్రాన్్ ఫారమ ర్ కాస్ట ్ వేసి ORC 

ఇస్తతన్నన రు.  కావున్ మాకు న్నా యం చేయగలరు.  

ఇపప టికే 7 స్తతంలలన ఏరాప టు చేయడమైన్ది , మిగిల్లన్ 8 స్తతంలలన 

వీలైన్ంత తవ రా ఏరాప టు చేయబడున. 

గ్రపతి కొతత HT & LT లగం కల్లగిన్ వ్ా వ్సాయ తర్వవ స్త కనక్షన్ కోతం TSNPDCL 

రూ.70,000/- భరిస్తతంది. గ్రపతి కొతత LT లగం కల్లగిన్ వా్ వ్సాయ తర్వవ స్త 

కనక్షన్ కోతం TSNPDCL రూ.40,000/- భరిస్తతంది.  దీని గురించి రెగుా లేషన్ 

సూచించదు. 

2. 

గ్రాన్్ ఫారమ ర్ కాల్లపోయిన్పుప డు మా జిలిాలో పూరితా  రైతులే 

భరిస్తతన్నన రు.  మా వెహికల్స అందుబాటులో DTR లేదు మీరే 

తీస్తకోని వ్చిి  గ్రాన్్ ఫారమ ర్ DTR తీస్తకుపోండ్డ అని AE ారి 

తమాధాన్ం.  కావున్ మాకు వెహికల్స అందుబాటులో ఉంచి మాకు 

న్నా యం చేయగలరు. 

2020-21 ఆరికి తంవ్త్ రంలో ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలిాలో 881 DTRలు 

కాల్లపోయాయి వాటికి ాన 617 DTRలు (70%) డ్డపార్స్్మంట్ వాహన్నల ద్వవ రా 

రవాణా చేయబడ్డన్వి మరియు 01.04.2021 నండ్డ 31.01.2022 వ్రకు 907 

DTRలు కాల్లపోయాయి. వాటికి ాన 797 DTRలు (87.87%) డ్డపార్స్్మంట్ 

వాహన్నల ద్వవ రా రవాణా చేయబడి్డయి. SPM సంటర్స్లో ఎటువ్ంటి లోడ్డంగ్ 

& అన్స్లోడ్డంగ్ ఛార్వలీు చెల్లంిచకూడదనే తమాచారంతో నోటీస్త బోరిులు 

SPM సంటర్స్లో ఏరాప టు చేయడం జరిగింది. ఎవ్రైన్న లేబర్ ఛార్వలీు 

అడ్డగితే కాల్స/తమాచారం ఇవ్వ డ్డనికి తంబంధిత AE,ADE/SPM & DE/MRT 

న్ంబర్స్లు గ్రపదరిశ ంచబడి్డయి.  
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై 

 గ్ీ పాన్ ప్టి్ట మారుతీ రావు, జండి గ్ామం, ఇచా్చ డ మండలం, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

పాన్ పట్ట ి మారుతీ రావు, గ్రామము జాండి, మాండలాం ఇచో్చ డ.  మాకు 

మోటారు కనెక్షన్ కు పోల్స్  వేసినారు కానీ లైన్ వేయలేదు.  లైన్ వేసి మా 

యొకక  సరీ్వ స్ పునరుద్దరాంచ గలరు. SS నెాం.35 Jamdi.  

ఒక 8.0 మీటర్ల PSCC పోల్స ఏరాా టు చేయబడిాంది మరయు లైన్ 

కూడా వేసి ఉాంది.  SC  No.35 శ్ర ీ పి.మారుతీ రావుకు సర్ఫరా 

ఇపా ట్టకే అాందుబాటులో ఉాంది. 

2. 

గ్రటాన్ ఫార్మ ర్ కాలి పోయిన సమయాంలో పునరుద్ధరాంచడానికి 10 నాండి 15 

రోజులు పడుతాంది.  ఆన్-లైన్ చేయటానికి చాలా సమయాం పడుతాంది. 

గ్రటాన్ ఫార్మ ర్ గ్రటాన్్స్ ా ర్ ిరైతలు చేసుకుాంటునాా రు.  AE ారు మా వెహికల్స 

అాందుబాటులో లేదు మీరే తీసుకోని వచ్చో  తీసుకోని పోాండి అని AE 

సమాధానాం వసుతాంది.   కావున మాకు నాా యాం చేయగలరు. 

DTR కాలిపోయిన విషయము సిబబ ాంది ద్ృష్టకిి వచో్చ న తరువాత 

పునరుద్ధరాంచడాం జరుగుతాంది. SPM సాంటర్శ్లో ఎటువాంట్ట 

లోడిాంగ్ & అన్శ్లోడిాంగ్ ఛార్వలీు చెలిలాంచకూడద్నే 

సమాచార్ాంతో న్స్టీసు బోరుులు SPM సాంటర్శ్లో ఏరాా టు 

చేయడాం జరగాంది. ఎవరైనా లేబర్ ఛార్వలీు అడిగతే 

కాల్స/సమాచార్ాం ఇవీ డానికి సాంబాంధిత AE,ADE/SPM & 

DE/MRT నాంబర్శ్లు గ్రపద్రశ ాంచ బడాుయి. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ హరూన్ రామేశ్వ ర్, జమిది గ్ామం, ఇచా్చ డ మండలం, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

DTR కాలిపోయిన సమయంలో DTR తీసుకోని రండి, DTR 

తీసుకోని పోండి అని AE గారి సమాధానం.  మా వెహికల్ 

అందుబాటులో లేదు. 100 KVA  ట్రాన్స్ఫ ా రమ ర్ కు ట్రాన్స్ఫ ో ర్టు 

లేదు అని AE సమాచారం.  కావున మాకు వెహికల్ 

అందుబాటులో ఉంచి మాకు న్స్ా యం చేయగలర్ట.  

ట్రాన్స్ఫ ా రమ ర్ కాలిపోయిన సందరభ ములో 10 రోజులు 

పడుతుది.  ఈ ఆలసా ము వలన మాకు మొలక దశలో ఉనన  

పంటలు ఎండి పోయి చాలా నష్ుం జర్టగుతుంది.  కావున 

న్స్ా యం చేయగలర్ట. 

2020-21 ఆరికి సంవత్ఫ రంలో ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాాలో 881 DTRలు కాలిపోయాయి 

వాటికి గాను 617 DTRలు (70%) డిపార్ు్మంట్ వాహన్స్ల ద్వా రా రవాణా 

చేయబడినవి మరియు 01.04.2021 నుండి 31.01.2022 వరకు   907 DTRలు 

కాలిపోయాయి వాటికి గాను 797 DTRలు (87.87%) డిపార్ు్మంట్ వాహన్స్ల దా్వ రా 

రవాణా చేయబడా్డయి. SPM సంటర్్లో ఎటువంటి లోడింగ్ & అన్్లోడింగ్ 

ఛార్జలీు చెలింాచకూడదనే సమాచారంతో న్స్టీసు బోరా్టలు SPM సంటర్్లో 

ఏరోా టు చేయడం జరిగంది. ఎవరైన్స్ లేబర్ ఛార్జలీు అడిగతే కాల్/సమాచారం 

ఇవా డ్డనికి సంబంధిత్ AE,ADE/SPM & DE/MRT నంబర్్లు ట్రపదరిశ ంచ 

బడా్డయి. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీమతి చంత్ప్ల్లల రూప్, పొన్నా ర్థ గ్ామం, తంసీ మండలం, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల   ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధాన్నలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధాన్నలు 

1. 

(1)  చింతపల్ల ిసా్వ మి s/o చన్న న్న  గ్రామము పొన్నన రి - 2 పశువులు ATS No.009471  

(2)  చింతపల్ల ిభూమా రెడ్డ,ి s/o రాములు, పొన్నన ర్థ గ్రామము - 1 పశువు  ATS No.9471 

(3)  చింతపల్ల ిరూప w/o సా్వ మి రెడ్డ ిగ్రామము పొన్నన ర్థ - 1 పశువు  ATS No.009471 

మా యొక్క  పశువులు 01/10/2021 న్నడు న్నలుగు పశువులు చనిపోయిన్వి మాకు 

రావలసిన్ క్ింపెనే్స షన్ రాలేదు.  కావున్ న్గదు రూపాయలు ఇప్ప ించగలరు. 

రూ.1,60,000/- ఎకే్ ్గ్రేషియా మింజూరు 

చేయబడ్డింది (పశువుకు రూ.40,000/- చొప్పప న్). 

తా రలో సింబింధిత వారికి అిందజేయ బడుతింది.   
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై 

గ్ీ సరసాని భూమా రెడ్డి, జండ్డ గ్ామం, తంసీ మండల్, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

మా గ్రామములోని DTR లు గ్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్లు 5 ఇంటికి ఆన్-ఆఫ్ లు లేవు 

మరియు గ్రామములో ఉన్న టువంటి వాటికి గ్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్ కు కంచె ఫెనిఫ ంగ్ 

లేదు. 5 DTR లకు ఫెనిఫ ంగ్ చేయంచగలర్ల.  గ్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్ కాలిపోయ 

దాదాపుా 3 నెలలు ఐన్ది.  ఎనిన సార్లు విన్న వించిన్స్ పని చేయలేదు. 

గ్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్ నెం.1 గ్రామము మధ్య లో ఉన్న ది.  ఇండ్లు మరియు గ్రపజలకు 

చాలా గ్రపమాదకారిా ఉన్న ది.  దీనిని షిఫ్టంగ్ చేయంచగలర్ల. గ్రాన్ఫ ఫార్మ ర్ 

కాలిపోయన్ ఎడల గ్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్ రైతులే గ్రాన్స్ఫ ో ర్ ట చేయవలసి వస్తున్న ది.  

ఆన్-లైన్ బుకింగ్ చాలా ఆలస్య ముా చేయుచున్స్న ర్ల.  10 నండి 15 రోజులు 

గ్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్ రిపేర్ చేయంచానికి పడ్లతుంది.  దీని వలన్ రైతుల 

పంటలు మొలక దశలో ఎండిపోయ స్మయానికి నీర్ల అందక చాలా పంట 

న్ష్టం, ఆలస్య ము జరిగి రైతులు న్ష్టపోవలసి వస్తుంది. రైతులు DTR రిపేర్ 

కొర్కు తీస్తకువచిి న్పుో డ్ల రైతులనండి హమాలీ చార్జలీు 

తీస్తకుంటున్స్న ర్ల. 

గృహ స్ర్జీ స్తలకుాన  సింగల్ పేజ్ 15 KVA DTRలు తగిన్ంత 

ఎతుుతో పోల్ మంట్ చేయబడిన్స్య. 

DTR షిఫ్టంగ్ చార్జలీు గ్రామ స్ర్ో ంచ్ స్మమ తి పగ్రతము ఇచిి  

తగిన్ చార్జలీు చెలించిన్ పిదప పనిని చేపటటబడ్లతుంది. 

2020-21 ఆరికి స్ంవతఫ ర్ంలో ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాులో 881 DTRలు 

కాలిపోయాయ వాటికి ాన 617 DTRలు (70%) డిపార్ట్మంట్ 

వాహన్స్ల దాీ రా ర్వాణా చేయబడిన్వి మరియు 01.04.2021 

నండి 31.01.2022 వర్కు   907 DTRలు కాలిపోయాయ వాటికి 

ాన 797 DTRలు (87.87%) డిపార్ట్మంట్ వాహన్స్ల దాీ రా 

ర్వాణా చేయబడా్డయ. SPM సంటర్్లో ఎటువంటి లోడింగ్ & 

అన్్లోడింగ్ ఛార్జలీు చెలిుంచకూడదనే స్మాచార్ంతో న్స్టీస్త 

బోరా్లలు SPM సంటర్్లో ఏరోా టు చేయడం జరిగింది. ఎవరైన్స్ 

లేబర్ ఛార్జలీు అడిగితే కాల్/స్మాచార్ం ఇవీ డ్డనికి 

స్ంబంధిత AE,ADE/SPM & DE/MRT న్ంబర్్లు గ్రపదరిశ ంచ 

బడా్డయ. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ టి. విట్టల్ రెడ్డి, సరప ంచ్, సాంగ్వి  కే గ్ామము, జైనధ్ మండలం, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల   ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 
సాంగ్వి  కే గ్రామములో కొత్త సాంగ్వి  నాండి మెయిన్ రోడ్ వరకు స్ట్రటీ్ లైట్్  9  

పోల్్స   

సాంగ్వి  కే గ్రామములో కొత్త సాంగ్వి  నాండి మెయిన్ రోడ్ వరకు 

స్ట్రటీ్ లైట్్  9  పోల్స్  కొరకు పని చేపట్డీానికి  ఎస్టమీేట్ 

డబ్బు లు కట్డీానికి సాంగ్వి  (కె) సరప ాంచ్ ముాందుకు రావడాం 

లేదు. 

2. 

మరియు పాత్ సాంగ్వి  గ్రామ పాంచాయితీ నాండి సమ శాన ఘాట్ వరకు 7 పోల్్స  

వేస్టనారు కానీ ఇాంత్వరకు లైన్ కనెక్షన్ ఇవి లేదు.  లైన్ గాంజి కనెక్షన్ 

ఇప్ప ాంచగలరు. 

TSNPDCL స్టబ్ు ాంది ఆ పోల్స్  వేయ లేదు. కావున లైన కనెక్షన్ 

ఇవి లేదు. సరప ాంచ్ సమమ తి పగ్రత్ాం ఇచ్చి నచొ ఎస్టమీేట్ వేస్ట 

చెల్లాంపు జరిగ్వన వాంట్నే పని చేయ గలము. 

3. 
గ్రామములో లూజు లైనల చాలా వునాా యి.  వీటికి 5 పోల్్స  అవసరము. ఇవి 

మనషులకు, పశువులకు త్గ్వలేవిధాంా ఉనాా యి. 

అవాంఛనీయ సాంఘట్నలు అరికట్డీాం కోసాం 10 LT ఇాంట్ర్ 

పోలలన WBS నెాం.T-2107-05-01-02-03-011 ఎస్టమీేట్ ద్వి రా 

మాంజూరు కోసాం సమరిప ాంచబ్డిాంది. వీలైనాంత్ త్ి రా 

పనలు పూరిత చేయబ్డున. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ సరాస ని గోవరధన్ రెడ్డి, బండల నారపూర్ గ్ామం, తంసీ మండల్, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

సరా్స ని గోవర్ధన్ రెడ్డ,ి బండల నాగపూర్ గ్రామం, తంసీ మండల్, ఆదిలాబాద్ 

జిలాా నా యొక్క  చేనులో లూజు లైనాు ఉనాా యి.  ా రెండు 

సంవతా్ ర్ములుా విద్యు త్ అధికారులకు తెలియ జేస్తూ నే ఉనాా ను కానీ 

ఇంత్వర్కు పని కాలేద్య. లూజు లైనాు మనుషులకు, పశువులకు త్గిలే 

విధంా చాలా గ్రపమాదక్ర్ంా ఉనాా యి.  కానీ ఇంత్వర్కు పని కాలేద్య.   మా 

పని చేయించి మాకు నాు యం చేయగలరు.  మాకు విద్యు త్ గ్రపమాదం 

నుండ్డ కాపాడ్డ మాకు లైన్ ను పునరుదధరంచ గలరు.  8 పోలా్  అవసర్ము.  

మాకునాు య చేయగలరు. గ్రామం జామిడ్డ బండ ానాగపూర్ మధు లో శ్ర ధధర్ 

రెడ్డ ిరోడ్ తోట వదద లైనాు లూజుానే ఉనాా య్.  మాకు గ్రపమాదం నుండ్డ 

ర్క్షంచి మాకు నాు యం చేయగలరు. 

లూస్ లైనాు సర చేయడం కొర్కు WBS నంబర్ T-2107-05-01-02-

04-005 ద్వా ర్స మధు  శ్రసూంలల కోసం ఎస్టమిేట్ వేయడమైనది.   
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై  

గ్ీ కూట వంకట్ రెడ్డి, బండ్ల నారపూర్ గ్ామము, తంసి మండ్లం, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

నా పేరు కూటవెంకట్ రెడ్డ,ి బెండ్ల నాగపూర్ గ్రామము, తెంసి మెండ్లెం, 

ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల  నేను గత రెెండు సెంవతస రములుా విద్యు త్ 

డ్డపారుుమెంటు వారి దృష్టుకి తీసుకోని వచి్చ నాను.  మా చేనులో లూజు లైనుల 

మనుషులకు, పశువులకు తగిలేవిధెంా ఉనాా యి.  ఇవి చాలా 

గ్రపమాదకరెంా నే ఉనాా యి.  కానీ ఎనిా  సారుల వినా్ విెంచ్చనా పని కాలేద్య.  

ఇకక డ్ ఆరు పోల్సస  అవసరము ఉనా్ ది.  కావున్ ఇట్టు పని పూర్త ీచేయిెంచ్చ 

మాకు గ్రపమాదెం నుెండ్డ రక్షెంచ్చ నాు యెం చేయగలరు. 

లూస్ లైనుల సరి చేయడ్ెం కొరకు మధు  స్సెీంలల కోసెం ఎసిుమేట్ 

వేయడ్మైన్ది.   
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై 

 గ్ీ అల్లల ర్థ రామ రెడ్డ,ి బండ్ల నారరాపూర్ గ్ామము, తంసి మండ్ల్, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

గత సంవతస రము 13/01/2021 నాడు  మీ-సీవాలో చాలన్ (DD) కట్టనిాను.  నాకు 

ఇంతవరకు కరంటు మోటారు కనెక్షన్ ఇవవ లేదు.  CGRF లో కేసువేసినాను. 

ఇంతవరకు పని కాలేదు.  నాకు మోటారు కనెక్షన్ ఇప్ప ంచగలరు.  మాకు 

నాా యం చేయగలరు. 

కరంటు మోటారు కనెక్షన్ సరఫరా కోసం ఎసిమిేట్ WBS 

నంబర్ A-2101-05-01-02-04-007 ద్వవ రా మంజూరు 

చేయబడంది. డమాండ్ నోటీసు రూ.70,638/-  జారీ 

చేయబడంది. దరఖాసుుద్వరు ORC మొత్తునిి  

చెల్లంచలేదు. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై 

గ్ీ సాయ రణేష్ రెడ్డ,ి జామిడ్డ గ్ామము, తంసి మండలం, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

బద్దం గంగా రెడ్డ ిచేనులో ఉన్న  ట్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్ DTR నం.3 100 KVA DTR వున్న ది 

కానీ 28 మోార్లు న్డుస్తున్న వి.  దీనికి ఓవర్ లోడ్ ఉన్న ది అని గతములో 

ఎనిన సార్లు విన్న వించిన్స్ విద్యు త్ అధికార్లలు పట్టంచుకోలేద్య.  కావున్ ఇట్ట 

ట్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్ ఓవర్ లోడ్ తీసివేసి మాకు న్స్ు యం చేయగలర్ల.  మాకు మరో 

కొతు ట్రాన్స్ఫ ా ర్మ ర్ ఇప్ప ంచగలర్ల.  మాకు న్స్ు యం చేయగలర్ల. 

28 వు వసాయ మోార్్లలో 20 అధికారిక సర్వీ స్తలు మరియు 

మిగిలిన్ 8 అన్ధికార్ కనక్షన్లు ఉన్స్న యి. ఈ అన్ధికార్ 

కనక్షనుు ట్రకమబదీకీర్ణ కోసం మీ సేవలో అవసర్మైన్ ఛార్వలీను 

చెలిుంచమని వినియోగదార్లలకు తెలియజేయడమైన్ది. 

చెలిుంచిన్ ప్ద్ప కొతు ట్రానఫ  ఫార్మ ర్ అమర్చ  బడుతంది. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై 

గ్ీ దేవలల ఎలలయా , జైనధ్ గ్ామం & మండలం, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

దేవల్ల ఎల్లయ్య , జైనధ్ గ్రామము 2020 సంవత్స రములో చనిపోయిన దేవల్ల 

పారవ తి వయ్స్సస  58 సంవత్స రములు కరంటు వైర్లల త్గిలి చనిపోయినది. 

ఇంత్ వరకు ఎక్సస  గ్రేషియా అందలేదు.  కావున మాకు న్యయ య్ం చేయ్గల్రని 

మనవి. 

రూ.5,00,000/- పరిహారం ATS-006808 నంబర్లతో మంజూర్ల 

చేయ్బడినది.  వీలైనంత్ త్వ రా దేవల్ల పారవ తి సంబంధీకుల్కు 

అందజేయ్డం జర్లగుతంది. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదన లు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై 

గ్ీ బోడకంటి గ్ప్వీణ్, గ్ామం డోప్ టలా గ్ామం, బేలా మండలం, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల   ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలక సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

గ్రామము డోప్ టలా, మండలం బేలా, జిలాా ఆదిలాబాద్ మేము గత రండు 

సంవతస రముల గ్రితము D.D.లు కట్టనిాము.  దానిి సంబంధంచిన పని 

ఇంత వరకు కాలేదు. CGRF కంప్ంాట్ ఇచిి నాము కానీ ఇంత వరకు పని 

కాలేదు.  ORC కట్టనిాము కానీ పని కాలేదు.  కావున పని చేయంచి మాకు 

నాా యం చేయగలరు. గత రండు సీజన్ లుా మేము పంట నష్పిోయనాము. 

స్థ ని నికులు అడుు చెపప డం వలన పని చేయడంలో జాపా ం 

జరిగినది.  పని చేయడానిి వినియోగదారులను ఒప్ప ంచడానిి 

గ్రపయత్ని స్తునిా ము. వివాదం పరిష్క రించిన తరువాత పని 

చేపటడిం జరుగుతంది. 
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2022-23 ఆర్థకి సంవత్స రానికి ర్థటైల్ సప్లయి వా్య పారానికి సమగ్ర ఆదాయ ఆవశ్ా కత్, ధరల గ్ప్తిపాదనలు మర్థయు గ్ాస్ సబ్సస డీ సరాా ర్జ ీ

గ్ప్తిపాదనల ఫై 

గ్ీ గోక రామ రెడ్డి, s/o భూమా రెడ్డ,ి హసా్న పూర్ గ్ామం, ఆదిలాబాద్ జిలాల  ార్థ సూచనలు/సలహాలకు సమాధానాలు 
 

గ్కమ  

సంఖా్  
అభ్ా ంత్రాలు / సూచనలు TSNPDCL – సమాధానాలు 

1. 

మీటరు నెం.00452 ఇెంటి నెం.- శ్ర మతి గోక కవిత w/o రాత రెడ్డ ి గత 

సెంవతస రము 2020 ఆగస్టు నలలో D.D. కటిునాను.  నాకు మీటరు నెం. గత 

నలలో వచ్చి నది. కానీ ఇెంత వరకు బిల్లు రాలేదు.  ఆన్-లైన్ చేయెంచ్చ బిల్లు 

ఇప్ప ెంచగలరు. విదుు త్ అధికారులకు ఎనో్న  సారుు చెప్ప నా పని కాలేదు.  

నాకు నాు యమైన బిల్లు ఇచ్చి  నాకు నాు యెం చేయగలరు.  మా గ్రాతము 

హసోా పూర్. 

తెంసి సెక్షన్ లోని హుసోా పూర్ గ్రాతెంలో శ్ర మతి గోక కవిత w/o 

రాత రెడ్డ ి ారి సర్వీ స్ట నెం.60329-00452తో విడుదల చేశారు 

తరియు బిల్ కూడా ఇవీ డెం జరిగినది. 
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